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TO THE PRESENT AND FUTURE AGES,

GREETING.

Although in my six monthly designations I placed the History of Life and Death last in order; yet the extreme profit and importance of the subject, wherein even the slightest loss of time should be accounted precious, has decided me to make an anticipation, and advance it into the second place. For it is my hope and desire that it will contribute to the common good; that through it the higher physicians will somewhat raise their thoughts, and not devote all their time to common cures, nor be honoured for necessity only; but that they will become the instruments and dispensers of God's power and mercy in prolonging and renewing the life of man, the rather because it is effected by safe, convenient, and civil, though hitherto unattempted methods. For although we Christians ever aspire and pant after the land of promise, yet meanwhile it will be a mark of God's favour if in our pilgrimage through the wilderness of this world, these our shoes and garments (I mean our frail bodies) are as little worn out as possible.
THE HISTORY OF LIFE AND DEATH.

INTRODUCTION.

That "Life is short and Art long" is an old proverb and complaint. It appears therefore to follow naturally that I who am earnestly labouring for the perfection of arts should take thought also, by the grace and favour of the Author of Life and Truth, about the means of prolonging the life of man. For though the life of man is only a mass and accumulation of sins and sorrows, and they who aspire to eternity set little value on life; yet even we Christians should not despise the continuance of works of charity. Besides, the beloved disciple survived the rest, and many of the Fathers, especially holy monks and hermits, were long-lived; so that this blessing (so often repeated in the old law) appears to have been less withdrawn after the time of our Saviour than other earthly blessings. But to regard this as the greatest blessing is natural; how to secure it is a difficult inquiry; and the more difficult because it has been corrupted by false opinions and vain reports. For both the common phrases of physicians concerning Radical Moisture and Natural Heat are deceptive, and the extravagant praises of chemical medicines only raise men's hopes to disappoint them.

The present inquiry is not instituted for deaths from
suffocation, putrefaction, and divers diseases, which belong to the history of medicine; but only for that death which proceeds from bodily decay and the atrophy of old age. To inquire however concerning the last step of death and the final extinction of life, which may happen so many ways both external and internal (yet all which meet as it were in a common porch before they come to the point of death), is in my judgment pertinent to this inquiry; but I will reserve it till the end.

Whatever can be repaired gradually without destroying the original whole is, like the vestal fire, potentially eternal. When therefore physicians and philosophers observed that animals were nourished and their bodies repaired and refreshed, but that this was only for a time, as old age soon came on and was speedily followed by dissolution; they looked for death in something that could not be properly repaired, imagining that there was some primitive and radical moisture which was not really repaired, but which even from childhood received a kind of spurious addition and no true repair; and that with time this grew worse and worse, till at last it ended in none at all. But these opinions are very frivolous and ignorant. For in the time of growth and youth all the parts of animals are repaired entirely; nay, for a time they are increased in quantity and bettered in quality, so that the matter whereby they are repaired would be eternal, if the manner of repairing them did not fail. The real truth is this. In declining age repair takes place very unequally, some parts being repaired successfully enough, others with difficulty and for the worse; so that from this time the human body begins to suffer that torture
of Mezentius, whereby the living die in the embraces of the dead, and the parts that are easily repaired, by reason of their connection with the parts hardly repairable, begin to decay. For even after the decline of age the spirit, blood, flesh, and fat are still easily repaired, when the drier or more porous parts, as the membranes, tubules, arteries, veins, bones, cartilages, most of the bowels, and nearly all the organic parts are repaired with difficulty and loss. Now these parts when they ought to perform their office of repairing the other repairable parts, being impaired in their powers and activity, are no longer equal to their proper functions; and hence it results that very soon the whole tends to dissolution, and those very parts, which in their own nature are most capable of repair, are yet through the failure of the organs of repair no longer able to be similarly repaired, but decay, and in the end totally fail. The cause of the termination is this: the spirit which like a gentle flame is ever preying on the body, and the external air which likewise sucks and dries bodies, conspiring with the spirit, do in the end destroy the workshop of the body with its machines and organs, and make them incapable of performing the work of repair. Such then are the true ways of natural death, which deserve to be well and carefully considered. For how can a man, who knows not the ways of nature, meet and turn her?

There are therefore two subjects of inquiry; the one, the consumption or depredation of the human body; the other, the repair or refreshment thereof; with a view to the restraining of the one (as far as may be), and the strengthening and comforting the other. The first of these pertains principally to the spirits and ex-
ternal air, which cause the depredation; the second to the whole process of alimentation, which supplies the renovation. With regard to the first part of the inquiry, touching consumption, it has many things in common with bodies inanimate. For whatever the native spirit (which exists in all tangible bodies whether with or without life) and the ambient or external air do to bodies inanimate, the same they try to do to bodies animate, though the presence of the vital spirit in part disturbs and restrains these operations, and in part intensifies and increases them exceedingly. For it is very evident that many inanimate bodies can last a very long time without repair, but animate bodies without aliment and repair at once collapse and die out like fire. The inquiry therefore should be twofold: regarding first the body of man as a thing inanimate and unrepaired by nourishment; and secondly as a thing animate and nourished. And with these prefatory remarks I now pass on to the Topics of Inquiry.
PARTICULAR TOPICS

or

Articles of Inquiry concerning Life and Death.

1. Inquire into the Nature of Durable and Non-Durable inanimate bodies, and likewise in Vegetables; not in a full and regular inquiry, but briefly, summarily, and as it were only by the way.

2. Inquire more carefully touching the desiccation, ar_refaction, and consumption of bodies inanimate and vegetable; of the ways and processes whereby they are effected, and withal the methods whereby they are prevented and retarded, and bodies are preserved in their own state. Also inquire touching the intereneration, softening, and renewal of bodies, after they have once commenced to become dry.

Neither however need this inquiry be perfect or exact; as these things should be drawn from the proper title of Nature Durable; and as they are not the principal questions in the present inquiry, but only shed a light on the prolongation and restoration of life in animals; wherein, as has been observed before, the same things generally happen, though in their own manner. From the inquiry concerning inanimate and vegetable bodies pass on to the inquiry of animals, not including man.
3. Inquire into the length and shortness of life in animals, with the proper circumstances which seem to contribute to either of them.

4. Since the duration of bodies is of two kinds, the one in their simple identity, the other by repair; whereof the former takes place only in bodies inanimate, the latter in vegetables and living creatures, and is performed by alimentation; inquire likewise touching alimentation, with its ways and process; yet this not accurately (for it belongs to the titles of Assimilation and Alimentation) but as before, in passing only.

From the inquiry concerning animals and things supported by nourishment pass on to that concerning man. And having now come to the principal subject of inquiry, that inquiry should be more accurate and complete on all points.

5. Inquire into the length and shortness of men's lives, according to the times, countries, climates, and places in which they were born and lived.

6. Inquire into the length and shortness of men's lives, according to their parentage and family (as if it were a thing hereditary); and likewise according to their complexion, constitution, habit of body, stature, manners and time of growth, and the make and structure of their limbs.

7. Inquire into the length and shortness of men's lives according to the times of their nativity; but so as to omit for the present all astrological and horoscopic observations. Admit only the common and manifest observations (if there be
any); as, whether the birth took place in the 7th, 8th, 9th, or 10th month, whether by night or by day, and in what month of the year.
8. Inquire into the length and shortness of men's lives according to their food, diet, manner of living, exercise, and the like. With regard to the air in which they live and dwell, I consider that ought to be inquired under the former article concerning their places of abode.
9. Inquire into the length and shortness of men's lives according to their studies, kinds of life, affections of the mind, and various accidents.
10. Inquire separately into the medicines which are supposed to prolong life.
11. Inquire into the signs and prognostics of a long and short life; not into those which betoken that death is close at hand (for they belong to the history of medicine); but into those which appear and are observed even in health, whether taken from physiognomy or otherwise.

So far the inquiry touching the length and shortness of life is instituted in an unscientific and confused manner; but I have thought it right to add a systematic inquiry, bearing on practice by means of Intentions; which are of three kinds. Their more particular distributions I will set forth when I come to the inquiry itself. The three general intentions are; the prevention of consumption; the perfection of repair, and the renovation of that which is old.

12. Inquire into the things which preserve and exempt the body of man from afebration and con-
sumption, or at least which check and retard the tendency thereto.

13. Inquire into the things which belong to the general process of alimentation (whereby the body of man is repaired), that it may be good and with as little loss as possible.

14. Inquire into the things which clear away the old matter and supply new; and likewise those which soften and moisten the parts that have become hard and dry.

But since it will be difficult to know the ways to death, unless the seat and house (or rather cave) of death be first examined and discovered; of this too should inquiry be made; not however of every kind of death, but of such only as are caused, not by violence, but by privation and want. For these alone relate to the decay of the body from age.

15. Inquire into the point of death and the porches which on all sides lead to it; provided it be caused by want and not by violence.

Lastly, since it is convenient to know the character and form of old age; which will be done best by making a careful collection of all the differences in the state and functions of the body between youth and old age, that by them you may see what it is that branches out into so many effects; do not omit this inquiry.

16. Inquire carefully into the differences of the state and faculties of the body in youth and old age; and see whether there be anything that remains unimpaired in old age.
NATURE DURABLE.

The History.

1. Metals last so long that men cannot observe the period of their duration. And even when they do dissolve from age, they dissolve into rust, not through perspiration. Gold however is affected neither way.

2. Quicksilver, though a moist and fluid body and easily made volatile by fire, yet (as far as we know) neither decays nor collects rust by age alone without fire.

3. Stones, especially the harder kinds, and many other fossils are exceedingly durable, even when exposed to the air; and much more so when buried in the earth. But yet they collect a kind of nitre which acts as rust upon them. Precious stones and crystals last even longer than metals, but after a length of time they lose somewhat of their brilliancy.

4. It is observed that stones facing the north decay sooner than those which face the south, as may be seen in obelisks, churches, and other buildings. But iron on the contrary rusts sooner on the south than on the north side, as is shown on the iron bars or grating of windows. And there is nothing strange in this, seeing that in all putrefactions (and rust is one) moisture accelerates dissolution, as dryness does in simple refaction.

5. Vegetables when cut down and no longer growing, as the stems or trunks of the harder trees and the timber manufactured from them, last for some ages. But there is a great difference in the parts of the trunk. Some, like the elder, are fistulous, with a soft
pith in the middle, and a harder exterior; but in solid trees like the oak, the interior part (which is called the heart of the tree) is more durable.

6. The leaves, flowers, and even the stalks of plants are of short duration, and unless they putrefy, turn into dust and ashes; but the roots are more durable.

7. The bones of animals last long, as may be seen in charnel-houses where they are stored. Horns also and teeth are very durable, as is seen in ivory, and the teeth of the sea-horse.

8. Skins and hides are very durable, as appears from old parchment books. Paper likewise lasts for many ages, though less durable than parchment.

9. Things which have passed through the fire, like glass or bricks, become very durable. Flesh and fruit also last longer in a cooked than in a raw state. And this is not only because the preparation in the fire prevents putrefaction; but also because, when the watery humour is discharged, the oily humour can support itself longer.

10. Of all liquids, water evaporates the quickest, oil the slowest; as may be seen, not only in the liquids themselves, but also in their compounds. For if paper be moistened with water so as to acquire some transparency, yet it will soon lose it again and turn white, by reason of the evaporation of the water. On the other hand if the paper be dipped in oil, the transparency lasts for a long time, because of the slow evaporation of the oil. And this is the reason why forgers lay oiled paper on an autograph, by means of which they attempt to draw the lines.

11. All gums last a very long time; as do wax and honey.
12. But the equality or inequality of the accidental conditions of bodies contributes as much as the things themselves to their duration and dissolution. Thus timber, stones, and other bodies last longer, if always in the air or always in the water, than if they be sometimes wet and sometimes dry. Stones dug out of the earth and placed in buildings last longer, if they lie in the same direction and point to the same quarter of the heaven as they did in the quarry. This happens likewise in the removal and transplantation of plants.

Major Observations.

1. Let it be assumed, as is most certain, that all tangible bodies contain a spirit or pneumatic body concealed and enveloped in the tangible parts; that by this spirit all dissolution and consumption is commenced; it follows that the antidote against them is the detention of this spirit.

2. This spirit is detained in two ways; either by a close confinement, as in a prison, or by a kind of voluntary detention. This continuance is likewise invited in two ways; namely, if the spirit itself be not very impetuous or pungent, and if moreover it be not much excited by the external air to come forth. Therefore there are two durable substances; namely, the Hard and the Oily; whereof the former binds down the spirit, the latter partly soothes it, and partly is of that nature that it is less acted upon by the air; for air is of the same substance as water, and flame as oil. So much therefore touching nature durable and non-durable in inanimate subjects.
13. Herbs which are said to be of a colder sort, as lettuce, purslane, wheat, and all kinds of corn, are annual, and perish yearly, both in root and stalk. Yet there are likewise some cold plants that will last three or four years, as the violet, strawberry, burnet, primrose, and sorrel; but borage and bugloss, although they seem so like alive, differ in death; for the borage is an annual, the bugloss longer lived.

14. But most hot plants bear age and years better; as hyssop, thyme, savory, pot-marjoram, balm, wormwood, germander, sage, and the like. Fennel dies in the stalk, but springs again from the root. Basil and sweet marjoram stand age better than cold; for if they are planted in a warm and well sheltered spot they will live more than one year. A knot or figure of hyssop (such as they have in gardens for ornament), clipped twice a year, has been known to last for forty years.

15. Shrubs and bushes live for sixty years; some even twice as long. A vine may continue to bear at sixty. Rosemary also in a favourable situation will live for sixty years; evergreen thorn, and ivy for more than a hundred. The age of the bramble is not observable, since by bowing its head to the ground it strikes new roots, so that it is difficult to distinguish the old from the new.

16. Of the larger trees the longest lived are the oak, the holm-oak, the mountain ash, the elm, the beech, the chestnut, the plane, the fig, the lotus, the wild olive, the olive, the palm, and the mulberry. Of these, some come to the age of eight hundred years, and the most short-lived reach two hundred.
17. Fragrant and resinous trees are in their wood or timber even more durable than those just mentioned; but they are not so long-lived. Such are the cypress, fir, pine, box, and juniper; but the cedar, being assisted by its enormous bulk, almost equals the former in age.

18. The ash, lively and rapid in its growth, lasts for a hundred years or a little more; as sometimes also do the birch, maple, and service tree; but the poplar, lime, willow, and that which they call the sycamore, and walnut, are not so long-lived.

19. The apple, pear, plum, pomegranate, citron, lemon, medlar, cornel, and cherry, sometimes reach their fiftieth or sixtieth year; especially if from time to time they are cleared of the moss that covers some of them.

20. In general, the size of a tree and the hardness of its timber have (if there be nothing adverse in other respects) some connection with their length of life. Trees likewise that bear mast or nuts are generally more long-lived than those that bear fruit or berries. Trees which come into leaf and shed their leaves late last longer than those that are early either in fruit or leaf. Wild trees live longer than orchard trees; and in the same kind trees that have an acid fruit are longer-lived than those with a sweet one.

A Major Observation.

Aristotle has noted well the distinction between plants and animals, as regards alimentation and renovation, namely, that the bodies of animals are confined within their own bounds; and that after they have come to their full growth, they are continued and pre-
served by nourishment, but put forth nothing new except hair and nails, which are regarded as excretions; so that of necessity the juices of animals must soon grow old; whereas in trees, which from time to time put out new branches, new shoots, new leaves, and new fruits, it happens that these parts are always fresh, and un wearied by age. But since everything fresh and young draws in nourishment with more strength and vigour than that which has commenced to fade, it happens likewise that the trunk, through which the sap passes to the leaves, is itself moistened and refreshed in the passage by a richer and more abundant aliment. And this is further shown (though it was not observed by Aristotle, who likewise has not so clearly expressed that which I have just mentioned) by this; that in hedges, copses, and pollards, the cutting off all the branches or suckers strengthens the stem or trunk and makes it larger and thicker.

TRANSLATION; THE PRESENTATION AND DESIGNATION; AND THE INTERPRETATION OF THE TRAIT WHICH HAS BEEN DISCUSSED.

The History.

11. (Fire and intense heat dry some things,
but makes others. "The same mud and stone
freeze, clay grows hard and even, unites.)

Heat dries the earth, stones, wood, cloth, skins, and all bodies that cannot be dissolved. It unites metals, wax, gums, bitters, oil, and the like.

12. But if the fire is very strong, it will in the end

dry up even the things which it has melted. For metals, with the exception of gold, having lost their volatile part in a strong fire, become lighter and more brittle; and oily and fat substances become burnt, scorched, dried up, and crusted.

3. Air, especially open air, manifestly dries, but never melts. Thus roads and the soil when moistened by rain are dried; washed linen exposed to the air is dried; herbs, leaves, and flowers are dried in the shade. But the air acts much quicker either when brightened by the sun's rays (if only it does not produce putrefaction), or when stirred by a gale of wind, and in thorough draughts.

4. Age dries most, but slowest of all things; as is the case in all bodies, which (if putrefaction does not intervene) become dry with age. Not however that age is anything of itself (seeing it is only a measure of time), but the effect is produced by the innate spirit of the body, which sucks out the moisture of the body, and flies out with it; and by the external air, which multiplies itself upon the innate spirits and juices of the body, and preys upon them.

5. Cold has of all things the greatest property of drying; for dryness cannot take place without contraction, and this is the peculiar work of cold. But since men have a very powerful heat in fire, but a very feeble degree of cold (for there is nothing besides that of winter, or perhaps ice and snow, or nitre); the desiccations of cold are weak and easily dissolved. Yet still we see that the surface of the earth is more dried by frost and March winds than by the sun; for the same wind that sucks up the moisture strikes the ground with cold.
6. Smoke from the fire has a drying power, as is shown in bacon and ox-tongues hung up in chimneys. And so fumigations of olibanum, lign aloes, and the like, dry the brain and cure catarrhs.

7. Salt, by a somewhat longer process, dries not only the outside but the inside also; as in salt flesh or fish, which by a long salting are manifestly hardened within.

8. Hot gums applied to the skin dry and wrinkle it; as likewise do some astringent waters.

9. Strong spirit of wine dries as well as fire; so as to blanch the white of an egg put into it, and to toast bread.

10. Powders dry, like sponges, by sucking up the moisture; as is seen in the powder thrown on ink after writing. The polished surface likewise and closeness of the body (which does not permit the vapour of moisture to enter through the pores) accidentally dries it by exposure to the air; as is seen in precious stones, looking-glasses, and sword-blades, which, if you breathe upon them, appear at first covered with a vapour, though it soon disperses like a little cloud. And so much for desiccation.

11. In the eastern parts of Germany, at the present day, they make use of cellars as granaries to keep wheat and other grain. A covering of straw of some depth is laid on the floor below and round the grain, to keep off and absorb the moisture of the cellar; by which means the grain is preserved for twenty or thirty years, not only from rotting, but (what pertains more to the present inquiry) in such a state of freshness as to make excellent bread. The same custom is
said to have prevailed in Cappadocia, Thrace and some parts of Spain. 1

12. The situation of granaries at the tops of houses, with windows to the east and north, is very convenient. Sometimes two floors are constructed, an upper and a lower one; whereof the upper one is perforated with holes, that the grain (like sand in an hour-glass) may continually fall through the chinks, and after a few days be shovelled up again, so as to keep the grain in constant motion. Now we must observe that a contrivance of this kind not only prevents the corn from rotting, but preserves freshness and checks desiccation; because, as was before remarked, the discharge of the watery humour, which is accelerated by the motion and the wind, preserves the oily part that would otherwise escape with the watery moisture in its proper substance. On some mountains likewise where the air is pure dead bodies will remain many days without much decay.

13. Fruits, as pomegranates, lemons, apples, pears, and the like; and flowers, as roses and lilies, are kept a long time in close earthen vessels. Not however that then they are entirely free from the affection of the external air, which conveys and insinuates its inequalities through the sides of the vessel, as is shown in heat and cold; so that besides carefully stopping the mouths of the vessels, it will be good likewise to bury them in the earth. Or it will answer the same purpose if you sink them in water, provided the water be sheltered, as wells and cisterns in houses; but in this case glass vessels should be substituted for earthen.

14. In general, things kept in the earth, or in cel-

1 Pliny, xviii. 73.
lars, or in water, preserve their freshness longer than things kept above ground.

15. It is said that in conservatories of snow (whether in the mountains, in natural pits, or in artificial wells), if an apple, chestnut, nut, or anything of the kind happen to fall in, it will be found many months after, when the snow has melted, or even in the snow itself, as fresh and fair as if it had been gathered the day before.

16. Country people keep grapes by covering the bunches with meal, which, though it makes them less pleasant to the taste, yet preserves their juice and freshness. Likewise all the harder fruits last for a long time, not only in meal, but also in sawdust, and even in heaps of grain.

17. It is a common opinion that bodies are preserved fresh in liquors of their own kind, as in their proper menstrua; as grapes in wine, olives in oil, and the like.

18. Pomegranates and quinces are preserved by dipping them in sea or salt water, and presently taking them out again, and drying them in the open air in a shady place.

19. Bodies suspended in wine, oil, or lees of oil keep long; much longer in honey and spirit of wine, but the longest of all (according to some) in quicksilver.

20. Fruits covered with wax, pitch, plaster, paste, or other coat or covering, long retain their freshness.

21. It is manifest that flies, spiders, ants, and the like, that have accidentally been inclosed and buried in amber or even the gums of trees, never afterwards decay; though they are soft and tender bodies.

22. Grapes and other fruits are preserved by hang-
ing them up in the air. For in this there is a double advantage; one, that all the bruising or pressure, which happens when they are laid on hard bodies, is avoided; the other, that there is an equal play of the air on all sides of them.

23. It has been remarked that in vegetable bodies neither putrefaction nor desiccation commence alike in every part; but chiefly in that part through which during life aliment was drawn. Hence some recommend to cover up applestalks and fruitstalks with melted wax or pitch.

24. Large wicks of candles or lamps consume the tallow or oil quicker than small ones; cotton-wicks quicker than those of rush, straw, or twig; torches of juniper or fir burn quicker than those of ash; and all flame stirred and fanned by the wind burns faster than in a calm; and therefore slower in a lantern than in the open air. Lamps in tombs are said to last for a very long time.

25. The nature likewise and preparation of the aliment, no less than the nature of the flame, contributes to the length of time they burn. For wax lasts longer than tallow, moist tallow longer than dry, hard wax longer than soft.

26. Trees, if the earth about their roots be stirred every year, last for a shorter time; if every five or ten years, for a longer. Cutting off buds and shoots contributes to their length of life; but manuring, laying chalk and the like about their roots, or much irrigation, though it increases their fruitfulness, shortens their existence. And so much for the prevention of desiccation and consumption.
The inteneration of bodies which have been dried, though the most important part of the matter, presents but few experiments; and I will therefore combine with them some things which happen to animals and even to man.

27. Willow barks used to bind trees become more flexible by being steeped in water. The ends of birch twigs likewise are placed in pots of water to prevent them from withering. Bowls that have cracked from dryness, by being placed in water, close and become whole again.

28. Leathern boots grown hard and stiff with age are softened by being greased with tallow before the fire; and if they are put before a fire alone they get some softness. Bladders and parchment which have become hard, are softened by warm water with an infusion of oil or any fat substance; and more so if besides this they are slightly rubbed.

29. Very old trees, which have long stood untouched, if the earth about their roots be stirred and opened out, manifestly become as it were young again, and put out new and tender leaves.

30. Old draught oxen, entirely worn out, if turned into a fresh pasture, put on new flesh, tender and young, so as even to taste like young beef.

31. A spare and strict diet of guaiacum, biscuit, and the like (such as is used in the cure of venereal diseases, inveterate catarrhs, and the beginning of dropsy,) reduces men to great leanness, by consuming the juices of the body. But these when they begin to be renewed and recruited, appear much more fresh and youthful, so that I judge wasting diseases well cured to have prolonged the lives of many.
Major Observations.

1. It is strange how men, like owls, see sharply in the darkness of their own notions, but in the daylight of experience wink and are blinded. They talk of the elementary quality of dryness, of desiccants, and of the natural periods of bodies, by which they are corrupted and consumed; but in the meantime they observe nothing of any moment, either of the beginnings, or of the intermediate and last acts of desiccation and consumption.

2. The process of desiccation and consumption is performed by three actions, which are derived, as was mentioned before, from the innate spirit of bodies.

3. The first action is the Attenuation of Moisture into Spirit; the second is, the Egress or Escape of the Spirit; the third is, the Contraction of the Grosser Parts of the Body, immediately after the emission of the spirit. And this last is that desiccation and induration whereof I am now principally treating; the two first only consume.

4. With regard to Attenuation, the matter is obvious. The spirit inclosed in all tangible bodies does not forget itself, but whatever it finds therein, that it can digest, work upon, and turn into itself, that it plainly alters and subdues, multiplying itself thereby and generating new spirit. This is confirmed by one proof, which may do for all; that bodies thoroughly dried lose in weight, and become hollow, porous, and sonorous from within. Now it is most certain that the spirit which pre-exists in the body adds nothing to the weight, but rather takes away from it; and therefore it must needs be that this spirit has turned into itself that
moisture and juice of the body, which before weighed; by which means the weight is diminished. This then is the first action; namely, the Attenuation of Moisture and its Conversion into Spirit.

5. The second action, namely the Egress or Escape of the Spirit, is likewise very manifest. This escape, if it takes place all at once, is even apparent to the sense; in vapours to the sight, in odours to the smell; but if it is gradual, as in old age, it is imperceptible to the sense, though it is the same process. Besides, if the texture of the body is so close and tenacious as to prevent the spirit from finding any pores or passages of escape, the spirit in its efforts to get out drives before it the grosser parts of the body and thrusts them beyond the surface; as may be seen in the rusting of metals and the corruption of all fat bodies. This then is the second action; namely, the Egress or Escape of the Spirit.

6. The third action is a little more obscure but equally certain: namely the Contraction of the Grosser Parts after the Emission of the Spirit. In the first place, after the emission of the spirit, bodies seem to be manifestly contracted and to fill less space; as the kernels of nuts when dried do not fill the shell; beams and planks of wood, which at first lay close together, when dried start asunder; bowls and the like crack from dryness; for the parts of the body contract themselves together, and being contracted necessarily leave vacant spaces between them. Secondly, this is shown by the wrinkles of dried bodies; the effort of contraction having so much power as in the meantime to draw the parts together and raise them up: for things that are contracted at the extremities are raised in the cen-
tre. And this may be seen in paper, old parchments, the skin of animals, and the rind of soft cheese, all which with age become wrinkled. Thirdly, this contraction shows itself better in things which are not only wrinkled by heat, but are also folded, crumpled, and as it were rolled up by it; as may be seen by holding paper, parchment, and leaves to the fire. For contraction by age, being a slower process, generally only wrinkles, but contraction by fire being more speedy likewise curls up in folds. But in most bodies, which do not admit of wrinkling or folding, there is a simple contraction, shrinking, induration, and desiccation, as was laid down at first. And if the escape of the spirit and consumption of the moisture is so great as not to leave body enough to unite and contract itself, then the contraction necessarily ceases, the body becomes putrid, and nothing but a little dust hanging together, which with a slight touch is dissipated and passes into air; as may be seen in bodies much decayed, in paper and linen burnt to tinder, and in corpses which have been long embalmed. This then is the third action; namely, the Contraction of the Grossest Parts of the Body after the Emission of the Spirit.

7. It should be observed that fire and heat only dry accidentally, their proper work being to attenuate and dilate the spirit and moisture. But it follows by accident that the other parts contract themselves; whether only to avoid a vacuum, or from some simultaneous motion, whereof I am not now speaking.

8. It is certain that putrefaction as well as arefaction is caused by the innate spirit, though it proceeds in a very different way. For in putrefaction the spirit is not simply discharged, but is in part detained, whence
it produces strange effects. And the grosser parts like-
wise are not so much locally contracted as collected
severally each to its own kind.

LENGTH AND SHORTNESS OF LIFE IN ANIMALS.

The History.

With regard to the length and shortness
of life in animals, the information to be had
is small, observation careless, and tradition
fabulous. Among domestic creatures a degenerate life
spoils the constitution; in wild animals severity of
weather curtails the natural duration.

Neither is this information much advanced by what
may appear to be concomitants; namely, the size of
the body, the time of gestation in the womb, the num-
ber of young, the time of growth, and the like; for
these things are complicated, concurring in some cases
and not in others.

1. The age of man (as far as can be gathered from
any certain account) exceeds in length that of all other
animals, with the exception of a very few. The con-
comitants in his case are generally regular, his stature
and proportion large, his gestation nine months, his off-
spring commonly single, his age of puberty fourteen,
his time of growing up to twenty.

2. The elephant, on undoubted authority, exceeds
the ordinary run of human life. The story that its
period of gestation in the womb is ten years is fabu-
los;\(^1\) that it is two years or at least more than one is
certain. It is of an immense size, and grows even to

\(^1\) Pliny, viii. 10.
the thirtieth year; the teeth are extremely strong, and it has been observed that the blood is colder than that of any other animal. It sometimes lives two hundred years.
3. Lions have been considered long-lived because many of them are found toothless; but this is a fallacious sign, since it might proceed from their strong breaths.
4. The bear is a great sleeper; a dull and indolent beast, but not remarkable for long life. His period of gestation, which is very short (hardly forty days), is on the contrary a sign of a short life.
5. The fox seems to have many things suitable for a long life; he is very well clothed, feeds on flesh, and lives in holes; but yet he is not noted for longevity. Certainly he belongs to the canine race, which is short-lived.
6. The camel is long-lived; a lean, sinewy creature, which commonly reaches fifty and sometimes one hundred years.
7. The horse lives only to a moderate age, scarce ever reaching forty, and ordinarily only twenty years. But for this shortness of life he is perhaps indebted to man, since we have now no horses of the sun that range at large in fresh pastures. Yet the horse grows up to its sixth year, and has generative powers in old age. The mare likewise goes longer with young than a woman, and less often produces two at a birth. The ass lives to about the same age as the horse; but the male longer than either of them.
8. Stags are famed for long life, but upon no certain

1 Aristot. Hist. An. ix. 44.
2 Id. ib. vi. 30.
3 Id. ib. vi. 25. and viii. 9.
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ground.\textsuperscript{1} There is however some story of a stag with a collar round its neck, being found with the collar buried in fat.\textsuperscript{2} But the longevity of the stag is the less credible, because it comes to its prime at five years; and not long after, the horns (which they shed and renew annually) grow closer in front, and less branched.

9. The dog is short-lived, its age never reaching beyond twenty, and not often to fourteen. It is an animal of a very hot nature, and lives unequally, being mostly either in violent motion or asleep. It likewise brings forth many in one litter, and goes with them nine weeks.

10. The ox also for its size and strength is short-lived, about sixteen years; the male being somewhat more long-lived than the female. Yet the cow seldom has more than one at a birth, and goes with calf about six months. They are of a dull and fleshy nature, easily fattened, and graminivorous.

11. Sheep seldom live to ten years,\textsuperscript{3} though they are a creature of moderate size, and excellently clothed; and what is strange, though they have very little bile in them, their wool is more curled and twisted than the hair of any other animal. The rams do not generate till the third year, and their powers continue till the eighth. The ewes bear young as long as they live. The sheep is a sickly animal, and seldom reaches its full age.

12. The goat lives to about the same age as the sheep, and does not much differ from it in other respects. Though he is a more active creature and his flesh is somewhat firmer, which should make him more

\textsuperscript{1} Aristot. Hist. An. vi. 29. \hspace{1em} \textsuperscript{2} Pliny, viii. 50. \hspace{1em} \textsuperscript{3} Pliny, viii. 75.
long-lived; yet he is much more lascivious, which shortens his existence.

13. Swine sometimes live for fifteen or even for twenty years; and though their flesh is moister than that of any other animal, yet this seems to have no effect upon their length of life. Of the wild species nothing certain is known.

14. Cats live between six and ten years; an active animal, and of an acrid spirit, whose seed (according to Elian) burns the female; whence an opinion has prevailed, "that the cat conceives with pain and brings forth with ease." They eat voraciously, and rather swallow than chew their food.

15. Hares and rabbits scarcely reach to seven years. Both creatures are very prolific, carrying at once the young of several conceptions. They differ in this; that the rabbit lives in holes, the hare above ground; and that the flesh of the hare is of a darker colour.

16. Birds in the size of their bodies are far less than beasts. An eagle or a swan by the side of an ox or a horse, and an ostrich by the side of an elephant, appear small.

17. Birds are excellently clad; since for warmth and close fitting to the body, feathers are better than either wool or hair.

18. Birds, though they hatch many at once, yet do not carry them all together in their bodies, but lay the eggs separately; whence the young are provided with a more plentiful aliment.

19. Birds masticate little, if at all, so that their food is often found whole in their crops. But yet they break
the shells of fruits, and pick out the kernels. They are thought to be of a hot and strong digestion.

20. The flight of birds is a mixed motion formed by the motion of the limbs and that of carriage, which is the most healthy kind of exercise.

21. Aristotle remarked well concerning the generation of birds (but he did wrong to transfer the observation to other animals), that the seed of the male contributes less to generation, but supplies activity rather than matter; whence in many respects prolific and unproductive eggs are not distinguishable.¹

22. Almost all birds come to their full growth the first year or a little after. It is true that the plumage in some, and the bill in others takes years to come to perfection; but not the size of the body.

23. The eagle is considered long-lived, though its exact age is not ascertained. It is reckoned likewise as a sign of longevity, that he casts his beak, which makes him grow young again; whence comes the proverb, "the old age of the eagle."² But perhaps it is not the renewing of the eagle which casts the bill, but the casting of the bill which renews the eagle; for when the beak becomes too hooked, the eagle has great difficulty in feeding.

24. Vultures likewise are said to be long-lived, so as almost to reach a hundred years. Kites also, and all carnivorous birds and birds of prey, are long-lived. The natural age of the hawk cannot be certainly decided, seeing that it leads a servile and degenerate life for the use of man. But tame hawks have sometimes been known to live for thirty years, and wild ones for forty.

¹ Arist. de Gen. Anim. ii. 5. ² Enam. Adagia, i. 9. 67.
25. The raven likewise is reported to live long, sometimes for one hundred years. It feeds on carrion, is not much on the wing, but of sedentary habits, and with a very dark-coloured flesh. The crow, which is like the raven in every respect, except in size and voice, has a somewhat shorter life; yet it is still reckoned among the long livers.

26. The swan is known for certain to be very long-lived, and not unfrequently exceeds one hundred years. It is a bird of most excellent plumage, living on fish, and perpetually carried, and that in running waters.

27. The goose also is one of the long livers; though it feeds on grass and that kind of nourishment. But the wild goose is especially long-lived; so that it passed into a proverb among the Germans, “older than a wild goose.”

28. Storks ought to be very long-lived, if the old story is true, that they never went to Thebes, because that city was so often captured.\(^1\) For if this were the case, they either could remember more than one age, or the old ones must have told the story to their young. But all things are full of fables.

29. The story of the phoenix again is so intermingled with fable, that if there was any truth in it, it is completely obscured. But there is nothing very remarkable in that which was looked on as a wonder; namely, how it was always accompanied in its flight by a great number of other birds. For this may be seen anywhere if an owl flies in the daytime, or a parrot escapes from a cage.

30. The parrot has certainly been known to live sixty years in England, in addition to its age when

\(^1\) Cf. Pliny, x. 34.
brought over. It is a bird which will live on all kinds of meat, masticates its food, and from time to time casts its beak; of a bad and mischievous temper, and with a black flesh.

31. The peacock lives twenty years; but it does not get the Argus eyes before the third year; it is slow in walking, and has white flesh.

32. The dung-hill cock is lascivious, pugnacious, and short-lived; a very lively bird, that likewise has white flesh.

33. The Indian or Turkey cock lives longer than the former. It is an irascible bird, with very white flesh.

34. Wood-pigeons are long-lived, sometimes reaching to fifty years; a bird of the air, that builds and sits on high. Doves and turtle-doves are short-lived, not exceeding eight years. Pheasants and partridges sometimes live sixteen years. They are birds that have large broods; with flesh rather darker than that of the pullet tribe.

36. The blackbird is said to be the longest lived of all small birds. It is an impudent bird, but a good singer.

37. The sparrow is observed to be very short-lived, which in the male bird is attributed to its lasciviousness. The linnet, which is not much bigger than a sparrow, has been known to live for twenty years.

38. Of ostriches nothing certain is known, since those kept in England have unfortunately not been found to live long; of the ibis it is only known that it is long-lived, but its age is not recorded.

2 Id. ib. ix. 7. and Pliny, x. 52.  
39. The age of fish is more uncertain than that of land animals, because from living under water they are less observed. Most of them have no respiration, and therefore the vital spirit is confined more closely; and though they take in some refrigeration through their gills, yet it is not so continual as by breathing.

40. From living in the water they avoid the desiccation and depredation of the external air. Yet there is no doubt but that the external water entering and abiding in the pores of the body is even more prejudicial to life than the air.

41. They are said to be cold-blooded. Some of them are very voracious, and feed even on their own species. The flesh is softer and less firm than that of land creatures; but they fatten exceedingly, so that an immense quantity of oil is extracted from whales.

42. Dolphins are reported to live about thirty years, an experiment having been made on some of them by cutting off their tails. They continue to grow for ten years.¹

43. They tell a strange story of fishes, that after some years they diminish much in body, while their heads and tails retain their former size.

44. In Cæsar’s fishponds lampreys were sometimes found to live sixty years.² Certainly from long habit they grew so tame that Crassus the orator wept over one of them.³

45. The pike is found to be the longest lived of all fresh water fish, and sometimes lasts forty years. It is a voracious fish, with a dry and firm flesh.

¹ Pliny, i. 73.
² Plutarch, De Utilitate ex imin. c. 5. Of Pliny, ix. 81.
46. Carp, bream, tench, eels, and the like, are not thought to live more than ten years.

47. Salmon are quick of growth but short of life; as also are trout; but perch are slow of growth and long of life.

48. How long the vast mass of matter in whales and sharks is governed by the spirit is not certainly known; nor in seals, sea-hogs and innumerable other kinds of fish.

49. Crocodiles are said to be very long-lived, and likewise to be remarkable for the time of their growth, so that it is thought that they are the only animals which continue to grow as long as they live. They are oviparous, voracious, savage, and excellently protected against the water. Concerning the age of the other kinds of shell fish, I find nothing certain is known.

Major Observations.

From the neglect of observations, and the complication of causes, it is difficult to discover any rule for the length and shortness of life in animals. Some few things however I will note.

1. More birds than beasts are long-lived (as the eagle, vulture, kite, pelican, raven, crow, swan, goose, ibis, parrot, wood-pigeon, and the like); though they complete their growth in a year, and are of less size. Certainly they are excellently protected against the inclemency of the weather; and as they generally live in the open air, they resemble the inhabitants of pure mountains, who are long-lived. Their movements likewise, which (as has been mentioned elsewhere) are partly by carriage and partly by motion of the limbs,
shake and fatigue them less, and are more healthy. Neither do birds in the first stage of their existence suffer compression or want of aliment in the mother’s womb, because the eggs are laid separately. But the principal cause, as I take it, is that birds are made more of the substance of the female than of the male, whence they have a less hot and fiery spirit.

2. It may be laid down that animals which have more of the substance of the female than of the male are longer-lived; as I have just said, birds are. Again, that those which have a longer period of gestation partake more of the substance of the female than of the male, and are therefore more long-lived. Insomuch that even in men (as I have observed in some instances), those who are most like their mother do in my opinion live the longest; as also do the children of old men by young wives, provided the fathers be healthy and not sickly.

3. The beginnings of things are most susceptible both of damage and of help; and therefore the less pressure and the more nourishment that the fetus receives in the womb the more likely is it to be long-lived. This happens either when the young are brought forth at separate times, as in birds; or when the birth is single, as in animals which only bring forth one at a time.

4. A long period of gestation lengthens life in three ways. First, as has been said, the young partakes more of the substance of the mother; secondly, it comes forth stronger; and thirdly, it is later in undergoing the predatory action of the air. Besides, it denotes that the periods of nature revolve in larger circles. And though sheep and oxen, which remain about
six months in the womb, are short-lived, yet this arises from other causes.

5. Graminivorous and herbivorous animals are short-lived; but those which live on flesh, or even seeds or fruits (as birds do), are long-lived. For stags, which are long-lived, look for half their food (as they say) above their heads; and the goose, besides grass, picks up something in the water to benefit it.

6. The covering of the body I judge to add greatly to longevity, as it prevents and repels the intemperances of the air which so strangely weaken and undermine the body; and with this birds are excellently provided. And though sheep which are well covered are short-lived, this must be attributed to the manifold diseases of the animal and the living upon grass alone.

7. The principal seat of the spirits is doubtless in the head; and though this is commonly referred only to the animal spirits, yet it applies to all. And there is no question that the spirits most absorb and consume the body, so that a larger quantity of them or a greater inflammation and acrimony greatly shortens life. It appears to me therefore that the great cause of longevity in birds is that they have such small heads for the size of their bodies; whence men likewise who have very large heads are, I think, shorter lived.

8. Carriage, as has been before observed, I judge more than any other motion to contribute to longevity. Water-birds, as the swan, are carried on the water; and all birds are carried as they fly, using however from time to time a strong exertion of the limbs. So also are fishes in swimming, but their length of life is uncertain.

9. Animals which come later to perfection (I am
not speaking of growth in stature only, but of the other steps to maturity; as man puts out first his teeth, then his signs of puberty, then his beard, &c.), are longer-lived; for it indicates that the periods return in wider circles.

10. The gentler kinds of animals, as the sheep and dove, are not long-lived; for bile acts as a whetstone or spur to many functions of the body.

11. Animals whose flesh is somewhat dark-coloured live longer than those with a white flesh; for it denotes that the juice of the body is firmer, and less easily dissipated.

12. In every corruptible body quantity itself contributes much to the preservation of the whole. For a large fire is not so soon quenched; a small quantity of water evaporates sooner; a twig withers sooner than the trunk. Generally therefore (I speak of kinds, not of individuals) animals of a larger bulk are more long-lived than those of a smaller; unless there is some other powerful cause to prevent it.

ALEMENTATION; AND THE WAY OF NOURISHING.

The History.

1. Nourishment should be of an inferior nature and a simpler substance than the body nourished. Plants are nourished by earth and water, animals by plants, men by animals. There are animals likewise which feed on flesh, and man himself feeds partly on plants; but man and carnivorous animals could hardly be nourished by plants alone. From time and habit they might perhaps be nourished by fruits and seeds that had passed the fire, but not by
the leaves of plants or herbs; as has been proved by the order of the Feuillans.

2. Too near a relationship or similarity of substance between the nourishment and the thing nourished does not turn out well. Graminivorous animals do not touch flesh; even of carnivorous animals few eat the flesh of their own species; nor do men that are cannibals feed ordinarily upon man’s flesh, but take to it either for revenge on their enemies, or from some unnatural custom. A field is not well sown with the grain which grew in it, nor is the sucker or shoot grafted on its own stock.

3. The better the aliment is prepared, and the nearer it assimilates to the substance of the thing nourished, the more fruitful do plants become, and the more do animals fatten. For no shoot or sucker planted in the ground is so well nourished as if it were grafted on a stock well suited to its nature, where it found its nourishment digested and prepared. Neither (it is said) will the seed of an onion or the like, put into the earth, produce so large a plant as it would if it were first grafted into the root of another onion, and then put into the earth. Again, it has been recently discovered that shoots of wild trees, as the elm, oak, ash, and the like, bear far larger leaves when grafted on other stocks than they do naturally. Men likewise are better nourished by cooked than by raw food.

4. Animals are nourished through the mouth, plants through the roots, the fetus of animals in the womb through the navel cord, and birds for a short time by the yolk of their eggs, some of which is even found in their crops after they are hatched.

5. All aliment moves principally from the centre
towards the circumference, or from the inside towards the outside. But it should be observed that trees and plants are rather nourished through the bark and outside, than through the pith and inside; for if even a narrow strip of bark be peeled off all round the trunk the tree soon dies. And blood in the veins of animals nourishes the flesh beneath it as well as that above it.

6. In all alimentation there are two actions, extrusion and attraction; whereof the former proceeds from an interior, the latter from an exterior function.

7. Vegetables assimilate their aliment simply and without excretion; for gums and tears are rather exuberances than excretions, and knobs are diseases. But the substance of animals having a better perception of its like, is the more fastidious, and rejects the useless and assimilates the useful matter.

8. It is curious that all the aliment, which sometimes produces such large fruit, should have to pass through such a slender neck as the fruitstalk; for fruit never grows to the stem without a stalk.

9. It should be observed that the seed of animals is only fruitful when fresh, but that the seeds of plants retain the power of nourishment for a long time. But yet shoots will not grow unless they are put in fresh; and roots will soon lose their vegetative power if they are not covered with soil.

10. In animals the degrees of nourishment vary according to the age. For the fetus in the womb the juices of the mother are enough; after birth, milk; afterwards, meat and drink; and in old age heavier and more savoury meats are generally the most pleasing.

Inunction. The point of most importance to the pres-
ent inquiry is to examine clearly and carefully whether nourishment may not be supplied from without, at all events otherwise than through the mouth. We know that milk-baths are used in consumptions and wasting diseases, and that there are some physicians who consider that some alimentation may be supplied by clysters. By all means pay attention to this: for if nourishment can be made to pass either from without, or otherwise than through the stomach, then the weakness of digestion which attacks old men may by these means be compensated and the power of digestion as it were restored.

LENGTH AND SHORTNESS OF LIFE IN MAN.

The History.

1. Before the flood men lived according to Scripture many hundred years, yet none of the patriarchs reached to a thousand. Neither can this longevity be imputed to grace or the holy line. For of the patriarchs before the flood there are counted eleven generations, but of the sons of Adam by Cain only eight; which would make Cain's descendants the more long-lived. Immediately after the flood this longevity was reduced by a half; at least in such as were born after the flood (for Noah who was born before it arrived at the age of his ancestors, and Shem lived 600 years). And when three generations had passed the life of man was reduced to about a fourth of his original age; that is, to about 200 years.

2. Abraham lived 175 years; a man of noble spirit,

1 Gen. xi. 10, 11. 2 Gen. xxv. 7.
and prosperous in all his ways. Isaac attained to 180 years; 1 a chaste man, and of a quiet life. Jacob after many sorrows and a numerous family reached his 147th year; 2 a man patient, gentle, and cunning. Ishmael, a warlike man, lived 187 years. 3 Sarah (the only woman whose age is recorded) died in the 127th year of her age; 4 a woman of a fair countenance, and of a noble spirit, an excellent wife and mother, and no less distinguished for her frankness than for her duty to her husband. Joseph likewise, a wise and politic man, who passed his youth in affliction but his after age in great prosperity, lived 110 years. 5 Levi his elder brother completed his 137th year; 6 a man of a revengeful nature, and impatient of insult. The son of Levi, and likewise his grandson, the father of Moses and Aaron, reached nearly the same age. 7

3. Moses lived 120 years; 8 a man of courage, and yet of the greatest meekness, and hesitating in his speech. But he himself in his Psalm declared the life of man to be only three-score years and ten, and if a man be strong, fourscore years; 9 which certainly has been the general standard of life up to the present day. Aaron, who was three years older, died the same year as his brother; 10 a man readier of tongue, easier and less firm in character. Phineas, Aaron's grandson, is computed to have lived (perhaps by extraordinary grace) 300 years, if at least the war of the Israelites against the tribe of Benjamin 11 (wherein Phineas was consulted) took place in the same order of time as is recorded in the history; he was a man exceedingly

---

1 Gen. xxxv. 28. 2 Gen. xlvi. 29. 3 Gen. xcv. 17. 4 Gen. xxiii. 1. 5 Gen. i. 26. 6 Exod. vi. 16. 7 Exod. vi. 18. and 20. 8 Deut. xxxiv. 7. 9 Psalm xc. 10. 10 Numb. xxxiii. 26. 11 Judges, xx. 28.
zealous. Joshua, a warrior, a renowned and ever successful general, lived 110 years. Caleb his contemporary appears to have lived to about the same age. Ehud the judge seems to have been a centenarian at least; for after the conquest of the Moabites the Holy Land had rest for eighty years under his government; he was a bold and active man, who had in a manner devoted himself for the people.

4. Job after the restoration of his prosperity lived 140 years; and before his afflictions he was old enough to have grown-up sons; he was a man politic, eloquent, charitable, and a model of patience. Eli the priest lived ninety-eight years; a corpulent man, of a quiet temper, and indulgent to his children. Elisha the prophet seems to have been above 100 at his death, since we find that he lived sixty years after the assumption of Elijah, and at that time the boys mocked him as a bald-head. He was a vehement and severe man, a strict liver, and a despiser of riches. Isaiah the prophet seems to have been a centenarian, for he is found to have exercised the gift of prophecy for seventy years; but the time he commenced to prophesy and the time of his death are both uncertain. He was a man of wonderful eloquence, and the evangelical prophet, being full of God’s promises of the New Testament, as a skin full of sweet wine.

5. Tobias the Elder lived 158 years; the Younger, 127 years; both men compassionate and charitable. At the time of the captivity likewise, many of the Jews who returned from Babylon appear to have been of a great age: since (though there was an in-
terval of seventy years) they are said to have remem-
bered both temples, and to have wept for the disparity
between them.\textsuperscript{1} After the lapse of several ages, in the
time of our Saviour, Simeon is found to have reached
90 years; a religious man, full of hope and expecta-
tion. At the same time likewise Anna the prophetess
is proved to have lived more than 100 years;\textsuperscript{2} for she
had lived with her husband for seven years, and been
a widow for eighty-four, and to these must be added
the years of her virginity, and those which followed
her prophecy of our Saviour. She was a holy woman,
passing her life in prayer and fasting.

6. The instances of longevity mentioned in heathen
authors are not to be depended on; both by reason of
the fables, to which relations of this kind are very
prone, and the fallacies in the calculations of years. In
the accounts extant concerning the Egyptians there is
certainly nothing remarkable as to longevity. For the
longest reign of any of their kings did not exceed fifty
or fifty-five years; which is nothing, seeing that mod-
ern reigns are sometimes as long. The kings of Arca-
dia are fabulously reported to have been very long-
lived.\textsuperscript{3} Certainly it is a mountainous and pastoral
country, and the mode of life pure and uncorrupted;
but yet, seeing that Pan was its tutelar deity, every-
thing belonging to it appears to have been Panic,
superstitious, and fabulous.

7. Numa the Roman king was an octogenarian;\textsuperscript{4} a
man peaceful, contemplative, and devoted to religion.
M. Valerius Corvinus was a centenarian; since forty-

\textsuperscript{1} Ezra, iii. 12. \textsuperscript{2} St. Luke, iii. 36, 37.
\textsuperscript{3} Pliny, vii. 49. \textsuperscript{4} Lucian, Macrobius, 8.
six years elapsed between his first and sixth consulship.\textsuperscript{1} He was a very brave and warlike man, affable, popular, and always fortunate.

8. Solon the Athenian lawgiver, and one of the seven wise men, lived for more than 80 years.\textsuperscript{2} He was a man of noble spirit, but popular, and devoted to his country; at the same time learned, and yet not averse to pleasure and the softer kind of life. Epimenides of Crete is said to have lived 157 years; but the case has something of prodigy in it, since for fifty-seven of them he is said to have lain concealed in a cave.\textsuperscript{3} Half a generation after this, Xenophanes of Colophon lived 102 years, or even longer; for he left his native country at twenty-five, travelled full seventy-seven years, and then returned;\textsuperscript{4} but how long he lived after his return does not appear. He was a man who wandered no less in his mind than in his body; so that in consequence of his opinions his name was changed from Xenophanes to Xenomanes; he was doubtless a man of vast conceptions, breathing nothing but infinity.

9. Anacreon the poet lived beyond 80;\textsuperscript{5} a man amorous, voluptuous, and a wine-bibber. Pindar the Theban completed his 80th year;\textsuperscript{6} a sublime poet, with a certain novelty and originality of mind, and a great worshipper of the gods. Sophocles the Athenian lived to the same age;\textsuperscript{7} a poet of a lofty style, entirely devoted to writing, and neglectful of his family.

10. Artaxerxes the Persian king lived 94 years;\textsuperscript{8} a man of a dull intellect, averse to important business,

\textsuperscript{1} Pliny, vii. 49.
\textsuperscript{2} Pliny, vii. 49.
\textsuperscript{3} I. Index, Macrob. 26.
\textsuperscript{4} I. Index, Macrob. 34.
\textsuperscript{5} Dig. Laert. i. 62.
\textsuperscript{6} Dig. Laert. ix. 19.
\textsuperscript{7} Fabricius, Biblioth. Graeca, ii. 16.
\textsuperscript{8} Lucian Macrob. 15.
loving glory much, but ease more. Agesilaus, king of Sparta, at the same period attained to 84 years; a moderate man, and a philosopher among kings; but nevertheless ambitious, warlike, and active both in war and business.

11. Gorgias of Leontini lived 108 years; a rhetorician, who made great display of his wisdom, and visited many countries, instructing youth for pay; and a little before his death said, “that he had no cause to complain of old age.” Protagoras of Abdera lived 90 years. He likewise was a rhetorician, but professed not so much to deal with the whole circle of knowledge as to teach civil business and the art of government; yet he, like Gorgias, was a great traveller. Isocrates of Athens completed his 98th year; being likewise a rhetorician, but an extremely modest man, who avoided the forum, and only opened his school at home. Democritus of Abdera lived to 109. He was a great philosopher, and a true student of nature; if ever Greek was; a great traveller in countries, but a greater still in the works of nature; a diligent experimenter; and (as Aristotle objects) a follower of similitudes rather than an observer of the laws of argument. Diogenes of Sinope lived 90 years; a man free towards others, but despicative of himself, delighting in poor diet, and patience. Zeno of Citium lived 88 years; a high-minded man, a scornful of opinions, of great acuteness, yet not of a troublesome kind, but such as rather engaged and took men’s minds than constrained them; wherein Seneca afterwards resem

1 Plut. in Agesil. p. 618.
2 Cic. de Senect. 5.
3 Lucian, Macrob. 23.
4 Diog. Laert. vii. 75.
5 Pliny, vii. 49.
6 Diog. ix. 55.
7 Diog. Laert. ix. 43.
8 Diog. Laert. vii. 28.
bled him. Plato the Athenian fulfilled his 80th year; a man of a great spirit, but loving quiet, in contemplation sublime and imaginative, in manners polite and elegant, but yet rather composed than merry, and of a majestic carriage. Theophrastus of Eresium lived 85 years; a man pleasant for his eloquence and his great variety of information; who only picked out the sweets of philosophy and did not meddle with the unpleasant or the bitter. Carneades of Cyrene, many years afterwards, likewise reached his 85th year; a man of easy eloquence, who delighted both himself and others with the pleasant and agreeable variety of his knowledge. Orbilius in Cicero's time, who was neither a philosopher nor a rhetorician, but a grammarian, lived nearly 100 years; first a soldier, then a schoolmaster; a man naturally harsh and rough, both with his tongue and pen, and very severe to his pupils.

12. Q. Fabius Maximus was augur for sixty-three years, and therefore he must have been above eighty when he died; though it is true that in the augurs' birth was usually more regarded than age. He was a wise and cautious man, moderate in all his ways of life, and uniting courtesy with severity. Masinissa the Numidian king exceeded 90 years, and had a son after he was eighty-five. He was a bold man, confident of fortune, who experienced many vicissitudes in his youth, but was uniformly fortunate in his old age. M. Porcius Cato lived for more than 90 years, a man of iron both body and mind, severe in speech, a

1 Lucian. Macrobr. 21. 1 Diog. Laert. iii. 2. 2 Diog. Laert. iv. 63. 1 Luc. Macrobr. 20. 3 Sartonius, De Illustr. Grammat. c. 9. 4 Valerii Maximus, De Graiosis. 5 Cf. Cic. De Senect. 10. and De Amic. 3. 6 Plin. v. 49.
lover of party strife, fond of agriculture, and physician both to himself and his family.

13. Terentia, the wife of Cicero, lived for 103 years; a woman oppressed by many sorrows, first by the banishment of her husband, then by the quarrel between them, and lastly by his final misfortune; she was likewise often troubled with the gout. Luceia must have lived a good deal beyond 100 years; since she is said to have acted for a full century on the stage, playing perhaps at first the part of a girl, and lastly that of a decrepit old woman. It is unknown in what year of her age Galeria Copiola, who was both an actress and a dancer, was first brought on the stage; but ninety-nine years after her first appearance she was brought back to the stage on the dedication of the theatre by Pompey the Great, not now as an actress, but as a wonder. And this is not all; for she was exhibited again at the votive games in honour of Augustus.

14. There was also another actress, a little inferior in age but of a higher rank, who lived nearly 90 years; namely, Livia Julia Augusta, wife of Augustus, mother of Tiberius. For if the life of Augustus was a play (as he himself signified, when on his death-bed he told his friends to give him a "plaudite" as soon as he expired), so certainly was Livia an excellent actress, who could so well unite obedience to her husband with power and authority over her son. She was a courteous woman, yet matronly, busy, and tenacious of power. Junia, the wife of C. Cassius, and sister of M. Brutus, lived also to 90; since she lived sixty-four

1 Pliny, vii. 49. 2 Pliny, vii. 49. 3 Pliny, vii. 49. 4 Cf. Dio Cassius, p. 621, and Pliny, xiv. 8.
years after the battle of Philippi. She was a woman of noble spirit and great wealth, unhappy by reason of the fate of her husband and her nearest relations, and her long widowhood, but yet much respected.

15. The 76th year of our Lord, in the reign of the Emperor Vespasian, is memorable as furnishing a kind of calendar of longevity. For in this year a census (which gives the best and most trustworthy information as to the ages of men) was taken, and in that portion of Italy which lies between the Apennines and the Po there were found 124 men who had reached or passed their hundredth year; namely, fifty-four men 100 years old, fifty-seven men 110, two men 125, four men 130, four men 135 or 137, and three men 140. Besides these, Parma in particular returned five men, of whom three were 120, and two 130 years old; Brixillium one man of 125; Placentia one of 131; and Faventia, one woman of 132. A town (then called Velleiacum), situated on the hills surrounding Placentia, returned ten, of whom six had completed their 110th, and four their 120th year; and Ariminum, one man aged 150 years, named M. Aponius.

Admonition. To avoid prolixity, I have thought fit both in the instances already recounted and in those which I am going to recount, to bring forward no age less than 80; and I have appended to each a character or biographical notice, true and very short, but such as in my judgment has some bearing upon longevity (which is in no slight degree influenced by fortune and habits); either because such persons are commonly long-lived, or on the contrary.

1 Tacitus, Ann. iii. 78.  2 Cf. Pliny, vii. 5.
because such persons, though not apt to live long, yet sometimes may.

16. Of the Roman, Greek, French, and German emperors, up to our time, containing a list of about 200 princes, only four have been found to reach the age of 80. To these we may add the two first emperors, Augustus and Tiberius; the latter being 78, the former 76; and both of whom might perhaps have reached 80, if Livia and Caligula had so willed it. Augustus (as has been mentioned) lived 76 years; a man of a moderate disposition, vehement in accomplishing his designs, but in other respects quiet and serene, temperate in his diet, but not so in his amours, and fortunate in everything. In his thirtieth year he had so severe and dangerous an illness that his life was despaired of; when the physician Antonius Musa, after all the rest had applied hot remedies as suited for the disease, cured him by a contrary system of cold medicines; and this perhaps contributed to his length of life. Tiberius lived to be two years older; a man (as Augustus said of him) of slow jaws, that is, of slow but strong speech; bloodthirsty, intemperate, and one who made but part of his diet; and yet he took good care of his health, for he used to say that a man must be a fool who called in or consulted a physician after he was thirty. The elder Gordian lived 80 years, and yet died a violent death, before he had scarce tasted the sweets of empire. He was a man noble and magnificent, learned and a poet, and up to the very time of his death uniformly fortunate. The Emperor Va-

1 Suetonius in August. 100., and in Tiber. 73.
2 Sueton. in August. 81.
3 Sueton. in Tiber. 21.
lerian lived 76 years before he was taken prisoner by the Persian king Sapor; he lived after his captivity seven years in the midst of insult, and in the end died a violent death. He was a man of indifferent capacity, and not active; but of a somewhat higher reputation than he proved himself equal to in action. Anastasius, surnamed Dicorus, lived 88 years; a man of a sedate temper, but low-spirited, superstitious and timid. Anicius Justinianus lived 83 years; an ambitious man, personally indolent, but successful and famous through the valour of his generals; uxorious, and not his own master, but under the guidance of others. Helena of Britain, the mother of Constantine the Great, was an octogenarian. She was a woman who never interfered in public affairs, either during the reign of her husband or of her son, but entirely devoted herself to religion; she was high-minded, and always prosperous. The Empress Theodora (who was the sister of Zoe, the wife of Monomachus, after whose death she reigned alone) lived above 80 years. She was a busy woman and fond of empire, excessively fortunate, and rendered credulous by her prosperity.

17. From secular princes, I will now turn to the principal persons in the Church. St. John, the apostle and beloved disciple of our Saviour, lived 98 years; rightly denoted by the emblem of the eagle, breathing nothing but divine love, and distinguished as a seraph among the apostles by reason of the fervour of his charity. St. Luke the Evangelist lived to 84; 1 an eloquent man, a traveller, the inseparable companion of St. Paul, and a physician. Simeon the son of Cleophas, called the brother of our Lord, and Bishop of

1 Baronius, i. 596.
Jerusalem, lived 120 years, and was then cut off by martyrdom; a high-spirited man, steadfast in the faith, and full of good works. Polycarp, the disciple of the Apostles, and Bishop of Smyrna, seems to have lived for more than 100 years before he suffered martyrdom; a man of high soul, heroic patience, and incessant in his labours. Dionysius the Areopagite, the contemporary of the Apostle Paul, seems to have lived 90 years. From the high flight of his divinity he was named "the Bird of Heaven"; and he was no less distinguished for his works than for his meditations. Priscilla and Aquila, first the hosts of the Apostle Paul, and then his fellow-labourers, lived in a happy and famous wedlock for at least 100 years, since they were alive under the papacy of Sistus I. They were a noble pair, and given to all charity; who, besides other great consolations (which were doubtless vouchsafed to the early founders of the Church), had this great additional blessing of conjugal union. St. Paul the hermit reached 118 years. He lived in a cave, on such simple and hard diet as would appear scarce sufficient to support life; passing all his time in meditations and soliloquies, and yet not illiterate, or an idiot, but a learned man. St. Antony, the first founder, or (according to some) the restorer of the monkish orders, reached the age of 105; a devout man, and contemplative, but yet a good man of business; his manner of life was rough and austere, but yet he lived in a kind of glorious solitude, and not without authority. For he both had his monks under him, and moreover many Christians and philosophers came to visit him, as

1 Eusebius, Hist. iii. 29.  
2 Eusebius, Hist. iv. 15.  
3 St. Athanas. Vita S. Anton. c. 89.
a living image, not without some feelings of adoration. St. Athanasius was above 80 when he died; a man of invincible firmness, always commanding fame, and never giving way to fortune; free towards those above him, courteous and acceptable to those below; practised in contentions, and both courageous and prudent therein. St. Jerome, by the authority of most writers, exceeded 90 years; a powerful writer and a manly speaker; learned both in languages and sciences, and a great traveller. In his old age he was more austere in his living; but though his life was private his spirit was high, and his light shone far out of his obscurity.

18. The Popes of Rome, up to the present time, are in number 241. Of these only five have reached or exceeded 80; but many of the early popes had their natural life cut short by martyrdom. John XXIII., Pope of Rome, completed his 90th year; a man of a restless disposition, who being fond of change altered many things, some to the better, not a few merely to something else; but a great accumulator of wealth and treasure. Gregory XII., who was created Pope during a schism, a kind of an interrex, died in his 90th year; but his papacy was so short, that I find nothing to observe concerning him. Paul III. lived to 81; a man of sedate temper and deep wisdom, a learned man and an astrologer, and very careful of his health; but, like the old priest Eli, indulgent to his relations. Paul IV. lived 83 years; a man naturally harsh and severe, of a haughty and imperious spirit, of a passionate temper, but eloquent and ready of tongue. Gregory XIII. likewise reached the same age; a truly good man, sound in mind and body, politic, temperate, and full of good and charitable works.
19. The cases which follow are promiscuous in their order, more doubtful in authority, and more scanty in observation. Arganthionius, king of Cadiz in Spain, lived 130 or (according to some) 140 years, for eighty of which he was on the throne. Of his manners, habits of life, and the time in which he lived, nothing is recorded. Cinyras, king of Cyprus, is said to have lived 150 or 160 years in that island, then reputed happy and voluptuous. Two Latin kings of Italy, father and son, are said to have lived 800 and 600 years respectively; but this is only recorded by certain philologists, who (though otherwise credulous enough) have themselves doubted the truth of this story, nay, rather condemned it. Some kings of Arcadia are mentioned as having lived 300 years. The country certainly is well adapted for long life, but perhaps the matter is exaggerated by fables. There is a story of one Dando in Illyria who lived 500 years, without any of the inconveniences of old age. It is said that among the Epii, which is a part of Aetolia, all the people are very long-lived, many of them having been known to live 200 years. One of them especially, by name Litorius, a man of gigantic stature, had reached to 300. On the top of Mount Tmolus (anciently called Tempsis) many of the inhabitants are said to have lived 150 years. The Essenes among the Jews are related to have generally lived above 100 years; but that sect lived on a very simple diet, after the Pythagorean order. Apollonius of Tyana exceeded
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TRANSLATION OF THE

100 years;¹ a man beautiful for his age, and truly wonderful; regarded as a god by the heathens, as a sorcerer by the Christians; a Pythagorean in his diet, a great traveller, of immense renown, and worshipped almost as a god; nevertheless towards the close of his life he had to undergo accusations and disgrace, though he contrived to escape in safety. But lest his longevity should be attributed to his Pythagorean diet alone, and to show that he derived some of it from his family, it may be mentioned that his father likewise lived 180 years. It is certain that Q. Metellus lived upwards of 100 years;² and after a successful administration of several consulships, being in his old age made Pontifex Maximus, he held that sacred office for twenty-two years; yet his voice never faltered in repeating the vows, neither did his hands tremble in performing the sacrifices. Appius Caecus was certainly very old, but his age is not recorded.³ He was blind for the greater part of his life; but no way softened by this misfortune, he governed a numerous family, a great retinue of clients, nay, the state itself, with a vigorous hand. Nay, in his last days, when carried on a litter into the senate, he spoke most earnestly against making peace with Pyrrhus. The beginning of his speech is very memorable, as showing the invincible strength and vigour of his mind: "For these many years," said he, "conscrip! fathers, have I borne my blindness with extreme impatience; but now I could even wish myself deaf also, when I hear you talking of such dishonourable counsels."⁴ M. Perpenna lived 98 years; having survived all those whose vote

he as consul had asked in the senate (that is, all the senators during his year of office); and also, with the exception of seven, all those whom a little after as censor he had elected into the senate. Hiero, king of Sicily in the time of the second Punic war, was almost a centenarian; a man moderate both in his government and manners, a worshipper of the gods, a strict observer of friendship, liberal, and uniformly fortunate. Statilia, of a noble family, in the time of Claudius, lived 99 years; Clodia, the daughter of Oellius, 115. Xenophilus, an old Pythagorean philosopher, lived 106 years; a hale and vigorous old man, with a great reputation among the people for learning. The Corecyreans were anciently reputed long-lived, but now their age is of the ordinary length. Hippocrates of Cos, the famous physician, lived 104 years, and by the length of his life approved and credited his own art. He was a man of wisdom as well as learning, much given to experiments and observation, not striving after words or methods, but picking out the very nerves of science and so setting them forth. Demonax, a philosopher (both by practice and profession) in the time of Adrian, lived almost to 100; a man of high mind and master of his mind, and that truly without affectation; a despiser of the world, but courteous and polite. When his friends asked him about his burial, he replied, “Take no care about my burial, for stench will bury a corpse.” “Do you wish, then,” said they, “to be thrown out to the dogs and birds?” “If,” said he, “in my lifetime I did my best to benefit man, what harm is there if,
when I am dead, I likewise do something for the animals?" A people of India called Pandora are very long-lived, lasting even for 200 years. They say also (which is more strange) that their hair, which is nearly white in boyhood, turns black in old age, before it grows hoary; though indeed it is common everywhere for light hair in the boy to turn darker in the man. The Seres likewise, another Indian people, with their palm-wine, are reputed to live as long as 130 years. Euphronius the grammarian continued to teach in his school till he was above 100. The elder Ovid, the father of the poet, lived 90 years; he was of a different character from his son, as he despised the Muses and dissuaded his son from poetry. Asinius Pollio, the friend of Augustus, exceeded 100 years. He was a man extremely luxurious, eloquent, and devoted to literature; but yet violent, proud, cruel, and selfish. It is a common idea that Seneca was very old, and no less than 114. But this cannot be true; for far from being a decrepit old man when he was appointed tutor to Nero, he was on the contrary exceedingly active in the government. Besides, a little before, in the middle of the reign of Claudius, he was banished for adultery with some noble ladies, a thing not compatible with such an age. Johannes de Temporibus among all the men of later times is by tradition and common report reputed long-lived, even to a miracle or rather a fable, his age being said to be above 300. He was by birth a Frenchman, and served under Charlemagne. Gartius of Aretium, great grandfather to Petrarch, lived 104 years. He always enjoyed good health, and

1 Pliny, vii. 2.  2 Cf. Pliny, vii. 2.  3 Suidas in v. Apion.  4 Ovid, Tristia, iv. 10. 77.  5 Cf. Pliny, xii. 83.
at the end felt a decay of strength rather than any malady; which is the true dissolution by old age. Many Venetians of high rank were long-lived; as the Doge Franciscus Donatus, Thomas Contarenus and Franciscus Molinus procurators of St. Mark, and others. But the most memorable instance is that of the Venetian Cornaro, who being of sickly body in his youth, began for the sake of his health to measure his meat and drink by weight. This custom led by degrees to a fixed diet, and the diet to a very long life, of even more than 100 years, with unimpaired faculties and constant health. Guillaume Postel, a Frenchman, in our time, lived nearly 120 years; the top of his moustache being still black, and not at all grey. He was a man of disordered brain and unsound mind, a great traveller and mathematician, and somewhat tainted with heresy.

20. In England I imagine there is scarce any village of any size in which an octogenarian man or woman may not be found. A few years ago, at a May-game in Herefordshire, a morrice dance was performed by eight men, whose united ages made up 800 years; some of them exceeding 100, by as much as others fell short.

21. In Bethlehem hospital in the suburbs of London, instituted for the support and custody of lunatics, there are found from time to time madmen who live to a great age.

22. The ages of nymphs and demons of the air, who are represented as mortal, yet as very long-lived (a thing that has been admitted by the superstition and credulity of the ancients, and even by some in modern

1 Flourens, De la Longévité. p. 33.
times), I hold to be fables and dreams; especially as they agree neither with philosophy nor religion.

And so much for the history of longevity in man considered in individual cases or next to individual. I will now proceed to observations by certain heads.

23. The lapse of ages and the succession of generations do not appear to have at all diminished the length of life. For from the time of Moses to the present day the course of man's life has stood at about eighty years, not gradually and insensibly declining, as might have been expected. There are periods indeed in every country when men are longer or shorter lived. Longer generally, when they are less civilised, live on simpler diet, and are more given to bodily exercise; shorter, when they are more civilised and given more to ease and luxury; but these things come and go in their turns; the succession of generations has nothing to do with them. And no doubt the same holds good with the other animals; since neither oxen nor horses, nor sheep and the like, have become more short-lived in these latter times. Therefore the great diminution of age was caused by the flood; and may perhaps by the like great accidents (as they call them), such as particular inundations, long droughts, earthquakes and the like, be caused again. And this seems to hold good likewise in the size or stature of the body. For neither has this deteriorated through the succession of generations; though Virgil (following the common opinion) prophesied that posterity would be smaller than the men of that age; and therefore in speaking of the ploughing of the Æmician and Æmonian fields, he says, "the husbandman will wonder at the huge bones that shall be dug
up."¹ It is certain indeed, from remains found in old tombs and caverns in Sicily and elsewhere, that men of gigantic stature formerly existed; but now for 3000 years, a time whereof our information is certain, no instance of the kind has occurred in those places. But yet in this, as in the former case, certain changes have taken place by reason of the manners and customs of the people. And these things are the more to be observed, because an idea has settled itself in the minds of men that a continual decline is going on, both in the length of life and the size and strength of the body, and that everything decays and deteriorates.²

24. Men generally live longer in cold and northern climates than in warm ones. And this must needs be; for the skin is tighter, the juices of the body less easily dissipated, the spirits less eager to consume and more easily repaired, and the air, as being only slightly warmed by the sun’s rays, less predatory. But below the equinoctial line, where there are two summers and two winters, and a greater equality in the lengths of day and night, men likewise (if nothing else prevents them) live to a considerable age, as in Peru and Ceylon.³

25. Islanders generally live longer than those that live on continents. Men do not live so long in Russia as in the Orkneys, nor so long in Africa, though in the same latitude, as in the Canaries and Azores. The Japanese likewise live longer than the Chinese, though the latter have a mania for long life. And in this there is no wonder, seeing the sea-breeze warms and refreshes in cold countries, and cools in hot.

26. Inhabitants of high places live longer than of those which lie low; especially if they are not the tops of hills, but lands generally elevated, like Arcadia in Greece, and part of Ætolia, where the natives were very long-lived. The same would hold good of mountains themselves, because of the greater clearness and purity of the air, if it were not for an accident; namely, that the air is tainted by the vapours rising from the vallies and resting there. Among the snow-mountains therefore no remarkable longevity is found; not in the Alps, nor the Pyrenees, nor the Apennines; but on the lower hills and even in vallies men are more long-lived. However, on the tops of the mountains running towards Ethiopia and Abyssinia, where, as the soil consists of sand, little or no vapour settles on the mountains, men are very long-lived, and even at this day often complete 150 years.

27. Marshes and fens, especially if they are flat, are favourable to natives, but prejudicial to strangers, as far as longevity is concerned. And what may appear strange, salt marshes which are covered at high water are less healthy than those of fresh water.

28. The particular countries remarkable for the longevity of their inhabitants are Arcadia, Ætolia, India on this side of the Ganges, Brazil, Ceylon, Britain, Ireland, the Orkneys, and the Hebrides. As for that which is said by one of the ancients, that the Ethiopians were long-lived, it is report of no value.\(^1\)

29. The salubrity of the air, especially in any degree of perfection, is a mysterious thing, and better discovered by experiment than by discourse and conjecture. The experiment may be tried by a lock of

\(^1\) Pliny, vii. 2. Herod. iii. 23.
wool, if, on being exposed for a few days to the open air, it loses little weight; or by a piece of meat remaining long fresh; or by the water in a thermometer rising and falling through a small space. Of these things and the like make further inquiry.

30. The equality of the air, as well as the goodness and purity, is important for longevity. Variety of hill and valley, though pleasant to the eye and the sense, is suspected with regard to longevity; but a plain moderately dry, yet not too barren or sandy, nor entirely devoid of trees and shade, is most adapted to long life.

31. Inequality of the air, as has been just now said, is bad for dwelling in; but change of air in travelling, when one is accustomed to it, is good, and therefore great travellers have been long-lived. So likewise men who have passed their whole lives in the same cottage or on the same spot, are long-lived. For the air to which a man is accustomed is less predatory; but change of air is more nourishing and restoring.

32. Though it has been observed that the continuation and number of generations have nothing to do with the length and shortness of life, yet the immediate condition of the parents, both on the father’s and mother’s side, is doubtless very important. Some are begotten by old men, some by young, and some by men in the prime of life; some when their fathers are healthy and well-disposed, others when weak and sickly; some when full or drunk; others after sleep, or in the morning; some again after a long intermission, and others after a frequent repetition of the conjugal act; some (as generally in the case of bastards) in the heat of passion, others when desire begins to cool, as in the case of long-married couples. The same things must
be considered on the mother's side, together with her condition, health, and diet while she is with child, and the time of gestation, whether it be ten months or less. To reduce all this to a rule for longevity is difficult, and the more so because what a man would think best may perhaps prove the worst. For that alacrity in generation which produces children strong and active will have a tendency to stop longevity, by reason of the serenity and inflamation of the spirits. I have before observed, that to have more of the mother's blood contributes to longevity; and in like manner I suppose everything in moderation to be the best; conjugal affection to be better than meretricious; the morning to be the best time for generation; and a state of body not too lusty and full, and the like. It should also be well observed that a robust habit of body in the parents is better for them than for the child, especially in the mother. Plato therefore judged wrongly that the virtue of generations was impaired, because women did not use the same mental and bodily exercises as men. For the contrary is true, and the difference of strength between the male and female is most beneficial to the child; and the more delicate or tender the mother or nurse is, the more nourishment does she afford to the child. The Spartan women, who did not marry before twenty-two or twenty-five, according to some, and were therefore called Andromanne, did not produce a nobler or more long-lived offspring than the Roman, Athenian, or Thessalian women did, who were marriageable at twelve or fourteen. And if there was anything remarkable in the Spartans, it was rather due to their simple living than to the late marriage of the
women. But experience shows, that some families are for a time long-lived; so that longevity, like diseases, is for certain periods hereditary.

33. Persons of fair complexion, skin, and hair, are less long-lived than those who are dark, red, or freckled. Too high a colour in youth is not so good a sign of longevity as paleness. A hard skin is better than a soft one; and herein I do not mean that thick and spongy skin, called the goose-skin, but one which is both hard and close; and a deep wrinkled brow is a better sign than a smooth and shining one.

34. Rough and bristly hair gives a better prospect of long life than that which is soft and delicate. Curls also, if they be stiff, indicate the same; but the contrary if soft and glossy. Likewise thick curls are better than long locks.

35. Early or late baldness is a thing immaterial; for many bald men have been long-lived. Nor are early grey hairs (though they appear to be the precursors of old age) any sure sign; for many who have turned grey early have lived late. Nay, premature greyness without baldness is a sign of longevity; but the contrary if it be attended with it.

36. Hairiness of the upper parts of the body is a sign of short life; and men with hairy breasts, like manes, are short-lived; but hairiness in the lower parts, as the thighs and legs, indicates longevity.

37. Tallness of stature (unless it is excessive), in a body well made and not too slender, but especially if it is accompanied by activity, is a sign of long life. But, on the contrary, men of short stature live longer, if they are less active, and slower of motion.

38. With regard to the proportion of the body;
those who are short in the body but long in the legs live longer than those who are long in the body and short in the legs. So likewise, those who are wider below and narrower above, the body rising as it were to a point, are more long-lived than men with broad shoulders, who taper downwards.

39. Leanness, if the passions are settled, calm, and easily controlled; or a full habit, if they be choleric, excitable and obstinate, betoken a long life. In youth corpulency foreshows an early death, but in old age it is more indifferent.

40. To grow long and slowly is a sign of longevity, and the taller the stature the better the sign. But, on the other hand, rapid growth to a great stature is a bad sign, but to a shorter stature less bad.

41. Firmness of flesh, a muscular and sinewy body, buttocks not spread out more than is required for sitting, and veins somewhat prominent, indicate a long life; the contrary to these a short one.

42. A head small in proportion to the body; a moderate-sized neck, neither too long and slender, nor too thick and sunk into the shoulders; wide nostrils, whatever the form of nose; a large mouth; ears gristly, not fleshy; teeth strong and close set, not weak and scanty, are signs of long life; and much more so if new teeth come late in life.

43. A broad chest, but rather drawn in than prominent; shoulders somewhat round and bowed (as they call it); a flat stomach; a large hand, with few lines in the palm; a short round foot; thighs not very fleshy; and a calf not drooping but firm, are signs of longevity.

44. Eyes rather large, with an iris of a greenish
colour: senses not too acute: a pulse slow in youth, but quicker as age increases: a power of holding the breath easily and long: the bowels more passive in youth, and looser in old age, are likewise all signs of longevity.

45. On the connection between longevity and the times of nativity nothing has been observed worth recording, except some astrological observations which I dismissed in the Topics. An eight months' child is deemed not only not long-lived, but not likely to live. Children born in the winter are considered to live long.

46. A Pythagorean or monastic diet according to the stricter rules, or one exactly regulated like that of Cornaro, seems to have a strong tendency to prolong life. Yet on the other hand, of such as live freely and in the common way, the greatest gluttons, and those most devoted to good living, are often found the most long-lived. The middle diet, which is esteemed temperate, is commended, and contributes to health, but not to longevity. For the stricter diet generates few spirits, and those of a sluggish nature, which consume the body less; and the freer diet affords abundant nourishment, which restores the body more; but the middle diet does neither. For where extremes are prejudicial, the mean is the best; but where extremes are beneficial, the mean is mostly worthless. But the strict diet likewise requires watching, lest the spirits being few should be oppressed by too much sleep: little exercise, lest they should be discharged; and chastity, lest they should be exhausted. But the full diet on the contrary requires plenty of sleep, frequent exercise, and seasonable use of venery. Baths and ointments such as have been in use are more suited for luxury
than the prolongation of life. But all these subjects I will discourse of more fully when I come to inquire of intentions. In the mean time we should not neglect the advice of Celsus, a wise as well as a learned physician, who advises variety and change of diet, but with an inclination rather to the liberal side; namely, that a man should at one time accustom himself to watching, at another to sleep, but oftener to sleep; sometimes fast and sometimes feast, but oftener feast; sometimes strenuously exert, sometimes relax the faculties of his mind, but oftener the latter. But doubtless a well-regulated diet most contributes to the prolongation of life; and I never met a very old man, who on being asked had not observed some peculiarity of diet; some one thing, some another. I remember an old man above a hundred, being brought as a witness about some ancient prescription, who when at the end of his evidence he was familiarly asked by the judge, "what means he had taken to live so long," answered unexpectedly, and amidst the laughter of the audience, "By eating before I was hungry, and drinking before I was thirsty." But of these things (as I said) I will speak hereafter.

47. A life spent in religious and holy offices seems to contribute to longevity. This kind of life is attended with leisure, admiration and contemplation of heavenly things, pure joys, noble hopes, salutary fears, sweet sorrows, and lastly, continued renewals, by observances, penances and atonements, which have all a strong tendency to prolong life. And if besides these there is a strict diet to harden the substance of the body, and lower the spirits, no wonder if remarkable
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longevity ensue; like that of Paul the Hermit, Simeon Stylites the columnar anchorite, and many other hermits and anchorites.

48. Next to this life comes that of letters, as that of the philosophers, rhetoricians, and grammarians. Here also life is passed in leisure, and in meditations which, having no relation to the affairs of life, breed no anxiety, but delight by their variety and freedom. These men live as they please, passing their days and hours in the things they like best, and mostly in the company of youth, which is more cheerful. But there is a great difference in the longevity of philosophers, according to their different tomets. The best philosophies for the purpose are those which have some touch of superstition, and deal with sublime contemplations, as the Pythagorean and Platonic; those likewise which comprised within themselves the survey of the universe, the variety of nature, unbounded, deep and noble thoughts concerning the infinite, the stars, the heroic virtues, and the like, were good, as were those of Democritus, Philolaus, Xenophanes, the astrologers and the stoics; and so were those which contained no deep speculation, but from common sense and common opinions discussed questions calmly on either side, without any laborious inquiry. Such were the sects of Carneades and the academicians, the rhetoricians, and grammarians. But on the other hand, philosophies dealing with troublesome subtileties, dogmatic, weighing and weighing everything to the standard of certain principles; and lastly, those that were crabbed and narrow, were bad; and such were mostly the sects of the peripatetics and schoolmen.

49. A country life is likewise adapted to longevity.
TRANSLATION OF THE

It is much out of doors and in the open air, not indolent but active, living generally on fresh and home-made food, and free from care and envy.

50. I have also a good opinion of a military life in youth. Many famous warriors have certainly been long-lived, as Corvinus, Camillus, Xenophon, Agesilaus, and many others both ancient and modern. And it doubtless tends to longevity to have all things growing smoother and easier as age comes on: so that a youth spent in toil may sweeten old age. The military passions likewise, excited in the desire for contest and the hope of victory, appear to me to infuse such a warmth into the spirits as is advantageous to longevity.

MEDICINES FOR THE PROLONGATION OF LIFE.

The present system of medicine only regards the preservation of health and the cure of diseases; but of the things that properly relate to longevity it makes little mention, and only by the way. I will however set forth the medicines of note in this kind, namely, those that are called "cordials." For it is probable that remedies taken to defend and fortify the heart, or more correctly the spirits, against poisons and diseases, may, if judiciously selected and transferred to diet, tend likewise in some degree to prolong life; and in doing this I will not heap them promiscuously together, as is usually done, but select the best.

1. Gold is used in three forms; either in what is called potable gold, or in wine in which gold has been quenched, or in substance, as gold leaf and filings.
With regard to potable gold, it is now given as a strong cordial in dangerous or desperate maladies with tolerable success. But it appears to me that the spirits of salt by which the solution is made, rather than the gold itself, supplies the virtue that is found therein; but this is carefully suppressed. Now if gold could be opened without corrosive waters, or by corrosive waters (provided they had no poisonous qualities) that were afterwards well washed, I conceive it would be a useful thing.

2. Pearls are taken, either in a fine powder or in a kind of paste or solution made by the juice of very sour and fresh lemons. Sometimes they are given in aromatic confections, sometimes in a fluid form. Pearls no doubt have some affinity with the shells wherein they grow, and perhaps may have nearly the same qualities as the shells of crawfish.

3. Of crystals two are chiefly regarded as cordials, the emerald and the jacinth; which are given in the same forms as pearls, excepting that, as far as I know, their solutions are not used. But I am somewhat suspicious of these glassy jewels, by reason of their roughness.

Admonition. I will mention afterwards how far and in what manner these things here mentioned may be used with advantage.

4. Bezoar stone is of approved virtue for refreshing the spirits and raising a gentle perspiration. The unicorn’s horn has lost its reputation, yet it still stands as high as hartshorn, the bone of the stag’s heart, ivory, and the like.
5. Ambergris is one of the best things for soothing and comforting the spirits. Here follows an enumeration of the simple cordials, by name only: their virtues being sufficiently known.
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Addition. As I am now discoursing only of those medicines which may be transferred into diet, all strong waters and chemical oils (which as some trifler says lie under the planet of Mars, and have a violent and destructive power), nay, all acid and pungent spices, are to be rejected; and it should be observed how waters and fluids may be compounded from the preceding simples; not phlegmatic distilled waters, nor on the other hand burning waters from spirits of wine, but such as are more temperate, yet lively, and emitting a grateful vapour.

6. I am in some doubt whether frequent bleeding tends to longevity; but I rather incline to believe that it does, if it be turned into a habit, and other things are favourable thereto. For it discharges the old juices of the body and lets in new.

7. Some wasting diseases likewise, if well cured, do not impair but assist longevity. For the old juices being quenched they supply new ones; and as one says, "the
recover health is to renew youth.” It would be well therefore to induce some artificial diseases, as is done by strict and emaciating diets, whereof I will speak hereafter.

THE INTENTIONS.

Having now finished the inquiry according to the subjects, namely, inanimate bodies, vegetables, animals, and man, I will draw nearer to the matter and commence an inquiry according to intentions; such as I fully believe to be true and proper, and as it were the pathways of mortal life. In this part nothing of any value has been hitherto inquired; and men’s thoughts concerning it have been superficial and unprofitable. For when on the one side I hear men talk of comforting the Natural Heat, and the Radical Moisture, of meats which breed good blood, that is, neither burning nor phlegmatic, and of the reviving and refreshment of the spirits, I suppose them to be well meaning men who talk thus; but none of these things are effectual for the end. But when on the other side I hear discourses on medicines prepared from gold (because forsooth gold is not subject to corruption); on the use of precious stones to refresh the spirits, by reason of their secret properties and brilliancy; that if balsams and the quintessences of living creatures could be received and detained in vessels, there would be good hope of immortality; that the flesh of serpents and deer by a kind of sympathy have power to renew life, because the one casts its slough, the other its horns (they should have added likewise the flesh of the eagle, for the eagle casts its beak); that a certain man who found
an ointment buried in the earth, and anointed himself therewith from head to foot, excepting only the soles of his feet, lived in consequence 300 years, free from all disease, except swellings on the soles of his feet; that Artefius, when he felt his spirit failing, drew into himself the spirit of a strong young man, thereby killing him, but continuing his own life for many years by means of that other man's spirit; when I hear of fortunate hours, according to the figures of heaven, in which medicines for the prolongation of life are to be collected and prepared; of planetary seals by which virtues may be extracted and brought down from heaven to prolong life, and such like fables and superstitions, I wonder exceedingly that men should be so demented as to be imposed upon by them. Lastly, I pity the hard fortune of mankind in being surrounded on all sides by things frivolous and unprofitable. With regard to my own Intentions, I trust that they both come close to the point, and are far removed from idle and credulous superstitions; being likewise, I conceive, of such a nature that while posterity may add much to the things which satisfy these intentions, they will find little to add to the intentions themselves.

There are however a few things that are yet of great importance, whereof I would have men forewarned.

First, I am of opinion that the duties of life are preferable to life itself. Wherefore, if there be anything which may exactly answer our intentions, yet interferes at all with the offices and duties of life, I reject it. I may perhaps make some light mention of things of this kind, but I by no means insist upon them. For I do not enter into any serious or accurate discourse either of living in caves, like the cave of
Epimenides, where the sunbeams and changes of temperature never penetrate; or of perpetual bathing in prepared liquors; or of shirts and cerecloths so applied that the body should always be in a kind of case; or of thick covers of paint on the body, after the manner of savages; or of that exact regulation of food and diet which makes the preservation of life its sole object, to the neglect of everything else (such as that of Herodicus among the ancients,¹ and Cornaro of Venice in our days, though with more moderation); or of any such strange, nice, and inconvenient matters. But I prescribe such remedies and precepts as will neither prevent the duties of life, nor hinder and embarrass them too much.

Secondly, on the other hand, I warn men to give up trifling, and not to imagine that so great a work as the stopping and turning back of the powerful course of nature can be performed by a morning draught, or the use of some precious drug; but to consider it certain that a work of this kind must necessarily be very laborious, and consist of many remedies, and those aptly connected with one another. For no man can be so dull as to believe that what has never yet been done can be done, except by means hitherto unattempted.

Thirdly, I candidly admit that some of the propositions here laid down have not been proved by experiment (for my course of life permits not of that), but are only derived, with what appears to me the best reason, from my principles and hypotheses (whereof I insert some and reserve others in my mind), and as if were cut and dug out of the rock and mine of nature herself. Yet I have not been careless, but (seeing that
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I was dealing with the body, whereof the Scripture says that it is above raiment), have used all prudence and circumspection in propounding such remedies, as, if by chance they are not fruitful, are at least safe.

Fourthly, I would have men duly to observe and distinguish that the same things which conduce to health do not always conduce to longevity. For some things which are of use to cheer the spirits and to strengthen and invigorate the functions, yet take away from the sum of life. Again, there are other things very beneficial in prolonging life, yet that are not without danger to the health unless guarded against by proper means. On these points however, as occasion requires, I will not neglect to exhibit proper cautions and admonitions.

Lastly, I have thought it right to propose sundry remedies, according to each intention, but the choice and order thereof to leave to discretion. For to describe exactly the things most suitable to the different constitutions of bodies, to the different kinds and respective ages of life, in what order they are to be taken, and how their whole practice is to be administered and governed, would be too long a work, and unfit to be published.

In the Topics I propounded three Intentions; namely, the Prevention of Consumption, the Perfecting of Repair, and the Renovation of Decay. But seeing that what I am about to say is something more than mere words, I will draw out these three Intentions into ten Operations:—

1. The first operation is upon the spirits, to renew their freshness.
2. The second operation is upon the exclusion of air.
8. The third operation is upon the blood, and the
sanguifying heat.
4. The fourth operation is upon the juices of the
body.
5. The fifth operation is upon the bowels, for the
extrusion of aliment.
6. The sixth operation is upon the outer parts of the
body, for the attraction of aliment.
7. The seventh operation is upon the aliment itself,
for the insinuation thereof.
8. The eighth operation is upon the final act of
assimilation.
9. The ninth operation is upon the inteneration of
the parts after they have begun to dry.
10. The tenth operation is upon the purgation of the
old juice, and the substitution of new.

Of these operations the four first belong to the first
intention, the four next to the second, and the two
last to the third.

But as this part concerning Intentions points to
practice, under the title of history I will include not
only experiments and observations, but also counsels,
remedies, explanations of causes, assumptions, and all
things relating thereto.

I.

THE OPERATION UPON THE SPIRITS, THAT THEY MAY
RETAIN THEIR YOUTH AND RENEW THEIR VIGOUR.

The History.

1. The spirits are the agents and workmen that pro-
duce all the effects in the body. This appears manifest
both by general consent and by innumerable instances.
2. If it were possible for young spirits to be put into an old body, it is probable that this great wheel might put the lesser wheels in motion, and turn back the course of nature.

3. In every kind of consumption, whether by fire or age, the more the spirit of the thing, or the heat, preys upon the moisture, the shorter is the duration of that thing. This occurs everywhere, and is plain.

4. The spirits are to be put into such a temperament, and such a degree of activity that (as one says) they shall not drink and absorb, but only sip the juices of the body.

5. There are two kinds of flames; the one active but weak, as the flame of straw or chips, that consumes and discharges lighter substances, but has little effect upon the harder; the other strong and steady, as the flame of large timber and the like, which attacks likewise hard and tough bodies.

6. The brisk and yet weak flame dries up bodies, and makes them effete and sapless; whilst the strong flame softens and melts them.

7. Of dissipating medicines, some only draw forth the thinner parts of tumours, and thereby harden them; but some discuss them vigorously, and thereby soften them.

8. Of purging and clearing medicines likewise, some carry suddenly off the more fluid parts, and some draw the more obstinate and viscous.

9. The spirits should be clad and armed with such a heat that they may prefer rather to pluck asunder and undermine the hard and obstinate parts, than to discharge and carry off such as are weak and prepared; for by this means the body becomes fresh and firm.
10. The spirits should be so tempered and ordered, as to become in substance dense, not rare; in heat lasting, not eager; in quantity sufficient for the offices of life, not redundant or excessive; in motion settled, not starting or irregular.

11. Vapours evidently operate powerfully upon the spirits; as is shown by sleep, intoxication, melancholy and mirthful passions, and recovery of the spirits in swoons and fainting-fits by odours.

12. The spirits are condensed in four ways; by putting them to flight, by cooling, by soothing, or by quieting them. And first of their condensation by flight.

13. Whatever puts to flight from all sides drives the body to its centre, and therefore condenses.

14. Opium is by far the most powerful and effectual means for condensing the spirits by flight; and next to it opiates and soporifics in general.

15. The power of opium to condense the spirits is very remarkable; for perhaps three grains will in a short time so congregate them that they cannot separate, but are quenched and rendered immovable.

16. Opium and similar drugs do not put the spirits to flight by their coldness (for they have parts manifestly warm), but contrariwise they cool by putting the spirits to flight.

17. The flight of the spirits by means of opium and opiates is best seen when they are applied externally; for the spirits instantly retire and will return no more, but the part mortifies and turns to a gangrene.

18. Opiates give relief in great pain, as the stone, or amputation of a limb; principally by putting the spirits to flight.
19. Opiates draw a good effect from a bad cause; for the flight of the spirits is bad, but the condensation thereof by that flight is good.

20. The Greeks imputed much to opium, both for health, and prolongation of life; but the Arabs still more; so that their higher medicines (which they call “God’s Hands”) have opium for their basis and principal ingredient, with a mixture of other things to counteract and correct the noxious qualities thereof; such are treacle, mithridate, and the like.

21. All remedies successfully used in pestilential and malignant diseases to check and curb the spirits, lest they become unruly and turbulent, may be advantageously transferred to the prolongation of life. For the condensation of the spirits, which is best secured by opiates, is beneficial in both cases.

22. The Turks find opium, even in large quantities, innocent and cordial, so that they even take it before a battle to give them courage. But to us, except in small quantities, and with strong correctives, it is fatal.

23. Opium and opiates are clearly found to excite the sexual passion, which shows their power to strengthen the spirits.

24. Distilled water of the wild poppy being doubtless a mild opiate, is successfully given in surfeit, fevers, and various diseases; and let no one wonder at the variety of its use. For this is common to opiates, as the spirits being strengthened and condensed will fight against any disease.

25. The Turks use likewise a kind of herb, called “coffee,” which they dry, grind to powder, and drink in warm water. They affirm that it gives no small vigour both to their courage and their wit. Yet this
taken in large quantities will excite and disturb the mind; which shows it to be of a similar nature to opiates.

26. There is a certain root, celebrated through all the East, called "betel," which the Indians and others use to carry in their mouths, and chew; whereby they are wonderfully refreshed, and enabled to endure fatigue, and throw off disorders, and strengthened for sexual intercourse. It appears to be a kind of narcotic, because it blackens the teeth exceedingly.

27. The use of tobacco has immensely increased in our time. It affects men with a kind of secret pleasure, so that persons once accustomed to it can scarce leave it off. It tends no doubt to relieve the body, and remove weariness; and its virtue is commonly thought to lie in this, that it opens the passages and draws off the humours. But it may be more properly referred to the condensation of the spirits; for it is a kind of henbane, and manifestly affects the head, as all opiates do.

28. Humours are sometimes generated in the body, which are a kind of opiates themselves; as is found in some kinds of melancholy, wherewith if a man be seized, he is very long-lived.

29. Simple opiates, which are likewise called narcotics and stupefactive, are opium itself, which is the juice of the poppy, the plant and seed of the poppy, henbane, mandragora, hemlock, tobacco, and nightshade.

30. Compound opiates are, treacle, mithridate, trifera, ladanum of Paracelsus, diacodium, diascordium, philonium, and pills of houndstongue.

31. From these observations certain directions or
advices may be drawn for the prolongation of life, according to this intention, namely, the condensing of the spirits by opiates.

32. From youth upwards, therefore, let there be every year a kind of opiate diet. Let it be taken at the end of May; for in summer the spirits are most wasted and weakened, and there is less fear of cold humours. Let the opiate be of a superior kind, not so strong as those in use, either as to the quantity of opium or to the proportion of very hot ingredients. Let it be taken in the morning between sleeps. Let the diet at the time be more simple and sparing, without wine, spices, or things that produce vapours. Let the medicine be taken only on alternate days, and be continued for a fortnight. Such directions appear to me to answer the intention satisfactorily.

33. Opiates may not only be taken through the mouth, but likewise inhaled in the form of smoke; but it should be such as not to excite the expulsive faculty too strongly, nor draw out the humours, but only to work upon the spirits within the brain for a short time. Wherefore a suffumigation of tobacco, lign-aloes, dried leaves of rosemary, and a little myrrh, inhaled in the morning through the mouth and nostrils, would be very beneficial.

34. In the powerful opiates, as theriacum, mithridate, and the rest, it would not be amiss, especially in youth, to take the distilled waters rather than the bodies themselves. For in distillation the vapour rises, while the heat of the medicine generally settles; and distilled waters in the virtues conveyed by vapours are mostly good, in others weak.

35. Some medicines have a degree, weak and secret,
and therefore safe, of opiate virtue. These impart a slow and abundant vapour, but not malignant, as opiates do. And hence they do not put the spirits to flight, but yet they collect and somewhat thicken them.

36. The medicines that make opiates are, first of all saffron and its flowers; then Indian leaf, ambregeris, a preparation of coriander seed, amomum and pseudamonum, lignum Rhodium, orange-flower water, or better still, the infusion of fresh orange-flowers in oil of almonds, nutmegs pricked full of holes and soaked in rose-water.

37. Though opiates, as has been mentioned, are to be used seldom and at certain times, yet this secondary kind may be taken frequently and in daily diet, and will conduce greatly to the prolongation of life. An apothecary of Calicut, by the use of amber, is said to have lived 160 years; and the nobles of Barbary, where the common people are short-lived, are found by a use of the same means to be long-lived. Our own ancestors, who were longer-lived than we are, made great use of saffron, in cakes, broths, and the like. And so much for the first means of condensing the spirits; namely, by opiates and their subordinates.

38. I now come to inquire into the second way of condensing the spirits, namely by cold. For condensation is the proper work of cold; and it is done without any malignity, or unfriendly quality. The operation, therefore, is safer than by opiates, though somewhat less powerful, if used only at intervals, as opiates are. But then since it may be used in moderation familiarly and as a part of daily diet, it has much more power than opiates to prolong life.
39. Refrigeration of the spirits takes place in three ways; by respiration, by vapours, or by aliments. Of these the first is the best, but mostly out of our power; the second likewise is strong, and yet within our reach; the third is weak and circuitous.

40. Air clear and pure, that has nothing fuliginous in it before it is inhaled into the lungs, and not much exposed to the sun's rays, best condenses the spirits. Such air is found either on dry mountain tops, or on plains open to the wind, yet somewhat sheltered from the sun.

41. With regard to the refrigeration and condensation of spirits by vapours, the root of the operation I place in nitre, as a thing specially created for this purpose. To this opinion I am led by the following considerations.

42. Nitre is a kind of cold aromatic, as is apparent to the sense itself. For it bites and tries the tongue and palate with cold, as aromatics do with heat; and it is the only one, as far as we know, that does this.

43. Almost all cold things (at least all things cold properly, and not accidentally, as opium) have a weak and poor supply of spirit; and, on the other hand, things full of spirit are almost all hot. Nitre is the only body found in the vegetable world which abounds with spirit and yet is cold. For camphor, which is full of spirit, and yet produces the effects of cold, refrigerates only by accident; inasmuch as, being thin and without acrimony, it assists perspiration in inflammations.

44. In the practice of congealing and freezing fluids that has lately come into use, by applying snow and ice to the exterior of the vessel, nitre is also used, and no
doubt excites and strengthens the congelation. It is
ture that common bay salt is likewise used for this pur-
pose, which rather supplies activity to the cold of the
snow than gives a coldness itself; I have heard how-
ever that in hot countries, where there is no snow,
congelation is produced by nitre alone; but this I have
not proved.

45. Gunpowder, which consists principally of nitre,
is said, when taken in a draught, to inspire courage,
and to be often used by soldiers and sailors before a
tattle, as opium is by the Turks.

46. Nitre is successfully administered in burning
and pestilential fevers to relieve and subdue their
destructive heats.

47. Nitre in gunpowder has evidently a great aver-
sion to flame, which causes that wonderful blast and
explosion.

48. Nitre is found to be as it were the spirit of the
earth. For it is most certain that any earth, though
pure and unmixed with nitrous matter, if it be so laid
up and covered as to be free from the rays of the sun,
and produce no vegetable matter, will collect a great
quantity of nitre. And from this it appears that the
spirit of nitre is inferior, not only to the spirit of ani-
imals, but also to the spirit of vegetables.

49. Animals that drink nitrous water evidently grow
fat, which is a sign of the cold in nitre.

50. Land is most enriched by nitrous bodies; for
all manure is nitrous, which is a sign of the spirit
in nitre.

51. From this it appears that the human spirits can
be cooled and condensed by the spirit of nitre, and
made more crude and less eager. As therefore strong
wines, spices, and the like, inflame the spirits and shorten life, so, on the other hand, nitre composes and restrains the spirits and tends to longevity.

52. Nitre may be taken in food with salt—ten parts of salt to one of nitre; or from three to ten grains may be mixed in morning broths or draughts. But in whatever way it is taken, if it only be in moderation, it is very beneficial to longevity.

53. As opium plays the principal part in condensing the spirits by flight, and has at the same time its less powerful but safer subordinates, which may be taken more frequently, and in greater quantity, as was before mentioned; so likewise nitre, which condenses the spirits by cold and (as they say now-a-days) by a kind of fire, has its own subordinates.

54. All things which have a somewhat earthy smell, like the smell of pure and good earth, lately turned or dug, are subordinates to nitre. The principal of these are borage, bugloss, langue de beuf, burnet, strawberry plants, strawberries, raspberries, raw cucumbers, raw apples, vine leaves, vine buds, and violets.

55. Next to these come those which have a certain freshness of smell, with a certain inclination to heat, yet not entirely devoid of that cooling property. Such are balm, green citrons, green oranges, distilled rose-water, toasted pears, and pale, red, and musk roses.

56. It should be observed that the subordinates of nitre further the intention better in a raw than in a cooked state; because that spirit of cooling is dissipated by fire. They are therefore best taken either infused in liquid, or raw.

57. In the same way as the condensation of the
spirit by the subordinates of opium is in some degree performed by smells, so likewise is that caused by the subordinates of nitre. Therefore the smell of the pure and fresh earth in following the plough, or digging or weeding, is an excellent composer of the spirits. Leaves falling in woods and hedges towards the close of autumn, and most of all dying strawberry leaves, supply a good coolness to the spirits. The smell of violets, wallflowers, bean-blossoms, sweet briar, and clary, taken while they are growing, is of a like nature.

58. I knew also a nobleman, who lived to a great age, who every morning, directly he awoke, had a clod of fresh earth placed beneath his nose for him to smell.

59. It is certain that the cooling and tempering of the blood by cold things, as endive, chicory, hepatica, parslane, and the like, do as a consequence cool the spirits also; but it is by a slow and indirect process, whereas vapours operate immediately.

So much then for the condensation of the spirits by cold. The third process of condensation was said to be by that which I call the soothing of the spirits; the fourth, by the quieting of their alacrity and over-activity.

60. All things soothe the spirits that are pleasing and friendly to them, and yet do not excite them too much to go forth; but contrariwise induce a state in which the spirits, being as it were contented with themselves, enjoy their own society, and betake themselves to their proper centre.

61. If you recollect the things before set down as
subordinates to opium and nitre, there is no need of further inquiry on this subject.

62. With regard to the quieting of the violence of the spirits, I will speak of it presently when I come to inquire concerning their motions. Now, therefore, having spoken of the condensation of spirits (which belongs to the substance of them), I come to the degree of heat therein.

63. The heat of the spirits should be, as was said, of that kind which is robust but not eager, and loves rather to undermine tough and obstinate parts than to carry off the weak and thin.

64. We must be cautious about spices, wine, and strong drink, and use them very temperately, with intervals of abstinence; and so likewise with regard to savory, marjoram, penny-royal, and all herbs which bite and burn the palate. For they supply to the spirits a heat not operative but predatory.

65. Those that yield a robust heat are principally elecampane, garlic, carduus benedictus, young water-cress, germander, angelica, zedoary, vervain, valerian, myrrh, spikenard, elder flower, and chevril. The use of these with care and judgment, sometimes in food, sometimes in medicines, will satisfy this operation.

66. It is fortunate likewise that the grand opiates are also of great service to this operation, in that they yield by composition such a heat as is desired, but can scarce be obtained, from simples. For the introduction of those intensely hot things (as spurge, pellitory, stachys-agra, dragonwort, pistachio nut, castor oil, aristolochium, opopanax, ammoniac, gum resin, and the like, which cannot be taken internally by themselves), to counteract the narcotic power of opium,
constitutes that temper of medicine which is now required; as is well shown in this, that theriacum, mithridate, and the rest, are not acrid and do not bite the tongue, but have only a slight bitterness and a strong scent, and only betray their heat in the stomach, and in their subsequent operations.

67. The sexual appetite often excited, but seldom gratified, conduces likewise to this robust heat of the spirits; as also do some other passions, of which I will speak hereafter. And so much for the heat of the spirits in relation to the prolongation of life.

68. Of the quantity of the spirits, that they be not exuberant, and given to ebullitions, but rather stunted and moderate (for a small flame does not prey so much as a large one), the inquiry will be short.

69. It seems to be approved by experience that a spare and almost Pythagorean diet, such as is prescribed by the stricter orders of monastic life, or the institutions of hermits, which regarded want and penury as their rule, produces longevity.

70. To this kind of life belong water-drinking, a hard couch, cold air, a spare diet (that is, of herbs, fruits, flesh, and fish, potted and salted rather than fresh and hot), a hair shirt, frequent fastings, frequent watchings, few sensual pleasures, and the like. For all these diminish the spirits and reduce them to such a quantity as is only enough for the offices of life; whence their depredation is less.

71. But if the diet shall be a little more generous, and without so much rigour and mortification, yet so long as it is regular and consistent, it produces the same result. For in flames likewise we see that a somewhat greater flame, if it be steady and calm, consumes less
of its fuel than a smaller flame that is blown about, and alternately strong and weak. The regimen and diet of Cornaro of Venice has demonstrated this well, seeing that for so many years he ate and drank by exact weight, whereby he exceeded 100 years of age, with his strength and senses unimpaired.

72. We should likewise take care that a body fully nourished, and not reduced by any of these spare diets, does not neglect a seasonable use of sexual intercourse, lest the spirits grow too full, and soften and destroy the body. So much therefore for a moderate, and as it were frugal, quantity of spirits.

73. Next follows the inquiry for restraining the motions of the spirits; for motion evidently alternates and inflames them. This restraint is effected in three ways; namely, by sleep, by avoiding strong labour, too much exercise, and all fatigue, and by controlling uneasy affections. And first concerning sleep.

74. The story goes that Epimenides slept many years in a cave without needing any food; for in sleep the spirits are less predatory.

75. Experience tells us that some animals, as dormice and bats, sleep through the whole winter in holes and corners; such power has sleep to stop vital consumption. The same likewise is thought to be the case with bees and drones, though sometimes deprived of their honey; also with butterflies, and flies.

76. Sleep after dinner, wherein vapours not unpleasing (as being only the first dews of food) rise to the head, is good for the spirits, but bad and prejudicial to all other things that relate to the health. In extreme old age however the same principle holds with regard to food and sleep, for both should be taken frequently,
though little at a time. And at the very end of life, mere rest, and a kind of perpetual repose, is good, especially in the winter.

77. But as moderate sleep tends to longevity, so much more if it be calm and undisturbed.

78. The procurers of calm sleep are violets, lettuce (especially when boiled), syrup of dry roses, saffron, balm, apples eaten at bedtime, and a maltsey toast, especially if first infused in musk roses. It would be useful therefore to make up some pill or small draught of these compounds, and take it familiarly. Things likewise which close up firmly the mouth of the stomach, as a preparation of coriander seed, quinces, and roast pears, induce sound sleep. But above all for young men, and especially for those who have strong stomachs, a good drink of cold water at bedtime is beneficial.

Injunction. Of voluntary or procured trances, and of thoughts intent and profound (provided they are not uncomfortable), I know nothing certain. They contribute no doubt to this intention, and condense the spirits, even more powerfully than sleep; seeing they lull and suspend the senses as much, or even more. Of these make further inquiry. And so much for sleep.

79. With regard to motion and exercises; fatigue and all motion and exercise that is too rapid and violent, as running, games at ball, fencing, and the like, are injurious; as also those exercises in which our strength is exerted and strained to the uttermost, as leaping, wrestling, and the like. For it is certain that the spirits being distressed either by swiftness of the
motion or extreme efforts, become afterwards more active and predatory. On the other hand, exercises which provoke a motion tolerably strong, yet not too rapid, or requiring the uttermost strength, such as dancing, archery, riding, playing at bowls, and the like, are not injurious but rather beneficial.

I now come to the affections and passions of the mind, to see which of them are prejudicial to longevity, which profitable.

80. Great joys attenuate and diffuse the spirits, and shorten life; ordinary cheerfulness strengthens the spirits, by calling them out, and yet not wasting them.

81. Sensual impressions of joys are bad; ruminations of joys in the memory, or apprehensions of them in hope or imagination, are good.

82. Joy suppressed and sparingly communicated comforts the spirits more than joy indulged and published.

83. Grief and sadness, if devoid of fear, and not too keen, rather prolong life; for these contract the spirits, and are a kind of condensation.

84. Great fears shorten life. For though both grief and fear distress the spirit, yet grief causes only a simple contraction; whereas fear, through cares respecting the remedy and hopes intermixed, causes a turmoil and vexation of the spirits.

85. Suppressed anger is likewise a kind of vexation, and makes the spirit to prey upon the juices of the body. But anger indulged and let loose is beneficial, like those medicines which induce a robust heat.

86. Envy is the worst passion, and preys on the spirits, which again prey on the body. And it is so much
the worse, because it is always at work, and (as they say) keeps no holidays.

87. Compassion for another man’s misfortune, which does not appear likely to befall ourselves, is good. But that which may by some similitude be reflected on the person pitying is bad, because it excites fear.

88. A light shame hurts not, because it slightly contracts the spirits and then diffuses them; and therefore bashful persons are generally long-lived. But shame for a great disgrace, and of long continuance, contracts the spirits even to suffocation, and is pernicious.

89. Love, if not unfortunate, and too deeply wounding, is a kind of joy, and is subject to the same laws as were laid down for joy.

90. Hope is of all affections the most useful, and contributes most to prolong life, if it be not too often disappointed, but feed the imagination with the prospect of good. They therefore who set up and propose some definite end as their mark in life, and continually and gradually advance thereto, are mostly long-lived; insomuch that when they arrive at the summit of their hopes, and have nothing more to look forward to, they commonly droop and do not long survive; so that hope appears to be a kind of leaf-joy, which may be spread out over a vast surface like gold.

91. Admiration and light contemplation are of very great effect in prolonging life. For they detain the spirits on pleasing subjects, and do not permit them to become tumultuous, unquiet, and morose. And hence all contemplators of nature, who had so many and such great wonders to admire, as Democritus, Plato, Parmenides, and Apollonius, were long-lived. The rhetoricians likewise, who did but taste matters lightly, and
busied themselves rather about light of speech than the darkness of things, as Gorgias, Protagoras, Isocrates, and Seneca, were long-lived. And certainly as old men are generally talkative and garrulous, so talkative persons very often grow to a great age; for it betokens a light contemplation, and one that does not greatly distress or vex the spirits; whereas subtle, acute, and eager inquisition shortens life; for it fatigues and preys upon the spirits.

So much then for the motion of the spirits by the affections of the mind. But I will add some other general observations on the spirits, which do not fall under the preceding division.

92. Particular care should be taken that the spirits are not too often dissolved. For attenuation precedes dissolution, and the spirit once attenuated is not easily recovered again and condensed. Dissolution is caused by too great labours, too violent affections of the mind, too profuse perspirations, too large evacuations, warm baths, and intemperate or unseasonable gratification of lust; also by too many cares and disquietudes, and anxious expectations; and lastly by malignant diseases, and severe pains and anguish of the body. All which should (as indeed the common physicians advise) be as far as possible avoided.

93. The spirits are delighted both with things accustomed, and with things new. But it contributes wonderfully to preserve the vigour of the spirits if we neither use customary things till they glut, nor new things before we feel a lively and vigorous appetite for them. Care and judgment therefore should be em-
ployed to break off customs before they become tiresome; and to curb the desire of new things for a season till it becomes more strong and quick. Moreover, the course of life should, if possible, be so ordered that it may have many and various restorations; and the spirits may not grow torpid by perpetual intercourse with the same things. For though Seneca¹ said well, "A fool is always beginning to live," yet this folly, like many others, contributes to longevity.

94. It is to be observed with regard to the spirits (although the contrary course be commonly followed), that when men perceive their spirits to be in a good, calm, and healthy state (which may be known by a quiet and cheerful disposition of mind), they should cherish and not change them; but if the spirits are in a disturbed and untoward state (as will be shown by sadness, heaviness, and other indisposition of mind), they should at once subdue and alter them. Now the spirits are continued in the same state by restraint of the affections, temperance of diet, abstinence from sexual intercourse, refraining from labour, and moderate rest. They are overpowered and altered by the contrary; namely, by violent affections, profuse feasting, immoderate indulgence of the sexual appetite, arduous labours, intense study, and business. It is however the common practice of men, when they are the most merry and best disposed, to apply themselves most to feasting, love, labour, contentious, and business. But if a man should wish for long life, he ought (though it may seem strange) to adopt the contrary system; for good spirits should be cherished and continued, spirits ill disposed should be discharged and altered.

¹ Sen. Ep. 15.
95. Ficinus says well, "That old men, to comfort their spirits, should frequently recall and ruminate on the acts of their childhood and youth."¹ Such remembrance is no doubt the peculiar recreation of all old men; and hence it is that they delight in the society of their old schoolfellows, and love to visit the places of their education. Vespasian indeed had this feeling so strong, that when he was emperor he could no way bring himself to change his father's house, humble though it was, lest he should lose sight of familiar objects and the recollection of his boyhood. Nay, he used on holidays to drink out of a wooden cup, tipped with silver, which had belonged to his grandmother.²

96. The thing above all others most pleasing to the spirits is a continual advance to the better. Youth and manhood should therefore be so ordered as to leave new comforts for old age, whereof the principal is moderate rest. And therefore old men in honourable places who do not retire to a life of leisure, offer violence to themselves. A remarkable instance of this is found in the case of Cassiodorus, who had so much authority with the Gothic kings of Italy that he appeared to be the soul and life of their affairs; yet afterwards, when nearly eighty years of age, he retired into a monastery, where he lived to be a hundred. Herein, however, two cautions are required; one, that they do not wait till the body is entirely worn out and diseased, for in such bodies all change, even for the better, accelerates death; the other, that they do not give themselves up to mere inertness, but have something to entertain the minds and thoughts in a quiet way;

¹ Ficinus, De Vit. Prod. 8. ² Sueton. in Vesp. 2.
for which the best kind of amusement is reading, and
next building and planting.
97. Lastly, the same action, endeavour, and labour,
which if undertaken cheerfully and with good will re-
 freshes the spirits, if it be attended with aversion and
dislike preys upon and prostrates them. It will there-
fore promote longevity if a man either so arrange his
life that it shall be free, and pass as he likes, or else
obtain such command over his mind that, whatever
necessity fortune may impose, it may rather lead than
drag him.
98. Nor must it be forgotten, as bearing on the gov-
ernment of the affections, that especial care is to be
paid to the mouth of the stomach, chiefly to prevent
it from being too much relaxed. For this part has
more power over the affections, especially the daily
ones, than either the heart or the brain; excepting
only such as are caused by powerful vapours, as in
drunkenness and melancholy.
99. So much then for the operation upon the spirits,
that they may retain their youth and renew their fresh-
ness; which I have paid the more attention to, be-
cause physicians and other authors are mostly silent
on these operations; but principally because the oper-
ation upon the spirits for the renewal of them is the
easiest and most compendious way to the prolongation
of life. And it is most compendious for two reasons;
the one, because the spirits act compendiously on the
body; the other, because vapours and affections act
compendiously on the spirits; so that these go to their
end as it were in a straight line, other things more
circuitously.
II.

THE OPERATION UPON THE EXCLUSION OF THE AIR.

The History.

1. Exclusion of the external air tends in two ways to prolong life. First, because most of all things, next to the internal spirit, the external air (although it is as life to the human spirit, and contributes very much to health) preys upon the juices of the body and hastens its desiccation; whence the exclusion of the air conduces to longevity.

2. The second effect of the exclusion of the air is much more deep and subtle; namely, that the body being closed up, and not perspiring, detains the spirit within, and turns it upon the harder parts of the body, which are thereby rendered soft and tender.

3. The reason of this process is explained in the desiccation of inanimate bodies. And it may be taken for an infallible axiom, that the emission of the spirit dries bodies, but the detention thereof melts and softens them. And it may be further assumed that all heat properly attenuates and moistens, but contracts and dries only by accident.

4. A life in caves and holes, where the rays of the sun do not enter, may perhaps tend to longevity; for the air of itself, unexcited by heat, has not much power to prey upon the body. Certainly, on looking back, it appears from many remains and monuments that the size and stature of men were anciently much greater than they have been since, as in Sicily and some other places; and such men generally lived in caves. Now there is some affinity between length of
age and largeness of limbs. The cave of Epimenides likewise passes current among the fables. And I suspect that the life of the columnar anchorites was something like the life in caves, for there neither the rays of the sun penetrated, nor did the air admit of great changes or inequalities. It is certain that both the Simeons, Daniel Saba, and other styliites, were very long-lived. Modern anchorites likewise, shut up within walls or pillars, are often found long-lived.

5. Next to the life in caves is the life on mountains. For as the heat of the sun does not penetrate into caves, so on the tops of mountains, where there is no reflection, it has less power. But this must be understood of mountains where the air is clear and pure; that is, where from the dryness of the vallies mists and vapours do not ascend; as in the mountains that surround Barbary, where, even at the present day, men often live 150 years, as I have observed before.

6. Now air of this kind in caves and mountains has of its own nature little or no predatory power. But air such as ours is, rendered predatory by the heat of the sun, should as much as possible be excluded from the body.

7. The air is kept off and excluded in two ways; first, by closing the pores; secondly, by filling them up.

8. Closing of the pores is assisted by coldness of the air itself, by nakedness, which hardens the skin, by washing in cold water, and by astringents applied to the skin, as mastic, myrrh, and myrtle.

9. But this operation will be much better served by baths, seldom used however (especially in summer), consisting of such astringent mineral waters as may be
safely applied; such as chalybeate and vitriol waters; for these powerfully contract the skin.

10. As for filling up the pores, paints and such like thick unctuous substances, and (which may be most conveniently used) oil and fat things, no less preserve the substance of the body than oil colours and varnish preserve wood.

11. The ancient Britons painted themselves with woad, and were extremely long-lived. The Picts like-wise had the same custom, and are even supposed by some to have derived their name from it.

12. At this day the natives of Brazil and Virginia use to paint themselves, and are said, especially the former, to be very long-lived; insomuch that five years ago the French Jesuits met with some of them who remembered the building of Fernamburg, which hap-pened 120 years before, they being then grown up.

13. Johannes de Temporibus, who is said to have reached the age of three hundred, on being asked how he had preserved himself, is reported to have answered, "By oil without, and honey within."

14. The Irish, especially the wild Irish, are, even to this day, very long-lived. In truth, they say that within these few years the Countess of Desmond lived to 140, and shed her teeth three times. Now the Irish have a custom of standing naked before the fire, and rubbing and as it were pickling themselves with old salt butter.

15. These same Irish are accustomed to wear shirts and linen rubbed with saffron, which, though it was introduced to prevent putrefaction, yet I consider tends to lengthen life. For saffron is the best thing I know for the skin, and to comfort the flesh, seeing it is a
wonderful astringent, and has besides an oiliness and subtle heat without any acrimony. Indeed I remember an Englishman who, on crossing the Channel with a bag of saffron, to avoid paying duty, carried it for concealment around his stomach, and although before he had always been very sea-sick, he was this time quite well and felt no nausea.

16. Hippocrates\(^1\) advises to wear clean clothes next to the skin in winter, but foul and smeared with oil in summer. The reason whereof appears to be, that in summer the spirits exhale most, and therefore the pores of the skin should be stopped.

17. I judge therefore that to anoint the skin externally with oil, either of olives or sweet almonds, contributes above everything to longevity. The anointing should take place every morning on rising; the oil should be mixed with a little bay salt or saffron. It should be done lightly with wool or a soft sponge, so as not to drop upon the body, but only to touch and moisten the skin.

18. It is certain that all liquids, even those of an oily nature, if in large quantities, draw something out of the body; but, on the other hand, in small quantities they are absorbed by the body. The anointing therefore, as I said, should be light, or the shirt itself should be smeared with oil.

19. It may perhaps be objected that this anointing with oil here recommended (though it has never been used by ourselves, and has been left off by the Italians) was formerly familiar to the Greeks and Romans, and part of their diet; and yet they were not more long-lived than the men of this age. But to this it may be

---

\(^1\) Hippocr. de Salubri Dieta.
justly answered, that oil was only used after bathing, except perhaps by the athletes; and hot baths are as contrary to this operation as anointments are favourable to it; for the former opens while the latter closes the pores. Baths therefore, without subsequent anointing, are very bad; but anointing without bathing very good. Besides, this anointing was practised rather as a luxury, or (to view it in its best light) for the sake of health; and with no relation to longevity. Therefore they at the same time used precious ointments, which, though agreeable and pleasant in themselves, are hurtful to this intention by reason of their heat; so that Virgil was right in speaking of the use of casia as corrupting the use of clear oil.1

20. Anointing with oil in winter contributes to health by excluding the cold; in summer, it helps to detain the spirits and prevent the dissolution of them, and to repel the force of the air, which is then most predatory.

21. Anointing with oil being one of the most powerful operations to advance longevity, I have thought it right to add some cautions, lest it endanger the health. These are four in number, answering to the four inconveniences which may follow thereon.

22. The first inconvenience is, that by keeping in perspirations it may engender diseases, from excrementitious humours. The remedy to be employed for this is by purges and clysters, so that a proper discharge may be obtained. For it is certain that discharge by perspiration is mostly good for the health, but bad for longevity. But moderate purgatives act upon the humours, and not as perspiration does, upon the spirits.

1 Nec casia liquidi corrumpitur usus olivi. — Georg. ii. 468.
23. The second inconvenience is, that it may make the body hot and inflamed. For the spirit being shut in and prevented from perspiring is more fervent. The remedy for this is a diet mostly of a cooling nature, and medicines with cooling properties to be taken at certain times. But of these I will presently inquire in the operation upon the blood.

24. The third inconvenience is, that it may oppress the head. For all closing of the pores externally strikes back the vapours, and sends them to the head. This may be completely remedied by purgatives, especially elysters, by firmly closing the mouth of the stomach with astringents, by combing and rubbing the head, and also washing it with convenient lies to cause an exhalation, and by not neglecting good and suitable exercise to create a slight perspiration from the skin.

25. The fourth inconvenience is a more subtle evil; namely, that the spirit detained by the closing of the pores may possibly multiply itself too much; because, when it does not escape, and new spirit is being continually generated, the spirit increases too much, and may thus become more predatory on the body. But this is not exactly the case; for all spirit (which like flame is fanned by motion) by being shut up becomes languid, and therefore less active and less able to propagate itself; hotter, no doubt, as flame is, but slow in motion. But this inconvenience also may be remedied by an occasional mixture of cooling medicines, as roses and myrtle, with the oil. For all hot things are to be absolutely avoided, as was observed with regard to cinnamon.

26. It is likewise beneficial to wear next the skin
III.

THE OPERATION UPON THE BLOOD, AND THE HEAT, WHICH CREATES BLOOD.

The History.

The two subsequent operations are as it were the use of the two preceding, and are related to them as actives to actives. For the two preceding tend to the spirit and the air less predatory in their actions; the two latter to make the blood and the fibres of the body less liable to be preyed on. But as the blood is that which irrigates the juices and membranes, and prepares them, I will place the operation upon the blood first, and give three precepts concerning it: being few in number, but of great efficacy.

First, there is no doubt but that if the blood be given to a cooler temper it will be the less easily digested. But since cold things taken through the stomach agree ill with many of the other intentions, it is better to find some other things that are free from these inconveniences; and these are two in number: one is the use of clysters, especially in youth, for purgative or aburent, but only cooling and aperient. Of these the best are made from the leaves of lettuce, purslane, hepatica, the greater houseleek; the mucilage of the seed of fleawort, with a cold opening decoction, and the mixture of a morph. But in old age let houseleek and purslane be omitted, and the juice of borage, endive, and endive substitutes be substituted in their place. And let the clysters be retained as long as possible, that is, for an hour.
garments which have in them something unctuous or oily, and not watery, for they draw less out of the body. And in this respect woollen garments are better than linen; at least it is certain in the spirits of odours, that scented powders lose their smell much sooner in linen than in wool. Linen therefore, though pleasant to the touch and in respect of cleanness, is to be suspected for this operation.

27. The wild Irish, when they are taken ill, do nothing more than take the sheets off the beds, and wrap themselves in the blankets.

28. Some assert that they derived much benefit to their health by wearing under their shirts, and next the skin, drawers and waistcoats of scarlet flannel.

29. It should be observed also that air accustomed to the body preys upon it less than new and frequently changed air; and therefore poor people, who always live at home by their own firesides, and do not change their abodes, are generally long-lived. But for the other operations I esteem a change of air to be beneficial, especially where the spirits are not altogether sluggish; but a mean should be used that may meet both cases. And this may be done by changing our place of abode at stated times, at the four seasons of the year, to suitable localities; that so the body may neither travel too much, nor rest too long at home. And so much for operations by exclusion of the air, and avoiding its predatory action.
III.

THE OPERATION UPON THE BLOOD, AND THE HEAT, WHICH CREATES BLOOD.

The History.

1. The two subsequent operations are as it were the converse of the two preceding, and are related to them as passives to actives. For the two preceding tend to make the spirit and the air less depredatory in their actions; the two latter to make the blood and the juice of the body less liable to be preyed on. But as the blood is that which irrigates the juices and members, and prepares them, I will place the operation upon the blood first, and give three precepts concerning it; being few in number, but of great efficacy.

2. First, there is no doubt but that if the blood be brought to a cooler temper it will be the less easily dissipated. But since cold things taken through the mouth agree ill with many of the other intentions, it will be better to find some other things that are free from these inconveniences; and these are two in number.

3. The one is the use of clysters, especially in youth, not at all purgative or absergent, but only cooling and slightly aperient. Of these the best are made from the juices of lettuce, purslane, hepatica, the greater houseleek, and the mucilage of the seed of fleawort, with some mild opening decoction, and the mixture of a little camphor. But in old age let houseleek and purslane be omitted, and the juice of borage, endive, and the like be substituted in their place. And let the clysters be retained as long as possible, that is, for an hour or more.
and woody stalks of rosemary, which is a shrub as durable as many trees; and likewise the dry and woody stalks of ivy, but not in such a quantity as to create an unpleasant taste.

13. Let these woods be taken, either boiled in broths, or infused in new wine, or beer, before it has settled. If in broths (as is the case in gualacum and the like), let them always be infused for a long time before they are boiled, that the firmer part of the wood as well as the looser may be drawn out. Ash-wood, though used for cups, I regard with suspicion. And so much for the operation upon the blood.

IV.

THE OPERATION UPON THE JUICES OF THE BODY.

The History.

1. There are two kinds of bodies, as has been observed in the inquiry concerning inanimate bodies, which are consumed with difficulty; namely, the hard and the fat; as appears in metals and stones, in oil and wax.

2. The operation therefore must tend to make the juice of the body somewhat hard; and likewise somewhat fatty and moist.

3. Hardness is caused in three ways; namely, by aliment of a firm nature, by cold condensing the skin and flesh, and by exercise fermenting and binding the juices, that they be not soft and frothy.

4. Aliment should be of a nature that is least easily dissipated; as beef, pork, venison, goat, kid, swan, goose, and wood-pigeon, (especially if the flesh be
slightly salted), salt and dried fish, cheese rather old, and the like.

5. Bread made of oatmeal, or with a mixture of peas in it, or rye or barley bread, is more solid than wheaten bread. And in wheaten bread that which has more of the bran in it is more solid than that made of fine flour.

6. The inhabitants of the Orkneys, who live on salt fish, and fish-eaters in general, are long-lived.

7. Monks and hermits who lived sparingly and on dry food were generally long-lived.

8. Pure water likewise, drunk often, makes the juices of the body less frothy. But by reason of the dullness of the spirit (which in water is certainly not very penetrating), the mixture of a little nitre with the water would I think be useful. And so much for the firmness of aliment.

9. With regard to the condensation of the skin and flesh by cold, persons living in the open air are generally more long-lived than those living in the house; and the inhabitants of cold countries than those of warm.

10. Too much clothing either in bed or on the back relaxes the body.

11. Washing in cold water is good for longevity; the use of warm baths bad; of bathing in astringent mineral waters I have spoken before.

12. With regard to exercise, an inactive life manifestly renders the flesh soft, and easily dissipated; whereas strong exercise, without too great perspiration or fatigue, renders it hard and compact. Exercise also in cold water, as swimming, is very good, and as a general rule, exercise in the open air is better than under cover.
18. Of frictions (which are a kind of exercise), seeing they rather call forth the aliment than harden, I will speak afterwards in their proper place.

14. Now therefore having spoken of the hardness of the juices, I come to their oiliness or moistness, which is a more perfect and powerful intention than induration, seeing it has no inconvenience, nor injurious effect. For all things which relate to the hardness of the juices are of such a nature that while they prevent the waste of aliment they also hinder the repair thereof; whence the same things are at the same time favourable and hurtful to longevity. But things which pertain to make the juices roscid are advantageous in both ways; for they render the aliment at once less easy to be dissipated, and more easy to be repaired.

15. But when it is said that the juice of the body should be made fat and roscid, it must not be understood to mean an obesity or visible fat; but a dewiness diffused, or (if you will) radical, in the very substance of the body.

16. Again, let no one imagine that oil, or the fat of meats or marrow, engender things like themselves, and satisfy this intention; for things once made perfect do not return to the same state. But the nourishment should be such, as after digestion and maturate to generate an oiliness in the juices.

17. Again, let no one imagine that a mass of oil or fat by itself is difficult to dissipate, but that in a mixture with other things it does not retain the same nature. For as oil by itself is much longer in wasting than water, so likewise it adheres much longer, and dries much slower on paper or linen; as I observed before.
18. For making the juices rosic, roast or baked meats are better than boiled. All preparations of meat with water are bad; besides, oil is extracted more abundantly from dry bodies than from moist.

19. In general, a large use of sweet things is good for this operation on the body; as sugar, honey, sweet almonds, pine-apples, pistachio nuts, dates, raisins, currants, figs, and the like. And on the contrary, all acid and very salt or acrid things are opposed to it.

20. Nor let me be thought to favour the Manichaeans and their diet, if I recommend a frequent use of seeds, nuts, and roots, in meats or their preparations; since all bread, which is the firmament of all food, is made either of seeds or roots.

21. But above all things, this operation depends most on the nature of the drink, which is the vehicle of food. Let therefore the drinks in use be subtle, yet free from all acrimony and acidity; as are those wines which, as the old woman says in Plautus,¹ “are toothless with age,” and beer of the same kind.

22. Mead, I imagine, would not be bad, if strong and old; but since all honey has some acridity in it (as may be seen by the corrosive water that the chemists extract from it, which can even dissolve metals), it would be better to make a similar drink with sugar, not lightly infused, but incorporated as firmly as honey in mead, and keep it for a year or six months; so that the water may lose its crudity, and the sugar may acquire subtlety.

23. Age in wine or liquor engenders subtlety in the parts of the liquor, and acrimony in the spirits; whereof the first is beneficial, the second hurtful. To avoid

¹ Plaut. Pemulus, 569.
therefore this complication, put into the cask, before
the wine has settled at all, a piece of well-boiled pork
or venison, that the spirits of the wine may have some-
thing to prey upon and devour, and thereby lose their
pungency.

24. In the same way, if beer were to be brewed not
only of the grains of wheat, barley, oats, or peas, but
should likewise have about a third part of roots or fat
pulps, as potato-roots, the pith of artichokes, burdock,
or any other sweet and esculent roots, I conceive it
would be a drink much more conducive to longevity
than beer made entirely of grain.

25. All things which have very fine parts, and yet
have no acrimony or pungency, are very good in sea-
sonings. And such a property is found to exist in some
few flowers, as ivy flowers, which infused in vinegar
are even pleasant to the taste; marigold flowers, which
are used in broths; and betony flowers. And so much
for the operation upon the juices of the body.

V.

THE OPERATION UPON THE BOWELS, TO SEND FORTH
THE ALIMENT.

The History.

1. Of the things which comfort the principal viscera
(which are the seats of digestion), the stomach, liver,
heart, and brain, for the proper performance of their
functions (whereby aliment is distributed into the
parts, the spirits are diffused, and reparation of the
whole body is accomplished), inquire from physicians,
and their descriptions and advices.
2. Of the spleen, gall, kidneys, mesentery, entrails, and lungs I make no mention, as they are only members ministering to the principal. And though in treating of health they sometimes come under especial consideration, because they each are subject to their own diseases, which if they be not cured attack likewise the principal viscera; yet for prolongation of life, repair of the body by aliment, and retarding the atrophy of old age, if digestion and the principal viscera are in a good state, the rest will commonly work satisfactorily.

3. From the medical books which handle the comforting and preserving the four principal members, each person should select for himself the diet and system suited to his own bodily state. For preservation of health generally requires temporary medicines; but length of life is to be looked for from a proper diet, and a regular order of nutrient medicines. I will here however set down a few of them, selecting the best.

4. The stomach (which is the master of the house, as they say, upon whose strength all the other digestions depend) should be so fortified and strengthened as to be moderately warm; firm, not loose; clean, and not charged with oppressive humours; and yet (seeing it is supported by itself rather than by the veins) never absolutely empty or fasting; lastly, it should be kept in good appetite, for appetite sharpens digestion.

5. I wonder how it is that the practice of taking warm drinks, which was common among the ancients, has fallen into disuse. I knew a very eminent physician who at dinner and supper would swallow exceedingly hot soup with great avidity, and soon afterwards wish it were returned; "for," said he, "I did not want the soup, but only the warmth."
6. I conceive it very beneficial that the first draught at supper of wine, beer, or whatever drink a man uses, be taken hot.

7. Wine, in which gold has been quenched, I think good once in a meal. Not that I believe that the gold has any special virtue, but because I know that the quenching of all metals in any liquor gives it a powerful astringency. And I select gold for this purpose because, besides the astringency which I want, it leaves no other metallic impression behind.

8. In the middle of a meal I conceive sops of bread dipped in wine to be better than wine by itself; especially if the wine in which the sop is dipped contain an infusion of rosemary and citron rind, with a little sugar to make it pass slower.

9. Quinces are certainly good for strengthening the stomach; but in my opinion they would be better used in conserves, which are made of strained juice and sugar, than in their solid state, because they load the stomach too much. These conserves after dinner are best taken alone, but before dinner with vinegar.

10. The best simples for the stomach are, rosemary, elecampane, mastich, wormwood, sage, and mint.

11. I approve of taking pills of aloes, mastich, and saffron, before dinner, especially in winter. But the aloe should not only be often washed with rose-water, but also steeped for some hours in vinegar in which gum-dragon has been dissolved, and afterwards in fresh oil of sweet almonds, before it is made into pills.

12. Wine or beer, with an infusion of wormwood, a little elecampane, and yellow sandal wood, is good at times, and especially in winter.

13. In summer, a draught of white wine diluted
with strawberry water, in which a very fine powder
of pearls and of the shells of crawfish, and (what may
seen odd) a little chalk, have been infused, refreshes
and strengthens the stomach exceedingly.

14. In general, all morning draughts, (such as are
commonly used,) of cooling things, as juices, deco-
cions, whey, barley-water, and the like, are to be
avoided; and nothing which is purely cold should be
taken on an empty stomach. Such things, if neces-
sary, are better taken five hours after dinner, or one
hour after a light breakfast.

15. Frequent fasting is bad for longevity. All thirst
should likewise be avoided; and the stomach should
be kept clean, but always moist.

16. Fresh and good olive oil, in which some mith-
ridate has been dissolved, rubbed on the spine opposite
the mouth of the stomach, comforts the stomach won-
derfully.

17. A small bag of scarlet wool, steeped in rough
wine, in which myrtle, citron rind, and a little saffron
have been infused, may be always worn on the stom-
ach. So much therefore for the things which comfort
the stomach; whereto many of the things useful in
other operations are likewise beneficial.

18. The liver only requires to be kept free from
heat, or dryness, and from obstruction; for that dis-
solution of it, which generates watery humours, is a
regular disease. But the other two are induced by
age.

19. The things described in the operation upon the
blood are likewise of the greatest use here; but I will
select and add a few more.

20. Let wine of sweet pomegranates, or if that can-
not be had, a fresh extraction of their juice, be taken in the morning, with some sugar, a little fresh citron peel being put into the glass into which the juice has been squeezed, and three or four whole cloves; and let this be continued from February to the end of April.

21. Let watercresses be used in preference to all other herbs; but young, not old; and let them be taken either fresh, or in soups, or in drinks; and next to them scurvy grass.

22. Aloes, however washed and corrected, are bad for the liver, and therefore should never be taken ordinarily. Rhubarb on the other hand is good for the liver, if three cautions are observed; first, to take it before food, lest it be too drying, or leave some trace of astringency behind it; secondly, to steep it for an hour or two in fresh oil of almonds, with rose-water, before it is infused elsewhere, or given in its substance; thirdly, to take it alternately, at one time simple, at another with tartar or a little bay-salt, lest it only carry off the lighter parts, and make the mass of humours still more stubborn.

23. I approve of wine, or a decoction of steel, being taken thrice or four times a year, to clear away the more powerful obstructions; provided however that it be always preceded by two or three spoonfuls of fresh oil of sweet almonds, and be followed by motion of the body, especially of the arms and stomach.

24. Liquids sweetened, and that with some fatness, are of special service to prevent the arefaction, saltiness, parching, in short the old age of the liver; especially if they be well incorporated with age. Let such be made of fruits and sweet roots; as wine and drinks
of raisins, jujubes, dried figs, dates, parsnips, bulbous roots, potatoes, and the like, with sometimes a mixture of liquorice. A drink also made from Indian corn (which they call maize) with a mixture of sweet things is very beneficial. It is to be observed however that this intention of preserving the liver in a certain soft and fat state is much more powerful than the other, which only relates to the opening of it, and tends rather to health than length of life; except that the obstruction that parches the liver is as prejudicial as the other kinds of arefaction.

25. Roots of chicory, spinach, and beet, stripped of their pith and boiled in water till they are tender, with a third part of white wine, and used as common salads with oil and vinegar, are to be recommended; as also are the buds or stalks of asparagus, the pulps of artichokes, burdock-roots properly boiled and prepared; and in spring time broths made of the young leaves of the vine and green blades of wheat. So much therefore for strengthening the liver.

26. The heart receives the most benefit or injury from the air we breathe, from vapours, and from the passions. And many of the observations made before concerning the spirits may be transferred hither. The undigested mass of cordials which have been collected by physicians is of little use to my intention; but antidotes to poisons may be applied with sound judgment to strengthen and fortify the heart, especially if they are of a kind which does not so much destroy the peculiar nature of the poison as enable the heart and spirits to resist poison in general. With respect to cordials consult the table drawn up before.

27. The goodness of the air in places is better dis-
tiiuished by experience than by signs. I consider it
to be best in plains that are thoroughly exposed to the
wind; if the soil is dry, and yet not altogether parched
or sandy, and grows wild thyme, a kind of marjoram,
and some scattered plants of calamint; and is not en-
tirely treeless, but interspersed with some groups here
and there for shade; and where the sweet-briar has a
musk and aromatic smell. Rivers I consider injurious,
unless very small, clear and gravelly.

28. The morning air is certainly more invigorating,
though the evening is preferred for enjoyment and
delicacy.

29. Air stirred by a gentle wind is I consider
healthier than a calm. The best is a wind from the
west in the morning, and from the north in the after-
noon.

30. Odours are very good to comfort the heart; not
however that a good smell is the privilege of a good
air. For as some airs are very pestilential, which do
not smell so ill as others that are less pernicious, so on
the other hand there are airs most healthy and favour-
able to the spirits which have either no smell or one
not so pleasant and fragrant to the sense. In general,
where the air is good, scents should only be used
occasionally; for a continual odour, though of the best
kind, somewhat oppresses the spirits.

31. Of all odours I recommend (as I have intimated
before) those of plants growing and not gathered, and
taken in the open air; such as those of violets, pinks,
and gilly-flowers, bean-blossoms, lime-flowers, the dust
or flowers of vines, clary, the yellow wallflower, musk
roses (for other roses when growing give out little
smell), strawberry plants, especially when dying,
sweet-briar, especially in early spring, wild mint, and lavender flowers; and in hot countries, oranges, cirmos, myrtle, and laurel. We ought therefore to walk or sit among the breaths of these plants.

32. To comfort the heart cooling odours are better than hot. The best fumigation therefore in the morning or the noon-day heats is by throwing an equal proportion of vinegar, rose-water, and strong wine on a hot iron plate.

33. Nor let me be thought to be sacrificing to Mother Earth, if I recommend in digging or ploughing to pour a quantity of generous wine upon the soil.

34. Pure orange-flower water, with a slight infusion of rose-water and fragrant wine, inhaled through the nostrils or inserted by a syringe, like an errhine, is good, if not done too often.

35. Mastication (though we have no betel) and holding in the mouth such things as cheer the spirits is very useful, though it be done continually. Make therefore grains or little cakes of ambergris, musk, lign-sloes, lignum rhodium, orrice root, and roses; and let them be made up with rose-water which has passed through a little Indian balsam.

36. The vapours arising from things taken internally to fortify and cherish the heart ought to have three properties. They ought to be friendly, clear, and cooling. Warmth in vapours is bad; and wine itself which is supposed to have only a heating vapour is not entirely devoid of an opiate property. Those vapours I call clear which have more vapour than exhalation, and are not at all smoky, sooty, or oily, but moist and uniform.

37. Among that useless collection of cordials there
are a few which should be used for diet; above all ambergris, saffron, and the grain of hermes, of the hotter kinds; and of the colder kinds, the roots of bugloss and borage, citrons, sweet lemons, and apples. Gold also and pearls, used in the way I have mentioned, may do some good, not only in the veins, but also in their passage, and in the region of the heart; namely, by cooling, without having any noxious property.

38. I am not entirely without faith in the virtue of the bexar stone, for there have been many trials of it; yet it should by all means be taken in such a way as to communicate its virtue most easily to the spirits. It should not therefore be used in soups, syrups, rose-water, nor the like, but only in wine, cinnamon-water, or distilled liquor of that kind, and that not hot or strong, but weak.

39. Concerning the affections we have already inquired. I will only add this one remark, that every great, constant, and as they say, heroic desire, strengthens and enlarges the powers of the heart. And so much concerning the heart.

40. With regard to the brain, where the court and university of the animal spirits is held, the former inquiries concerning opium, nitre, and their subordinates, and the means for inducing quiet sleep, have some relation thereto. It is certain also that the brain is as it were under the protection of the stomach, and therefore the things which comfort and fortify the stomach by consent assist the brain, and may be transferred to this place. I will add a few remedies, three external, and one internal.

41. I recommend bathing the feet at least once a
week in a bath made of lye, bay salt, sage, camomile, fennel, sweet marjoram, spikenard, and the leaves of green angelica.

42. I recommend a fumigation every morning of dried rosemary, dry bay twigs, and lign-aloes; for sweet gums oppress the head.

43. There must be great care not to apply hot things to the head externally; such as all kinds of spices, not even excepting the nutmeg. For these hot things we would bring down to the soles of the feet, and there alone apply them. A light anointing of the head however with oil, roses, and myrtle, with a little salt and saffron, I approve.

44. Remembering what I have said before concerning opiates, nitre, and the like, which so powerfully condense the spirits, I do not think it would be amiss if once a fortnight three or four grains of castor be taken in a morning broth, with a little angelica seed and calamus aromaticus. For these both strengthen the brain, and excite in that density of the substance of the spirits (which is so necessary for longevity) vivacity and vigour of motion.

45. With respect to the comforters of the principal viscera, I have proposed those things which are both proper and choice, and which may be safely and conveniently transferred to a diet and system of life. For variety of medicines is the child of ignorance; and if it be true according to the proverb, that "many dishes have made many diseases," it is not less true that many medicines have made few cures. And so much for the operation to send forth the aliment from the principal viscera.
VI.

THE OPERATION UPON THE EXTERIOR PARTS, FOR THE ATTRACTION OF ALIMENT.

The History.

1. Although a good digestion performed by the internal parts is the principal thing for perfect alimentation, yet the actions of the exterior parts should also concur. And as the internal faculty sends forth and extrudes the nourishment, so outward faculties should attract and seize it. The weaker also the digestive faculty is, the more need is there of the aid and concurrence of this faculty of attraction.

2. A strong attraction of the outward parts is principally excited by motion of the body, whereby the parts, being warmed and comforted, invite and attract the nourishment more briskly.

3. The greatest care must be taken however that the same heat and motion, which call forth the new juice to the members, do not at the same time exhaust the member too much of that juice with which it was before moistened.

4. Frictions, especially in the morning, are most useful to this intention; but let this friction be always followed by a light anointing of oil, lest the rubbing of the outward parts should make them, by perspiration, effete and exhausted.

5. Exercise, by which the parts rub and chafe themselves, is the next best thing to friction, provided it be moderate and (as has been said before) neither rapid, nor to the utmost strength, nor to lassitude. But in this, as well as in friction, there is the same reason and
caution, that the body do not perspire too much. Wherefore exercise is better in the open air than under cover; and better in winter than in summer. Again,unction is not only to be employed when exercise is over, as in friction, but in the more violent exercises it is likewise to be used both at the beginning and at the end, as athletes do.

6. In order that exercise may dissolve as little as possible either the spirits or the juices, it should not be taken on an absolutely empty stomach. Wherefore, as exercise may neither be taken on a full stomach, as being very injurious to health, nor on an empty one, as being no less injurious to longevity, the morning repast should consist not of medicines, or draughts, or raisins, or figs, or the like, but simply of meat and drink, though in a very light and moderate quantity.

7. Exercises to distribute the juices over the body should affect all the members equally; not (as Socrates says) that the legs should move and the arms rest,1 nor the contrary; but that all the parts should share in the motion. It is of great use also for longevity that the body should never remain long in the same posture, but should change it every half hour at least, except during sleep.

8. Things used for mortification may be transferred to vivification; for hair-shirts and flagellations, and all irritation of the outward parts, strengthen their attractive power.

9. Cardan recommends the application of nettles even in cases of melancholy; but I have no experience of the efficacy thereof, and I have some suspicions that the poisonous qualities of the nettles would

---

1 Xen. Symp. ii. 17.
by frequent applications create itches and other diseases of the skin. And so much for the attraction of aliment to the exterior parts.

VII.

THE OPERATION UPON THE ALIMENT, FOR THE INSINUATION THEREOF.

The History.

1. The saying which forbids many dishes is for a censor rather than a physician. Or however it may be good for the preservation of health, yet it is prejudicial to longevity, because the various and somewhat heterogeneous mixture of aliments finds a better and quicker passage into the veins and juices than a simple and homogeneous diet does. Besides, it has great power to excite the appetite, which is the spur of the digestion. I approve therefore of a variety and frequent change of food suited to the seasons of the year, or other circumstances.

2. The doctrine likewise that meats should be simple, without sauces, is a simplicity of judgment; since good and well-chosen sauces are the most healthy preparations of food, and contribute both to health and longevity.

3. With meats hard of digestion, strong liquors and sauces that penetrate and pierce should be used; with light food, on the other hand, thin liquors and fat sauces.

4. Besides my former advice to take the first draught at supper warm, I recommend every one likewise, as a preparation for the stomach, to take half an hour before meals a good draught of whatever drink he is
acquainted to, hot, and a little spiced to gratify the
taste.

5. The preparation of meats, bread, and drinks, if it be well ordered and agreeable to this intention, is of
very great importance. And although it be a thing
mechanical and savouring of the kitchen and the
celar, yet it is worth more than the fables of gold,
precious stones, and the like.

6. The moistening of the juices of the body by a
moist preparation of aliment is a childish affair; it may
be of use in the heat of illnesses, but is directly opposed
to rosid alimentation. Boiled food therefore, for this
intention, is far inferior to roast or baked, or the like.

7. Meat should be roasted before a quick fire, and
done quickly; not before a slow fire and done slowly.

8. All solid meats should be used not entirely fresh,
but somewhat salted. And simple salt should be taken
sparingly, or not at all, at meals; for salt distributes
itself much better when incorporated in the meat than
when taken by itself.

9. Various and good modes of steeping and infusing
flesh in proper liquors before roasting should be brought
into use; as similar methods are sometimes employed
before baking, and in the pickling of some fish.

10. The beating and striking of meat before it is
dressed produces a great effect. It is acknowledged
that pheasants and partridges killed in hawking, and
bucks and stags that have been hunted (unless the
course has been too long) are of better flavour. Some
fish likewise are better for being scourged and beaten.
Hard and rough pears and some other kinds of fruit
become sweeter by squeezing and pressing them. It
would be good also to introduce a custom of beating
and bruising the harder kinds of flesh before they are put to the fire. And this will be one of the best preparations.

11. Bread a little leavened and very little salted is the best. It should be baked in an oven well heated and not too slow.

12. The preparation of drinks suited to longevity may be comprised in one precept. Of water-drinkers there is no need to speak; for, as has been said elsewhere, such a diet may continue life for a certain time, but cannot prolong it to any great extent. But in other spirituous liquors (as wine, beer, mead, and the like) the one thing to be aimed at and observed as the sum of all is to make the parts of the liquor as fine and the spirit as mild as possible. And it will be difficult to effect this by age alone; for that makes indeed the parts somewhat more fine, but renders the spirits much stronger and sharper; and therefore I have already advised the infusion of some fat substance in casks, to restrain the acrimony of the spirits. There is also another way, without infusion or mixture; which is, to keep the liquor in perpetual agitation, either by water or land carriage, or by hanging the vessels on ropes and shaking them daily, or other similar processes. For it is certain that such local motion refines the parts, and in the mean time so ferments the spirits in them that they have no leisure to turn to acidity, which is a kind of putrefaction.

13. In extreme old age, food ought to be so prepared as to be almost half way to chyle. Distillations of meat are mere folly; for the best or nutritive part does not rise in vapours.

14. The incorporation of meat and drink before they
meet in the stomach is a step towards chyle. Take chickens therefore, partridges, pheasants, and the like; boil them in water with a little salt; let them be then cleaned and dried, and afterwards infused in new wine or beer that is still working, with a little sugar.

15. Extracts of meats and minces well seasoned are good for old men; the more so, because they have mostly lost the use of their teeth for chewing, which is a principal preparation.

16. Towards the supply of that defect, namely, of teeth for grinding food, there are three things which may help. The first is, to grow new ones, which is extremely difficult, and cannot be done without a radical and powerful restoration of the body. The second is, so to harden the gums by the use of proper astringents that they may in some way perform the office of the teeth; and this does not appear impracticable. The third is, to prepare the food in such a way that it does not require mastication; and this is easy, and quickly attained.

17. With regard to the quantity of meat and drink, it occurs to me that a little excess is sometimes good for the irritation of the body; whence immoderate fasting and deep potations are not to be entirely forbidden. And so much for the operation on aliments and the preparation thereof.

VIII.

THE OPERATION UPON THE LAST ACT OF ASSIMILATION.

Transition.

The advice concerning the last act of assimilation, whereat the three preceding operations principally
aim, shall be short and simple; for the matter rather requires explanation than any variety of rules.

Comment.

1. It is certain that all bodies are endowed with some desire of assimilating the things which lie next to them. This is performed freely and vigorously by thin and pneumatic bodies, such as flame, spirit, and air; but very languidly by thick and tangible bodies; because in them the desire of assimilation is controlled by a stronger desire for rest, and an aversion to motion.

2. It is certain likewise that this desire for assimilation, which in a gross body is bound up, as was said, and rendered ineffectual, is somewhat liberated and excited by heat or spirit in its neighbour, and in the end actuated by it. And this is the only reason why inanimate bodies do not assimilate, and animate bodies do.

3. Again, it is certain that the harder the consistency of a body, the greater is the heat required as a spur to assimilation. And this turns out ill for old men, because in them the parts are more stubborn and the heat is weaker; and therefore either the hardness of the parts must be softened, or the heat must be increased. With regard to the softening of the parts, as I have already laid down many precepts which relate to the prevention or prohibition of this kind of hardness, I will speak of it hereafter. But, on increasing the simple heat, I will now give one precept; first however assuming this axiom.

4. The act of assimilation (which, as has been said, is excited by the surrounding heat) is an extremely accurate and subtle motion which affects even the smallest particles. But all motions of this kind are
"HISTORIA VITÆ ET MORTIS."

only in vigour when all the local motion which may disturb it is at rest. For the motion of separation into homogeneous parts, which in milk causes the cream to rise to the top and the whey to sink to the bottom, will never take place if the milk be at all stirred. Neither will any putrefaction take place in water or mixed bodies if they be in continuous local motion. From this assumption then I will draw, with reference to the present inquiry, this conclusion.

5. The act of assimilation is performed principally during sleep and rest, especially towards the morning, when the distribution is finished. The only advice therefore which occurs to me, is that men keep themselves warm during sleep, and towards morning use some ointment or anointed shirt to excite a moderate heat; and after that fall asleep again. And so much for the inquiry concerning the last act of assimilation.

IX.

THE OPERATION UPON THE INTENERATION OF THE PARTS WHICH HAVE BECOME DRY, OR THE SOFTENING OF THE BODY.

Transition.

Having already inquired of the internal inteneration of the body, which is performed by many tortuous and circuitous methods both of alimentation and deteption of the spirit, and therefore by slow degrees; I now come to the inteneration which takes place from without and at once, or the softening of the body.

The History.

1. In the fable of the restoration of Pelias to youth,
Medea, when she pretended to set to work, proposed to accomplish it by cutting the body of the old man to pieces and boiling it up in a cauldron with certain drugs. Some boiling may perhaps be required there, but the cutting to pieces is unnecessary.

2. But yet the cutting to pieces (not indeed with a knife, but with the judgment) may in some sort be useful. For since the consistency of the bowels and the parts is very different, their inteneration cannot be performed by the same means; but there must be a distinct cure for each part, besides the things which pertain to the inteneration of the whole mass of the body. Of this last however I will discourse first.

3. This operation (if it be possible) may probably be satisfied by baths, anointings, and the like; with respect to which the following observations are to be noted.

4. We must not be too sanguine of accomplishing this object, because we see things done in the infusing and steeping of inanimate bodies whereby they become tender; whereof I have brought forward some instances before. For this kind of operation is easier upon inanimate bodies, because they attract and suck in the liquors; but upon animate bodies it is more difficult, because in them the motion proceeds more towards the circumference.

5. The emollient baths therefore that are in use do more harm than good; for they rather draw out than press in, and rather loosen than consolidate the framework of the body.

6. The baths and anointings suitable to the present operation of softening the body well and perfectly ought to have three properties.
7. The first and the principal one is, that they should consist of things which in their whole substance are like the flesh and body of man, and which at the same time feed and nourish from without.

8. The second is, that they be mixed with things of subtilty enough to make an entrance, and to insinuate and convey their nutritive power into the body.

9. The third is, that they receive some mixture (though far inferior to the former) with things that are astringent, not harsh or tart, but unctuous and comforting; that thus, while the two former are at work, the exhalation from the body, which destroys the virtue of the emollients, may be as far as possible stopped; and the motion to the inward parts on the other hand may, by the striction of the skin and closing of the pores, be promoted and assisted.

10. Warm blood, either of man or animals, is most akin to the substance of the human body. But the conceit of Ficinus¹ to renew the strength of old men by sucking the blood out of the arm of a healthy young man is very foolish. For that which nourishes from within ought not to be equal or perfectly homogeneous to the body nourished, but in some degree inferior and subordinate, that it may be converted; but in external applications the more similar the substance the better the consent.

11. It is an old tradition that a bath made of infant’s blood cures the leprosy, and restores the putrid flesh; and some kings have incurred popular dislike on this very ground.²

12. It is told of Heraclitus that, being afflicted with

¹ De Vit. Prod. ii. 11. ² Nicephor. vii. 33. Pliny, xxvi. 5.
the dropsy, he covered himself up in the warm belly of a newly slain ox.

18. The warm blood of kittens is used for erysipelas, and to restore the flesh and skin.

14. In amputations or great hemorrhages of any limb it is good to thrust the bleeding part into the belly of an animal which has been just cut up. For this has a great effect in stanching the blood; as the blood of the amputated member by consent sucks and forcibly draws to itself the fresh blood of the animal, whereby it is itself stopped and turned back.

15. It is a common practice in extreme and desperate diseases to cut pigeons in two, and apply them one after another to the soles of the feet of the sick man. This sometimes gives wonderful relief, which is commonly imputed to their extracting the malignity of the disease. But in some way or other this treatment affects the head and comforts the animal spirits.

16. But since these bloody baths and anointings appear to us dirty and loathsome, we must look out for others which may be less disgusting and yet equally useful.

17. Next therefore to fresh blood, the things like in substance to the human body are nutritives; namely, fat flesh, as beef, pork, and venison; oysters, milk, butter, yolks of eggs, fine wheat meal, wine sweetened with sugar or honey.

18. For mixtures to make impression, salts, especially bay-salt, will serve for all. Wine also (being full of spirit) is a useful vehicle of impression.

19. Astringents of the kind described, namely, unequous and comforting, are saffron, mastich, myrrh, and myrtle-berry.

20. Of these, as far as I can judge, such a bath as
we require may be successfully made. Physicians and posterity will discover better components.

21. The operation will become far more powerful if the proposed bath (which I hold to be the principal thing) be attended by a course and order of four operations.

22. First, before bathing, rub the body and anoint it with oil mixed with some thickening substance, that the power and moistening heat of the bath, rather than the watery part, may enter the body. Next, get into the bath, and remain there about two hours. After the bath cover the body with a plaster of mastich, myrrh, gum-dragon, diapalma, and saffron, to keep in the perspiration as much as possible, till the soft matter has by degrees become solid, and keep it on for twenty-four hours or more. Lastly, after taking off the plaster, anoint the body with a mixture of oil, saffron, and salt. Renew the bath with the plaster and unction as before every fifth day, and let the process of softening the body continue for a month.

23. While this softening process is going on, I hold it to be useful, proper, and agreeable to this intention, to nourish the body well, to keep it from cold air, and to drink nothing that is not warm.

24. But this is one of the things (as I gave notice at first) which I have not proved by trial, but only set down with a view to the end aimed at. For having set up the goal I hand on the lamp to others.

25. Warm and cherishing applications from living bodies are not to be neglected. Ficinus\(^1\) says, and that not in joke, that the laying of the young maid in David’s bosom would have done him good, but that

\(^1\) De Vita Prod. ii. 8.
it came too late. He ought however to have added that the maid, like the Persian virgins, should have been anointed with myrrh and the like, not for the pleasure of it, but to increase the cherishing virtue from the living body.

26. Barbarossa in his last days, by the advice of a Jewish physician, continually applied young boys to his stomach, to warm and cherish it. Some old men likewise apply puppies, which are animals of the hottest kind, to their stomachs at night.

27. There is an account tolerably certain, and with the authority of many names, that some men with deformed noses, tired of being laughed at, have cut off the excrecences and shoots, and having made an incision in their arms sewed them up therein for a time, and thence obtained more comely noses. If this is true it plainly shows the consent of flesh to flesh, especially in live flesh.

28. With regard to the particular inteneration of the principal viscerum, namely, the stomach, lungs, liver, heart, brain, spinal marrow, reins, gall, entrails, veins, arteries, nerves, cartilages, and bones, it would take too long to inquire and give rules concerning them, seeing I am not now prescribing a course of practice, but only certain indications thereto.

X.

THE OPERATION TO PURGE AWAY THE OLD JUICE AND TO SUPPLY NEW, OR PERIODICAL RENOVATION.

The History.

Although the things I shall here set down have been mostly touched on before, yet seeing that this is one of
the principal operations, I will handle them again a little more fully.

1. It is certain that worn out draught oxen being turned into new and fresh pastures recover young and tender flesh. This is proved by the eating; and therefore it is evident that inteneration of the flesh is not difficult; and it is probable also that this inteneration of the flesh, if often repeated, will likewise reach the bones, membranes, and the like.

2. It is certain that the diets now in use, especially of guaiacum, sarsaparilla, China-root and sassafras, if continued for a long time, and according to strict rules, first attenuate all the juice of the body, and then consume and absorb it. And this is shown very clearly in venereal diseases, which when they have even got so far as to produce gummosities, and have devoured and corrupted the inner juices of the body, may still be cured by these diets. Again, it is equally manifest that men who have grown thin, pale, and cadaverous by these diets, soon after gain fatness and colour, and are evidently renewed. Wherefore in old age, diets of this kind, used every two years, would I think be useful to my intention, like the casting of the skin in serpents.

3. Let me not be accounted one of the heretics called Cathari, if I affirm confidently that purgings often repeated, and made familiar to the body, do more to lengthen life than exercises and perspirations. But this must needs be so, if my previous position be admitted, that anointings of the body, filling up the pores externally, exclusions of the air, and detentions of the spirit in the mass of the body, contribute greatly to
longevity. For it is most certain that by outward
sweats and perspirations, not only the humors and ex-
creaments vapours are exhaled and consumed, but
with them also the juices and good spirits, which are
not so easily restored; but this is not the case in pur-
gings (unless they be very violent), since they act prin-
cipally upon the humors. The best purgings for this
intention are those which are taken a little before
meals, because they dry the body less; and therefore
they should consist of such purgatives as least disor-
sier the stomach.

The intentions of these proposed operations are, I
think, most true; and the remedies faithful to the in-
tentions. And although many of them may appear
very common, yet it would be scarce believed with
how much care and choice they have been examined;
that they might be (the object of the intention always
secured) both safe and effectual. Experience however
will both prove and advance this matter. But such in
all things are the works of the most prudent kind of
counsel; admirable in effect, excellent in order, com-
mon-place in the means employed.

THE PORCHES OF DEATH.

I now come to the inquiry concerning
the porches of death; that is, of the things
which happen to man both a little before and
a little after the point of death; that seeing that there
are many paths which lead to death, we may know
what are the common issues of them all, especially in
deaths caused rather by a destitution of nature than by
violence; though of these likewise some notice must be inserted, by reason of their connection with the subject.

The History.

1. The living spirit seems to require three things for its subsistence; namely, suitable motion, moderate coolness, and proper aliment. Flame appears to require only two of these; namely, motion and aliment; because flame is a simple and spirit a compound substance, insomuch that if it approach too near to the nature of flame it destroys itself.

2. Flame likewise, as Aristotle\(^1\) well observed, is extinguished and overpowered by a greater and more powerful flame; much more the spirit.

3. Flame, if it be too much compressed, is extinguished; as may be seen by putting a glass over a candle; for the air expanded by the heat compresses the flame, and thereby lessens and extinguishes it. Neither will the flame catch in grates where the fuel is pressed close together without leaving any space between the parts.

4. Ignited bodies are also extinguished by compression; for if you press a burning coal hard with the tongs or with your foot the flame is immediately put out.

5. But to pass on to the spirit. Blood or phlegm entering into the ventricles of the brain causes instantaneous death, since the spirit has not space to move.

6. A violent contusion of the head likewise causes sudden death, the spirits being straitened in the ventricles of the brain.

\(^1\) Problems iii. 22. and xxxiii. 2.
longevity. For it is most certain that by outward sweats and perspirations, not only the humours and excremenitious vapours are exhaled and consumed, but with them also the juices and good spirits, which are not so easily restored; but this is not the case in purgings (unless they be very violent), since they act principally upon the humours. The best purgings for this intention are those which are taken a little before meals, because they dry the body less; and therefore they should consist of such purgatives as least disorder the stomach.

The intentions of these proposed operations are, I think, most true; and the remedies faithful to the intentions. And although many of them may appear very common, yet it would be scarce believed with how much care and choice they have been examined; that they might be (the object of the intention always secured) both safe and effectual. Experience however will both prove and advance this matter. But such in all things are the works of the more prudent kind of counsel; admirable in effect, excellent in order, common-place in the means employed.

THE PORCHES OF DEATH.

In connection with the 15th Article of Inquiry. Transition. I now come to the inquiry concerning the porches of death; that is, of the things which happen to men both a little before and a little after the point of death; that seeing that there are many paths which lead to death, we may know what are the common issues of them all, especially in deaths caused rather by a destitution of nature than by
violence; though of these likewise some notice must be inserted, by reason of their connection with the subject.

The History.

1. The living spirit seems to require three things for its subsistence; namely, suitable motion, moderate coolness, and proper aliment. Flame appears to require only two of these; namely, motion and aliment; because flame is a simple and spirit a compound substance, insomuch that if it approach too near to the nature of flame it destroys itself.

2. Flame likewise, as Aristotle\(^1\) well observed, is extinguished and overpowered by a greater and more powerful flame; much more the spirit.

3. Flame, if it be too much compressed, is extinguished; as may be seen by putting a glass over a candle; for the air expanded by the heat compresses the flame, and thereby lessens and extinguishes it. Neither will the flame catch in grates where the fuel is pressed close together without leaving any space between the parts.

4. Ignited bodies are also extinguished by compression; for if you press a burning coal hard with the tongues or with your foot the flame is immediately put out.

5. But to pass on to the spirit. Blood or phlegm entering into the ventricles of the brain causes instantaneous death, since the spirit has not space to move.

6. A violent contusion of the head likewise causes sudden death, the spirits being straitened in the ventricles of the brain.

\(^1\) Problems iii. 22. and xxxiii. 2.
7. Opium and other strong narcotics congeal the spirit and deprive it of motion.

8. A poisonous vapour that is directly hostile to the spirits causes sudden death; as in deadly poisons which operate by what is called a specific malignity; for it strikes the spirit with such aversion that it will no longer move nor rise against so deadly an enemy.

9. Extreme drunkenness or surfeiting likewise sometimes cause sudden death, the spirit being crushed not so much by the density or malignity of the vapour (as in opium and malignant poisons) as by the quantity of it.

10. Extreme grief and fear, especially if sudden (as the news of unexpected misfortune), sometimes produce sudden death.

11. Too great an expansion as well as too close a compression of the spirits is likewise fatal.

12. Many have died from great and sudden joys.

13. Great discharges, as the flow of water in cuttings for the dropsy, and much more, great and sudden hemorrhages, are often followed by sudden death. And this takes place from the mere horror of vacuum in the body; all the parts, and the spirit among them, rushing at once to fill the empty spaces. With respect to the slower fluxes of blood, the matter is referred to the want of aliment, not to the rushing back of the spirit. And so much for the motion of the spirit when either by over-compression or over-discharge it produces death.

14. I come now to the want of coolness. Prevention of respiration causes sudden death, as in all suffocation or strangulation; yet this should not be
attributed so much to the stoppage of motion as to the stoppage of refrigeration, because air when too hot, though it be freely drawn in, is no less suffocating than if respiration were stopped; as we see in persons who have sometimes been suffocated by burning coals or charcoal, or walls newly whitewashed, in close rooms where a fire has been lighted; a kind of death which the emperor Jovinian is said to have died. The same happens likewise from the overheating of dry baths; as was practised in the death of Fausta, wife of Constantine the Great.\textsuperscript{1}

15. The intervals at which nature repeats the act of inspiration, and desires to expel the foul air received into the lungs and to take in fresh, are very short,— scarce the third part of a minute.

16. Again, the pulsation of the arteries and the contraction and dilatation of the heart is a motion three times more rapid than respiration; so that if it were possible without hindering respiration to stop this motion of the heart, death would ensue quicker than by strangulation.

17. Use and custom have however some control over this natural action of respiration, as appears in the Delian divers and pearl-fishers, who by continual practice can hold their breath at least ten times longer than other men.

18. Some animals even among those who have lungs can hold their breath longer than others, according as they require a greater or less degree of refrigeration.

19. Fish require less refrigeration than land animals; yet they require some, and receive it through their gills. And as land animals cannot bear a too hot or

\textsuperscript{1} Zoimus, ii. p. 10.
indeed than he discharges by stool, urine, or sweat. No wonder, perhaps you will say, seeing the rest is turned into the juices and substance of the body. True: but reflect for a moment that this accession of food takes place twice a day, and yet the body is not surcharged. And similarly, though the spirit is repaired, yet it grows not immoderate in quantity.

27. It is of no use to have aliment at hand, if it be in a remote degree; but it should be of such a kind and so prepared and applied that the spirit can act upon it. The stick of a wax torch cannot continue the flame if wax be wanting, neither can men feed on herbs alone. And this it is which occasions atrophy in old age, namely, that although there be flesh and blood, yet the spirit has become so scanty and thin, and the juices and the blood are so exhausted and obstinate, that they are not equal to alimentation.

28. Let us now sum up the things required for life, according to the common and ordinary course of nature. The spirit requires room for its motion in the ventricles of the brain and the nerves perpetually; pulsation of the heart every third part of a moment; respiration every moment; food and sleep once in three days; power of alimentation after the age of about eighty years: and if any of these wants are not supplied death ensues. Therefore there appear plainly to be three porches of death; namely, destitution of the spirit, in the motion, refrigeration, and nourishment thereof.

Admonitions. 1. It would be an error to suppose that the living spirit, like flame, is perpetually generated and extinguished, and is of no sensible duration. For
even flame does this not of its own nature, but because it lives among things hostile to it, since flame within flame is durable. But the living spirit lives among things that are friendly and obsequious. Therefore, whereas flame is a momentary and air a fixed substance, the living spirit partakes of the nature of both.

2. The present inquiry, as was observed at first, does not relate to the extinction of the spirit by the destruction of the organs through disease and violence; although this also terminates in the same three porches. And so much for the form of death.

29. There are two great precursors of death, the one sent from the head, the other from the heart, namely, convulsions and extreme labour of the pulse; for that deadly hiccup is itself a kind of convulsion. But this labouring of the pulse has a remarkable quickness, because on the point of death the heart trembles so violently that contraction and dilatation are almost confounded. But together with this quickness there is a feebleness and lowness, and often a great intermission in the pulse, the motion of the heart failing, and being no longer able to recover itself stoutly and regularly.

30. The immediate signs which precede death are, great restlessness and tossing of the body, fumbling of the hands, hard clutching and grasping, teeth firmly set, a hollow voice, trembling of the lower lip, pallor of the face, a confused memory, loss of speech, cold sweat, elongation of the body, raising up the white of the eyes, alteration of the whole countenance (as the nose becoming sharp, the eyes hollow, and the cheeks sinking in), contraction and rolling of the
33. To recover persons from swoons and sudden fits (of whom many, without relief, would otherwise die), the following remedies are used; namely, giving them waters distilled from wine (which are called hot and cordial waters), bending the body forward, close stopping of the mouth and nostrils, bending and twisting the fingers, tearing out the hair of the beard or head, rubbing of the parts, especially the face and extremities, a sudden sprinkling of cold water on the face, sudden and shrill noises, holding rose-water and vinegar to the nose in fainting fits; burning feathers or cloth in hysterics; but in apoplectic fits the best thing is a heated frying-pan. A close embrace of living bodies has likewise been of service to some.

34. There have been many instances of men who have been left for dead, laid out, and carried forth to burial; nay, of some who have been actually buried; that have yet come to life again. In the case of those who have been buried, this has been ascertained, on opening the grave, from the wounded and bruised state of the head, by reason of the body striving and tossing in the coffin. The most recent and memorable instance thereof was the subtle schoolman Duns Scotus, who having been buried in the absence of his servant (who appears to have known the symptoms of these fits), was by him afterwards disinterred and found in his state. And a similar thing happened in our time, an actor buried at Cambridge. I remember to have heard of a gentleman who, being curious to know what the sensation of hanging was, hung himself by mounting on a stool and then dropping himself off, thinking course that he would be able to regain the stool as on as he liked; but this he was unable to do, and he
was only released by a friend who was present. On being asked what he had suffered, he said that he felt no pain, but that at first he saw round about him the appearance of fire burning, which was succeeded by an intense blackness or darkness, and then by a kind of pale blue or sea-green colour, such as is often seen also by fainting persons. A physician still alive told me that by the use of frictions and warm baths he had recovered a man who had hung himself and been suspended for half an hour, and he made no doubt of being able to restore to life any one who had been suspended for the same time, provided his neck had not been broken by the shock of the first drop.

THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN YOUTH AND OLD AGE.

1. The scale or succession of stages in the human body is this; conception, quickening in the womb, birth, nourishment at the breast, weaning, beginning to feed upon such food and drink as are given to infants, cutting the first teeth about the second year, beginning to walk, beginning to speak, putting forth the second teeth about the seventh year, puberty about the twelfth or fourteenth year, power of generation and menstrual flux, growth of hair on the legs and arms, growth of beard, increase of stature all this time, and sometimes longer, fulness and perfection of strength and activity, grey hairs and baldness, cessation of the menstrua and of the generative power, tendency to decrepitude and a three-legged animal, death. In the mean time the mind also has its periods, though they cannot be described by years; as a failing memory and the like, of which hereafter.
2. The differences between youth and old age are these: A young man's skin is even and smooth, an old man's dry and wrinkled, especially about the eyes and forehead; a young man's flesh is soft and tender, an old man's hard; youth has strength and activity, old age decay of strength and slowness of motion; youth has a strong, old age a weak digestion; a young man's bowels are soft and succulent, an old man's salt and parched; in youth the body is erect, in old age bent into a curve; a young man's limbs are firm, an old man's weak and trembling; in youth the humours are bilious and the blood hot, in old age the humours are phlegmatic and melancholy, and the blood cold; a young man's sexual passions are quick, an old man's slow; in youth the juices of the body are more rosid, in old age more crude and watery; in youth the spirit is plentiful and effervescent, in old age poor and scanty; in youth the spirit is dense and fresh, in old age eager and rare; in youth the senses are quick and entire, in old age dull and impaired; a young man's teeth are strong and perfect, an old man's weak, worn, and falling out; a young man's hair is coloured, an old man's (whatever colour it formerly was) white; youth has hair, old age baldness; in youth the pulse beats stronger and quicker, in old age weaker and slower; a young man's illnesses are more acute and curable, an old man's chronic and hard to cure; in youth wounds heal fast, in old age slowly; a young man's checks are fresh-coloured, an old man's pale or rubicund, and the blood thick; youth is less troubled with rheums, age more so. Neither, as far as I know, does age bring any improvement to the body unless it be sometimes in fatness. The cause whereof is obvious; namely,
that in old age the body neither perspires nor assimilates well; and fatness is nothing else than exuberance of aliment over and above that which is discharged or perfectly assimilated. Some old men likewise have an increase of appetite by reason of the acidity of the humours, though the digestion becomes worse. But all these things that I have here mentioned the physicians will idly enough refer to the diminution of the natural heat and the radical moisture, things worthless for use. This much is certain, that in the coming on of years dryness precedes coldness, and that bodies in the highest state of heat decline to dryness, and coldness follows after.

3. Next in order comes the consideration of the affections of the mind. I remember when I was a young man at Poictiers in France that I was very intimate with a young Frenchman of great wit, but somewhat talkative, who afterwards turned out a very eminent man. He used to inveigh against the manners of old men, and say that if their minds could be seen as well as their bodies, they would appear no less deformed; and further indulging his fancy, he argued that the defects of their minds had some parallel and correspondence with those of the body. To dryness of the skin he opposed impudence; to hardness of the bowels, hardness of the heart; to bleared eyes, envy; and the evil eye; to sunken eyes and bowing of the body to the ground, atheism (for they no longer, he says, look up to heaven); to the trembling of the limbs, vacillation of purpose and inconstancy; to the bending and clutching of the fingers, rapacity and avarice; to the tottering of the knees, timidity; to wrinkles, cunning and crooked ways; and other parallels which do
not now occur to me. But to be serious; youth has modesty and a sense of shame, old age is somewhat hardened; a young man has kindness and mercy, an old man has become pitiless and callous; youth has a praiseworthy emulation, old age an ill-natured envy; youth is inclined to religion and devotion by reason of its fervency and inexperience of evil, in old age piety cools through the lukewarmness of charity and long intercourse with evil, together with the difficulty of believing; a young man’s wishes are vehement, an old man’s moderate; youth is fickle and unstable, old age more grave and constant; youth is liberal, generous, and philanthropic, old age is covetous, wise for itself, and self-seeking; youth is confident and hopeful, old age diffident and distrustful; a young man is easy and obliging, an old man churlish and peevish; youth is frank and sincere, old age cautious and reserved; youth desires great things, old age regards those that are necessary; a young man thinks well of the present, an old man prefers the past; a young man reverences his superiors, an old man finds out their faults; and there are many other distinctions which belong rather to manners than the present inquiry. Nevertheless as old men in some respects improve in their bodies, so also in their minds, unless they are quite worn out. For instance, though less ready in invention, yet they are more powerful in judgment, and prefer a safe and sound to a specious course. They increase likewise in talkativeness and ostentation; for being less fit for action they look for fruit of speech; so it was not without reason that the poets represented Tithonus as transformed into a grasshopper.
TRANSLATION OF THE

PROVISIONAL RULES.

CONCERNING THE DURATION OF LIFE AND THE FORM OF DEATH.

Rule I.

There is no consumption, unless that which is lost by one body passes into another.

Explanation.

In nature there is no annihilation; and therefore the thing which is consumed either passes into the air, or is received into some adjacent body. Whence we see spiders, flies, or ants, entombed and preserved for ever in amber, a more than royal tomb, although they are tender substances and easily dissipated. But no air reaches them into which any of their parts can escape, and the substance of the amber is so heterogeneous that it takes nothing from them. There would likewise in my opinion be a similar effect if a stick, root, or the like were put into quicksilver. Wax, honey, and gum have an operation of the same kind, but only partial.

Rule II.

In every tangible body there is a spirit covered and enveloped in the grosser body; and from this spirit consumption and dissolution take their origin.

Explanation.

No known body in the upper parts of the earth is without a spirit, whether it proceed by attenuation and concoction from the heat of the heavenly bodies, or
by some other way. For the cavities of tangible things do not admit of a vacuum, but are filled either with air or the proper spirit of the thing. But this spirit, whereof I am speaking, is not a virtue, nor an energy, nor an actuality, nor any such idle matter, but a body thin and invisible, and yet having place and dimension, and real. Neither again is this spirit air (no more than wine is water), but a rarefied body, akin to air, though greatly differing from it. Now the grosser parts of bodies, being of a sluggish and not very movable nature, would last for a long time, if this spirit did not disturb, agitate and undermine them, and prey upon the moisture of the body, and whatever else it can turn into fresh spirit; after which both the pre-existing and the newly formed spirit gradually escape together. This is well exhibited by the diminution of weight in bodies dried by perspiration. For it must not be supposed that whatever is emitted either was spirit, when it had weight, or was other than spirit when it had flown.

**Rule III.**

The emission of the spirit produces dryness; the detention and working thereof within the body, either melts, or putrefies, or vivifies.

**Explanation.**

There are four processes of the spirit, namely arefaction, melting, putrefaction and generation of bodies. Arefaction is not properly the work of the spirit, but of the grosser parts after the emission of the spirit; for upon this they contract themselves, partly to avoid a vacuum and partly from the union of homogeneous
things together; as is shown in all things dried by age, and in the drier kinds of bodies which have passed through the fire, as bricks, charcoal, and bread. Melting is the work of the spirits alone, and that only when they are excited by heat; for then the spirits expanding themselves and yet not going forth, insinuate and spread themselves among the grosser parts, and make them soft and molten, as appears in metals and wax; for metals and other tenacious bodies are apt to restrain the spirit, and prevent it from rushing forth when excited. Putrefaction is the combined work of the spirit and the grosser parts. For the spirit (which held together and kept in order the parts of the body) having partly escaped, and partly become feeble, all things are dissolved and return to their heterogeneities, or elements; whatever spirit there was in the body is gathered to itself (whence putrefied bodies begin to have a foul odour); the oily parts are gathered to themselves (and hence putrefied bodies have a certain smoothness and unctuousness); the watery parts likewise to themselves; and the dregs to themselves (and hence the confusion in putrefied bodies). Generation or vivification is likewise the combined work of the spirit and the grosser parts, but in a very different manner. For the spirit is entirely detained, but swells and moves locally; and the grosser parts are not dissolved, but follow the motion of the spirit, which as it were inflates and thrusts them out into various figures; whence proceeds that same generation and organization. Vivification therefore always takes place in a matter tenacious and viscous, but at the same time soft and yielding, that there may be at once both a detention of the spirit, and a gentle yielding of the parts, as the spirit moulds them. And
this appears in the matter of all things, as well vegetable as animal, whether generated from putrefaction or from seed; for there is manifest in them all a matter hard to break through, but easy to yield.

Rule iv.

In all animate bodies there are two kinds of spirits; lifeless spirits, such as are in bodies inanimate, and in addition to them a living spirit.

Explanation.

I have already observed that to procure long life the human body should be considered first as a body inanimate and unsupported by aliment; and secondly as a body animate and nourished; for the first consideration gives laws touching consumption, the second laws touching repair. We should know therefore that there are diffused in the substance of every part of the human body, as the flesh, bones, membranes, organs and the like, during lifetime, spirits of the same kind as those which exist in the same things, flesh, bones, membranes and the rest, when separated and dead; such likewise as remain in the corpse. But the living spirit, though it governs them and has some agreement with them, is very different from them, being integral and self-subsisting. But between the lifeless and vital spirits there are two special differences; the one, that the lifeless spirits are not continued in themselves, but are as it were cut off and surrounded by the grosser body which intercepts them; as air is mixed up in snow or froth. But all the vital spirit is continued in itself, by certain channels through which it passes, without being totally intercepted. And this spirit likewise is
of two kinds; the one merely branched, and permeating through small thread-like channels; the other having a cell likewise, so that it is not only continued in itself, but also collected in a considerable quantity, according to the proportion of the body, in some hollow space; and in this cell is the fountain of the streamlets which diverge from thence. This cell is chiefly in the ventricles of the brain, which in the lower animals are narrow; so that the spirits seem rather to be diffused over the body than seated in cells; as may be seen in serpents, eels and flies, the different parts whereof continue to move long after they are cut in pieces. So likewise birds quiver for some time after their heads are cut off, because they have small heads, with small cells; but the nobler animals, and men most of all, have larger ventricles. The other difference between the spirits is, that the vital spirit has in it a degree of inflammation, and is like a breath compounded of flame and air, as the juices of animals contain both oil and water. But this inflammation supplies peculiar motions and faculties; for inflammable smoke even before it catches fire is hot, rare, and movable, and yet it is a different thing after it has become flame. But the inflammation of the vital spirits is gentler by many degrees than the softest flame, whether of spirit of wine or other; and besides, it is largely mixed with an aerial substance, so as to be a mysterious combination of a flameeous and aerial nature.

RULE V.

The natural actions are proper to the several parts, but they are excited and sharpened by the vital spirit.
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EXPLANATION.

The actions or functions of the individual members follow the nature of the members themselves; as attraction, retention, digestion, assimilation, separation, excretion, perspiration, and even the sense itself, depend upon the properties of the several organs, as the stomach, liver, heart, spleen, gall, brain, eye, ear, and the rest. But yet none of these actions would ever be set in motion without the vigour, presence, and heat of the vital spirit; as iron could not attract iron, unless it were excited by the magnet; and an egg could not be productive, unless the substance of the hen had been actuated by the treading of the cock.

RULE VI.

The lifeless spirits are nearly of the same substance as the air; the vital spirits more akin to the substance of flame.

EXPLANATION.

The explanation of the foregoing 4th rule is also a declaration of this; but further, it is the reason why all fat and oily substances continue to exist long in their natural state; for neither does the air prey much upon them, nor have they much desire to unite with the air. But the idea that flame is lighted air is a vain conceit, seeing that flame and air are no less heterogeneous than oil and water. When therefore this rule declares that the vital spirits approach nearer to the substance of flame, it must only be understood that they do this more than the lifeless spirits, and not that they pertain more to the nature of flame than of air.
RULE VII.

The spirit has two desires; one of multiplying itself, the other of going forth and congregating with its connaturals.

EXPLANATION.

This rule is understood of the lifeless spirits. For with regard to the second desire, the vital spirit has a special abhorrence of leaving the body, seeing it has no connaturals near at hand. It may, perhaps, rush to the extremities of the body, to meet something that it loves, but, as I said before, it is loth to go forth. But the lifeless spirits, on the other hand, are possessed by both these desires. For as to the former, every spirit seated amongst the grosser parts dwells unhappily; and being in such solitude, where it finds nothing like itself, it the more strives to make and create something similar; and to increase its quantity, it works hard to multiply itself, and prey upon the volatile part of the grosser bodies. With regard to the second desire, namely, that of escaping and resolving itself into air, it is certain that all thin bodies (which are always movable) move willingly to their likes when near at hand. One drop of water moves towards another, and flame to flame; but much more does this appear in the escape of the spirit into the external air, because it is not carried to a particle like itself, but to a very world of connaturals. In the meantime, it should be noted that the going forth and escape of the spirit into the air is a double action, arising partly from the appetite of the spirit, and partly from the appetite of the air; for the common air is a needy thing, and seizes every-
thing with avidity, as spirits, odours, rays, sounds, and the like.

RULE viii.

Spirit detained, if it have no means of generating other spirit, softens likewise the grosser parts.

EXPLANATION.

Generation of new spirit does not take place except upon things which are in a degree near to spirit, as moist bodies are. If therefore the grosser parts wherein the spirit works are in a degree remote, the spirit, though it cannot convert them, yet does all it can to weaken, soften, and disperse them; so that though it cannot increase its quantity, it may nevertheless live more freely, and amidst things that are better disposed to it. But this aphorism is very useful to our end, because it tends to the inteneration of the hard and stubborn parts of the body by the detention of the spirit.

RULE ix.

The inteneration of the harder parts proceeds well when the spirit neither escapes nor generates.

EXPLANATION.

This rule solves the knot and difficulty in the operation of softening the body by the detention of the spirit. For if the spirit when detained in the body preys upon all things within, nothing is gained towards the inteneration of the parts in their substance, but they are rather wasted and corrupted. The spirits therefore besides being detained should be cooled and confined, that they be not too active.
Rule x.

The heat of the spirit, to keep the body fresh, should be robust, but not eager.

Examination.

This rule likewise relates to the solution of the above-mentioned difficulty, but it extends much further, it describes what should be the temper of heat in body to dispose it for longevity. And this is used whether the spirits are detained or not; for in case the heat of the spirits should be such as rather act upon the hard parts than prey upon the soft; the former intenerates and the latter dries up. Sides, the same thing is good to perfect alimentation for such a heat best excites the faculty of assimilatio and at the same time best prepares the matter for assimilated. The properties of this kind of heat should be these: First, it should be slow, not sudden; secondly, it should not be very intense, but moderate; thirdly, it should be regular and not variable, that is, not alternately increasing and decreasing; fourthly, if it meets with any resistance it should not be easily stifled depressed. This operation is very subtle, but as one of the most useful it should not be neglected; in the remedies proposed to invest the spirit with robust heat, or that which I call operative, not preparatory, I have in some measure answered this purpose.

Rule xi.

The condensation of the spirits in their substance tends to longevity.
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EXPLANATION.

This rule is subordinate to the preceding; for the spirit when condensed receives all the four properties of heat there mentioned. But the methods of condensation are to be found in the first of the ten operations.

RULE xii.

The spirit is more eager to escape and more predatory in large quantities than in small.

EXPLANATION.

This rule is self-evident, seeing quantity of itself regularly increases power; as may be seen in flames, that the bigger the flame the stronger it breaks out and the quicker it consumes. And therefore too great an abundance or exuberance of the spirits is very injurious to longevity; and such a supply only is needed as will suffice for the offices of life and the furnishing of proper reparation.

RULE xiii.

The spirit if equally diffused is less eager to go forth, and less predatory, than if it is distributed irregularly.

EXPLANATION.

Not only is a large quantity of spirits in proportion to the whole injurious to the duration of things, but also the same quantity if less distributed is in like manner injurious. Therefore the more the spirit is broken up and dispersed the less predatory it is; for dissolution begins wherever the spirit is most loose. And hence it is that exercise and frictions contribute much
to longevity; for agitation is the best means of breaking up and intermingling things together in their smallest particles.

Rule xiv.

An irregular and subsultory motion of the spirits does more to hasten their emission and is more predatory than a constant and equal one.

Explanation.

In inanimate bodies this rule is certain, for inequality is the mother of dissolution; but in animate bodies (where repair as well as consumption is regarded, and repair proceeds by the appetite of things, which again is sharpened by variety) it holds less strictly; yet here also it may be received with this qualification, that the variety be rather an alternation than a confusion, and as it were constant in inconstancy.

Rule xv.

The spirit in a body of firm texture is detained, though against its will.

Explanation.

All things abhor a solution of their continuity, but in a degree proportioned to their density and rarity. For the more rarefied bodies are, the smaller and narrower are the passages into which they suffer themselves to be compressed; and therefore water will find a way where dust will not, air where water will not, and flame and spirit where air will not. But yet there is a limit to this; for the spirit is not so possessed with a desire of emission as to suffer itself to
be too much discontinued, or to be driven into too narrow pores or passages; and therefore if the spirit be enclosed in a hard or an unctuous and tenacious body (which is not easily divided), it is completely bound, and as it were imprisoned, and gives up its desire to issue forth. And hence we see that metals and stones require a long time for their spirit to go forth, unless either the spirit be excited by fire, or the grosser parts be disunited by strong and corrosive waters. The like reason holds good of tenacious bodies, as gums, except that they are dissolved by a gentler heat. According-ly hard juices of the body, a tight skin, and the like (which are procured by dryness of aliment, exercise, and coldness of the air) are good for longevity, because they closely confine the spirit and prevent its emission.

**Rule xvi.**

In oily and fat things, though they be not tenacious, the spirit is detained willingly.

**Explanaton.**

The spirit, if it be neither irritated by antipathy to the body that encloses it, nor fed by too great a similitude of that body, nor solicited or excited by an external body, makes no great effort to go out. And oily bodies are without all these properties; for they are neither so hostile to the spirit as hard bodies, nor so similar as watery bodies, nor in good agreement with the air ambient.

**Rule xvii.**

A rapid escape of the watery humour preserves the oily longer in its existence.
EXPLANATION,

I have already observed that the watery humours, as being of a like substance to the air, escape sooner; the oily, as having less agreement with the air, later. But since both humours are present in most bodies, it happens that the water does as it were betray the oily; for stealing off gradually it carries that off along with it. Therefore there is nothing better for the preservation of bodies than a gentle drying of them, such as may cause the watery humour to exhale without exciting the oily; for then the oily enjoys its proper nature. And this relates not to the prevention of putrefaction (though that likewise is a consequence), but to the preservation of freshness. And hence it is that gentle frictions and moderate exercises that promote perspiration rather than sweating are very conducive to longevity.

RULE XVIII.

Exclusion of the air contributes to longevity, if you guard against other inconveniences.

EXPLANATION.

I just before observed that the escape of the spirit is a double action, from the appetite of the spirit and of the air. If therefore one of these is removed there is not a little gained; and this is chiefly to be expected from anointings. Notwithstanding it is attended by various inconveniences, the remedies whereof have been noted in the second of our ten operations.
RULE XIX.

Youthful spirits introduced into an old body may shortly turn back the course of nature.

EXPLANATION.

The nature of the spirits is as it were the master-wheel which turns the other wheels in the body of man; and therefore in the intention of longevity it ought to stand first. Moreover there is an easier and more expeditious way of altering the spirits than the other parts. For the operation upon the spirits is two-fold; the one by aliment, which is slow and as it were circuitous; the other (itself likewise two-fold) which is sudden, and goes at once to the spirits,—namely, by vapours or by the affections.

RULE XX.

Juices of the body somewhat hard and rosid conduce to longevity.

EXPLANATION.

The reason hereof is plain, seeing I before laid down that hard and oily or rosid bodies are dissipated with difficulty. There is however this difference (as was likewise noted in the tenth operation), that though a hard juice is less easily dissipated, yet it is at the same time less reparable. Here therefore we have a convenience, coupled with an inconvenience, so that no great matter can be achieved thereby. But a rosid juice satisfies both operations; to this therefore we should more diligently apply ourselves.
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RULE XXI.

Whatever penetrates by its rarity, and yet corrodes not by its acrimony, generates roscid juices.

EXPLANATION.

This rule is more difficult to practise than to understand. For it is evident that whatever penetrates well, but yet with a sting or tooth (as all acrid and acid things do), leaves behind it wherever it passes some trace of dryness and separation, so that it indurates the juices and dislocates the parts. But contrariwise, things which penetrate from their rarity alone, as it were by stealth and insinuation, without violence, bedew and irrigate the parts in their passage. And of these not a few have been set down in the fourth and seventh operations.

RULE XXII.

Assimilation is best performed when all local motion is at rest.

EXPLANATION.

This rule has been sufficiently explained in the commentary on the eighth operation.

RULE XXIII.

Alimentation from without, at least otherwise than by the stomach, is very beneficial to longevity, if it can be effected.

EXPLANATION.

We see that all things which are performed by nutrition take long circuits, but those done by embracing like substances (as is the case in infusions) require no
long time. Therefore external alimentation would be very useful, and the more so, because in old age the digestive faculties fail; so that if there could be some auxiliary nutritions, by batthings, anointings, or even by clysters, these things conjoined might do much, which single are of less service.

RULE XXIV.

Where the digestion is weak to send forth the aliment, there the outward parts should be comforted, so as to attract it.

EXPLANATION.

This is not the same as was propounded in the preceding rule; for it is one thing to attract the external aliment inwards, and another to attract the internal aliment outwards. But they concur in this, that they both assist the weakness of the internal digestions, though by different ways.

RULE XXV.

All sudden renovation of the body is effected either by the spirits or by emollients.

EXPLANATION.

There are two things in the body, namely, spirits and parts; to both of which the way by nutrition is long; but the way to the spirits by vapours or the affections, and to the parts by emollients, is short. But it is to be carefully observed, that I do not at all confound external alimentation with mollifying; for it is not the intention of emollients to nourish the parts, but only to make them more ready to be nourished.
Rule xxvi.

Softening of the body is performed by things of a like substance, by things that insinuate themselves, and things that close the pores.

Explanation.

The reason hereof is evident; for like substances properly soften, things which insinuate themselves conduct, and things which close the pores restrain, and keep in the perspiration, which is a motion opposed to softening. Therefore (as was described in the ninth operation) this softening cannot be well performed at once, but it must be by a course and order. First, by covering the body with some thick coating, so as to exclude the liquor; for an extraneous and gross infusion does not well consolidate the body, and that which enters it should be subtle and a kind of vapour. Secondly, by intemeration, through the consent of similar substances; for bodies when touched by things which agree well with them open themselves and relax their pores. Thirdly, these insinuating things are conductors, which help to convey similar substances into the body, and a mixture of gentle astringents meanwhile somewhat checks perspiration. But, fourthly, comes that great astringency or closing of the pores by a thick plaster, and afterwards in a gradual process by anointing; till the soft becomes solid, as was mentioned in its proper place.

Rule xxvii.

Recurrent renovation of the reparable parts refreshes those that are less reparable.
EXPLANATION.

In the introduction to this history, the way of death was said to be this, that the more reparable parts perish in the embrace of the less reparable; so that all our efforts are to be exerted to repair these less reparable parts. Admonished therefore by Aristotle's observation touching plants, namely, that putting out new branches refreshes the trunk in the passage of the juice, I conceive that there might be the same result if the flesh and blood of the human body were often renewed; that thence the bones themselves, the membranes, and other parts of a less reparable nature, might partly by the brisk passage of juices, and partly by the new covering of fresh flesh and blood, be watered and renewed.

RULE XXVIII.

Refrigeration which passes not through the stomach is useful to long life.

EXPLANATION.

The reason hereof is obvious; for as refrigeration, not temperate but powerful (especially of the blood), is very necessary to longevity, this can by no means be performed from within to the desired extent, without destroying the stomach and bowels.

RULE XXIX.

The complication arising from the fact that consumption and repair are both the works of heat, is the greatest obstacle to longevity.
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EXPLANATION.

Almost all great works are destroyed by a complication of natures, that which is beneficial in one respect being hurtful in another; so that herein there is need of an accurate judgment and a discreet practice. And this I have done, as far as the matter allows and I can at present devise, by separating kindly heats from hurtful, and the things which tend to both.

RULE XXX.

The cure of diseases requires temporary medicines; but longevity is to be procured by diets.

EXPLANATION.

Things which come by accident cease as soon as the causes are removed; but the continuous course of nature, like a flowing river, requires likewise a continual rowing or sailing against the stream; therefore we must work regularly by means of diets. Diets are of two kinds; set diets, which are to be used at certain times, and the common diet for daily life. And of these the former kind, that is, courses of medicine to be used for a time, are the more potent; for things that have power enough to turn back the course of nature are mostly too strong, and produce alterations too sudden to be safely taken into common use. Now, in the remedies proposed in conformity with these intentions, you will find only three set diets; namely, an opiate diet, an emollient diet, and a diet emaciating and renewing. But amongst the things which I have prescribed for common diet and daily life the most efficacious are these, which likewise have nearly the
same force as set diets, namely, nitre and its subordinates; government of the affections, choice of pursuits; refrigerations which do not pass by the stomach; drinks that engender rosid juices; impregnation of the blood with some firmer substance, as pearls and woods; proper anointings to keep out the air and detain the spirit; applications of heat from without during the time of assimilation after sleep; caution with respect to such things as inflame the spirit and give it a predatory heat, as wines and spices; and a moderate and reasonable use of things which give a robust heat to the spirits, as saffron, cress, garlic, elecampane, and compound opiates.

Rule xxxi.

The living spirit perishes immediately, when it is deprived either of motion, or of refrigeration, or of aliment.

Explanations.

These are the three things which before I called the porches of death, and they are the proper and immediate passions of the spirit. For all the organs of the principal parts serve to perform these three offices; and again all destruction of the organs which causes death brings it to this, that one or more of these fail. Therefore all the rest are but different ways to death that end in these three. But the fabric of the parts is the organ of the spirit, as the spirit is the organ of the reasonable soul, which is incorporeal and divine.

Rule xxxii.

Flame is a momentary, air a permanent substance; the living spirits of animals are of a middle nature between the two.
EXPLANATION.

This matter requires a deeper investigation and a longer explanation than pertains to the present inquiry. In the meantime it should be known that flame is being continually generated and extinguished, so that it is only continued by succession. But air is a permanent body that is not dissolved; for though new air be created out of watery moisture, yet the old air still remains; whence comes that surcharge of the air mentioned in the title concerning the Winds. But the spirit partakes of both natures, both of flame and air; as likewise its nourishers are oil, which is homogeneous to flame, and air, which is homogeneous to water. For the spirit is not nourished by the oily part alone, nor by the watery part alone, but by both together; and though air does not sort well with flame nor oil with water, yet in a mixed body they agree well enough. Likewise the spirit gets from air its easy and delicate impressions and receptions, but from flame its noble and powerful motions and activity. In like manner also the duration of the spirit is a compound thing, not so momentary as flame, nor yet so permanent as air. And it differs the more from the conditions of flame because flame itself is extinguished by accident, namely, by contraries and the hostile bodies that surround it, a condition and necessity whereeto the spirit is not subject; and the spirit is repaired from the fresh and lively blood of the small arteries which are inserted into the brain, but this repair takes place according to its own manner, whereof I am not now speaking.
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INTRODUCTION.

No wonder if nature be in debt to philosophy and the sciences, seeing she has never yet been called on to render an account. For of the quantity of matter, and how it is distributed in bodies (abundantly in some, sparingly in others), no careful and methodical inquiry according to true or approximate calculations has been instituted. One axiom has been rightly received, namely, that nothing is taken from or added to the sum of the universe. And the question, How bodies may be relaxed and contracted more or less without the interposition of vacuum, has been handled by some. But with respect to the natures of Dense and Rare, one has referred them to abundance and paucity of matter; another has laughed at this idea; the majority, following their author, discuss and settle the whole matter by that frigid distinction between act and power. And even those who attribute these things to the proportions of matter (which is the true opinion), and do not maintain the first matter to be entirely deprived of quantity, though indifferent for other forms; yet
end the inquiry here, and seek nothing further, without perceiving what follows therefrom; and wherethe matter bears upon an infinity of things, and isthe basis of natural philosophy, they either notouch, or at least do not press it.

In the first place therefore, that which has been well laid down must not be disturbed: namely, in no transmutation of bodies is there any reduct either from nothing or to nothing, but that it below to the same omnipotence to create something out of nothing as to turn something into nothing, and this never happens in the course of nature. The sum total of matter remains always the same without addition or diminution; but that this sum matter is variously distributed among different bodies cannot be doubted. For no one can be so demen by abstract subtilities as to imagine that one hogshead of water contains as much matter as ten; or that a hogshead of air contains as much as ten. That is the same body the quantity of matter is multiplied in proportion to the measure of the body no man questions whether it be so in different bodies is disputable. But if it be demonstrated that one hogshead of water turned into air is equal to ten hogsheads of air: take this computation because of the common opinion though a hundred would be nearer the truth), it well; for now they are no longer different bodies of water and air: it is the same body of air contains in ten hogsheads. And one hogshead of air, as I been just granted, is only a tenth part of ten hogsheads.

It can no longer be denied, therefore, that one head of water contains ten times as much matter
one hogshead of air. And therefore to say that a whole hogshead of water can be turned into one hogshead of air, is as much as to say that something can be reduced to nothing; for as a tenth part of the water would be enough for this, the other nine parts must needs be annihilated. On the other hand, to say that a hogshead of air can be turned into a hogshead of water, is as much as to say that something can be created from nothing; for a hogshead of air will only make a tenth part of a hogshead of water, and therefore the other nine parts must needs be created from nothing. Meanwhile I fully admit that to calculate the proportions and quantities of matter existing in different bodies, and to find by what industry and sagacity true information thereof may be procured, is a very difficult thing; though indeed it is amply compensated by the vast and universal utility of the inquiry. For to know the densities and rarities of bodies, and much more, to procure and accomplish the condensations and rarefactions thereof, is a point of first importance both for contemplation and practice. Seeing therefore that it is a thing of all others the most fundamental and universal, we must gird ourselves up to deal with it; for indeed without it all philosophy is utterly discerned and disorderly.
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A TABLE SHOWING THE CONTRACTION AND EXPANSION MATTER IN RESPECT OF SPACE, IN TANGIBLE BODY (SUCH AS ARE ENDOwed WITH WEIGHT); WITH A NOTATION OF THE PROPORTIONS IN DIFFERENT SUBSTANCES.

The same space is occupied by a quantity of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Dwt. Gr.</th>
<th>Dwt. Gr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure gold</td>
<td>20 0</td>
<td>Oil of vitriol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quicksilver</td>
<td>19 9</td>
<td>White sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>12 1½</td>
<td>Chalk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure silver</td>
<td>10 21</td>
<td>Oil of sulphur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin glass</td>
<td>10 12</td>
<td>Powder of common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>common salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow brass</td>
<td>9 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>8 10</td>
<td>Lignum vitae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common brass</td>
<td>8 9</td>
<td>Mutton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>8 6</td>
<td>Aqua-fortis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin</td>
<td>7 22</td>
<td>Ox horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadstone</td>
<td>5 12</td>
<td>Indian bal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touchstone</td>
<td>3 1</td>
<td>Sam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marble</td>
<td>2 22½</td>
<td>Raw calves' brains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flint</td>
<td>2 22½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>2 20½</td>
<td>Sheep's blood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal</td>
<td>2 18</td>
<td>Red sandal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabaster</td>
<td>2 12</td>
<td>Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muriate of soda</td>
<td>2 10</td>
<td>Jet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common clay</td>
<td>2 8½</td>
<td>Fresh onion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White clay</td>
<td>2 5½</td>
<td>Cow's milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitre</td>
<td>2 5</td>
<td>Camphor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ox bone</td>
<td>2 5</td>
<td>Pressed mint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder of pearls</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common earth</td>
<td>2 1½</td>
<td>Pressed bore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White vitriol</td>
<td>1 22</td>
<td>Strong beer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory</td>
<td>1 21½</td>
<td>Of hops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alum</td>
<td>1 21</td>
<td>Ebony wood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The weights here used are the same as those used by goldsmiths; the pound consisting of 12 ounces, the ounce of 20 pennyweights, and the pennyweight of 20 grains. And I chose pure gold as the standard to which other bodies should be referred; because gold is not only the heaviest, but likewise the most uniform and consistent substance there is; having nothing volatile about it. The experiment was this: — I formed an ounce of pure gold into the shape of a die or cube; I then prepared a small hollow prism of silver in which the cube of gold might be placed so as exactly to fit; only that the height of the prism was somewhat greater; the place inside to which the top of the cube reached being however marked with a conspicuous line. This I did for the sake of fluids and powders; that when a fluid was
poured into the prism up to that height, it might have a little margin to keep it from overflowing. At the same time I had another prism made, exactly equal to the other in weight and dimension; that the two prisms being in all respects alike, the proportions of the bodies contained therein might be exactly compared. Next I had cubes made of the same size and dimension in all the matters specified in the Table, that admit of being cut into that shape; but fluids I made trial of at once, by filling the prism with the fluid up to the line that had been marked. And I did the same with powders; first pressing them together as close as possible; for this tends to make them uniform, and excludes accidental differences. Therefore the trial was no other than this; one of the prisms was placed in one scale empty; the other with the body in it in the other; and so the weight of the body contained was taken separately. Now, by how much the weight of a body is less than the weight of gold, by so much is the bulk of that body greater than the bulk of gold. As for example, since the cube of gold weighs one ounce, and the cube of myrrh one pennyweight, it is manifest that the bulk of myrrh in proportion to the bulk of gold is as twenty to one; so that there is twenty times as much matter in gold as in an equal bulk of myrrh; and again there is twenty times as much bulk in myrrh as in an equal weight of gold.

Admonitions. 1. The smallness of the vessel employed, and the shape also (though convenient for receiving these cubes), were not favourable for verifying the exact proportions. For it was not easy to take differences of weight below a quarter of  
grain; and besides, in that square surface a slight and insensible increase of height might carry with it a sensible difference in weight, which is not the case in vessels which rise to a point.

2. No doubt but many of the bodies set down in the Table admit of more and less, as to gravity and bulk, in their own species. For both wines and seeds of the same species vary in weight, some being certainly heavier than others; and so do certain other of the substances enumerated. Therefore with respect to nice calculation there is some uncertainty. And moreover those individuals with which my experiment deals may not represent exactly the nature of their species, nor perhaps agree to a nicety with the experiments of others.

3. In the above Table I have included such bodies as could conveniently be made to fill up the space or measure, the body remaining entire and uniform; and such likewise as have weight; from the proportion of which I formed a judgment of the amount of matter collected. There are therefore three kinds of bodies which could not be included; first, those which will not go into the shape of a cube, as leaves, flowers, petals, and membranes; secondly, those which are unequally hollow and porous, as sponge, cork, and wool; and thirdly, pneumatic bodies, as air and flame, because they are not endowed with weight.

4. It should be observed whether the close contraction of a body may not, by reason of the union of force, give it a greater degree of weight than in proportion to the quantity of matter. Whether this be so or not should be inquired from the particular
history of Gravity. If it be so, the calculation no doubt fails; and the more rarefied a body is, the more matter will it contain within the same bulk than would appear from a calculation founded upon the weight as compared with the measurement. The Table I constructed many years ago, and (as I recollect) took considerable pains about it. But as much more accurate Table may not be made, consisting of a greater number of bodies, measured on a larger scale; a thing that contributes greatly to exactness in the matter of proportions. And seeing that this is fundamental to the subject, such a Table should by all means be prepared.

Observations.

1. Here we may observe with satisfaction how finite and comprehensible the nature of things is in tangible bodies. For the Table brings nature as it were within the grasp. Let no one wander off therefrom, or indulge in fancies and dreams. In this Table there is no substance found that exceeds any other substance in quantity of matter beyond the proportion of 32 to 1; which is the proportion in which gold exceeds fir wood. Of things in the interior of the earth however I say nothing, seeing that they are not subject either to sense or experiment. These, it may be, being both far removed and completely separated from the heart of the heavenly bodies, are more dense than any known bodies.

2. The opinion that all sublunary bodies are composed of the four elements is ill borne out. For the cube of gold in the prism weighed 20 pennyweights; the common earth only a little more than 2; water
pennyweight 3 grains; air and fire are far more rarefied, and less materiate, and of no weight at all. Now form does not increase matter. The question is therefore, how it is possible from a body of 2 pennyweights, together with others far more rarefied, to educe by them a body which in an equal dimension weighs 20 pennyweights. There are two ways of escaping the difficulty. It may be said, first, that the more rarefied elements press the denser into a greater density than that of the simple element; secondly, that the Peripatetics do not understand this of common but of element-earth, which is heavier than any compound substance. But for the first, fire and air do not condense except by accident, as shall be shown in its proper place. And for the second, that earth which should be heavier than gold and everything else, is so situated to be scarce available for mixture. It would be better therefore that they should give up trifling, and that the dictatorship should cease.

3. The series or scale of closeness in matter should be carefully observed; and how it passes from a greater to a lesser; and that sometimes by steps, sometimes by jumps. For this speculation is useful, both for judgment and practice. This closeness is greatest in metallic and substerraneous bodies; so that of the 32 parts they possess 12; such being the distance between gold and pewter. In this descent there is a great leap from gold and quicksilver to lead; but a gradual incline can lead to tin. Again, there is a great leap from metals to stones, except that the magnet intervenes, which is thereby proved to be a metallic stone. But on stones to the other bodies down to the very lightest the descent is very gradual and continuous.
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Injunctions. 1. The source of density being as it seems in the depth of the earth, so that towards its surface bodies are extremely attenuated, it is worthy of remark that gold (which is the heaviest of metals) is yet sometimes found in the sands and deposits of rivers, and that nearly in a pure state. Careful inquiry should therefore be made as to the situation of such places; whether they do not lie at the foot of mountains, the roots and foundations whereof may be compared with the deepest mines, and whether gold be not washed away from thence; or what it is that produces such a condensation so near the surface of the earth.

2. There should be an inquiry touching mines in general; which kinds are usually the deeper, and which nearer the surface of the earth; in what regions and in what soils they are formed; how they are with reference to water; but most of all in what beds they lie; and with what stones or other fossils they are surrounded or mixed. In short, everything pertaining to them should be examined, to discover by what means the juices and spirits of the earth are united or compressed into that metallic condensation, which so far exceeds all others.

Observations.

4. There is no doubt but that both in vegetables and likewise in the parts of animals there are many bodies to be found far lighter than fir wood. For the down of some plants, the wings of flies, the slough of snakes, and also various artificial productions, as tender
rose-leaves remaining after distillation, and the like, are (as I conceive) lighter than the lightest woods.

5. That idea to which the human mind is prone, namely, that hard bodies are the densest, is to be checked and corrected. For quicksilver is a fluid, gold and lead are soft; yet these are denser and heavier than the hardest metals (iron and brass), and much more so than stones.

6. In the Table there are many unexpected results. For instance, that metals are so much heavier than stones; that glass (a refined body) is heavier than crystal (a concealed body); that common earth has so little weight; that the distilled oils of vitriol and sulphur are nearly as heavy as the raw substances; that there is so little difference between the weight of water and wine; that chemical oils (which would seem to be more fine and subtle) are heavier than expressed oils; that bone is so much heavier than horn and teeth; and many other things of a similar character.

Injunction. 3. The nature of Dense and Rare, though it pervades nearly all other natures without being subject to their laws, appears only to have a great agreement with Heavy and Light. But I suspect that it has likewise something in common with the slow and quick reception and rejection of heat and cold. Make experiment therefore whether rare bodies do not admit and lose heat or cold more quickly than dense ones. And try this in gold, lead, stone, wood, and the like; but do it with the same degree of heat, and with the same quantity, and figure of body.
Reminders concerning Practice.

1. All mixture of bodies may be detected and disclosed by means of the Table and Weights. For if you wish to find how much water is mixed with wine, or how much lead with gold, and the like; weigh the mixture, and then consult the Table of specific gravities. The mean proportion of the compound compared with the simples will give the quantity of the mixture. I suppose this was the secret of Archimedes; but at any rate the thing is so.

2. The manufacture of gold, or the transmutation of metals into gold, is to be much doubted of. For of all bodies gold is the heaviest and densest, and therefore to turn anything else into gold there must needs be condensation. But condensation (especially in very mate orate bodies, as metals are) can scarce be superinduced by us men who live on the surface of the earth. For most condensations by fire are partial condensations with respect to the entire body (as will afterwards appear); that is, they condense but a part of their parts, but not in the whole. For the conversion of quicksilver or lead into (which is more than either of them) is a thing hoped for; since it only implies fixation, and not condensation.

We understand if quicksilver, lead, or any body, and the properties thereof except weight; down of which they could be made more fixed, more durable, more subject to the same, colder, yellow, and the like; it would
Doubtless be both profitable and useful, even though they did not acquire the weight of gold.

Observation.

7. There is nothing heavier than gold; and up to this time no invention has been discovered to make pure gold heavier by art.

It has been remarked however that lead increases both in bulk and weight, especially if it be stored in cellars under ground, where things soon gather rust. This has been principally detected in stone statues, whose feet were fastened with leaden bands. For these bands have been found to swell; so that portions of them hung from the stones like warts. But whether this were an increase of the lead, or a sprouting of vitriol, should be more fully inquired.

The History.

A Table of the Bulk of Matter within a Given Space or Dimension in the Same Bodies Whole and Powdered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Dwt. Gr.</th>
<th>Dwt. Gr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mercury in body, as much as will fill</td>
<td>19 9</td>
<td>Sublimate of mercury in a compressed powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead in body</td>
<td>12 1½</td>
<td>Ceruss, in a compressed powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel in body</td>
<td>8 10</td>
<td>in powder prepared as in medicines, and compressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal</td>
<td>2 18</td>
<td>ground and compressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red sandal wood in body</td>
<td>1 5</td>
<td>in a compressed powder 0 16½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak wood in body</td>
<td>0 19½</td>
<td>in ashes 1 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Table of the Bulk of Matter within a given Space or Dimension, in Bodies Crude and in Bodies distilled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dwt. Gr</th>
<th>Dwt. Gr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur in body</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>in a chemical oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitriol in body</td>
<td>1 22</td>
<td>in oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine in body</td>
<td>1 24</td>
<td>distilled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinegar in body</td>
<td>1 3</td>
<td>distilled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Admonition. The manner of converting a body into powder conduces much to the opening or expansion of the body. For the process by simple rubbing or filing is one thing, that by sublimation, as in mercury, another; that by strong waters and corrosives (that is by turning the bodies into rust) as in oxide of iron, and slightly in prepared steel, another; and that by burning, as ashes and lime, another. Therefore these are by no means to be regarded as the same.

Injunction. These two Tables are extremely meagre. That would be a perfect table of bodies with their openings, which should give first the weight of every body in its whole state; secondly, that of its crude powder; thirdly, that of its ashes, calcination, and rust; fourthly, that of its amalgamations; fifthly, that of its vitrifications (if it is vitrifiable); sixthly, that of its distillations (subtracting the weight of the water wherein it is dissolved), with all the other alterations of the same body; that so a judgment might be formed of the openings of bodies and the closest connections of integral nature.
Observations.

1. Powders are not properly openings of bodies, because the increase of space is not caused by dilatation of the body, but by interposition of air; yet an excellent estimate of the internal closeness or porosity of bodies is obtained thereby. For the closer bodies are, the greater is the difference between their powder and their body entire. Therefore the proportion of crude quicksilver to sublimate of mercury in powder is as five to one, or rather more. The proportions of steel and lead are not quite so much as four to one. But in lighter and porous bodies the position of the parts is sometimes looser in the entire body than in its powder when compressed; as in oak wood, the ashes are heavier than the body itself. So likewise in the powders themselves, the heavier a body is the less dimension has the powder when pressed, compared with the same unpressed. For in lighter bodies the parts of the powders (as they less compress and cut the air that is mixed with them) can so support themselves that the powder unpressed will fill three times as much space as when pressed.

2. Distilled bodies are generally rarefied, and lose in weight; but wine does this twice as much as vinegar.

Speculation.

1. Tangible bodies have thus been divided into classes of rich and poor. There remains still another class, namely, that of pneumatic bodies; but these are not indued with weight, the effect of which would enable us to form a judgment of the bulk of matter contained in them. We require therefore another vol. x. 13
kind of interpreter. But first I must set forth the kinds of pneumatic bodies, and then proceed to compare them.

As in tangible bodies I postpone for a while the inquiry of the internal parts of the earth, so in pneumatic bodies I postpone speaking of things eternal.

Pneumatic bodies with us are of three kinds; imperfect, attached, and pure. The imperfect are fumes of all kinds, and arise from different matters; which may stand in this order. First, volatile fumes, that exhale from metals and some fossils, which (as their name signifies) are rather volatile than pneumatic; because they are very easily coagulated, either by sublimation or by falling or precipitation. Secondly, vaporous fumes that exhale from water and watery bodies. Thirdly, fumes (using the general name in a special sense) that exhale from dry bodies. Fourthly, exhalations from oily bodies. Fifthly, breaths from bodies watery in their substance and inflammable in their spirit; as are wines, fermented liquors, and strong drinks.

There is likewise another kind of fumes; namely, those in which flame terminates. But these can only exhale from inflammable bodies, as they succeed flame. These I call after-fumes or secondary fumes. Therefore there can be no after-vapours, because watery bodies are not inflammable; but there may be after-fumes (using the word in the special sense), after-exhalations, after-breaths, and likewise, as I conceive, in some bodies, after-volatiles.

Attached pneumatic bodies are those which are now found by themselves or free, but only inclosed in tangible bodies; and are the same as what are commonly
called spirits. They partake both of an oily and a watery substance, and are nourished by the same; which, on being converted into a pneumatical substance, constitute a body composed as it were of air and flame, and combining the mysterious properties of both. Now these spirits (in the case of free pneumatic bodies) approach very nearly to the nature of breath; such as rise from wine or salt. They have two natures; the one of crude, the other of living spirits; whereof the former exist in every tangible body, the latter only in such as are animated, whether of the vegetable or sensitive world.

Of pure pneumatic bodies there are only two; namely, air and flame; though these also admit of great variety, and unequal degrees of bulk.

A Table of Pneumatic Bodies according to the foregoing Speculation, arranged in order of Bulk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>打in the parts of metals and forms.</th>
<th>Breath.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The after-volatile parts of the same.</td>
<td>After-breath.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vapours.</td>
<td>Crude spirits attached in tangible bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumes.</td>
<td>Air.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After-fumes.</td>
<td>Living or kindled spirits at tached in tangible bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhalations.</td>
<td>Flame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After-exhalations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We are now to inquire of the bulk of these bodies as compared with one another, and also with tangible bodies. And if the nature of lightness could by its tendency upwards make manifest the rarity of bodies, as the nature of heaviness by its tendency downwards makes manifest their density, the comparison might
well be made. But there are many difficulties in the way.

First, the differences of motions in invisible bodies are not immediately perceptible to the sense. Secondly, there is not found in air and similar bodies such a strong desire of mounting upwards as is generally supposed. Lastly, if the air did mount upwards, yet, as it commonly forms a continuous body with other air, the motion would be scarce perceptible. For as water does not weigh upon water, so air does not rise up through air. And therefore other means must be devised.

Now that pneumatic bodies do in fact vary in bulk, one compared with another, and that the order and series of rarity as set down in this Table rests upon solid ground, some tolerable evidence may be produced. But as to the precise degrees of bulk in different pneumatical bodies, compared with each other, and also in pneumatical bodies as compared with bodies tangible, the inquiry is certainly more difficult.

First, then, it is probable that all flames, secondary as well as primary, are inferior in rarity to air. For they are visible, which the air is not; and they themselves, after they are mixed with the air, soon become invisible.

That after-flames are more thin and rare than former flames is sufficiently evident; for they are the carcasses and solutions of flame, which is itself so subtle a body. It is proved likewise by experience that in night entertainments, where rooms are lighted by so many high tapers and torches, the air is still good enough for respiration even after the lapse of many hours, notwithstanding the quantity of after-flames received into it; whereas
if these fumes were fore-fumes (such as those of candles and torches put out, and smoking without flame) no one could endure them even for a much shorter time.

- All crude spirits attached in tangible bodies are likewise, in my opinion, denser than the air. For the spirits of vegetables, dead animals, or the like, when they have exhaled, manifestly retain something gross or tangible; as may be seen in odours; which, being nothing but fumes going out by little and little, and not in a body, as invisible fumes and vapours do, yet if they light on anything tangible, especially if it be soft, they apply themselves to it, adhere to it, and infect it with their odour. It is manifest therefore that they have an affinity with a gross nature, which is not easily thrown off.

But living spirits, I conceive, are somewhat rarer than the air itself; both because they have somewhat of the nature of flame, and also because I have found, by careful trial, that air has no power to diminish or lighten weight. For an inflated bladder, though it is filled with air, is not lighter than when it is empty and compressed; and so likewise a sponge or fleece of wool filled with air is not lighter than the same when empty, with the air excluded. But there is a manifest difference in the weight of a live and dead body, though not so great as is commonly thought. Whence it appears that air does not diminish weight, but that the living spirit does. And as weight determines densities, so diminution of weight should determine rarities.

Last in order comes flame, both because it manifestly mounts upwards, and because it is probable that the proportions of pneumatic bodies do not differ from
the proportions of the bodies that feed them; and therefore that as oil is rarer than water, so flame is rarer than air and spirit. Flame likewise appears to be a thinner, softer, and more yielding body than air; for the least breath or commotion of air near a lighted candle will make the flame tremulous.

The History.

1. With regard to the comparative expansion of pneumatic and tangible bodies, though it be a thing difficult to be discovered, yet I have not laid aside all care about its inquiry. Now it seemed to me that the most certain proof would be this: if any tangible body (whereof the bulk has been previously taken and measured) could be absolutely turned into a pneumatic body, and then the bulk of that were likewise observed. For a comparison of the proportions of the two would clearly demonstrate how much the dimensions had been multiplied.

2. I took therefore a small glass phial, which would hold about an ounce. Into this phial I poured half an ounce of spirit of wine; for that being the lightest liquid approaches nearest to a pneumatic nature. I then took a very large bladder, which would hold eight points (or a gallon as we call it in English). This bladder was not an old one; therefore it was rather dry nor stiff, but fresh and soft. Out of this I extricated all the air, as well as I could, so that the sides were provisious and stuck together. I then smeared inmost parts with a little oil, and rubbed it gently, that and then all the bladder might be closed up by the even after these, that it might become more plant the quantity of wine I placed the mouth of the phial
within the mouth of the bladder, and tied it tight with
a waxed thread; and then put the phial over hot coals
in a chafing-dish. In a short time the vapour of the
spirit of wine ascended into the bladder, and by de-
gree inflated it very strongly on every side. On this
I immediately removed the glass from the fire, and
picked a hole in the top of the bladder with a needle,
that the vapour might rather escape than return into
drops. Then I took away the bladder from the phial,
and examined by the scales how much of the half
ounce of spirit of wine was gone and turned into air.
The loss I found was not more than six pennyweights;
so that six pennyweights of spirit of wine, which in
the body (as I recollect) did not occupy a fortieth
part of a pint, when turned into air filled a gallon.

3. If you look at the fume rising from a wax candle
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just put out, and measure its thickness by the eye; and again, if you observe the body of that fume when it is rekindled; you will see that the expansion of the flame, as compared with the fume, is about double.

Admonition. If you take a few grains of gunpowder and set them on fire, there is a great expansion compared with the body of the powder. But on the other hand, when the flame is extinguished the body of the fume expands much more. Do not however conceive from this that a tangible body is more expanded in fume than in flame; for it is quite the reverse. The reason of the appearance is, that flame is a body entire, and fume a body mixed in far the greater part with air; and therefore as a little saffron colours a large quantity of water, so a little fume spreads itself over a large space of air. For the fume when thick (as has been said before) and not diffused, appears less than the body of flame.

4. If you take a piece of orange peel (which is aromatic and oily) and squeeze it suddenly near a candle, there spirits out a kind of dew in small drops; which nevertheless makes a very large body of flame as compared with the drops.

Observation.

The conceit of the Peripatetics, that the variety of the elements compared one with the other is in a proportion of ten to one, is a thing fictitious and arbitrary. For it is certain that air is at least a hundred times rarer than water, and flame than oil; but that flame is not ten times rarer than air itself.
"HISTORIA DENSII ET RARI." 201

Attention. Let it not be thought that this inquiry and speculation on pneumatic bodies is too subtle or curious. For it is certain that the omission and neglect hereof have paralysed philosophy and medicine, and made them as it were planet-struck; so that they have stood amazed and helpless as far as the true investigation of causes is concerned; attributing to qualities things which are owing to the spirits; as will appear more fully in the proper title of Pneumatic Bodies.

OF THE DILATATIONS AND CONTRACTIONS OF BODIES.

Transition.

So much for the inquiry concerning the bulk of matter in bodies, according to their different consistencies, while they are at rest. But concerning the appetite and motion of bodies, whereby they swell, subside, become rarefied, condensed, dilated, contracted, and occupy more or less space, we must inquire, if possible, still more accurately. For this inquiry is more profitable, as it both reveals and governs nature. Nevertheless it must here be made by snatches, and cursorily; for this title of Dense and Rare is so general, that if it were fully drawn out it would anticipate many of the succeeding titles, which is not fit to be done.

Attention. It would not be difficult for me to reduce the scattered history (which I shall now subjoin) to a better order than that which I have followed, by placing instances which are related to one another by themselves. But I have purposely avoided this, for two reasons. First, because many
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of the instances are of a doubtful nature, and bear upon more than one subject; and therefore accurate order in such things involves either iteration or error. Secondly (and this is the principal reason why I am averse from any exact method), I wish to leave the matter in hand open for every man's industry to imitate. Now if this collection of instances had been arranged according to any scientific and remarkable method, many doubtless would have despaired of being able to make an inquiry of the same kind. By example therefore, as well as by admonition, I warn every man to make use, in procuring and propounding instances, of his own judgment, his own memory, and his own store. Be it enough that invention always proceeds by writing, and not by memory (for that would be something ludicrous in such a variety of instances); so that it may afterwards be perfected by the light of true induction. And let it be ever kept in mind that in this work I only demand a contribution and tax from the sense for the treasury of the sciences; and that I am not proposing examples for the illustration of axioms, but experiments to establish them. But yet in setting forth the instances I shall not neglect arrangement altogether, nor proceed loosely, but I shall so place them that they may mutually shed light on one another.

Scattered History.

1. No wonder if dilatation of a body follows on the reception of another body within it; for this is a direct augmentation or addition, not a true rarefaction. Nevertheless, when the body admitted is a pneumatic.
body (as air or spirit), or even when it is a tangible body, if it glide in and insinuate itself gradually, it is commonly regarded as rather a swelling than an addition.

2. Bladders and other tensile bodies (as bellows for instance) are inflated and distended by air alone; so that they become hard, and will bear to be struck and tossed about. A bubble of water also is like a bladder, except that it is so fragile.

3. Liquors poured from above out of one vessel into another, or stirred up violently with spoons, ladles, or winds, are mixed up and united with the air, and thereby rise into froth. But they soon subside and shrink into less space, the air escaping as the little bubbles of froth burst.

4. Children build towers of bubbles from soap and water (the soap making the water more tenacious); so that a very little water, by the introception of air, fills a large space.

5. But it is not found that flame can be mixed with air, and grow frothy by the blowing of bellows or any other agitation from without, so as to constitute a body compounded of flame and air; like froth, which is compounded of air and liquor.

6. But on the other hand it is certain that, by an internal mixture in a body before it is set on fire, a mixed body may be made of air and flame. For gunpowder has uninflammable parts by reason of the nitre, and inflammable parts principally by reason of the sulphur; whence likewise its flame is whiter and paler.
than other flames (though the flame of sulphur itself inclines to blue); so that this flame may justly be compared to a most powerful froth composed of flame and air, or to a kind of fiery wind.

7. As froth is a body composed of air and liquor, so likewise are all powders composed of air and small particles of the body pulverised; and therefore they do not otherwise differ from froths than as contiguous differs from continuous. For the great bulk of them consists of air, which raises up the parts of the body; as is shown in the second and third tables.

8. Tumours arise in the stomach and other parts of animals from the introception of wind and watery humour; as in dropsy, tympanites, and the like.

9. There is a kind of pigeon which, drawing back its head within its neck, is inflated and swelled.

10. In respiration the lungs alternately dilate and contract (like bellows) as they draw in and send out the air.

11. The breasts of pregnant women swell with the milky humour.

12. Look in a glass, observe the breadth of the pupil in each eye, and then shut one eye; you will see the pupil of the open eye manifestly dilated, as the spirits which supplied both eyes now flow into one.

13. The cracks of bowls, and in like manner of other woods contracted by dryness, are filled up and consolidated by being kept for a while in water, and soaking it into their pores.

14. There is a kind of fungus (called Jew's ear) which grows on trees, that swells exceedingly on being put into water, which sponge and wool do not.
Transition.

And so much for the receptions of one body within another, which are pseudo-rarefactions. I now pass on to dilatations and swellings in bodies from the native spirit (whether they be natural, as they call them, or preternatural), without fire or manifest external heat; though in these cases also there sometimes follows an accession or introception of humour besides the simple dilatation.

Dilatations by the native spirit expanding itself.

The History.

1. Must, new beer, and the like, when casked, swell and rise exceedingly, so that unless they obtain a vent they will burst the cask; but if this be given them they rise, and froth up, and as it were boil over.

2. Spirituous liquors close confined, and bottled tight, often burst with great force, and sometimes send out their stopper like a bullet.

3. I have heard that new wine just trodden out, and still fermenting, when put into a strong and thick glass (the mouth of the glass being so closed and sealed that the must could neither burst it nor break through) as the spirit could find no vent, has with continual circulation and vexation completely transformed itself into tartar; so that nothing remained in the glass except vapour and lees. But of this I am not certain.

4. Seeds of plants, as of peas, beans, and the like, swell a little before they put forth root or stalk.
not only animal, but also vegetable life; as is seen in moss and the hairiness of some trees. I remember that in summer time I once left by chance a cut lemon in a close room, and two months afterwards I found a putrefaction growing on the cut part; tufts of hair an inch high at least; and on the top of each hair a kind of head, like the head of a small snail,—plainly beginning to imitate a plant.

25. In like manner rust is formed on metals, glass, and the like, from a dilatation of the native spirit, which swells, and presses on the grosser parts, driving and propelling them before it that it may get out.

26. Whether the earth swells in its surface, especially where the soil is spongy and hollow, is a point to be inquired. Certainly in soils of this kind there are sometimes found trees like the masts of ships, lying sunk and buried in the ground several feet deep; so it would seem that these trees had been blown down by storms long ago, and afterwards covered up and buried by the earth gradually raising itself over them.

27. But in earthquakes the earth swells suddenly and manifestly; and oftentimes there burst forth springs of water, wreaths and balls of flame, and strong and strange winds; and stones and ashes are hurled up into the air.

28. But yet earthquakes do not all take place quite suddenly, for it sometimes happens that the earth trembles for several days; and in our time in Herefordshire there was a very small, slow, and partial earthquake, in which some acres of land continued to move gradually for a whole day, and transferred themselves to another place not far off, which lay a little lower, and there rested.
29. Whether the body of waters in the seas sometimes swells is a matter to be inquired. For the tides must needs be caused either by a progressive motion, or by the rising of the water upwards through some magnetic virtue and consent; or lastly by some swelling or relaxation in the waters themselves. And this last (if it be one of the causes of any tide) belongs to the present inquiry.

30. The water in some fountains and wells swells and falls again, so that it would appear to have certain tides.

31. Springs of water likewise sometimes burst out in certain places without any earthquake, at intervals of some years, from causes not known. And such eruption generally occurs during great droughts.

32. It has likewise been remarked that sometimes the sea swells, not at the time of the flood, and with no external wind; and this generally precedes some great storm.

Inscription. It would be worth trying whether there is not sometimes some relaxation in the body of water, even in a small quantity. But if water be exposed to the sun or air, it will more likely be consumed; and therefore the experiment should be made in a closed glass. Take then a glass with a large belly and a long and narrow neck, and fill it with water up to the middle of the neck. But do this in a dry season with a north wind, and leave it till the wind changes to the south and turns wet, and see if the water rises at all in the neck of the glass. Inquire likewise carefully of the swellings of water in wells, whether they take place rather by night than by day, and at what season of the year.
33. In wet weather the wooden pegs of violins swell and become harder to screw. So likewise wooden drawers are harder to pull out, and wooden doors open with more difficulty.

34. The strings of violins break if they are stretched tight in wet weather.

35. Humours in the bodies of animals in wet weather and south winds are found to be relaxed and swell, and to run, and oppress and obstruct the passages more.

36. It is a received opinion that not only in animals, but also in plants, humours and juices swell and fill up the cavities more about the time of the full moon.

37. Salts in damp places dissolve, open, and dilate themselves, as also in some degree do sugar and preserves; which if they are not stored in a room where a fire is sometimes lighted, grow mouldy.

38. All things likewise which have felt the fire and been a good deal contracted are somewhat relaxed by time.

39. The swellings and relaxations of the air should be carefully inquired into, and how far the causes of winds (in any great part) are concerned therein, when vapours are neither collected easily into rain nor dissipated into clear air, but induce swellings in the body of the air.

_Transition._

So much then with respect to the dilatations of bodies by the native spirit, whether in maturations or in rudiments of generations, or in excitation by motion, or in natural or preternatural irritations, or in putrefactions, or in relaxations, — being but a few particulars taken out of the heap of nature. I must now
pass on to the openings and dilatations produced by fire and actual external heat.

THE DILATATIONS AND OPENINGS OF BODIES WHICH ARE CAUSED BY FIRE, AND ACTUAL, SIMPLE, AND EXTERNAL HEAT.

Attention. The openings of bodies by heat or fire (whereof I shall now inquire) belong properly to the titles of Heat and Cold, the Motion of Hyle, and Separations and Alterations. Nevertheless some touch and taste of them must be given in the present title; for without some knowledge of these the inquiry concerning Dense and Rare cannot proceed aright

The History.

1. Air is dilated simply by heat. For there is nothing separated or discharged, as in tangible bodies, but a simple expansion takes place.

2. Cupping glasses are applied to the skin, the glass and the air contained in it having been first heated; presently the air, which has been dilated by heat, begins to cool, and to be gradually contracted into its former state; and then the flesh is attracted by the motion of connection. But if you wish the glass to draw stronger, take a sponge dipped in cold water, and place it on the belly of the glass; thus the air will be further contracted by the coolness, and the attraction will be more powerful.

3. Take a glass and heat it, and afterwards put it into water; it will attract the water so as to fill at least a third part of the space within, which shows that the air was rarefied likewise by the heat as much as a
third of that space. But this is not enough; for the glass I used was so thin that it would not easily bear a greater heat without danger of breaking. But if the phial were of iron or brass, and heated to a greater degree, I conceive the air might be dilated twice or thrice as much,—a thing well worth trying; as also how far the rarefaction can be carried, in order that we may be better able to judge of the rarity of the air in the higher regions, and thence of the ether itself.

4. In thermometers (which so accurately mark the degrees and varieties of heat and cold in the weather) it is clearly shown how small an accession of heat will sensibly expand the air. For a hand laid on the glass, a few rays of the sun, or even the breath of the bystanders will affect it; nay, the inclinations of the external air itself to heat and cold (though imperceptible to the touch) do yet gradually and continually dilate and contract the air in the glass.

5. Hero describes an altar so constructed that when the offering was laid upon it and the fire lighted, water suddenly descended and put out the fire. This required no other contrivance than the making of a close and hollow space under the altar filled with air, which, on being heated and expanded by fire, could find no exit except through a pipe carried up the wall of the altar, and then bent down, with its mouth opening over the altar. Into this pipe (which was made with a belly that it might hold a greater quantity) water was poured. The water was prevented from running out by a cock below, which cock being turned let in the dilated air, which forced up the water and so drove it out.

6. Fracastorius invented a remedy for apoplectic
fits, by placing a heated pan at some distance round the head. For by this means the spirits that were suffocated and congealed in the cells of the brain, and oppressed by the humours, were dilated, excited, and revived.

7. Butterflies likewise, which lie as dead in winter, on being placed before the fire or in the sun, recover life and motion. And persons in fainting-fits are restored as well by hot and strong liquors taken internally as by external heat, friction, and motion.

8. The opening of water proceeds thus: — On the first heat it emits a small and rarefied vapour, without any other perceptible change in the body. If the heat be continued, the water does not rise in its whole body, nor even in small bubbles as in froth, but it ascends in larger and rarer bubbles, and resolves itself into a copious vapour. This vapour, if it be not obstructed or driven back, mixes with the air, being at first visible, then disappearing and losing itself to view.

9. The opening of oil proceeds thus: — On the first heat certain little drops or grains diffused through the body of the oil rise up with a kind of crackling noise. Meanwhile no bubbles play on the surface (as in water), nor does the whole body swell, nor does any exhalation almost escape. But after some time the whole rises and dilates with a manifest expansion to about twice the size, and a very thick and copious exhalation issues forth. This exhalation, unless it catches fire in the meantime, mixes at last with the air, as vapour of water does. Oil however requires a greater heat than water to make it boil, and is much longer in beginning to boil.

10. Spirit of wine opens more like water than oil.
For it boils up in large bubbles without froth or rising of the whole body; but it expands and escapes with much less heat and much quicker than water; and partaking, as it does, of both natures (the watery as well as the oily), it both easily mixes with the air and soon catches flame.

11. Vinegar, verjuice, and wine have this difference in their process of opening; vinegar rises in smaller bubbles, and more about the sides of the vessel; verjuice and wine in larger bubbles, and more in the middle of the vessel.

12. As a general rule, unctuous liquors, as oil, milk, fat, and the like, rise and swell in the whole body at once; ripe juices (and unripe ones still more) in large drops; worn-out and vapid juices in small drops.

13. All liquors, even oil itself, are alike in this; that before they boil they cast up a few half-bubbles here and there about the sides of the vessel.

14. All liquors are alike also in this; that they open, boil, and are consumed sooner in a small quantity than in a large one.

Admonition. The experiment of the opening of liquors should be made in glass vessels, that the motions in the bodies of the liquors may be better seen; upon braziers of an equal heat, that the difference may be more exactly noted; and with a slow fire, because a quick fire precipitates and confounds the actions of bodies.

15. There are a good many bodies, not liquid, but solid and consistent, which yet admit of being opened by heat to such a degree as to melt or become liquid, so long as the heat works and expands them. Such
are wax, fat, butter, pitch, resin, gums, sugar, honey; and most metals, as lead, gold, silver, brass, and copper. They require however not only very different degrees of heat to open them, but also different modifications of fire and flame. For some metals are melted by fire simply, as lead; others, by a fire stirred and blown by bellows, as gold and silver; others require the mixture of some other ingredient, as steel, which does not melt without a mixture of sulphur, or something of the kind.

16. But all these bodies, if a strong fire be continued, not only obtain the opening of colligation, but pass on to a second opening (namely, that of the volatile, or pneumatic, or of consumption); all, I say, except gold. For as for quicksilver, seeing it is fluid in its own nature, it begins with this second opening, and is easily made volatile. But it is still uncertain whether gold can be made volatile or pneumatic (or even potable as they call it); I do not mean soluble (for that is done easily and commonly by aqua-fortis), but digestible or alterable by the human stomach. Now the true test hereof seems to be, not the raising and thrusting up of it by the force of fire, but such an attenuation and alteration of it that it cannot be again reduced to a metal.

17. Likewise inquire further of glass and vitrified bodies, whether they are consumed by fire, and turned into a pneumatic body. For glass is regarded as a fixed and juiceless body; and vitrification as the death of metals.

18. All bodies that are melted begin the process with the lowest stage of opening; namely, softening and inteneration, before they melt and become liquid.
TRANSLATION OF THE

and fusible. Such are wax, gums, fusible metals, glass, and the like.

19. Iron and steel perfected and purified (if they contain no mixture) are not further altered by simple fire, nor proceed beyond this degree of softness; that is, they become malleable and flexible, and lose their brittleness, but do not reach colliquation or fusion.

20. Iron and glass, when opened to the degree of softness of which I have spoken, seem to be dilated in their enclosed spirit; whence arises that action upon the tangible parts, which makes them put off their hardness and obstinacy; and yet the whole body is not seen to dilate or swell locally. Notwithstanding, if you inquire somewhat more closely there will be detected in them plainly a kind of invisible swelling and pulsation of the parts; though it be restrained by the closeness and compactness of their frame. For if you take glass ignited and intensely heated, and lay it on a stone table or some like body (though that table or body be itself also well heated, so that the cause cannot be ascribed to cold), the glass will be broken by reason of the hardness of the stone resisting this secret swelling of the glass. In such cases therefore, when they take heated glass from the fire, they use to lay below it some powder or soft sand, which yields gently, and does not resist the swelling in the parts of the glass.

21. Balls likewise discharged from ordnance, after all external motion of any kind has ceased, and to the eye they appear perfectly immovable, are yet found a long time after to have a tumult and pulsation in their smallest parts: so that if any thing be placed upon them, it will feel a considerable force, and that not so
much from the burning heat as from the tremor of percussion.

22. Fresh wooden staves, when stirred about for some time in hot ashes, assume a softness, so as to be more easily bent. Make trial of this experiment with older staves and canes.

23. Combustible bodies open in this way; by fire they first emit a fume, then catch flame, and lastly deposit ashes.

24. Bodies of a close and compact texture, that contain a watery moisture which abhors flame (as laurel leaves and other non-porous bodies, salts, and the like), open by fire in such a way that the watery and crude spirit contained in them, being dilated by the heat, is emitted with a noise before it catches flame. But if in any body this burst of wind and conception of flame both take place at the same time (a thing which seldom happens), a great tumult and a very powerful dilatation is produced; the wind, like bellows within the body, blowing out and expanding the flame on all sides, as in gunpowder.

25. Bread somewhat swells in the oven, though it loses a little of its weight. And on the top of the loaf there is sometimes a bubble or bladder of crust collected; so that there remains a hollow filled with air between that skin of crust (which they cut off) and the body of the loaf.

26. Meats roasted likewise somewhat swell, especially if the outer skin is kept on, as in sucking-pigs.

27. Fruits roasted sometimes leap out, as chestnuts do; sometimes break their skins and emit their pulp, as apples. But if they be further scorched by the fire, they acquire a kind of coaly crust, so as to leave
a hollow (as in bread) between the crust and flesh of the fruit. And the like occurs in eggs.

28. But if the heat be slow and hidden, and no ready vent be given for the emission of vapour, as in pears roasted in the ashes, and much more in things put into jars and then buried in the ashes; and likewise in meat either baked or stewed; the swelling and dilatation is repelled by the heat, and turned back upon itself; and as in distillation it is restored, and makes the body more moist, and as it were steeped in its own juices.

29. But in dry bodies, if the flame be stifled and find no ready vent, the bodies are rarefied, and become hollow and porous, as in charcoal and pumice-stones discharged from volcanoes.

**Transition.**

I should now pass on to the dilatations and openings of bodies by heat in distillations; wherein such openings may be seen more accurately than in cooking and burning. But as it is fit to dwell a good while on these, and as the inquiry thereof properly belongs to the titles of Heat and Cold, of Motion of Hyle, and of Separations, it is but a little that need be propounded in this title.

**Dilatations by External Heat in Distillations.**

1. There are two kinds of dilatation, opening, or attenuation of bodies in distillations. The one in passage, when a body is turned into vapour or fume that is afterwards restored; the other in the body restored, which is always rarer, more subtle and expanded, and less material, than the crude body from which the
distillation proceeded. For instance, rose-water is rarer and less heavy than the juice of roses.

2. All distillation is performed by a kind of tide or reciprocation, first of rarefaction and version into a pneumatic body, and next of condensation and restoration into a tangible body, as the heat slackens and the vapour is driven back.

3. In distillations the actions of dilatation and condensation are not pure; but that action intervenes (which is the most according to the intention in practice) of the separation of the heterogeneous parts; as the pure juice, phlegm, water, oil, the finer part, and the grosser part.

4. In distillations the degrees and differences of heat are best inquired and determined; as of coals, hot ovens, baths, ashes, hot sand, dung, the sun, fire left to itself, fire blown by the bellows, fire confined and reverberated, heat ascending or descending, and the like; all which contribute wonderfully to the openings of bodies, and especially to the complicated actions of dilatation and contraction, whereof I will speak hereafter. Yet these heats do not appear by any means to be true imitations of that of the sun and the celestial bodies; for they are neither gentle and temperate enough, nor slow and continuous enough, nor sufficiently refracted and modified by intermediate bodies, nor unequal enough in their coming and going. But of all these I will inquire diligently under the title of Heat and Cold, and other appropriate titles.

5. Distillations and through them dilatations are performed in a close vessel where the body to be distilled, the vapours emitted from it, and the air, are shut up together. Yet in common stills and alembics
the outer air is not carefully excluded, but it can to a
certain extent find an entrance through the mouth of
the still where the liquor passes. But in retorts, when
a greater degree of heat is required, no passage is giv-
en to the external air, but the mouth of the receiver
is fitted so close by luting to the mouth of the vessel
(in which the body is put) that the whole process of
rarefaction and restitution is performed within. But
if the body is full of a vigorous spirit (as vitriol is),
it requires a large and capacious receiver, that the va-
pours may play more freely, and not break the vessel.

Injunctions. 1. Although however distillations are
performed as it were in a cell shut in on all sides,
yet there is space enough for some parts of the body
to expand into vapour, for others to subside into
dregs, and also for the vapours to collect and restore
themselves, and (if they be heterogeneous) to sep-
erate one from the other. The following injunction
therefore is of great moment, since it may open a
way to the stirring of nature in her immost parts,
and to new transformations. For the Vulcan of
chemists and physicians (though it has produced
many useful things) has failed perhaps in getting
hold of the genuine properties of heat, by reason of
the divorces and separations of the parts which al-
ways occur in their operations. Therefore the sum
of the injunction turns on this; that this separation
and alternation of rarefaction and condensation be
entirely prevented, and the operation of the heat
confined within the barriers of the body itself. For
this Protes of matter will perhaps by this means
be manacled and forced to turn itself into all its
shapes to get free. On this point many examples
occur to me, and others may perhaps be found; but I will propose one or two of the easiest, merely to make my meaning clear.

2. Take a cubic iron vessel with very strong and thick sides. Put into it a cube of wood made to the perfect measure of the vessel, and which exactly fills it. Make an iron lid no less strong than the sides of the vessel, and lute it up perfectly as chemists do, so as to be as close as possible and fire-proof. Then place the vessel on the fire, and leave it there for a few hours; and afterwards take off the lid and see in what state the wood is. I conceive (seeing it was absolutely prevented both from catching fire and from emitting fume, so that the pneumatic and moist part of the wood could not be discharged) that one of these things must happen: either the body of wood will be converted into a kind of amalgam, or it will be resolved into air or a pure pneumatic body, leaving some dregs (coarser than ashes) at the bottom, and some incrustation on the sides of the vessel.

3. In a like iron vessel make an experiment with pure water, and fill the vessel up to the brim. But let the fire be slower and the time longer; at certain hours also take the vessel off the fire to cool, and repeat the operation several times. I have selected water for this experiment because it is the simplest of all bodies, being without colour, smell, taste, and other qualities. And therefore if by a gentle and temperate heat, an alternation of heat and cold, and a prevention of all evaporation, the spirit of the water not being discharged, and yet worked and attenuated by this kind of heat, shall turn itself upon
the grosser parts of the water, and shall so digest and change them into a new configuration (less simple and uniform), until it either acquires some colour, or smell, or taste, or oiliness, or any other remarkable alteration (such as is found in composite bodies), no doubt a great thing would be achieved, opening the way to many others.

4. With respect to this close distillation (for so I may call that distillation where there is no room for evaporation) any one may devise many other experiments. For I hold it certain that a proportionate heat, operating on the body without separating or consuming the parts, may effect and produce wonderful transformations.

5. But it may be added as an appendix to this injunction, that some method likewise should be devised (which certainly is not difficult) whereby the heat should operate in a vessel not only closed but also tensible, as is done in the natural matrix both of vegetables and animals. For this extends the operation to many things which cannot be accomplished by simple confinement. Neither does this relate to the Pygmies of Paracelsus, or any such monstrous follies, but to things solid and sober. For instance, close distillation will never turn water all into oil, because oil and fat things occupy a greater space than water. But if the operation be performed in a tensible body, this might perhaps be done; and it would be a thing of immense utility, as all alimentation principally consists in fat.

6. It would be good and useful in many respects if in distillations nature were sometimes compelled to give in her account, and an exact estimate were
made how much has been lost, that is, turned into a pneumatic substance, by distillation, and how much remains, whether fixed or restored in the body. This may be done if before distillation you weigh both the body that is to be distilled and the vessels in which the distillation is to be performed, and after distillation you weigh the liquid and the lees, and then the vessels again. From these three weights you will find how much has been restored, how much has remained in the lees, and how much has adhered to the vessels; and from the deficiency of weight in the three as compared with the weight of the whole body, you will find how much has become pneumatic.

**Transition.**

From the dilatations and rarefactions produced by actual heat I must pass on to the dilatations and relaxations produced by the remission of strong and intense cold; for the remission itself should be regarded as a comparative heat.

**The History.**

**DILATATIONS AND RELAXATIONS OF BODIES BY THE REMISSION OF COLD.**

1. Bodies which have been congealed by intense cold, yet not so as to become fixed in their condensation by a continuance of the cold; these, without any manifest heat, and merely by a remission of cold, open and restore themselves; as is seen in ice, hail, and snow. But they do this much quicker if there be any manifest heat applied.

2. But the more delicate bodies, whose vigour con-
sists in a subtle native spirit, as apples, pears, pomegranates, and the like, if they be once congealed, do not afterwards recover their pristine vigour, as the spirit is suffocated.

3. Wine and beer in frost lose their vigour; yet thaws and south winds they revive, relax, and as were ferment again.

Transition.

From dilatations caused by actual external heat and likewise by remission of cold (which, as I have just said, is a comparative heat), I must pass on to dilatations caused by potential heats, or by the auxiliary spirits of another body applied and brought into contact.

The History.

Dilatations of bodies by potential heat, or by the auxiliary spirits of another body.

For potential heats consult the Medicinal Tables of secondary qualities; from which you may extract the things which operate on the human body by dilatation. These are mostly those that follow:

Cardiaes, which dilate the spirits when oppressed. Abstergents, which strengthen the expulsive faculty. Aperients, with respect to the orifices of the veins and vessels. Aperients, with respect to the pores and passages of the parts. Digestives, which mature. Digestives, which discuss. Caustics.
These things especially (for there are others as well) have their root in the dilatation of the spirits, humours, juices, and substance in the body by auxiliary spirits; as well as by the tangible connection with the body which such medicines have, whether taken externally or internally.

Speculation.

It is shown in the thermometer, with how exquisite a sense or perception of heat and cold the common air is endued; since it can discern at once such subtle differences and gradations thereof. And I doubt not but that the spirit of living animals has a still more acute perception of heat and cold; only the air is a pure and genuine pneumatic body, that has nothing tangible mixed with it; whereas the perception of the spirits is blunted and deadened by the tangible body in which they are confined. But yet, notwithstanding this obstacle, the spirits of living animals seem to be superior to the air itself in respect of this perception. For hitherto it has not been proved that potential heat (whereof I am now speaking) can dilate the air; whereas it is certain that it can dilate the spirits contained in the bodies of animals; as appears in the secondary qualities of medicine, which I have mentioned. But of this inquire somewhat more accurately in obedience to this next injunction.

Instructions. 1. Take two thermometers of the same size. In one of them put water, and in the other spirit of wine, strong and eager; and so heat the glasses that the water and spirit of wine may stand at the same temperature. Place them together, and leave them for a while; and then observe whether
the water stands higher than the spirit of wine. If this be so, it is evident that the potential heat—the spirit of wine has dilated the air, so as to depress the spirit.

2. It may be useful in many respects, if the operations of the secondary qualities of medicines sometimes tried and exercised in lifeless bodies be of no effect at all, since by reason of the fineness of the operation, a living spirit is required to act on them; yet no question but some of them will operate on some lifeless bodies. For we see the effect of salt on meat, of spices on corpses, of rennet on milk, heaven on bread, and the like. If therefore you use attention and judgment, the diligence of physicians with regard to secondary qualities will be of use to perform many other operations; always supposing that a stronger power is required to operate on a dead body than on a live one.

**Transition.**

I must now pass on to the dilatations of bodies which are caused by the liberation of the spirits; that is, when they break out of the prisons of the grosser parts, which had confined them closely, and prevented them from dilating. For in bodies of a compact texture and strongly united in the bonds of their integral nature, the spirits do not perform their work of dilatation, before there be a solution of continuity in the grosser parts by strong corrosive and stimulating liquors with or without heat. And this is shown in the openings and dissolutions of metals, concerning which I will now (as in other cases) propound a few experiments.
The History.

DILATATIONS OF BODIES BY THE LIBERATION OF THEIR SPIRITS.

1. Take a pennyweight of pure gold, reduced into small leaves, so thin that they may be torn by the hand.

2. Take likewise four pennyweights of nitro-muriatic acid, and put them into a glass with the gold. Then put the glass upon a chafing-dish, in which there is a small coal fire. There will soon arise certain little sands or grains, that after a short time diffuse themselves and become incorporated with the liquor, which is thereby made like amber, and bright, and as if dyed with saffron. But in these proportions, only one third of the gold is dissolved by the acid, for the liquor will bear no more; so that if you wish to dissolve the whole pennyweight of gold, you must pour off the part wherein the solution has been made, and pour in four pennyweights more of nitro-muriatic acid, and do this again a third time. This dissolution is performed slowly and calmly with a moderate fire, without fumes, and with no other heating of the glass than by fire.

3. Take any quantity of crude quicksilver with a double quantity of aqua-fortis; put them together in a glass, but do not place them near the fire. Notwithstanding there will soon rise within the body of the water something like a very fine powder, and within an hour, without fire, fumes, or commotion, the mixed body will be turned into clear water.

4. Take one pennyweight of lead in plates to nine
pennyweights of aqua-fortis. The incorporation is not so perfect as in other metals; for the water deposits the greater part of the lead in a calcination at the bottom of the glass, the water itself remaining disturbed, though inclining to be clear.

5. Take one pennyweight of silver, in plates or leaves, to four pennyweights of aqua-fortis; put it in a glass upon a brazier, with a slow fire. The silver rises in grains or bubbles within the body of the water, rather larger than those in which gold rises; it is then incorporated with the water, and both together turn into a fine white liquid like milk. But after the liquid has somewhat settled and cooled, icy particles (either from the metal or the water, or both,) shoot across within the body of the water; and after it has stood a little longer, and settled completely, the liquid clarifies itself and becomes clear and crystalline, the ice being deposited at the bottom. The proportion of silver which the water will bear is the same as in gold; and the dissolution is performed by almost the same heat; nor does it gather heat by motion more than gold.

6. Take one pennyweight of copper in plates to six pennyweights of aqua-fortis. Put them upon a chafing-dish. The copper will rise in still larger bubbles or grains than silver. In a little time it is incorporated with the water, and the united body is turned into blue, muddy liquid; but after it has settled it becomes clear, of a sky-blue colour, beautiful and bright, dregs being deposited at the bottom like a small silver, which are themselves however gradually diminish and ascend and are incorporated with the liquid. Thus these six pennyweights of aqua-fortis dissolve the whole pennyweight of copper; so that the water
will carry twice as much as in the case of gold and silver. But the dissolution of copper conceives a manifest heat by the internal disturbance, even before it is put on the fire.

7. Take one pennyweight of tin in plates to three pennyweights of aqua-fortis; and the whole metal is turned into a body like cream or curds, which does not easily clear, and conceives manifest heat without fire.

8. Take one pennyweight of iron in plates to nine pennyweights of aqua-fortis; without fire the iron rises in large bubbles, not only within the body of the water but above it, so as to boil over the rim of the glass, at the same time emitting a thick and copious saffron-coloured fume; and this too with a very great internal tumult, and a very violent heat, greater than the hand can bear.

Admonition. No doubt but that the different strengths of different kinds of aqua-fortis, and the methods of employing the heat or fire, may likewise cause variations in these openings.

Injunction. The nature of this dilatation of metals by openings is to be considered; whether it be like the dilatation of gold-leaf, which is a pseudo-rarefaction (as I shall presently explain), because the body is rather dilated in place than in substance, as also is the dilatation of powders; or whether the body itself of the metals be really dilated in substance. The question may be determined by the following experiment. Weigh quicksilver, and take its measure in a prism; weigh likewise aqua-fortis, and take its measure in another prism; then dissolve and incorporate them in the afore-mentioned
manner; afterwards weigh the incorporate substance, and put it likewise into the two prisms, and see if the weight and measure of the composite rightly correspond to the weight and measure of the simples. I have selected quicksilver for the experiment because, as it is dissolved without fire, there is less fear of waste.

Observe (by the way) whether a solution of quicksilver will not bear up very heavy stones, and perhaps tin, so as to make them float. For this may be collected from the proportions of the specific gravities. And this not with a view to marvels and imposition, but to the investigation of the nature of mixtures; as will appear under its own title.

Observation.

It is likewise worth observing (though it does not relate to the present inquiry) that all metals, though a good deal heavier than the waters in which they are dissolved, yet in the first act of dissolution rise in small grains or bubbles. And this is the more remarkable because where fire is not used, as in quicksilver, the same thing takes place.

Speculation.

The tumult in the parts of the body during the dissolution causes them so to ascend. For in a violent corrosion bodies are somewhat impelled by a local motion, as we see in a small pebble of gravel, which being placed in strong vinegar by the side of the vessel (that it may slide more easily), moves backwards and forwards like a little fish. There is likewise a kind of stone or fossil which, on being put into vinegar, moves
restlessly about, and runs hither and thither. But bodies that mix without this tumult do not (as I judge) rise without being shaken; as sugar settled at the bottom of water does not sweeten the top, nor does saffron colour unless it be stirred and agitated.

_Transition._

I must now pass on to another kind of dilatations, called likewise (in some cases) by the common name of dissolutions. This is, when bodies rush to embrace other friendly bodies, and, if they can, open themselves to receive them. But this opening is not made with tumult, or by the penetration of the entering body (as in _aqua-fortis_), but quietly, and by the relaxation of the receiving body.

_The History._

_Dilatations by the Embrace and Meeting of a Friendly Body._

1. Sugar and some gums, as gum-dragon, infused in liquids, are melted. For they readily relax their parts (like sponges) to receive the liquid.

2. Paper, thick hair, wool, and porous bodies of the like nature, immersed in liquids or otherwise moistened, so open themselves as to become softer, more easily torn, and as it were rotten.

3. Sudden joys, as good news, the sight of a desired object, and the like, though they do not embrace the body but only the imagination, yet wonderfully dilate the spirits of animals, and sometimes endanger a sudden fainting fit or death. And imagination produces the same effect in the sexual passion.
Injunction. Take thought about finding the menstrums of special substances. For it seems possible that there are liquids and pulps which have such sympathy with certain bodies, that on their application they will readily open their parts and gladly take them in; at the same time internerating and renewing themselves in their juices. For this bears upon one of the magnalia naturae; namely, the possibility of refreshing and nourishing from without the most radical humours of things, as in flesh, bones, membranes, woods, and the like. There is likewise, even in those things which operate by separation and penetration, a certain sympathy and conformity; as aqua-fortis does not dissolve gold, nor common nitromuriatic acid silver.

Transition.

I must now pass on to dilatations by assimilation or conversion; that is, when the superior and more active body subdues the obedient, obsequious and more passive body, so as to turn it directly into itself, and multiply and renew itself from it. But if the assimilating body be finer and rarer than that assimilated, it is manifest that this assimilation cannot take place without dilatation.

The History.

Dilatations by assimilation, or conversion into a rarer body.

1. Air, especially when it is agitated (as in winds) licks up the moisture of the earth, preys upon it, and turns it into itself.

2. The process of desiccation in woods, plants, and
such like tangible bodies that are not very hard or obstinate, is performed by the depredation of the air, which draws and sucks out the spirit in the body, and turns it into its own substance. Therefore this is done slowly in oily and fat bodies, because their spirit and moisture are not so like the substance of the air.

3. The spirits in tangible bodies (such as I have mentioned) prey on the grosser parts of the body in which they are enclosed. For the spirits which are next the air obey the air itself and go forth soon; but those which are situated deeper in the body prey upon the internal parts that lie near them, generate new spirit from them, take that spirit into themselves, and in the end go forth with it. And hence it is that such bodies lose weight by age and time; for this would not happen unless some part not pneumatic were gradually turned into that which is pneumatic. For the spirit already made in the body does not add, but rather diminishes weight.

4. Many swellings in the bodies of animals are dispersed without suppuration or discharge of matter, by insensible perspiration, being completely turned into a pneumatic body, and escaping.

5. Flatulent foods engender ventosities, their juices being turned into wind, and escape by eructations and the like. They likewise stretch and grip the internal parts; as also good and approved aliment sometimes does, by reason of the weakness of the functions.

6. In all bodies that take aliment, when the part nourished is rarer than the nourishment (as the spirit and blood in the arteries of animals are lighter than meat and drink), it must needs be that alimentation induces dilatation.
7. Of all openings, dilatations, and expansions, the greatest, as regards the proportion of the body before and after dilatation, the quickest, and the one performed with least delay and most sudden action, is the dilatation of oily and inflammable bodies into flame; for this is done as it were at once and without gradations. And it is plainly (as regards the succession of the flame) of the nature of assimilations; the flame multiplying itself on that which feeds it.

8. But the most potent thing in this kind, not with regard to quickness in first catching flame (for gunpowder does not light so soon as sulphur, camphor, or naphtha) but with regard to the succession of flame once caught, and the overcoming resistance, is that combination of expansions into air and flame (of which I spoke of before), which is found in gunpowder; as appears in guns and mines.

9. Chemists likewise observe a very violent expansion of quicksilver by fire. Nay, gold also, when vexed and confined, sometimes explodes potently, to the great danger of the workmen.

Transition.

I must now pass on to the dilatations or distractions and separations which are caused not by any appetite in the body itself which is dilated, but by the violence of external bodies, which, as their motions are the stronger, force another body to dilate and distract itself. Such an inquiry belongs properly to the title of the Motion of Liberty; but (as in the other cases) I will now inquire something concerning it, though sparingly and briefly. This motion is commonly of two kinds: first, the motion of distraction by externa
force; secondly, the motion of contraction or restitution by the proper motion of the body; which latter motion, though it belongs to condensations, yet is so connected with the former, that it is more convenient to handle it here.

The History.

DILATATIONS OR DISTRACTIONS BY EXTERNAL VIOLENCE.

1. Wooden staves and the like bear some degree of bending; but only by force. Now the force draws under the external parts of the wood in the place where it is bent, and compresses the inner parts. If this force be presently remitted, the stick starts back and restores itself; but if it be kept long in that position it is fixed in it, and starts back no more.

2. There is a similar process in watches (I mean those which are moved by the twisting of steel springs), where you may see the continual and gradual efforts of the steel to restore itself.

3. Cloth and the like thread substances can be stretched to a great extent, and bound back, if they are soon let go; but not so if they are held long.

4. The flesh which rises in cupping-glasses is not a swelling but a violent extension of the entire flesh by attraction.

5. What rarefaction the air is capable of (in proportion to the violence used) may be ascertained by an experiment of this kind. Take a glass-egg with a small hole in it; suck out the air as much as you can: stop the hole instantly with your finger, and sink the egg in water with the hole still stopped. Then take
away your finger, and you will see that the egg will
draw in as much water as there was air sucked out; in
order that the air which remained may recover its for-
mer bulk, from which it had been forcibly distracted
and extended. Now I remember that the water filled
about a tenth part of the egg. I remember likewise
that (after sucking out the air) I left the egg for a
whole day closed up with wax, to see if during that
time (which certainly was too short for a correct ex-
periment) the dilated air could be fixed, so as no
longer to care about restoring itself, as is the case in
sticks and cloth. But when the wax was removed the
water entered as before; and if the egg instead of be-
ing put in water had been applied to the ear, fresh air
would have entered with a hissing noise.

6. The rarefaction which water allows of may per-
haps be detected in this way. Take a pair of bellows;
draw in as much water as the hollow of the bellows
will hold; yet do not raise the bellows to their full
height, but only about half way. Then stop up the
bellows, yet still keep raising them gradually; and
you will see how far the water contained within can
be dilated. Or in like manner draw up some water
through a pipe or syringe; then stop up the hole, and
keep on gradually drawing the piston.

Speculation.

I suspect likewise that the spirit of water suffers
some distraction in congelation; but the principle of
it is subtle. First, it may be held as certain that in all
baking (as of clay into bricks and tiles, of bread, and in
the like) much of the pneumatic part of the body ex-
hales and escapes (as I shall shortly show); and hence—
it follows that the grosser parts must, by the motion of connection principally (for there is also another motion of which I am not now speaking), contract themselves. For the spirit being removed, and no other body easily gaining entrance, then, to prevent a vacuum (as they say), the parts succeed to the place which was previously occupied by the spirits; and hence this hardness and contraction. Precisely for the same reason it seems to follow contrariwise that the spirits must be distracted in congelation. For the grosser parts are contracted by cold; and therefore some space is left deserted within the confines of the body; whence it follows that if no other body enter, the pre-existing spirit must, by the motion of connection, be as much distracted as the grosser parts are contracted. Indeed it is seen in ice, that the body becomes full of cracks within, and crusted, and a little swollen; and that the ice itself, notwithstanding the remarkable contraction of its parts, is (in the whole) lighter than water itself; and this may be justly attributed to the dilatation of the pneumatic part.

Transition.

I must now pass on to dilatations by diffusions, that is, when that which has been heaped up and accumulated is spread out. But such dilatations are to be regarded as pseudo-dilatations; for the dilatation is in the position of the parts, not in the substance of the body. For the body remains of the same density of substance, but acquires a form wider in surface, and less in depth.
The History.

DILATATIONS BY DIFFUSION.

1. Gold by being beaten out is immensely dilated, as in gold-leaf; so likewise by being drawn out, as in silver wire gilt; for the gilding is done in the mass, before it is drawn out.

2. Silver-leaf is likewise made, but not to such an exquisite fineness as gold. The other metals also are dilated by being beaten out into leaf and thin plates.

3. Wax and the like are pressed and moulded into thin coats.

4. A drop of ink in a pen is dilated to form many letters; as also paints and varnish are dilated by a pencil or brush.

5. A small quantity of saffron colours a large quantity of water.

Transition.

And so much for the dilatations, rarefactions, and openings of bodies. It remains now to inquire with a like diligence of the contrary actions, that is, of the contractions, condensations, and closings of bodies. And this part I have thought it right to handle by itself, the rather because all the actions therein are not reciprocal; but some of them are peculiar, and require a separate explanation. And even when they correspond with the other as opposites, yet they are investigated and discovered by very different experiments.

The action of dilatation by the reception of another body has its reciprocal in the action of contraction by
the emission or expulsion of another body; this therefore is to be inquired first.

The History.

Contraction by the emission or putting away of a body received.

1. Consult the instances of dilatations by introspection, and oppose to them the same instances after the dilatations have subsided; I mean in cases where substance can take place.

2. Pure and perfect metals, though vexed and altered in various ways, as in subliminations, precipitations, amalgamations, dissolutions, calcinations, and the like, are yet (as the nature of metal does not agree well with that of other bodies) commonly restored by fire and casting, and turned into the same kind of body as before. But this condensation is not genuine, because it seems to be nothing else than an emission and exclusion of the air which had got in, or of the waters in which the metals had been dissolved, in order that the genuine parts of the body of the metal may again unite; yet there is no doubt but that the body occupies far less space than before; only it does not appear to be condensed in substance. And this power of the keys to open and shut is most vigorous in metals. Moreover, impure metals, nascisites, and ores are in like manner purified (the homogeneous parts being collected by the fire, and the dross and alloy being emitted and discharged). For all pure metal is denser and heavier than impure.

3. But it tends to make metals more condensed if they are often fused, and often quenched in wa-
ters; whereby they become more hard and stubborn. Whether however their weight increases in proportion to their dimensions has not hitherto been ascertained. Of this therefore make experiment. And this induration is still more potently performed by frequent solutions and restorations, than by fusions and quenchings. Inquire likewise in what kind or mixture of waters metals are most indurated.

4. Methods have been discovered to mortify metals, that is, to prevent them when melted and opened from being again restored. This is best seen in quicksilver; which, if it be beaten up strongly with a little turpentine, saliva, or butter, is mortified, and acquires an aversion and dislike to be restored to its former state.

Injunction. Inquire diligently concerning the mortifications, that is, the hindrances to restoration in all metals. For they must have a great antipathy to those things which prevent them from uniting. And since all restoration is a kind of condensation, a knowledge of the prevention thereof will relate to a knowledge of the form.

The History.

To the dilatations by the expansion of the native spirit there is properly no reciprocal action; for contraction is a thing foreign to the spirit, which is not contracted, except when it is suffocated or worked upon, or when it gathers itself up (like a ram) for a stronger dilatation. Notwithstanding it will be convenient here to substitute that action which belongs properly to the grosser parts, but ought by accident to be imputed to the innate spirit; this is, when by the discharge or emission of the spirit the parts are con-
tracted and indurated. Now the spirit is emitted either in consequence of its own agitation, or from being invited forth by the ambient air, or from being provoked and irritated by fire or heat.

Speculation.

Fire or heat have the same effect on the attenuation and emission of the spirit, and the actions which follow thereon, as time or age. But age by itself is only a stage or measure of motion; and therefore when I talk of age, I mean a virtue and operation composed of the agitation of the native spirit, the air ambient, and the rays of the heavenly bodies. But there is this difference, that fire and strong heat dilate bodies at once, both strongly and visibly; whereas age, like a most feeble heat, dilates them gradually, gently, and invisibly; for thick fumes and vapours are visible, but perspirations not so, as is manifest in odours. Nevertheless the attenuation and rarefaction of bodies by age is more subtle and exquisite than by fire. For fire, by precipitating the action, makes the pneumatic part in the body fly forth rapidly; occasionally also it turns the prepared moisture into a pneumatic body, and then emits it; whence the tangible parts in the mean time diligently and actively close up; and thereby lay hands as it were upon no small quantity of the spirit, and so keep and detain it. But age does not urge the pneumatic part to escape at once, as soon as it has become pneumatic; and therefore this part remaining longer in the body prepares gradually and in order whatever may be digested into a fine substance; the pneumatic body already formed escaping in the mean time quietly and regularly in very small quantities, so as commonly
to anticipate and as it were deceive the constipation of the tangible parts. Hence it is that in dissolution by age there is at the last very little tangible matter fixed and remaining. For that rotten powder which remains for long periods, as the relics of consumption (such as is sometimes found in old tombs and monuments), is indeed almost nothing, and more minute and exhausted than any ashes made by fire. For ashes have likewise a juice, which may be drawn from them, and turned into salts; but this kind of powder has none. But that which concerns the present inquiry, and for the sake of which these things have been said, is this; it is certain that the spirit as long as it is detained in the body melts, intenerates, works upon, and undermines the tangible parts; but after its emission the tangible parts forthwith contract and close up.

The History.

conTractions by the shrinking of the grosser parts after the emission of the spirit.

1. In old age the skins of animals wrinkle, and the members dry.

2. Fears and apples that are kept long gather wrinkles; and nuts are so contracted as not to fill the shell.

3. The outer rind of old cheeses wrinkles up. Wood in beans, posts, stakes (especially if they be put in green) becomes so contracted as to separate and gape. The like happens to bowls.

4. The earth in great droughts is rent asunder, and the surface becomes full of cracks; and sometime these cracks go so deep as to cause an eruption of waters.
Admonition. Let no one be so idle as to say that this contraction in droughts is nothing else than a consumption of moisture. For if the only action were the escape of the moisture turned into spirit, bodies should remain of their former bulk and dimension, and only become hollow, as pumice-stone or cork; but not be locally contracted and lessened in their dimensions.

5. Clay in the kiln is wrought into bricks and tiles; but if the heat be strong, as in the middle of the kiln, some part of the clay is likewise turned and fused into glass.

6. Wood, if the flame be smothered, is turned into charcoal; which is a matter more spongy and light than wood itself.

7. Most metals set in crucibles among hot coals, and much more in a reverberatory furnace, are turned into a friable matter and reduced to calcination.

8. Many fossils and metals, and some vegetables, are vitrified by a strong fire.

9. All bodies roasted too much turn to cinders, and are contracted into narrower dimensions.

10. Paper, parchment, linen, skins, and the like, are not only wrinkled in parts by fire, but the whole body twists, curls, and rolls up.

11. Linen set in flame and then presently extinguished is turned into a rarefied substance which will hardly flame, but easily catches fire. This is the tinder which we use to raise a flame.

12. Fat bodies, as wax, butter, oil, lard, and the like, become parched, full of sediment, and as it were smoky, by fire.
13. Eggs are contracted by fire, and change their whites from a clear to an opaque whiteness.

14. And further, if the inside of an egg be thrown into good strong spirit of wine it is poached and becomes white. And in the same manner bread put into the spirit becomes toast.

Observations.

1. I have said that as long as the spirit is detained in the body, if it be excited and dilated by fire and heat, so long it agitates itself, endeavours to escape, and softens, interpenetrates, and melts the tangible parts; and to digest and subdue the parts is the proper work of the spirit. But after the spirit has found an exit and been emitted, then the work of the parts comes in; for these having been vexed by the spirit unite and bind themselves together, as well from a desire of connection and mutual contact as from hatred of motion and vexation. And hence follows contraction, induration, and stubbornness.

2. This process of contraction of the parts by fire has its utmost degree and limit. For if the quantity of matter be so loosened by the violent depredation of the fire that the parts can no longer hold together—then they separate and are turned to ashes and calcination.

Transition.

And so much for contractions caused by the emission of the spirit from bodies, whether it be emitted by age, or fire, or potential heat. But reciprocal to the action of dilatation by actual external heat is the action of contraction by actual external cold. And all condensations this is the most proper and genuine
and it would be likewise the most powerful if we had here on the surface of the earth any intense cold. But cold and a remission of heat (for I have thought good here to join them together) condense some things simply without changing their nature; restore (though imperfectly) some that have been rarefied; and completely change and transform others from one nature to another by means of condensation. On all these I must now propound a few observations.

CONTRACTIONS OF BODIES BY ACTUAL EXTERNAL COLD.

1. Air in a thermometer feels the degrees both of heat and cold. In winter time I have placed a kind of cap of snow upon the head of the glass, which, though the air itself was at that time wintry and sharp, yet so increased the cold that the water rose several degrees from the contraction of the air.

2. I mentioned before that the air in the glass was dilated one third by heat, and contracted itself as much as a remission of the heat.

In questions.

1. It is plainly worth the trial, whether air dilated by heat can be fixed in that bulk, so that it shall not labour to restore and contract itself. Take therefore a strong glass and heat it strongly; then tightly close up the mouth of it, so that the air may not be able to contract itself; leave it some days closed up; then put it in this state into water; and when it is in the water open it and see how much water it draws in, and whether it be as much as it would have been if the glass had been at once put into water.

2. Likewise observe in passing (though it rather belongs to the title of Heat and Cold), whether air
so strongly dilated and forcibly detained retains its heat much longer than it would do if the mouth of the glass had been left open.

_The History._

1. The stars appear larger in very clear and cold winter nights than in clear summer ones. This is principally in consequence of the universal condensation of the air, which then more inclines to the nature of water; for all things appear much larger under water.

2. Morning dews are, no doubt, vapours which are not fully dissipated and turned into pure air, but hang imperfectly mixed, till by the cold of night, especially in what is called the middle region of the air, they are reflected back and condensed into water.

3. The condensation of rain, snow, and hail is in like manner caused by the cold of the middle region, which (for the most part) congeals vapours higher up than dews. But here two questions meet us which deserve diligent inquiry. The one is, whether these drops are congealed and condensed as they fall, or whether they are first collected and congregated into greater masses of waters, which (by reason of their distance from the earth) hang pendulous in the air, and afterwards being by some violence shaken, break and split themselves into drops; like some water-spouts in the West Indies, which fall as thickly and suddenly as if they had been poured out of vessels. The other is, whether not only vapours (which before were humours and waters, and are only restored), but also a large part of pure and perfect air, be not congealed, completely transformed, and changed into rain and the
rest, by the violent and intense cold of these regions. Of this I will shortly inquire.

4. In distillations moisture is first changed into vapours; these being left helpless after removal from the fire, pressed together by the sides of the still, and sometimes accelerated by an infusion of cold from without, restore themselves again into water and liquid. Such is a familiar illustration of dew and rain.

5. Some metallic bodies, especially quicksilver, when they are made volatile, yet hasten to restore themselves, and are greatly delighted if they fall in with a solid and mate riate body. Therefore they easily stick and easily fall off; so that it is sometimes necessary to pursue their vapours with fire, and pass them on from one fire to another, by a regular series of receivers of fire, placed at some distance from one another round the vessel; lest the vapour after ascending and being somewhat removed from the fire, should restore itself sooner than is expedient.

6. Things which have been melted by fire, after a remission of the heat are again condensed, and become solid as before; as metals, fat, gums, and the like.

7. A fleece of wool by lying long on the ground gains weight; which could not be unless something pneumatic were condensed into something ponderable.

8. In ancient times sailors used to cover the sides of ships at night with fleeces of wool like coverlets or curtains, but not so as to touch the water; and in the morning they would squeeze out of them fresh water for use on the voyage.\footnote{Pliny, xxxi. 37.}

9. I likewise found, by an experiment which I made, that by fastening four ounces of wool to a rope, and
letting it down into a well twenty-eight fathoms deep yet so that it did not come within six fathoms of the water, in the space of one night the wool increased five ounces and one dram in weight; and regular drops of water adhered to the exterior of the wool, so that one might in a manner wet and wash one’s hands with them. This experiment I repeated several times; and though the weight varied, it was always considerable increased.

10. Stones, as marble and flint, and likewise wood beams (especially when painted and oiled) manifest become damp on thaw, and in south winds; so that they seem to sweat, and you may wipe drops of water off them.

11. In wet frosts (called in England rynee) there comes a dew on the window-panes in houses; and this more on the inside towards the room than on the outside towards the open air.

12. Breath, which is air first drawn in and then slightly moistened by a brief stay in the cavity of the lungs, on looking-glasses or polished bodies (as gems, sword-blades, and the like), is turned into a rosid substance, which is soon dissipated like a mist.

13. Linen likewise in houses (where there is no fire) collects damp, so as to steam on being placed near the fire.

14. All powders close shut up in cupboards collect damp, so as to stick together and become like clods.

15. The origin of springs and fresh waters from the earth is supposed to be the conglutination and condensation of the air shut up in hollows of the earth; especially of mountains.

16. Mists are imperfect condensations of the air.
...ing compounded of a very large portion of air, and seven one of watery vapour. In winter these occur in a change of weather from frost to thaw, or vice versa; in summer and spring they are caused by the expansion of the dew.

Rejoicements. 1. As the conversion of air into water would be very useful, all instances which tend thence should be carefully examined. And among other things it should be determined whether the excretions of marbles and the like in south winds and wet weather are mere condensations of the air reflected by the hardness and polished surface of the stones, like breath on a mirror; or whether they partake at all of the juice and internal pneumatic substance of the stone.

2. Trial may be made by laying a linen cloth or piece of wool on the stone; for if then also the stone exudes, the exudation is partly owing to an internal cause.

Speculation.

That the air itself in the upper regions is turned to water is a necessary conclusion from the conservation of things. For it is most certain that the moisture of the sea and land is turned into pure air after us by time, association, and a plenary rarefaction completely thrown off the nature of vapours. There, if there were no reciprocation, that is, if the air turn were not sometimes changed into water as air is into air, the supply of vapours, which remain and imperfectly mixed, would not be sufficient rains and showers and the renewal of species; and there would be intolerable droughts, conflagration,
violent winds, and swellings of the air from the perpetual multiplication of the air.

17. In the freezing of water the whole body does not diminish in size, but rather swells. Yet there is a manifest condensation in the parts; so that cracks and separations are seen in the body of the ice. Sometimes likewise (if the air get in) hairs and threads and flowers gradually appear. But ice floats in water; so it is manifest that the condensation is not in the whole.

18. Wine freezes slower than water; spirit of wine not at all.

19. Aqua-fortis and quicksilver, I believe, do not freeze.

20. Oil and fat freeze and are condensed, but not so as to become hard.

21. Frost binds up the earth and makes it dry and hard.

22. The poet says of the northern regions that bronze vessels crack there, and robes become stiff.¹

23. And this likewise happens in wooden tables, especially where the pieces are glued together.

24. Nails also are said by the contraction of cold to fall out of walls.

25. The bones of animals become more brittle in frost; so that at such times they are more easily broken and more hardly cured. In a word, all hard bodies are made more fragile by cold.

26. Waters or juices are manifestly condensed into shining or crystalline stones; as may be seen in subterranean caverns in rocks, where drops of man shapes (like icicles), but fixed and stony, are found.

¹ Virg. Georg. iii. 363.: — Āкраque dissiliunt vulgo, vestibque rigescunt.
hanging, having been congealed in their slow and gradual fall. But whether the matter of them be entirely water or the natural juice of the stone (or at least a mixture thereof) is doubtful; especially as gems and crystals often rise and grow up on bare rocks (which cannot be attributed to water adhering to them), and do not fall or hang downwards.

27. Clay is manifestly condensed into stone; as appears in certain large stones made up of small pebbles, which are glued together in the interstices of the pebbles by a stony matter well polished, and as hard as the pebbles themselves. But this condensation does not seem to be caused by the cold of the earth, but by assimilation, whereof I will speak presently.

28. There are some waters which condense wood and (as they say) straws and the like into a stony matter, so that the part of the body which is under water is stone, and the part above remains wood, and all in the same body. And this I have myself seen. Inquire more carefully into this, as it may shed a considerable light on the practical part of condensation.

Injunction. It is probable that metallic waters, by reason of the density which they have contracted from metals, may have a petrifying nature. Make trial of this by straws, thick leaves, wood, and the like. But I judge that you should take those metallic waters which are made by frequent washing and quenching rather than by solution of metals, lest the strong and corrosive waters should hinder condensation.

29. In China they make artificial mines of porcelain by burying (several fathoms deep) a certain mass
of proper and prepared cement; which after lying buried for about forty years is turned into porcelain. And these mines are transmitted as an inheritance from father to son.¹

30. I have heard as an approved fact that an egg which had long lain at the bottom of a moat was found completely turned into stone, with the colours of the white, yolk, and shell perfect and distinct; but the shell was broken in different places, and shining in small grains.

31. I have often heard of the conversion of the white of an egg into a stony matter; but I cannot speak for the truth of the thing or the manner of doing it.

32. It is certain that flame when it is extinguished is turned into something; namely, an after-fume, which is itself turned into soot. But a more careful inquiry should be made concerning the flames of spirit of wine and such like exhalations, to see into what kind of body they are condensed, and what is their after-exhalation. For it does not appear to be fuliginous, as in flames from oily bodies.

Transition.

And so much for the contractions of bodies by actual cold, whether it be in the air, or in waters and liquids, or in flame; and likewise whether it be a simple contraction, or a restoration, or a coagulation and conversion. Next comes the action which is opposed to dilatation by potential heat; namely, contraction by potential cold.

¹ Marco Polo, ii. 77.
The History.

Contractions of bodies by Potential Cold.

1. As the medicinal tables of secondary qualities are to be consulted for the inquiry of potential heat, so in like manner are they to be consulted for that of potential cold. And in them especial notice is to be taken of astringency, repercussion, obstruction, inspissation, and stupefaction.

2. Opium, henbane, hemlock, nightshade, mandrake, and the like narcotics manifestly condense the spirits of animals, turn them into themselves, choke, and deprive them of motion. But make trial whether they have any effect upon dead bodies, by steeping flesh in their juices (to see if any blackness or gangrene be produced); or by steeping seeds and kernels therein (to see if it will kill them, and stop their growing); or by smearing the top of a thermometer on the inside with their juices (to see if they in any way contract the air).

3. In the West Indies there are found, even in sandy deserts and very dry places, large canes, which at every joint or knuckle yield a good supply of fresh water, to the great convenience of travellers.¹

4. They say that in one either of the Azores or the Canary Islands there is a tree from which water perpetually drops, and further, that a dewy cloud is always hanging over it.² Now it would be worth knowing whether there be found in any vegetable a potential coldness sufficient to condense air into

¹ Purchas’s Pilgrims, v. p. 913.
² Ibid. iv. 1359. The island is Ferro.
water. Make diligent inquiry therefore of this. But I rather think that these are only the jointed canes whereof I spoke.

5. Upon the leaves of some trees (as the oak) which are of close texture, and do not suck in or retain moisture, there are found with us, especially in the month of May, sweet dews like manna, called honey-dews; but whether there be any power of concoction in the leaves, or whether it be that they only easily receive and retain the dew, does not appear.

6. There is scarce any body in which potential cold is so conspicuous as nitre. For as spices and other bodies have a heat perceptible to the tongue or palate (though not to the touch), so likewise nitre has a cold perceptible to the tongue or palate, greater than that of house-leek or any of the coldest plants. Therefore nitre seems a fit subject to try the virtue of potential cold. On this point take the following injunction:

Injunction. Take a small bladder of as fine a skin as possible. Inflate it and tie it up; steep it in nitre for some days; then take it out and look if the bladder be at all shrunk. If it be so, you may know that the cold of the nitre has contracted the air. Make the same experiment by steeping the bladder in quicksilver. The bladder should be held fast by a string, to keep it down without pressing it.

7. Take an ointment of roses or the like, and pour some vinegar into it; so far from the vinegar making the ointment more liquid, it will on the contrary make it more hard and solid.
Transition.

To the action of dilatation by embracing is opposed that of contraction by flight and antiperistasis. For as bodies open themselves on every side to such as are pleasant and friendly to them, and advance to meet them, so when they fall in with such as are odious and hostile, they fly from them on all sides, and compress and contract themselves.

The History.

THE CONTRACTIONS OF BODIES BY FLIGHT AND ANTIPERISTASIS.

1. The heat of fire seems to be somewhat condensed by antiperistasis, and to become fiercer, as in first.

2. On the other hand, in the torrid zone cold seems to be somewhat condensed by antiperistasis; so that if any one take shelter under a tree from the rays of the sun, he immediately shivers with cold.

3. This operation of contraction by antiperistasis is attributed, and not altogether wrongly, to the middle region of the air, where the nature of cold collects and unites itself, avoiding the direct rays of the sun from above, and the reflected rays from the earth below. And hence it is that there are great condensations of rain, snow, hail, and the like in those parts. ¹

4. It may be with reason doubted whether opium and narcotics produce stupefaction by potential cold, or by the flight of the spirits. For opium, from its strong smell, its bitterness, its sudorific power, and

¹ Arist. Meteor. i. 32.
TRANSLATION OF THE

... have for parts. But as it emits a very powerful and destructive fluid on the sides, whereby they are communicated... 

Transition.

The action of dilution by assimilation and conversion is opposed by the action of conversion into a denser body. This is done not by cold either, but by the power of a more active body itself upon one that is more passive. Unlike assimilation to a dense body, this is not so common, but assimilation to rare bodies is more sluggish and indolent than assimilation to rare bodies.

The History.

1. I have above that clay amidst small stones is not a very matter.
2. I have also the lees of wine into meal.
3. The things which adhere to them are the teeth, and the moisture of the mouth, which may be scraped and cut off; but these are as hard as the teeth themselves.
4. All hard and solid bodies condense some part of the fluid that adheres to them both at the bottom (where it is most) and also on the sides.
5. When certain substances are converted into a body...
denser than the body of the aliment itself (as the meat and drink of animals are converted into bone, skull, and horn) are manifestly condensed in the assimilation.

**Transition.**

To the action of dilatation by external violence, either with or against the desire of the body dilated, is opposed the action of contraction by a like external violence, when bodies are placed by those things which act upon them under the necessity of yielding and compressing themselves.

**The History.**

**Contractions of bodies caused by external violence.**

1. Air easily bears some condensation from violence or external compression; but it does not endure much; as is shown in the violent force of winds and in earthquakes.

2. Take a wooden bowl, invert it, and put it into water, forcing it down perpendicularly with the hand. It will carry air with it down to the very bottom, and will not take in any water except a little about the edges, as will appear from the colour of the wetted wood. Now just so much and no more was the condensation or compression of the air. This was remarkably shown in the invention of the diving-bell, which was this. A large concave vessel filled with air was pressed down into the water. It stood on three feet, made of metal, and thick, that it might be better sunk; the feet being not so high as a man. When the...
divers wanted to take breath they stooped, put their heads into the vessel, and breathed. By a repetition of this process they continued their work for some time; till the air, which escaped in small quantities every time the head was inserted into the vessel, was diminished almost to nothing.

3. You may ascertain and calculate the amount of condensation which the air will willingly admit of, in this way. Take a basin full of water; put into it a globule of metal, or a stone, which will settle at the bottom. Place a bowl over this globule, either made of metal so as to sink of itself, or forced down with the hand. If the globule be so small that the air will willingly admit of condensation enough to take the globule within the bowl, it will condense itself quietly, and there will be no other motion; but if the globule be larger than the air can well bear, the air will resist, raise up one side of the bowl, and escape in bubbles.

4. You will likewise see from the compression of a bladder how far it may be compressed without bursting; or again from a pair of bellows, first opened and then sealed up; the valve having been first shut. With respect to the condensation of water I made the following experiment. I had a leaden globe made, with very thick sides, and a small hole at the top. This globe I filled with water, and then soldered up the hole (as I remember) with metal. I then forcibly compressed the globe at the two opposite sides, first with hammers and afterwards with a powerful pressing-machine. Now when this flattening had diminished the capacity of the globe by about an eighth part, the water, which had borne so much condensation, would bear no more; the water admitted of no
greater condensation; but on being further squeezed and compressed it exuded from many parts of the solid metal, like a small shower.

5. All violent motion, as they call it, such as that of bullets from guns, arrows, spears, machines, and many other things, is produced by the preternatural compression of bodies and their efforts to restore themselves; which, when they cannot do on the instant, they shift their place. For solid things, especially if they are hard, submit very unwillingly to further compression. But the inquiry of this matter I refer to the title of Motion of Liberty. For, as I have often said, the present title of Dense and Rare only gleans the ears, and does not reap the crop.

6. The more rarefied bodies are, the more easily do they contract themselves at first; but if they be compressed beyond their limits, the more powerfully do they restore themselves, as is shown in flame and confined air.

7. Flame simply compressed (though it be without a blast, as in gunpowder) is yet made more furious; as may be seen in reverberatory furnaces, where the flame is checked, confined, repelled, and curved.

Admonition. To dilatation by diffusion no reciprocal action is opposed; because bodies diffused are not united in mass again, except by being melted together; as in the restoration of metals, of which I have spoken above.

Speculation.

There is likewise, perhaps, another kind of contraction of bodies, not reciprocal, but positive and by itself. For I judge that in the solution of bodies by liquids,
as in the solution of metals, gums, sugar, and the like, the body is to a certain extent received into the liquid; and yet the liquid is not dilated or expanded in proportion to the amount of body received. And if this is the case, there must be some condensation, for there is more body in the same space. Certainly in the solution of metals, if the water has once received as much as it will bear, it dissolves no more, and has no further operation. Now this condensation (if there be any such) I may call contraction of bodies by saturation.

Injection. Compress ashes as close as you can, and pour water upon them; and observe carefully how much less they are in bulk, after they have taken in the water, than they were before when mixed with air.

Observations.

The efficient of the dilatation of bodies, as revealed in the foregoing inquiry, are nine in number. 1. Reception within, or admission of a foreign body. 2. Expansion, natural or preternatural, of the native spirit. 3. Fire or external actual heat; or even remission of cold. 4. External potential heat, or auxiliary spirits. 5. Liberation of the spirits from the bonds of the parts. 6. Assimilation by the predominance of a rarer body which is more active. 7. Embracing, or going to meet a friendly body. 8. Distraction through external violence. 9. Diffusion or levelling of the parts.

The efficient of the contraction of bodies are eight. 1. Exclusion or deposition of the body received. 2. Shrinking or contraction of the parts after the emission of the spirit. 3. External actual cold, or even
remission of heat. 4. External potential cold. 5. Flight and antiperistasis. 6. Assimilation of a denser body which is more active. 7. Compression by external violence. 8. Saturation, provided such a thing be.

The actions of dilatation by the native spirit, by liberation of the spirits, and by diffusion; and again, the actions of contraction by astringency; are actions without reciprocals. The other actions are reciprocal.

Dilatations by reception within, and by diffusion, are pseudo-dilatations; as likewise contractions by exclusion are pseudo-contractions. For they are in place, not in substance.

Expansion by fire or heat without separation is the simplest of all. This takes place in a pure pneumatic body, as air, where nothing exhaled and nothing settled, but there is a mere dilatation, and that with a considerable increase of expansion and bulk. Whether there be anything like this in flame; that is, whether flame after the expansion of the first kindling (which is great) being now made flame (where there is great eagerness of circumambient bodies) expand itself still further; is difficult to ascertain, by reason of its quick and momentary extinction; but of this I will inquire in the title respecting Flame. Next to this dilatation (in point of simplicity) is the expansion which takes place in the melting of metals, or in the softening of iron and wax, and the like, for a time, before anything becomes volatile and is emitted. But this dilatation is secret, and takes place within the confines of the integral body, without visibly changing or increasing its bulk. But as soon as anything begins to escape in any body, then the actions become complicated, partly rare-
flying, partly contracting; so that those contrary actions of fire, which are commonly observed,

As the same fire which makes the soft clay hard
Makes hard wax soft, 1

are based on this; that in the one the spirit is emitted, in the other it is detained.

The condensation which is caused by fire, though not a pseudo-condensation (for it is substantial), is yet rather a condensation of the parts than of the whole. For certainly the grosser parts are contracted; yet so that the whole body is rendered more hollow and porous, and of less weight.

Provisional Rules.

1. The sum of matter in the universe is always the same; and there is no operation either from nothing or to nothing.

2. Of this matter there is more in some bodies, less in others, in the same space.

3. Abundance and scarcity of matter constitute the notions of dense and rare, rightly understood.

4. There is a limit of dense and rare which cannot be passed, but not in any body known to us.

5. There is no vacuum in nature, either collected or interspersed.

6. Within the bounds of dense and rare there is a fold of matter, by which it folds and unfolds itself without creating a vacuum.

7. The differences of dense and rare in known tangible bodies do not much exceed the proportions of 32 to 1.

1 Virg. Eclog. viii. 80; —
Libens ut hic sternsit, et hanc ut vera sternsit,
Omnem modo igni.
8. The difference between the rarest tangible body and the densest pneumatic body is 100 to 1, and more.

9. Flame is rarer than air, oil than water.

10. Flame is not rarefied air, nor oil rarefied water; but they are plainly heterogeneous bodies, and not very friendly.

11. The spirits of vegetables and animals are breaths compounded of an airy and flamy pneumatic body, as their juices are of one watery and oily.

12. Every tangible body with us has a pneumatic body or spirit united and inclosed within it.

13. Spirits, such as those of vegetables and animals, are not found at large with us, but attached and confined in the tangible body.

14. Dense and rare are the proper effects of heat and cold; dense of heat, rare of cold.

15. Heat operates on pneumatic bodies by simple expansion.

16. Heat in a tangible body performs two operations; the pneumatic part it always dilates, but the gross part it sometimes contracts, sometimes relaxes.

17. Now the rule thereof is this; the emission of the spirit contracts and indurates the body; the detention of the spirit intenerates and melts it.

18. Colliquation commences with the expansion of the pneumatic part in the body; but other dissolutions commence with the expansion of the gross part, setting at liberty the operation of the pneumatic.

19. Next to heat and cold, the most powerful agents for rarefaction and condensation are the agreement and flight of bodies.

20. Restoration after violence both dilates and condenses in opposition to the violence.
21. Assimilation both dilates and condenses, according as the thing assimilating is rarer or denser than the thing assimilated.

22. The rarer bodies are, the greater is both the dilatation and contraction they submit to from external violence, within certain limits.

23. If the tension or pressure of a rare body exceed the bounds of endurance, rare bodies free and restore themselves more forcibly than dense ones, because they are more active.

24. The most powerful expansion is that of air and flame united.

25. Dilatations and contractions are imperfect when restoration is easy and at hand.

26. Dense and rare have a close connection with heavy and light.

27. Man is scantily supplied with the means of condensation, by reason of the want of potent cold.

28. Age is like a lambent fire, and performs the work of heat, but more finely.

29. Age brings bodies either to putrefaction or dryness.

Desiderata with their nearest Approximations.

1. Conversion of air into water.
   Approximations. Springs in the hollows of mountains. Exudation of stones. Dew formed by the breath. The fleece upon the sides of ships (?). Watery meteors, and the like.

2. Increase of weight in metals.
   Approximations. Conversion of iron into copper. Increase of lead in cellars (?). Conversion of quicksilver into gold (?).
3. Petrification of earth and other vegetable or animal substances.


4. Various uses of the motion of dilatation and contraction in the air by heat.

Approximation. The thermometer. Hero’s altar. The musical instrument played by the rays of the sun. The device for imitating the ebb and flow of the sea and rivers.

5. Inte neration of the members of animals by a proportionate heat and detention of the spirit.

Approximation. Softening of iron. Softening of wax. All amalgamations. This pertains to the renewal of youth; for all moistening besides that performed by the detention of the native spirit seems to be a pseudo-inte neration, and of little effect; as we shall see under its own title.

Admonition. Under this title I propose few desiderata and reminders about practice; for the matter is so general and extensive, that it is more adapted to inform the judgment than to instruct practice.
INQUIRY

RESPECTING

THE MAGNET.
or on another magnet, or warmed at the fire, is not increased in power.

One magnet has much more virtue than another; and moreover if it be touched with iron, it will transmit its virtue in due proportion to the amount of it; the virtue, I say, not only of verticity, but likewise of simple attraction. For if you take a strong magnet and touch a piece of iron (say a knife) with it, and then touch another knife with a weaker magnet, you will see the iron touched by the stronger magnet attract a greater weight of iron than that touched by the weaker one.

A magnet attracts iron at an equal distance through air, water, wine, and oil.

If a magnet or its powder be immersed in aqua-fortis no solution at all takes place, as happens in iron; though the magnet appears to be a body of a similar substance to iron.

The powder of the magnet does not attract untouched iron, nor touched either; yet the powder is itself attracted by touched iron, and sticks to it; but not by untouched. So that the powder of the magnet appears to retain its passive virtue in some degree, but not its active.

A needle which, laid on a flat surface, is not attracted by the magnet by reason of its weight, will, if placed on the bottom of a glass turned up, so that it hangs over at each side, be attracted; a fact which I think the more deserving of mention, because something of this kind may have given rise to the idle story that adamant hinders the power of the magnet. For place a needle upon a small piece of adamant cut into a square, with a magnet near, but not near enough to
draw it, yet it will tremble. But this trembling is not the prevention of motion, but the motion itself.

A magnet attracts touched iron far more vigorously than untouched; so that the iron, which untouched is not attracted at a given distance, will, if touched, be attracted at thrice that distance.

No iron or metallic matter is extracted from the magnet by fire, or any known means of separation.

A magnet is not dissolved in nitro-muriatic acid any more than in aqua-fortis.

A magnet put into a crucible, yet without any flame, is diminished much in weight, and immensely in power, so as scarce to attract iron.

A magnet hardly turns liquid, but yet it changes its shape a little, and becomes red hot as iron.

A magnet burnt whole retains its passive power, so as to cling to another magnet; but almost loses its active power of attracting iron.

A magnet burnt in a crucible emits a fume, though it be scarcely visible, which will somewhat whiten a sheet of brass laid over it; as likewise do metals.

A magnet in the process of burning penetrates through the crucible, and that too whether it be broken outside or inside, which makes it shine with brilliancy.

All agree that if a magnet be burned to such an extent as to throw out a lurid and sulphurous flame it entirely loses its virtue, and never afterwards recovers it, though it be cooled in a position south and north; an operation which gives virtue to bricks, and renews the power of magnets not completely burnt.

An experiment has been made with magnetised
iron, and likewise with the magnet itself, placed the top of St. Paul's in London (one of the high churches in Europe), to see whether their attract power was diminished in consequence of their distance from the ground; but there was no differer at all.
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TOPICS OF INQUIRY
RESPECTING
LIGHT AND LUMINOUS MATTER.

I. The Table of Presence.

Observe first, all bodies of every kind which generate light; as stars, fiery meteors, flame, wood, metals, and other bodies ignited, sugar in scraping and breaking, the glowworm, spray of salt-water beaten and thrown about, the eyes of some animals, some kinds of rotten wood, a great mass of snow. The air itself may perhaps have a feeble light suited to the eyes of those animals which see at night. Iron and tin when put into aqua-fortis for solution boil up, and without any fire conceive a strong heat; but whether they emit any light is a point for inquiry. The oil of lamps sparkles in hard frosts; on a clear night a feeble light is sometimes visible about a sweating horse; and sometimes likewise, though seldom, about men's hair, in the shape of a small lambent flame; as happened to Lucius Marcius in Spain.¹ A woman's stomacher was lately observed to shine, but only on being rubbed; this however had been dyed green, a dye in which alum is an ingredient, and it slightly crackled while it glittered. Inquire whether alum glitters on being

¹ Livy, xxv. 30.
scraped or broken; but I suppose it requires a stronger fracture than sugar, as being a more stubborn body. Some stockings have been observed to shine on being pulled off, either from sweat or alum dye. Other instances.

II. The Table of Absence in the next Degree.

Observe likewise what those bodies are which do not emit light, and yet have a great resemblance to those which do. Boiling water gives no light; neither does air though violently heated. Mirrors and diamonds, which reflect light so wonderfully, give none of their own. Other instances.

Observe likewise accurately in this kind of instance respecting those that are migratory, that is, where light is present and absent, as it were in passing. An ignited coal gives light, but if it be strongly compressed, it at once loses it. The crystalline moisture of a glowworm, at the death of the worm, though broken and divided into parts, retains its light for a short time but this soon dies away. Other instances.

III. The Table of Degrees.

Observe the different intensities and vibrations of different kinds of light. The flame of wood emits strong light; the flame of spirit of wine a weaker; the flame of coals thoroughly ignited one very dusky and hardly visible. Other instances.

IV. Colours of Light.

Observe concerning the colours of light, what kind there are, and what not. Some of the stars are white, some bright, some reddish, and some lead-coloured.
Common flames are generally saffron-coloured, and among them celestial coruscations and the flames of gunpowder are most inclined to whiteness. The flame of sulphur is a beautiful blue. Some bodies have purple flames. No green flames are yet discovered; the most inclined thereto is the light of the glowworm. Neither are there scarlet flames. Ignited iron is reddish, and when more intensely ignited, whitish. Other instances.

V. Reflections of Light.

Observe what bodies reflect light; as mirrors, waters, polished metals, the moon, and precious stones. All liquid bodies and such as have a very smooth and polished surface have some brightness; but brightness is a small degree of luminosity.

Observe carefully whether the light of one lucid body can be reflected by another; as if ignited iron be taken and exposed to the sun's rays. For the reflections of light are reflected again from mirror to mirror, though they become gradually fainter and weaker. Other instances.

VI. Multiplications of Light.

Observe the multiplication of light, as by mirrors, perspective glasses, and the like, by which light may be brought to a focus, thrown to a distance, or rendered more subtle and better suited to distinguish visible objects; as we see painters place a glass of water before the candle.

Observe likewise whether all bodies when they are in large quantities do not reflect light. For light (it may be believed) either passes through or is reflected.
Where the moon, though it be an opaque body, may yet reflect light by reason of its magnitude.

Observe likewise whether an aggregation of lucid bodies multiplies light. In the case of bodies equally lucid this cannot be doubted. But inquire whether a light which is completely overpowered by a greater light, so as to be no longer visible of itself, does not yet add some light. All bright bodies also contribute some light. A room will be lighter hung with silken stuff than with woollen. Light is multiplied likewise by refraction; for gems that are cut in angles, and broken glass, are brighter than if they be even. Other instances.

VII. Methods of overpowering Light.

Observe the methods of overpowering light; as by the superiority of a greater light, the grossness and opacity of mediums. Certainly the sun's rays directed on a flame of fire make the flame appear as a white smoke. Other instances.

VIII. Operations or Effects of Light.

Observe the operations or effects of light, which are numerous and have little power to alter bodies, different substances. For light above all things gencntly and be other qualities sparingly.

Flame of metals somewhat attenuates the air; it is hardly visible to parts of animals, and exhilarates them; the rays of all colours and visible ob-

Observe concerning there are, and what some bright, some dark; mut. -/t. B. 
jects. For all colour is the broken image of light. Other instances.

IX. Continuance of Light.

Observe the continuance of light, which appears to be momentary. For light, though it has continued in a room many hours, does not light it any more than if it had been there only a second; whereas in heat and other things it is otherwise. For both the former heat continues and a new one is superadded. And yet the twilight is thought by some to proceed in some degree from the remains of light.

X. Ways and Passages of Light.

Observe carefully the ways and passages of light. Light spreads all round; but inquire whether it at the same time ascend a little, or whether it spread equally upwards and downwards. Light itself generates light all round; so that when the body of light is not visible by reason of the interposition of some screen, yet the light itself illuminates all things round it, except those which lie under the shade of that screen. And even these objects are somewhat illuminated by the light diffused around; for they will be much better seen than if there were no light at all. Therefore the visible body of any lucid body and light itself seem to be different things. Light does not penetrate bodies fibrous and of an unequal texture; yet it is not hindered by the solidity of hardness, as we see in glass and the like. Therefore a straight line and pores not lying crossways alone seem to transmit light.

Light is best conveyed by the air; and the purer the air is the better does it transmit light. Inquire
whether light is conveyed by the body of the air. We see certainly that sounds are conveyed by the winds, as you can hear far further with the wind than against it. But inquire whether there is anything similar in light. Other instances.

XI. Transparency of Lucid Bodies.

Observe likewise the transparency of lucid bodies. The wick of a candle is seen within the flame, but through larger flames objects are not visible. Nay, on the contrary, all transparency is lost in an ignited body; as may be seen in glass, which on being ignited is no longer transparent. The body of the air is transparent, as likewise is water; but these two transparent bodies when mixed in snow or foam lose their transparency and acquire a kind of light of their own.

XII. Affinities and Oppositions of Light.

Observe the affinities and also the oppositions of light. With regard to its generation, light has affinity principally with three things; heat, tenuity, and motion. Observe therefore their unions and separations with respect to light, with the degrees thereof. The flame of spirit of wine or the ignis fatuus is far gentler in heat than ignited iron, but stronger in light: glow-worms, the spray of salt water, and many of the things before enumerated, throw out light, but are not hot to the touch. Ignited metals are not rare bodies, yet they have a strong heat: air, on the contrary, is one of the rarest of bodies, yet has no light. Again, air and winds are rapid in motion, but yield no light: whereas ignited metals continue sluggish in motion, and yet emit light.
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In the affinities of light which relate not to the generation, but only to the process of it, there is nothing so closely connected as sound. Observe therefore carefully with respect to their sympathies and antipathies. They agree in the following points. Light and sound diffuse themselves all round. Light and sound travel to a very great distance, but light the quickest; as we see in guns, where the light is seen before the report is heard, although the flame comes last. Light and sound admit the most subtle distinctions; witness articulate words in the case of sound; all the images of visible things in the case of light. Light and sound scarce produce or generate anything except in the senses and spirits of animals. Light and sound are easily generated and quickly vanish. For it must not be supposed that the sound which lasts for a time after the striking of a bell or chord is produced by the first percussion. For if the bell or chord be touched and stopped, the sound dies at once. It is manifest therefore that the duration of the sound is generated by succession. Light is overpowered by a greater light, as sound by a greater sound; &c.

Their differences are these:—Light as I have said is quicker than sound. Light travels further than sound. Whether light is conveyed in the body of the air, like sound, is uncertain. Light moves only in a straight line, sound obliquely and in any way; for when anything is seen under the shadow of a screen, it is not to be supposed that the light itself penetrates that screen, but only that it illuminates the air around it; which likewise somewhat brightens the neighbouring air behind the screen; whereas a sound made on one side of a wall is heard without much diminution.
on the other. Sound likewise is heard from within a solid body, though more faint; as we see in sounds within the bloodstone, or in bodies struck under water; whereas light in a solid and untransparent body that is stopped on all sides, is not seen at all. Lastly, all sound is generated in motion and a manifest elision of bodies; but light not so.

For the oppositions to light, unless you take privations to mean oppositions, there are none that occur to me; but what is most credible is that sluggishness of bodies in their parts is the chief enemy to light. For there is scarce anything luminous which is not either in its own nature very movable, or excited by heat or motion or the vital spirit. Other instances.

I mean always, not only that other instances are to be sought for (for these few are only adduced by way of example), but likewise that new topics of inquiry should be added, as the nature of things leads the way.
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I.

On the Division of Bodies, Continuity, and Vacuity.

The doctrine of Democritus concerning atoms is either true or useful for demonstration. For it is not easy either to grasp in thought or to express in words the genuine subtlety of nature, such as it is found in things, without supposing an atom. Now the word atom is used in two senses, not very different from one another. For it is either taken for the last term or smallest portion of the division or fraction of bodies, or else for a body without vacuity. With respect to the first, these two positions may be safely and certainly laid down; the one, that there is in things a much more subtle distribution and comminution than falls under view; the other, that this is not however infinite nor perpetually divisible. For if a man observe diligently, he will find that the minute particles of things in continued bodies are far more subtle than those in bodies broken and discontinued. For we see that a little saffron infused and stirred up in water will colour a whole hogshead, so as to make it distinguishable even by the sight from pure water. Now this distribution of saffron in the water is certainly more subtle than that of the finest powder, as will be shown if a similar quantity of powder of Brazil-wood, pomegranate
flowers, or any highly coloured substance, which has not the sequacity of saffron to spread in liquids and incorporate itself with them, be infused in the same way. It was ridiculous therefore to take those small bodies that appear in the sun’s rays for atoms. For these are like dust; whereas an atom, as Democritus himself said, no one ever saw or can see. But this distribution of things is shown much more wonderfully in smells. For if a little saffron will tinge and infect a whole hogshead of water with colour, a little civet will infect a suite of two or three large rooms with its odour. And let no one imagine that odours are diffused, like light or like heat and cold, without communication of substance; since he may observe that odours adhere even to solid bodies, as woods and metals, and that for no short time; also that by rubbing and washing they may be dispersed again and cleared away. But in these and similar things, no man in his senses will assert that the process is infinite, seeing this distribution or diffusion is confined to certain spaces, limits, and quantities of bodies; as is most manifestly shown in the above examples. With respect to the second sense of the word atom, namely, that it presupposes a vacuum, and defines an atom as that which is without a vacuum, it was a good and earnest diligence on the part of Hero to deny the existence of a collected vacuum, but maintain that of a vacuum interspersed. For when he saw the constant connection of bodies, and that no space at all could be found or assigned where a body was not; and much more, when he observed that heavy and ponderous bodies are carried upwards, and throw aside and violence their natures, rather than suffer an absolute sep-
ration from the body contiguous to them, he laid it down as certain that Nature abhorred any large or collected vacuum. On the other hand, when he perceived that the same matter of a body was contracted and condensed, and again expanded and dilated, and that it occupied and filled unequal spaces, sometimes larger and sometimes smaller, he did not see how this ingress and egress of bodies in their own places could happen except by means of a vacuum interspersed; less when the body was compressed, and more when it was relaxed. For this contraction must needs happen in one of these three ways; either in that just mentioned, namely, by the exclusion of vacuum in proportion to the contraction; or by the forcing out of some other body previously intermixed; or by some natural (whatever that may be) condensation and rarefaction of bodies. Now with regard to the forcing out of a finer body, that process seems to have no end. It is true indeed that sponges and the like porous bodies are contracted when the air is squeezed out; but it is shown by many experiments that the air itself admits of a considerable contraction. Are we then to suppose that the finer part of the air is squeezed out, and out of that part another, and so on for ever? Such an opinion is strongly opposed by the fact that the finer bodies are, the greater is the contraction they admit of; whereas it should be the contrary, if contraction proceeded from the forcing out of the finer part. And with regard to the other way, namely, that the same bodies, not otherwise changed, do yet admit of more or less in density or rarity, it need not be much laboured. For it seems to be something positive, depending on a supposition incapable of further explanation, as Aristo-
tle's assertions generally do. There remains therefore the third way, which supposes a vacuum. And if
man object to this, that it appears strange and almo
incredible there should be a vacuum interspersed wher
a body is found everywhere, he will, if he can, con
consider the examples adduced above of water co
doured with saffron or air infected with odours, ca
see that there can be no part of the water specifying
where saffron is not; and yet it is plain, by comparing
the water and saffron together before they are mixed,
that the body of the water is immeasurably greater
than that of the saffron. And if this be found in the
case of different bodies, much more must it be sup-
posed to take place in body and vacuity. But in one
respect the conjecture of Hero, a mechanical man, was
inferior to that of Democritus, who was a distinguished
philosopher: for Hero, because he did not find a col-
lected vacuum in our globe, simply denied its exist-
cence; whereas there is no reason why in the regions
of the air, where there are doubtless greater expansions
of bodies, there may not be also a collected vacuum.
But in these and similar inquiries men should be once
for all accustomed, not to be confounded and distrust-
ful in consequence of the exceeding subtlety of nature,
but to think that both the units and the sums of things
are equally subject to calculation. For it is as easy to
talk or think of 1000 years as of 1000 seconds, although
years consist of many seconds. Again, let no one
think that this is rather a matter of curious speculation
than for work and use. For we may see that almost
all philosophers and others who have worked diligently
in experience and particulars, and cut nature as it were
to the quick, are drawn into these inquiries, though
they do not complete them with felicity. And there is no stronger or truer reason why the philosophy we have is barren of effects than this, that it has caught at the subtleties of common words and notions, and has not attempted to pursue or investigate the subtlety of nature.

II.

On the Equality and Inequality of Atoms or Seeds.

The inventions and opinions of Pythagoras were mostly of such a nature as were rather suited to found an order in religion than to open a school in philosophy; and this has been confirmed by the issue. For his discipline has prevailed and flourished more in the heresy of the Manichees and the superstition of Mahomet than with philosophers. Yet his opinion that the world consists of numbers may be so understood as to penetrate to the principles of nature. For there are two opinions, nor can there be more, with respect to atoms or the seeds of things; the one that of Democritus, which attributed to atoms inequality and configuration, and by configuration position; the other perhaps that of Pythagoras, which asserted that they were altogether equal and similar. For he who assigns equality to atoms necessarily places all things in numbers; but he who allows other attributes has the benefit of the primitive natures of separate atoms, besides the numbers or proportions of their conjunctions. Now the practical question which corresponds to this speculative question, and may determine it, is that which was also adduced by Democritus; namely, whether all things may be made out of all things;¹ and as he believed this to

¹ Lucretius, l. 784.
be contrary to reason, he maintained the diversity of atoms. But to me this question does not appear to be well proposed, nor to press the former question, if it be understood of the immediate transmutation of bodies. But the proper question is whether all bodies do not likewise pass through regular circuits and intermediate changes. For there is no doubt but that the seeds of things, though equal, as soon as they have thrown themselves into certain groups and knots, completely assume the nature of dissimilar bodies, till those groups or knots are dissolved; so that the nature and affections of compound bodies may be as great a hindrance and obstacle to immediate transmutation as those of simple. But Democritus, acute as he is in investigating the principles of bodies, when he comes to examine the principles of motions appears to be unequal to himself, and to be unskilful; which likewise was the common fault of all the philosophers. And I know not whether this inquiry I speak of concerning the first condition of seeds or atoms be not the most useful of all; as being the supreme rule of act and power, and the true moderator of hope and works. There is likewise another inquiry flowing from this, which has a less extensive sphere of usefulness, but approaches nearer to things and works. I mean the inquiry concerning separation and alteration; namely, what is done by separation, and what by other means. For it is an error familiar to the mind of man, which has likewise received great strength and increase from the philosophy of the chemists, to impute things to separation, which are due to something else. For instance, when water passes into vapour, one may easily imagine that the finer part of the water is emitted, and the
grosser remains; as we may see in wood, where part escapes in flame and smoke, and part remains behind in ashes. And one may suspect that something of the same kind takes place in water, though not so manifestly. For although the whole body of water sometimes appears to bubble up and evaporate, yet some drops like ashes may adhere to the vessel. But this consideration is deceptive. For it is most certain that the whole body of water may be changed into air, and if anything do adhere to the vessel, this may not happen from the selection and separation of the grosser part; but perhaps because some part (although of a perfectly similar substance to that which escapes) has from its position touched the vessel. And this is very apparent in quicksilver, which becomes totally volatile, and recovers its former consistency without even the slightest loss. Likewise in the oil of lamps and the tallow of candles the whole of the fat becomes volatile without depositing any ashes; for soot is generated after and not before flame, and is the carcass of the flame, not the sediment of the oil or tallow. And this prepares a way to the overthrow of the theory of Democritus on the diversity of seeds or atoms; a way, I mean, in nature; for in opinion the way is much more easy and inviting, because the common philosophy makes its feigned matter indifferent and agreeable to all forms.

III.
On the Negligence of the Ancients in the Inquiry concerning Motion and the moving Principles of Things.

To rest the inquiry of nature principally on the contemplation and examination of motion is the part of
one who regards works. But to study or feign inactive principles of things is the part of those who would sow talk and nourish disputations. Now by inactive principles I mean those which tell us of what things are made up and consist, but not by what force or in what manner they come together. For with a view to action and the enlargement of the power or operation of man it is not enough, nor indeed of any great use, to know of what things consist, if you know not the ways and means of their mutations and transformations. For to take an example from physicians (from whose notions these celebrated inquiries concerning the principles of things seem to have come), is a man who knows the simple ingredients of treacle, able for certain to make that compound? Or when a man has by him a proper description of the materials used for making sugar, glass, and cloth, would you suppose him on that account to possess the art of preparing and making them? And yet men's speculations are principally occupied in investigating and examining these dead principles; as if a man should make it his object to inspect the anatomy of the corpse of nature, instead of inquiring into her living faculties and powers. But the moving principles of things are treated for the most part only in passage; so that it passes all wonder to see how carelessly and loosely the greatest and most useful thing of all is inquired and handled. For if we consider for a while the philosophies in fashion, will the principle of stimulus of matter by privation, of the shaping of matter according to an idea, of the aggregation of similar particles, of the fortuitous agitation of atoms in a vacuum, of strife and friendship, of reciprocal impressions of heaven and earth, of alliance of the elements by
symbolising qualities, of the influence of celestial bodies, of sympathies and antipathies, of secret and specific virtues and properties, of fate, fortune, necessity,—will, I say, such generalities as these, which are nothing but spectres and appearances that float and play on the surface of things, as on water, enrich mankind or increase their possessions? Such things indeed fill or rather swell the imagination, but they are of no effect towards the accomplishment of works, the mutation of bodies, or the direction of motions. Again, arguments and subtleties concerning natural and violent motion, motion from within and motion from without, and the limits of motions, these likewise lay no hold upon the body of nature, but are rather like writings on the bark. Discarding therefore such matters, or sentencing them to be handed over to popular discourse, we should investigate those appetites and inclinations of things by which all that variety of effects and changes which we see in the works of nature and art is made up and brought about. And we should try to enchain Nature, like Proteus; for the right discovery and distinction of the kinds of motions are the true bonds of Proteus. For according as motions, that is, incentives and restraints, can be spurred on or tied up, so follows conversion and transformation of matter itself.

IV.

On the common Division of Motion, that it is useless and rude.

The division of motion received in philosophy seems popular and without foundation; distinguishing the thing only by effects, and no way conducing to knowl-
edge by causes. For generation, corruption, augmentation, diminution, alteration, carriage to place, nothing else than the works and effects of motion, which when they arrive at a manifest change of the things of contemplation sufficiently dull) distinguished by these names. For I doubt not but what they mean is this; when bodies by motion (of whatever kind it be) have advanced so far as to obtain a new form or lose the old one (which is a kind of period and completion of their course), this is called motion of generation or corruption; but if, the form still remaining, the body only acquires quantity and a new dimension, this is called motion of augmentation or diminution; but if while the size and confines, or circumference, likewise remain, the quality, actions, and passions are changed, this is called the motion of alteration; but if both the form and size and quantity remain, and nothing is changed but the place, this is expressed by the motion of carriage. But all these things, if you examine them more deeply and carefully, are the measure of motion, and periods or courses and as it were tasks of motions; not real differences; for they point out what has been done, but scarce intimate the manner of doing it. Such terms therefore, though necessary for explanation and suited to logical reasonings, are utterly wanting in natural science. For all these motions are composed, decomposed, and composed again in manifold ways; whereas, if we would study nature scientifically, we must find the way to simpler phenomena. For the principles, fountains, causes, and forms of motions, that is, the appetites and passions of every kind of matter, are the proper objects of philosophy; and therewithal
 impressions or impulses of motions, the restraints
and reluctations, the passages and obstructions, the al-
ternations and mixtures, the circuits and series; in a
word, the universal process of motions. For spirited
issues, probable arguments, vague speculations, or
pecious opinions, are of little service. But the busi-
ness is, by proper methods and a course of application
suitable to nature, to acquire the power of exciting, re-
straining, increasing, remitting, multiplying, and calm-
ing and stopping any motion whatever in a matter sus-
ceptible of it; and thereby to preserve, change, and
transform bodies. Now those motions are to be chiefly
inquired, which are simple, primitive, and fundamental, whoreof the rest are composed. For it is most certain
that by how much the more simple motions are dis-
covered, by so much will the power of man be increased
and made independent of materials special and pre-
pared, and strengthened for the production of new
works. Surely as the words or terms of all languages,
in an immense variety, are composed of a few simple
letters, so all the actions and powers of things are
formed by a few natures and original elements of sim-
ple motions. And it were shame that men should
have examined so carefully the tinklings of their own
voice, and should yet be so ignorant of the voice of
nature; and as in the early ages (before letters were
invented), should discern only compound sounds and
words, not distinguishing the elements and letters.
That the Quantity of Matter is fixed, and that Change takes place without Loss.

That all things are changed, and that nothing remains exactly the same, is sufficiently certain. And as it needed the omnipotence of God to create something out of nothing, so it requires the same omnipotence to reduce something to nothing. Whether this be done by the failure of the preserving power, or by act of dissolution, is nothing to the purpose; it is enough that the decree of the Creator must necessarily intervene. This being laid down, in order to prevent abstraction of thought, and to show that I do not speak of any fictitious matter, I likewise give notice that the matter introduced by me is such, and invested with such a nature, of which it may be truly said that one body contains more of it, and another (though filling the same measure) less. For example, lead contains more water less air much less; and this not in an indefinite and uncertain proportion, but precisely, so that the difference may be exactly calculated, as twice as much, three times as much, and the like. And therefore if a man say that air may be made from water, or vice versa, that water may be made from air, I will listen to him; but if he should say that a given quantity of water may be turned into the same quantity of air, I will not; for it would be the same as saying that something may be reduced to nothing. In like manner, on the other hand, to say that a given measure of air (for instance, a bladder of a certain dimension full of air) may be turned into a like measure of water, is the same as...
saying that something may be made out of nothing. From these positions therefore I have now thought good to draw three precepts or counsels for use, in order that men may deal with nature more skillfully, and by that means more successfully. Of these the first is that men should frequently call upon nature to render her account; that is, when they perceive that a body which was before manifest to the sense has escaped and disappeared, they should not admit or liquidate the account before it has been shown them where the body has gone to, and into what it has been received. This, as things now are, is done most remissly, and speculation generally ends with sight, insomuch that men do not know what becomes even of such a common thing as flame; for the idea that it is changed into the body of air is most erroneous. The second is, that when men consider the inexorable necessity there is in the nature of matter to sustain itself, and not to turn or dissolve into nothing, they should omit no way of vexing and working it, if they would detect and bring out its ultimate operations and powers of resistance. This counsel may appear simple enough; who denies it? but yet it seems useful, and there is something in it. Nevertheless let us, if you please, bestow a little observation thereon. Take it then thus. The greatest obstacle which a man meets with, either in operating or in experimenting, is certainly this, that he can scarcely preserve a given mass of matter without diminution or increase of quantity, and at the same time press and work upon it; but it escapes his ultimate force by separation. Now there are two kinds of separation: a part of the matter either escapes, as in de- coction, or at least withdraws itself, as in cream. The
intention therefore of a profound and radical change of bodies is no other than this, that matter be by all proper methods vexed, and yet both these separations in the meantime prevented. For then only does matter suffer real constraint, when every way of escape is cut off. The third and last is, that men, when they see alterations made in bodies without any diminution or increase of matter, should first get rid of the mistaken idea which is so deeply rooted, namely, that alteration is caused only by separation; next, they should begin carefully and scientifically to distinguish concerning alterations, when they are to be referred to separations, when only to disorder and a different position of the parts without other separation, and when to both. For when I take a rough and unripe pear in my hands, and squeeze, beat, and work it, and it thereby acquires sweetness; or when amber or a jewel is reduced to an extremely fine powder, and thereby loses its colour, I do not believe that any considerable part of the matter is lost, but only that the parts of the body are placed in a new position. It remains to eradicate one error from the human mind which is of such power, that if it be believed, some of the things I have mentioned may be regarded as desperate. For it is a common opinion that the spirits of things, when they are raised by heat to a more intense degree of tenuity, escape, even in the most solid vessels (say silver or glass), through some secret pores and passages; but this is not true. For neither air nor spirit, though rarefied by the accession of heat, no, nor flame itself, is so ready to attenuate itself, that it can seek or make a passage for itself through those pores. But as water does not pass through a very small hole, so neither does air escape
through these pores. For as air is far rarer than water, so also such pores are far finer than visible holes; nor would there be any use in compressing air in a close vessel if such perspirations were at hand or in its power. But the example which they allege is a wretched or rather a pitiable one, as are most of the speculations of the common philosophy when one comes to particulars. For they say that if a lighted piece of paper be put into a cup, and the mouth of the cup be at once inverted and held over a vessel of water, the water is drawn upwards; because when the flame and the air rarefied by the flame, which had occupied some space, have exhausted through the pores of the vessel, some body must take their place; and that it is the same in cupping-vessels which draw the flesh. Now with regard to the succession of the water or the flesh, they judge rightly; with regard to the cause which precedes it, most unskilfully. For it is not any emission of the body which gives the space, but only a contraction; for the body into which flame relapses fills a far smaller space than the flame before it was extinguished. And hence comes that vacuum which requires a succession. And in cupping-glasses this is shown most plainly. For when men want them to draw more strongly, they touch them with a sponge-dipped in cold water, that the air within may be condensed by cold and occupy a smaller space. Therefore men may be easy on that point, and not trouble themselves about the ready escape of the spirits; since it is most certain that even those spirits which they often miss, as odours, tastes, and the like, do not always escape from the place in which they are confined, but are confounded within.
VI.

On Apparent Rest, Consistency, and Fluidity.

That certain bodies appear at rest and deprived of motion, seems correct if applied to the whole or entire body, but if to the parts erroneous. For simple and absolute rest, both in the parts and the whole, there is none; but that which is thought to be so is the effect of some hindrance, prevention and equilibrium of motions. For instance, in garden watering-pots, which are pierced full of holes at the bottom, the water (if the mouth of the pot be stopped up) does not run out at the bottom; and this evidently proceeds from a retractive motion, not from a quiescent nature. For the water tries to descend, as much as if it had the power to do so; but there being nothing at the top of the pot to take its place, the water at the bottom is drawn back and forcibly detained by the water at the top. For if in wrestling the stronger man holds down the weaker, so that he cannot move, yet, if the weaker still resist with all his strength, the motion of resistance is not therefore less, because it does not prevail, and is held fast by the stronger motion. Now this which I say of false rest, as in innumerable things it is useful to be known, so it sheds no small light on the inquiry of the nature of solid and liquid, or consistency and fluidity. For solids seem to be stationary and at rest in their positions, but liquids to move about and be in confusion; for you cannot raise a column or other statue of water as you can of wood or stone. Therefore it is natural to suppose that the upper parts of the water strive (by a motion which they call natural) to flow downwards; but that with the parts of wood it is
different. This however is not true; as there is the same motion downwards in the upper parts of wood as in water; and this would be carried into action, if it were not held and drawn back by a more powerful motion. Now this is certainly the desire of continuity, or the avoidance of separation, which belongs to water as well as to wood, but in wood is stronger than the motion of gravity, in water weaker. For that even liquids participate in this motion is manifest. In bubbles we see the water throw itself into thin films of a hemispherical form to avoid separation. In droppings we see the water, to continue itself, is drawn out and attenuated into a fine thread, as long as there is any water to succeed; but if there be a deficiency in the continuation, then the water forms itself into round drops, whereof the diameter is much greater than the previous thread. In like manner we see water does not readily submit to a very subtle comminution of its parts, since it will not of its own natural weight, without concussion, run out of very fine holes and cracks. Whence it is evident that in liquids there is an appetite of continuity, though a weak one; whereas on the contrary, in solids it is strong, and overpowers the natural motion or gravity. For if a man think that in a pillar of wood or stone the upper parts do not desire to flow downwards, but to support themselves exactly in the same state, he will easily correct his mistake by observing that pillars or the like, if their height be not in proportion to the width of their base, but exceed it, cannot stand, but are borne down by their weight; so that very high buildings must incline to a pyramidal form, and be narrower towards the top. But what that nature is which increases or lessens this desire of
continuity will not easily be found on inquiry. It will perhaps be suggested that the parts of solids are denser and more compact; the parts of liquids rarer and looser; or that liquids have a spirit which is a principle of fluidity that is wanting in solids, and the like. But neither of these is in accordance with truth. For it is manifest that snow and wax, which may be cut and moulded and take impressions, are far rarer than quicksilver or melted lead, as is proved in the proportion of their gravities. But if a man still insist that snow or wax, though rarer (in the whole) than quicksilver, may yet have closer and more compact parts; but that because their bodies are spongy, and have many cavities, and admit the air, they are therefore in the whole lighter; as is the case in the pumice-stone, which in proportion to its size may perhaps be lighter than wood, yet if both be reduced to powder, the powder of pumice-stone will be heavier than that of wood, because it has now lost its cavities; his observations and objections are good. But what will they say to melted snow and wax, where the cavities are already filled up? or what to the bodies of gums, mastic, and the like, which have not these manifest cavities, and yet are lighter than many fluids? Now what they allege of the spirit, the power and force whereof make things flow, is certainly at first sight probable, and familiar to common notions; but in reality it is more difficult and erroneous, as being not only not supported by reason, but almost opposed to it. For this spirit they talk of does in fact (though it may appear strange) produce consistency, and not fluidity. And this is excellently shown in the instance of snow, which though a body compounded of water and air, and though air
and water separate are fluids, yet acquires consistency by mixture. But if a man object that this may perhap proceed from a condensation of the watery part by cold, and not from the interposition of the air, he may correct his opinion by observing that foam also is a body like snow, which yet is no way condensed by cold. But if he still urge that in foam likewise condensation proceeds not from cold, but from agitation and percussion, let him look at the boys who, out of a little air breathed through a pipe or tube, and water mixed with a little soap, to make it more tenacious, raise a wonderful tower-like fabric of bubbles. But the fact is that bodies, at the touch of a body that is friendly or similar, resolve and open themselves; but at the touch of an unfriendly body they shrink up and gather themselves together. And hence the apposition of an alien body is the cause of consistency. Thus we see that when oil is mixed with water, the transparency which existed before both in the oil and the water is to a certain extent lost. On the other hand, we see that paper moistened with water resolves itself and loses its consistency (which before by reason of the air in its pores was strong); but moistened with oil it does it less, because oil agrees less with paper. The same likewise we see in sugar and like bodies, which relax themselves to receive water or wine, and that not only when the liquids press upon them, but they likewise suck and draw up the liquids themselves.

VII.

On the Consent between Sensible and Insensible Bodies.

The passions of bodies which have sense, and of bodies without sense, have a great correspondence,
TRANSLATION OF THE

except that a sensible body has also a spirit. For the pupil of the eye is like a looking-glass, or water, as receives and reflects the images of light and visible bodies in the same manner. The organ of hearing has a conformity with an obstruction in a cave, from which the voice and sound is best re-echoed. The attraction of thingsanimate, and again the horrors and aversions (I speak of such as are proper and peculiar) in animals, correspond to the sense of smell and pleasing and disagreeable odours. In the taste and touch we find every kind either of violence on the one hand or of gentle and friendly insinuation on the other which can happen in inanimate bodies, with all the configurations of these same passions, expressed and interpreted. For in dead bodies compressions, extensions, separations, and the like are concealed in their process, and only perceived in their manifest effects. But in animals they are performed with a sensation of pain, according to the different kind and character of the violence, the spirit pervading everything. And from this principle is derived the knowledge whether any animal may possibly have some other sense besides those observed; and how many, and what kind of senses there may be in the whole race of animals. For a just distinction of the passions of matter will give the number of senses, provided only that the requisite organs be supplied, and the spirit be added.

VIII.

On Violent Motion, that it is the flight and dispersion of the parts of a thing from pressure, though not visible.

Violent motion (as they call it), whereby projectiles as stones, arrows, bullets, and the like, fly through the
air, is about the commonest of all motions. And yet in the observation and inquisition hereof men have shown a strange supineness and negligence; nor is it a small loss that is entailed by miscarriage in the investigation of the nature and power of this motion; seeing it is of use in infinite ways, and as the life and soul of artillery, engines, and the whole business of mechanics. Now most inquirers, when they have pronounced this motion to be violent, and distinguished it from natural motion, think they have done. And it is indeed the peculiar manner and discipline of Aristotle and his school, to teach men what to say, not what to think; and how to discharge themselves by affirming or denying, not how to explain and satisfy themselves in thought. Others use a little more diligence, and taking up the position that two bodies cannot be in the same place, conclude that the stronger impels, and the weaker gives way; that this giving way or flight, if the force applied be small, does not continue after the cessation of the first impulse, as in protrusion; but that if the force be great, it continues for a time even after the removal of the impelling body, till it is gradually diminished, as in throwing. And these again, after another inveterate habit of the same school, catch at the beginnings of things, but do not trouble themselves about their process and end; as if every beginning implied the rest; and hence, in a kind of premature impatience, they break off the inquiry. For upon the point that bodies yield at the instant of the stroke, they have something to say; but why, after the impelling body has been removed, and the necessity for the disarrangement of the bodies has thereby absolutely ceased, the motion should still continue, they say
Now, do they clearly understand themselves. 

Having diligent and perseverent in inquiry, have

assessed the power of the air in winds, and the

effect is so great that it can even blow down trees.

They imagined that the force which carries and

propels projectiles after the first impulse should

be related to the air collecting itself and rushing in

round the body moved, by which force the body is

propelled forward like a ship in the water. And these

sensibly keep to the point, and carry their speculation

to issue; yet they fail of the truth. Now the case

really is this. The principal motion seems to be in the

axis of the body projected, which being too subtle to

be perceived by the eye, and men not being attentive

enough but passing the matter by with a light obser-

vation, is not observed. But to an accurate observer

it is manifest that hard bodies are most impatient of

pressure, and have, as it were, a very acute perception

thereof so that when forced ever so little out of their

normal position, they strive with great velocity to free

themselves and return to their former state. And to

this, all the parts, commencing with the part struck,

shock and press one another forward, just like an ex-

ternal force which produces a continuous and intense

(tough invisible) trepidation and commotion of the

parts. And this we see in glass, sugar, and brittle

bodies of the like nature; which, if they be cut or

broken with any sharp iron instrument, directly and

most instantaneously break to pieces in other places

touched by the stroke of the instrument; which

clearly proves that the motion of pressure is communi-

cated to the neighboring parts; which motion, work-

ing all round, and making trial everywhere, causes
fracture in that part, where from the predisposition of
the body the union was weakest; and yet this very
motion, while it disturbs and penetrates every part,
does not show itself to the eye until there is an open
fracture or solution of continuity. Again, we see if a
piece of iron wire, or a stick, or a quill (or such like
bodies as are flexible and yet elastic) be bent, and held
by both ends between the finger and thumb, it imme-
diately leaps away. Now the cause of this motion is
proved manifestly not to lie in the extreme parts of the
body, which are held fast by the fingers; but in the
middle, which bears the violence; to relieve which this
motion is set at work. But in this example it plainly
appears that the cause of motion they derive from the
impulse of the air is excluded; for there is no percus-
sion to set the air in action. And this is also shown in
the trivial experiment of squeezing a fresh and slip-
pery plum-stone between the fingers, gradually increas-
ing the pressure, and so shooting it out. For in this
example likewise, compression takes the place of per-
cussion. But the most evident effect of this motion is
seen in the perpetual revolutions or rotations of pro-
jectiles in their flight; for they go forward, but their
progress is in spiral lines,—that is, revolving as they
go. And certainly I have felt some doubt as to this
spiral motion, so rapid as it is and yet so free and as it
were familiar to things, whether it did not depend on
some higher principle. But I think the cause of this
effect is the same that I am now speaking of, and no
other. For pressure of a body at once excites a mo-
tion in the parts or particles to extricate and free them-
selves in any way they can. And hence the body is
not only driven in a straight line, and so flies forward;
but it tries all round, and therefore revolves; for the motions help to set it free. And in solid bodies these is something subtle and abstruse; in soft bodies it is evident, and almost palpable. For as wax or lead, and similar soft bodies, on being struck with a hammer, give way not only forwards, but on all sides; so hardened or resisting bodies fly both in a right line and round about. For the corporeal yielding in soft bodies and the local yielding in hard proceed on the same principle; and it is in the change of shape of a soft body that we can best perceive what the passion of a hard body is when it escapes and flies. Meantime, I would not be understood to deny that, besides this motion (which is the principal thing), some part of the work is also to be attributed to the conveyance of the air, by which the principal motion may be assisted, impeded, turned, and directed. For of this too the power is inconsiderable. And this explanation of violent and mechanical motion (which has hitherto escaped observation) is as the fountain of practical operation.

IX.

On the cause of Motion in Fire-arms, that it has only been inquired in part, and that not the principal one.

The cause of fire-arms, and the explanation of so powerful and noble a motion is imperfect, and deficient in the most important part. For they say that gun-powder, when converted into flame and rarefied, dilates itself, and fills a larger space; and hence follows, as otherwise either two bodies would be in one place, or there would be a penetration of dimensions, or the form of the element would be destroyed, or the situation of
the parts would be contrary to the nature of the whole (for these are the phrases used), — the expulsion or breaking out of the opposing body. And there is something in what they say. For this appetite and passion of matter has likewise some part in this kind of motion. Nevertheless they are wrong in too hastily referring the matter to this necessity of dilatation of the body, without distinctly considering that which in nature precedes. For that the body of the powder after it is turned into flame should occupy a larger space, is indeed necessary; but that the body of the powder should catch flame, and that too with such rapidity, is not so, but depends on the preceding conflict and relation of motions with one another. For no doubt but that the solid and heavy body, which is driven out or removed by a motion of this kind, resists sedulously before it gives way; and if it be stronger it gains the victory; that is, the flame does not drive out the bullet, but the bullet smothers the flame. Therefore if in place of gunpowder you take sulphur, camphor, or like things, which themselves soon catch fire, and if (since compactness of bodies is an impediment to kindling) you make them up into grains of powder mixed with some portion of the ash of juniper, or some other very combustible wood, yet (if there be no nitre) that rapid and powerful motion will not follow, but the motion of kindling will be hindered and restrained by the mass of the resisting body, and will not develop itself or take effect. But the truth of the matter is this. You will find that the motion here inquired is double and compound. For besides the motion of kindling, which is principally in the sulphur of the powder, there is another stronger and more violent. This proceeds from
the crude and watery spirit, produced mostly from the nitre, and in some degree from the charcoal of willow-wood, which is not only expanded (as vapours usually are by heat), but also (which is the chief point) flies and bursts away from the heat and inflammation with the utmost rapidity and violence, and thereby likewise makes a passage and opening for the inflammation. We see some rudiments of this motion in the crackling of dry leaves of laurel or ivy when they are put on the fire; and still more in salt, which more resembles the nature of the thing here inquired. Something like it also we often see in wet tallow-candles and the flatulent flames of green wood. But it is especially visible in quicksilver, which is an exceedingly crude body, and like mineral water, the force whereof (if it be vexed by fire and prevented from escaping) is not much less than that of gunpowder. Therefore men should be admonished and entreated by this example, not to seize some one point in the investigation of causes and thereupon lightly pronounce, but to look about them, and fix their considerations stronger and deeper.

On the Dissimilarity between Celestial and Sublunar Bodies with regard to eternity and mutability; the it is not verified.

The common idea that the universe is rightly vided and distinguished as it were by globes, so that there is one system of celestial and another of sublunar bodies, seems to have been introduced not without reason, if only it be held with moderation. No doubt but that the regions above and below
lunar orb, together with the bodies contained therein, differ much and greatly. And yet this is not more certain than that the bodies of both globes have common inclinations, passions, and motions. We should therefore follow the unity of nature, and rather distinguish than sever such things, and not make a breach in the contemplation of them. But what is further held, — that celestial bodies do not suffer changes, while sublunary or, as they call them, elementary bodies do; that the matter of the latter is like a harlot, always seeking after new forms, while that of the former is like a matron, delighting in a wedlock constant and undefiled, — seems a weak and popular opinion, arising out of superficial appearances and superstition. To me indeed it appears to be untenable and without foundation on both sides. For neither is heaven indwelt with that eternity which they suppose nor the earth with that mutability. For with regard to the heaven, we may not conclude that there are no changes there, because there are none which we can see; for the sight is defeated both by sublunacy of the body and distance of place. For there are manifestly various changes of the air, as in heat, cold, odours and sounds, which are not subject to sight. And I suppose that if the eye were placed in the moon’s orb, it would not be able at such a distance to see what was going on here, and all the motions and changes of machines, animals, plants, and the like (which by reason of the distance are not as big as the smallest mite), on the surface of the earth. But that in bodies of so great size and magnitude as by the bulk of their dimensions to overcome such a distance and reach the eye, changes do take place within the heavenly regions, is sufficiently proved by some
comets; I mean those which have preserved a certain and constant configuration with the fixed stars; like that which in our day appeared in Cassiopea. But with regard to the earth, when we have penetrated into the interior, and got through that crust and composition which is found on the surface and in the parts next it, there seems a perpetuity there also, like that supposed to exist in the heavens. For doubtless if the earth were subject to changes far within, the consequence of those changes would even in this region which we inhabit produce greater accidents than we see take place. Certainly most of the earthquakes and eruptions of water or fire do not rise from any great depth, but close at hand; seeing that they occupy a small part of the surface. For the wider the district and region such accidents extend over on the face of the earth, the deeper must we suppose their roots or sources to descend into its bowels. Therefore the greater earthquakes (great in I mean in extent, not in violence), which happen scat- dom, may be rightly compared to the comets of which I spoke, that are themselves likewise uncommon; so that it is true, as I said at first, that between the heavens and the earth, as regards constancy and change, there is no great difference. But if any one be moved by the apparent equality and certainty of motion in the heavenly bodies, as being the inseparable compa- tion of eternity: look at the ocean, which in its ebb and flow exhibits a constancy almost as regular. Lastly, if a man still urge, that yet it cannot be denied but that on the surface of the earth itself and the parts next thereto there are innumerable changes; in the heavens not so; — I would answer, first that I do not mean that they are equal in everything; and yet, secondly, that
if we take the regions which they call the upper and middle region of the air for the surface or inner coat of the heavens, in the same manner as we take this region here in which animals, plants, and minerals are contained, for the surface or outer coat of the earth, we shall find there also various and multiform generations and changes. Therefore almost all tumult, conflict, and disorder seem to have place only in the confines of heaven and earth. As it is in civil affairs, wherein it commonly happens that the border country of two kingdoms is harassed by continual incursions and violence, while the interior of both kingdoms enjoys peace, security, and profound tranquillity. Nor will any one object to this opinion, if he consider it rightly, on the ground of religion. For it was only heathen arrogance that endowed the heaven with this prerogative of being incorruptible; whereas the Holy Scriptures assign eternity and corruption to heaven and earth alike, though not to each an equal glory and veneration. For if we read, “that the sun and moon are faithful and eternal witnesses in the heaven,” we read likewise that “generations pass away, but the earth remaineth for ever.” But that both are transitory is implied in one oracle, namely, “heaven and earth shall pass away, but the word of the Lord shall not pass away.” And these things I have spoken not out of zeal to introduce a new opinion, but because I foresee, not without experience, but instructed by example, that these fabulous divorces and distinctions of things and regions, beyond what truth admits of, will be a great obstacle to true philosophy and the contemplation of
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The consideration of the causes of the ebb and flow of the sea, attempted by the ancients and afterwards dropped, taken up again by the moderns and yet by variety of opinions rather unsettled than discussed, is commonly by a light conjecture referred to the moon, by reason of some correspondence, between the motion of the tides and that of the moon. But yet if we look more closely we shall find some vestiges of truth which may lead to greater certainty. Therefore that there may be no confusion, we must first distinguish the motions of the sea, which, though some have very inconsiderately multiplied them, are in reality only five in number; whereof one is a kind of anomalous motion, the others constant. Let the first motion be set down as that wandering and various motion of the currents (as they call them). The second as that great motion of the ocean every six hours, by which the waters alternately approach and retire from the shore twice a day; not exactly, but with such a difference as makes the period of revolution a month. The third as the monthly motion itself, being no other than the restoration of the daily motion (before mentioned) to the same times. The fourth as the half-monthly motion, whereby the tides are increased more at the new and full
moons, than at the quarters. The fifth as the yearly motion, whereby the tides receive a remarkable increase at the equinoxes. Now it is of the second, or great diurnal motion of the ocean tend principally to discourse at present; only touching on the others in passing, and as far as they tend to explain this motion. First therefore with respect to the motion of the currents, there is no doubt but that accordingly as the waters are either confined by straits, or released by open spaces; either pour down declivities, or encounter and run up acclivities; either glide smoothly over a level, or are disturbed by the furrows and inequalities of the bottom; either fall in with other currents with which they mingle are carried along, or are agitated by the winds, especially the anniversary or periodical, which return at certain seasons of the year; there is doubt, I say, that from these and similar causes waters vary their forces and eddies as well in the direction and course as in the velocity or measure of the motion, and that these currents are formed. In seas therefore the depth of the channel, the intervention of submarine rocks, chasms, the windings of shores, promontories, straits, scattered islands, and the like, produce many effects, and drive the courses and streams of the waters to all points of the compass, to cast and west, as well as to north and south, according to the positions and relative configurations of these obstructions, open spaces and declivities. Let therefore this particular and as it were fortuitous motion of the waters be set aside, that it may not confuse us in the inquiry which we are pursuing. For it is not fair to deny the truth of what I shall presently propound with regard to the natural
and universal motions of the ocean, on the ground that this motion of the currents is at variance with my positions. For currents are mere compressions of water, or liberations from compression; and are (as I have said) particular and respective to the positions of water and land, or even to the pressure of the wind. And this should be the more remembered and observed, because this general motion of the ocean, whereof I am now treating, is so mild and gentle, that it is entirely subdued and overpowered by the force of the currents, and yields to the impulse and direction of their violence. Now that this is so, is principally shown by the fact, that the simple motion of the ebb and flow of the sea is not felt in the middle of the sea, especially in vast and extensive seas, but only near the shores. Therefore no wonder if (being inferior in strength) it is hidden and as it were destroyed by the currents; except that this very motion, when it is with the stream of the currents, somewhat assists and increases their force; whereas when it is against the currents it slightly checks it. Dismissing then the motion of the currents, I go on to the four constant motions, the six-hourly, the monthly, the half-monthly, and the half-yearly; whereof the first alone seems to move and stir the flow of the sea, the second only to determine and restore that motion, and the two last to increase and strengthen it. For the ebb and flow of the sea, which floods the shores to a certain distance and then retires again, varies both at different hours and in the force and quantity of water, whereby the other three motions become visible. This motion therefore of ebb and flow must (as we propose) be distinctly and properly considered. And first it must absolutely be
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granted, that this motion concerning which we are inquiring be one of these two, — either a motion of rising and falling of the waters, or a motion of progression. Now by motion of rising and falling I mean such motion as is found in boiling water, which rises up in the boiler and then sinks again; whereas by progressive motion I mean such as is found in water carried in a basin, which runs from one side up against the other. But that this motion is not of the first kind appears principally from this, that in the different parts of the world tides vary in point of time; so that in some places there is a flow and increase, when elsewhere there is an ebb and decrease. Now, if waters did not move from place to place but boiled up from the bottom, they ought to rise and fall everywhere at once. For we see that those two other motions, the half-monthly and the half-yearly, act and operate over the whole world at the same time. For the flow of the tide is increased everywhere at the equinox, not in some places at the equinox and in others at the tropics; and so it is with the half-monthly motion. For the tide is highest at the new moon everywhere, and at the quarter nowhere. In these two motions therefore the waters really seem plainly to rise and fall, and to have, as it were, their apogees and perigees like the celestial bodies. Now, in the ebb and flow of the sea, of which I am speaking, it is quite the contrary; which is the surest sign of motion in progression. Besides, if the flow of the tide be set down as a rising, we must observe some what more carefully how this rising is caused. For the swelling must be caused either by an increase in the quantity of water, or by an extension or rarefaction of the water in the same quantity, or by a simple lifting.
up in the same quantity and the same body. But this third cause is to be absolutely rejected. For if the water be lifted up as it is, there must of necessity be a vacuum between the ground and the bottom of the water, since there is no body to take its place. And if there is a fresh body of water, it must emanate and spring from the earth. But if it be only an extension, that will be caused either by a solution into a rarer body, or by a desire of approaching some other body, which, as it were, summons out and attracts the water and raises it up. And certainly this, whether it be ebullition or rarefaction, or agreement of the waters with some one of the higher bodies, does not appear incredible, if it be in a moderate quantity, and a tolerable length of time likewise be allowed for the swelling or increase of the water to collect and rise. Therefore the excess of water observable between the ordinary tide and the half-monthly which is fuller, or even the half-yearly which is fullest of all, — seeing that it is not greater than the difference between the flow and ebb, and has likewise a long enough interval to make this increase gradually, — is nothing contrary to reason. But that so great a mass of water should burst forth, as to account for the difference between the ebb and flow; and that this should be done so quickly, namely, twice a day; as if the earth, according to that foolish conceit of Apollonius, were taking respiration, and breathing out water every six hours and then taking it again; is a very great difficulty. And let no one be influenced by the trifling experiment, that some wells in some places are said to have a correspondence with the ebb and flow of the sea; whence one might suspect that the waters inclosed in the cavities of the
earth boil up in a like manner; in which case swelling could not be well referred to the progress of the waters. For the answer is easy, the coming in of the tide may close up and fill in hollows and loose places of the earth, turn the terraneous waters, and beat back the inclosed which in a continued succession may raise up the ters of such wells by simple protrusion. There this does not happen in all wells, nor indeed in many which should be the case if it were the nature of universal mass of waters to rise and fall by turns, to correspond with the tide of the sea. But on contrary, it is so extraordinary as almost to be regarded as a miracle; because (no doubt) such openings passages extending from wells to the sea are very seldom found without some stoppage or impediment. And it is not out of the way to mention what some say, that in deep mines near the sea the air becomes so thin on the flow of the tide as to threaten suffocation; for which it would appear not that the waters boil (there being none seen), but that the air is dried back. But indeed there is another experiment which is not to be despised, but is of great weight; and by means deserves an answer; namely, that it has been found by careful observation (not accidentally noticed but purposely inquired and discovered) that the tides on the opposite coasts of Europe and Florida the same time, and that it does not leave the coast Europe when it moves to that of Florida, like water stirred in a basin (which I spoke of before), but it plainly rises and falls on both coasts at the same time. But the solution of this objection will clearly appear in the observations I shall make presently on the cot
and progression of the ocean. Now the sum of the matter is this, that the waters which set out from the Indian Ocean, being obstructed by the opposition of the old and new worlds, are driven through the Atlantic from south to north; so no wonder that they approach equally at the same time to both shores, as waters use to do which are driven by the sea into the mouths and channels of rivers, wherein it is most evident that the motion of the sea is progressive with respect to the river, and yet overflows the opposite shores both at the same time. This however I candidly admit, as my manner is, and I would have men attend and remember it; if on experience it be found that it is high water on the coasts of Peru and China at the same time as on the above-mentioned coasts of Europe and Florida, my opinion that the ebb and flow of the sea is a progressive motion must be given up. For if it be high water at the same time on the opposite shores both of the Southern ocean and the Atlantic, there are no other shores left in the world where there can be at the same time a corresponding ebb. But on the result of an appeal to experience (to which I have submitted the cause) in this matter, I feel tolerably secure. For I am plainly of opinion that, if we knew how the case stands all over the world, we should find that the arrangement is fair enough, and that there is at any given hour an ebb in some parts of the globe equal to the flow in others. Wherefore, from what has been said, let this motion of ebb and flow be set down as a progressive motion.

Next comes the inquiry, from what cause, and by what correspondence of things this motion of the ebb
and flow arises and exhibits itself? For all the greater motions (if they be likewise regular and constant) are not solitary or (to use an astronomical term) *ferine*, but have in the nature of things some with which they correspond. And therefore these motions—both the half-monthly motion of increase and the monthly motion of restoration—appear to correspond with the motion of the moon; the half-yearly¹ or equinoctial motion, with that of the sun; and likewise the risings and fallings of the waters with the apogees and perigees of the heavenly bodies. Yet it will not immediately follow (and we would have men observe this) that things which correspond in the course and periods of time, or even in the manner of carriage, are in their nature subordinate, and the cause one of the other. For I do not go so far as to assert that the motions of the moon and sun are set down as the causes of the inferior motions, which are analogous to them, or that the sun and moon (as is commonly said) have dominion over those motions of the sea, (though such thoughts easily find entrance into most minds by reason of their venerable antiquity and venerable bodies); indeed in that very half-monthly motion (as rightly observed) it would be a strong and not a kind of obedience, for the tides of the water; a little moon to be affected in the same way that the cause is affected in opposite ways; and that no other might be adduced which would give those whose observations, and lead us to conclude that these correspondences arise from the universal causes of nature, and the primary combination of things, not as if one were governed by the moon, but that both commute from the
same origins and fellow causes. Nevertheless (how-
ever it be) what I have said remains true, that na-
ture delights in correspondences, and scarce admits
anything unique or solitary. We must see therefore
with respect to the six hours' motion of the ebb and
flow of the sea, with what other motions it is found
to agree and correspond. And first, we must inquire
respecting the moon, how this motion sorts and com-
bines with the moon. Now we do not find that there
is any resemblance, except in the case of the monthly
restoration; for the six-hourly course (whereof I am
now inquiring) has no agreement with the monthly;
nor again is the flow of the sea found to follow any of
the conditions of the moon. For whether the moon
be in her increase or wane, whether under the earth
or above it, whether elevated high or low above the
horizon, or whether situated in the meridian or else-
where, in none of these instances has the ebb and flow
of the sea any correspondence.

Therefore dismissing the moon let us inquire of
other correspondences. Now of all celestial motions
the diurnal is plainly the shortest, and accomplished in
the least time (namely, in the space of twenty-four
hours). It is natural therefore to refer this motion
whereof we are inquiring (which is still shorter than
the diurnal motion by three fourths) to that motion
among the celestial bodies which is shortest; but this
does not press the matter. What weighs more with
me, is that this motion is so distributed as to corre-
spond to the divisions of the diurnal motion; so that
although the motion of the waters is almost infinitely
slower than the diurnal motion, it is yet commensur-
able with it. For six hours is a quarter of the diurnal
motion, and six hours is (as I have said) the time of this motion of the sea, with a difference coinciding with the measure of the moon's motion. Of this, I am therefore persuaded, and take it almost for an oracle, that this motion is of the same kind as the diurnal motion. Taking therefore this as a foundation, I shall proceed to inquire of the rest; and I judge the whole matter may be resolved by three inquiries. First, does this diurnal motion confine itself to the limits of the heaven, or does it descend and reach lower bodies? Secondly, do the seas move regularly from east to west as the heavens do? Thirdly, when and in what manner proceeds the reciprocation of the tides every six hours, coinciding with a fourth part of the diurnal motion, though with a difference coinciding with the motion of the moon? With regard to the first inquiry, I judge that the motion of rotation or conversion from east to west is not properly a celestial but quite a cosmical motion; a motion primarily belonging to the great fluids, and found from the summits of heaven to the depths of the water; the inclination being always the same, though the degrees of velocity vary greatly; varying, however, in a regular order, so that the swiftness of the motion diminishes the nearer the bodies approach the earth. Now in the first place that this motion is not terminated with the heaven, may be probably inferred from the fact that it prevails in full vigour through such an immense depth of heaven as that which lies between the starry heaven and the moon (a space much larger than that between the moon and the earth), decreasing regularly all the way; whence it is not likely that nature should throw off suddenly and at once a correspondence of this kind.
which has been continued with a gradual abatement for such an immense distance. That this is the case in celestial bodies is proved by two inconveniences which would otherwise follow. For as it is manifest to the sense that the planets perform a diurnal motion, we must necessarily, unless this motion be set down as natural and proper to all planets, take refuge either in the violence of the *primum mobile*, which is directly contrary to nature, or in the rotation of the earth,—a supposition arbitrary enough, as far as physical reasons are concerned. In the heavens therefore the thing is so. And leaving the heavens, this motion is further seen most plainly in the lower comets, which, though they are lower than the moon, yet evidently revolve from east to west. For though they have their own solitary and irregular motions, yet in the performance thereof they still participate in the motion of the ether, and move in the same direction. They do not commonly keep within the tropics, and have no regular spirals, but run out sometimes towards the poles; but nevertheless they revolve in order from east to west. And this motion of theirs, though greatly diminished (since the nearer they approach to the earth the smaller are the circles in which they revolve, and the slower is the motion), still remains vigorous, so that it can overcome great distances in a short time. For these comets move round the whole circumference both of the earth and the lower air in the space of about four and twenty hours, with one or two hours over. But when descending gradually we come to those regions on which the earth acts not only by a communication of its nature and virtue (which checks and quietes the circular motion), but likewise by a
material infusion of the particles of its substance in thick vapours and exhalations, this motion is immensely deadened and almost collapses; and yet it not thereby completely exhausted and stopped, remains in a languid and as it were latent state. For it is now acknowledged that in sailing within the tropics, where from the openness of the sea the motion of the air is best perceived, and where the air itself (like the heaven) revolves in larger circles and therefore with greater velocity, there is found a constant and perpetual breeze blowing from east to west; so that they who want a west wind often seek for it and find it without the tropics. It appears therefore that this motion is not extinguished even in the lowest air; or that it now becomes sluggish and feeble; so that it is scarce felt without the tropics. And yet even outside the tropics here in Europe, when the sky is calm and clear, there is observed at sea a certain breeze following the sun, which is of the same kind. And we may also suspect that what we experience here in Europe, where the east wind is keen and drying, whereas on the other hand the west is genial and moist, does not only depend on this—that with us the former blows from the land, the latter from the sea; but likewise on this, that the east wind, being in the same direction as the proper motion of the air, stimulates and irritates that motion, and thereby dissipated and rarefies the air. The west wind, on the other hand, blowing contrary to the motion of the air, turns the air back upon itself, and thereby thickens it. Neither is that common observation to be despised, that the higher clouds generally move from east to west when contrary winds

1 Acosta, Hist. des Indes, iii. 4.
are at the same time blowing on the earth. And if this is not always the case, the reason is that there are sometimes contrary winds blowing, some above and others below; and those that blow above (if they be opposite) disturb the proper motion of the air. And therefore that this motion is not confined within the limits of the heaven is sufficiently clear.

Next in order is the second inquiry; namely, whether the waters move regularly and naturally from east to west? meaning by waters those collections or masses of water, which form portions of nature large enough to have a correspondence with the fabric and structure of the universe. And I am clearly of opinion that the same motion belongs to this mass of waters and exists in it, but that it is slower than in the air, though by reason of the grossness of the body it is more visible and apparent. Out of many experiments therefore which might be brought to prove this, I shall for the present content myself with three, but those ample and eminent, which demonstrate that this is the fact. The first is that there is found a manifest motion and flow of waters from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic, and that swifter and stronger towards the Straits of Magellan, where there is an outlet to the west; and also a great motion in the opposite part of the world from the German Ocean into the British Channel. And these courses of water manifestly revolve from east to west. Wherein it is to be especially observed, that in these two places only the seas are open and can perform a complete circle; whereas on the contrary in the middle regions of the world they are cut off by the two obstacles of the Old and New World, and
driven (as into the mouths of rivers) into the two channels of the Atlantic and Southern Ocean, which stretch from north to south, and therefore do not interfere with the order of motion from east to west. The true motion therefore of the waters is most properly taken from these extremities of the world which I have mentioned, where they are not obstructed, but pass through. This is the first experiment. The second is as follows: —

Supposing that the tide at the mouth of the Straits of Gibraltar comes in at a certain hour, it is plain that it must come in later at Cape St. Vincent than at the Straits; later at Cape Finisterre than at Cape St. Vincent; later at Ile de Ré than at Cape Finisterre; later at Noirmoutier (insulae Hechas) than at Ile de Ré; later at the mouth of the English Channel than at Noirmoutier; later on the coast of Normandy than at the entrance of the Channel. And so far it is regular; but at Gravelines the order is completely changed (and that with a great leap), the tide coming in at the same time as at the mouth of the Straits of Gibraltar. And this second experiment I refer to the first. For I conceive (as I before said) that in the Indian and Northern Oceans the proper course of the water from east to west is open and perfect; whereas in the channels of the Atlantic and South Sea it is straitened, thwarted, and repelled by the opposition of land, which on both sides stretches along from north to south, and gives no free outlet to the waters, except towards the extremities. But this compulsion of the waters from the Indian Sea to the north, and that from the German Ocean to the south, differ immensely in extent, by reason of the different force and quantity of
the waters. And hence all the Atlantic Ocean as far as the British Channel yields to the force of the Indian Ocean; while only the upper part, namely that which lies towards Denmark and Norway, yields to that of the North Sea. Now this must be so. For the two great islands of the Old and New World are by shape and position broad at the north and pointed at the south; so that the seas towards the south occupy a large space, but the seas towards the north (at the back of Europe, Asia, and America) a small one. Therefore this great mass of waters, which comes from the Indian Ocean and is driven back into the Atlantic, is able to force and push on the course of the waters by a continued succession towards the British Channel, which is a succession towards the north. But that far smaller portion of waters which comes from the North Sea, and has likewise almost a free outlet in its own course towards the west at the back of America, cannot drive the course of the waters towards the south except at the point I have mentioned, about the British Channel. Now it needs must be that between these opposite motions there is some point where they meet in conflict, and where the order of the component of the tide is at once changed; as we said before about Gravelines, which is the point where the waters of the Indian and Northern Seas meet. There it is that there is a kind of eddy from the circumstance that there is in the order of the two seas, or the water (which I have mentioned) that there is a particular and visible experiment after the tide returns to this; that it must needs be that at least the parts and coasts of the British Channel are.
and approach the Indian Ocean, the earlier does the flow of the tide become in point of precedence, inasmuch as it arises from the proper motion of the Indian Sea; but the further they reach to the north (up to the common point, where they are repelled by the contrary stream of the Northern Sea), the later in subsequence. But that this is so, that experiment of the progression from the Straits of Gibraltar to the British Channel plainly shows. Wherefore I judge likewise that it is high water earlier about the coast of Africa than about the Straits of Gibraltar; and reversing the order, that it is earlier about Norway than about Sweden; but this I have not ascertained by experiment or history. The third experiment is as follows:—

Seas shut in on one side, which are called bays, if they tend in their direction from east to west, which is in correspondence with the proper motion of the waters, have vigorous and strong tides; but if they tend in a contrary direction, weak and imperceptible ones. For the Red Sea has a very strong tide; and the Persian Gulf, which runs more directly to the west, a still stronger. But the Mediterranean, which is the largest bay in the world, with its parts the Gulf of Lyons and Genoa, the Black Sea, and the Sea of Marmora, and likewise the Baltic, which all turn to the east, have hardly any, or weak ones. But this difference is best displayed in the parts of the Mediterranean, which as long as they point to the east or beyond to the north (like those I mentioned before) are quiet and without much tide. But when they turn to the west, like the Adriatic, they acquire a notable flow. To which add, that in the Mediterranean what little
De fluxu et refluxu maris.

ebb there is begins from the ocean, whereas the flow begins from the opposite side, so that the water rather follows its course from the east than the pouring back of the ocean. These three experiments then are all I shall at present use with reference to the second inquiry.

Yet I may add a kind of proof agreeable to the things already spoken, but of an abstruser nature; namely, an argument in favour of this motion from east to west (which I have attributed to the waters), drawn not only from the correspondence of the heavens (whereof I have already spoken) where this motion is in special power and vigour, but likewise from the earth, where it seems forthwith to cease; so that this tendency or motion is truly cosmical, and penetrates everything from the heights of heaven to the depths of the earth. For I understand this rotation from east to west to take place (as it is really found to do) about the north and south poles. Now the diligence of Gilbert has discovered for us most truly that all earth and every nature (which we call terrestrial) that is not supple but rigid, and as he himself calls it robust, has a direction or verticity, latent indeed and yet revealing itself in many exquisite experiments, towards north and south. Which observation I nevertheless limit and correct, by confining the assertion to the exterior concretions about the surface of the earth, and not extending it to the interior (for that the earth is a magnet was a notion hastily taken up from a very light fancy; as it is impossible that things in the interior of the earth can be like any substance exposed to the eye of man; for with us all things are relaxed, wrought upon, and softened by the
sun and heavenly bodies, so that they cannot cor-
respond with things situated in a place where such a
power does not penetrate); but the point with which
we are now concerned is that the upper incrustations
or concretions of the earth appear to correspond with
the rotations of the heaven, air, and water, as far
as consistent and determinate bodies can correspond
with liquids and fluids; that is, not that they revolve
upon poles, but that they direct and turn themselves
towards poles. For as every revolving orb which
turns on fixed poles and has no central motion par-
takes in a way of both a movable and a fixed nature
so when by the solid or self-determining nature of the
body the power of revolving is bound up, the power
and desire of self-direction still remains and is in-
creased and united; so that the direction and verticity
towards the poles in rigid bodies is the same thing as
revolving upon the poles in fluid.

There remains the third inquiry; whence and how
what manner is that six-hourly reciprocation of the
tides produced, which coincides with a quarter of the
diurnal motion, with the above-mentioned difference?
To understand this, suppose the whole world to be
covered with water, as at the deluge. I conceive that
the waters, being now in a perfect orb, and no way
obstructed, would continually move every day a certain
distance from east to west (not a great one indeed, be
reason of the wearing out and weakening of this reac-
tion in the confines of the earth), since they would be
nowhere obstructed or checked by the opposition of
land. Suppose, again, the earth to be a single island,
stretching out lengthways from north to south, that
being the shape and position which most checks and obstructs the motion from east to west; I conceive that the waters would hold on in their straight and natural course for a time, but that afterwards, being driven back by that island, they would return in equal intervals; so that there would only be one flow and one ebb in the course of the day, and about twelve hours would be given to each of them. And now suppose (what is indeed the fact) the earth to be divided into two islands, namely, the Old and New World (for the southern continent from its position does not make much difference, as neither do Greenland or Nova Zembla), and these two islands to extend almost through three zones, between which the two oceans, the Atlantic and Southern, flow, but have no passage through except towards the poles; I conceive it must needs follow that these two obstacles will infuse and communicate the nature of a twofold reciprocation to the whole body of the water, and thence comes that quarter of the diurnal motion; for that the waters being checked on both sides, the ebb and flow of the sea must come twice a day, every six hours, there being a double advance and likewise a double repercussion. And if these two islands were extended in the waters like cylinders or columns, with equal dimensions and straight shores, this motion, which now seems confused and obscured by reason of the variety of position in sea and land, would be easily demonstrated, and would suggest itself to anybody. Neither likewise is it difficult to form some conjecture of the degree of velocity that may be reasonably assigned to this motion of the waters, and of the distance it performs in one day. For if (to estimate this) you take some of those shores which are
least mountainous or depressed, and are contiguous: an open sea, and if you take a measure of the distance between high and low water mark, and if you multiply this distance by four on account of the four tides in a day, and again double the product on account of the tides at the opposite shores of the same sea, and something more on account of the height of ebb and flow of the sea; this calculation will give the distance which the globe of water, if it were free from all obstruction and always moved in a circular progression round the earth, would travel; and certainly it is not a great one. Now with respect to that difference which coincides with the moon's motion, and makes the period a month; I conceive it to be due to this: that the time of six hours is not the exact measure of reciprocation, as neither is the diurnal motion of any of the planets restored exactly in twenty-four hours; and that of the moon least of all. Therefore the measure of the ebb and flow of the sea is not a quarter of the motion of the fixed stars, which is the motion of twenty-four hours, but a quarter of the diurnal motion of the moon.

Injunctions.

Inquire whether the time of high water about the coast of Africa precedes that about the Straits of Gibraltar. Inquire whether the time of high water about Norway precedes that of high water about Sweden and in like manner whether the latter precedes that about Gravelines.

Inquire whether the time of high water on the coast of Brazil precedes the time of high water on the coast of New Spain and Florida.
Inquire whether the time of high water on the coast of China is not the same, or very nearly the same, as the time of high water on the coast of Peru; and also as the time of low water on the coasts of Africa and Florida.

Inquire how the time of high water on the coast of Peru differs from that of high water on the coast of New Spain, and particularly of the differences in the hours of high water on the two shores of the Isthmus of Darien; and again how the time of high water on the coast of Peru corresponds to the time of high water on the coast of China.

Inquire of the heights of the tides on different coasts, as well as of their times and hours. For though high tides are mostly caused by depressions of coasts, yet they have some relation likewise to the true motion of the sea, according as it is with them or against them.

Inquire of the Caspian Sea (which is a large land-locked collection of waters, with no outlet to the ocean) to see if it has any ebb and flow, or of what nature it is; for my own conjecture is, that the waters of the Caspian may have one tide a day, but not two; and such that there shall be low water on the eastern coasts of that sea, when there is high water on the western.

Inquire whether the higher flood tides at the new and full moon, and likewise at the equinoxes, take place in different parts of the world at the same time; and when I say at the same time, I do not mean the same hour (for the hours vary, as I have said, according to the progression of the waters along the shore), but the same day.
Limitations.

The inquiry is not carried out to a full explanation of the correspondence of the monthly motion of the sea with the motion of the moon; as to whether it be the effect of subordination, or of a common cause.

Connections.

The present inquiry is connected with the inquiry whether the earth has a diurnal motion. For if the tide be, as it were, the extreme diminution of the diurnal motion, it will follow that the globe of the earth is immovable, or at least that it moves much slower than the waters themselves.
ON

PRINCIPLES AND ORIGINS,

ACCORDING TO THE FABLES OF

CUPID AND COELUM:

ETC.
This fable, with the following one respecting Coelum, seems to set forth in the small compass of a parable a doctrine concerning the principles of things and the origins of the world, not differing in much from the philosophy which Democritus held, excepting that it appears to be somewhat more severe, sober, and pure. For the speculations of that philosopher, acute and diligent as he was, could not rest nor keep within bounds, nor put a sufficient check and control over themselves. And even the opinions which are veiled in the parable, though somewhat more correct, are yet no better than such as proceed from the intellect left to itself and not resting constantly on experience and advancing step by step; a fault to which I suppose the primitive ages were likewise subject. It must be understood however in the first place, that the things here brought forward are drawn and concluded from the authority of human reason alone, according to the belief of the sense, whose expiring and failing oracles are deservedly rejected since a better and more certain light has been shed upon us from divine revelation. This Chaos then, which was contemporary with Cupid, signified the rude mass or congregation of matter. But matter itself, and the force and nature thereof, the principles of things in short, were shadowed in Cupid himself. He is introduced without a parent, that is to say, without a cause; for the cause is as the parent of the effect; and it is a familiar and almost continual figure of speech to denote cause and effect as parent and child. Now of this primary matter and the proper vice and action thereof there can be no cause in nature (for we always except God), for nothing was before it. Therefore there was no efficient cause of
it, nor anything more original in nature; consequently neither genus nor form. Wherefore whatsoever this matter and its power and operation be, it is a thing positive and inexplicable, and must be taken absolutely as it is found, and not to be judged by any previous conception. For if the manner could be known, yet it cannot be known by cause, seeing that next to God it is the cause of causes, itself only without a cause. For there is a true and certain limit of causes in nature; and it is as unskilful and superficial a part to require or imagine a cause when we come to the ultimate force and positive law of nature, as not to look for a cause in things subordinate. And hence Cupid is represented by the ancient sages in the parable as without a parent, that is to say, without a cause,—an observation of no small significance; nay, I know not whether it be not the greatest thing of all. For nothing has corrupted philosophy so much as this seeking after the parents of Cupid; that is, that philosophers have not taken the principles of things as they are found in nature, and accepted them as a positive doctrine, resting on the faith of experience; but they have rather deduced them from the laws of disputation, the petty conclusions of logic and mathematics, common motions, and such wanderings of the mind beyond the limits of nature. Therefore a philosopher should be continually reminding himself that Cupid has no parents, lest his understanding turn aside to unrealities; because the human mind runs off in these universal conceptions, abuses both itself and the nature of things, and struggling towards that which is far off, falls back on that which is close at hand. For since the mind, by reason of its narrowness, is commonly most moved by things
of familiar occurrence and which may enter and strike it directly and at once, it comes to pass that when it has advanced to those things which are most universal in experience, and yet cannot be content to rest in them, that then, as if striving after things still more original, it turns to those by which itself has been most affected or ensnared, and fancies these to be more causative and demonstrative than those universals themselves.

It has been said then that the primitive essence, force and desire of things has no cause. How it proceeded, having no cause, is now to be considered. Now the manner is itself also very obscure: and of this we are warned by the parable, where Cupid is elegantly feigned to come of an egg which was laid by Nox. Certainly the divine philosopher declares that “God hath made everything beautiful in its season, also he hath given the world to their disputes; yet so that man cannot find out the work that God worketh from the beginning to the end.” 1 For the summary law of being and nature, which penetrates and runs through the vicissitudes of things (the same which is described in the phrase, “the work which God worketh from the beginning to the end”), that is, the force implanted by God in these first particles, from the multiplication wherein all the variety of things proceeds and is made up, is a thing which the thoughts of man may offer at but can hardly take in. Now that point concerning the egg of Nox bears a most apt resemblance to the demonstrations by which this Cupid is brought to light. For things concluded by affirmations may be considered as the offspring of light;

1 Ecclus. 11: 21.
whereas those concluded by negatives and exclusions are exerted and educed as it were out of darkness and night. Now this Cupid is truly an egg hatched by Nox; for all the knowledge of him which is to be had proceeds by exclusions and negatives: and proof made by exclusion is a kind of ignorance, and as it were night, with regard to the thing included. Whence Democritus excellently affirmed that atoms or seeds, and the virtue thereof, were unlike anything that could fall under the senses; but distinguished them as being of a perfectly dark and hidden nature; saying of themselves, "that they resembled neither fire nor anything else that could be felt or touched;" and of their virtue, "that in the generation of things the first beginnings must needs have a dark and hidden nature, lest something should rise up to resist and oppose them." Atoms therefore are neither like sparks of fire, nor drops of water, nor bubbles of air, nor grains of dust, nor particles of spirit or ether. Neither is their power and form heavy or light, hot or cold, dense or rare, hard or soft, such as those qualities appear in greater bodies; since these and others of the kind are results of composition and combination. And in like manner the natural motion of the atom is not that motion of descent which is called natural, nor the one contrary to it (that of percussion), nor the motion of expansion and contraction, nor the motion of impulse.

1 Lucret. L. 688.:

Necque sunt igni similias, necque ulli
Preterea rei quae corpora mittere posuit
Sensibus, et nostris adjectis tangere tectus.

2 11. 778.:

At primum glans nam in rebus oportet
Naturam clandestinam creare sub terris,
Eundem quidem, quod contra pugnet et obiet.
and connection, nor the motion of rotation of the celestial bodies, nor any of the other motions of large bodies simply. Notwithstanding in the body of the atom are the elements of all bodies, and in the motion and virtue of the atom are the beginnings of all motions and virtues. But yet on this point, namely, the motion of the atom compared with the motion of larger bodies, the philosophy of the parable seems to differ from that of Democritus. For Democritus is found to be not only at variance with the parable, but inconsistent and almost in contradiction with himself in that which he says further on this point. For he should have attributed to the atom a heterogeneous motion, as well as a heterogeneous body and a heterogeneous virtue; whereas, out of the motions of the larger bodies, he has selected two motions; namely, the descent of heavy things and the ascent of light (which latter he explained as the effect of force or percussion of the heavier driving the less heavy upwards), and ascribed them as primitive motions to the atom. The parable on the contrary preserves the heterogeneity and exclusion throughout, both in substance and motion. But it further intimates, that there is some end and limit to these exclusions; for Nox does not sit for ever. And certainly it is the prerogative of God alone, that when his nature is inquired of by the sense, exclusions shall not end in affirmations. But here the case is different; and the result is, that after due exclusions and negations something is affirmed and determined, and an egg laid, as it were, after a proper course of incubation; and not only that Nox lays her egg, but that from this egg is hatched the person of Cupid: that is to say, not only is some motion of the thing
educed and extracted out of ignorance, but a distinct and definite notion. With regard then to the kind of demonstrations which are possible concerning primary matter, this is what I conceive to be most in accordance with the meaning of the parable. Let us now proceed to Cupid himself, that is, primary matter, together with its properties, which are surrounded by so dark a night; and see what light the parable throws upon this. Now I am well aware that opinions of this kind sound harsh and almost incredible to the senses and thoughts of men. As we see it has been tried and proved in this very philosophy of Democritus respecting atoms, which, because it penetrated somewhat more sharply and deeply into nature and was further removed from common ideas, was treated as childish by the vulgar; and was moreover by the disputes of other philosophies more adapted to their capacity blown about and almost extinguished. And yet this man was much admired in his day, and was called Pentathlus from the variety of his knowledge, and by consent of all was esteemed the greatest physical philosopher, so that he obtained also the surname of Magnes. Nor could either the battles and contests of Aristotle (who after the Ottoman fashion felt insecure about his own kingdom of philosophy till he had slain his brethren; and who was likewise anxious, as appears from his own words, that posterity should doubt about nothing), or the majesty and solemnity of Plato, so far prevail — the one by violence, the other by reverence — as to obliterate entirely this philosophy of Democritus. But while that of Plato and Aristotle was noise and celebrated in the schools amid the din

1 Diog. Laert. ix. 37.
and pomp of professors, this of Democritus was held great honour with the wiser sort, and those who braced more closely the more silent and arduous kind of speculation. Certainly in the times of Roman learning that of Democritus was not only extant but accepted; for Cicero mentions him everywhere in terms of the highest praise; and the well-known letters of the poet, who appears to have spoken (as poets commonly do) according to the judgment of his own time, were written not long after; wherein he is quoted as an instance to prove that great men may be born in heavy climates. Therefore it was not Aristotle or Plato, but Genseric and Attila and the barbarians, who destroyed this philosophy. For at that time, when all human learning had suffered shipwreck, these planks of Aristotelian and Platonic philosophy, as being of a lighter and more inflated substance, were preserved and came down to us, while the more solid parts sank and almost passed into oblivion. But to me the philosophy of Democritus seems worthy to be rescued from neglect; especially as in most things it agrees with the authority of the earliest ages. First therefore Cupid is described as a person; and to him are attributed infancy, wings, arrows, and other things of which I will afterwards speak separately. But in the mean time I make this assumption; that the ancients set down the first matter (such as may be the beginning of things) as having form and qualities, not as abstract, potential, and unshapen. And certainly that despised and passive matter seems altogether void of form or substance.

1 Juv. x. 48.: — Cujus prudensia monstrat, Magnae posse vitæ, et magna exempla datures, Vervecum in patria crassoque sub aere nasci.
fiction of the human mind, arising from this, that to
the human mind those things most seem to exist, which
itself imbibes most readily, and by which it is most
affected. It follows therefore that forms (as they call
them) seem to exist more than either matter or action;
because the former is hidden, the latter variable; the
former does not strike so strongly, the latter does not
rest so constantly. These images on the other hand
are thought to be both manifest and constant; so that
the first and common matter seems to be as an acces-
sory and support; and action, of whatever kind, to be
merely an emanation from the form; and altogether
the first place is assigned to forms. And hence appears
to have come the reign of forms and ideas in essences;
with the addition (that is to say) of a kind of fantas-
tical matter. All which was increased, moreover, by
superstition (intemperance following error); and ab-
stract ideas and their dignities were also introduced,
with so much confidence and majesty, that the dream-
ers almost overpowered the wakers. These things
however have now for the most part vanished; though
an individual in our age has tried, with more boldness
(as it appears to me) than success, to prop them up in
their decline and resuscitate them. But how contrary
to reason it is to lay down abstract matter as a prin-
ciple is easily seen, if prejudices be not in the way.
For the actual existence of separate forms has been
asserted by some, of separate matter by no one; not
even by those who have taken it for a principle; and
to constitute entities from things imaginary seems hard
and perverse, and not consonant with the inquiry
concerning principles. For the inquiry is not how we
may most conveniently embrace and distinguish the
nature of entities in our thoughts, but what are really the first and most simple entities from which the are derived. Now, the first entity must exist no really than the things derived from it; and in a certain way more. For it is self-subsisting, and other things subsist by it. But the things which are said about this abstract matter are not much better than if a man were to assert that the world and all things are made of categories and such like logical notions, as principles. For it makes little difference whether you say that the world is made of matter, form, and privation, or of substance and contrary qualities. But almost all the ancients, as Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Anaximenes, Heraclitus, and Democritus, though in other respects they differed about the first matter, agreed in this, that they set down matter as active, as having some form, as dispensing that form, and as having the principle of motion in itself. Nor can any one think otherwise, unless he plainly deserts experience. Therefore all these submitted their minds to the nature of things. Whereas Plato made over the world to thoughts; and Aristotle made over thoughts to words: men's studies even then tending to dispute and discourse, and forsaking the stricter inquiry of truth. Hence such opinions are rather to be condemned in the whole, than confuted separately in the parts: for they are the opinions of those who wish to talk much, and know little. And this abstract matter is the matter of disputation, not of the universe. But one who philosophises rightly and in order, should dissect nature and not abstract her (but they who will not dissect are obliged to abstract); and must by all means consider the first matter as united to the first
form, and likewise to the first principle of motion, as it is found. For the abstraction of motion also has be-
gotten an infinite number of fancies about souls, lives, 
and the like; as if these were not satisfied by matter 
and form, but depended on principles of their own. 
But these three are by no means to be separated, only 
distinguished; and matter (whatever it is) must be 
held to be so adorned, furnished, and formed, that all 
virtue, essence, action, and natural motion, may be the 
consequence and emanation thereof. Nor need we 
 fear that the result will be general torpor, or that the 
variety of things which we see cannot be explained; 
as I will show hereafter. Now that the first matter 
has some form is demonstrated in the fable by making 
Cupid a person: yet so that matter as a whole, or the 
mass of matter, was once without form; for Chaos is 
without form; Cupid is a person. And this agrees 
well with Holy Writ; for it is not written that God in 
the beginning created matter, but that he created the 
heaven and the earth.

There is subjoined likewise some description of the 
state of things as it was before the work of those six 
days, wherein distinct mention is made of earth and 
water, which are the names of forms; but when in the 
whole the mass was still unformed. But though Cupid 
is represented in the allegory as a person the heavens 
made. Therefore, next to those who make matter 
abstract, they are most in error (though on the con-
trary side) who make it clothed. I scarce slightest en-
ed on this in what has been already said of the demon-
strations applicable to the first matter, and of the latter 
regenerate nature of matter itself. But this part of 
which I am now entering is the proper place.
ing of them. We must see therefore among those who have grounded the principles of things in formed matter, who they are who have attributed a native and naked form to matter, and who one appareled and clothed. Now, in all there are four different opinions on this. The first is that of those who assert that there is some one principle of things, but make the diversity of beings to consist in the inconstant and dispensable nature of that same principle. The second is that of those who make the principle of things one in substance, and that fixed and invariable; but deduce the diversity of beings from the different magnitudes, configurations, and positions of that same principle. The third is that of those who set up many principles of things, and lay the diversity of beings to the tempering and mixing of them. The fourth is that of those who constitute infinite, or at least numerous, principles, but make them specific and formed; and these have no need of any device to account for the multiplicity of things; for they diversify nature at the very outset. Of these sects the second alone appears to me to represent Cupid as he is — native and naked. For the first introduces him as separated by a veil, the third as wearing a tunic, and the fourth as cloaked and almost masked. But on each of these I will speak a few words, for the better explanation of the allegory. First therefore among those who have asserted one principle of things, I have found no one who would affirm that principle to be the earth. For the quiet, sluggish, and inactive nature of the earth which submits patiently to the heaven, fire, and other things prevented such an assertion from entering into any one’s mind. Nevertheless the wisdom of the ancients
made Earth to come next to Chaos, and to be first the parent, then the bride of Coelum, from which marriage all things were born. But it is not to be therefore understood that the ancients ever constituted the earth the principle of essence; but only the principle, or rather origin, of configuration or system. I refer this point therefore to the following allegory respecting Coelum, when I shall inquire about origins; which inquiry is posterior to that of principles.

Thales asserted Water to be the principle of things.¹ For he saw that matter was principally dispensed in moisture, and moisture in water; and it seemed proper to make that the principle of things, in which the virtues and powers of beings, and especially the elements of their generations and restorations, were chiefly found. He saw that the breeding of animals is in moisture; that the seeds and kernels of plants (as long as they are productive and fresh), are likewise soft and tender; that metals also melt and become fluid, and are as it were concrete juices of the earth, or rather a kind of mineral waters; that the earth itself is fertilised and revived by showers or irrigation, and that earth and mud seem nothing else than the lees and sediment of water; that air most plainly is but the exhalation and expansion of water; nay, that even fire itself cannot be lighted, nor kept in and fed, except with moisture and by means of moisture. He saw too, that the fatness which belongs to moisture, and which is the support and life of flame and fire, seems a kind of ripeness and concoction of the water. Again, that the body and bulk of water is distributed throughout the universe, as the common support of everything; that

¹ Plut. de Plac. Philosoph. i. 3.
the earth is encircled by the ocean; that there is a vast supply of fresh water within the earth, whence come springs and rivers, which like the veins of a body, carry off water over the surface and through the bowels of the earth. That there are also immense masses and collections of vapours and waters in the upper regions; — another universe of waters, as it were, for the repair and refreshment of those below, and indeed of the ocean itself. He also supposed that even the celestial fires fed on these vapours and waters, inasmuch as they could neither subsist without almost nor be nourished by anything else; also that the configuration of water, as seen in its particles (I mean drops), is the same as the configuration of the universe, namely, round and spherical; moreover that the undulation of water is seen and observed likewise in air and flame; and lastly, that the motion of water is easy, neither sluggish nor too rapid, and that the generation of fish and water animals is very numerous. But Anaximenes selected Air to be the one principle of things. For if mass is to be regarded in constituting the principles of things, air seems to occupy by far the greatest space in the universe. For unless a separate vacuum be allowed, or the superstition concerning the heterogeneity between celestial and sublunary bodies be received, it would seem that the whole extent of space between the globe of the earth and the bodies of the heaven, — all of it that is not either star or meteor, — is filled with an airy substance. Now the terrestrial globe is but as a point compared with the heaven that surrounds it. But in the ether itself how small a portion is studded with stars? In the spheres next the earth each star is seen singly: and in that
furthest from it, though the number of them is immense, yet they occupy a small space in comparison to the distances between them; so that all things seem to float as it were in a vast sea of air. Nor is it a small portion of air and spirit which resides in waters and in cavities of the earth; whence waters receive their fluidity, and sometimes also spread and swell; and the earth, besides its porosity, has its tremblings and shakings, which are evident signs of confined air and wind. And if a kind of middle nature be suited to principles, as being susceptible of so great a variety, this seems to be found in perfection in the air. For air is as the common link of things, not only because it is everywhere present, and comes in and occupies vacuities, but much rather because it seems to have a middle and indifferent nature. For it is a body which receives and conveys light, opacity, the tints of all colours, and obscurations of shade; which likewise distinguishes with the greatest accuracy the different impressions and notes of musical and (what is greater) articulate sounds; which admits without confusion the differences of smells, not only the general ones of sweet, foul, heavy, brisk, and the like, but also the peculiar and specific, as the smell of a rose or violet; which is indifferently disposed towards the great and powerful qualities of heat, cold, moisture and dryness; in which watery vapours, fat exhalations, spirits of salts and fumes of metals hang and float; lastly, in which the radiations of the heavy bodies, and the closer agreements and disagreements of things secretly communicate and dispute; so that air is like a second chaos, in which the seeds of so many things act, wander, endeavour, and experiment. Finally if you consult the generative and vivi-
fying power in things as that which may lead us principles, and make them manifest; in these li air seems to play the principal part; so that the of air and spirit and life or breath are sometime founded. And rightly; since respiration is as: the inseparable companion of the more advanced of life, (that is, excepting the first rudiments of embryos and eggs); in so much that fish are suf: when the surface of the water is hard frozen. fire itself, unless it be animated by the surround dies out, and seems to be nothing else than air. together, excited and kindled; as water, on the hand, seems to be but a congelation and contrac air. The earth also perpetually exhales air, a no need to pass through water into the form. Heraclitus, on the other hand, with more art, but less credibility, made Fire to be the prince things. For he did not look for a middle which is usually the most vague and corrupting constitute the principles of things; but for a com mate and perfect one, such as might be the e period of corruption and alteration. Now he se the greatest variety and confusion was found in and consistent bodies. For such bodies may orga:ic; and like machines, which from their very urration admit innumerable variations; such as: bodies of plants and animals. And even those are not organic, are yet on minute inspection be very dissimilar. For how great is the dissim between those parts of animals which are called lar? the brain, the crystalline humour, the wit: the eye, bone, membrane, cartilage, nerve, vei: fat, marrow, blood, seed, spirit, chyle, and the
and likewise in the parts of vegetables, the root, bark, stem, leaf, flower, seed, and the like? Fossils certainly are not organic, but yet they exhibit both a great mixture in one species, and a very plentiful variety compared one with another. Wherefore this broad, ample, and extensive basis of the diversity of beings, wherein so large an array of things displays itself and comes into action, seems to consist in the nature of solidity and consistence. But the bodies of liquids are plainly without the power of organic structure. For through the whole world of visible nature there is found no animal or plant in a body simply fluid; and therefore this infinite variety is precluded and cut off from the nature of liquidity. And yet the liquid nature has its variety, and that in no small degree, as is manifested in the great diversity of melted bodies, juices, distilled liquors, and the like. Whereas in airy and pneumatic bodies this variety is much more limited, and a sort of promiscuous resemblance of things takes its place. Certainly that virtue of colours and tastes, whereby liquids are sometimes distinguished, absolutely ceases; that of odours indeed and some other things remains, yet only transitory, confused, and separable: so that as a general rule, the nearer bodies approach to the nature of fire, the more do they lose of variety. And after they have assumed the nature of fire, and that in a rectified and pure state, they throw off every organ, every property, and every dissimilarity; and nature seems as it were to gather to a point in the vertex of the pyramid, and to have reached the limit of her proper action. Therefore this kindling or catching fire Heraclitus called peace; because it composed nature and made her one; but generation he called war, be-
cause it multiplied and made her many.\(^1\) And that this process (by which things flowed and ebbed, like the tide, from variety to unity, and from unity to variety) might be some way explained, he maintained that fire was condensed and rarefied, yet so that its rarefaction towards a fiery nature was the direct and progressive action of nature; while its condensation was a kind of retrograde action or failing of the same. Both of these he considered to take place by fate, and (in the sum of things) at certain periods; so that this revolving world would some time or other be set on fire, and afterwards renewed again, and that this series and succession of conflagration and generation would go on for ever. Only the inflammation and the extinction were according to him (if one studies diligently the scanty account which has come down to us of the man and his opinions) to take place in a different order. For as to the process of inflammation, he no way differed from the common opinions; that the progress of rarefaction and extenuation went on from earth water, from water to air, from air to fire. But the way back was not by the same stages; the order being directly inverted. For he affirmed that fire by its own extinction produces earth, as its dregs and soot; these then conceive and collect moisture, whence proceeds an overflow of water, which again emits and forms air; so that the change from fire to earth is sudden, not gradual.

Such then, or better than these, were the opinions of those who laid down one principle of things; gardning nature simply, not contentiously. And th\(_1\)e deserve commendation for giving Cupid but one ga

\(^1\) Diog. Laert. i. 5.
ment, which is the next degree to nakedness; and that garment too (as I have said) like a veil, and of no thicker texture. Now by the garment of Cupid I mean some form attributed to the primary matter, that may be said to be substantially homogeneous with the form of any of the secondary essences. But the assertions made by them with respect to water, air, and fire, which rest on no very firm grounds, it will not be difficult to confute; nor does there seem to be any reason for discussing them severally, so I will only touch on them in general. First therefore, in the inquiry of principles these ancient philosophers do not appear to have adopted a very perfect system; but what they did was only to seek out among apparent and manifest bodies that which seemed most excellent, and set down that as the principle of all things; by right, as it were, of its excellence; not as being truly and really so. For they thought that such a nature was the only one of which it could be said that it is what it seems; other things they thought were this same nature, though not according to appearance; so that they seem to have spoken either figuratively, or under the influence of fascination; the stronger impression carrying the rest with it. But a true philosopher should look at all things alike, and lay down those as the principles of things, which agree as well with the smallest, rarest, and most neglected of essences, as with the greatest and most numerous and vigorous. For though we men most admire the beings which are most universal, yet the bosom of nature is opened to all. If on the other hand they hold this principle of theirs not by excellence, but simply, they seem certainly to have fallen on a harsh figure of speech; for it
brings it plainly to a matter of equivocation, what they assert not being predicated either of natural fire or natural air or natural water, but of some imaginary and ideal fire, air, &c., which retains the name, but does not answer the definition. They seem further to be driven to the same difficulties in which the assertors of abstract matter are involved; for as those introduce a potential and imaginary matter altogether, so do these likewise in part. Moreover they make matter formed and actual - with respect to one thing (namely, that principle of theirs), but potential with respect to everything else. Nor does there seem to be any advantage in this kind of single principle, more than in that of abstract matter; except that it has something to offer to the human understanding, whereas the thoughts of men may better fix themselves and rest, and by which the notion of the principle itself becomes somewhat fuller, though that of all other things more abstruse and hard. But the fact is that at that time the *Predicamenta* had not commenced their reign, whereby this principle of an abstract nature might have sheltered itself under the credit and protection of the predicament of substance; and therefore no one dared reign a matter quite imaginary, but asserted a principle according to sense; some true entity, the manner only of dispensation (for in that they used greater license) being imaginary. For they do not discover, may, do not even speculate, by what appetite or spur, or by what reason, way, or inducement, that principle of theirs degenerates first, and again recovers its nature. But seeing there are such armies of contraries in the world, as of dense and
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rare, hot and cold, light and darkness, animate and inanimate, and many others, which oppose, deprive, and destroy one another in turn; to suppose that all these emanate from some one source of a material substance, and yet not to show any manner in which the thing can be, seems but a confused specutation, and an abandonment of inquiry. For if the thing itself were ascertained by the sense, you must receive it, though the manner thereof be hidden; and again, if by force of reason any convenient and credible manner could be discovered, you must perhaps give up appearances; but you should by no means be required to assent to those things whereof neither the being is manifest by the sense, nor the explanation probable by the reason. Besides, if there were but one principle of things, it ought to have a visible mark, and as it were a superiority and predominance in all things; nor should anything of importance be found diametrically opposite to that principle. Likewise it should hold a middle position, so as to be more conveniently available for everything, and diffuse itself around. But there is nothing of this found in the principles of those philosophers. For the earth, which is cut off and excluded from the honour of a principle, seems to receive and cherish natures opposed to those three principal natures; for to the mobility and lucidity of fire it opposes rest and opacity; to the tenility and softness of air, in like manner, it opposes density and hardness; and to the moisture and seacuity of water, dryness, rigidity, and asperity; besides, the earth itself occupies the central place, the rest being turned out. And further, if there were only one principle of things, it ought to have a nature indifferently disposed towards the gener-
ation and the dissolution of them. For it is as much the condition of a principle that things should resolve themselves into it, as that things should be produced from it. But this is not the case; for of these bodies, air and fire seem unsuited to supply matter for the generation of things, though ready to receive their dissolution; whereas water, on the other hand, is favourable and good for generation, but more unfit and averse to dissolution or restoration; as would be easily seen if for some time there were to be no rain. Moreover, putrefaction itself in no way reduces things to crude and pure water. But by far the greatest error is that they set up for a principle that which is corruptible and mortal; for they do no less when they introduce such a principle as forsakes and lays aside its nature in compositions. "For when a thing shifts and changes, that which it was dies." 1

But I shall have to make further use of this reason presently, now that our discourse has come down in order to the third sect, which asserted many principles of things; a sect which seems to have more strength on its side and certainly has more prejudice. Therefore I will not examine their opinions in general or in common, but one by one.

Among those who have maintained that there are many principles I shall set aside those who hold them to be infinite; for the point concerning infinity belongs to the allegory respecting Cædum. But among the ancients Parmenides maintained two principles of things, fire and earth, or heaven and earth. For he asserted

1 Lucret. iii. 518. —

Nam quodquansque est mutatur fulitus exit,
Continuo hoc soror est illius, quod fulis sole.
that the sun and stars were real fire, pure and limpid, not degenerate as fire is with us, which is only as Vul-
can thrown down from heaven, and lamed by the fall. And these opinions of Parmenides Telesius has in our age revived; a man strong and well armed with the reasonings of the Peripatetics (if they were worth any-
thing), which likewise he has turned against them-
selves; but embarrassed in his affirmations, and better at pulling down than at building up. Of the discov-
eries of Parmenides himself the account is very scanty and shadowy; yet the foundations of a similar opinion seem plainly laid in the book written by Plutarch on the "Primal Cold;" which appears to have been derived from some ancient treatise, at that time extant but now lost. For it contains not a few things both more acute and more sound than the speculations of the author himself commonly are, and by these Tele-
sius appears to have been prompted and incited to take
them up studiously and follow them out strenuously in his "Commentaries on the Nature of Things." Now
the opinions of this sect are as follows: That the first forms, and the first active entities, and therefore the first substances, are heat and cold; yet that these have no body, but a passive and potential matter, which supplies a corporeal bulk, and is equally susceptible of both natures; itself without any action at all. That light is a sprouting of heat, but of heat dissipated, which being multiplied by collection becomes robust and sensible. That darkness in like manner is the destitution and confusion of the radiating nature from cold. That density and rarity are but the textures and, as it were, the webs of heat and cold; heat and cold being the producers and operatives thereof; cold
condensing and thickening the work, heat separating and extending it. That from such textures a disposition towards motion, either apt or averse, is impressed upon bodies; that is, prompt and apt upon rare bodies, sluggish and averse upon dense. Therefore that heat by tendility excites and creates motion; cold by density checks and quiets it. Hence that there are four coessential and conjugate natures, and those of two kinds, preserving the respective order I have mentioned (for the source is heat and cold, the rest are emanations); but yet always concomitant and inseparable. These are heat, lucidity, rarity, mobility; and again, their four opposites, cold, opacity, density, immobility. That the seats and stages of the first conjugation are placed in the heaven, stars, and especially in the sun; of the second, in the earth. For that the heaven, from its perfect and entire heat and the extreme extension of matter, is most hot, lucid, rarefied, and moveable; whereas the earth, on the contrary, from its entire and unrefracted cold, and the extreme contraction of matter, is most cold, dark, and dense, completely immovable, and exceedingly averse to motion. That the summits of the heaven preserve their nature entire and inviolate, admitting some diversity among themselves, but completely removed from the violence and insult of a contrary body; that there is a like constancy in the depths or innermost parts of the earth; and that it is only the extremities, where contrary bodies approach and meet together, which struggle and suffer, and are assailed by one another. That the heaven therefore, in its whole bulk and substance, is hot, and quite free from every contrary nature, but that heat is unequal; some parts being more, others
less hot. For that in the body of the stars heat is more intense, in the space between them less so; moreover that of the stars themselves, some are more burning than others, and have a livelier and more radiant fire; yet so that the contrary nature of cold, or any gradation thereof, never penetrates there; for that it admits a difference of nature, but not a contrariety. That you must not however judge of the heat or fire of celestial bodies, which is entire and native, from common fire. For that our fire is out of its place, trembling, surrounded with contrary bodies, needy, dependent for its preservation on the fuel given it, and fugitive; whereas in heaven it is in its true position, apart from the violence of any contrary body, constant, kept up by itself and similar things, and performing its proper operations free and undisturbed. Also that the heaven is bright everywhere, but with differences of more or less. For that, seeing there are among the known and numbered stars some which are only visible in a clear sky, and in the milky way there are knots of small stars which show a kind of whiteness all together, but are not severally distinguishable as bright bodies; no one can doubt but that there are many stars invisible to us; and indeed that the whole heaven is enuned with light, though not with a splendour so strong and far-darting, nor with rays so thick and close, as can travel so great a distance and come to our view. So again, that the whole heaven consists of a fine and rare substance, nothing in that substance being crowded or packed closer than it likes, but yet that in some parts matter is more extended, in others less. Lastly, that the motion of the heaven is found to be that which suits the most moveable body: namely,
ced, and difference of position with regard to the
day by spiral lines, it is plain that what I have said
must come to pass — that the moon, for instance, which
the lowest of the planets, must proceed both slowest
all, and in the rarest and most open spirals. Such
an appears to be the opinion of this sect respecting
the nature of that portion of the heaven which (by
reason of its distance from a contrary) is firm and per-
sonal. But whether Telesius kept to the old limits,
I imagined that such was the nature of everything
over the moon, together with the moon itself, or
bether he held that the hostile force could ascend
ther, he does not clearly lay down. But of the
other (which is the stage and seat of the contrary
nature) he asserts likewise, that the greatest part is
violated and undisturbed, and that the heavenly bodies
not penetrate thereth. But of what kind it is, he
need not be inquired. It is enough to consider
endowed with these four natures — coldness, opacity,
asphyxia, and rest, and those absolute and in no degree
paired. Now the part of the earth towards the sur-
face, being like a crust or rind, he assigns to the genera-
tion of things; and supposes all entities any way known
as, even the heaviest, hardest, and those which lie the
deepest, as metals, stones, the sea, to consist of earth
some degree changed and wrought by the heat of
heaven, and which has already conceived some
radiation, tenuity and mobility, and partakes in
form of an intermediate nature between the sun and
the earth. It follows therefore that this pure earth
must be depressed below the lowest depths of the sea,
the deepest mines, and all generated bodies; and that
between this pure earth and the moon, or perhaps
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higher, there must be situated a middle nature composed by the temperaments and refractions of heaven and earth. Having thus sufficiently fortified the interior of both kingdoms, he gets up an invasion and war. For he supposes that in the regions lying between the furthest parts of the heaven and the innermost of the earth, there is found all tumult, conflict, and perturbation, as we see in empires whose borders are ravaged by incursions and violence, while the interior provinces enjoy secure peace; that such natures therefore, with their concretions, have the appetite and faculty of constantly generating, multiplying, and spreading themselves in all directions, of occupying the whole mass of matter, of mutually assailing and invading one another, of turning one another out from their proper seats and settling themselves therein; and moreover of perceiving and apprehending the force and actions of another nature as well as their own, and by means of such perception of shifting and adjusting themselves; and that from this contest every variety of entity, action, and virtue is derived. Yet he seems in some places, though hesitatingly and cursorily, to assign to matter some quality of its own; as first, that it is neither increased nor diminished by forms and active entities, but consists of a universal sum; secondly, that to it is referred the motion of gravity or descent; and he also adds something about the blackness of matter. But this is set down plainly, that heat and cold, in the same power and quantity, remit or increase their strength accordingly as the matter in which they exist is opened out or folded up; since they fill the measure of the matter, not their own. But Telesius proceeds to devise and explain the manner in which, by means
of this strife and contest, so fruitful and manifold a generation of beings may be induced and turned out. He begins by securing the earth, as being the inferior principle; and shows the reason why it has not been long ago destroyed and absorbed by the sun, nor ever can be. The first and principal point which he alleges is the immense distance of the earth from the fixed stars, and its very great distance from the sun — a distance tolerably well measured. The second point is the declination of the sun’s rays from the perpendicular with respect to the different parts of the earth; that is, that over the greatest part of the earth the sun is never vertical, nor his rays perpendicular; so that he never affects the whole globe of the earth with any remarkable force of heat. The third point is the obliquity of the sun’s motion in passing through the zodiac with respect to the same parts of the earth; whence the heat, whatever be its force, is not continually redoubled, but returns after long intervals. The fourth point is the velocity of the sun in its diurnal motion, performing, as it does, so large a circuit in so short a time, whereby the heat stays the less, and is not stationary for an instant. The fifth point is the continuation of bodies between the sun and the earth, whereby the heat of the sun does not come through a vacuum with its force entire, but by passing through so many resisting bodies, with each of which it has to struggle and dispute, is immensely weakened and enfeebled; and so much the more because the further it goes and the weaker it becomes, the more stubborn are the bodies it meets, and most of all when it arrives at the surface of the earth, where there seems not only resistance, but a direct repulsion. But the process of muta-
tion laid down by Telesius is as follows. The war (he holds) is absolutely inexpiable and intermene. These contrary natures do not agree in any one point, nor do they meet in a third, excepting in Hyle. Therefore the one nature desires, strives, and contends absolutely to destroy the other, and to impress matter with itself only and its own image; so that the sun’s work (as he says clearly and often) is plainly to turn the earth into sun, and vice versa; the earth’s work is to turn the sun into earth. This however does not prevent everything being done in certain order, definite times, and just measure; and every action in its due course beginning, working, flourishing, languishing, and ceasing; but this is not caused by any laws of alliance or concord, but entirely by a want of power; for all more and less in virtue and action proceeds not from the regulation of the intensive power (which desires something entire), but from the stroke and curb of the opposite nature. The diversity, multiplicity, and likewise the perplexity of operation must certainly proceed from one of three things; namely, the force of heat, the disposition of matter, or the manner of working; which three are nevertheless united together by a mutual bond, and are causes one of the other. Heat itself differs in power, quantity, continuance, mean, and succession; succession again has its own manifold variations in approaching and withdrawing, or in intention and omission; in sudden or graduated accession; in repetition at longer or shorter intervals; and such like alterations. Heats therefore are far the more rooted in their force and nature, according as they are made greater or less pure, with reference to the sun. Therefore thereof, namely, the sun. Neither
does all heat cherish heat, but when two heats differ many degrees from one another, either kills and destroys the other no less than cold; each having its proper actions, and thwarting and opposing the actions of the other; so that Telesinus makes lesser heats to be as traitors and deserters towards great ones, and as conspiring with cold. Therefore the feeble heat which creeps in water destroys the lively heat which vibrates in fire; and in like manner the preternatural heat of putrid humours in the human body suffocates and extinguishes the natural heat. But that quantity of heat makes a great difference, is too manifest to need explanation. For one or two burning coals are not so hot as a whole heap; but the effect of quantity is most remarkably shown in the multiplication of the sun’s heat, by the reflection of the rays; for the number of rays is doubled by simple and multiplied by various reflection. But to quantity of heat there should be added also union; which is likewise best shown in the oblique and perpendicular direction of rays, since the nearer the direct and reflected ray coincide, and the acuter the angle which they make with each other, the stronger is the force of heat thrown out. Moreover the sun himself when he is present among the larger and stronger fires of the fixed stars, Regulus, the Dog Star, and Spica, sends out stronger heats. But continuance of heat is most plainly an operation of the greatest importance; as all natural virtues respect and observe their times, some time being required to put their strength in action, and a good deal to give it full vigour. Therefore continuance of heat converts an equal heat into a progressive and unequal one, because both the preceding and the subsequent heat
are united together; and this is clearly shown in the heats of autumn, inasmuch as they are felt to be more burning than the heats of summer, and in the heats of summer afternoons, inasmuch as they are felt to be more burning than those of noonday. So also the weakness of heat in the colder countries is sometimes compensated by the continuance and length of the days in summer. But the power and efficacy of the medium in conveying heat is wonderful. For hence the temperature of the seasons is exceedingly varied, so that with an unspeakable changeableness it is sometimes found to be chilly in summer and sunny in winter; the sun meanwhile keeping his course and distance constantly and regularly. Crops of corn likewise and grapes ripen sooner with a south wind and a cloudy sky. And every disposition and excretion of the heaven in the various revolutions of years, sometimes pestilential and diseased, sometimes healthy and favourable, derives its cause and origin from this; namely, from the variation of the intermediate air, which gathers a different disposition from the very change and alteration of the seasons, perhaps in a long series. But the succession of heat, and the order in which one follows another, as the reasons of it are manifold, so its virtue is supreme. For the sun could not have generated so numerous and prolific an offspring, did not the configuration of the sun's body as it moves, with respect to the earth and the parts of the earth, partake of very much inequality and variation. For the sun moves both in a circle and rapidly and obliquely, and changes himself, so as to be both absent and present, nearer and further off, more perpendicular and more oblique, returning slowly and quickly, and never for a
single moment is the heat emanating from the sun constant, and nowhere (unless it be in the tropics) does it return at a short interval; so that such variation of the generator excellently agrees with such variety of the thing generated. Wherefore may be added the extreme diversity of the nature of the medium or conductor. The other things also, which have been said of the inequality and degrees of a single heat, may be referred to the changes and varieties of succession in different heats. Therefore not without reason did Aristotle attribute the generation and corruption of things to the oblique course of the sun, and set down that as the efficient cause thereof; had he not from his love of laying down the law and of acting as the arbiter of nature, and of distinguishing and arranging things according to his own pleasure, spoiled a sound conception. For he should have assigned generation and corruption (which is never merely privative, but is still pregnant with the generation of something else) to the inequality of the sun’s heat as a whole; that is, to his advance and retreat both together; not generation to the advance and corruption to the retreat separately; a thing which he did stupidly and almost according to the vulgar judgment. And if any one is surprised that generation of things is attributed to the sun; seeing the sun is asserted and supposed to be fire, and fire generates nothing; it is a weak objection. For that notion of the heterogeneity of the heats of the sun and of fire is plainly a dream. For there are infinite operations in which the action of the sun and of fire agree; as in the ripening of fruits, the preservation in cold climates of tender plants accustomed to warm skies, the hatching of eggs, the
clarifying of urine (for I put the heat of the sun and of animals together), the reviving of small animals stiffened with cold, the raising of dews and vapours, and the like. Nevertheless our fire is a bad actor, and cannot well imitate or come near to the actions of the sun; for the sun’s heat has three properties, which common fire can by scarce any device represent. First by reason of its distance it is less in degree and gentler; this however is a property which may in some measure be matched; for such a measure of heat is rather unknown than unprocurable. Secondly by flowing and shooting through so many and such different mediums, it borrows and obtains a certain dissimilar and generative force. But above all, it is so regular in the inequality with which it increases and diminishes, advances and retreats, never succeeding by starts or precipitately. Which two latter properties are almost inimicable by fire, though the matter may be advanced by a perspicacious and well-considered industry. Such then are the opinions of Telesius respecting the diversity of heats.

But cold, that is, the contrary principle, and the distribution thereof, he scarce mentions; unless he thought that in treating of the disposition of matter (to which I now proceed in the second place) he had sufficiently provided for it. Yet this he should not have done; seeing that he held cold to be by no means the privation of heat, but a decidedly active principle; a rival as it were and competitor with heat. And what he says concerning the disposition of matter goes to show how matter suffers and is worked upon and converted by heat, without any mention or thought about cold. Of cold however (for I wish to deal
quite fairly with every man's opinions, and to give them the benefit of a favourable construction) he might have said something of this kind: — That the immovable and fixed seat of cold answers excellently to the movable and changeable structure of heat; as the anvil to the hammer. For if both principles had been subject to variety and alteration they would doubtless have produced hourly and momentary beings. Likewise that the immense regions of heat (namely, the heavens) are somewhat balanced by the compact nature of the earth and surrounding objects; since it is not space that is regarded, but the quantity of matter in space. But for the nature of cold and its virtues and proportions it is fit they should be passed over in silence, or with few words; seeing no certain and well-approved information can be had concerning it from experience. For we have common fire, as a kind of substitute for the sun, to manifest the nature of heat. But for the cold of the earth there is no substitute which is at man's command and available for experiment. For those chills and rigours of cold which in winter time and in the coldest countries are exhaled into the air from the globe and circumference of the earth are merely tepid airs and baths, compared to the nature of the primal cold shut up in the bowels of the earth; insomuch that that cold whereof men have perception and command is much the same as if they had no other heat than that of the summer sun in hot countries; which as compared with the fire of a burning furnace may be regarded as coolness. However not to dwell longer on suppositions suggestions, let us next see what Telesius says of the disposition of matter on which heat acts; and which has such power
as to promote, impede, and change the very action of heat. It falls under four heads. The first difference is derived from the preexistence or non-preexistence of heat. The second, from the abundance or paucity of matter. The third, from the degree in which it is worked. The fourth, from the closeness or openness of the body worked upon. With regard to the first, Telesius supposes that in all known beings there exists some latent heat, though imperceptible to the touch, which unites itself to the new or supervenient heat; and which is itself moreover excited and inflamed by this same foreign heat to perform its own actions in its proper sphere: of this he says it is a notable argument, that there is no being, — neither metal, nor stone, nor water, nor air, — which does not grow warm at the touch, or even at the approach, of fire or a hot body; which would probably not be so, were there not some preexisting and latent heat to prepare the way for this new and manifest heat. Also that the more or less in this respect, that is the greater or less readiness to catch fire, which is found in beings, corresponds with the measure of preexisting heat. For air warms with a little heat, and such as in the body of water would not be perceptible by the sense. Water likewise warms sooner than stone, or metal, or glass. For though it is true that some of these, as metal or stone, seem to warm sooner than water, that is only on the surface and not in the inner part of the body; for consistent bodies have less free communication in their parts than liquids. Therefore the exterior of metal is warmed sooner than the exterior of water, but the whole body not so soon. The second difference is laid in the collection and bulk of matter. For if this be
close, the strength and heat is more limited, and by
union more increased and intensified; on the other
hand, if it be loose, the strength is more dispersed, and
by dispersion more diminished and weakened. There-
fore the heat of ignited metals is stronger than that of
boiling water, even than of flame itself, except that
flame, by reason of its tenuity, finds easier entrance.
For the flame of coals or wood, unless it be excited by
blowing, so that the motion may help to drive it in and
make it penetrate, is not very furious; nay, some flame
(as the flame of spirit of wine, for instance, especially
in a small quantity and scattered,) has so gentle a heat
that the hand may almost bear it. The third differ-
ence, which is taken from the degree in which matter
is wrought upon, is manifold; for he mentions some
seven degrees of this working: of which the first is
planey, or that disposition of matter which makes a
body yield a little to any great violence, or bear com-
pression, and especially extension; in a word, flexible
or ductile. The second is softness, when there is no
need of any great violence, but the body yields upon
the slightest impulse, and at a touch, without any ap-
parent resistance. The third is viscosity or tenacity,
which is a kind of beginning of fluidity. For a vis-
cous body seems at the touch and embrace of another
body to begin to flow and continue itself, and not to be
terminated in itself; though it does not flow spontane-
ously and of its own accord; for a fluid follows itself,
a viscous body rather something else. The fourth is
fluidity itself, where a body partaking of an inner
spirit is glad to be in motion, and follows itself, and
is not easily defined or fixed. The fifth is vapour,
when the body is attenuated into something intangible,
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which likewise gives, flows, undulates, and trembles with greater agility and mobility. The sixth is exhalation, which is a kind of vapour more concocted and ripened, and prepared for the reception of a fiery nature. The seventh is air itself; which Telesius contends is actually endowed with a native heat of its own, and that not small or weak; because even in the coldest regions the air is never congealed or frozen. Likewise that we have an evident proof that the air in its own nature is hot, in this: that all air enclosed, separated from the universal body of air, and left to itself, manifestly contracts warmth, as appears in wool and fibrous bodies. Again, in close and confined places the air, when breathed, feels somewhat suffocating; which comes from heat. And that the reason of this is that air, when confined, begins to exercise its nature, whereas the open air out of doors is refrigerated by the cold which the globe of the earth perpetually emits and discharges. Moreover our common air has some slender portion of the qualities of the heavenly bodies; since it contains some light in itself: as is shown by the sight of animals, who can see at night and in dark places. Such then, according to Telesius, is the order of the disposition of matter; in intermediate bodies, that is; for the extremes, namely hard and rigid bodies on the one side, fire itself on the other, as being the limits of those lying between, are not counted. But besides these simple gradations he finds a great diversity in the disposition of matter by reason of similarity and dissimilarity of body; since the various portions of matter, which are compounded and united together in one body, may either be reduced equally to some one of the above-mentioned gradations, or unequally to
different ones. For thence arises by far the greatest difference in the operation of heat. Therefore the fourth difference necessarily depends on the nature and also the position of the body on which heat acts, whether it be close or porous and open. For when heat works on an open and exposed nature, it works in succession and part by part, attenuating and at the same time drawing out and separating. But when it works in a confined and compact nature, it operates in the whole and in the mass, without losing any heat, but the old and the new heat plainly uniting and conspiring together; whence it comes that it effects more powerful, more profound, and more exquisite alterations and preparations; of these however I shall presently speak more when I come to the manner of preparation. Meanwhile Telesius labours hard and strangely perplexes himself to explain the manner of the divorce and separation of his primary connatural qualities, heat, light, tenuity, and mobility, and the four opposed to them, according as they take place in bodies; for there are found some bodies hot or excellently prepared for heat, which are also dense, quiet, and dark; others rare, movable, bright or white, yet cold; and in like manner with regard to the rest: there being some one quality existing in things, with which the rest do not agree; and again, others partake of two of these natures, without the other two, with a great variety of permutations and assortments. In which part Telesius does not acquit himself very happily, but behaves like his opponents; who, having formed their opinion before they made the trial, when they come to particulars abuse both their own wit and the facts of nature, and miserably mangle and torture both; and yet they pro-
ceed confidently and (if you believe themselves) victoriously, and by one means or another still find enough to say for themselves. In the end however he gives up in despair, and falls to wishes, intimating that though both the power and quantity of heat and the disposition of matter may be grossly and in sum distinguished and determined, yet their exact and accurate proportions, and their distinct and as it were measured methods, are placed beyond the reach of human inquiry; and yet so that (if of two impossibles one can be said to be easier than another) the diversity of the disposition of matter may be better discerned than the strength and gradations of heat; and nevertheless that in these very things (if the fates allow) is to be found the summit and culmination both of the knowledge and the power of man. But having plainly professed despair, he yet does not cease from vows and prayers. For his words are: "Further, what heat and how much,—that is, what strength and what amount of it,—can turn what earth and what entities into what,—is a question not to be asked; being a thing impossible (as it seems to me) for man to know. For how is it possible to divide, as it were, into degrees either the force of heat or heat itself, or to have a distinct perception of the amount and quantity of matter into which it is infused, and to assign to a certain and determinate force and quantity of heat a certain quantity and disposition and certain actions of matter; or on the other hand, to a certain quantity and certain actions of matter a certain and determinate quantity of heat? Would that those who enjoy leisure and a clearer intellect, and who have the means of searching the nature of things in perfect tranquillity, may find this out; that met
may not only understand all things, but likewise be masters of all!" wherein he shows himself somewhat sooner than his adversaries usually are, who set down as absolutely unattainable by art everything which the arts that they themselves have made do not attain; so that no art can be found guilty, being itself both party and judge. There remains the method which was mentioned in the third place, that of working upon; which Telesius disposes of by three dogmas. The first is, what I before remarked by the way, that we know no concordance (as in the doctrine of the Peripatetics), whereby things are cherished and conspire as by agreement. For all generation, and therefore all effect in the natural body, is accomplished by victory and predominance of one or other, and not league or compact between the two. And this is no new thing, as Aristotle likewise remarked it in the doctrine of Empedocles; namely, that Empedocles, although he had set down strife and friendship as the efficient principles of things, yet in his explanations of causes commonly makes use of hostility, as if forgetful of the other. The second is that heat, by its own action, always runs being into moisture, and that neither dryness has any agreement with heat, nor moisture with cold. For to attenuate is the same as to moisten; and what is moist is also moistest; by moisture understanding that which yields, divides into parts, and restores itself again most easily, and is defined and fixed with difficulty. All which qualities exist more in flame than in air, which is made by the Peripatetics to be most mist. Therefore heat perpetually attracts, feeds upon, extends, supplies, and generates moisture; and on the
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other hand cold drives all things into dryness, concretion, and hardness: and here he holds Aristotle to be both dull in observation and inconsistent with himself, and imperious and wilful as regards experience, because he unites heat with dryness. For that heat sometimes dries beings, happens by accident; that is to say, in a body dissimilar, and made up of parts some grosser and some finer, heat attracts and (by attenuation) gives an outlet to the finer part, while the grosser part is thereby forced together and more constrained; which grosser part nevertheless, if a stronger heat be applied, itself becomes fluid, as is shown in bricks. For, in the first place, a moderate heat forces the clay to become brick, the finer part having evaporated; but a stronger heat melts this brick substance into glass. Now these two dogmas may be regarded as confutations of errors; the third plainly affirms, and not only that, but also clearly distinguishes the manner of working and preparation. This is twofold, either by rejection or conversion; either of which methods is carried out into acts according to the force of heat and disposition of matter. Yet in this there seem to be, as it were, two rules; one, that when heat and cold meet together in great quantities and in regular armies, there follows an ejection. For the beings are dislodged like armies, and driven from their place. But when a smaller quantity is engaged then there follows conversion; for the beings are destroyed and rather change their nature than their place. Of this there is a remarkable and noble instance in the upper regions of the air, which, though they are situated nearer to the heat of heaven, are yet found to be colder than the confines of the earth. For in those places where a nearer
approach is made to the seat of primitive heat, the heat, collecting itself at once, drives out and thrusts down the entire force of cold that had risen up, and prevents its approach. And it may be, in like manner, that in the depths of the earth the heats are more intense than on the surface; for that as the seat of primitive cold is approached, the cold, exciting itself, drives back and puts to flight the heat with great impetuosity, and converts it into itself. The other rule is, that in an open place there follows ejection; in a confined, conversion. Now this is wonderfully shown in close vessels, where the emission of the rarefied body (which we commonly call spirit) being prevented and driven back, there follow deep and radical alterations and fermentations in bodies. But this in like manner happens when a body, from the compactness of its parts, is itself like a close vessel. Such then are the opinions of Telesius, and perhaps also of Parmenides, concerning the principles of things, except that Telesius has added something of his own respecting Hyle, being led astray by the Peripatetic notions.

Now what Telesius says would have been probable, if man were removed from the world, and with him the mechanical arts which vex matter, and the fabric of the world were regarded simply. For this philosophy of his seems a kind of pastoral philosophy, which contemplates the world placidly and at its ease. Of the system of the world he discourses well enough, but of principles most unskilfully. Moreover in his system itself there is a great mistake; namely, that he frames such a system as may apparently be eternal, without supposing a chaos, or any changes of the great configuration of things. For whatever philosophy it be,
whether the Telesian or the Peripatetic, or any other, that professes a system so furnished, balanced, and guarded, that it may seem not to have come from chaos, it is a philosophy of little value, and conceived in the narrowness of the human breast. For by one who philosophises according to the sense alone, the eternity of matter is asserted, the eternity of the world (such as we now see it) is denied; and this was the conclusion both of the primitive wisdom, and of him who comes nearest to it, Democritus. The same thing is testified by Sacred Writ; the principal difference being, that the latter represents matter also as proceeding from God; the former, as self-existing. For there seem to be three things with regard to this subject which we know by faith. First, that matter was created from nothing. Secondly, that the development of a system was by the word of Omnipotence; and not that matter developed itself out of chaos into the present configuration. Thirdly, that this configuration (before the fall) was the best of which matter (as it had been created) was susceptible. These however were doctrines to which those philosophies could not rise. Creation out of nothing they cannot endure; the existing configuration of the world they suppose to have grown out of many indirect and circuitous processes, and many attempts and efforts of matter: and as for its being the best possible, they do not trouble themselves about that, seeing they maintain it to be perishable and variable. In these points therefore we must rest upon faith and the firmaments of faith. But whether it would have been possible for this created matter, in a long course of ages, by the force which was given to it, to have gathered and shaped itself into that
perfect configuration (as it did at once without any rounding about at the word of command), is a question perhaps not to be asked. For the anticipation of time is as much a miracle, and belongs to the same omnipotence as the formation of being. Now the Divine nature seems to have chosen to manifest itself by both these emanations of omnipotence, by operating omnipotently, first on being and matter in the creation of something out of nothing; secondly on motion and time in anticipating the order of nature and accelerating the process of being. But these things belong to the allegory of Coelum, where I will discourse more fully what I now briefly glance at. Let us proceed then to the principles of Telesius. And would that this were but agreed on for once by all, that beings are not to be made out of things which have no being; nor principles out of what are not principles; and that a manifest contradiction is not to be admitted. Now an abstract principle is not a being; and again, a mortal being is not a principle; so that a necessity plainly inevitable drives men's thoughts (if they would be consistent) to the atom; which is a true being, having matter, form, dimension, place, resistance, appetite, motion, and emanations; which likewise, amid the destruction of all natural bodies, remains unshaken and eternal. For seeing the corruptions of the greater bodies are so many and various, it must needs be that that which remains as the centre immutable should be either something potential or infinitely small. But it is not potential; for the original potentiality cannot be like other potentialities, which are one thing actually and another potentially. But it must necessarily be something entirely abstract, since it refuses all act and
things may last, and a system be constituted and established. For whoever, agreeing with Telesius in other respects, shall admit the superabundance of Hyle in one principle as compared with the other, especially in so great an excess, will find himself in a difficulty, and will not be able to make it out. Therefore in the dialogue of Plutarch respecting the face in the moon's orb, this consideration is wisely proposed, that it is not probable that in the dispersion of matter nature enclosed every compact body in the globe of the earth alone, when there were so many globes of stars revolving. But Gilbert has indulged this thought to such excess, as to assert that not only the earth and moon, but many other solid and opaque globes are scattered amid the shining globes throughout the expanse of heaven.1 Nay, the Peripatetics themselves, when they had set down the heavenly bodies as eternal in their own state, and sublunary bodies as eternal by succession and renovation, were not confident of being able to maintain that doctrine without assigning as it were equal portions of matter to the elements. For this is what they are thinking of in that dream of theirs about the tenfold proportion of the ambient to the interior element. Nor do I adduce these things because none of them please me, but to show that it is an inconceivable thing and a thought altogether ill-measured, to set down the earth as the contrary active principle to heaven, which Telesius did. And the supposition becomes much harder, if, besides the difference in quantity between heaven and earth, a man shall consider the difference in virtue and act. For the conditions of battle are entirely destroyed if the weapons on one
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side take effect, and on the other do not reach their distance, but fall short. Now, it is certain that the sun's force reaches the earth; but who will undertake to say that the earth's force reaches the sun? For of all the virtues which nature produces, that of light and shade is emitted furthest, and spreads round in the widest circle. But the shade of the earth stops on this side of the sun, whereas the light of the sun, if the earth were transparent, would strike quite through the globe of the earth. Heat and cold again (of which we are now speaking) are never found to carry their virtue so far as light and shade. Therefore if the shade of the earth does not reach the sun, much less is it probable that the cold of the earth reaches thither. If it be the case that the sun and heat act on certain intermediate bodies to which the virtue of the contrary principle does not ascend, and where it does not in any way interfere with their action, it must needs be that they (the sun, I say, and heat) first occupy all bodies near them, and then take in those also which are farther off, till it would end in the conflagration of Heraclitus, the solar and celestial nature gradually descending, and approaching nearer to the earth and its confines. Nor does it well agree with the supposition,—that this power of imposing and multiplying its nature and converting other things into itself, which Telesius attributes to principles, does not operate on similar things equally or more than on contraries; in which case the heaven should now be of a white heat, and the stars united with one another. But to come closer, it seems there are four demonstrations to be proposed, by any one of which, much more by all together, Telesius's philosophy respecting principles may be pulled to pieces
and destroyed. Of these the first is, that there are found in nature certain actions and effects, even among the most powerful and universal, which can in no way be referred to heat and cold. The second is, that there are found some natures, of which heat and cold are the effects and consequences; and that not by the excitation of preexisting heat, or the application of an adventitious heat, but in which heat and cold, in their original essence, are implanted and generated. Therefore the condition of a principle fails here in both ways; as there is both something that does not proceed from them, and they themselves proceed from something. The third is, that even those things which derive their origin from heat and cold (which certainly are very many) yet proceed from them as from their efficient and instrument, not as from their proper and intimate cause. The last is, that this coordination of four connatural bodies is altogether disordered and confused. I will speak therefore on each of these points separately. And to some it may perhaps seem scarce worth while to take such pains in refuting the philosophy of Telesius, a philosophy not much spoken of or received. But I do not stand upon such points of dignity. For of Telesius himself I have a good opinion, and acknowledge him as a lover of truth, useful to the sciences, the reformer of certain opinions, and the first of the moderns; at the same time it is not as Telesius that I have to do with him, but as the restorer of the philosophy of Parmenides, to whom much respect is due. But my principal reason for being more full in this part is that in dealing with him who comes first, I take occasion to discuss many questions which may be transferred to the refutation of other sects, of which I
shall have to treat hereafter; that I may not be obliged
to say the same things many times over. For errors,
though different, have their fibres strangely entangled
and intertwined; yet so that they may often be mowed
down by one refutation as by a sweep of a scythe.
But, as I was going to say, we must see what virtues
and actions there are in nature, which can by no con-
sent of things or force of wit be attributed to heat and
cold. First therefore let us assume what Telesius
grants, that the sum of matter is eternal, and without
increase or diminution. This property, by which mat-
ter preserves and supports itself, he dismisses as passive,
and as belonging rather to quantity than to form and
action; as if there were no need to ascribe it to heat
and cold, which are set down as the sources only of
active forms and virtues; for that matter is not desti-
tute simply, but only destitute of all active virtue.
Now in these assertions there is a great mental error,—
an error truly wonderful, were it not that consent and
common and inveterate opinion take away the wonder.
For there is scarce any error comparable to that of
taking this virtue implanted in matter (by which it
saves itself from destruction, insomuch that not the
smallest portion of matter can either be overpowered
by the whole mass of the world, or destroyed by the
force and power of all agents together, or any way so
annihilated and reduced to order, but that it both occu-
pies some space, and maintains a resistance with impen-
etrable dimensions, and itself attempts something in its
turn, and never deserts itself) not to be an active vir-
tue; whereas, on the contrary, it is of all virtues far
the most powerful, and plainly insuperable, and as it
were mere fate and necessity. And yet Telesius does
not even attempt to refer this virtue to heat and cold. And rightly so; for it is a thing which neither conflagration, nor torpor and congelation, can add anything to or detract anything from or have any power over, while itself meantime is active both in the sun and at the centre of the earth, and everywhere else. But his mistake appears to have lain here — that while he acknowledges a certain and definite mass of matter, he is blind to the virtue by which that matter keeps itself undiminished in quantity, and (buried in the deepest darkness of the Peripatetics) ranks this as an accessory; whereas it is the very principal, — vibrating one body, removing another, solid and adamantine in itself, and the fountain whence emanate the decrees of possible and impossible with inviolable authority. The common school philosophy likewise childishly attempts to grasp it in a set of words; thinking it enough to set it down as a rule that there cannot be two bodies in the same place; but the virtue and the process thereof it never contemplates with its eyes open, nor dissects to the quick; little knowing how much depends on it, and what a light may thence rise to the sciences. But (to return to the present business) this virtue, however great it be, falls beyond the principles of Telesius. I must now pass on to that virtue which is as the converse of the former, namely, that which maintains the convection of matter. For as matter refuses to be overpowered by matter, so does matter refuse to be separated from matter. Notwithstanding there is great doubt whether this law of nature be as peremptory as the other. For Telesius maintained, and so did Democritus, the existence of a collective vacuum without any limit, in order that individual beings may lay aside
and sometimes even forsake the one contiguous to
them, with difficulty (as they say) and against their
will,—that is, when subdued and forced by some
greater violence; and this he tries to prove by certain
experiments, especially adducing those which are every-
where cited for the contradiction and refutation of a
vacuum, and as it were making extracts from them,
and amplifying them so as to allow beings to be under
some slight necessity of holding to that which is contig-
uous, but so that if they be more strongly pressed,
they will admit a vacuum; as we see in water-clocks,
in which if the hole through which the water runs is
too small, they will want an air-hole to enable the water
to descend; but if the hole be larger, even though
there be no air-hole, the water, pressing with a heavier
weight on the hole, flows downwards, not caring for
the vacuum above. In like manner, in bellows, if you
shut them and then stop the mouth so that there is no
passage for the air to enter, and then raise and expand
them,—if the leather be thin and weak it bursts; if
it be thick and not liable to burst it holds; and so
in other things. But these experiments are neither
exactly proved nor do they altogether satisfy the in-
quiry or settle the question; and though by these
Telœs what he is applying himself to things
and inventions, and endeavours to distinguish more
accurately what has been observed confusedly by oth-
ers, yet he is no way equal to the work, nor does he
unravel the matter to the end, but falls off in the mid-
dle,—a habit common both to him and the Peripat-
etics; who are very owls in looking at experiments;
and that not so much from weakness of vision, as
because it is clouded by opinions, as by cataracts, and
from impatience of full and fixed consideration. But this question (one of the most difficult) as to how far a vacuum is allowed, and at what distances seeds may attract or repel each other, and what there is in this matter peremptory and invariable, I refer to the place where I shall treat of a vacuum. For it is not of much importance to the present question whether Nature utterly abhors a vacuum, or whether beings (as Telesius thinks it more correct to say) delight in mutual contact. For I make it plain, that this, whether it be abhorrence of vacuum or desire of contact, no way depends on heat and cold; nor is it ascribed thereto by Telesius himself, nor can it be ascribed to them upon any evidence in the nature of things; seeing matter when moved from its place cannot but draw other matter to it, whether it be hot or cold, wet or dry, hard or soft, friendly or unfriendly; insomuch that a hot body will sooner attract the coldest body to its side, than suffer itself to be deserted and separated from all. For the bond of matter is stronger than the enmity of heat and cold; nor does the sequacity of matter care for the diversity of special forms. Therefore this virtue of connexion does not at all depend upon those principles of heat and cold. Next come two virtues opposed to each other, by which this kingdom of principles has been transferred (as may be thought) to heat and cold, but on a claim of right not well made out; I mean those virtues by which beings open and rarefy, dilate and expand themselves, so as to occupy a greater space and spread themselves over a larger sphere; or contrariwise close and condense, confine and contract themselves, so as to cover less space and shrink into a smaller sphere. We
must show therefore how far this virtue has its origin from heat and cold, and how far it keeps separate and unmixed with them. Now it is most true, as Telesius affirms, that density and rarity are as it were the proper work of heat and cold; for they have far the most to do in making bodies occupy a larger or less space; but yet these things are understood confusedly. For bodies seem sometimes to migrate and transfer themselves from one natural dimension to another, and that freely and as it were willingly, and with a change of form; sometimes they seem only to be forced away from their natural dimension, and their old form still remaining, to return to their usual dimension again. Now that virtue of progression into a new space is almost governed by heat and cold. But it is not so with that other virtue of restitution; since water expands itself into vapour and air, oil likewise and fat things into exhalation of flame, by the power of heat; nor (if the transmigration be perfect) do they care to return; nay the air itself also swells and is extended by heat. Whereas if the migration be only half effected, then after the heat is withdrawn it easily returns to itself; so that even in the virtue of restitution heat and cold have something to do. But things which are extended and drawn asunder not by means of heat, but by some violence, as soon as the violence ceases return most eagerly (even without any accession of cold or diminution of heat) to their former dimensions; as we see in the sucking of the glass egg and the raising of the bellows. But this is still more evident in solid and gross bodies. For if a piece of cloth or a harp-string be stretched, on the removal of the force they rebound with great velocity; and it is the same with compres-
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sion. For air compressed and imprisoned by any violence bursts out with a great force; and indeed all that mechanical motion caused by the striking of one hard body by another, commonly termed violent motion, by which solid bodies are sent flying through the air and water, is nothing but an endeavour of the parts of the discharged body to free themselves from compression; and yet here there are no apparent traces of heat and cold. Nor can any such fine argument be made upon this doctrine of Teleius, as to say, that to every natural dimension there is assigned a quantity of heat and cold, in a certain proportion; therefore it may be that although no heat and cold are added, yet if the dimensions of the material body be extended or contracted it will come to the same thing; because more or less of matter is put in the space than is proportionate to the heat and cold. Such things, though not absurd in words, are yet the suggestions of men who are always seeking some device by which they may maintain their first thought, and do not follow out the inquiry in nature and fact. For if heat and cold be added to such extended or compressed bodies, and that in a greater measure than is proportionate to the nature of the body itself (let the stretched cloth for instance be warmed by the fire), yet it will by no means restore the balance, nor extinguish the force of restitution. I have therefore now made it plain that this virtue of dimension does not depend in any notable proportion on heat or cold; although it is this very virtue which has given most authority to these principles. Next come two virtues, which are in everybody's mouth, and are spread far and wide, namely those by which bodies are carried
towards the greater masses and collections of their connaturals; in the observation whereof, as in the rest, men either trifle or go quite wrong. For the common philosophy of the school holds it enough to distinguish natural from violent motion; and to assert that heavy bodies by a natural motion are borne downwards and light bodies upwards. But such speculations are of little help to philosophy. For these words, nature, art, and violence, are but compendious phrases and trifles. They ought not only to refer this motion to nature, but likewise to seek in this very motion for the particular and proper affection and appetite of the natural body. For there are a great many other natural motions arising from very different passions of things. Therefore the thing is to be propounded according to its differences. Nay, those very motions which they call violent may be said to be more according to nature than that which they call natural; if that be more according to nature which is stronger, or even which is more according to the system of the universe. For this motion of ascent and descent is not very imperious, nor even universal; but provincial as it were, and confined to certain regions; and it is moreover obedient and subject to other motions. And as for saying that heavy things move downwards and light upwards, it is the same as saying that heavy things are heavy and light light. For that which is predicates is assumed in the subject by the very force of the term. But if by heavy they mean dense and by light rare, they do advance somewhat; yet so as to arrive at an adjunct and concomitant rather than a cause. Those on the other hand who explain the appetites of heavy and light things by contending that the one
are borne to the centre of the earth, and the other to the circumference and compass of the heaven, as to their proper places, certainly assert something, and likewise point towards a cause; but altogether wrongly. For place has no forces, nor is body acted on except by body; and all swift motion of a body, which seems as if it were seeking a place for itself, is really in pursuit not of location or position simply, but with reference to some other body.
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CHAPTER I.

*Division of all Human Learning into History, Poesy, and Philosophy, according to the three faculties of the mind, Memory, Imagination, and Reason: and that the same division holds good likewise in Theology; the vessel (that is, the human understanding) being the same, though the matter and the manner of conveyance be different.*

I adopt that division of human learning which corresponds to the three faculties of the understanding. Its parts therefore are three; History, Poesy, and Philosophy. History is referred to the Memory; poesy to the Imagination; philosophy to the Reason. And by poesy here I mean nothing else than feigned history. History is properly concerned with individuals; the impressions whereof are the first and most ancient guests of the human mind, and are as the primary material of knowledge. With these individuals and this material the human mind perpetually exercises itself, and sometimes sports. For as all knowledge is
the exercise and work of the mind, so poesy may be regarded as its sport. In philosophy the mind is bound to things; in poesy it is released from that bond, and wanders forth, and feigns what it pleases. That this is so any one may see, who seeks ever so simply and without subtlety into the origins of intellectual impressions. For the images of individuals are received by the sense and fixed in the memory. They pass into the memory whole, just as they present themselves. Then the mind recalls and reviews them, and (which is its proper office) compounds and divides the parts of which they consist. For the several individuals have something in common one with another, and again something different and manifold. Now this composition and division is either according to the pleasure of the mind, or according to the nature of things as it exists in fact. If it be according to the pleasure of the mind, and these parts are arbitrarily transposed into the likeness of some individual, it is the work of imagination; which, not being bound by any law and necessity of nature or matter, may join things which are never found together in nature and separate things which in nature are never found apart; being nevertheless confined therein to these primary parts of individuals. For of things that have been in no part objects of the sense, there can be no imagination, not even a dream. If on the other hand these same parts of individuals are compounded and divided according to the evidence of things, and as they really show themselves in nature, or at least appear to each man’s comprehension to show themselves, this is the office of reason; and all business of this kind is assigned to reason. And hence it is evident that from these three fountains flow these three emanations, His-
ory, Poesy, and Philosophy; and that there cannot be
other or more than these. For under philosophy I in-
clude all arts and sciences, and in a word whatever has
been from the occurrence of individual objects collected
and digested by the mind into general notions. Nor do I
think that there is need of any other division than
his for Theology. For the informations of revelation
and of sense differ no doubt both in matter and in the
manner of entrance and conveyance; but yet the human
spirit is one and the same; and it is but as if different
liquors were poured through different funnels into one
and the same vessel. Therefore I say that Theology
itself likewise consists either of sacred history, or of
divine precepts and doctrines, as a kind of perennial
philosophy. And that part which seems to fall outside
this division (that is, prophecy) is itself a species of
history, with the prerogative of divinity wherein times
are joined together, that the narrative may precede the
fact; and the manner of delivery, both of prophecies
by means of visions and of divine doctrine by parables,
partakes of poesy.

CHAP. II.

Division of History into Natural and Civil; Ecclesiastical
and Literary History being included under Civil.
Division of Natural History into History of Genera-
tions, Preter-generations, and Arts, according to the
three states of Nature, namely, Nature Free, Nature
Erring, and Nature Constrained.

History is either Natural or Civil. Natural history
relates the deeds and actions of nature; civil history
the perversities and insubordination of wayward and rebellious matter, and by the violence of impediments; in monsters and heteroclites of nature; — or lastly, he is constrained, moulded, translated, and made as it were new by art and the hand of man; as in things artificial. For in things artificial nature seems as it were made, whereby a new array of bodies presents itself, and a kind of second world. Natural history therefore treats either of the liberty of nature or her errors or her bonds. And if any one dislike that arts should be called the bonds of nature, thinking they should rather be counted as her deliverers and champions, because in some cases they enable her to fulfill her own intention by reducing obstacles to order; for my part I do not care about these refinements and elegancies of speech; all I mean is, that nature, like Proton, is forced by art to do that which without art would not be done; call it which you will, — force and bonds, or help and perfection. I will therefore divide natural history into history of generations, history of pretergenerations, and history of arts; which I also call mechanical and experimental history. And I am the rather induced to set down the history of arts as a species of natural history, because it is the fashion to talk as if art were something different from nature, so that things artificial should be separated from things natural, as differing totally in kind; whence it comes that most writers of natural history think it enough to make a history of animals or plants or minerals, without mentioning the experiments of mechanical arts (which are far the most important for philosophy); and not only that, but another and more subtle error finds its way into men's minds; that of looking upon art merely as
a kind of supplement to nature; which has power enough to finish what nature has begun or correct her when going aside, but no power to make radical changes, and shake her in the foundations; an opinion which has brought a great deal of despair into human concerns. Whereas men ought on the contrary to have a settled conviction, that things artificial differ from things natural, not in form or essence, but only in the efficient; that man has in truth no power over nature, except that of motion—the power, I say of putting natural bodies together or separating them—and that the rest is done by nature working within. Whenever therefore there is a possibility of moving natural bodies towards one another or away from one another, man and art can do everything; when there is no such possibility, they can do nothing. On the other hand, provided this motion to or from, which is required to produce any effect, be duly given, it matters not whether it be done by art and human means, or by nature unaided by man; nor is the one more powerful than the other. As for instance when a man makes the appearance of a rainbow on a wall by the sprinkling of water, nature does the work for him, just as much as when the same effect is produced in the air by a dripping cloud; and on the other hand when gold is found pure in sands, nature does the work for herself just as much as if it were refined by the furnace and human appliance. Sometimes again the ministering office is by the law of the universe deputed to other animals; for honey, which is made by the industry of the bee, is no less artificial than sugar, which is made by man; and in mamna (which is a thing of like kind) nature asks no help, but does all herself. Therefore as nature is
one and the same, and her power extends through all things, nor does she ever forsake herself, these three things should by all means be set down as alike subordinate only to nature; namely, the course of nature; the wandering of nature; and art, or nature with man to help. And therefore in natural history all these things should be included in one continuous series of narratives; as indeed Pliny has in great part done; who conceived an idea of natural history suitable to its dignity, but handled it in a manner most unworthy of the conception. Let this then be the first division of natural history.

CHAP. III.

Division of Natural History according to its use and end; and that for the noblest end of Natural History is to lay a foundation for Philosophy; and that such a history (a history framed with a view to that end) is wanting.

Natural history, which in subject (as I said) is threefold, is in use twofold. For it is used either for the sake of the knowledge of the things themselves which are committed to it, or as the primary material of philosophy. Now the noblest end of natural history is this; to be the stuff and matter of true and lawful induction; and to draw from the sense enough to inform the intellect. For that other kind which aims either to please by the agreeableness of the narrative, or to help by the use of experiments, and is pursued for the sake of such pleasure or such profit, is an inferior thing, and in its very kind of less value, than that
which is qualified to be a proper preparative for the building up of philosophy. For this is that natural history which constitutes a solid and eternal basis of true and active philosophy; this it is which gives the first spark to the pure and real light of nature; and whose genius being neglected and not propitiated, has caused us to be visited most unhappily by that host of spectres and kingdom of shadows which we see flitting about among the philosophies, afflicting them with utter barrenness in respect of works. Now I affirm and bear witness that a natural history properly adapted to this end is not extant, but is wanting, and should be set down among the deficient. And let no man be so dazzled either by the great names of ancient writers or the great volumes of modern, as to think this complaint of mine unjust. I know well that a natural history is extant, large in bulk; pleasing in variety, curious often in diligence; and yet strip it of fables, antiquities, quotations and opinions of authors, empty disputes and controversies, philology and ornaments (which are more fitted for table-talk and the noctes of learned men than for the institution of philosophy), and it will shrink into small compass; so that it would seem as if people were engaged in getting up a treasure-house of eloquence, rather than a sound and faithful narrative of facts. Besides, it is not of much use to recount or to know the exact varieties of flowers, as of the iris or tulip, no, nor of shells or dogs or hawks. For these and the like are but sports and wanton freaks of nature, and almost approach to the nature of individuals. And though they involve an exquisite knowledge of the particular objects, the information which they afford to the sciences is slight and almost useless. And yet
these are the things which our ordinary natural history takes pride in. And while it descends to matters which do not belong to it, and indulges to excess in matters superfluous, on the other hand its great and solid parts are either entirely omitted or carelessly and lightly treated. And indeed in the whole course of inquiry pursued and the whole mass of matter gathered, it appears to be in no way adapted or qualified for the end which I have mentioned, namely the building up of philosophy. This will be best shown in the particular branches of it, and by comparing the history of which I am now going to set forth a description, with that which we have.

CHAP. IV.

Beginning of a treatise showing of what nature the required history should be; namely the Natural History which is to serve as a foundation of Philosophy. For the clearer explanation of this, a division of the History of Generations is first subjoined. This is digested into five parts. The first the History of the Heavens; the second, the History of Meteors; the third, the History of Earth and Sea; the fourth, the History of Collega Majora, or Elements or Masses; the fifth, the History of Collegia Minora, or Species. The history of Primary Virtues is postponed, till the explanation of this first division, of Generations, Preter-generations, and Arts, is concluded.

Although I consider myself bound not to leave the completion of this history which I pronounce deficient
to others, but to take it upon myself; because the more it may seem a thing open to every man's industry, the greater fear there is that they will go astray from my design; and I have therefore marked it out as the third part of my instauration; yet that I may still keep true to my plan of giving either explanations or speci mens of those things which are wanting, and likewise that in case of my death there may be something saved, I think fit now in this place to set down my opinion and advice in this matter. Of the History of Generations or Nature at large I set down five parts. These are, the History of Ether. The History of Meteors and of the Regions of the Air, as they are called; for the sublunar region down to the surface of the earth, and the bodies situated upon it, I assign to the history of meteors; Comets likewise of all kinds (however the truth may be) yet for the sake of order I include among meteors. Third comes the History of the Earth and Sea, which together make up one globe. And so far the nature of things is distributed according to places and positions. The two remaining parts distinguish the substances of things or rather masses. For con natural bodies are congregated into greater and lesser masses; which I commonly term greater and lesser Colleges, and which are related to one another in the polity of the world as tribes or families. Therefore fourth in order is placed the History of Elements or the Greater Colleges; fifth and last, the History of Species or the Lesser Colleges. For I mean by Elements not the commencements of things, but only the greater masses of connatural bodies. Now this greatness of mass is owing to the texture of the matter of which they are composed being easy, simple, obvious.
and prepared; whereas species are sparingly supplied by nature, because the texture of matter is complex, and in most cases organic. As for those virtues which may be regarded as cardinal and universal in nature, as Dense, Rare, Light, Heavy, Hot, Cold, Consistent, Fluid, Similar, Dissimilar, Specific, Organic, and the like, together with the motions contributing to them, as Resistance, Connexion, Contraction, Expansion, and the rest (the history of which I would by all means have collected and constructed, even before we come to the work of the intellect), I will treat of the history of these and of the manner of constructing it, when I have completed the explanation of this triple division, of Generations, Preter-generations, and Arts. For I have not included it in that threefold division, because it is not properly a history, but as it were a middle term between history and philosophy. But now I will speak of the History of the Celestial Bodies, and give receipts concerning them, and then of the rest.

CHAP. V.

The history of Celestial Bodies is resumed; showing both what it should be in kind; and that the legitimate ordering of such a history turns on three kinds of precepts; namely, the End, the Matter, and the Manner of Construction.

I would have the History of Celestial Bodies simple, and without any infusion of dogmas; all theoretical doctrine being as it were suspended: a history embracing only the phenomena themselves (now almost
incorporated with the dogmas) pure and separate; a
history in short, setting forth a simple narrative of the
facts, just as if nothing had been settled by the arts of
astronomy and astrology, and only experiments and
observations had been accurately collected and de-
scribed with perspicuity. In which kind of history
there is nothing extant which satisfies me. Something
of the kind indeed Pliny has touched on cursorily and
loosely; but that would be the best history of the
celestial bodies which might be extracted and worked
out from Ptolemaeus and Copernicus and the more
learned writers on astronomy, taking the experiments
detached from the art, and adding the observations of
more modern writers. It may seem strange that I
should wish to recall to their primitive rudeness and
the simplicity of naked observations things so labo-
rously produced, advanced, and amended. But the
truth is that, without meaning to throw away the
benefit of former inventions, I am attempting a far
greater work: for it is not merely calculations or pre-
dictions that I aim at, but philosophy: such a philoso-
phy I mean as may inform the human understanding,
not only of the motion of the heavenly bodies and the
period of that motion, but likewise of their substance,
various qualities, powers, and influences, according to
natural and certain reasons, free from the superstition
and frivolity of traditions; and again such as may dis-
cover and explain in the motion itself, not what is
accordant with the phenomena, but what is found in
nature herself, and is actually and really true. Now
it is easy to see, that both they who think the earth
revolves, and they who hold the primus mobile and
the old construction, are about equally and indifferentlly
supported by the phenomena. Nay, and the author of the new construction in our own day, who made the sun the centre of the secundum mobile, as the earth of the primum mobile, whereby the planets in their proper revolutions would seem to wheel in dance round the sun (as some of the ancients suspected to be the case with Venus and Mercury), if he had thought the matter fairly out, might probably have brought it to a very good conclusion. Nor have I any doubt but that other similar constructions might by wit and severe thought be invented. Neither indeed do they who propose these theories mean to say that the things they allege are actually true, but only that they are convenient hypotheses for calculations and the construction of tables. But my plan has a different aim; for I seek not for ingenious adjustments, which may be many, but for the truth of the thing, which is simple. And to this a history of phenomena kept pure and simple will open the way, while one tinctured with dogma will obstruct it. I may say also, that as I hope for the discovery of the truth regarding the heavenly bodies from a history made and compiled according to my principle, by itself alone; so I rest that hope much more upon observation of the common passions and desires of matter in both globes. For those supposed divorces between ethereal and sublunary things seem to me but figments, superstitions mixed with rashness; seeing it is most certain that very many effects, as of expansion, contraction, impression, cession, collection into masses, attraction, repulsion, assimilation, union, and the like, have place not only here with us, but also in the heights of the heaven and the depths of the earth. Nor have we any more faithful interpreters to
consult, in order that the human understanding may penetrate the depths of the earth, which are never seen at all, and the heights of heaven which are for the most part seen untruly. Most excellently therefore did the ancients represent Proteus, him of the many shapes, to be likewise a prophet triply great; as knowing the future, the past, and the secrets of the present. For he who knows the universal passions of matter and thereby knows what is possible to be, cannot help knowing likewise what has been, what is, and what will be, according to the sums of things. Therefore the best hope and security for the study of celestial bodies I place in physical reasons; meaning by physical reasons not such as are commonly supposed, but only the doctrine concerning those appetites of matter which no diversity of regions or places can disperse. Not that on this account (to return to my design) I would have any diligence spared in descriptions and observations of the celestial phenomena themselves. For the fuller our supply of such appearances, the reader and surer will everything be. But before I speak more of this, I have to congratulate both the industry of mechanics, and the zeal and energy of certain learned men, that now of late by the help of optical instruments, as by skiffs and barks, they have opened a new commerce with the phenomena of the heavens; an undertaking which I regard as being both in the end and in the endeavour a thing noble and worthy of the human race; the rather because these men are as much to be praised for their honesty as for their boldness; seeing that they have ingeniously and perspicuously explained the manner in which each point of their proceeding in each case has been
made out. All that is wanted further is constancy and great severity of judgment, to change the instruments, to increase the number of witnesses, to try each particular experiment many times and many ways; lastly, to suggest to themselves and open to others every objection that can be made, not despising even the minutest scruple; lest it fare with them as with Democritus in the matter of the sweet figs, when it turned out that the old woman was wiser than the philosopher, and that a vast and wonderful speculation was built upon a trifling and ridiculous mistake. But now having made these general remarks by way of preface, let us go on to a description of the history of celestial bodies more at large, to show what and what kind of things are to be sought concerning them. First, therefore, I will set down the questions in nature, at least some of them, and those the chief; to these I will add the uses which may probably be derived to man from the study of celestial bodies; both of these as being the mark at which the history aims; that they who undertake to compose a history of the heavens may know what we are about, and may keep these questions, together with these operations and effects, in mind and view; and so proceed to form such a history as shall be adapted to the solution of the said questions, and the procuring of such fruits and benefits to the human race. Now the questions I mean are of that kind which inquire of the fact in nature, not of causes. For this is the proper business of history. Next, I will show distinctly in what the history of celestial bodies consists, and what are its parts; what things are to be understood or inquired, what experiments to be collected and procured, what
observations to be employed and sifted; propounding as it were certain Inductive Topics, or Articles of Interrogation concerning the heavens. Lastly, I will give some precepts, not only concerning that which should be sought, but also how the matters under inquiry are to be examined and how presented and put in writing; that the diligence of the first inquiry may not be lost in passing it on, nor (what is worse) the beginning of the work, on which the subsequent progress depends, prove weak and fallacious. In short I will explain both what should be inquired with regard to the heavenly bodies, and with what view, and in what manner.

CHAP. VI.

That philosophical questions concerning the Celestial Bodies, even such as are contrary to opinion, and somewhat harsh, should be received. Five questions are propounded concerning the system itself; namely, is there a system? if there be, what is the centre of it, what the depth, what the connexion, and what the position of the parts?

Most men no doubt will think that I am digging up the remains of old questions long since laid up and buried, and in a manner raising their ghosts, and mixing fresh questions with them. But since the philosophy of which we are hitherto in possession concerning the heavens has no soundness; and since it is my constant determination to refer everything to a new trial by legitimate induction; and since if any questions are
passed over, there will be so much less pains and diligence bestowed on the history, because it will perhaps seem superfluous to inquire of things concerning which no question has been raised; I hold it necessary to take in hand all questions which the nature of things anywhere presents. Nay, the less certain I am concerning the questions which are to be determined by my method, the less difficulty do I make in entertaining them. For I see an end of the matter. The first question therefore is, whether there be a system? that is, whether the world or universe compose altogether one globe, with a centre; or whether the particular globes of earth and stars be scattered dispersedly, each on its own roots, without any system or common centre? Certainly the school of Democritus and Epicurus boasted that their founders had overthrown the walls of the world; yet this did not absolutely follow from their words. For when Democritus had set down matter or seeds as infinite in quantity and finite in attributes and power, as moving about, and never located in any position from all eternity, he was driven by the very force of this opinion to constitute multiform worlds, subject to birth and death, some well ordered, others badly put together, even essays of worlds and vacant spaces between. But yet though this were admitted, there was no reason why that part of matter which is assigned to this particular world which is visible to us, should not have the shape of a globe. For each one of those worlds must have received some shape; and although there can be no middle point in infinity, yet in the parts of infinity a round figure may exist, no less in a world than in a ball. Now Democritus was a good dissector of the world, but in the
integral parts of the world inferior even to the ordinary philosophers. But the opinion of which I am now speaking, which destroyed and confounded system, was that of Heraclides Ponticus, Ecphantus, and Nicetas of Syracuse, and most of all Philolaus, and likewise, in our own day, of Gilbert, and all those (except Copernicus) who believed that the earth was a planet and movable, and as it were one of the stars. And the effect of this opinion is that the several planets and stars, together with innumerable other stars which elude our sight by reason of their distance, and others again which are invisible to us from their nature being not lucent but opaque, having each of them obtained their own globes and primary forms, are scattered and suspended through that immense expanse which we behold above us, whether it be of vacuum or some thin and almost indifferent body, like so many islands in an immense sea, and revolve not round any common centre, but each separately round its own; some simply, others with some progressive motion of the centre. Now the harshest thing in this opinion is, that they take away quiet or immobility from nature. But it seems that as there are bodies in the universe which revolve, that is, which move with an infinite and perpetual motion, so on the other hand there should be some body which is at rest; between which comes a middle nature, of such as move in a straight line; seeing that motion in a straight line suits the parts of globes, and things banished from their native countries, which move towards the globes of their connaturals, that being united with them they may themselves also either revolve or rest. But this question (namely, whether there be a system) will be answered by that
which shall be determined concerning the motion of
the earth, that is, whether the earth stands still or re-
volves, and the substance of the stars, whether they are
solid or flamy, and the ether or interstellar spaces in
the heaven, whether they consist of body or vacuum.
For if the earth be stationary and the heavens revolve
in a diurnal motion, there is doubtless a system; but if
the earth revolve, it does not necessarily follow that
there is no system; because there may be some other
centre of the system; the sun, for instance, or some-
thing else. Again, if the globe of the earth be the
only one dense and solid, it would seem that the matter
of the universe is collected and condensed to that
centre; but if it be found that the moon or some of
the planets consist likewise of dense and solid matter,
it would seem that dense bodies collect not to any one
centre, but dispersedly, and as it were fortuitously.
Lastly, if it be asserted that there is a collective vac-
uum in the interstellar spaces, it would seem that
each globe has round it an emanation of rarer sub-
stance, and beyond that a vacuum. But if these
spaces be filled with body, it would seem that there is
a union of dense things in the middle, and a repulsion
of rarer things to the circumference. Now it is of
great importance to science to know the conjugations
of questions; because in some cases there is history or
inductive matter by which they may be settled, in
others not so. But granting that there is a system,
we come next to the second question, what is the centre
of that system? For if any one of the globes is to
occupy the position of centre, there are two especially,
which offer themselves as having the nature of a mid-
dle or centre; namely, the earth and the sun. In
favour of the earth, we have the evidence of our sight and an inveterate opinion; and most of all this, that dense bodies are contracted into a narrow compass and rare bodies are widely diffused (and the area of every circle is contracted to the centre), it seems to follow almost of necessity that the narrow space about the middle of the world be set down as the proper and peculiar place for dense bodies. In favour of the sun on the other hand, we have this consideration, that that body which has the chief office in the system should occupy that place from which it may best act on the whole system and communicate its influence. And since the sun is that which seems most to vivify the world by imparting heat and light, it appears to be altogether right and in order that it should be placed in the middle of the world. Besides, the sun manifestly has Venus and Mercury as his satellites, and is the opinion of Tycho the other planets also; wherefore it is plain that the sun can sustain the nature of a centre, and perform its office in some things, and so has the better title to be constituted the centre of the universe; as was asserted by Copernicus. Nevertheless, in the system of Copernicus there are found many and great inconveniences; for both the loading of the earth with a triple motion is very incommodious, and the separation of the sun from the company of the planets, with which it has so many passions in common is likewise a difficulty, and the introduction of so much immobility into nature, by representing the sun and stars as immovable, especially being of all bodies the highest and most radiant, and making the moon revolve about the earth in an epicycle, and some other assumptions of his, are the speculations of one who
cares not what fictions he introduces into nature, provided his calculations answer. But if it be granted that the earth moves, it would seem more natural to suppose that there is no system at all, but scattered globes, according to the opinion of those I have already mentioned, than to constitute a system in which the sun is the centre. And this the consent of ages and of antiquity has rather embraced and approved. For the opinion concerning the motion of the earth is not new, but revived from the ancients, as I said; whereas the opinion that the sun is the centre of the world and immovable is altogether new (except one verse, wrongly translated), and was first introduced by Copernicus. Then comes the third question, concerning the depth of the system; not with a view to find its exact measure, but to ascertain whether the starry heaven be like one region, or orb, as it is commonly called; or whether of the fixed stars, as they call them, some are higher than others, with an immeasurable depth between? For it cannot be that they are of equal height, if the words be taken exactly; since the stars are certainly not situated as in a plain, so as to have a superficial dimension only, like spots or bubbles, but they are entire globes, great and deep; and being of such different magnitudes, it must needs be that some protrude more than others either upwards or downwards, nor is it possible for them to be united in one surface, either above or below. And if this be the case in the parts of stars, it would plainly be rash to assert that there are not some stars higher than others in their whole body. But though this be true, it may nevertheless be maintained that the width of that region which they

1 The allusion is to Job ix. 6.
and our sight. The fourth question is concerning the
connexion of the system. Now of the nature and es-

sence of the body or thing which is regarded as pure
shelter, and occupies the space between the stars, I will
require afterwards. At present I will only speak of the
coherence of the system. This may be in three ways.
For there is either vacuum, or contiguity, or continuity;
therefore we must first inquire, whether there be a col-
lective vacuum in the interstellar spaces? a thing which
Gilbert distinctly affirmed,¹ and which likewise some
of those among the ancients who thought that the
globes were dispersed without any system, seem to in-
timate; especially those who asserted that the bodies
of the stars are compact. The opinion is this: that all
the globes, as well the stars as the earth, consist of
solid and dense matter: that these are immediately
surrounded by a kind of bodies which are to a certain
extent connatural with the globe itself, but yet more
imperfect, languid, and attenuated; and are in fact noth-
ing else than the effluvia and emanations of the globes
themselves; such as vapours are, and exhalations, and
indeed the air itself, when compared with the earth:
that these emanations do not extend for any great dis-
tance round each globe; and that the remaining space
(which is far the most extensive) is empty. Which
opinion is countenanced by the fact that the bodies of
the stars are seen at such an immense distance. For
if all that space were filled, especially with bodies
which are doubtless very unequal in density and rarity,
the refraction of rays would be so great that they
would not reach our sight; whereas if far the greatest
part of that space be a vacuum, it is natural to suppose

¹ Gilbert, Physiol. Nova, i. 22.
that they traverse it more easily. And indeed this question will in great part depend on the question which I shall next bring forward concerning the substance of the stars, whether it be dense, or rare and open. For if their substance be solid, it will seem as if nature were only busy and anxious about the globes and their immediate neighbourhood; and that she leaves and passes by, as it were, the intermediate spaces. Therefore it would not be improbable that the globes are denser about the centre, more open towards the circumference, in the surrounding atmosphere and effluvia almost exhausted, and so terminated at last in vacuum. On the other hand, if the nature of the stars be rare and flamy, it will appear that the nature of rarity is not merely the diminution of density, but powerful and primary of itself, no less than the nature of solidity; and that it abounds both in the stars themselves, and in the ether, and in the air, so that there is no need of a collective vacuum. This question concerning a vacuum in the interstellar spaces will depend likewise on that question which relates to the principles of nature: Does nature admit a vacuum? Not however on this absolutely, without proper distinction. For it is one thing to deny a vacuum absolutely, another to deny a collective vacuum. For the reasons which may be advanced in favour of a vacuum interspersed, whereby bodies are relaxed and opened, are far stronger than those on which the assertion of a collective vacuum, that is, a vacuum extending over great spaces, is supported. And it was not Hero alone, a man of wit and a mechanician, who saw this, but Leucippus likewise and Democritus, the founders of the opinion concerning the vacuum, which Aristotle endeavours by ever...
tained fine reasons to attack and destroy; which two philosophers, certainly most acute and famous men, in admitting an interspersed vacuum, do in fact deny a collective one. For in the opinion of Democritus vacuity is bounded and circumscribed, so that beyond certain limits distraction or divulsion of bodies is no more possible than compulsion or compaction. For although in those works of Democritus which have come down to us this is never expressly declared, yet he seems to imply as much when he asserts that bodies as well as spaces are infinite: using as his argument, that otherwise (that is, if space were infinite and bodies finite) bodies would never cohere. Therefore by reason of matter and space being equally infinite, vacuity is necessarily confined within certain bounds, which seems to have been his real opinion rightly understood; that is, that there is a certain limit to the expansion of bodies by reason of the vacuum with which they are coupled; and that there is no solitary vacuum, not enclosed in a body. But if there be no vacuum amounting to a solution of continuity in the system, yet as there is found so great a diversity of bodies in the parts and regions of the system that they seem to belong as it were to different nations and countries, there arises a second question, which relates to the connexion of the system; this is, whether the pure ether be one perpetual and continuous fluid, or consist of many contiguous to one another? Now it is not for me to refine about words, but by a contiguous body I understand a body which lies on another without mixing with it. I do not mean however a series of hard rigid floors, like the stories of a house, such as the vulgar

\[1\] Cf. Lucretius, i. 983.
astronomers imagine, but such a succession as that immense tract of pure ether there are not.

For no one can doubt but that immense tract of pure ether there are not differences as to density and rarity and many things; but upon either supposition (that is, you assume continuity or contiguity) this may case. For it is certain that even in the sea at the top and the water at the bottom are very consistence and taste: while in the air, very great difference between the air-coning earth and the upper air; and yet the thin and entire and uninterrupted. The quest is brought to this, whether the difference is

indeed to a single, over the whole, a clear body in which the whole of the

that and that is not determined to.

united. But
that things very dissimilar be separated one from the other, and yet brought into approximation. Thus air succeeds to and touches earth and water, a body very different from them, and yet placed in immediate proximity; not first mud, then vapour or mist, and then pure air; but air at once, without any thing between. But in air and ether (for I put the two together) the most remarkable and radical division of all may be derived from a greater or less susceptibility of the starry nature. Between the globe of the earth then and the summits of heaven there seem to be generally three regions especially remarkable; namely, the tract of the air, the tract of the planetary heaven, and the tract of the starry heaven. Now in the lowest of these tracts, the starry nature is not consistent; in the middle it is consistent, but gathers into separate globes; in the highest it diffuses itself among a great number of globes, till at the summits thereof it seems to pass as it were into the perfect empyrean. But in the meantime I must not forget what I said just now, that nature is accustomed to adopt the gradual and the sudden process by turns, so that the confines of the first region communicate with the second, and the second with the third. For both in the higher air, when the air has begun to be cleared from the emanations of the earth and to be more rarefied by the emanations of the heavens, flames and endeavours to be consistent; as we see in the lower comets, which are of a middle nature between the starry nature in consistence and in evanescence; and again in the neighbourhood of the sun (it may be) where the heaven seems to become starry, and to begin to pass into the nature of the starry heaven. For it may be that those spots which have been discovered
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to the old system, the ancients were in doubt; and among the moderns also there is a question with regard to Venus and Mercury which of them is superior. For in favour of Venus being superior, there is the reason that she moves somewhat slower; and in favour of Mercury, that he is fixed at a less distance from the sun, whence one might assert that he ought to be placed next to the sun. But with regard to the moon, no one has ever doubted that she is placed nearest to the earth, though there are various opinions about her approximation to the sun. Nor should any one who is seriously considering the subject let another kind of question escape him, pertaining to the constitution of the system; that is, whether one planet sometimes goes above another and sometimes again comes below; a thing which seems to be proved with regard to Venus by some tolerably diligent demonstrations, that she is found sometimes above and sometimes below the sun. It is a very fit inquiry also, whether the apogee of the lower planet does not cut the perigee of the higher and enter its boundaries. There remains the last question, concerning the position of the parts of the system; that is, whether there be many different centres in the system, and as it were many dances; especially as not only the earth is set down as the centre of the primum mobile, and the sun (according to Tycho) of the secundum mobile; but Jupiter likewise is supposed by Galileo to be the centre of those smaller and recently discovered wanderers. Such then are these five questions, which seem fit to be proposed concerning the system itself, namely, is there a system? what is the center of it? what the depth? what the connexion? and what the order of the position of the parts?
As for the extremities of the heaven and the empyrean, I do not draw up any propositions or questions concerning them. For there is no history of these things nor any phenomenon extant. And therefore what can be known about them can only be known by consequence, and not at all by induction. For such inquiry however there will come a fit time, and a plan and method. But with regard to the immaterial heavens and spaces, we must rest entirely upon religion, and leave them to it. For as for what the Platonists and of late Patricius (by way of giving their philosophy a diviner character) have alleged, not without superstition, arrogance, and some disorder of mind, and in a word, with too much presumption and no fruit, like the images and dreams of Valentine; I regard all such things as idle fancies. For an apotheosis of Folly, like that of the Emperor Claudius, is a thing not to be endured; and most mischievous it is, and a very pest and destruction of the understanding, for vanity to be made an object of veneration.

CHAP. VII.

**The following questions concerning the substance of heavenly bodies; namely, what is the substance of heavenly bodies generally as compared with sublunar bodies; what is the substance of the interstellar ether as compared with the body of a star; what is the substance of the stars as compared with one another, with our fire, and in their own nature; what is the substance of the Milky Way, and the black...**
spots in the antarctic hemisphere? *Then is proposed the first question, Is there a heterogeneity between celestial and sublunary bodies, and of what nature may it be?*

**Having** finished the questions concerning the system, we must proceed to those concerning the substance of the heavenly bodies. For the inquiry concerning substance of the heavenly bodies and the causes of their motion, belongs principally to philosophy; the inquiry concerning the motion itself and the accidents thereof, to astronomy; the inquiry concerning their influence and power, to both. Now it ought to have been so arranged between astronomy and philosophy, that astronomy should prefer those hypotheses which are most convenient for compendious calculations; philosophy those which come nearest to the truth of nature. And further, that while the hypotheses adopted by astronomy for convenience should by no means prejudice the truth of the thing, the judgments of philosophy in their turn should be such as are perfectly reconcilable with the phenomena of astronomy. But now it comes to pass contrariwise, that the fictions of astronomy have been introduced into philosophy and corrupted it; while the speculations of philosophers about the celestial bodies please none but themselves, and almost forsake astronomy, looking at the celestial regions in general, but not at all addressing themselves to particular phenomena and their causes. Therefore since both sciences (as now practised) are slight and superficial, we must plant our footing deeper; and treat these two, which by reason of the narrowness of men's views and the practice of professors have been for so many ages separated, as one and the same thing, and making up
together one body of science. The first question proposed therefore is, whether the substance of the heavenly bodies is different in kind from the substance of those below? For Aristotle's temerity and cavilling has begotten for us a fantastic heaven, composed of a fifth essence, free from change, and free likewise from heat.¹ Now to say nothing at present about the four elements, which this fifth essence supposes, it was certainly an act of great boldness to destroy altogether the relationship between the elementary, as they call them, and the celestial bodies; seeing two of the elements, namely air and fire, agree so well with the stars and ether; only that it was his way to abuse his wit, and make difficulties for himself, and prefer those things which were more obscure. Yet there is no doubt that the regions above and below the moon, together with the bodies contained in the same space, differ in many important points; but then again there is as little doubt that the bodies of both regions have many common inclinations, passions, and motions; so that, with due regard to the unity of nature, we should rather distinguish these than separate them. But as for that point of heterogeneity, that the heavenly bodies should be supposed eternal, the inferior corruptible; the opinion seems to fail both ways, for neither does such eternity as they feign belong to the heaven, nor such mutability to the earth. For with respect to the earth, if the matter be truly considered, judgment is not to be made from the things which are visible to us, since among the bodies seen by man's eye there is none that has been disinterred or cast up from a depth of above three miles at the most, which is as nothing compared

¹ Arist. de Coelo, ii. 7.
with the extent of the whole terrestrial globe. Therefore there is no reason for thinking that the interior of the earth is not endowed with the same eternity as the heaven itself. For if the earth underwent changes in its inmost depths, it could not be but that the consequences of those changes would produce, even in this region where we tread, greater accidents than we see take place. For of the changes visible to us here towards the surface of the earth, there appears almost always some manifest cause sent from above, due to the state of the atmosphere, to rains, heats, and the like; so that the earth itself, of its own proper force, does not seem to cause any considerable change. And if it be granted (which certainly is probable) that the earth itself also, as well as the heavenly bodies, acts upon the regions of the air, either by exhaling cold, or by emitting winds, or the like; yet all that variety may be referred to the parts of the earth close at hand, in which no man in his senses would deny that very many changes and alterations take place. It must certainly be confessed that of all terrestrial phenomena, those which penetrate deepest into the earth are earthquakes and things of that sort, as eruptions of water, vomitings of flames, yawnings and rents of the earth, and the like; yet even these seem to rise from no great distance, seeing most of them occupy only a small space in the surface of the earth. For the wider the space an earthquake or anything of that kind extends on the surface of the earth, the deeper must we suppose its roots and sources to penetrate into the interior; and the narrower the less deep. And if it be said that there are sometimes earthquakes which shake vast and extensive districts of country, so no doubt it is. But
these certainly happen seldom, and are to be numbered among the greater accidents; and may be compared therefore with the higher comets, which are also very common. For I am not attempting to prove simply that the earth is eternal, but only (as I said at first) that between heaven and earth, as regards constancy and change, there is not much difference. Neither is it worth while to reason of eternity from the principles of motion; for as circular motion may be without limits, so may rest; and the consistency of dense bodies in the place and great congregation of their component parts is not less susceptible of eternity than the rotation of rare bodies; seeing that the parts of both when separated from the rest move in a straight line. That the interior of the earth is not more subject to corruption than the heaven itself, may be inferred also from this, that waste commonly takes place where there are means of supply. Now as rains and things falling from above, which renew the surface of the earth, cannot penetrate far into the interior, which nevertheless remains undiminished in bulk and quantity, it must be that nothing is lost, since there is nothing to take its place. Lastly, the mutability which is discovered in the exterior of the earth seems itself to be by accident. For that small incrustation which seems to extend a few miles downwards (within which those noble workshops and fabrics of plants and minerals are enclosed) would scarce receive any variety, much less such beautiful and elaborate contrivances, unless that part of the earth were acted upon and perpetually stimulated by the heavenly bodies. And if any one think that the heat and active power of the sun and heavenly bodies can strike through the thickness of the whole earth, be
may be regarded as superstitious and fanatical; seeing it is very evident by how small an obstacle they may be repelled and restrained. So much then for the constancy of the earth; we must now inquire concerning the mutability of the heavens.

First then we are not to infer that changes in the heavens do not take place because they are not visible to us. For the sight is disabled both by distance of place, and by excess or deficiency of light, and by the fineness or smallness of the body; and if a man were to look from the moon he would not be able to see the changes which take place here with us on the surface of the earth, such as inundations, earthquakes, buildings, structures, and the like; which would not show so big as little straws at so great a distance. Nor from the fact that the interstellar heaven is transparent, and in clear nights the stars are seen the same in number and appearance, can a man conclude that the whole body of ether is clear, pure, and immutable. For we know that the air below admits innumerable varieties of heat, cold, odours, and all kinds of mixture with the finer vapours, and does not thereby lose its transparency; in like manner therefore we must not trust to the face or appearance of the heaven. For if those great masses of clouds which sometimes obscure the heaven, and by reason of their proximity to our view take away from us the light of the sun and stars, were hung in the higher parts of the heaven, they would no way alter the face of a clear sky; since they would neither be visible themselves by reason of the distance, nor would they at all eclipse the stars, by reason of the smallness of their bodies, in respect to the magnitude of the stars.

Nay the body of the moon itself, except in the part
which the light strikes, does not change the appearance of the sky; so that, if that light were absent, so great a body as that would be altogether imperceptible to us. On the other hand it is quite plain from the masses of bodies which by their bulk and magnitude can overcome the distance of space, and by the luminous nature and brilliancy of their matter can affect our sight, that wonderful changes and unusual appearances do happen in the heaven. For this is shown in the higher comets, those I mean which have appeared in the figure of a star without a tail, and are not only proved from the doctrine of parallax to be situated above the moon, but have likewise had a certain and constant position relative to the fixed stars, and kept their places, and not been wanderers; such as our age has witnessed more than once, first in Cassiopea, and again not so long ago in Ophiuchus. And as for the notion that this constancy visible in comets proceeds from their following some star (which was the opinion of Aristotle, who affirmed that there was the same relation between a comet and a single star as between the milky way and the collection of stars, an assertion false both ways), this has long ago been exploded, not without a censure on the wit of Aristotle, who ventured to invent such theories on slight grounds. Neither does that change in the celestial regions with regard to new stars hold with regard to those stars only which seem to be of an evanescent nature, but likewise in those which remain. For in the case of the new star of Hipparchus, mention is made by the ancients of the appearance of it, but no mention of the disappearance. There appeared also of late a new star in the breast of Cygnus, which has now

2 Cf. Pliny, ii. 33.
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lasted for twelve whole years, having already exceeded the age (as it is held) of a comet, without as yet any diminution or preparation for flight. Nor again can it be affirmed as a fact without exception that the old stars suffer no change at all, but only those that have appeared more recently; in which it is no wonder that a change should take place, seeing their very generation and origin is not immemorial. For setting aside the fable of the Arcadians about the first appearance of the moon, which they assert to be younger than themselves, there are not wanting examples within trustworthy memory, when the sun on three several occasions, without eclipse or interposition of clouds, the air being clear and serene, appeared for many days with an altered visage; yet not affected in the same manner each time, but once faint, and twice of a reddish brown. For such phenomena happened in the year 790 for seventeen days, and in the times of Justinian for half a year, and after the death of Julius Caesar for several days. Of the Julian darkness there remains that notable testimony of Virgil:

Ille etiam extincto miseraus Cesare Romam,  
Cum caput obscurus nitidum ferrugine textit,  
Impiaque sternam timuerunt secula notem.  

The narrative of Varro, a man most learned in antiquity, respecting the star Venus, which is found in Augustine,—namely, that in the time of King Ogyges she changed colour, size, and shape,—might have been of doubtful credit, had not a like event recurred in our

1 Cf. Ovid, Fasti, i. 469.
2 Georg. i. 460.

Then did the sun in pity dim his light,  
And drew a dark veil o'er his visage bright,  
And shook the impious times with dread of endless night.

3 St. August. De Civit. Dei, xxii. 8.
age, in the year 1578, and attracted much notice. 

Then also through a whole year a remarkable alteration took place in the star Venus, which appeared of unusual magnitude and brilliancy, and redder than Mars himself, and changed her shape several times, becoming sometimes triangular, sometimes quadrangular, and even sometimes round, as if her very mass and substance were affected. Again, that old star in the hip of Canicula, which Aristotle says that he himself saw with somewhat of a tail, and that tail, especially when cursorily looked at, vibrating, seems now to be changed and to have lost its tail; since nothing of the kind can now in our time be detected. Besides, many changes of heavenly bodies, especially in the smaller stars, may easily from neglect of observation pass unnoticed, and be lost to us. That these things are due to vapours and the disposition of the medium will occur at once to any sciolist; but changes which are found to attend the body of any star constantly, equably, and for a long continuance, and to revolve along with it, must be regarded as being in the star itself, or at least in the ether near it, not in the lower regions of the air; which is likewise confirmed by the fact, that such changes take place seldom, and at long intervals; whereas those which are caused in the air by the interposition of vapours take place more frequently. And if any man concludes from the order of the heaven and the equability of the motion itself that the heaven is immutable; taking this certainty of revolutions and restitutions for a sure token of eternity, inasmuch as constancy of motion can hardly belong to a corruptible substance; he should look about him a little more attentively, and ob-

1 Arist. Meteorol. i. 6.
serve that this return of things by turns and as it were in circle at fixed times, is found even with us here below in some things; most of all in the tide of the ocean; while those smaller differences which may take place in the heavens both in the revolutions and restitutions escape our sight and reckoning. No more again can the circular motion of the heaven be taken as a proof of eternity; on the ground that circular motion has no limit,¹ and eternal motion belongs to eternal substance. For the lower comets that are situated below the moon revolve likewise, and that of their own force; unless you had rather believe the fiction of their being attached to a star. And assuredly if we argue of the eternity of the heavenly bodies from their circular motion, we must apply the argument to the whole heaven, and not to parts of it; for we know that the air, sea, earth, though eternal in their masses, are perishable in their parts. But it may rather be said, contrariwise, that this argument from the motion of rotation does not tell in favour of the eternity of the heaven; because this motion itself is not perfect in the heaven, and does not restore itself exactly in a pure and perfect circle, but with deviations, curves, and spirals. If again a man retort upon me that which I said concerning the earth (namely, that the changes which take place in it happen by accident, because the earth is acted on by the heaven), and assert that the case of the heaven is different, seeing that the heaven cannot in any way be acted upon in its turn by the earth, inasmuch as all emanation from the earth stops on this side of the heaven, and therefore it is probable that the heaven, being set apart beyond the reach of any hostile force,

¹ Arist. De Celo, i. 9.
is susceptible of eternity, not being disturbed or shaken by an opposite nature; his objection is not to be despised. For I have no respect for the simple notion of Thales, who thought that the celestial fires fed on the clarified vapours of the earth and ocean, and were thence nourished and repaired;¹ (whereas these vapours fall back again in almost the same quantity as they rose, and are far from being enough to refresh both the earth and the celestial globes, nor can they at all mount so high;) but yet admitting that these materiate emanations of the earth stop far below the heaven, nevertheless if the earth be, as Parmenides and Telesius supposed, the original source of cold, it is not easy to say for certain to what height this opposite and rival power to the heaven may insinuate itself by series and succession; especially as rare bodies imbibe the nature and impression of heat and cold, and transmit it to a great distance. Grant however that the heaven is not acted upon by the earth, why may not celestial bodies be affected and changed one by another,—the sun by the stars, the stars by the sun, the planets by both, and all by the ambient ether, especially at the borders of their globes? Then again the opinion of the eternity of the heaven derives much apparent strength from the very machinery and construction of the heaven, about which astronomers have taken such pains. For great provision seems to be made thereby to exempt the celestial bodies from all change besides simple rotation, and leave them in other respects at rest and without perturbation. Therefore they have supposed the bodies of the stars to be fixed in their orbs, as if they were nailed; while to each of

¹ Plutarch, De Place. Philosoph. i. 3.
their declinations, elevations, depressions, and sinuous movements they have assigned so many perfect circles of suitable width; carefully turning and smoothing both the concave and the convex parts of those circles, so as to leave no prominence or roughness, but that one may fit into another, and, being by reason of the polish at once exactly contiguous and free to slide easily, may move quietly and happily; which immortal contrivance removes all violence and perturbation, the inseparable forerunners of corruption. For certainly if such great bodies as the globes of stars are do pass through ether, and yet do not always travel through the same parts of it, but through parts and tracts very different, sometimes invading the higher regions, sometimes descending to the lower, sometimes turning to the south, sometimes to the north, there is danger no doubt of very many impressions, concussions, reciprocations, and fluctuations in the heaven, and that hence may ensue condensations and rarefactions of bodies, which may procure and prepare the way to generations and alterations. But since it will clearly appear from physical reasons, and withal from the phenomena themselves, that this last is really the fact; and those figments of astronomers of which I spoke are, as any man of sound judgment will see, mere mockeries of nature, without any reality in them; it is but reasonable that the opinion of the eternity of the heaven, connected as it is with them, should undergo the same judgment. And if objection be here made on religious grounds, I answer that it is only heathen arrogance that attributes this eternity to the heaven alone; sacred writ assigns eternity to earth and heaven alike. For we read not only that "the Sun and Moon are eternal and faithful
witnesses in the heaven,” but also that “Generations come and go, but the Earth remaineth for ever.” And for the transitory and perishable nature of both, we find it concluded in one oracle, “Heaven and earth shall pass away, but the Word of the Lord shall not pass away.” Again, if it be still urged that for all this it must be admitted that there are innumerable changes in the surface of the earth and the parts next to it, whereas it is not so in the heaven; I reply that in the first place I do not maintain them to be in all respects alike; and yet that if we take what are called the upper and middle regions of the air for the surface or inner covering of the heaven, as we take that space with us in which animals, plants, and minerals are contained, for the surface or outer covering of the earth, various and multiform generations are found there likewise. It would seem therefore that all tumult, conflict, and disorder take place only in the confines of heaven and earth; just as it is in civil matters, in which it is commonly found that the border land of two kingdoms is troubled by continual inroads and violence, while the interior provinces of both countries are in the enjoyment of long peace, and are not disturbed except by the more serious wars, which happen rarely. As for that other point of heterogeneity in the celestial bodies (as asserted by Aristotle 8), that they are not hot in themselves (for otherwise the conflagration of Herclditus might ensue), but only the cause of heat by accident, through the friction and diverberation of the air; I know not what a man can mean who abandons experience in this way, and that too against the consent of the ancients. But it is nothing new in him to snatch

1 Ecclesiastes, 1. 4. 2 St. Matth. xxiv. 35. 3 Aristot. De Cael.
some one thing from experience, and straightway proceed to trample on nature, joining pusillanimity with rudicity. Of this however I shall speak presently upon the question, whether the stars are real fires; and more fully and accurately in my precepts concerning the history of Virtues, where I shall treat of the origins and cradles of Heat and Cold, a subject hitherto unknown and untouched by men. Let the question then of the heterogeneity of the celestial bodies be propounded in this manner; for though the case calls perhaps for judgment against the opinion of Aristotle without adjournment, yet my plan of proceeding does not allow of it.

Another question is, what is contained in the interstellar spaces? For they are either empty, as Gilbert thought; or filled with a body which is to the stars what air is to flame,—a supposition which comes familiarly to the sense; or filled with a body homogeneous with the stars themselves, lucid and almost empyreal, but in a less degree, that is with a light not so refilgent and flashing,—which seems to be the meaning of the received opinion, that a star is the denser part of its sphere. Nor is there any reason why a lucid body should not be a transparent medium for the transmission of a stronger light. For Telesius has acutely remarked that even common air contains some light, using as an argument that there are some animals which see by night, their sight being (it would seem) adapted to receive and cherish this feeble light: for that it is not credible that the action of light can take place without any light, or merely by the internal light itself of the visual spirit. But we see that flame

1 Aristot. De Caelo, ii. 7. 2 Telesius, De Rer. Nat. i. 3.
itself is a transparent medium for the transmission even of the species of an opaque body, as is shown in the wick of a candle; much more of the species of an intenser light. Of flames likewise some are more pellucid than others. And this is caused either by the nature of the lighted body or the quantity. For the flame of tallow or wax is more luminous and (so to speak) more fiery; whereas the flame of spirit of wine is more opaque, and as it were airy, especially if it be in a small quantity, so that the flame does not thicken itself. Of this I have myself made trial. For I took a wax candle and set it upright in a socket (making use of a metal one for the purpose, that the body of the candle might be protected against the flame by which it was to be surrounded); and having placed the socket in a porringer where there was a little spirit of wine, I lighted first the candle, and then the spirit of wine; when it was easy to see the flame of the candle coruscating and white, through the middle of the flame of the spirit of wine, which was weak and inclining to transparency. And in like manner lucid beams are often seen along the heaven, emitting a manifest light, and wonderfully illuminating the darkness of the night; through the borders of which nevertheless the stars are visible. This inequality however between the stars and interstellar ether is not well defined by rarity and density; as if the star were denser, the ether rarer. For in general here with us flame is a body more subtle than air,—more expansive, I say, and having less matter in proportion to the space it occupies; and it is probable that this is the case also in the heavens. But the error is more harsh, if they mean that the star is a portion of the sphere fixed as with a nail, and the ether
hat which carries the star. For this is a fiction, like hat series of orbs ranged one above another which is described. For either the body of star passes through he body of the ether in its course, or else the ether itself revolves at the same time with an equal motion. For if the motion be not equal, in that case also must the star pass through the ether. And as for that structure of contiguous circles, whereby the concave part of the outer admits the convex of the inner, and yet by reason of the smoothness of both the one does not obstruct the other in its rotations, though they are unequal,—it is not a reality; the body of ether being uninterrupted and continuous, as that of the air is; although, there being so great difference between the two as regards rarity and other things, their regions are for convenience of explanation very properly distinguished. Let this question therefore be admitted, as I have thus explained it. Next comes another question, and that likewise not a simple one; concerning the substance of the stars themselves. For it is asked first, whether there be other globes or masses of solid and compact matter besides the earth itself? For it is a speculation soberly proposed in a book concerning the face in the moon’s orb, that it is not probable that in the dispersion of matter nature included all compact body in the globe of the earth alone, when there is so great an array of globes composed of rare and expansive matter. But Gilbert carried the same idea so immoderately far (wherein however he had some of the ancients as precursors, or rather guides), as to assert that not only the earth and moon, but likewise many other globes, solid and opaque, are scattered

1 Plutarch, De Pacis in Orbe Lune, p. 924.
among the shining globes throughout the expance heaven.\(^1\) Neither did his opinion stop here, but thought likewise that those globes which are shining appearance, namely, the sun and the brightest stars consisted of a kind of solid matter, though more splendid and equal; confusing primitive light with luminous matter, which is regarded as its image (for he thought that even our sea throws out light of its own for a proportionate distance); but he acknowledged no combustion, except in solid matter; of which matter he held those rare and fine bodies that surround it to be akin of effluvia, and as it were deflections; and beyond them a vacuum. Now that the moon is composed of solid matter is a thought which might occur to the most diligent and sober investigator of nature. For it reflects light, it does not transmit light, it is with any proper light of its own, and it is full of inequality; which are all properties of solid bodies. For, see that the ether itself and the air, which are biggest bodies, receive the sun’s light, but do not reflect which the moon does. The sun’s rays are so vigorous that they can penetrate and pass through very thick clouds, which are of a watery matter; but they cannot pass through the moon. The moon itself in some eclipses gives some degree of light, though obscure but in new moons and the quarters no light at all visible except in the part which is touched by the sun’s rays. Moreover, though it be true that impure and incandescent flames (of which kind of substance Empedocles\(^2\) thought the moon consisted) are unequal, the inequalities have no fixed places, but are commovable; whereas the spots in the moon are
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o be constant. Besides, it is now ascertained by telescopes that these spots also have their own inequalities, so that the moon is found to be clearly of manifold configuration, and that selenography or map of the moon, which Gilbert conceived, seems now by the industry of Galileo and others to be nearly attained. But if it may be that the moon is made of a certain solid matter, as being kindred to the earth, or the dregs of heaven (and such things are talked of), we must next inquire whether it be the only one of this kind. For Mercury too is sometimes found in conjunction with the sun, like a spot or little eclipse. But those dusky spots which are observed in the antarctic hemisphere, and which are fixed, like the milky way, suggest a greater doubt concerning the existence of opaque globes in the higher parts of the heaven. For that they are caused by the heaven in those places being rare and as it were perforated, is not probable; because such a diminution and as it were privation of a visible object could not affect our sight at so great a distance; since the rest of the body of ether is itself invisible, and can only be distinguished by comparison with the bodies of stars. It would perhaps be more probable to attribute these blacknesses to defect of light, because the stars are fewer in that part of the heaven, as on the other hand in the neighbourhood of the milky way they are more crowded; so that the one place would seem to be continuously luminous, the other interspersed with shadows. For the celestial fires appear to be more joined together in the antarctic hemisphere than in ours; there being larger stars there, but not so many, and greater spaces between. But the report itself concerning those spots is not much to be relied on; at
least there has not been enough diligence used in the
observation to justify us as yet in drawing any conse-
quencies therefrom. A fact which touches the present
inquiry nearer is, that there may possibly be other
opaque bodies scattered through the ether, which are
not seen at all. For the moon herself when new,
though the horn and thin rim of the outer circle, as far
as the sun's rays touch, strike the sight, is not visible
at all in the middle of the disc: that part is not distin-
guishable in appearance from the rest of the ether;
and those wandering stars discovered (if the report
may be trusted) about Jupiter by Galileo are lost to
our sight in that sea of ether, like so many small and
invisible islands; and in like manner also those stars
whereof the collection makes the milky way, if they
were placed each apart, and not assembled in a crowd,
would escape our sight altogether; as likewise many
others, that in clear nights, especially in winter, spark;
besides, those nebulous stars are openings in Prompe
are now resolved by telescopes into a number of dis-
tinct stars; nay, and it seems that in the very purest
fountain of light (I mean the sun), there is some rea-
on, on the evidence of these same telescopes, to sus-
p ect the existence of spots, opacity, and inequalities.
But if there were no other evidence, the very grad-
tion of light among the celestial stars, descending as it
does from the most brilliant to those which are obscure
and misty, is enough to prove that there may likewise
be globes which are completely opaque. For there
seems less difference between a nebulous and opaque
star than between the brightest star and a nebulous
one. But our sight is plainly deceived and circums-
scribed; for whatever is dispersed in the heaven, and
has not great magnitude and likewise a strong and vivid light, is concealed from us, and does not alter the face of the heaven. And let not any unskilful person be astonished if it be made a question whether globes of compact matter can remain pendulous. For both the earth itself floats pendulous in the middle of the surrounding air, which is an exceedingly soft thing; and great masses of watery clouds and stores of hail hang in the regions of the air, whence they are rather forced down than fall of themselves, before they begin to feel the neighbourhood of the earth. Excellently therefore did Gilbert remark, that heavy bodies when removed to a great distance from the earth gradually lose their motion downwards; inasmuch as that motion rises from no other appetite of bodies than that of uniting and collecting themselves to the earth (which is the mass of bodies of the same nature with them), and is confined within the orb of its own virtue. For as for what is said of motion to the earth's centre, it would indeed be a potent kind of Nothing that should draw such great things to it; nor is body acted on except by body. Therefore let this question concerning solid and opaque globes, though new and harsh to vulgar opinions, be admitted; and let there be joined with it the old though still unsettled question, which of the stars emit a primitive light, and from themselves, and which a light derived from the sun? whereof the one seem to be consubstantial with the sun, the other with the moon. And in short, all inquiry concerning the different substance of the stars as compared one with the other, which appears to be multifarious, some stars looking fiery, others lead-coloured, others white, others
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brilliant, others manifestly and constantly nebulous, I mean to be referred to this seventh question. Another question is, are the stars true fires? a question however which requires some care to understand it rightly. For it is one thing to say, that the stars are true fires; and another thing to say that the stars (admitting them to be true fires) exert all the powers and produce the same effects which common fire does. Nor does this require us to suppose some notional or imaginary fire, retaining the name of fire without its properties. For our fire also, if it were placed in the ether in such a quantity as the stars are, would perform different operations to those which it does here with us; seeing things acquire very different virtues, both from quantity and from relative position or location. For the greater masses, I mean connatural bodies which are collected in such quantity as to bear a due proportion to the sum of the universe, assume cosmical virtues, which are not to be found in the portions of them. Thus the ocean, which is the largest collection of waters, ebbs and flows; whereas pools and lakes do not. In like manner the whole earth hangs suspended; a piece of earth falls. And the relative position of a thing is of great importance in all respects both in the larger and smaller parts, by reason of the contiguity and neighbourhood of friendly or unfriendly bodies. But there must also be a far greater diversity of actions between the fire of the stars and our own, because it varies not only in quantity and relative position, but also to some extent in substance. For the fire of the stars is pure, perfect, and native; whereas our fire is degenerate, like Vulcan thrown from heaven and halting with the fall. For if a man observe it, fire as we have it here is out of
its place, trembling, surrounded by contraries, needy, depending for sustenance upon fuel, and fugitive. Whereas in heaven fire exists in its true place, removed from the assault of any contrary body, constant, sustained by itself and things like itself, and performing its proper operations freely and without molestation. And therefore Patricius had no need, in order to preserve the pyramidal form of flame, as it is found with us, to fancy that the upper part of a star, which is turned towards the ether, may be pyramidal, though the lower, which is visible to us, be globular. For that pyramid of flame comes by accident, from the air closing in and crushing it; since the flame, which is fuller in the region of its aliment, is by the hostility of the air insensibly contracted and moulded into the form of a pyramid. Hence flame is broad at the base and pointed at the apex, smoke on the other hand is pointed at the bottom and broad at the apex, and like a pyramid inverted; because the air receives smoke, but quenches flame. It is natural therefore that flame should with us be pyramidal, and in the heaven globular. In like manner also flame with us is a momentary body, in ether permanent and durable. And yet even with us flame might last and subsist in its own form, if it were not destroyed by the things about it; which is most manifest in the larger flames. For all that part of a flame, which is situated in the midst and surrounded by flame on all sides, perishes not, but remains the same in quantity unextinguished and rising rapidly upwards; whereas at the sides it is troubled, and it is there that extinction commences. The manner whereof (I mean the permanency of the inner flame in a globular figure, and the vanishing and pyramidal
form of the outer flame) may be experimentally demonstrated by using flames of two colours. Then again in point of fierceness there may be a great deal of variation between the celestial flame and ours. For the celestial flame unfolds itself freely and calmly, as being at home, whereas our flame, as being a stranger, is pent in and violent and furious. All fire likewise when close packed and imprisoned becomes fiercer. For the rays of celestial flame themselves when they reach the denser and more obstinate bodies, lay aside their gentleness, and become more scorching. Aristotle ought not therefore to have feared the conflagration of Heraclitus for his world, although he had determined the stars to be real fires. This question then may be received according to this explanation. Next comes another question; whether the stars are nourished, and likewise, whether they are increased, diminished, generated, and extinguished. There was one of the ancients indeed who with a plebeian kind of observation thought that the stars are nourished as fire is, and that they feed on the waters and ocean and moisture of the earth, and are repaired by vapours and exhalations. But this opinion does not seem worthy to supply matter for a question. For such vapours are both exhausted long before they reach the heights of the stars, nor is there enough of them to repair the waters and the earth with rains and dew, and withhold to refresh so many and great celestial globes; especially as it is evident that the earth and ocean have continued now for many ages without decrease of moisture; whereby it seems that no more is drawn out than comes back again. Nor again does the principle of aliment apply to the stars as it does to our fire. For the principle is that
herever anything perishes and departs there likewise mething is replaced and assimilated; which kind of similation belongs to the region of confusions, and ones of being surrounded by contrary or dissimilar bodies; whereas in the similar and inner mass of the stars nothing of the kind happens, no more than in the nuclei of the earth, which themselves also receive no nourishment, but preserve their substance in its identity, not by assimilation. With regard however to the outer borders of the sidereal bodies, the question is rightly asked, whether these remain of one and the same mor, or whether they prey on the surrounding other, and likewise infect it? In this sense therefore a question may be put concerning the ailments of the stars. And to this is rightly joined a question as to the augmentations and diminutions of stars in their whole; though the phenomena are very few which can give occlusion to this doubt. For in the first place there is no example of the thing, nor anything resembling it among the things found with us, to countenance such a question; seeing that our globe of earth and water does not seem to be liable to any evident or notable augmentation or diminution on the whole, but to preserve its mass and quantity. But the stars (it will be said) appear to our eyes sometimes of a greater, sometimes of a smaller body. True; but that greatness and smallness of a star is due either to distance and vicinity, as in the apogees and perigees of planets, or to the constitution of the medium. Now that which is caused by the constitution of the medium is easily distinguished, because it changes the appearance, not of some one particular star, but of all alike; as we see in winter nights, in hard frost, when the stars appear
increased in magnitude, because vapours both rise more sparingly and are harder strained, and the whole body of the air is somewhat condensed, and inclines to the aqueous or crystalline, which shows forms more large. And if there chance to be any particular interposition of vapours between our sight and one particular star, which magnifies its apparent size (as is frequently and manifestly the case with the sun and moon, and may happen with the rest), neither can this appearance deceive; because this change of magnitude does not last, nor does it follow the star or move with the body of it, but the star is soon freed from it and recovers its usual appearance. Nevertheless although these things be so, yet since both formerly in ancient times and likewise in our own age—when it was a great sight and much talked of—a great change took place in the star of Venus both as to magnitude and colour, and even shape; and since a change which perpetually and constantly follows one particular star, and is seen to revolve along with it, must necessarily be set down as being in the star and not in the medium; and since through neglect of observation many things that are conspicuous in the heavens are passed by and lost to us; I think that this part of the ninth question is rightly admitted. The other part of the question is of the same kind; whether stars are in long revolutions of ages created and dissipated? There is a greater number of phenomena indeed to challenge this question than that about their augmentations and diminutions; but yet only of one kind. For as to the old stars, neither have we in all the memory of ages any record of the first birth of any of them (except the stories which the Arcadians of old
told about the moon), nor is one of them missing. Of those however which have been regarded as comets, yet having the form and motion of stars, and being exactly like new stars, we have witnessed both appearances (of which we have likewise heard from the ancients) and disappearances; when they looked to some persons as if consumed, to some as if taken up (that is, as if having come down to us in their perigee, they returned again to the higher regions), to others as if rarefying and dissolving into ether. But all this question concerning new stars I refer to that place where I shall speak of comets. There remains another question, namely concerning the milky way; is the milky way a collection of small stars, or a continuous body, and part of the ether, of a middle nature between the ethereal and the starry? For that opinion concerning exhalations has itself long ago exhaled, not without censure of the wit of Aristotle, who ventured to invent such a matter, ascribing to a thing so constant and fixed a nature transitory and variable. And this question moreover, as I put it, seems on the point of being settled, if we believe the report of Galileo, who has resolved this confused appearance of light into stars numbered and placed. For the fact that the milky way does not hide from view those stars which are found within it, certainly does not settle the question, nor incline the balance either way. Only perhaps it proves by way of negation that the milky way is not situated below the starry heaven. For if it were, and if withal that continuous body of the milky way had any depth, our view would probably be intercepted. But if it be situated at the same altitude as the stars
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which are seen through it, why may not stars be scattered in the milky way itself, as well as in the rest of the ether? This question therefore I admit likewise.

And these six questions pertain to the substance of the heavenly bodies; namely, what is the substance of the heaven in kind, what that of the interstellar ether, what that of the milky way, and what that of the stars themselves, compared either with one another, or with our fire, or with their own body. As to the number, magnitude, configuration, and distance of the stars, besides the phenomena themselves and historical questions, of which I shall speak afterwards, the philosophical problems are mostly simple. With regard to the number there follows this other question; in the number of the stars that which appears, and which has been observed and set down by the diligence of Hipparchus, and included in his model of the celestial globe? For not only is that a poor reason that is given for the countless multitude of hidden stars not distinctly visible, which is usually seen in clear nights, especially during the winter; namely that these appearances are not smaller stars, but only radiations and flashings and as it were darts cast from the known stars; but the census now made by Galileo of the celestial population contains additional heads, not only in that cluster denominated the milky way, but likewise among the very stations and ranks of the planets. And stars become invisible, either by reason of smallness of body, or by reason of opacity (for I do not much approve of the term “tenacity,” seeing that pure flame is a body of extreme tenuity), or by reason of elongation and distance. As for the question respecting the increase of the number of the stars by the generation of new
ones, I refer it as before to the place where I shall speak of comets. Now with regard to the magnitude of the stars, the apparent magnitude belongs to phenomena, but the true magnitude to philosophical inquiry, within the limits of that twelfth problem; what is the true magnitude of each star, either measured, or at least compared? for it is easier to discover and prove that the globe of the moon is smaller than the globe of the earth, than that the globe of the moon is so many miles in circumference. We must therefore find exact magnitudes, if we can; and if they cannot be had, we must make use of comparative. Now true magnitudes are taken and concluded either by eclipses and shadows; or by extensions as well of light as of other virtues which each body shoots out and diffuses to a greater or less distance in proportion to its magnitude; or lastly by the symmetry of the universe, which by a kind of necessity governs and defines the portions of commatural bodies. We are not however to be bound by the statements of astronomers regarding the true magnitudes of stars; statements made (though it may seem a matter of great accuracy and subtlety) loosely and carelessly enough; but we must seek proofs (if there be any) more trustworthy and genuine. Now the magnitude and the distance of the stars mutually indicate each other from optical calculations; which themselves however require sifting. This question then concerning the true magnitude of the stars is the twelfth in number. Next comes another concerning their figure; whether the stars are globes; that is collections of matter in a solid round figure? To appearance there seem to be three figures of heavenly bodies; globular and beamy like the sun,
globular and angular like the stars (the beams angles referring only to sight, the globular form to substance); globular simply, like the moon. For there is no star to be seen which is oblong or triangular or square, or of any other figure. And it seems natural that the greater masses of things should for their preservation and more perfect union collect into globes. The fourteenth question relates to distance; what is the true distance of any star in the depth of heaven? For the distances of the planets both from one another and from the fixed stars, laterally, or in the superficial compass of the heaven, are governed by their motions. But as I said before concerning the magnitude of the stars, that if an exact and measured magnitude is not to be had, we must take a comparative magnitude; so I say with respect to their distances; namely that if the distance (say from the earth to Saturn or Jupiter) cannot be exactly taken, yet let us make it certain that Saturn is higher than Jupiter. For neither is the interior system of the heaven, I mean the order of the planets in point of altitude, entirely without controversy; nor were the doctrines now prevalent believed in former times. And even now the question whether Mercury or Venus be the higher, is still pending. Now distances are discovered either from parallaxes, or eclipses, or calculations of motions, or differences in apparent magnitude. And other sides are to be provided for the determination of this, which may be devised by human industry. The thicknesses or depths of the spheres also have relation to distances.
THEORY OF THE HEAVEN.
THEORY OF THE HEAVEN.

Seeing then that there are such difficulties on all sides, we must be content if something be asserted that is not harsh. I will myself therefore construct a Theory of the Universe, according to the measure of the history as yet known to us; keeping my judgment however in all points free, for the time when history, and by means of history my inductive philosophy, shall have been further advanced. Wherein I will first propound some things respecting the matter of the heavenly bodies, whereby their motion and construction may be better understood; and then I will bring forward my thoughts and views concerning the motion itself, which is now the principal question. It seems then that nature has in the distribution of matter separated fine bodies from gross; and assigned the globe of the earth to the gross, and the whole space from the surface of the earth and waters to the very extremities of the heaven, to the fine or pneumatic, as the two primary classes of things, in proportions not equal indeed, but suitable. And this is the natural and proper collocation of things, nor is it confounded either by water hanging in the clouds or wind pent within the earth. Now this distinction of fine or pneumatic and gross or tangible, is quite primordial, and the
one which is most employed in the system of the universe. And it is derived from that condition of things which is of all the simplest, namely the quantity and paucity of matter in proportion to bulk. The pneumatic bodies which are found here with us (I speak of such as exist simple and perfect, not compound and imperfectly mixed), are those two, Air and Flame. And these are to be regarded as bodies altogether heterogeneous; not as is commonly imagined, that flame is only air on fire. To these correspond, in the upper world, the ethereal and the starry nature; as in the lower, water and oil; and lower still, mercury and sulphur; and generally, crude bodies and fat bodies, or in other words, bodies which abhor and bodies which conceive flame (salts being of a compound nature, consisting at once of crude and inflammable parts). Now for these two great families of things, the Airy and the Flamy; we have to inquire upon what conditions they have taken possession of by far the greatest part of the universe, and what office they have in the system. In the air next the earth, flame only lives for a moment, and at once perishes. But when the air begins to be cleared of the exhalations of the earth and well rarefied, the nature of flame makes divers trials and experiments to attain consistency therein, and sometimes acquires a certain duration, not by succession as with us, but in identity; as happens for a time in some of the lower comets, which are of a kind of middle nature between successive and consistent flame; it does not however become fixed or constant, till we come to the body of the Moon. There flame ceases to be extinguishable, and in some way or other supports itself; but yet such flame is weak and
without vigour, having little radiation, and being neither vivid in its own nature, nor much excited by the contrary nature. Neither is it pure and entire, but spotted and crossed by the substance of ether (such as it exists there), which mixes with it. Even in the region of Mercury flame is not very happily placed, seeing that by uniting together it makes but a little planet; and that with a great perturbation, variety, and fluctuation of motions, like ignis fatae, labouring and struggling, and not bearing to be separated from the protection of the sun except for a little distance. When we come to the region of Venus, the flamy nature begins to grow stronger and brighter, and to collect itself into a globe of considerable size; yet one which itself also waits on the sun and cannot bear to be far away from him. In the region of the Sun, flame is as it were on its throne, midway between the flames of the planets, stronger likewise and more vibrating than the flames of the fixed stars, by reason of the greater reaction, and exceeding intensity of union. In the region of Mars flame appears even robust; acknowledging the vicinity of the sun by its redness, but now independent, and bearing to be separated from the sun by the whole diameter of the heavens. In the region of Jupiter flame gradually ceasing to be contentious, seems calmer and whiter, not so much from its own nature (as the sun Venus is, being more fiery), but from the surrounding nature being less irritated and exasperated; in which region it is probable, according to the discovery of Galileo, that the heaven begins to be set with stars, though stars invisible from their smallness. But in the region of Saturn, the flamy nature appears again to grow somewhat feeble and dull, as being both further
removed from the support of the sun, and exhausted by the proximity of the starry heaven. Last of all, the flamy and sidereal nature, victorious over the ethereal, produces the starry heaven, which is compounded of the ethereal and sidereal nature (as the globe of the earth is compounded of land and water) variously diffused, yet with the ethereal substance so converted, wound, and assimilated, as to be completely patient and obedient to the sidereal. Thus we have between the earth and the summits of heaven three general regions, and as it were three stages, in respect of the flamy nature; the region of the extinction of flame, the region of its union, and the region of its dispersion. Now to argue of contiguity and continuity in the case of soft bodies and fluids would be vulgar. But it must be understood, that it is the way of nature to proceed a certain distance by gradations, and then suddenly by jumps; and to alternate this process; otherwise there could be no structural fabric, if all changes proceeded by insensible gradations. For how great a leap it is (in respect of expansion of matter) from earth and water to air, even the grossest and most nebulous! And yet these bodies so different in nature are in place and surface joined together, without any medium or interval. Nor is it a less leap (in respect of substantial nature) from the region of the air to the region of the moon: an immense leap again from the heaven of the moon to the starry heaven. Therefore if continuity and contiguity be understood with reference not to the manner of connexion, but to the diversity of the bodies connected, these three regions which I have mentioned may be regarded as being in their boundaries only contiguous. But now we must examine clearly and perspicuously
what and what kind of points this theory of mine on the substances of the system affirms, and what and what kind it denies; that it may the more easily be either maintained or overthrown. It denies the common theory, that flame is air on fire; affirming that these two bodies, air and flame, are completely heterogeneous, like water and oil, sulphur and mercury. It denies Gilbert’s doctrine of a collective vacuum between the scattered globes; affirming that space is filled with either an airy or a flamy nature. It denies that the moon is either a misty or a dense or a solid body; affirming that it is of a flamy nature, though slow and weak, as being the first rudiment and last sediment of celestial flame; flame admitting (as regards density), no less than air and liquids, of innumerable degrees. It affirms that flame, in its true place and left to itself, is fixed and constant, no less than air and water; and that it is not a thing momentary, and preserved in its mass only by succession through renovation and aliment, as it is here with us. It affirms that flame has a nature apt to unite and gather into globes, like the nature of earth; not like that of air and water, which are collected in the circles and interstices of globes, but never into entire globes. It affirms that the same flamy nature in its own place (that is the starry heaven) is scattered about in infinite clusters, yet in such sort that the dualism of ether and star is still maintained, and flame does not continue into the perfect empyrean. It affirms that the stars are real flames, but that the actions of flame in heavenly bodies are in no way to be applied to the actions of our flame, most of which operate only by accident. It affirms that the interstellar ether and the stars bear to each other the relations of air and flame, but sublimed and rectified. Regard-
ing the Substance then of the System of the Universe, such are the thoughts which occur to me. I must now speak of the Motions of the Heavenly Bodies, with reference to which I have brought these things forward. It seems reasonable to suppose that rest is not excluded from nature, as regards any whole (for I am not now talking of particles). This (discarding logical and mathematical subtleties) appears most clearly from the fact, that the speed and velocities of the celestial motions relax themselves gradually, as if about to end in something immovable; and that even the celestial bodies have a share of rest in respect of the poles; and that if immobility be excluded, the system is dissolved and dispersed. Now if there be any collection and mass of the immovable nature, we need not look further to show that this mass is the globe of the earth. For close and strict compaction of matter induces a disposition towards motion torpid and averse; as on the other hand free explication of it induces a disposition prompt and apt. Nor was it ill done by Telesinus (who revived the philosophy and discussions of Parmenides in his book on the original source of cold) to introduce into nature, not indeed coessentiality and conjugation (which he would have), but yet affinity and conspiration; making heat, light, tenuity, and mobility to be allied on one part; cold, darkness, density, and immobility on the opposite; and placing the seat of the first set in the heaven, of the second in the earth. But if rest and immobility be admitted, it seems that motion without limit and perfect mobility should likewise be admitted, especially in opposite natures. Now this motion is the motion of rotation, such as is generally found in the celestial bodies. For mo-
tion in a circle has no limit, and seems to proceed from an appetite of the body, which moves merely for the sake of moving and following itself and seeking its own embraces, and exciting and enjoying its own nature, and performing its own operation; whereas contrariwise motion in a straight line seems like a journey to an end, as seeking both to reach the limit where it may cease and rest, and to attain some object and then discontinue its motion. We must see therefore how this motion of rotation, which is the true and perennial motion, and commonly considered peculiar to the heavenly bodies, acquires itself, and by what control it spurs and bridles itself, and generally how it is affected; in the explanation of which things I shall not stand upon that piece of mathematical elegance, the reduction of motions to perfect circles, either eccentric or concentric, or that high speech, that the earth in comparison to heaven is a point and not a quantity, or many other fictitious inventions of astronomers; but remit them to calculations and tables. But first I will make a division of the motions of the heavenly bodies. Some are cosmical, others mutual. Those I call cosmical, which celestial bodies assume by consent, not only of the heavens, but likewise of the universe; those mutual, in which one celestial body depends on another. And this is a true and necessary division. The earth then being stationary (for that I now think the truer opinion), it is manifest that the heaven revolves in a diurnal motion, the measure whereof is the space of twenty-four hours or thereabouts, the direction from east to west, the axis of revolution certain points (which they call poles) north and south. For the heavens do not travel on movable poles, nor are there any other points than those I have
mentioned. And this motion appears to be truly cosmical, and therefore one and the same; except in so far as it admits both diminutions and deviations; according to which diminutions and deviations this motion strikes through the whole universe of things movables, and penetrates from the starry heaven to the bowels and depths of the earth; not forcing them along with violence or vexation, but by a perpetual consent. And this motion is in the starry heaven perfect and entire, as well in just measure of time, as in exact restitutions of place. But the lower down we come, the more imperfect is this motion, in respect of slowness, and is respect likewise of deviation from circular motion. And first I must speak of the slowness separately. I say then that the diurnal motion of Saturn is too slow to allow of its completing the circle or coming back to the same place within twenty-four hours; but that the starry heaven moves faster, and outstrips Saturn each day by a distance which multiplied by the number of days in thirty years makes up the whole circuit of the heaven. So also with regard to the other planets, according to the diversity of their several periods; so that the diurnal motion of the starry heaven (speaking of the period only, without reference to the magnitude of the circle) is about one hour quicker than the diurnal motion of the moon. For if the moon completed its course in twenty-four days, it would be quicker by an hour exactly. Therefore that motion of opposition and resistance from west to east which they talk of, and which is attributed to the planets as peculiar to them, is not a real motion, but only in appearance, owing to the starry heaven advancing faster to the west, and so leaving the planets behind towards the east.
Upon which supposition, it is manifest that the velocity of this cosmical motion decreases in regular order as it descends, so that the nearer every planet approaches the earth the slower it moves; whereas the received opinion disturbs and inverts the order; and by attributing a peculiar motion to the planets falls into the absurdity of supposing that the nearer the planets approach the earth (which is the seat of immobility) the quicker they move; a thing which astronomers idly and unsuccessfully endeavour to account for by supposing a remission of the violence of the primum mobile. And if it seem strange that in so great a space as lies between the starry heaven and the moon this motion diminishes so little; namely less than one hour, which is a twenty-fourth part of the diurnal motion; it is to be remembered that the nearer a planet is to the earth the smaller is the circle of its revolution; so that if we add the decrease in the magnitude of the circle to the decrease in the time of revolution, we shall see that the motion is diminished very considerably. Thus far I have spoken of velocity separately; as if the planets (placed, for instance, under the equinoctial, or any of the parallels) were only outrun by the starry heaven and by one another, but yet in the same circle. For this would be simple leaving behind without obliquity of motion. But it is manifest that the planets not only move with unequal velocity, but do not return to the same point of the circle, deflecting to the north and south; the limits of which deflexion are the tropics; and to this deflexion it is that we owe the Oblique Circle and the Difference of Polarity; just as we owe to the inequality of velocity the motion of Resistance. But the nature of things does not stand in need of this
nature as not willingly to endure either a shorter circle or a larger. These views then concerning the celestial motions appear to me a little better than the carrying by force, the repugnance of motions, the different polarity of the zodiac, the inverted order of velocity, and the like; which have no manner of agreement with the nature of things, however they keep peace, such as it is, with the calculations. Neither were the better astronomers blind to these things; but being intent on their art, and foolishly attached to perfect circles, and catching at subtleties, and too servile to philosophy, they scorned to follow nature. But this imperious disposition of philosophers towards nature is worse even than the simplicity and credulity of the vulgar; if a man disdains a plain thing because it is plain. And yet a vast evil it is and of very wide extent, that the human wit, not being able to match nature, must needs put itself above nature. But now we must inquire whether that single and simple motion, in a circle and spiral, from east to west, on certain poles south and north, ends and terminates with the heaven, or extends likewise to things below. For it will not be open to us to invent here in the regions next us such things as they suppose in the heavens. If therefore in these regions also this motion be found, it will appear that in heaven likewise it is, under the conditions of a common or cosmical nature, such as we experience it. First then it is plain that it is not confined within the limits of heaven. But the demonstrations and evidences on this point I have fully treated in my "anticipation" concerning the ebb and flow of the sea; 1 to which men are therefore referred; and taking

1 See p. 328. of this volume.
this for settled and concluded, I will proceed to the
other motions of celestial bodies. These I have said
are not cosmical, but mutual, or having relation one to
another. There are four kinds of motions visible in
heavenly bodies besides that which I have called cos-
mical, which is the diurnal motion by spirals within the
tropics. For the stars either rise higher and again sink
lower, so as to be further off and nearer the earth; or
they turn and wind from side to side of the zodiac, run-
ing out more to the south or more to the north, and
forming what they call dragons; or they vary in ve-
cocity and likewise in direction of motion (for I put these
two together), proceeding sometimes quicker, some-
times slower, sometimes in progression, sometimes in
regression, sometimes likewise stopping and remaining
stationary; or they are attached and circumscribed at
a greater or less distance from the sun. The causes
and natures of these motions I will only give in gen-
eral and by heads: for this the plan of my work here
demands. But to pave and open the way for this, I
must say without reserve what I think with regard to
certain philosophical doctrines, as well as astronomical
hypotheses, and likewise with regard to the observa-
tions of astronomers in various ages, upon which they
build their art; all which appear to me full of error
and confusion. There are some axioms then, or
rather opinions, which being received by philosophers
transferred into astronomy, and unhappily believed to
have corrupted the art. Of these my rejection an
judgment will be simple: for I have no time to spend
in contemplations. The first is, that all things above the
moon inclusive are incorruptible, and not subject to
new generations or changes of any kind. Of this
have spoken elsewhere, as being a superstition and a
vanity. But it is the fountain from which springs that
vast evil, that upon every anomaly astronomers frame
new and (as they think) corrected theories, and often
apply to things that are as it were fortuitous causes
eternal and invariable. The second is, that the heaven
(as consisting of a fifth essence, and of no elementary
substance) admits not of those turbulent actions of
compression, relaxation, repulsion, submission, and the
like, that seem to be produced by a certain hardness
and softness of bodies, which are regarded as ele-
mentary qualities. But this assertion is an insolent
and licentious repudiation of fact and sense. For
wherever a natural body is placed, there also is resis-
tance, and that in proportion to the body. And where-
ever there are natural bodies and local motion, there
is either repulsion, or yielding, or division; for these
things above mentioned, namely, compression, relaxa-
tion, repulsion, yielding, with many others, are univer-
sal passions of matter everywhere. And yet from this
fountain has flowed that multiplication of circles com-
plicated at pleasure, which they will nevertheless have
to be so adapted to each other, and to move and turn
with such smoothness and slipperiness one within the
other, that there is no obstruction at all, no fluctuation;
all which are plainly fanciful, and trample upon the
nature of things. The third is, that all natural bodies
have their own proper motions; and if any be found to
have more than one, that all the rest come from else-
where, and from some separate moving body. Than
which nothing falser can be devised, seeing all bodies
by the manifold consent of things are endued likewise
with many motions, some ruling, some obeying, and
some also lying dormant unless exerted; and proper motions of things there are none, except exact measures and modes of common motions. Hence again has come forth a separate primum mobile, and heavens above heavens, and a continuous chain of new structures, to meet the demands of such different motions. The fourth is, that all celestial motions are performed in perfect circles; a thing very cumbrous, which has produced for us those prodigies of eccentrics and epicycles; whereas if they had consulted nature, they would have found that while motion orderly and uniform is in a perfect circle, motion orderly but multiform, such as is found in many heavenly bodies, is in other lines; and deservedly does Gilbert laugh at this, saying that it is not probable nature would have formed wheels of one or two miles for instance in circuit, to carry a ball the size of a palm.\textsuperscript{1} For it seems that the body of a planet is no bigger, as compared with those circles which they invent for it to move in. The fifth is, that the stars are parts of their own orb fixed as it were by a nail. But this is very evidently a conceit of those who deal with mathematics not with nature, and fixing all their attention on the motion of bodies entirely forget their substances. For that fixation is a particular affection of compact and consistent things, which keep firm hold by reason of the pressure of their parts. But it is quite inconceivable, if it be transferred to soft or liquid bodies. The sixth is, that a star is the denser part of its own orb; whereas the stars are neither parts, nor denser.\textsuperscript{2} For they are not homogeneous with the air, differing only in degree, but they are quite heterogeneous and differ in substance; which

\textsuperscript{1} Gilbert, Physid. Nov. ii. 11. \textsuperscript{2} Cf. Arist. De Celo, ii. 7.
substance also is in respect of density rarer and more open than the ethereal. There are likewise many other opinions equally vain; but these will suffice for the present business. So much then for the doctrines of philosophy concerning celestial bodies. As for the hypotheses of astronomers, it is useless to refute them, because they are not themselves asserted as true, and they may be various and contrary one to the other, yet so as equally to save and adjust the phenomena. Let it then be arranged, if you will, between philosophy and astronomy, as by a convenient and legitimate compact, that astronomy shall prefer those hypotheses which are most suitable for compendious calculation, philosophy those which approach nearest the truth of nature; and that the hypotheses of astronomy shall not prejudice the truth of the thing, while the decisions of philosophy shall be such as are explicable on the phenomena of astronomy. And so much for hypotheses. But with respect to astronomical observations, which are assiduously accumulated, and are continually dropping like waters from the heaven, I would by all means have men beware, lest Æsop's pretty fable of the fly that sate on the pole of a chariot at the Olympic races and said "what a dust do I raise," be verified in them. For so it is that some small observation, and that disturbed sometimes by the instrument, sometimes by the eye, sometimes by the calculation, and which may be owing to some real change in the heaven, raises new heavens and new spheres and circles. Nor do I say this because I would have any relaxation of industry in observations and history, which I say should be sharpened and strengthened in all ways, but only that prudence and a perfect and settled maturity of judg-
ment may be employed in rejecting or altering hypotheses. Having therefore now opened the way, I will make a few general observations on the motions themselves. I have said that there are four kinds of greater motions in the heavens. *Motion in the depth of heaven,* upward or downward; *motion through the latitude of the zodiac,* deviating to south and north; *motion in the direction of the zodiac,* quick, slow, progressive, retrograde, and stationary; and *motion of elongation* from the sun. And let no one object that this second motion of latitude, or the dragons, might have been referred to that great cosmical motion, being an alternate inclination towards north and south; inasmuch as these spirals move in like manner from tropic to tropic; only that the cosmical motion is spiral simply, whereas the other is likewise sinuous and with much smaller intervals. For this has not escaped me. But the fact is, that the constant and perpetual motion of the sun in the ecliptic without latitude and dragons, which sun nevertheless has a common motion with the other planets in respect of spirals between the tropics, forbids me to agree with this opinion. We must therefore seek other sources both of this and of the three other motions. Such are the ideas with regard to the celestial motions which seem to me to have least inconvenience. Let us see then what they deny and what they affirm. They deny that the earth revolves. They deny that there are two motions in the heavenly bodies, one being from west to east; and affirm a difference in speed, one outstripping and leaving the other behind. They deny an oblique circle with a different position of its poles; and affirm spirals. They deny a separate *primum mobile,* and carriage by force; and affirm a
cosmical consent as the common bond of the system. They affirm that the diurnal motion is found not in the heaven only, but also in the air, water, and even the exterior of the earth, in respect of its verticity. They affirm that this cosmical motion of flowing and rolling in fluids, becomes verticity and direction in solids, until it passes into pure immobility. They deny that the stars are fixed like knots in a board. They deny that eccentrics, epicycles, and such structures are real. They affirm that the magnetic motion, or that which brings bodies together, is active in the stars, whereby fire evokes and raises fire. They affirm that in the planetary heavens the bodies of the planets move and revolve with greater velocity than the rest of the heaven in which they are situated, which does indeed revolve but more slowly. They affirm that from this inequality come the fluctuations, waves, and reciprocations of the planetary ether, and from them a variety of motions. They affirm a necessity in the planets of revolving faster and slower, according as they are situated high or low in the heaven, and that by consent of the universe. But at the same time they affirm a dislike in the planets of preternatural velocity as well of the greater as of the lesser circle. They affirm a tendency to follow the sun, by reason of neediness of nature, in the weaker fires of Venus and Mercury; the rather, because Galileo has discovered certain small wandering stars attendant upon Jupiter. These then are the things I see, standing as I do on the threshold of natural history and philosophy; and it may be that the

1 Motus diurnum inventi non in caelo, sed et in aere, aqua, et terrae superficie. So the sentence stands in the original. But it seems that tuation or some equivalent word has dropped out. — J. S.
deeper any man has gone into natural history the more he will approve them. Nevertheless I repeat once more that I do not mean to bind myself to these; for in them as in other things I am certain of my way, but not certain of my position. Meanwhile, I have introduced them by way of interlude, lest it be thought that it is from vacillation of judgment or inability to affirm that I prefer negative questions. I will preserve therefore, even as the heavenly bodies themselves do (since it is of them I am discoursing), a variable constancy.
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A.

Abel, an image of the contemplative state, vi. 128.
pastor, imago vita contemplativa, ii. 148.
Aberdare, holes in cliff at, where subterranean winds are heard, ix. 412.
juxta Sabrinam, iii. 346.
Abiecta ligma minime dessum, iv. 33, 34.
Abilities, regulation of learning according to the, vi. 305.
Abridgements of learning condemned, ix. 186.
Abstracta et concreta, ii. 269.
Academicus; curriculam studiorum diligentius observandum, interdum mutandum, ii. 181.
odium novitatis injuriae scientific, viii. 110.
Academia, i. 333; viii. 158.
of the Platonists, viii. 93, 107.
Academicorum, vii. 88, 128.
an opinio sitchens habita, iii. 309.
desperatio ejus, i. 233.
Acceleration, iv. 306–311.
of falling bodies, iii. 374.
of putrefaction, iv. 319–322. See Putrefaction.
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Acceleration—continued.
of birth, two causes of, iv. 328–330.
early ripening of the embryo, iv. 328.
weakness of the mother's body, 69.
child born at seven months more healthy than at eight, 69.
of growth and stature, three causes of, iv. 329, 330.
plenty of nourishment, iv. 328.
nourishment of an opening nature, iv. 330.
excitement of the natural heat, 69.
of germination. See Germination.
of maturation, iv. 310–319, 401.
Accent of sentences, ix. 113, 115.
Accident, the originator of all the noblest discoveries, viii. 241.
Accidents of words, vi. 200.
Accumulation of laws, how to remedy, ix. 328–331.
Acuti asperiores turbine compesi, iii. 260.
Acosta, his History of the Indies quoted by Bacon, iii. 195, 324, 345.
his theory of tides, v. 344.
his statements as to the winds in the South Sea, whether correct, ix. 306.
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Acosta — continued.
  on climate of Peru, ix. 412.
Acoustics. See Sound.
Acroammatic method of discourse, ix. 124.
Acting, art of, used in education, vi. 308.
Actio cum contemplatione conjuncta, ii. 142.
theatrales in disendo, ii. 496.
Action and contemplation, conjunction of, vi. 134.
Action, battle of, ix. 309.
Active good, pre-eminentes of, vi. 318.
difference between public good and, vi. 219.
life, why to be preferred, vi. 315.
Acus fieroc vericitas, i. 444, 445, 476.
nautica, ii. 376; vii. 129, 130.
Adam, sin of, viii. 447. See Fall of Man.
Adamant does not hinder the power of the magnet, x. 270.
virtutes magnetis non impedit, lv. 124.
Admiratio ad prolongationem vitae plurimum facit, iii. 436.
proles hastatiis, i. 424.
Adviser, vi. 149.
Adrianus imperator, ii. 135, 156.
Adulatio, antitheta de ea, ii. 483.
Advancement of fortune, knowledge relating to, deficient, vi. 362.
the doctrine of, ix. 257-267.
Advancement of Learning, preface to, ii. 73-81.
date of, ii. 73. See original design of, ii. 73-75, 77.
Egyptii brutorum effigies in templis cur possentur, vii. 126.
Significatio dicensi methodus, ii. 430.
Exil regnum, iii. 244.
Aer corpora naturalia motum turbat, i. 517.
 exclusio ejus, i. 517-520.
 aditus ejus, cur prohibensus, i. 519.
 exclusio ambientis ad diurnitatem dupliciter in nuiit, iii. 430, 434.
exclusitur daubus modis, iii. 430-437.
Aer, exclusio ejus — continued.
per clausuram mestium, iii. 432.
per opolittionem mestium, 33.
salubritas ejus res occulta, iii. 305, 351.
experimentum salubritatis, iii. 305.
seculitat magis quam patrias spectanda, 33.
mutatio ejus in peregrinandi do bos, 33.
taxa quae in regimines indiscernenda avide arripit, iii. 459.
per calorem dilatatur simpliciter, iv. 64.
humilitatem terrae depredatur et in se verit, iv. 84.
rarefactione quantae capax, iv. 67.
experimentum vitrici eor, 33.
dilatatur figi potest ut se restituere non labor, iv. 97.
ipse in aqual in regionibus supennis vertitur, iv. 101.
verso aequal in aquam optativa, iv. 114.
spatio notabilibus contrahit potest, v. 305.
Anaximenes pro principio renum posuit, v. 302, 303.
expers ejus in Universitate renum, v. 302.
chaos secundum, 33.
impulse densatius frigidior, vii. 251.
in somori generatione densatius, 33.
in globus plumbeos compressus, vi. 254.
in vasa clausa, 43.
per respirationem receptans, vi. 256. See Air.
Aeclaplatus, god of healing, ix. 28.
and Circe, fable of, vi. 243.
Aesop, fable of the Frogs and the Wall, ix. 142.
of the Fox and Cat, ix. 154.
fabula de Vulpes et Felie, ii. 402.
Ita instar ilius lambentis, iv. 116.
de decursu utatis, historia concisior, iv. 65.
Eternitas materis, v. 334.
terra, vii. 318-318.
ex rationibus medias non pe.
banda, viii. 318.
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_Aeternitas—continued._

_eos cantu circularis argumentum nullo, vii. 323._

_etnicis iactantis, celo solis attributa, vii. 230._

_scriptus sacrarum, terre et colo ex aquo, i._

_Ether jurant et immutabile, vii. 419._

_historia quis, vii. 293._

_Ether sive spatii coeli interstella-ria, vii. 301._

_an unus perpetuo fieri, vii. 300._

_Ethiopia, iv. 251._

_Aestivum, urag stone, iv. 219._

_Affability, Cicero's commendation of, vi. 345, 349._

_Afectation, unseemliness of, vi. 349._

_antitheses for and against, ix. 173._

_Affections controlled by eloquence, vi. 209._

_inquiry touching the, vi. 336._

_posts and historians, the best doctors of the, vi. 357._

_their relation to reason, ix. 133._

_and perturbations of the mind, ix. 219._

_neglected by Aristotle in his Ethics, ix. 220._

_Affects intantur praecipuis bonum in presentia, ii. 442._

_locor morborum animi sunt, iii. 535._

_Affinitates chymicae, i. 635._

_Affinity, chemical, vii. 340._


_Agaris, a purgo, iv. 400, 442, 468._

_Age, its course, a history thereof proposed, viii. 377._

_old, the extending of, vii. 315._

_by itself is only a stage or measure of motion, x. 341._

_definition of, ii._

_effect of, x. 341, 343._

_like a lambest fire, x. 364._

_differences between age and youth, x. 162-163._

_in body, x. 163, 164._

_in mind, x. 194, 195._

_Agnus de I'harmaphoos, ii. 117._

_Aglitas duas partes habet, ii. 342._

_Agility has two parts, strength and swiftness, ix. 45._

_Agricola, the German Pliny, works of, ii. 289._

_Agriculture Historia conscribenda, ii. 68._

_Agriculture, proposed history of, vii. 380._

_treatises on, vii. 413._

_Agrippa, Cornelius, trivialis suarum, vii. 28._

_Air, whether in its own nature light or heavy, iv. 21._

_transmutation of; into water, iv. 172, 173, 200-210._

_by cold, iv. 172._

_by compression, iv. 173._

_by mingling moist vapours with air, i._

_by receiving air into the small pores of bodies, i._

_sheer of wool collects moisture, iv. 399, 399._

_water condensed and indi- rated by burial, iv. 207._

_cloves absorb water, i._

_verjuice absorbed by wool, iv. 206._

_theory of condensation of moisture, i._

_sweating of marble stone, a._

_by dew and rain, i._

_artificial conversion of air into water, i._

_a desideratum, x. 364._

_turned into water in the upper regions, x. 349._

_condensing of, whether the cause of increase of weight in growing plants, iv. 115, 176._

_in onious, iv. 176._

_great sempervirent, i._

_lilies, ii._

_spouts from stump of trees, i._

_fer by weighing, iv. 176._

_composite of air and flame, and force resulting, iv. 176, 177._

_expressive bodies, iv. 176._

_vital spirits of living creatures, iv. 177._

_temperature of, cooled by con- tact with water, without insulating moisture, v. 100, on bright nights colder than on cloudy, i._

_close, warmer than open, ii._

_middle region of, cold, vii. 176._
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Air, temperature of — continued.
when moved is colder, vii. 181.
in things ebrous is warm, it.
congealing of, experiment proposed, iv. 336.
salubrity of, fresh and healthful must be selected for habitation, v. 68, 69, 68.
how to test salubrity of, it.
necessity of having healthful indoors, v. 138.
salubrity of, how known, x. 133, 134.
at what hours best taken, x. 134.
healthy from what quarters, it.
poisoned by effluvia, v. 138.
conclusion of the, iv. 336.
exclusion of disturbances in bodies caused by its operation, viii. 339.
means of exclusion, viii. 336.
advantage of its exclusion, it.
tends to prolong life, x. 104, 105.
excluded in two ways, x. 105.
1. by closing the pores.
2. by filling them up.
a needy thing, seizing everything with avidity, x. 105.
dilution of, diluted simply by heat, x. 211, 212.
live up the moisture of the earth and turns it into itself, x. 252.
how far capable of rarefaction, x. 253, 255.
whether when revered it can be so fixed, x. 294.
adopts of considerable contraction, x. 299.
selected by Anaximenes as the one principle of things, x. 356.
it's importance in the universe, x. 357.
a second chaos, it. See Acr.
Albedo, forma ejus, i. 403; ii. 290.
Alchemist, dischargeth his art upon his own errors, vi. 417.
Alchemists, vanities of, iv. 315.
useful inventions of, viii. 119.
Alchemy, vi. 127, 229.
Alchemia, ii. 133.

Alchymia, utiles usitis inventarum, l. 584.
Alchymia, iv. 188.
Alexander Borgia, de expediens Gallorum Metropolitam, s. 97, 296.
Alexander the Great, sweetness of his skin, lv. 158.
discovery of his body by Augustus Caesar, v. 68.
an example of learning and military excellence, vi. 26, 156.
his education, lv. 154.
his estimation of learning, it.
his excellent use of magnific, lv. 167.
his speech concerning Digesta, lv. 158.
his remarkable sayings, vi. 136, 157.
his republication and use of law, lv. 168.
his mode of warfare, vii. 68.
Alexander Magnum, Aristoteles &
epulis, ii. 157.
assus vanus contemneres, ii. 157.
exemplum arte conjunctio
militaria virtutis et libertae.
ll. 150, 155.
ab Aristotelianorum, i. 156.
ab eruditius scripser conobati, l.
187.
admonitor Homeri, it.
ancbiclogia ejus circa Digesta, it.
de mortalitate sua, ii. 155.
de antiquus suo, it.
ad Cassandrvm, it.
bad Callistothonis, ii. 158.
de Antipatro, it.
de Ephesiorum at Orestes, s.
163.
add Parmenides, it.
Aliment, vi. 494.
change of necessary, when the effect has been weakened by custom, iv. 202.
necessary to the human body how often, ii. 147.
rapid consumption of, by the living spirit, it.
proportion of secretions to, x. 148.
causes of atrophy, it.
of the stars, x. 265.
Alimentatio per externus, iii. 267.
Alimentatio — continued.
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Alimentatio — continued.
historia alimentazioni conscientia, ii. 69.
Alimentation by separation, i. 501.
promoted in four ways, ix. 42, 43.
of plants and of animals, difference noted by Aristotle, x. 23, 24.

Alimentum, iii. 457-462.

eggs alimentation debt esse natura inferioris, iii. 366.
non consubstantialis, iii. 367.
at propo accessum ad naturam alimentati, ii.
quibus modis reception, iii. 368.
quibus modis assimilatur, ii.
grudis nutrimenti pro statu, ii.

operatio viscerum super, iii. 446-455.

per partes corporis exterioris, iii. 455-457.

spirits vivo necessarium, iii.

singular dies requisitum, iv. 474.

Alcalen medicinae, iii. 332.

medicine invented by Memæ, ib.

Alchemical sense of Scripture often preferable to the literal, vi. 407.

Allein, wars should be promptly undertaken for, ix. 397.

Almighty, iv. 340.

Alloys of the precious metals, v. 59.

Alphæus, his Theorices Planetarys, vii. 371.

Alphabet of the universe, i. 94.
of nature, vi. 63; ix. 371, 475-479.

Alphabetic rule and construction of, ix. 478, 479.

Alphabetic — continued.
of abstract natures, ix. 375.
of cypher proposed, ix. 117, 118.
See Abecedarium.

Altar on which water always extinguished the sacrifice, xx. 211.

Altare quo ingessu statum aqua descendebat, iv. 64.

ab Horæ deorism, vii. 266.

Alarums of matter, v. 80.

" alternat major" what, v. 81.

Altitudes ventorum, iii. 350, 351.

Amber further a venerable appetite, v. 181.
an opiate producing longevity, x. 80.

Esis preserved in, how, x. 126.

Ambergris, medicinal use of, x. 75.

Ambiguity of speech, caution against, vii. 373.

Ambition, three grades of, viii. 162.
the readiness of, ix. 205.

Ambitionis tria genera, i. 336, 337; vii. 129.

Ambra Græcia medicina, iii. 404.

America, cause of the backwardness of their civilisation, v. 278.

Amicitia, antitheta de, vi. 484, 485.

quals comparanda, iii. 97.

Amor, i. 181.

in amicitia, ii. 484.

ex genere gaedli est, iv. 425.

Amorti, vii. 426.

Ampère, On the Philosophy of Science, ii. 428.

Amplification, the art of, ix. 193.

Amphitetratarum heresies, i. 300.

Amphitheatres, hæresy of, vi. 316; ix. 199.

Anagogical expositions of Scripture, vi. 494.

Anagrams, in which Discoveries were concealed in the Middle Ages, iii. 122.

Analogies, not objets, the object of research, vii. 284.

Analtyc, vi. 387.

Analytica, vi. 271; ix. 93.

Anatomia. A medicine timiss neglecta, ii. 326.

brutorum vivorum permissa, ii.

corporum organisorum, i. 350.

Anatomy, invention of preparations ix. ii. 330.
of organic bodies, vii. 175; ix. 32, 33.
simple, well treated of; comparative wanting, ix. 32.
Anatomy — continued.
interior pars of men differ from
one another as much as their
exterior. 6.
of the living subject, how far
justifiable, ix. 33, 34.
reproved by Celsius, vi. 247.
deficiency in, vi. 246.
comparative, 6.
Anaxarchi patientia, ii. 313.
Anaxarchus bit out his tongue under
torture, ix. 17.
Anaximenes aera principium rerum
possit, v. 309.
quasobrem, v. 303, 303.
selected air as the one principle
of things, x. 356.
his reasons, 6.
Anchoreta longaevis, iii. 431.
Anchorites, longevity of, x. 106.
Ancient history, deficiencies in, vi.
191.
Ancients, their use of parables, spho-
rions, and fables, vi. 359.
Angeli et spiritus, natura eorum, ii.
359-362.
ordines angelerum, ii. 148.
Angela, hierarchy and nature of, ii.
145, 291; vi. 137; viii. 479.
regarded by the Schoolmen as
forms not immersed in matter,
v. 297.
adoration of, forbidden, vi. 213.
inquiry into their nature not
indicated, 6.
cause of their fall, ix. 238.
Anchem of princes, how to avoid, ix.
251, 252.
Anglia in bello semper Galliae su-
perior, quare, iii. 120.
Anhelitius hominio magis fuit
fandi austro, iii. 240.
Anima humana, ejus duo sunt par-
tes, ii. 344.
1. rationalis, quae divina, a spi-
naculo Dei, ii. 345.
2. irrationalis, quae communis
num brutorum facta per ver-
bum "produce" e matri-
cibus elementorum, sensib-
lia, sive producta, iii.
343-349.
cujus doctrine duae partes:
A. De motu voluntario,
ii. 352, 333.
B. De securit et sensibi-
liti; cujus deside-
rata, ii. 353-357.
Anima humana — continued.
De differentiis perceptionis et sensuit, ii. 283.
De formalia lucis, ii. 355.
de facultatibus animae, appa-
dices due, ii. 346.
1. De divinatione naturali,
que, ii. 349.
ant artificiali; vel ex
causis, vel experimentis,
ii. 351.
ant naturalia; vel autem,
vel per influxum, ii.
2. De incarnatione, ii. 330,
351.
doctrina circa usum et objecta
facultatum duae habet partes,
ii. 358.
1. Logica, ii. 358-404. 2. Logica.
2. Ethica, iii. 7-50. 3. Ethica.
cultura animi, ii. 33-49.
bosum animi cum boso corpus
comparatum, iii. 50, 51.
rationalis in homine, nec ex de-
cedere est, nec reparatur, nec in-
terit, iii. 474.
amanit esse harmoniam, ii. 174.
Animalia et plantas, discere nec
quod renovationem ant
totale notatum, iii. 344.
longinquas vistas eorum, iii.
354-350.
ex praescription, i. 468.
Animales, their shape attributed to
the folds of the womb, i. 337, ii.
342.
Animus humanus in specie lo-
tius mundi capax, ii. 106.
Annals, viii. 432.
Annihilation, omnipotentia prepa-
tiva, iv. 20.
Annihilation belongs to Omnipo-
tence, x. 180.
impossibility of, iv. 223.
in nature is none, x. 156.
the work of Omnipo
tence, i. 98.
how to be effected, 6.
Annotations of approved authors re-
quired, ix. 186.
Antarcticum hemisphere, x. 446.
Antarcticum hemispherium, vii.
133.
Ant-hill of Arta, ix. 107, 108.
Anthropomorphia, ii. 401.
Anthropomorphes, heresy of, vi.
46.
Anthropophagi, iii. 367.
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Anti-Chresis, Aristotle likened to, viii. 488.
Antichristi signum, suo nomine venire, ii. 306.
Antichristen, Aristoteles, vii. 69.
Anticipatio mentis, i. 297.
Antiquo, in i. 247.
Anticipation, a swimming, vi. 88.
weakeness of, ii. 64.
of the mind, viii. 64.
of time, a miracle, x. 387.
anticipations, rejection of, vi. 65–69.
all are deflexions by accident, vi. 75.
of nature, viii. 73, 74.
Antinomies in Athenian law, ix. 327.
Antiochus, whole some air of, why, v. 333.
Antiparthenium, dictum Alexandri ceras, ii. 180.
Antipateriasis, doctrine of, ii. 295.
contraction of bodies by, x. 255.
contractiones corporum per, iv. 107.
Antiquitas et novitas temporis filiae, ii. 136.
immodeum ejus studium, i. 8.
sacculi, juvenis mundi, i. 8.
mundi ipsum semium, viii. 192.
instar famae, caput inter nubila condit, viii. 76.
Antiquities, or remnants of histories, vii. 400.
Antiquity, like Fame, mufles her head and tells tales, vi. 35.
ignorance prevalent in early ages, vi. 39.
too much importance attached to, vi. 129.
what reverence due to, vi. 129.
the present time the true antiquity of the world, viii. 113.
Antithetorum exempla, ii. 405–409; vi. 302.
Antoninus, ii. 156.
Antoninus Pius, vi. 150.
a splitter of cummin, ix. 129.
Antro Epiemenides, iii. 431.
vida in animis longaeae, i. 5.
Anx, gravis of corn currit by them, are in fact the nymphs, ii. 369.
very hurtful to the garden, ix. 297.
Ape, his heart a charm for audacity, vi. 153.
Aperient, viii. 429. See Bracelets.
Apertura aqua, olei, et allorum liquorum, iv. 65, 66.
Aphorismi, ii. 481.
Apostolique, i. 206.
Apostolique, viii. 105.
de confiderandâ Historiâ Prima, ii. 47–49.
scientia quandui aphorismi comprensione crescere potest, ii. 183.
de justitiâ universali, iii. 135–131.
Aphorismus, knowledge anciently delivered in, why, vi. 419.
excellence of, vi. 291.
of Solomon, examples of, vi. 352–358; ix. 323–326.
valuab.e observations expressed by the ancient in, vi. 259.
well used by ancient discoverers, viii. 121.
delivery of knowledge in, ix. 124.
Aphrastie, media via philosophandi, vii. 92, 137.
Apostolus, god of healing, ix. 25.
Apolionius of Tyana, said that the tides were caused by the respiration of the spiritus mundi, vi. 117; vii. 233.
his grandfather, error respecting his age, iii. 322.
donec ejus, fluxum et refluxum maris esse respirations terrae, v. 231.
Apostolgue, vii. 204; viii. 438.
of Caesar, vi. 199, 201; viii. 438.
Apoplexy, Fracastorius’s remedy for, iv. 64; x. 312.
Apostol, cur indocti, ii. 150.
Apotheosis, the highest human honour, vi. 144.
of folly, x. 493.
of inventors of new arts, vi. 36.
inventorum novorum artium, ii. 154; vi. 446; vii. 129.
Appeals at law, not to be made too easy, x. 342.
Appendices historice: oraciones, epitola, apophthegmata, ii. 318–320.
Appendices to history: speeches, letters, and apophthegmata, viii. 337, 438.
INDEX TO THE

Appetite, the nature of, v. 73. why certain tastes stimulate, ib. of continuation in liquids, iv. 170. bubbles, ib. mutus plague of Democritus, ib. appetite and motions of matter, viii. 499, 500.

"Appetitus caninus," a disease, v. 73. Aqua, commensatio aqvis an, possibile, l. 529. in globo planulae, iv. 110. rarificatione quaeste capax, iv. 87. experimentum folium, iv. 88. experimentum de expansione vaporis aequis, vii. 287-289. conglobatio aequis, iv. 88. factae aequis perturbata in anqua-

Arbela fugae, iii. 182. Arbor monarchia, iii. 128. in Canaria aequam probis, l. 529. continua stillans aquam, iv. 105. statio arborum, iii. 341-344. magnitudinis corporis in ar-
boribus cum distinuitate vete nonnulli habet com-
mune, iii. 343. glandiferae et multicern fruc-
teris et baccaeris ple-
rumque vivariorum, 40.

Anxury, when the butt is set up men need not rove, but except the white is placed men cannot level, vii. 52.

Archias, his power of extemporizing, ix. 16. magister Ciceronis ex tempore versus fert, ii. 312.
Archimedes, his conicae, ii. 382; iv. 40; ix. 81; xix. 160. writings of, not known to Bacon, ii. 396. story of Hiero's crown, iv. 10. method of calculating specific gravitas, iv. 11.

Architect of fortune, ix. 270. Architectura, historia conscribera, ii. 68. Architecture, proposed history of, viii. 330. Areactic, quid, iii. 484. Areafaction, how produced, x. 357. Argentum vivum colligit aurum, i. 499; ii. 376. mortificata ejus, i. 500. an in argenteum transmutabilis, iv. 40. quoniam mortificatur, iv. 91. historia ejus conscribera, ii. 63. See Quicksilver.

Argument, invention of, vi. 261, 268. See Logic.

Ariosto, quoted by Bacon, ii. 206. his fiction of Lethe, viii. 438. Aristippus ad pedes Dionysii se de-


his reason why plants attain greater age than animals, iv. 194. doctrine concerning motion, vi. 211. theory of projection, v. 222. of tides, vi. 341. condemned by Ramus, vi. 12-14.
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Aristotle—continued.
concept for early ages, vi. 38, 215; viii. 282.
his philosophy degenerated in his followers, vi. 40.
on the convertibility of the actions of sciences, vi. 53.
his wisdom and integrity, vi. 396.
his error in intermingle philosophy and logic, vi. 152, 224.
icorporated by the Schoolmen into the Christian religion, vi. 491.
came with a profound contradiction to all the world, vi. 426.
corrupted natural philosophy by his logic, viii. 91.
his philosophy wrongly said to have superseded all others, viii. 108.
value of the general assent given to his philosophy, vi.
likened to Antistrias, viii. 483.
accused for introducing final causes into physical science, viii. 510.
emits to consider the structure of the body when in motion, ix. 19.
on the office of the imagination, ix. 61.
doctrine of motion, ix. 94.
on rhetoric, ix. 134.
resemblance of the colours of apparent good and evil, ix. 135.
youth happy only by hope, ix. 194.
wrong in exalting the contemplative above the active life, ix. 197, 198.
on the nature of virtue, ix. 214.
sketches of character in the rhetoric, ix. 219.
his thoughts have never treated in his ethics of the affections and perturba-
tions of the mind, ix. 220.
on custom and habit, ix. 221.
on the study of moral philosophy by the young, vi. 340; ix. 223, 224.
on superhuman virtue, ix. 227.
his fantastic heaven composed of a fifth essence, x. 434.
his astronomic theories, vii. 273, 274.
theory of comets, x. 433.

Aristotle—continued.
on the stars in Cancia, x. 440.
on heat in the celestial bodies, x. 444.
notes the distinction between plants and animals as regards deflection, x. 23.
his assertions generally are without proofs, x. 280, 290.
Felt insecure of his kingdoms till he had slain his brother philos-
phers, viii. 502; x. 346.
made over thoughts to words, x. 302.
attributed generation and corruption to the oblique course of the sun, x. 378.
remark on Empedocles, x. 383.
philosophism naturalis dialectica corrupta, i. 296.
philosophos antiquos utrum superseicit, i. 283.
dictator scholasticonorum, ii. 128; v. 19.
dictatoria ejus potestas damnum scientiae intulit, ii. 134.
naturam pro Deo substituit, ii. 256.
mechanicum tractavit, ii. 269.
de physiologiam, ii. 316.
Alexandri pedagogus, ii. 107, 156, 167.
historia animalium ejus hacte, ii. 133, 192.
dictoria ejus a disciplinis corrupta, ii. 134, 135.
logicam philosophiam inimicit, ii. 140.
dictum ejus de natura in minimis cernendae, ii. 194.
in politicas recte evitat a familia, ii. 234.
nova artium vocabula usura-
vit, ii. 268.
problematum exemplum nobile praebet, ii. 284.
insolens ejus, ii. 285.
dictum ejus, infantes primi quondam apparelace matres, post propriam matrem discer-
nere, ii. 286.
physicam et mathematicam genera-
cerame mechanico, ii. 304.
de naphitis sui temporis, ii. 586, 387.
de motu corporum, ii. 396.
de alchimia alchemiam pra-
clare, ii. 397.
Aristote—continued.
quales demonstrationes ad quales
materias applicandae, ii. 404.
de rhetorico, ii. 439, 442, 443; iii.
39-42.
de cultura animi, iii. 34, 42.
juvenes non esse idoneos morals
philosophiam auditores, iii. 44.
an Deus virtutem habet, iii. 47,
48.
pronuntiata, ejus ratione inex-
plicatia feri nituntur, v. 205.
cogitationes verbis adjectivat,
v. 298.
non malae, corruptionem et gen-
erationem rerum oblique vice
sols attribuit, v. 262.
de doctrinam Empedoclis, v. 331.
pepinus sophista, v. 18.
de cometis, i. 433; v. 320.
culum ejus phantasticum, v. 316.
de calore celestium, v. 327.
induciones ejus nullius pretii,
v. 90.
exempla postquam decreatum ad-
ducta, v. 91.
anctor philosophii nihil generat-
tis, v. 93.
de quatuor elementis, v. 85, 119.
dictaturam ejus nescirandam,
v. 71.
cum Democrito comparatas, v. 74.
fratres in philosophia trucidavit,
v. 395; v. 69, 117.
an vir magnus, v. 90.
Arithmetica, a branch of mathematics,
v. 519.
Arithmotechnica defectus, ii. 398.
Arma capessendi pretextus, ii. 130.
armorum studium, imperii am
plicatistio, iii. 128.
Arms, the profession of, impelled by
the sedentary arts, ix. 365.
should be the principal honour of
a nation, ix. 306.
Arny, a standing, ix. 308.
Arnoldus de Villik Novia, v. 21.
Ars imperii, sive doctrina de republi-
ci administrandia, ii. 119-173.
nihil aliud quam natura, vi. 280.
arte climbire animae, ii. 106.
cur a Virgilio divinæ in po-
litas et literarum, ii. 106,
112.
Imperium semper secutae, ii.
113.
Aris—continued.
historia arium, ii. 50-54.
triplux, ii. 9.
maximi usus, cur, ii.
historia naturalis species, vi.
298.
vexationes artis tanquam vic-
cula Protei, ii. 52.
quedam artes preferendas, cur,
ii. 53.
quomodo inventae, ii. 392-396.
mechanica sedentaria alienage-
nis committentes, iii. 129.
Art, its vexations are as the boots
of Proteus, vili. 363.
which arts to be preferred for
experiments, iii.
sits relation to nature, x. 307-308.
Artediis with two lives, x. 40.
qui seruarem spiritum adoles-
centi in se transitut, iii. 409.
Arthur, King, Cesar truly did greater
deeds than, vi. 32; vili. 314.
Articulation of sounds, vi. 299.
Artiulii inquisitione de gravit et let.
ii. 390-394.
natura examinanda super artici
ulos, ii. 59.
Artificial springs, experiment touch-
ing the making of, iv. 171.
Arts, inventors of new arts defined,
v. 36.
voluntary, deficiency of laws
to repress, vi. 253.
furious at the decline of
states, iv. 46.
intelectual, four in number, vi.
390.
liberal, when they most flourish,
vi. 253; ix. 46.
mechanical, why perfected by
time, vi. 40, 125; viii. 411.
have their origin in nature or
chance, ix. 64-71.
history of, vi.
military, when they most flour-
ish, vi. 253; ix. 46. See Mi-
tary Arts.
ocustody, vi. 230.
of judgment, vi. 261, 272.
peculiar, ix. 47.
history of, viii. 357.
as species of natural history,
ix. 407.
divided into three parts, vii.
392.
utility of it, viii. 363.
Arts — continued.

Invention of, not the work of logic, ix. 64.

this part of knowledge shown to be deficient, ix. 64-71.
sedentary injure the warlike disposition of a people, ix. 305.
in old times left to slaves, so now should be left to strangers, ix. 306.
and methods, error of prematurely reducing knowledge into, vi. 131.
Asbestos, or Salamander's wool, v. 47.

Abschuss, ii. 125, 128.

Ashes, whether a vessel filled with, will receive the like quantity of water that it would have done if empty, iv. 181.

Antinoe Pollio, error respecting his age, iii. 322, 323.

Aspy, paintless death by, iv. 445.

Aspirates abused in languages derived from the Goths, ix. 114.

Asshole vents, iii. 217, 219-220.

Assent, caution on giving or withholding, viii. 97.

Assimilando desiderium in omnibus corporibus, l. 503.

Assimilatio optimi fit essentiae motu locali, iii. 496.

dilatationes corporum per assimilationes, iv. 64-66.

contractiones corporum per, iv. 108.

Assimilation of bodies distinguished from transmutation, v. 90.

desire of, in all bodies, viii. 316.

dilatationes of bodies by, x. 94-96.

best performed at rest, x. 179.

desire of the nature of the act of, x. 134, 135.

contraction of bodies by, x. 295.

Astra, solida aut fluvia, viii. 301, 303.

Fide Stella.

Astrignita classified according to their properties, vii. 427-429.

Astronomia, ii. 113.

mathe superstitiones referta, ii. 372.

physica sua et recipienda, demonst superstitionibus, ii. 273-281.

presuppositio praeceptum Scientiae utilissimum, ii. 273.

Astrologia — continued.

electiones non prorsus rejiciendas, ii. 279.

hand inequitatem distinguere situations hominum secundum planetas, iii. 36.

Astrology, how far useful to science, vii. 127, 229; viii. 480-484.

divisions of men's natures by, vii. 333.

without foundation, viii. 457, 460.

a part of physic, viii. 489.

predictions and elections, viii. 496-501.

astrological insanity, viii. 497.

four ways by which the science may be approached, viii. 496.

men's dispositions, whether decided by the predominant planets, ix. 216.

Astronomia quae physica est, ex eradanda, ii. 269-272.

pars magna ejus absurda, ii. 270.

philosophiam corrupt, viii. 315.

historia ejus conscious, viii. 316.

Astronomical instruments, improvements in, x. 416.

Astronomical observations, x. 450.

Astronomy, attempts to construct an orthodox system of, i. 569.

mode of investigation proposed by Bacon, ii. 271.

demons.

God's discovery, vii. 256.

hypothesis to explain the motions of the planets, vii. 270-276.

of Ptolemy, vii. 273.

of Tycho Brahe, vii. 256.

of Heracleon, ib.

Bacon's view of, vii. 270-284.

history of, proposed, vii. 373.

is weak and ungrounded, viii. 487.

compared to the stuffed ex. of Prometheus, ib.

explained opinions, ib.

ranked among the mathematical arts, viii. 488.

province of, x. 453.

Astronomy and the golden ball, l. 270, 281.

xv. 94, 95, 409; vii. 401, 495.

Athenaeus, learned times have inclined to, vii. 93, 95.

Atrocity, an accidens inclinat mentem ad eunum, ii. 104.
Atomic Theory — continued

Bacon had a deep insight into the nature of the division of bodies, a conception of nature that existed for beyond what is visible, x. 367, 368.

Aristotle and his contemporaries, 51.

Bacon's notion of the word atom taken in two senses, x. 367.

1. As the smallest part of the division of bodies, a conception of nature that exists for beyond what is visible, x. 367, 368.

2. As a body without mass, 367.

The doctrine of a vacuum, 367, 368.

equality and inequality of the parts of nature, 361-363.

opinion of Tycho Brahe, x. 368.

opinion of Democritus, that the only possible opinion, 36.

objection to Democritus' theory of transmutations of bodies, x. 361, 362.

inquiry concerning the first condition of atoms and the useful of all, why, x. 268.

concerning separation and adhesion, 36.

Explanatory doctrine concerning atoms, x. 367.

unlike anything that can fall under the senses, x. 367.

their qualities and motions are unlike, being the beginning of the combinations, which are visible and form, 36.

necessity of the idea, x. 267.

See Matter, 460.

Articles medieval, III. 470-471.

spiritus vivus tribes indicis, 470.

materia commodo, III. 470.

refrigerio temperate, III. 470.

473.

alimento lusus, III. 474.

475.

Atrophies causa, quid, III. 475.

Atrophies in old age, causes of, x. 464.

Atomics, his advice to Cato, vi. 18.

Attraction by similarities of substance, v. 2.

of the earth, x. 463.

of bodies, experimental observations touching, vi. 43-48.
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Antei, antitheta de, ii. 483.
Auditiones admurandae Aristotelis, ii. 132.
Auditus et sonorum historia conscribenda, ii. 96. historia soni et auditus, vii. 191-222.
Augustinus Denis de anima humana, ii. 348; ix. 50, 84.
Augustus Caesar. See Caesar.
Auriculum Juibel, genus fucose, iv. 56. Aurea fabula historia conscribenda, ii. 67.
Aurora borealis, sign of heat, vii. 151.
Authorities, not adduced by Bacon, why, vii. 154.
Authority of two kinds, v. 140.
Authors in sciences, credit due to, vii. 129.
Autobiography of Bacon, vi. 492.
Averroes, his doctrine of the extension of matter, iv. 19. his contempt of Pseudo's system, vii. 274.
Aves, plures ex avibus quibus ex quadrupedibus longeagae, cur, iii. 363. duro vitis, iii. 355-356.
volatil avibus, vii. 249.
Avicenna applied to all matter a form of corporeity, iv. 19.
Axionum est veritas portio solida, vii. 53.
axiomatum scala, v. 92.
axiomata solidae inferius, i. 246.
prima philosophiae, ii. 233-237.
duo genera axiomatum de transformatione corporum, i. 366-352.
Axions, a reflection of Aristotle's categories, i. 260.
Aristotle's two ends of, vii. 60-68.
Axioms — continued.
at present unsound, viii. 70, 71.
for transformation of bodies of two kinds, vii. 171-177.

B.
Bacchus, fable of, explained, vii. 484-488. fabula Bacchi interpretata, ii. 249-250.
Bacon, Francis, editions of his works, i. pp. viii-xii. arrangement of his writings, i. pp. vii. xii-xvii. division of editorship, i. pp. ix-xii. his biography to be written, i. p. xii.
Dr. Raveley's Memoir, i. pp. xiv-xv.
his choice of the Latin tongue, i. p. xvi. 12
of his time, i. p. xix.
translations of his Latin works, i. p. xx.
portraits of, i. pp. xxii-xxx.
Dr. Raveley's biography of, i. 35-58.
date of publication, i. 35.
his parentage, vi.
youth, i. 36.
residence in France, i. 37.
legal studies, i. 36-39.
connection with Essex, i. 37.
favour of Queen Elizabeth, i. 40-41.
under King James, i. 41.
offices held by, i. 42.
migration, i. 42.
dissatisfaction and condemnation, i. 43-44.
order of his works, i. 44-46.
escutcheon, i. 44-45.
habits of study, i. 48.
meals, i.
conversations, i. 48.
manners, i. 64.
religion, i. 64.
free from malice, i. 59.
reputation, i. 58-59.
duty, i. 64.
death, i. 67.
epitaph, i. 68.
his office, i. 61-119.
our knowledge of is incomplete, i. 91.
Bacon, Francis — continued.

essentially inductive, i. 62.

his induction, how differing from
ordinary induction, i. 63.

his loss of confidence in his
own method of induction, i.
149.

its characteristics, i. 64, 160.

1. certainty of result.
2. truth made attainable
by all men.

whether entirely novel, i. 66.

his idea of science, i. 67-81.

doctrine of forms, i. 71-79, 87,
89-93.

 tables of appearance, i. 79.

method of conclusion, i. 79-84.

realism, i. 80.

inevitability of his method, i.
85.

consequent modifications of, i.
87-90.

essential character of his philoso-
phy, the analysis of the concrete
into the abstract, i. 90.

its distinctive character, i. 403-
423.

previously intimated, i. 93-95.

his atomic theory, i. 95, 96.

a mechanical philosopher, i. 97.

his summary philosophy, i. 97-
102.

defence of the soul, i. 102-107.

of nature and life, i. 107-111.

of final causes, i. 111, 112.

fundamental ideas of his system,
 i. 113-122.

why called a utilitarian, i. 114.

religious correctness of his writ-
ingen, i. 122, 123.

effect of his attacks on Aristotle,
 i. 124.

his own account of the plan of
life he had chosen for himself,
 i. 432-435.

content through life to his great
design, vi. 434.

cause of some of his faults, ib.
amount of his mathematical knowl-
dge, vi. 434.

cause of his personal want of suc-
cess in practical science, vi.
433, 441.

his own estimate of himself, vi.
437.

his want of the faculty of distin-
guishing differences, vi. 436.

Bacon, Francis — continued.

previous and contemporary de-
velopments of which he appears
ignorant, vi. 437, 438.

his want of appreciation of Aris-
totle, vi. 442.

his want of authority as a large,
ib.

as a political economist, ib.

induction from philosophical con-
temporary, vi. 443.

defence of idols, i. 120.

rejection of the syllogism, i. 126.

character of his age, i. 137.

his expectations not fulfilled, i
150.

whether he had a desire to keep
his system a secret, i. 183-185.

no utilitarian, i. 307.

whether the first to rebel against
the authority of Aristotle, ii. 18.

not the introducer of inductive
reasoning, ii. 14.

his relation to Galileo, ii. 18, 19.

his relation to the contemporar-
yous school of inductive philos-
ophy, ii. 20.

nature of his intellect, ii. 55.

his impecuniosity, ii. 75.

acquaintance with French au-
tority, ii. 122.

defects of his method of calculat-
ing specific gravities, iv. 15, 16.
always unjust to Aristotle, iv. 11,
30.

his will, v. 187.

his theory of tides, v. 259, 340, 341.

his landscaping, vi. 19.

changes in it, ib.

censure of, by Elderidge, vi. 442.

interest in Gilbert's discoveries,
 vi. 444.

in Galileo's, ib.

merely mentions Galileo, vi. 279.

style of contemporary inquirer,
only adopted, vi. 12, 13.

his views of astronomy, vi. 279-
284.

ignorance of the laws of Kepler,
 vi. 279-281.

a trumpeter not a combatant,
x. 13, 14.

does not disdain the humblest
labours to advance human in-
terests, ix. 135.

tilled by experience of eighteen
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Bacon, Francis—continued.
years, to write on civil govern-
ix. 288.
piesa mente dotatus ad philosophiam satis apta et parath, vii. 446, 447.
ambito quis, et vite proposita,
valentia affecta, vi. 447.
publicandi ratio, vi. 448.
Francesco Bacon sic cogitavit, vii. 101.
fetus civilibus plus quam velut
immistus, vii. 141.
Bacon, Roger, doctrine of idols whether
er borrowed from him, i. 158; iii. 324, 325.
spiritually raised by his nameake,
ii. 25.
his influence on Columbus, ib.
Bain marie, i. 207.
Balls of crystal and alabaster to hold in
the hand in agues, iv. 218.
sanguinis, iii. 465.
maris, i. 207.
Balestoria historia conscribenda, ii. 67.
Balhazar Gerardi, his cordis in the
hour of death, ii. 313.
Bandoa, iv. 246.
Barbarorum incursions haud amplius metuenda, vi. 448.
Barbarossa, advice of his Jewish
Physicians, x. 140.
Barbary, iv. 344, 352.
Barbetti parastiti, ii. 192.
Barentz, search for North-East pas-
sage, i. 300.
Bartholomeus, his transmission of the
Base sounds as distinguished from
trible, cause of, iv. 297-299.
Bashful persons long-lived, x. 96.
Basilica fabula, iii. 30.
Basilisk kills by aspect, v. 129.
decrit resembles the, ix. 211.
Basket-making, proposed history of, ii. 68.
Baths and ointments, history of, pro-
pelled, vii. 379.
use of, commended, x. 112.
emollient, the use of, x. 136.
astringent, how compounded, x. 139.
See Balnea.
Bays of the sea, tides in, x. 334.
Bay tree forbids pestilential airs, v. 132.
Beak, some birds cast theo, v. 24.
Beats, their hybernation, v. 114.
their breeding times, v. 115.
Beasts smaller than fishes, and larg-
er than birds, why, v. 92.
their lives regarded by the right-
eous, ix. 249.
Beauty and good features, help to-
wards, iv. 174.
limbs and head may be moulded
in infancy, ib. antitheses for and against, ix.
149.
Beemus or half-notes, iv. 297.
Beer, bottled, iv. 311.
Beans, mathematical knowledge shown
by, li. 305.
Behaviour, wisdom of, mostly de-
sired by learned men, vi. 360, 351.
not to be too much studied, vi.
349, 300.
the garment of the mind, vi. 350.
See Carriages, Manners, Con-
versation.
Being without well-being Is a curse, ix.
295.
the conditions of, to be consider-
erd in six categories or poten-
tialities, ix. 476, 477.
Belief, means to fortify, are three, v.
140.
Experience.
Reason.
Authority.
Bella civilia, proper mores novos multas regiones penitentia, vi. 448.
belli nervi faciunt civium, iii.
129.
bellec rei historia conscribenda, ii. 68.
bello purgatotem, iii. 130.
justum bellum reipublica salutis exercitatio, ii. 131.
bellum civilis instar caloris febriles, 18.
Bell-metal, composition of, v. 389.
Bellows, compression of air by, ix.
264.
Bells, the sound of, supposed to dis-
sipate thunder and lightning, ix.
427.
Belly and members, liable of, vii. 299.
Benedict, some medicines are, iv.
163.
Benedicto Judae et Isaeacharis, iii.
123.
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Boeum indiuiduale partitur in,
2. Boeum passive, quod
e vol perfeclium, ili. 32:
vel conservativum, sive frui-
tio rerum naturae nostrae
comprehensum, ili. 39.
fruitio boni quid sit, ili. 44.
utrum anima tranquillitau-
tem et fruendi vigorem
simul retirare possit, ili.
35.
Boeum communions, sive of-
ciis, duae partes habet,
il. 36, 37.
1. De officio ilmiin in
communia, ili. 39, 33.
2. De officiis specialibus et
respectivas, et de officiis
mutatis, ili. 37-32. See
Good.

Book, considerations concerning the
reading of, ili. 303.
and studia, their influence on
manners, ili. 340.
peccata de caution and direction
concerning, 66.
for advancement of learning, two
things required, ili. 303.
1. Libraries, 66.
2. New editions, 66.
a heraldry of precedence among,
il. 382.

Boces, ab alto spirit, ili. 226.
nomen alterum Ecclesiae, ili. 299.
secula mundi, ili. 232.
qualitates ci peculiaris, ili. 306-342.
alternationes ejus cum Anstro
signa hyemis et ventorum, ili.
303. See North wind.

Borgia de Gallorum in Italicn
expeditions, ili. 57.

tes, brevis avi, ili. 357.
boves ex pascus novis novas
carnes recipere, ili. 498.

Boscovech, his theory, ili. 345.

Bowell, Sir Wm., custos of Dis-
cot's manuscript after his death,
v. 183-194.

Botanic gardens, ili. 401.

Bouillet, M., his edition of "Opera
Philosophica," i. 170.

Bowles, offices of the principal, x.
113.

VOL. X. 32

Bows, power of the Turkish, v. 9.
Bracelets fit to comfort the spirits,
168.
refrigerant, corroboration, aperit-
ent, 66.
other kinds of, v. 149.

Brainx taken in wine strengthen
the memory, v. 162.
abode of the vital spirit, x. 160.
Branch planted will grow if barked,
otherwise not, why, iv. 440.

Bread in the oven, swelling of, x.
217.

Breath on glass, etc., iv. 215.

Life, what, ili. 49.

Of man, offensive during south
wind, ix. 405.

Brightness, to produce, vi. 60.

Britain, the ancient mother name
of the island, vii. 428.

British Association, system of obser-

vations by, would have been approved
by Boeum, ili. 99.

British Channel, tides in, x. 303, 333.

Briza, ventus inter tropicas, ili. 230,
238.

Bribe, a tropical wind, ili. 303, 333.
blooms north-east, ili. 364.
under the equinoctial, iv. 350.

Bruce, swelling of, reduced by ap-
plying a cold metallic body, why,
v. 98.

Brutes, their souls, ili. 49.

A corporeal substance compounding
of the natures of air and flame, ix.
why worshipped by the Egyp-

tians, xi. 66.

Bruti, solerian sorum, i. 436.

Animae quae, ili. 345-349.

In templo Egyiptorum, cur, viii.
126.

Brutus Lucius, his sentence on his
sons, ili. 215.

Fili ejus, ili. 32.

Bubbles, iv. 170.
to blow, i. 408.

Buchanan, his History of Scotland, ii.
307.

Burgundy, Duke of, story of the an-
nouncement of his death, v. 156.

Burials in earth, iv. 342, 343.

Experiments with fruits, iv. 342.
with beer and vinegar, ii.
with precious stones to re-
store the colours, iv. 243.
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Burning glasses, to make, vii. 177.

Baron not familiar with, i. 373.

Barrage, infusion of, iv. 187.

Burying alive, instances of, x. 151.

Butterflies resuscitated by warmth, viii. 248; x. 213.

C.

Cabinet of knowledge, ix. 190.

Caelis. Vide Caelis.

Cementaria historia conscribenda, li. 68.

Cerimonies, antitheta de eis, ii. 483, 483.


Cesar, Augustus. "Pleadite" at his death, iii. 89, 90; ix. 289.

his euthanasia, vi. 249.

Cesar, Julius, ii. 107.

at Alexandria, his method of obtaining fresh water on the sea shore, ix. 159.

letter to Uppius and Balbus, viii. 403.

his power of dictation to five secretaries, ix. 16.

when the entrails were not favourable, ix. 268, 269.

abandoned a civil life for a military, why, ix. 270.

his friends, ix. 280.

his ambition, ix. 285.

an example of learning combined with military excellence, vi. 99, 154.

his book of Apothegmata, vi. 159; viii. 436.

his Commentaries, vi. 158.

his De Anatomic, ii. 161, 414; vi. 159; ix. 111.

his Anti-Cato, ii. 162; vi. 159.

computation of the year reform ed by him, 6.

his remarkable speeches, vi. 100.

exemplum conjunctionis virtutis militari et literarii, ii. 162-163.

Librum Commentarium, ii. 161.

Calendarium, ii. 162.

Apologeticus, oratio incipit, "Ego Quirites,"

id.

Non Rex sum sed Cesar, ii. 153.

Cesar, Julius — continued.

ad Metellum, ii. 164.

De Sylla, id.

ad aruspicem, iii. 99.

ad navias gubernatores, ii. 460.

Cesarea, the east-north-east wind, ix. 361.

attracts clouds, ix. 458.

Cain, an image of the active state, vi. 138.

grocula, imago vita activa, vi. 166.


of inventions, vi. 230.

of things supposed impossible not invented, vi. 231.

of popular errors, vi. 233; vii. 502.

of sects of philosophy, vi. 234.

Callithemis, dictum Alexandri, li. 139.

Calor et frigus, i. 464.


inquisitus de forma calid, i. 369-369.

definitio ejus, i. 357.

definitio apud Peripateticos, i. 406.

opificis ejus in operibus humana, i. 525-527.

spicias, ii. 920.

calor remissorius potestas ad hue letet, 3.

diversitates ejus, i. 527.

calorius calori opificia, i. 336.

inequalis ordinata caloria, eius est et generationis mater,

ignis a calore solis quattuor medios differt, i. 432.

spiritu, iii. 490.

officium ejus, iii. 412.

quomodo servandus, iii. 421, 422.

Calumniae boldly, forsose of ill stick, ix. 351.

Camelus longicervus, iii. 356.

Camera Cantabrigiae sonora, vi. 200.

Camomile Alley, iv. 218.

Campaspe sonus, vii. 230, 221.

experimentum trium campest rum, vii. 221.

Campsisella, de sensu rerum, i. 188.

a disciple of Telesius, v. 255.
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Campbell, Lord, on Bacon's faining-
ness, i. 86.
Canaries, tree in, ever dribbling with
water, i. 935; x. 253.
Candies, surrounded by spirits of wine,
an experiment, x. 440.
Cases containing water, x. 253.
Canicula, change of a star in, x. 440.
stella in coxá ejus, viii. 323.
Canis brevis avi, iii. 336.
Canus copiabus aquas substante, iv.
105.
Cannon-ball, discharged, continuing
vibration of, x. 216.
Cantharides, where bred, v. 22.
Cape Verde, iv. 351.
Caper, car brenaris avi, iii. 357.
Caphe, herba opiates, iii. 414.
Capital punishments, ix. 322.
Carbonic acid gas, heat simulated by,
i. 357.
Cardamom, Persian children fed on,
iv. 230.
Cardan, his theory of tides, v. 240.
Cardamums, viii. 17, 118.
Cardinal virtues in nature, vii. 370.
Cardinals virtues in natura, ii. 59.
Camposinas lanes, i. 437.
Camasses a Rocas dimissae, ii. 106.
Carnes, an dicit comedere, iii. 71.
Carpe dierum feliciter, ix. 288.
Carriage towards princes and rulers,
ix. 251-253.
good, importance of, ix. 234. See
Behaviour.
Carpeiphen, i. 491.
Cases omitted by the law, three rem-
edies for, ix. 315.
Caspian Sea, whether it ebbs and
flows, viii. 368; x. 339.
Caspin or Caspian, utrum fluxum aqua-
sum habet, ii. 57; v. 206, 207.
Cassanderum, dictum Alexandri ad,
G. 138.
Cassius, iv. 437.
Cassius et Brutus imagine, ii. 116.
Cassiodorus, his retirement to a mon-
estery, x. 162.
Cassiopea, star which appeared in,
v. 259, 239; x. 313, 314.
stella novâ nostrâ estatice apparuit
in, c. 229; vii. 330, 331.
Caseytes, a Syrian parasitic plant,
iv. 492.
Castor and Pollux, the meteors, signs
of storm, iv. 453.
et Pollux, signa tempestatis, iii.
206.
Castorium, preservative against gout
and rheums, i. 329.
Causa aliquis in cogitationibus hu-
mannis, i. 329.
omnia nova invenita per casum,
i. 424.
invenicium malorum pater,
viol. 183.
ominis. See Loges.
Catalogue of the titles of particular
branches of natural history, vii.
373-381.
Catalagus historiarum naturalium
particularium, ii. 61-69.
Cataract, during removal of, opera-
tor's needle visible to the eye,
iv. 292.
operation for, vii. 293.
Cataracta coeli, i. 435.
oculorum, i. 477, 478.
Categories of Aristotle, reflected in
the second part of Bacon's Specimen
philosophy, i. 109.
Catena, sumnum naturalis catena
sanctum pedi soli Jovis altissi, ii.
105.
Caterpillar bred of dew and leaves,
v. 27.
Cathari, heresici, iii. 409.
Catinae sub aquam eamque de-
merceum, vii. 252.
Cato the elder, his versatility of mind,
ix. 257.
his vigour of character, ix. 268.
his counsel respecting Carneades,
vii. 98.
how punished for his blasphemy
against learning, vi. 105.
on the Roman character, ix. 222.
de dimissione Carneadis, ii. 106.
Carneus, quem crimen addiscens, ii.
112.
Cato the younger, Cisien's praise of,
i. 310; iv. 214, 235.
Causa, formalis, ii. 288-292.
efficiens, ii. 290.
finalis, ii. 294-297.
naturalis philosophicum cor-
rectum, vii. 52.
cause quaterna, materia, forma, et
efficientia, i. 342.
sic semper per causam, operamur
per media, vi. 50.
secondae, ii. 104.
Causa, the formal, vi. 58.
cause, Aristotelis classification of,
ii. 267.
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Cause, — continued.

four kinds of, material, formal, efficient, and final, vii. 168.

formal cause. See Forms.

physical: handles the material and efficient, metaphysic: the formal and final, viii. 485.

connection of causes and effects, viii. 481.

Causation, as means of covering defects, vi. 374.

Cave, idols of the, vii. 77, 84-86.

Celestial hierarchy, degrees of the, vi. 137.

veasels, or emanations of Scripture, ix. 335, 361.

bodies, with regard to eternity and mutability, do not differ from sublunary bodies, x. 313-315.

a history of, x. 413-460.

divisions of the work, x. 417.

1. Questions concerning the system of the universe.

a. whether there be any system, x. 419-421.

b. what is the centre of that system? x. 421, 422.

c. what the depth and extent? x. 423, 424.

d. what the connection? x. 425-430.

as to the inter-stellar vacuum, x. 425.

as to the density of the heavenly bodies, x. 426.

as to the nature of the pure ether, x. 427-430.

c. what the order of the heavens? x. 430, 431.

2. Questions concerning the substance of the heavenly bodies, x. 433-460, 463-468.

what the substance of the heaven in kind, x. 434-445.

what of the interstellar ether, x. 445-456.

what of the milky way, x. 456-458.

what of the stars, x. 459.

Their motions, x. 468-489.

some are comical, x. 469-474.

some mutual, x. 474-479.

four kinds of greater mo-

Celestial bodies — continued.

tions in the heavens, x. 478. Vide Celestial, Centers, Sol, Stars, Stella.

Celsus, viii. 26.

di experimentis medicine, vi. 84.

on medical discoveries; particulars found out first, cause after, vi. 48; ix. 63.

on anatomy of the living subject, ix. 33.

Cement which hardened like marble, v. 52.

soft when dry, v. 89.

proposed history of, viii. 300.

Censorian courts, ix. 330-326.

Centre of the universe, whether the earth or the sun, x. 421, 422.

Centrum systematis celestialis, viii. 302.

centra plura in motibus stellarum, i. 457.

Cephalonia, scarlet dye of, v. 108.

Cerebra ventriculi cella precipitata spiritibus vitalis, iii. 486.

Ceremonial law, moral philosophy contained in the, vi. 138.

objects of, ix. 21.

magic, vi. 257.

Ceremonies in religion, the use of, ix. 54.

antitheses for and against, ix. 175.

Ceres discovered by Pan, viii. 435.

Certa scientia, an impossibility, i. 233.

certitudinis gradus propositi, i. 534.

due vie ad inveniendum ver-um, t. 245.

Certainty of direction, what, vi. 52.

whether attainable at all by men, viii. 60.

progressive stages of, proposed, ix. 55.

two modes of attaining, vii. 21.

how far attainable, ix. 70.

Cervorum vita celebratur ob logi- tudinem, iii. 356.

Childish astrology, an example of experimental divination, vi. 235.

Chalybes propempturis, ii. 381.

Chambers of health in New Atlantis, v. 400.

Chameleons, their habits, iv. 333, 334.

used in magic to raise tempests, iv. 334.
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Chinistae, de su narratur fabula senis qui filius aurum in vinea legavit, vii. 121.

Chinistarium philosopha, vii. 80.

fabrica opinionis, vii. 81.

quattuor reevum matrices, sive elements, 8.

China gold, vii. 39.

Chinesa confectiones porcellana sepelliant, i. 522, 523.

Chinesse, their mode of writing, ii. 411, 412.

despair of making gold, but not silver, iv. 315.

their custom of painting the cheeks, v. 28.

bury their porcelain clay, viii. 335.

Chiromancy an imposture, ix. 19, 20.

Chocolate, whether tost or drink; v. 403.

Chorus stellarum, vii. 313.

Christiana idea, communion bonum exaltavit, individuale depressit, iii. 13.

Christianity, advantage of, towards the furtherance of true knowledge, vi. 75.

Christian faith, ix. 194, 197.

Christianos, edictum Julliani contra, ii. 153.

Chronicles or annals, viii. 424, 432.

Chryseogonos, Frederick, on the iides, v. 336.

Chuets, iv. 192.

Christian missit, its different states, viii. 435.

government, vi. 411.

the preserver of all heathen learning, vi. 423.

ship of the, ix. 345.

er garment of divers colours, ix. 392.

her bounds to be defined, 8.

Chymica, ii. 133, 134.

historia chymico conversandi, vi. 64.

Chymistae, ii. 134; vi. 22, 290.

Cicero quoted, ii. 118, 141, 143, 177.

181, 182, 210, 293, 310, 312.

387, 401, 441, 442, 448, 450.

491, 492; iii. 37, 46, 53, 55.


108, 116, 117, 121; vi. 29.

his complaint of the school of Socrates, vi. 43.

a warning to the irresolute, vi. 192.

Childhood, the recollections of, sweet to old men, x. 102. See Acceleration of Growth.

Change, inventions often to be referred to, vi. 262.

has something to do with men's thoughts, ix. 69.

the originator of sciences, ix. 69.

See Lock.

Change, all things are changed and nothing lost, vii. 473.

Chaos coeval with Love, x. 343.

signifies the rule mass or congregation of matter; x. 344.

conus Amor, v. 299.

congregationem materie inconcinnatam significat, v. 290, 291.

informs, quid significat, v. 290.

Character, best judged of at home, vi. 367.

human, varieties of, undescribed, ix. 216.

shown best in history, ix. 217.

necessity of the study of, ix. 271–280.

characters and tempers of men's dispositions, vi. 332.

Characters ingeniosa a natura impressi, iii. 36, 37.

cales, ii. 412, 413.

Characters vival, used in China and the Levant to express things and notions, vii. 285.

Charcoal, effect of, in a close room, v. 128.


chariots moved by the wind, ix. 447, 458.

Charitas, antidotus sive aramae scientia, ii. 102, 103.

vera, quid, iii. 49.

Charity the bond of perfection, why, ix. 227.

admits of no excess, ix. 229.

Charles V. Emperor, to his son, ix. 266.

Charles VIII. of France, his mode of warfare, viii. 459.

Charm, v. 147–162.

narratives of, to have place in history of marvels, viii. 412.

Chirromantia res vana, iii. 316.

Chemical histories proposed, viii. 376.


Childhood, the recollections of, sweet to old men, x. 102. See Acceleration of Growth.

Chinistae, de su narratur fabula senis qui filius aurum in vinea legavit, vii. 121.

Chinistarium philosopha, vii. 80.

fabrica opinionis, vii. 81.

quattuor reevum matrices, sive elements, 8.

China gold, vii. 39.

Chinesa confectiones porcellana sepelliant, i. 522, 523.

Chinesse, their mode of writing, ii. 411, 412.

despair of making gold, but not silver, iv. 315.

their custom of painting the cheeks, v. 28.

bury their porcelain clay, viii. 335.

Chiromancy an imposture, ix. 19, 20.

Chocolate, whether tost or drink; v. 403.

Chorus stellarum, vii. 313.

Christiana idea, communion bonum exaltavit, individuale depressit, iii. 13.

Christianity, advantage of, towards the furtherance of true knowledge, vi. 75.

Christian faith, ix. 194, 197.

Christianos, edictum Julliani contra, ii. 153.

Chronicles or annals, viii. 424, 432.

Chryseogonos, Frederick, on the iides, v. 336.

Chuets, iv. 192.

Christian missit, its different states, viii. 435.

government, vi. 411.

the preserver of all heathen learning, vi. 423.

ship of the, ix. 345.

er garment of divers colours, ix. 392.

her bounds to be defined, 8.

Chymica, ii. 133, 134.

historia chymico conversandi, vi. 64.

Chymistae, ii. 134; vi. 22, 290.

Cicero quoted, ii. 118, 141, 143, 177.

131, 182, 210, 293, 310, 312.

387, 401, 441, 442, 448, 450.

491, 492; iii. 37, 46, 53, 55.


108, 116, 117, 121; vi. 29.

his complaint of the school of Socrates, vi. 43.

a warning to the irresolute, vi. 192.
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Civil knowledge — continued.

Civil knowledge — continued.

verisimilitude of character, ix. 287.

versatility of character, ix. 287.

b. scattered precepts, ix. 288-289.

b. scattered precepts, ix. 288-289.

b. scattered precepts, ix. 288-289.

III. Art of empire or civil government, ix. 297, 298.

contains three political duties, ix. 298, 299.

1. the preservation, a.

2. the happiness and prosperity, a., b., and,

3. the extension of empire, of which, too, deficient:

a. on the extension of the bounds of empire, ix. 310-316.

b. on universal justice or the foundations of equity, ix. 311-312.

Concerning man in society, ix. 219, 220.

See Knowledge.

Civ. law excelled by the laws of England in fairness for the govern-

ment of England, vi. 391.

Civil rights, the origin of, iii. 136.

Civil wars. Bacon's prophecy of, iii. 449.

Civis scientiae. Vide Scientia civi-

La Clarification of liquors, the accelerating the conv. iv. 366-367.

the causes of clarification, iv. 367.

their causes of clarification, iv. 367.

separation of the grosser from the finer parts, iv. 367.

7. the even distribution of the spirits, 9.

7. the even distribution of the spirits, 9.

7. the even distribution of the spirits, 9.

8. the effect of the spirit, 9.

8. the effect of the spirit, 9.

8. the effect of the spirit, 9.

9. experiments to induce clarification, iv. 368, 369.

9. experiments to induce clarification, iv. 368, 369.

9. experiments to induce clarification, iv. 368, 369.

10. making and steeping the liquor, iv. 367, 368.

10. making and steeping the liquor, iv. 367, 368.

10. making and steeping the liquor, iv. 367, 368.

11. clarifying more freely, iv. 368. 

11. clarifying more freely, iv. 368. 

11. clarifying more freely, iv. 368.

11. clarifying more freely, iv. 368.

12. agitation and decanting, iv. 369.

12. agitation and decanting, iv. 369.

12. agitation and decanting, iv. 369.

12. agitation and decanting, iv. 369.

13. aadition of milk to new beer, 12.

13. aadition of milk to new beer, 12.

13. aadition of milk to new beer, 12.

13. aadition of milk to new beer, 12.

Clarviae corpus, car utiles, i.
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Cleon always hold the bad side, why,
ix. 192.
edepopuland carpebat, ii. 440, 441.
Clippyra, v. 341.
Clericals, iv. 200.
Clock, experiment with, to determine the attraction of the earth suggested, viii. 266, 261.
Clockmaking, viii. 118.
Chisters incline wits to fables and unprofitable study, vii. 79.
Clouds, proposed history of, viii. 373.
the contrary motions of, ix. 438.
the higher move generally from east to west, x. 336.
Clysteria, an alimentatio flat per, iii. 389, 438.
Clysters, use of, to cool the blood, x. 111, 171.
Conservation materie, vii. 341.
Conservation flammis, vii. 347.
Conservation, vi. 347.
Coelestia corpora, quond amitatem et unatilatatem habatur dissimilia sublataris, v. 228-231.
Coelestia hierarchia, i. 145.
Coelestialia historiae, viii. 394-343.
divisiones operis, vii. 293.
topica inductiva de coelestibus, vii. 298.
1. de systemate coeli.
a. an sit systema, vi. 298-302.
\quad quod sit centrum systematis, vii. 302-304.
c. de profunditate systematis, vii. 305, 306.
d. de connexione systematis, vii. 307-311.
e. de ordine coelestium, vii. 313, 315.
2. de substantiis coelestibus, vii. 315-343.
metus coelestibus, vii. 348-359.
ali cosmici, ali ad invicem, vii. 360.
qui ventos generant, iii. 254.
unum singularis corporum sinus competit motus, vii. 565.
unum per circulos perfectos, vii. 566.

Colun, first the ospring then the bride, of Earth, x. 335, 337.
terea primo natus, deinde maritus, vi. 301.
doctrina Telesii de rotatione coeli, v. 314-316.
pars de coelo, v. 310, 335.
tres coeli regiones, vii. 311.
quattuor superiores, vii. 312.
Aristotelis phantasticum, vii. 316.
Theos Coeli, vii. 344-359.
tres flammeae nature regiones, vii. 347.
moti diurno circumferri, vii. 359.
Coffa, a Turkish drink, v. 29.
Coffee, a narcotic used by the Turks, x. 86.
Cogitata et Visa, vii. 101-143.
date of, i. 141-148.
Cogitationes de Naturae Rerum, vi. 203-231.
preces to, v. 190-201.
date of, ii.
Colto materiae, tabula eunus, vii. 237.
in corporibus idem, vii. 245.
Cold. Bacon's doctrine of, ii. 385.
the production of, iv. 203-206.
greater degree of heat obtainable than of cold, iv. 203.
causes of, iv. 204, 205.
the expiring of, out of the earth in winter, iv. 204.
contac of cold bodies, iv. 205.
the primary nature of all tangible bodies, iv. 206.
density of the body, iv. 206.
a quick spirit enclosed in a cold body, iv. 206.
the driving off the spirits which contain heat, iv. 206.
the effects of, vii. 181-185.
artificial means of entered, viii. 353.

bodies possessing the power without the sensation of cold, vii. 335, 336.
we must substitute condensation, vii. 337.
whether it can be increased by a burning glass, iv. 79.
dilatations of bodies by emission of, x. 223, 224.
Cold — continued.

the earth, the original source of, x. 442. See Heat, Frigus.

Coleridge, his censure of *Bosom*, vii. 443.

Coleworts, cultivation of, iv. 370, 373.

Colleges, want of liberty in their constitutions, vii. 309.

the greater and lesser, vii. 392, 417: x. 412.

Collegia majora et minora, ii. 51, 197: vii. 293.

defectus eorum, ii. 177-184.

ad usum et actionem non ad scientiam universalem spectantis, ii. 177, 178.

teneo stipendium prefectorum, ii. 179.

in experimentis nulla liberalitas, ii. 180.

exercitia scholastica antiqutatis instituta semper servata, ii. 192.

nulla per Europam conjuncto acedemiariarum, lii. 183.

nulla cura elaborandi scientias adhibe neglectas, id.

Colliquasto, quid, iii. 484.

incipit a pneumatico in corpore expandendo, iv. 115.

Colliquation communes with the expansion of the pneumatic part in the body, x. 203.

Collatio saria vocabulum ignorantissimi, vii. 193.

Colquintosh, vapour of, its effect on apothecaries, vi. 129.

Colores boni et mali, tam simplices quam comparati, ii. 444-464.

oppositi, iv. 460.

Colours, theory of the impressions of, iv. 253.

of flowers, iv. 393-395.

berries, iv. 394.

fruits, iv. 394, 395.

leaves, iv. 396.

roots, id.

in dissolution of metals, cause of their appearance, iv. 390.

of hair and feathers turn gray by age, v. 90.

Democritus's theory of, vi. 56.

have little correspondence with the natures and proprieties of things, vi. 57.

Colours — continued.

cmpared with sounds, ix. 238, 271, 276: x. 291.

of apparent good and evil, ix. 150-154.

Columbus, i. 304; viii. 129.

story of the egg, whence derived, ii. 187.

conjectured a western continent from the periodical west winds, iii. 230; ix. 390, 399.

analysis of the story, iii. 230.

primo derius postea praeclarus, i. 137.

a statis ventis occidentibus contra centum occidentem conjuxit, iii. 230.

Columnae non ultra progressi
dum, vii. 168.

Cometes predici possunt, ii. 278.

historia cometarum conscribenda, ii. 61.

motus humidissimorum abs occidentem in orientem, v. 256.

inter meteora assignati, vii. 234.

Aristotelis doctrina, vi. 238.

See Celestial Bodies.

Cometes, i. 292.

Aristotle's notion respecting, vii. 350; x. 438.

motion of the lower, from east to west, x. 329.

proposed history of, viii. 373.

included in the proposed history of the meteor, x. 412.

due of their constancy, x. 438.

Commentaries, vii. 421.

Commentarius *modius*, vii. 13, 38, 149.

Commentators try for second prize, vi. 40.

commentatorum laboros, vii. 86.

Commodus imperator, ii. 196.

Common law of England, iii. 143.

Common-place books, the advantage of, vi. 261; xi. 103.

Commonwealths incline wits to glory and vanity, vi. 78.

the nature of, seen in a family, vi. 187.

Comparative anatomy, ix. 22, 23.

Compensation of evil with good, ix. 296.

Compression, effects of, vi. 233, 235.

of water, experiment with a leaden globe, x. 256.

Compressions corporum, i. 530.

Conceptions, theory of the formation of, i. 68.
Concoctio debilis, quomodo confor
tanda, ill. 497.
Concoction or digestion of bodies, v. 79-81.
signifies the degrees of alteration of
one body into another, v. 80.
not the work of heat alone, ib. two periods of it, assimilation and
maturation, ib.
Concord, iv. 228.
Concreta et abstracta, ii. 209.
Concrete substances, their study a sub-
ordinate part of science, i. 76.
division into concrete and ab-
strac, vili. 406.
Concretion of bodies solved by the
contrary, v. 84.
Concussion of the air, iv. 240, 241.
Condensatio artificialis quattuor mo-
dis fit, i. 224.
spiritus, i. 523.
aqua, experimentum cum globo
plumbico, i. 479; iv. 110.
per ignem, iv. 114.
Condensation of water, vili. 342.
experimentum with leaden globe, x.
236.
Conditio magnus, ex se salvati, iii.
14.
Condot in St. James's fields, iv. 244.
Cone, qualities of the figure, vili. 541.
Conception, advantage of, in concealing
defects, vi. 374; ix. 283.
Concretion impudica defectuum re-
misimum, iii. 104.
Configurations of matter, doctrine
of, viii. 495.
enumerated, ib.
of bodies at rest, vi. 167.
Conjugation Heraclidii, vili. 277.
Confusio linguarum, ii. 147.
Confusion of tongues, grammar an
antidote to, ix. 111.
Conjugation by one and self, when
discovered, ii. 293.
of air, experiment proposed, iv.
335.
of water into crystal, ib.
Conglomeratio artificialis, ii. 379.
Conglomeratione spirae aque dis-
 tractionem patitiv, iv. 88.
Conglomerate of pebbles, iv. 214; x.
247.
Conge, iv. 351.
Congregazione of questions, x. 421.
Consensus, iii. 17, 19.

Consensus, operationes per consensus et fugas, i. 330-332.
est nihil aliud quam symmetria
formarum et schematisorum
ad invicem, i. 330.
corpus principium et solum
tum suorum, i. 531.
corpus principium erga sub-
ordinatam suam, i. 383.
interiora corporum, ib.
sensus erga objecta suae, ib.
planta, ib.
chemica, i. 531, 534.
inter lamat et terras, vili. 534.
per aspernionem simplicem, ib.
Coniect in the adaptation of forms
and configurations to one an-
other, vili. 342.
consents and aversions, opera-
tions by, ib.
between primary bodies and
their subordinatia, vili. 343.
of the senses with their objects,
vili. 344.
consents and mutual aversions
of plants, vili. 345.
chemical, ib.
between the moon and terres-
trial things, ib.
by simple apposition, vili. 345, 346.
Consequi non est consequentia, iii.
Conservation, the good of, ix. 203.
of fruit, modes of, iv. 438, 439.
Conservative Good, vi. 321.
Consilia videntia, antitheta de illa, ii.
493.
Consistency of matter caused by the
apposition of an alien body, x.
309.
consistencies of bodies very di-
vers, v. 81-85.
liquefiable and not liquefiable of
three kinds, v. 82.
fragile and tough, v. 83.
physiological and tangible, ib.
concretion and dissolution, v.
84.
hard and soft, causes of, v. 85.
softness of two kinds, ib.
ductile and tenible, v. 85, 86.
sixteen other passions of matter
enumerated, v. 86, 87.
Consistit in caus sepositio corporis
alien, x. 229.
consistit in natura in fluido, i.
407.
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Contractio of bodies — continued.
not in all instances the reverse of dilatation, x. 238.
b-y emission and putting away a body received, x. 239-242.
b-y shrunking of the grosser parts after the emission of the spir-its, x. 242-243.
b-y actual external cold, x. 243-252.
b-y potential cold, x. 253, 254.
b-y flight and antiperistasis, x. 255.
b-y assimilation or conversion in-to a denser body, x. 256-257.
b-y external violence, x. 257-258.
positive, of bodies taken up in solutions, x. 258.
eight sufficient of, x. 260, 261.
whether close contraction of a body gives weight greater than in proportion to quantity of matter, x. 185.
of matter must take place in one of three ways, x. 262.
Contraries, armies of, in the world, x. 362.
Contrariiuncus exercitus, x. 308.
Controversy prejudicial to learning, vi. 288.
religious, now exhausted, x. 342.
too many books of, x. 355.
Comus, figura ejus ad quod utili, i. 629.
Conversation, a part of civil knowl-
edge, vi. 345.
the art of, often found wanting in orators, ix. 134, 135.
wisdom of, not to be despised, x. 253-256.
See Manners, Behaviour.
Conversationis artes, iii. 54-57.
Conversion of matter of two kinds, assimilation and transmuta-
tion, x. 80.
See metals, viii. 515.
Convertibility of propositions, x. 129.
Cookery, history of, proposed, viii. 378.
Copernicus, his theory corrected by natural philosophy, vii. 44.
See system of astronomy, vii. 273.
his system cannot be refuted, may be corrected, ix. 14, 15.
his discoveries, vii. 395.
his works on astronomy, x. 418.

Constantia, antithesis for and against, ix. 165.
Constantia, antitheta de, ii. 477.
Consumed et habitus quod valent, iii. 41-49.
legis species, iii. 142.
Consul paludatus, iii. 120.
Consumption of matter, what, x. 156.
Contemplatio librorum contemplatio-
ismo ab his rivo actio, ii. 140.
contemplationis conjuncta, ii. 142.
Contemplation of things as they are, more worthy than all fruit of
inventions, viii. 163.
antithesis for and against, ix.
Contemplativa vita, eur non activa
psychronia, iii. 14.
Contemplative and active life, vi.
214.
distinction between, 46.
contemplative inferior to the ac-
tive, ix. 177, 190.
opinions of Aristotle and Py-
thagoreas, 46.
Contemplator of nature long-lived, 
99.
Contemplative learning, a stopper of
learning, vi. 124.
Continuance the almoner of nature, 
viii. 346.
Continuatio inquisitionis, vii. 52.
Contractio corporum, iv. 90-111.
non una reciprocis dilatationibus, 
iv. 90.
per emissionem et depositionem 
corporis introcepti, iv. 90-98.
per augmentationem partium crus-
orum post spiritum emis-
sum, iv. 94-97.
per frigus actuare externum, iv. 
97-104.
per frigus potentiale, iv. 105, 106.
per fugam et antiperistasis, iv. 
107, 108.
per assimilationem sive versionem 
in densitas, iv. 108.
per violentiam externam, iv. 109, 
110.
posita per dissolutionem corpor-
um in liquoribus, iv. 111.
efficientia contractionis eto, i.
112.
frigus majorem radion pon- 
deris manescuntur quam pro
quantitate materie, iv. 35.
Contradictional, vi. 34.
Contraction of bodies, x. 230-290.
Copernicus — continued.
first introduced a central sun, x. 422.
inconveniencies of his system, &c.
scripta ejus astronomica, vii. 295.
quiescent sive immobile e natura
tollit, vii. 301.
in systemata ejus multa et magna
inveniuntur incommoda, vii. 303.
triplici motu terram oneravit, &c.
Copies planted asleep, iv. 364.
Constitution, iv. 379, 389; v. 115, 118.
See Venus, Disease.
Coquinaria historia concibenda, ii.
67.
Cer hominis eviscerati palpitans, iii.
477.
Coral a help to children, to, v.
96.
found near Sicily, v. 60.
partakes of the nature of both
animals and vegetables, iv.
430.
Cordialis, ili. 403, 453.
Cordials, vili. 429.
enumerated, x. 78, 123.
for diet, x. 126.
Corn, the diseases of, iv. 455, 456.
remedies for them, iv. 457.
friendship between corn and pop-
py, vii. 344, 346.
Cornaro, his life prolonged by spare
diet, x. 96.
Cornish diamonds exudations, iv.
181.
Corporal nature and natural action,
viii. 99.
Corps will bleed before the murder-
er, x. 146.
Corpus hominis, doctrina circa, ii.
319-344.
bona corporis quattuor, sanitas,
pulchritudo, vires, voluptae;
totidem corporis scientia, ii.
319.
maximè errori obnoxium, max-
imè capax remedi. ii. 320.
microcosmus Paracelsi, &c.
multipliciter compositum, ii. 321.
sca/a vitae, ii. 419. See Body.
Cosmetic, vi. 341, 352; ix. 44.
Cosmetica, ii. 341.
Cosmogony, doctrines of ancient
philosophers reviewed, x. 343-355.
Cosmographi, a paribus antiquis
accusat, vii. 106.
Cosmographia, quid, ii. 215.
Cosmography, vi. 197.
illustrations of, in the book of
Job, vi. 140.
history of, viii. 434.
Counsels, violent, antitheses for and
against, ix. 180.
Consciences more to be trusted than
words, vi. 384.
the gate of the mind, vi. 385.
regulation of, in conversation,
ix. 254.
Courtier, manners of a, ix. 293.
Courts of Chancery, ili. 140, 147.
Pretorian and Censorian, ix.
330-334.
Cram, charms for preventing, v.
145, 146.
Creatio, duplex virtutis divina ema-
нато. potentias et sapientias, 
ii. 144; v. 335.
revisio opinionum philosopho-
rum de origine mundi, v. 300-
310.
tria dogmata habemus ad quae
illii adscendere non poterunt,
vi. 334.
Creation, theories of, held by the an-
cient philosophers reviewed, vi.
343-365.
we have by faith three doctrines
to which they could not rise,
ix. 389.
parts of the, assigned to the three
persons of the Godhead, vi.
403.
power and wisdom of God dis-
played in the work of, vi. 136.
a double manifestation of the
divine nature, x. 387.
order of, ix. 381.
Creaturam volumen, ii. 152.
Credulitas, falsitatis vitium duplex,
impostura et credulitas, ii.
132.
duorum est generum, eum nimi-
um creditor, &c.
vem facito, ut in Ecclesiast-
ticis Historiis, &c.
vem dogmati, ut in Naturali
Historia, ii. 133.
aut anathematis, &c.
ae aut auctoribus in arte,
&c.
Credulity and imposture, concor-
dence between, vi. 125.
Crepuscula, quid, iv. 137.
Crepusus, their character according to
St. Paul, ix. 218.
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Critici, tres eorum errores, ii. 492-494.
Criticism has three duties, ix. 184.
correcting and re-editing approved authors, i. 6.
interpreting and annotating them, ix. 185.
reviewing their merits, ix. 186.
Critics, errors of, vi. 303.
knowledge of, vi. 303-304.
Croceata linnea apud Hibernos usita, iii. 454.
Croced in aqua infusa subtilissimae
atomorum ostendit, v. 209, 204.
saccula croci circa stomachum
in transiretando, iii. 434. See
Success. See
Cruelitas, antitheta de ea, ii. 474.
Cruel, antithesis for and against, ix. 150.
Crystal globe of the understanding, ix. 370.
origin of crystals, i. 492.
used as cordials, x. 77.
Crystallography, origo, i. 452.
Cubes used by Bacon in determining
specific gravities, iv. 15, 34.
Cucumbers, cultivation of, iv. 370.
seeds of, should be steeped in milk, iv. 373.
to make a broth for, iv. 374.
will grow towards water, i. 9.
Culicis de cockes, iv. 189.
Culture animi, iii. 30-49.
Cupid, or Love, treatise on the sale, x. 343.
two Cupids mentioned by the ancients, i. 9.
Cupid of the elder Cupid, i. 9.
not differing much from the philosopy of
Democritus, x. 344.
matter itself, and the force
and nature thereof, shadowed by,
without parents, because the
primitive essence, force, and
desire of things has no cause,
plucked out of an egg laid by
Nestor, because all knowledge
of him proceeds by exclusions
and negatives, x. 346.
signifies primary matter together with
its properties, x. 346.
described as a person, why, x.
this agrees with Holy Writ, x. 355.
Cupid—continued.
naked, why, i. 9.
represented as dressed, by dis-
verse sects, x. 354.
Thales, Anaximenes, and Hera-
clitus gave him one garment, x.
305, 306.
challenged to wrestle by Pas,
viii. 454.
false shows the importance at-
tached by Bacon to the method
of exclusions, i. 80. See
Error. Love.
Cupiditas et Celui fabula, v. 271-364.
Cupid, our Amor, fabula interpre-
tatio, v. 289-300.
Cupines duc ad antiquis pus-
natur, v. 259.
fulica non multum dissidens a
philosophia Democriti, v. 259.
materia ipsa, atque et natura
eius, denique principia rerum
a Cupidine adiuncta, v. 295.
sine parente, id est sine causa,
v. 261.
ab oro, Nocte incubante, ex-
clusus, v. 299.
notitia ejus procedit per exclu-
siones et negativas, v. 293.
prospoponit persona factum, v.
296.
haec cum sacris literis op-
timis conveniant, v. 299.
nudes, eur, i. 9.
a certis secutis philosophorum
vestimentum, v. 298.
Thales, Anaximenes, et Heracli-
tes unam sed non eandem ver-
tem et deditant, v. 300-306.
Cupping glasses, vii. 382; x. 355.
nature of, x. 211. See Venus.
Cure of diseases, by custom, iv. 189.
by excess, iv. 189.
by motion of consent, i. 9.
Curis Prastoriae et Censoriae, iii.
142-151.
Curiosity, iv. 241.
Currents, ex quisquis causis, v. 247,
mera compressiones aquirum, aut
liberationes a compressione,
v. 248.
in mari regnantur a ventris statu,
iii. 290.
Currents, the causes of them, x.
320.
D. Desmonologica, King James's book on, ii. 193.

Darcy, history of the, proposed, viii. 379.

Dailey roots in milk will make dogs little, iv. 329, 330.

Dalmanitse putei, in quisque, si dejectur laps, tempestas percamat, iii. 247.

D'Amico, his astronomical writings, vii. 373.

Dances of the stars, x. 431.

Dancing, time in, iv. 231.

Daniel, his prophecy of the increase of knowledge, vii. 130, 453.

Precedent eius, vii. 93.

Darkness at the death of Julius Caesar, x. 430.

Date and order of the several works, l. 177-192.

Of Bacon's fragmentary works, vi. 23.

Days of the week, their names whence, ii. 273.

Decorationes, dilatationes corporum per, iv. 80, 111.

Dead sea, living bodies will not sink in, v. 46.

Black stone used there for fuel, v. 47.

Death, motion the instant after, iv. 263.

Remaineth in birds longer than in men, why, iv. 353.

Death—continued.


the art of the physician ought to mitigate the pains of, ix. 34, 35.

Porches of, x. 142.

Vitality after, x. 150, 151, 152.

Vitality of animals, x. 150.

Preceptors of, x. 149.

From the head, convulsions, x. 149.

From the heart, labour of the pulse, ix.

Changes following, x. 150.

Resuscitations from, x. 109.

Provisional rules concerning the form of, x. 156-176.

Natural, how it destroys the human body, x. 12, 13.

The porches of, x. 175.

De Augmentis Scientiarum, ii. 97-603; iii. 7-189.

Dedicatio ad regem, ii. 97-100.

Divisio in duas partes, ii. 100.

Debit, degrees of, ix. 146.

Decet, the foulest disease of learning, vi. 125.

Dedicatio librorum ad patronos, an bona, ii. 122, 123.

Dedications of books not to be commissioned, x. 119.

Deduction, when admirable in Bacon's system, l. 63.

Deeds more trustworthy than words, vi. 364.

Deer, home found in the heart of a stag, v. 33.

Horns of, v. 35.

Young horn puttest off the old, v. 34.

Generation of, v. 36.

Defects, importance of concealing, vi. 373.

Of character, how to be concealed, ix. 283.

Defectus occultandi, iii. 103-105.

1. caustica: 2. praestat: 3. confidentialia, iii. 104, 105.

Deficient parts of learning, how proposed to be treated, viii. 39.

De Interpretatione Naturae Prosimi unum, vi. 446-450.

Preface to, vi. 431-445.

declam et, vi. 431.

design et, l. 179.

Delay, antitheses for and against, ix. 179.
De liberti Monarchiā, librum I. Iudatum, iii. 29.
Deliquia animali, modi resuscitandi ex le, iii. 418.
De Maistre. See Maistre.
Democritus, the state of knowledge is one, vi. 42.
Democritus, his opinion not identical with those of Lucretius, iii. 307.
his "motus plagi," iv. 170.
story of, when dying, v. 132.
his theory of physics deeper but less popular than those of Aristotle or Plato, vi. 42.
why it gave place to them, ix.
his theory of colours borrowed from Epicurus, v. 36.
his school went furthest into nature, viii. 83, 85.
removed God from the structure of things, viii. 509.
this disposed of the doctrine of final causes, viii. 510.
too fond of comparisons, ix. 127.
his remark on the paucity of species and variety of individuals, ix. 476.
his doctrine concerning atoms, iv. 231; x. 287, 348, 419, 430.
compared with that of Heron, x. 290.
with that of Pythagoras, x. 251.
did not ascribe gravity to the atom, v. 294.
his question, whether all things can be made out of all things, x. 291.
on the principles of motions, x. 252.
his atomic theory overthrown, x. 293.
not adopted by Bacon, i. 95.
his philosophy compared with the myth of Eros, x. 344.
treated as childish by the vulgar, x. 349.
called for his learning Magus Pentathlus, ix.
reverenced in times of Roman learning, x. 350.
his philosophy destroyed by generic and Attila, not by Aristotle, ix.
his conclusions respecting matter come nearest to that of the primitive wisdom, x. 338.

Democritus — continued.
in the matter of the event fp x. 417.
concerning the existence of a vacuum, x. 438, 437.
philosophia eis naturali, ii. 35.
varietas amphi, specie passa, iii. 307.
document de atomis, vi. 294, 294: vii. 299.
cum Heronis comparatur, x. 299.
cum Pythagore, x. 257.
labefacio document de atomis, vi. 298.
quas loc atomi, urum omnia et omnia fieri possunt, x. 297.
de motuum principia, x. 296.
de principii recens et mundi originem, x. 290.
philosophia eis a vulgo prope erit accepta, v. 293.
propior doctrinam, Magus a Pentathluse vocatur, i.
in sequela Romanae doctrina honoratur, v. 296.
Attila et Barbari, non Aristoteles et Plato, philosophiam eis sumendemere, i.
ad priscam sapientiam posse ascendit, v. 334.
documenta de vacuo comparata, x. 317.
non infeliciter philosophus, vii. 29, 30.
cum Aristotele comparatur, vii. 74.
sidunt mundi bonus, viii. 209.
de vacco, viii. 308, 309.
circius eius meliora, vii. 257.
Demonstrationes, quasque octo genera, ii. 404.
in sebo, ix.
Demonstrationes, vicios, the strengthens of idols, vii. 99.
consist of four parts, each fifty, ix.
distributions of them deficient, vi. 290.
are of four kinds, vi. 290, xii. 103.
by immediate consent, i. 98.
by induction, i.
by syllogism, i.
by demonstration in circa, i.
Demonstrations, answer of, to Zachius, vi. 104.
PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS.

Density of Matter — continued.
also with the slow reception and loss of heat, òò.
èpoxe of Archimedes, what, x. 190.
nothing heavier than gold, x.
lead grows in weight, òò.
powdered or distilled, x. 191.
of pneumatic bodies, x. 193–194.
conclusions concerning, x. 202–203.

Densum et Rarum naturalis philosophiae veluti basis, iv. 29.
Dentes squamos formant, iv. 108.
De Officio Regis, librum Jacobi I. Laudatum, iii. 28.
Depreciation in the price of virtue, ix. 292.
Derbyshire, caverns in, from which wind issues, iv. 412.
Descripsi Globi Intellectualis, vii.

Density of Matter — continued.
his counsels to the Athenians, vii. 119.
a water-drinker, vi. 345.
quoted, i. 303; ii. 459, 464; ix. 144, 146.
Zecharia respondens, ii. 112.
de consilio suis ad Atheniens, ii. 118, 119.

Demigod in Britanniæ, caverns in, iii. 346.

Demanda the Indian, iv. 348.
ad Alexandri nutricia, i. 176; vii. 30.

Dense and Rare, history of, x. 179–203.
preface to, iv. 9–25.
takes written, iv. 9.
condition and arrangement of the text, iv. 23–25.
the basis of natural philosophy, x. 180.


Densitas materie, historia de òà, iv.
20–117.
talus densitate, iv. 32, 33.
partium terrarum inferiorum, iv. 36.
sons ejus in profundus terre, iv.
37, 38.
scaleta conservационis, iv. 37.
dura non ex necessario densa, iv.
39.
naturæ ejus cum gravitate magni
um consensus habet, òò.
item cum tardâ exceptione et
depositione caditi et frigidi, òò.
Archimedes èpoxa, quid, iv.
40.
nihil aut ponderosius, iv. 41.
plumbum et mole et posse
crescit, òò.
commune et distilata, iv. 42.

Densitas materie, historia de òà, vi. 179–203.
preface to, iv. 9–25.
table of densities, x. 182, 183.
of the interior of the earth, x.
186.
source of, in the depth of the
earth, x. 186.
irregularities in the scale of, x.
187.
hardness no test of, x. 186.
has a great agreement with weight, òò.
Desiccation — continued.
three actions of:
1. attenuation of moisture into spirit, x. 31, 32.
2. escape of the spirit, x. 32.
3. contraction of the grosser parts, x. 33, 33.
wrought by heat, x. 24.
air, x. 25.
age, 45.
cold, 86.
stringents, x. 96.
how to be prevented, x. 20-29.
Desiderata, or books to be written, ix. 190, 259-294. See Liber desiderat.
Desire, depicted under the name of Bacchus, viii. 495.
Desmond, Countess of, changed her teeth twice or thrice, v. 35; x. 106.
her great age, x. 106.
Despatch of business, ix. 255.
Dextrimenta Scientiarum, vil. 101-125.
Deus: materia, post Deum, causa causarum, ipsa incassabilis, v. 291.
proprium ejus, cum de ejus natura inquiritur per sensum, et exclusiones in affirmativa non terminantur, v. 294.
Dew, theory of, iv. 200.
theory of Parcenus, i. 526.
morning, cause of, x. 246.
Dietax, iii. 457-461.
qu est ad vitam longam venam prodidit, iii. 309, 409.
Dignatus, his saying respecting offerings to Neptune, vi. 277.
Dialectica scientiae non promoveret, cur, i. 290.
inattention ad principia invenienda, i. 289.
non cognit te inveniendi artibus, ii. 302-306.
inducerem propositum vitiosum, ii. 397, 398.
Grammata, vil. 239.
Diaconus, or eighth, iv. 298.
Diaphanocites luciderum, iv. 138.
cuii interstellaris, vil. 238.
Diascoridium medicina, ii. 332.
when instated, 10.
Dichotomia, ix. 123.
of Ramus, ix. 128.
dichotomising arrangements in sciences unsatisfactory, ii. 428.
Diet, ii. 517; iv. 202; iv. 21, 45; x. 114, 115, 174, 175.
of woman with child, its effects on the child, v. 152.
and regimen, effects of, on the mind, vi. 239.
more than medicines, promote longevity, x. 174.
directions for, x. 183-183.
for old men, x. 132. See Regimen.
Differents ceras, i. 74.
Digesta locorum communium commendata, ii. 405.
legum nova, iii. 156-158.
Digestion, weak, how comforted, x. 171.
Digesta of laws, rules for, ix. 238-238.
Dilatatio corporum, iv. 52-89.
ordo instantiarum, iv. 52, 53.
per introverso mensus simplex
sive admissionem corporis
sui, iv. 54-86.
pseudo-rarefaction, iv. 56.
per spiritum inmanum se exan-
dentem, iv. 85-87.
per ignem et calorem exteriorum, iv. 63-70.
per calorem exteriorum in disil-
uationibus, iv. 70-71.
per remissiam frigoris, iv. 75-
78.
per calorem potentialem, sive
per spiritus auxiliares alterius
corporis, iv. 75-75.
per liberationem spirituum su-
rum, iv. 79-82.
per simplex et ocres cor-
poris amici, iv. 83, 84.
per assimilationem sive versio-
 nem in tenuibus, iv. 84-85.
a violenti exteriori, iv. 80-89.
per deservationem, iv. 89.
pseudo-dilatationis, iv. 89, 118.
scientia dilatationis movens, iv. 113.
Dilatation of bodies, x. 201-202.
arrangement of instances, x. 201, 202.
by simple introversio or admis-
sion of a new body, x. 201.
a pseudo-rarefaction, x. 205.
by the native spirit expanding
itself, x. 205-211.
by fire and external heat, x.
211-218.
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Dilatation — continued.
by external heat in distillations, x. 218-223.
by remission of cold, x. 223.
by potential heat, or the auxiliary spirits of another body, x. 224-225.
by liberation of their spirits, x. 227-228.
by the embrace and meeting of a friendly body, x. 261.
by assimilation or conversion into a rarer body, x. 232-233.
by external violence, x. 235-237.
by diffusion, x. 238, 239, 249.
a pseudo-distillation, x. 237.
nine efficient of, x. 269, 291.
Diluvium, precipitatio statis facta est per, ill. 392.
Dindanum. Vide Dendamia.
Diogenes, de fortitudine, ill. 18.
apopisthagoras Alexandri, ii. 157.
strength of mind not in abstaining, but in sustaining, x. 201.
Dionysius the Areopagite, eunous of, li. 291.
areopagita, ii. 145.
Dionysus, fabula of, explained, vill. 464-468.
universa ejus interpretes, ii. 245-250.
Direction, certainty and liberty of, what, vi. 66.
frezing a direction, in the influence of whiteness, vi. 64.
three caution relating to, vi. 60.
See Frezing a direction.
Discord, iv. 228.
ending in a concord, sets off the harmony, vill. 474.
Discourse, the method of, or wisdom of transmission, ix. 131-139. See Logic.
Discovery, art of, may advance as discoveries advance, vill. 104.
discoveries, which could not have been conceived, give new hope, vill. 140, 143.
of ordinance, vill. 141.
of silk, ii.
of the magnet, vill. 142.
of printing, vill. 143.
of mind by body and body by mind, a branch of human philosophy, vi. 207.

DIL.

Disease, cures of, vi. 249.

anatomy useful in discovering the causes of, vi. 247.
many pronounced incurable through ignorance, vi. 248.
incurable, a treatise on, needed, ix. 34.
mental, drugs prescribed for, ix. 29.
venera, called by the French the disease of Naples, why, iv. 171, 172.
French pos, iv. 303.
contrary to predisposition, mere difficult to cure, iv. 290.
infections, classification of, iv. 303.
such as reside in the spirits, vi.
such as take the breath, vi.
such as come forth to the skin, vi.
such as reside in the humours, vi.

Dissimulation, impolicy of, vii. 378.

Pompey, an example of, vii. 379.
the art of, iv. 253, 256.
antitheses for and against, ix. 173, 174.

Dissimulatio periculosa, ill. 108.
antitheta de eck, ii. 421.

Dissolution of bodies, caused by the workings of the spirit within them, x. 81.
antidote to, twofold, ii.
1. close confinement of the spirit, as in hard bodies.
2. voluntary detention, as in sily bodies.

Distemper of learning, vi. 117-129.

Distillation, ponderatio distillorum, iv. 42, 43.

Distillation, whether known to the ancients, i. 288.
in ancient, i. 298.
spirit of wine, ix. 75.
by gravity, ii.
dilatation of bodies by, x. 218-221.
two kinds of, x. 218, 219.
nature of, x. 219, 220, 247.
experiments in, suggested, x. 221, 223.

Distillationes, dilatationes corporum per, iv. 70-73.
docorum generum, iv. 70.
natura et modi eorum, iv. 70-72, 79.
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Distillationes — continued.
Experimenta circa, iv. 73—75.
Distillatio clausa, ii. 384.
Distilled bodies, their weights, x. 190, 196.
Diurnal motion, not confined to the limits of the heaven, x. 328.
explains that of the tides, x. 328—331.
shown in the heavenly bodies, x. 329.
in the lower comets, ö.
in the tropic winds, x. 330.
in the motions of winds and clouds in Europe, ö.
Inference from, of the immorality of the earth, x. 349.
of the starry heaven, x. 470.
See Motion.

Divinius motus, non propriò coelestis, sed planè cosmicus, v. 255.
Stuxas et reflexus maris diurnos explicat, v. 256, 257.
in coelestibus manifesta, v. 256.
in comites humillioribus, ö.
in ventis tropicis, v. 267.
in aequora maritima aper, v. 258.
Esteindit globum terrae esse immobilem, v. 267.
Cceli stellati, vii. 311. Fide Motus.

Divination, two kinds of, vi. 255; iv. 51, 52.
artificial, of which two kinds, viz. rational and experimental, ö.
natural, of which two kinds, viz. primitive by inclination, ö.

Chaldaean astrology, an example of the experimental kind, vi. 255; iv. 52.
history of, not to be quite ignored, viii. 412.
proposed history of, viii. 378.

Divinationum naturalium historia conscribenda, ii. 66.
Genera, ii. 349, 350.

Divining-hell, viii. 330, 331; x. 297.
when invented, i. 518.

Divinity, two principal parts of, viz. 1. the matter revealed; 2. the nature of the revelation, vi. 393.
methodical interpretation of Scripture dangerous to, vi. 401.
perfection unsustainable in, vi. 402.

Divinity—continued.
the best form of writing on, vi. 407.
four branches of, vi. 409.
matter of, not deficient, vi. 411.
will not supply philosophy, ix. 253, 254.
opposition shown by, to natural philosophy, vi. 241.
inspired, viii. 411; ix. 345.
discussion of divine learning, vii. 182, 183.
divine testimony to the dignity of knowledge, vi. 236—241.
Divinities of knowledge, should be for distinction, not separation, iv. 14.
of the sciences, vii. 385—394.

Divinities, antitheta de eis, ii. 467.

Dorcia humana, divisi ejus triplex in historiam, poesin, philosophiam, secundum tres intellectus facultates, memoriam, plantasiem, rationem, ii. 161.
vid. 285.
vel delectationum causa, vel emolumenti, vel ornamenti pe COLORS, viii. 105, 107.
tres doctrinarum periodi, i. 284; vii. 131.
Fide Scientia, Philologia.

Dog, how to make little, iv. 320.
knows the dog-killer, v. 189.
only delights in fertil odours, v. 76.
See Bite.

Dogmas, differ from problems, hev. viii. 500, 501.

Dolormus historia conscribenda, ii. 66.
Dominus, dream of, vi. 147.
Numismata ejus, ii. 153.

Dottres, catching of, iv. 280.

Doubts, two sorts of, vi. 232.
1. Particular, ö.
2. Total, ö.
excellent use of a registry of, vi. 233; viii. 501.
A calendar of, proposed, viii. 502.
should not be raised by confabulations, ix. 329.

Dromos, i. 253.

in astronomia, viii. 354, 358.

Dragons, viii. 488.
in astronomy, x. 474, 478.

Draenic poetry, viii. 411.

Dreams, procured by perfumes, v. 182.

of Lord Bacon before his father's death, v. 158.
DREBBEL, his experiments in producing cold, ii. 378.

Dregs of heaven, x. 449.

Drinks conducive to longevity, x. 117, 118.

Drum, singing into, iv. 279.


Drunken men unfruitful, why, v. 18, 19.

Dust, helps fruitfulness of trees, how, iv. 454.

DUTCHMAN, a certain, his theory of making gold, iv. 316.

Duty, vi. 325.

Duty of a King, King James's treatise, ix. 209.

EAGLE, renew his beak, v. 351.

Ears, arts of pleasure belonging to the, vi. 253. See Sound.

Earth, newly turned, virtues of the smell of, v. 336.

Earthly, or, the good of communion respecting society, ix. 207.

ELENI, iv. 342.

ELEUSINIAN, iv. 308, 342.

ELEUSIS, iv. 347.

ELUCIDATION, of, x. 15, 19-21.

ELUCIDATIONS, of metals and mineral matters, x. 19.

ELUCIDATIONS, of vegetable matters, ib.

ELUCIDATIONS, of animal matters, x. 20.

ELUCIDATIONS, of transitory bodies, inquiry concerning, ix. 477.

ELUCIDATIONS, of the nature of, x. 15, 19-21.

ELUCIDATIONS, of durable and non-durable bodies, ix. 444.

ELEUSIS, iv. 347.

ELEUSINIAN, iv. 308, 342.

ELEUSIS, iv. 347.

ELEUSIS, iv. 347.

ELEUSIS, iv. 347.

ELEUSIS, iv. 347.

ELEUSIS, iv. 347.

ELEUSIS, iv. 347.

ELEUSIS, iv. 347.
Earth — continued.
all emanation from it stops on this side of the heaven, xvi. 441.
the original source of cold, x. 442. See Rotation, Terra.
Earthquakes, history of perturbations and earthquakes needed, viii. 374.
a swelling of the earth, x. 395, 435.
in Herefordshire, x. 298.
do not rise from any great depth, x. 314.
the greater may be compared to comets, which happen but seldom, ðæ.
East wind blows continually in the tropics, ix. 392.
and in European seas, ðæ. See Winds, Eubria.
visible things seem larger in, ðæ. See Eurus, Winds.
Eriæus infected mortem subitam, iii. 471.
Ecclesia Christiana traditionem conservavit, li. 151.
unitas ecclesiae, iii. 181.
Ecclesiastical history, vi. 182, 199; viii. 409, 420, 435–437.
division of, vi. 199.
Echo, wife of Pan, viii. 445, 456.
Erami jocosa de Cicero, ii. 126. See Sounda, refectio off.
Ephraïm, vii. 309; x. 430.
Ectaxis volutatrix, iii. 424.
Education of youth, not a mean employment, vi. 108, 109.
a matter of small honour, vi. 109.
games of recreation, part of, vi. 253.
revived by the Jesuits, vi. 109.
collegiate, for boys and young men, preferable to private, vii. 307.
collegiate, the best, ix. 186.
consult the schools of the Jesuits, ðæ.
Egg of Columbus, truth of the story, ii. 137.
experiment with glass egg, viii. 294, 305, 384.
turned to stone, iv. 212; x. 252.
laid by Nosc, from which Capi was born, x. 343, 346, 348.
carnivory, collection of passages relating to, v. 298.
Egypt, no rain in, why, v. 42.
mode of clarifying water, vi. 43.
plant found in the desert then, which aids child-birth, ðæ.
Egyptian mummies, v. 44–46.
Electrodes per astrologiam, non rejiciendae, ii. 279.
Electrical cataclysms, viii. 495.
not to be entirely rejected, viii. 496.
Elector of Saxony, informed of his sentence to death when at Chem, ii. 313.
Electricica operatio, quid, i. 404.
Electricity, what it is, viii. 308.
Electrum includes mosaics, iii. 483.
Elementa quantae, de compositione sublunaria, iv. 36; vii. 81, 122, 216.
error Peripateticorum de decupi proportione corum, iv. 62.
natura corum secundum Telesium, v. 312.
Peripateticus elementis aequo maturi portiones assignat.
us, v. 347.
has doctrina medicinae sterilitas.
tem attulit, viii. 119.
orbis elementorum, i. 294.
Elements, the four, x. 484.
sublime matters not all composed of relative proportions of, x. 196.
arch of the, i. 254.
Arrest of, viii. 94.
Erasmus's objection to the common doctrine of, iv. 21.
history of the, viii. 417.
nature of, according to Teleius, x. 305.
opinion of the Peripatetics respecting the, x. 386.
Elches, doctrine of, vi. 274, et seq.
xix. 95-102.
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Elenchus — continued.
excellently handled by Aristotle and Plato, vi. 374; ix. 96.

deficiency in, vi. 280.

element of an Elenchus, vi. 301.

e three kinds of, vi. 274, note.
of sophistical fallacies, ix. 96.
of fallacies of interpretation, ix. 97.
of false appearances or idols, ix. 98-102.

Elephantiasis cutanea, iii. 355.

Edition of the air a false explanation of sound, iv. 297, 298.

Elizabeth, Queen, her reverence for learning, vi. 106, 107.
h her excellent government, vi. 133; viii. 395.
h her favour shown to Bacon, i. 40, 41.

Elizabetha Regina, ii. 113, 174.


Elocution, or the art of transmitting knowledge, vi. 261. See Logic.

Elocution, inclines the affections to obey reason by influencing the imagination, vi. 296.

should be adapted to the audience, vi. 300.

when miscellaneous, vi. 310.
inferior to wisdom, ix. 130.

Sense of, ix. 192, 193.

Emanation from the earth, all stops on this side of the heavens, x. 440.
of the Scriptures, ix. 335.

Emanations Scripturarum, librum desideratum, iii. 184.

Emblema memoriam, ii. 407.

Emblematum, ix. 110.

ads to memory, ix. 103, 106.

Embléo, form of, how regulated, i. 390. See Ascendit.

Emendatio animi, iii. 110.

Emmanuel Commenatus poisoned the water in war, v. 120.

Emotions for the body, ix. 44.
a means of sudden renovation, x. 171.

by that means produced, x. 172.

Empedocles, his doctrine of strife and friendship, x. 383.
theory of the moon, x. 448.
decretum ejus de lite et amicitia, v. 331.

Empedocles — continued.
Emperors, Roman, Greek, French, and German, short-lived, x. 57, 58.

Empire, antithesis for and against, ix. 160.

the art of, ix. 207.

how to increase the bounds of, ix. 299-311.

Empirical philosophy, i. 297, 288.

Empirical philosophers, their errors, viii. 92.

Empriici, i. 107, 108.

formice more congruent, vii. 92, 187.

Empire, why often more successful than physicians, vi. 250.

Empyrean, x. 432.

End, the, rules the method, viii. 358.

Endurance, divided into, patience of natural want, and fortitude under torments, ix. 45.

Endymion, vii. 456, 457.

England, history of, great deficiency in, vi. 192; viii. 435.

should be united with that of Scotland, vii. 192; viii. 427.

h her yeomanry and free servants, ix. 303.

Enigmatical method, vi. 290.

Endo, the first contemplative, ix. 108, 190.

Euthymia, ix. 93.

Euthenics, iii. 397-399.

Evry, the oblique eye of, v. 136.

is proud weakness, vi. 30, 494.
antithesis for and against, ix. 184.

Eudolus, his cave, ix. 410.

Epaminondas Thebanus, ii. 107; vi. 99.

Epictetus, philosophy of, concerning felicity, vi. 316.

on the degrees of mental tranquillity, ix. 144, 145.

placed felicity in content, ix. 306.

philosophia ejus, iii. 18.
de mortalia, ii. 167.
de gradibus tranquillitatis, ii. 492.

Epicurus thought the gods were of human shape, vi. 91.

followed his rejection of Fate, viii. 448.

hastened his death by wine, ix. 39.
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Epicurus — continued.
his "tentamenta," ix. 147.
place of delight in pleasure, ix.
199, 200.
overthrew the walls of the world,
x. 419.
de virtute, iii. 16.
laudatur, viii. 30.
mentis mundi circuit, viii. 299.
Epicure, moon revolving round the
earth in, x. 422.
Epicureum luna, viii. 304.
Epimenides austrum, iii. 406.
Epideictic Ciceronis, iii. 57.
Epitaph of Bacon, i. 38.
Epitomes, corruptions of history, vi.
189, 284.
Equals, things equal to the same are
equal to one another, a universal
maxim, viii. 472.
Equestri rei historia conscienda,
ii. 68.
Equilibrium, doctrine of, not allowed
in by Bacon, vi. 437.
Equinoxial, the causes of temperate
heat under, iv. 350, 351.
brizes cool the air, iv. 350.
lengths of night compensate
the heat of day, iv. 351.
stay of the sun making long
summer, 19.
Equinoxes, procession of, unknown to
Bacon, vi. 438.
Equity, the fountains of, iv. 311.
Equus vix quadragesimam annum
attintit, iii. 356.
Erasmus, his proverb used by Bacon,
ii. 377.
echo eis jocosa de Cicerone, ii.
126.
Eriuch, loco generat ventos, iii.
259.
Eras, or Cupid, his organs, v. 271, 272.
according to Houdet, v. 272.
according to the Orphic poems, ib.
whether identical with Phanes, v.
374, 274.
Bacon's interpretation of the myth,
Errors, spec certissima ex prateriti
temporis erroribus, vii. 137.
inventari quomodo tractandi,
vii. 140, 141.
Errors of schools of philosophy, viii.
90-94.
of the sophistical, viii. 91.
of the empirical, viii. 92.
Errors — continued.
of the superstitious, viii. 93.
apotheosis of error, nothing so
mischiefous, vii. 94.
constitution of the individual
mind influences the judgment,
viii. 83, 83.
of past scientific inquirers, viii.
130-135.
track of, the same, in divine and
human truth, ix. 92. See Un-
derstanding.
Eruditorum Principium regnas felicis,
ii. 154-154.
Erythrina roots, iv. 191.
Essences, transcendental conditions of,
ix. 96.
inquiry concerning the adventi-
tious conditions of, viii. 473,
476.
Essos, Bacon's connection with, i.
40.
Eternity of universe, i. 367.
of matter, x. 286.
of the heavenly bodies, x. 434,
437-443.
ot to be reasoned of, from the
principles of motion, x. 439,
441.
constancy of motion, a san
token of, x. 440.
attributed by heathen arrogance
to the heaven only, x. 443.
bys Sacred Writ to earth and
heaven, 45.
Etesian venti, iii. 325.
Etesian or anniversary winds, ix.
293.
Ether, whether the whole pure and
immutable, x. 437.
pure, the nature of, x. 427, 428.
Ethica voluntatem humanam tractat,
ii. 7.
precepts para eis a scriptoribus
omnibus, iii, 7-10.
etic etiam partes —
1. Doctrina de exemplari sit
imagine boni, bonum
considerant.
a. aut comparatam, se-
cundum gradus, de
quo optimo scriptum est,
ii. 10, 11.
b. aut simplex, secundum
genera, ii,
boni natura duplex, iii.
13-18.
Fidio Bonum:
2. Doctrina de cultura animi,
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Excreta, repulsive odour of the, viii. 314.

Example ex quibus jus hauriendum ubi lex decedit, iii. 142-146. See

Leges.

Exempler of good, ix. 194.

Exercice of the body, ix. 304.

rules for, ix. 304.

benefits of, ix. 304.

evils of, ix. 304.

women take less than men, therefore live longer, ix. 304.

the different kinds of, for health, ix. 304.

for schoolboys, ix. 187.

effect of, on health, x. 97, 98, 116.

when to be taken, x. 129.

Exercitatio ad spirituum frationisem prodest, iii. 424.

quomodo utenda, iii. 406, 457.

Exercitias in erudiendo interdum intermittenda, ii. 405.

Exhalationes ventorum, iii. 243-246.

Exhalationes of air from the earth, ix. 411.

Existence and non-existence, inquiry concerning, ix. 478.

Excess of fruits, by destroying the pith of the stem, iv. 297; v. 93.

Exoteric method of discourse, ix. 124.

Expansion sive coito materie, i. 469, 478, 485.

per ignem, iv. 113.

pneumaticorum, iv. 49-51.


vaporis olei, vii. 261.


Expansion of pneumatic bodies, x. 258-281.

Expansion, the figure of checking expectation in rhetoric, vi. 46; vii.

474.

Expectation, knowledge of men's dispositions to be gained by, vii.

334.

two sources of, accident and experiment, vii. 119.

learned, or the Hunt of Pan, ix. 72-81.

Expectatio duplex, per casus, per experimenta, i. 289.

Exempla, vii. 91.

literata, vii. 288; viii. 78, 229.

mosos experimentandi tractat,
Experientia — continued.

Experientia, modi experimentandi, ii. 372–385.

per variationem, ii. 372–375.
productionem, ii. 376, 376a.
translationem, ii. 377–380.
inversionem, ii. 380, 381.
compulsionem, ii. 381, 382.
applicationem, ii. 382, 383.
copulationem, ii. 383.
sortes, ii. 383–385.
et lucifera et fructifera experimenta potendi, i. 384, 385; ii. 385.
in historiâ naturali, i. 294.
quomodo recordanda, ii. 57, 58.
in rebus vulgarissimis, cur non rejicienda, i. 324–325.
in rebus curiosis et inutilibus, cur, i. 229.
experimentorum subtilissim, i. 218.
historia, vii. 235.
Experimental history, viii. 410.
Experiments must be preceded by hypothesis, ii. 34, 35.
fructifera et lucifera, iv. 391.
no true knowledge without, v. 163.
necessary in natural-philosophy and physic, vii. 177.
due office of, viii. 44, 49.
on ordinary mode of conducting faculty, vii. 199.
in things familiar and mean, why introduced, viii. 190, 191.
in matters purely speculative, why, viii. 192.
proper mode of recording, viii. 398, 399.
endowments needed for carrying out, viii. 481.
past, the test of astrology, viii. 496.
calendar required: of those of more general use, viii. 517.
method of, proceeds either by variation of, ix. 73–74.
production of, by repetition or by extension, ix. 75, 76.
translation of, which is of three kinds, ix. 76–78.
inversion of, ix. 79.
compulsion of, ix. 83.
application of, ix. 81.

Experiments — continued.
coupling of, ib.
chances of, ix. 82, 83.
of light more to be sought than those of fruit, ix. 83.
Exsperientia materie in corporebus istedem tangibilibus, iv. 33–36.
integr is et communitis, iv. 42.
crudis et distillatis, òa.
pneumatics, iv. 46.
Eye, the evil, v. 133, 136.
cannot pass one seeing without further sailing, vi. 52.
arts of pleasure belonging to the, vi. 239.
Eyelashes for the safety of the sight, viii. 508, 510.

F.

Faber fortune propria, iii. 88, 89.
Fables, use of, by the ancient poets, vi. 206.
valuable observations expressed by the ancients in, vi. 369.
used by the ancients more than the moderns, why; ix. 266.
Fabricius, David, Kepler’s letter to, vii. 281.
Fabularum origo, iii. 88.
Face in the moon’s orb, dialogue of Plutarch respecting, x. 583.
Facies, in faciebus huminum magna varietas, ii. 323.
in orbene, v. 327.
Facilitas, antitheta de cæ, ii. 480.
Facility, antitheses for and against, ix. 171.
Facultates animas, domicilia eorum in propria partibus corporis, ib. 318, 319, 349.
Faculties of the mind, seats and domains of, vi. 240.
Plato’s opinion on the, òa.
Fix coeli, vii. 532.
Fixing fixed, use of perfumes in, v. 129.
to recover from, x. 151.
Faith, vi. 365, 394.
service rendered by philosophy to, vi. 149.
a main branch of divinity, vi. 409.
nature of, ò.
its mysteries not to be deduced from reason, viii. 473.
religious, ix. 346.
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Falsus a magno Rege legatus ad
Grcocos, vii. 104.
Fall of angels, vi. 27; ix. 208.
of man, i. 114; vi. 92, 138, 421;
viii. 330, 440, 447; ix. 60.
Fide Lapesus hominis.
Fallacies sophistical, ix. 96
of interpretation, ix. 97.
of false appearances or idols, ix.
98-102.
Falling bodies, Bacon's ignorance re-
specting, vi. 437.
speed of, not in proportion to
weight, i. 401; ix. 74. See
Gravity.
False appearances arising from the
general nature of the mind, vi.
576.
from individual nature and cus-
tom, vi. 578.
from words, vi. 279.
cautions against, deficient, vi.
590.
Falseness, the worst disease of learn-
ing, vi. 121.
and truth, contrary effects of
litigious arguments upon, vi.
412.
Fame, Aristotle's fiction regarding, vi.
194.
Solomon's judgment respecting,
vi. 186.
not the true motive of virtue, ix.
149.
good, the only possession a dead
man has, viii. 429.
Family feuds, ix. 240, 244.
Famili nobilium spad Anglos, boni
milites, iii. 125.
Fantastical learning, a disturper,
vi. 117, 125.
Fascination, vs imagination in
corpus alterius, unde, ii. 330-
331.
Fascination is ever by the eye, v.
136.
defined, vi. 256.
the power and act of imagina-
tion intense upon the body of
another, ix. 53, 54.
Fasting, religious meaning of, ix.
21.
Fat, to turn flesh into, iv. 460.
Fate, the, Pan's sisters, why, viii.
445.
Faustus Constantini Magni uxoridis
nec, iii. 473.
Fear of death, ix. 206.

Feast of the family, an institution of
the New Atlantia, described, v.
285-290.
Feathers and hairs of divers colours,
how to produce, iv. 218.
the young gut off the old, v. 94.
Felicitas, an in virtute an in volupt-
ate posita, iii. 15, 16.
Felicity of the Stoics, ix. 148.
wherein to be placed, ix. 199-
201, 205.
Felix ætas, inter sextum annum et
decimum, iii. 337.
Fermentations liquorum, iv. 87.
Fermentations of liquors, x. 205.
theory of, i. 504.
Fenelius, vii. 21.
Feuillans, the order of, i. 532; iv.
187; vii. 344.
Fibrous and viscous bodies, distinc-
tion between, v. 86.
Ficinus, his notion of transmutation
of blood, x. 137.
on David and Abishag, x. 129.
Ficinus of law, ix. 230, 340.
Fides de mysteris divinis, iii. 178.
cessatis in statu gloriam, iii. 178.
quaterus usum rationis per-
mittit, iii. 178.
Fig, milk of, an invisible ink, iv. 443.
Filios, methodus ad, ii. 429.
Filum Labyrinthus, vii. 177-180; vi.
416-430; vii. 148-179.
Incuratum, i. 472.
Inchomycenum, i. 310.
medicinal, iv. 198.
Final causes, Bacon's doctrine of, i.
111-110.
Inquiry has been misplaced, a
search made in physic in-
deast of metaphysic, viii. 508,
thus hindering the discovery of
physical causes, viii. 508, 509.
like libemor, stopping the ship
of discovery, viii. 509.
God, the fountain of, omitted by
Aristotle, viii. 510.
Democritus wasted no time on,
q,
inquisition of, is barren, and like
a virgin consecrated to God
produces nothing, viii. 512.
Inquiry into, a part of metaphysic,
vi. 223.
not to be confounded with physi-
cal causes, vi. 224.
Finalis causa, ii. 294-297.
in physics carsum carisma physica-
Finalis causa — continued.
rum inquisitionem expulit, il. 354—357.
iniquitatis earum sterilis, ill. 298.
Finibus imperii profecti, doctrina
de, ill. 119—139.
Finis regit modum, ill. 48.
Fins and feet, analogy of, viii. 253, 254.
Fippie of the recorder, iv. 254, 255.
Fire, the popular notion of, useless, viii. 212.
expansions and condensations
by, x. 291, 292.
of the stars, x. 452.
doctrine of Patricius, x. 453. See
Heat, Flame.
Fire-arms, cause of motion in, x.
310—312.
theory of the expansive power of
gunpowder, x. 311.
First matter of the schoolmen, ix.
472.
Firewood, levity of, x. 186, 188.
Fishes greater than beasts, why, v.
92.
whether sea fish can be accus-
tioned to fresh water, v. 8.
Fixed stars, their position, x. 429, 424.
Flabella, ill. 291.
Flame, experiments relating to, iv.
176, 177; v. 62.
lighted candle surrounded by
burning spirits of wine, iv. 178.
celestial bodies are true flames, iv.
179.
arrow charred in, &c.
the continuance of, iv. 337—342.
experiments with spirits of
wine, iv. 337, 338.
with wax, &c., iv. 338.
with wicks of different ma-
terials, iv. 339.
with square turreted lamp, iv.
340, 341.
five requisites for a lasting flame,
iv. 340—342.
right material of wick, iv.
340.
right condition of that ma-
terial, &c.
easy drawing of nourish-
ment, &c.
closeness of air, iv. 341.
warmth of the air, &c.
transitory nature of, viii. 266, 267.

Flame — continued.
some more pelliculid than others,
iv. 440.
when feculent, unequal, x. 448.
differs from spirit, is that v
spirit moderate coales &
essential, x. 143.
e extinguished by compression, &
whether lighted air, x. 161.
differs from living spirit, x. 170.
when compressed, more fusible,
iv. 398.
rarer than air or spirit, x. 198.
its relation to flame, x. 900.
nature of, x. 293.
why pyramidal, x. 453.
celestial different from natural,
how, &c. See Fire, isc.
Spirit.
Flamma, nature ejus transitio, x.
460.
bicolora flammæ experimentum, i.
453.
duo genera flammorum, iii. ill.
cum spiritu comparatur, iii. 470.
476, 482.
ultrum sit aëris accession, iii. 488
raro aëre aut spiritus, iv. 46.
compressa minimum extinguit, 
iii. 470.
simplerius compressa magis ib
rit, iv. 111.
natura ejus, iv. 115.
diaphanitas flammæ, vi.
328.
experimentum de flammis, &
feculentia inaequale, viii. 341.
pyramidalis, viii. 336.
ires flammæ regiones, viii.
347.
heterogenen in aëre, vii.
345.
naturam habet coitum in pis
bov, vii. 346.
sidera versus flammas esse, &
Flamæ nature, three regions and
stages of it, x. 463—466.
heterogenea from air, x. 464.
what theories denied, x. 467.
apt to unite into globes, &c.
Flatus, nature of, vi. 320.
practice of by learned men.
creditable, vi. 115.
antitheses for and against, ii.
177.
Flatus animalium, iii. 296.
Flesh of some animals not edible,
why, v. 98.
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FLESH — continued.
of horse eaten by some nations,

of the young of birds of prey

edible, v. 97.
of man, why not eaten, id.; eaten by witches, why, id.

borate experiment, i. 490.


white, mostly inodorate, iv. 398,

coloured odorous, why, iv. 394.

of seedlings depend on soil, iv. 396.

See Garden, Colour.


ludity, the nature of, viii. 295.

luor aetherea continuus, viii. 309.

luxus et reflexus maris, i. 433, 437–441; v. 347–397.

reperitur vulgō ad motus luna, v. 247.

motus maris quinquæ, id.

est, vel motus sublationis et demissionis aquarum, vel

motus cum progressus, v. 249.

non est motus sublationis et demissionis quibus inventit

in aqua bullienti, cur, v. 290.

est motus progressivus, v. 293.

petui nonnulli sensum habent

cum fluxu et reflexu maris, v. 291.

consensus eorum cum motibus luna, v. 293, 294.

motus maris sexhorarius cum

motibus luna sensum nullo habet, v. 294.

est ejusdem generis cum

motus diurnus, v. 295.

qui non propriè continent sed

plantæ cosmicæ, v. 295.

an aquis serulentur regulariter et

naturaliter ab oriente in


tribus exemplis probatum, v. 290–292.

reciprocio sexhoraria estuari

quomodo flat, v. 294, 295.

iniquitatis facienda de magnitudi-

dinis et temporibus fluxu-

um ad diversa lettera, v. 296.

uterque aequus tumescit, iv. 60.

See Tides, Sea.

Flying, by men, possibility of, v. 100.

Folianorum ordo, i. 532; iii. 367; iv. 187.

Folles, iii. 391; vii. 205.

Folly, a little causes a good reputa-
tion to sink, ix. 248.

apophasis of, x. 492.

Fomenta corporis ex corporibus vi-

vius, iii. 487.

a Davide usitata, id.;

a Barbarossa, id.

Fomes ventorum, iii. 295, 296.

Fons emanationis, l. 74.

fontium origo ex condensatione,

iv. 100.

Food of man, proposed history of,

viii. 377.

kinds of, used in the New Atlan-

tis, v. 403, 404.

Food, content not with a, ix. 340, 341.

utters all his mind, ix. 250, 251.

turneth to deceit, iv. 295.

Forcing fruit by artificial heat, i.

430; v. 94; viii. 247, 248.

Foreign roots, how to convey, iv. 397.

Form, in what sense used by Bacon,

i. 71–75.

investigation of, the principal ob-

ject of the Baconian Induction,

i. 78, 77.

practical criterion of, i. 78.

only to be arrived at by negativeness,

i. 79, 80.

an extraneous part of his philo-

sophy, i. 87.

aminit in some treatises, i. 89.

tn Valerius Terminus called "The

freeing a direction," i. 92; vi.

11.

practical object of the doctrine, i.

69.

investigation of, what, i. 116.

rational soul not the substantial

form of man, ii. 288.

of corporicity, iv. 10.

the worthiest knowledge to be

sought, the hardest to be found out,

vi. 59.

invention of forms, the true ob-

ject of knowledge, vi. 219.

what meant by, viii. 168, 177,

205.

do not give existence, viii.

168.

discovery of, why important, viii.

193.

doctrine of, explained, viii. 150–

173.
INDEX TO THE

Form — continued.
whether discoverable, viii. 504.
how related to Plato's doctrine of Ideas, vii. of substance, not to be sought
till the simpler natures have been
investigated, viii. 505.
of the first class, viii. 506.
whosoever knows any form, knows also the utmost possi-

bility of superinducing that nature, vii. 508.
exists more than either matter or action, why, x. 351.
angels regarded by the schol-

men as forma not immersa in
matter, v. 297.
whether native and naked, or
apparelled and clothed, x. 354.
four opinions concerning, sb.
of death, provisional rules con-
cerning, x. 159-176.

Forma materies, utrum nativa et nuda, an superfusa et indita,
v. 304.
quattor opinionum suffice, ii.

Forma rerum essentiales seu vera
differentiae, ii. 282-284.
inventio earum pars dignissima
scientiae, ii. 285.
doctria Platonis, sii.

prime classes, ii. 286, 290, 293.
qui formam novit, novit etiam
ultimam possibilitatem super-

hindiciendi naturam illum in
omniae materiam, ii. 293.
forma albedinis, ii. 290.
inventio habetur pro despera,
i. 342.
ominis explanationis, i. 343.
doctrica formarum, i. 342-346,
354.
inquitina formarum metaphysi-

ica, i. 355.
exemplum inquisitionis de forma

calidi, i. 355-359.
antitheta de formis, ii. 465.
imago existit videsantur quam

materi et materia aut actus, v. 256.
nature formarum quomodo

querenda, vi. 378.
Formal causes, enquiry into, a part of metaphysic, vi. 58, 219.
Formes de idee, ii. 288-289.
Formes, body of, a legendary tale, iii. 325.

Fornisco more empirici congruit,
vii. 92, 137.
Forniciam artium, liber Rabelai-

nian, ii. 499, 410.
Formulis, vi. 302.

numeros in rhetorica, ii. 496.
Fornication, the spirit of, his form and appearance, v. 492.
Fortuita, antidithes for and against, ix. 167.
in misfortunes, ix. 144, 145.
Fortitudo, antidithes de, ii. 476.
Fortuna, antidithes de, i. 470.
Fortunes compared in taler nem

minor quam virtutis, iii. 96.
doctrina de fortunis, iii. 91-119.

praecepta summaria.
1. De notitla aiiorum, iii.
81-96.
2. De notitia sui, iii. 88.
(Vide Notitia.)
3. De obedientiis virtutis,

ii. 101-102.
4. De occulitationibus defuncti-

um, iii. 104, 295.
5. De disimulationibus politi-

icorum, iii. 106, 107.
6. De ingenii versatiliitate,

iii. 107, 108.
praecepta sarsis circa arctico

architecturae fortunis, iii.

109-114.
1. Esse quod verre consa-

cunt ad fortunam pro-

mercantiam, iii. 108.
2. Nimis ardens non petre,

iii. 111.
3. Occasionem provocare,

i. 115.
4. Nihil suspicere in quo ne-

cessit in plenissimum tem-

poris suspicere, iii. 117.
5. Naturam immutari, quae

abit frustra facil, iii. 122,
118.
6. Fortum ad redominum

servare, iii. 113.
7. Et amicitiae et inimicitiae

moderarum, iii. 114, 114.
Fortune, attainment of, knowledge

of others necessary to, vi. 365.
knowledge of ourselves neces-

sary to, vi. 370.
praecepta for, vi. 363-387.
wealth and means necessary to,

vi. 383.

summa information necessary to,

vi. 365.
Fortune — continued.
impolicy of disregarding, vi. 361.
an organ of virtue and merit, vi. 362.
great politicians attribute their
success to, vi. 361.
method to be observed in the
pursuit of, vi. 381.
easily acquired by some, vi. 384.
not to be too much looked on, vi.
392, 397.
true foundation of, vi. 387.
her gifts a sign of the divine
favour, ix. 160.
antithesis for and against, ix.
161.
a wise man fashions for himself,
ix. 208.
Fountains of equity, ix. 211.
Fool and cat, the fable of, ix. 194.
Fracastorius, his remedy for apoplexy,
vi. 75, 118; x. 311, 313.
his Homoeocentria, vii. 274.
inventam ejus ad exactandos
apoplecticos, lv. 64.
Fragility of bodies, what, v. 83.
Fraud begins by winning credit
in small things, ix. 274.
Freeing of a direction, what, i. 118.
See Direction.
Freezing artificially, ix. 77, 78.
Frenchmen and Englishmen, their
different constitutions, v. 92.
Friar Bacon, story of him at Oxford,
v. 40.
Friantio corporis, iii. 408, 469.
Friction of the body, use of com-
manded, x. 128.
true significance of production of
heat by, preceded by, Bacon, i.
388, 399.
the skin, advantage of it, v.
108.
Friends, choice of, vi. 371.
the thieves of time, ix. 235.
different, required by different
natures, ix. 280.
Friendship, laws of, vi. 324.
cautious care in requiring
in, vi. 383.
antithesis for and against, ix.
177.
makes even with an angry man,
ix. 259.
reconciliation of differences, ix.
299.
Friendship — continued.
open rebuke better than secret
love, ix. 361.
immoderate praise by friends, ix.
394, 395.
Frigus, terra primum frigidum, vii.
326.
Futilitas corporum per remissionem
frigoris, iv. 75.
opificia ejus in operibus humanis,
i. 392-393.
articulata nundum inventum, i.
523.
succedanea frigoris, i. 524.
potentiale, contractiones corporum
per, iv. 103, 104.
nitriz, iv. 105. See Cold.
Frogs, Sleep's fable of, ix. 148.
Frost, the effects of, x. 230.
Frostbite cured by application of
snow, x. 85.
Frucht, or pleasure, ix. 205.
Fruits and plants, curiosities about,
iv. 397.
apples grafted on a colewort stalk
will produce fruit without
core, v. 83.
so a scion grafted wrong end up,
5.
make more sweet by time, liq-
uous more sour, why, v. 98.
to preserve grapes, iv. 549. See
Garden.
to force, i. 430; v. 94; viii. 247,
248.
to retard, ii. 383; ix. 81.
Fruit, how to make it burn slowly,
v. 48.
Fulgentus, quoted, iii. 320.
Fulgies, quid, iv. 104.
Fumens, an imitable, vii. 90, 135.
Pulminating mercury and gold, ix.
469; x. 234.
Pulmonationes metalorum, iv. 88.
Fumes, secondary and primary,
density of, x. 198.
Fumi, densitas eorum, iv. 47.
post-fumii pra-fumii rariores, ib.
Fumigation, for cooling, x. 125.
every morning commenced, x.
137.
G.
Galen, his opinion on medicinal
milk, iv. 385.
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Galen — continued.

vir angustissimi animi, vii. 20.

Parchas xenex proposendas, vii. 22.

Gallieus, his theory of the tides, v. 18.

Gallen, tone of his writings compared with that of Bacon, i. 127.

his answer to Bacon’s treatise De Flanae, i. 135.

his relation to Bacon, i. 35, 39.

Bacon’s anticipations from, i. 457; vi. 444.

his theory of tides, i. 476, 484; v. 242.

his judgment of William Gilbert, ii. 140.

his letter to Galenonius, ii. 401.

date of publication of his discoveries, vii. 270.

his view the true one, vii. 275.

discovery mentioned by Bacon, vii. 279.

his system of a central sun, x. 416.

on the Milky Way, x. 427.

his catalogue of the stars, x. 428.

solem secundus mobili centrum constituit, vii. 226.

De Galaxii, vii. 540.

enumeratio stellarum, vii. 541.

See Bacon, Earth.

Galletty, compound of, with glass proposed, vii. 361, 382.

Galliard time, vi. 311.

Galnae, pauserum instrumentum, vi. 311.

Garden. Plants, differ from inanimate bodies, how, iv. 429, 430.

in their spirits, iv. 429.

in their figures, iv. 430.

in having power of alimentation, iv. 430.

period of life, vi.

power of propagation, vi.

in other minor differences, vi.

coral and vitreol partake of both natures, vi.

differ from moulds in three points, iv. 431.

differ from living creatures, iv. 431-433.

in having no cell or seat where their principal spirits reside, iv. 431.

Garden — continued.

their spirits have less flame, vi.

in being fixed to the earth, vi.

in being without local motion, vi.

in their organs of nutrition, iv. 422.

several parts, vi.

less exact figures, vi.

less complex, vi.

without sense, vi.

without voluntary motion, vi.

fruit-tree, cultivation of, iv. 363-378.

in planting, lay stones round the bottom, iv. 363.

should not be shaken till rooted, vi.

to make tall, cut the houge, to make broad, the top, vi.

striking by layers, iv. 364.

boring a hole through the heart to make a houge true bear, iv. 365.

cleaving the roots, vi.

advantage of a south wall, vi.

pulling off leaves, vi.

stem and root require sun, vi.

lower houges bear finest fruit, iv. 346, 442.

French mode of training vines better than the Italian, iv. 365.

grafting an old stock best, why, vi.

digging round the root, not for vines only, vi.

cutting down the top is winter strengthens the root, iv. 367.

laying paniclem to the root, vi.

change of soil, iv. 367, 368.

slicing the bark when hide-bound, iv. 368.

shade to some plants, as strawberries, vi.

setting wheat instead of owing, vi.

cost with dung in autumn, and the fruit will ripen in spring, iv. 369.

annuit the bud of the vise with nites, vi.
fruit-trees — continued.
plant the seeds in a squill, §.
pick the ripening fruit, iv. 369, 370.
pull off part of the blossom, iv. 371.
water with warm water, iv. 371.
grafting, iv. 371, 372.
transplanting, iv. 372.
top your fig-trees, §
bore mulberries, and insert wedges of some hot wood, iv. 372, 373, 374.
manure with salt, wine lees, or blood, iv. 373.
transplant seedlings, §.
terebration of trunk improves fruit, why, iv. 374.
as also does tapping the sap, iv. 375.
decoration with swine’s dung, §.
the later sprout better than the first, §
graffing on a stock of an inferior kind, iv. 375.
covering growing fruit with earth, §.
rules for planting deep or shallow, iv. 376, 377.
trees grow best in a wood, fruit-trees in corners, why, iv. 377.
cutting off the leaves will increase bulbs, §.
how to enlarge the leaves of trees, iv. 378.
barness of trees, causes of, §.
compound fruits and flowers, to make, iv. 379, 380.
splicing two different boughs, iv. 379.
planting seeds together, iv. 380.
natural union, §.
sympathies and antipathies of plants, iv. 383, 385.
theory of, iv. 384.
those which draw much nourishment hurt all near them, iv. 383.
where plants draw different juices, the one act by the other helps, §.
thus cohewert an enemy to all plants, §.

Garden — continued.
but the fig improves rue, iv. 382.
garlic the rose, §.
corn-flowers grow only among corn, §.
experiments in kind proposed, iv. 383.
certain plants kill one another, iv. 384.
the sympathy between certain plants and the heavyonly bodies, explained, §.
juggler’s trick with the beard of an oat, iv. 385.
misture on the window, iv. 386.
origin of honeydew, iv. 387.
mann’s found on what plants, §.
honey, whether connected with dew, §.
woods or cow-cuckoos, §.
mildew, whether on corn only, §.
experiment to test the attraction of water for plants, iv. 388.
to make fruits and herbs medicinal, iv. 388, 390.
infusions inserted into the bark or root are but fancies, iv. 389.
al alteration must be introduced through the sap, §.
instances of the effect of diet, §

four means of alteration, iv. 389, 390.
infusion into the root, iv. 389.
into the trunk, iv. 390.
steeping the seeds, §.
watering with the infusion, §.
curiosities of gardening, iv. 391–398.
several fruits on one tree, iv. 391.
fruits of diverse shapes, iv. 392.
inscriptions in fruit or trees, §.
flowers planted in trees, iv. 393.
INDEX TO THE

Garden — continued.

shrinked and moulded, 23.

coloration of flowers, iv. 203-206.
of berries, iv. 284.
of fruits, iv. 284, 285.
of leaves, iv. 286.
of roots, 33.
to make flowers double, 33.
to make fruits without core or stone, iv. 307; v. 28.
citron grafted on a quince will be without seeds, iv. 297.
degeneration of fruits, iv. 298, 299.
four causes of, iv. 298.
fruits commonly set upon a root or slip, when sown degenerate, 36.
seeds kept too long, iv. 298, 299.
basil in sun turns to wild thyme, iv. 299.
oak boughs buried produce wild vines, 36.
from the stub of cut timber, a tree of another kind grows, 36.
change of nature in grain, 36.
transmutation of plants, iv. 400-403.
change of species possible, iv. 400, 401.
by nourishment and locality contrary to the nature of the plant, iv. 401.
by mixture of seeds, iv. 401, 402.
by planting in a confection of vegetable mould, iv. 402.
by planting in earth which puts forth herbs of itself, 25.
by making the herb grow contrary to its nature, iv. 403.
by making it grow out of the sun or open air, 25.
property of trees, iv. 403, 404.
in woods, from desire to get sun, iv. 403.
of fire and pine, from their natural heat, iv. 404.
dwarthing of trees, 25.
by spreading canvas overhead, 25.

Garden — continued.

by slips of those seeds commonly from seed, 36.
creeping plants, their nature, 36.
radicatory plants, iv. 404, 405.
mones, iv. 409-412.
numerous, iv. 407, 408.
ivy on a stag's horns, iv. 408.
toadstool, 36.
fungusses, iv. 408.
nithasters, iv. 410.
experiments to prevent a plant from putting forth boughs, iv. 411.
excessiveness of plants, iv. 411, 418, 419.
prickles, iv. 411.
down on the leaf, iv. 412.
cock-apples, 36.
mon on the dog-roses, iv. 412.
plants produced without sown, iv. 418-419.
in earth taken from sea depth, iv. 418.
over gravelled alleys, 36.
in water, without a root, iv. 414.
in the sea, 36.
from snow, 36.
out of stone, 36.
in mines, iv. 418.
in sea sand sedge, 36.
some live without animal food, 36.
foreign plants, iv. 418, 419.
introduced into Italy from India, iv. 418.
will observe their own seasons, iv. 418.
a means of getting early grain crops, 36.
seasons of plants, iv. 414-418.
those that ripen latest blossoms closest, iv. 417.
some fruit twines a year, 27.
in Siccus, iv. 418.
in hot countries, 36.
of annual plants, 36.
longevity of plants, iv. 418, 419.
which last the longest, iv. 419.
means of prolonging life, iv. 480.
diversity of vegetation, iv. 491-494.
trees observe no order in
Generation — continued.
and doctrine of Teleseius respecting, x. 359-371, 376.
the man, proposed history of, viii. 377.
the figures and numbers of
flowery-petals, iv. 429.
differences in time of blossoming, iv. 423.
plants deciduous or ever-
green, 9.
being or not bearing flow-
er and seed, iv. 424.
standard or trailing, 9.
See Fruits, Germination,
Granting, Tree.
Garlic, to prepare, vii. 424.
Garrullity, ix. 337, 392, 359.
Gaulin magna vitam abbreviavit, iii. 428.
ingenuus exinanire, iii. 471.
Gelu, effectus ejus, iv. 102. Vide Frigus.
Gemma Maria, adagium de, ii. 449.
crystalline gemmae pro cordialibus sumendas, iii. 408.
historia gemmarum conscribenda, ii. 63.
gemmas succuprium, iv. 57.
Gems, proposed history of, viii. 375.
the juices of rocks, x. 306.
Generales Venti, iii. 217, 239-259.
Vide Venti.
Generatio, doctrinam Teleseius, v. 318.
sive vivificatio quid, iv. 484.
vii. 289.
et corruptio ex obliqua via solis orta, v. 322.
accidentalis ventorum, iii. 218.
generationis hominum historia conscribenda, ii. 63.
generationum historie partes quiique, ii. 50.
Generation of some animals is at
certain seasons, of others at
time, v. 36.
causes which regulate this, 9.
some creatures produce one at a
birth, some many, why, v. 38.
of two kinds, by copulation, by
putrefaction, v. 119.
their causes distinct, v. 115, 116.
option of the heathen, that per-
fert creatures were congrad-
dered of concrete, is absurd,
v. 116.
the pleasure of, greater than
that of food, ix. 392; iv. 409.
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Germination — continued
late-combing fruit cannot be
forced by grafting on an
early stock, b. See Ac-
celeration, Garden.
Gestation and growth, periods of,
v. 27.
Gestures, use of, to express ideas,
v. 283.
Periander's use of, vi. 284.
transitory hieroglyphics, vi. 284;
ix. 110.
communication by, ix. 109.
Genius, hieroglyphica transitoria, ii.
412.
Ghentalsus, his "Archimedes praepo-
tus," iv. 19.
his table of specific gravities, ib.
his method of discovering them,
iv. 11-14.
Gideon's Fleece, iv. 287.
Gigantom Ossa in veratstis secularis
reports, iii. 593.
Gilbert, William, Galileo's judgment
of, ii. 140.
his Physiologia Nova, iii. 196, 197.
Zeuxis's interest in his discoveries,
vi. 444.
narrowness of his philosophy,
vii. 93.
revived the doctrines of Philo-
bus, viii. 594.
sacrificed too much to magnetism,
ix. 469.
on the verticity towards north
and south latent in all bodies,
x. 533.
his opinion of many words
among the stars, x. 389.
his astronomical theory, x. 420.
on the substance of the celestial
bodies, x. 448.
inventory of seismography, x. 449.
on gravity, x. 451.
de magnete, ii. 191, 202; vii. 73,
118, 119.
on terra sit magnes, v. 293.
philosophiam ex magnete eliciot,
ii. 149, 191, 232.
philosophus empiricus, i. 269.
Phidias dogmata scelerus, ii. 387.
ipse factus magnes, iii. 300.
de verticite in omnibus rebus
latente versus Austrum et
Boream, v. 293.
disciplina de pluribus mundis
inter stellas, v. 237.
de soliditate coelestium, vii. 530.
Gilbert, William — continued.
selenographiam animo agitabat,
vii. 392.
de vacuo, vii. 328, 348.
documenta ejus astronomicae, vii.
360, 396.
Gilt Wire, Dr. Wodlosten's method of
making, i. 472.
Ginnie, iv. 301.
Pepper, v. 129.
Giordano Bruno's defiance to the
judge condemning him, ii. 313.
Glaciales massae circos Canarum, i.
476, 477.
moles, iii. 258.
Glass, Venice glass, v. 43.
and near Mount Carmel used
in making, v. 49.
reduction from, likened to the
imagery of the mind, vi. 61.
improvements of, suggested, vii.
381, 392.
proposed history of, vii. 380.
Glossograph experiment with, vii.
294, 295, 333, 344.
Glasto, Britones antiqui corpus pinge-
bat, iii. 432.
Globe, nothing in the globe of mat-
ter which has not its parallel
in the crystal globe of the un-
derstanding, ix. 270.
intelligenti, vii. 117.
Globes of cosmographe, vi. 44.
Globi intellectuales descripsit, vii.
343-443.
Globus crystallinis sive intellectus,
iii. 90.
plumbed globi experimentum, i.
479.
Gloria Regis, quid, vii. 129.
Gama, antithetes de, ii. 474.
Gloriosi, fortitudinem eorum stam
es in spectantium oculis, i. 111.
Glory and honour, the spur of vir-
tus, ix. 149.
of war in ancient times, ix. 309.
Gloucester, church at, iv. 246.
Gloweorms, the nature of, v. 12, 13.
In Italy winged, v. 13.
Gootself of Pan, what meant by,
vi. 450, 451.
God only, self-like, vi. 25.
word and works of, no enmity
between, vi. 405.
nature of, vi. 409.
attributes of, vi.
summary works of, vi.
God — continued.

whether the world His image, viii. 478.

thrice holy, why, viii. 507.

removed from the world by

Democritus, vii. 569, 570.

his prerogative alone, that when

His nature is inquire of by

the sense, exclamations shall not

end in affirmations, x. 248.

God's, supposed by Epicurus of hu-

man shape, vi. 61.

Gottre, produced by snow water, iv.

349.

Gold, making of possible, iv. 314.

making of, scarcely possible, why, vii. 290.

present practice and theory of, erroneous, iv. 315.

Chinese despair of, 46.

China gold, vi. 69.

theory of a certain Dutch-

man respecting the mak-

ing of, iv. 315.

maturation of, by gentle heat

suggested, iv. 317, 318.

nature of, iv. 318; v. 59, 60.

its compounds with other metals,

vi. 394, 395.

the form of, vii. 171.

fulminating, ix. 460; x. 234.

potable, a cordial, x. 77.

taken as the standard of weight

for specific gravities, x. 193.

how deposited in river beds, x.

198.

transmuted to other metals

into it doubted, x. 196.

nothing heavier than, x. 191.

Gold working, proposed history of,

viii. 379.

Gonzalo to his soldiers, ix. 290.

on a soldier's honour, ix. 201.

Good, unprofitable of discourses on the

Highest Good, vi. 44, 45.

quaternion of, vi. 45.

nature of, vi. 311.

disputes concerning the supreme
degree of, 5.

public and privately, vi. 313.

public most exalted by religion,

vi. 314.

different kinds of, seldom united,

vi. 347. See Bonum.

Good and Evil, the colours of, ix.

155-158.

Good nature, vi. 333.

Goose's Liver, a delicacy among the

Romans, iv. 187.

Gorgias, meaning of the fable, viii.

467, 468, 469.

Gorgias, Bacon's manner of, i. 33.

Goths, languages derived from them

delight in aspirates, ix. 114.

their language, ii. 417, 418.

Gout, a remedy for, iv. 196-198.

Government, vi. 387.

influence of learning on, vi. 153.

most prosperous under learned

statesmen, vi. 100.

a part of civil knowledge, vi. 348.

secret nature of, vi. 388.

thorough knowledge of the gov-

erned necessary, 36.

Greece are treasures, viii. 458, 462.

Greek, antiquities Graecorum cur non

adducta a Bacono, i. 328.

philosophia eorum in dis-

putationes effusa, i. 277.

ante indolentia nata, i. 278.

frugum sterilis, i. 219, 280.

non ancora scientias, i. 280.

im potentiora summum confessa,

iv. 241.

dissensionibus distraeta, i.

392.

sapientia Graecorum prorsius

scientia, i. 290.

varia, vi. 61.

natus Graecorum semper in-

genio praepperata, more

professoria, vi. 64.

philosophorums Graecorum tria

genera, vii. 67. See Greek

Philosophy.

Grafting, iv. 361, 366, 371, 375, 378,

397, 429, 453; v. 92.

not to be done during south

winds, ix. 405.


experiments suggested, ix. 73.

See Garden, Insect.

Grain, expansion of, in boiling, why,

v. 95.

grown of, viii. 423.

Grammar, vi. 338.

chief use of, in studying foreign

and learned tongues, 8.

twofold nature of, 46.

accidents of words, an appendix

to, vi. 366.

a more profitable study than

rhetoric, vi. 43.

the harbinger of other sciences,

ix. 110, 111.
Grammar — continued.

antidote to the curse of the confusion of tongues, ix. 111.
one literary, the other philosophical, 5.
the noblest office of, ix. 112.
all accidents of words referred to, ix. 113.
sounds belonging to, ix. 114.
Grammatica, confusionis lingvarum antidotus, ii. 414.
onum quae verbiis accident gubemnal, ii. 417.
alia literata, alia philosophica, ii. 414.
una de locutione, altera de scrip
tione, ii. 410.
Granaries made underground in Germany and other countries, x. 28.
at tops of houses, why convenient, x. 37.
Grave et leve, articuli inquisitionis circa, ii. 389-394.
Gravines, meeting of tides at, v. 236, 237, 239; x. 332, 333, 338.
Gravitas Materies, iv. 27-117.
mutus gravitatis, ii. 389-394; vii. 236.
Gravitiae ad terram, vi. 234.
Gravitation of bodies, x. 308.
Gravities, specific, how to weigh, ix. 91.
Gravity, its relation to magnetism, i. 43.
Bacon's doctrine respecting, iv. 9-95; x. 179-181.
decree of, below the surface of the earth, iv. 190.
at a distance from the earth, 36.
low, inquiry into the nature of, ix. 88-89.
introduction to proposed history of, ix. 468.
called by the ancients Natural Motion, 9.
backwardness of knowledge respecting, 6. See Falling Bodies.
Great Instauration. See Instauratio Magna.
Greater Masses, ix. 473.
Greek Philosophy, disputition rather than truth its object, vii. 102.
 arose in an age of ignorance, viii. 104.
Greek Philosophy — continued.
barren of fruits, viii. 105.
has not increased science, vii. 106.
confesses its own weakness, viii. 107.
diversities of opinion in, viii. 108.
See Grecorum Philosophiarum.

Greeks, their authority not added by Bacon, why, vii. 154.
their learning, the boyhood of knowledge, viii. 39.
their language compared with Latin, ix. 112-114.
Gregorius Prinimus, incendium ejus contra sauciores et librum, ii. 152.
Gregory L, Bishop of Rome, adverse to heathen antiquity, vi. 142, 423.
Gray Hair, cause of, iv. 216.
Grif, sudden death caused by, x. 144.
Growth, stages of, in human body, x. 102. See Acceleration.
his preface, v. 191.
editors of Wm. Gilbert's Physiologia Natura, iii. 196.
Gubernatorum reipublicae, quales de
dent esse, iii. 121.
Guicciardini's character of Clement VII, ii. 110.
Guicciardini, de Clemente Septime, ii. 110.
Guilielmus Pacioli, v. 281.
Gummorum et gemmarum, origo simile, i. 415.
Gums and gums, analogy of, viii. 233.
Gumpowder, iv. 177.
Invention of, iv. 77.
explosion of, x. 209, 234.
thecy of its expansive power in armaments, 8. 311.
expansion of, vii. 294, 298; x. 300.
Gustationis natura, i. 412.
Gustis et saporibus historia conscri
benda, ii. 66.

H.
Habit, influence of, on the mind, vi. 338.
Habitus, quomodò comparatur, iii. 43.
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Hemorrhagia causa mortis, cur. iii. 474.

Hair, causes regulating growth of, iv. 461, 462.

turns gray, v. 90.
distinguishes the sexes, v. 91.
of the party beloved worn as a charm, v. 159.
Pan, why covered with, viii. 449.

Halfpace, or dais, v. 386.

Hanging, recoveries from, x. 151, 162.

Harp, proposed improvement of, iv. 270.
of the Muses tuned, ix. 343.

Harriot, his astronomical discoveries, vii. 283.

Harvey, William, his opinion of Da- 
cos, vi. 449.

Hatching of eggs, a subject to be in-
vestigated, viii. 284.

Hate, as if you were some time to 
love, ix. 263.

Hawk, learning resembles a hawk, 
rather than a lark, ix. 270.

Health, of body and mind, best kind 
of, vi. 317.
rules for preserving, ix. 30.
anathemases for and against, ix. 197.

Hearing, what things hinder and 
help, iv. 264, 267.

why yawning hinders it, iv. 296.

why holding the breath helps it, 
vi.

ear-trumpet or "ear-spectacles" 
proposed, 
sounds made with closed lips, 
iv. 297.
sight and hearing the parent of 
the senses, vi. 253.

arts of pleasure belonging to, 
proposed history of hearing and 
smell, vii. 378.

Heart of man is a continent, of that 
conceive or capacity wherein all the content of the world 
may be placed, vi. 422.
of malfeasor palpitating after 
turn out, x. 150.

medicines to strengthen, x. 123.

Heat, iv. 221; vii. 174-181.
generated by germination, i. 356.

connection between heat and light, 
ii. 374.
similarity of the effects of heat 
and time, iv. 301.

Heat—continued.

comparison of the effects of, in 
fire and boiling water, iv. 463.

qualification of, by moisture, iv. 464.

artificial, used to mature both 
animal and vegetable life, v. 94.

under the earth, v. 109.

means of producing artificial, 
viii. 393.
in what months greatest, vii. 173.
in what climates, vi.
at what seasons, vi.

how affected by clouds, vii. 176.

how generated, vi.

comparative, of different winds, 
viii. 180.
of sunbeams, effects of, vi.
of sea, compared with land, vii. 181.
laws respecting the transmission of, viii. 185.

latent in all bodies, a notion of Telesius, v. 226.

experiment of distillation in close 
proposed, to prove the power of 
fire, iv. 321-323.
inquisition concerning, ix. 174- 
185.

Bacon's inquiries unfinished, vi. 
441, 442.

mouse's ears generate heat, vii. 
174.

investigation of the form of, viii. 
178-188.

how defined by the Peripatetics, 
viii. 310.

man's great means of influenc-
ing matter, viii. 334.

effects of gentle heat unexplored, 
viii. 338.
experiments to intensify, ix. 73.

juice and spirits requisite to keep 
the body fresh, x. 154.
dilatation of bodies, how far 
caused by, x. 357.

opinions of Telesius on, i. 452; 
x. 360, 372-385, 391-394.

potential, dilatations of bodies 
by, x. 334-336.

works both consumption and 
repair, x. 173. See Air, Car-

Cold, Congestion, Fire, 
Flame, Frigus, Igus, Sow, 
Time.
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Heathen Religion, nature of, vi. 75.

learning, studied by the ancient
bishops and fathers, vi.

relics of, preserved by the
Christian church, vi. 143.

Heather-burning in Sussex and
Hampshire, petition of the inhabi-
tants of Bordeaux against, ix. 428,
439.

Heaven, solidity of, of an exploded doc-
trine, viii. 487.

the heathen notion of, ix. 194,
195.

of Aristotle, fantastic, x. 434.

theory of the, x. 463-450.

three regions of the heavens, x
429.

four superior heavens, x. 430.

supposed eternal, x. 434.

mutability of, x. 437, 474, 475.

doctrines of Telesius respecting,
xi. 369-369, 388, 399.

Heavenly Bodies only influence the
more tender bodies, viii.

491.

have other influences be-
sides light and heat, viii.

492. Vide Celestia.

nature generally the agent, the
earthly nature the patient, ix.

202.

Heavy and Light, articles of inquiry
concerning, ix. 88-94.

introduction to the history of,
ix. 468.

Hebraeum lingua, ii. 416.

Hebrew Language, peculiarities of,
ix. 113.

Hedecburg, his flesh cooked, x. 153.

his bones declarative of fata, &c.

Heirs of Princes, court paid to,
i.

255, 256.

Helmet of Pluto, a parable, vii. 461.

Hemlock, painless death by, iv. 445.

Hemorrhage, cause of death, why, x.

147.

Henoch, princes viti contemptu-
eous, iii. 13.

Henricus Dux Guisii, ii. 160, 161.

Henry VI. governed by policy with-
out passion, vii. 163.

strengthened the yeoman class, i.

303.

Henry VIII. governed by passion more
than by policy, vi. 195.

Herpaustos et Grateter, Alexander
de, ii. 160.

Hermidae Pontian, vii. 320; x. 439.

Hersalitius, his censures of inhabited-
listas, vi. 129.

on men of narrow views, ix. 101.

his cure for dropsey, x. 157.

mais fire the principle of things.

xi. 328-328.

his reasons, x. 325.

catching fire, he called it "Pain,"
why, x. 359.

generation, he termed "Wax,"
why, x. 359, 360.

his alternations of conflagrations
and generations, x. 260.

his conflagration, x. 444, 446.

conflagration ejus, vii. 267, 277.

De intellectualistes, ii. 119.

lumen ejus siccum, ii. 104.

ignem rerum principium post,

vii. 304-306.

quamobrem, v. 306.

igniscentes "paces," genera-
tionem "bellum" nominavit,
cur, &c.

alternationes conflagrations et

generations, vi. 306.

veritas lumen clarum et radi-

eum, vii. 29.

Herbert, George, one of Bacon's
translators, ii. 80.

Heracles, de statu Adonis, ii. 127.

Heracles Columnae, ii. 173; viii.

396.

Hercy, definition of, vi. 411.

of learned men, to what unin-

staltable, vii. 92, 93.

Hermes Stella, vii. 35.

meaning of some unknowns, vi. 18.

Hermes triplici e sacris, ii. 96.

Trismegistus, ii. 96.

Hermippus redivivus, iii. 285.

Hero, Apollonius Physiologus, ii.

209.

his doctrine of the vacuo, i.

282.

compared with that of Democ-

ritis, vi. 290.

doctrina ejus de vacuo, vii.

democriti compara, iii.

206.

describit altare, in quod, iger

supposito, aqua incidenti, vi.

266.

Heredicus gave up every thing to
attend to his health, ix. 303.

Heroic Desires prolong life, vii.

415.

Heroic Honours, vii. 161. Vide

inventors.

Heroical Poetry, viii. 449, 441.
HERODIUS HOMERUS, ii. 162.
HERSCHEL, Sir John, his opinion of Bu-
con’s Method, ii. 14—16.
his trial of the classification of
mammalia, ii. 22.
on meteorology, ii. 37.
Hesitation in Speech, a sign of de-
ceit, ix. 273.
Heterocles, or irregulars in nature,
viii. 412.
Heterogeneum coelestium, vii. 316, 327.
Heterogeneity in the celestial bodies,
x. 434, 444, 445.
Hiberni, valde vivaces, iii. 433.
mor apud eos, se butyre fricandii,
no.
Lintes croeetae in usu apud eos,
iii. 434.
Agrotantes in lanex panni se
convolvunt, iii. 437.
Hicough, ways of stopping, iv. 465.
Hierarchia coelestis, ii. 145.
Hier, story of Archimedes, and his
crown, iv. 10.
Hieroglyphicorum Ueus, ii. 412, 413.
Hieroglyphics, vi. 294.
an earlier born writing, ix. 109.
written or acted, ix. 110.
Highest Good, disputations concern-
ing it ended by Christianity, ix.
194.
Hipparchus, new star of, x. 438.
his catalogue of stars, x. 458.
catalogus ejus stellorum, vii.
269, 241.
Hippasus, his argument with Socrates,
x. 180; viii. 414.
Sophista a Socrate coeptus, ii.
193, 194.
sleeve of, iv. 162.
his rule of sweating, iv. 193.
isagogon “In morhis minis,”
iv. 200.
on chronic epidemias, iv. 345.
is diligence in narrating the
special cases of his patients,
vi. 246; ix. 31.
on change of summer clothing,
x. 107.
narrativam casum circa nigrum speci-
alium compositum, iii. 327.
vexus hyemo puras, estato sor-
didas, fere jubet, iii. 434.
Hispania lassata, vii. 132.
Hispanorum Imperium, iii. 127, 130.
Historia, divisiones ejus, ii. 181—220;
viii. 285.
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Historia, divisiones ejus—continued.
I. H. naturalis. See Historia
Naturalis.
1. H. generationum, ii. 189—
191.
cujus partes quinque, ii.
197, 198; vii. 292.
coelestium.
meteorum.
terrae et maris.
colligentorum majorum.
colligentorum minorum.
2. Fredegernationum, ii.
191—193; vii. 284.
3. Artium, sive mechanicas,
ii. 193—195; vii. 294.
H. naturalis iterum partitur
in, ii. 196.
narrativam.
inducivam.
II. H. civilis, partes.
1. H. ecclesiastica, ii.
216—218.
a. H. ecclesiastica speci-
alia, ii. 216.
b. H. ad prophetias, ii.
217.
c. H. Nemescos, sive
Providentiae, ii. 217, 218.
2. H. Literarum, que desid-
eatur, ii. 194.
3. H. civilis specialis, digui-
tas ejus, ii. 291.
b. antiquitates, ii. 294.
c. H. justa, cujus partes
1. Chronicum, sive his-
torie temporum, ii.
205—209.
H. regni, reipubli-
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Historia naturalis — continued.

norma et figura H. Dacianiae,

viirc modica; Bacchi-

neritie institutae, in ib. 361-

sis, in ib. 328, 329.

viri medici ingenii, Dacien-

perse nosse patet verum

comprehensio, in ib. 318.

dei qua quae exstat quaest.

H. Dacianiae, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.

Historia naturalis, in ib. 328, 329.
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Homer ab Alexandro desideratus, ii. 197.
immortualitas ejus, ii. 170, 171.

Homo, Operaciones hominis super corpora naturalia, i. 517–
535.
per exclusionem causarum turbulentium, i. 517–529.
per compressiones, &c., i. 320.
per calidum et frigidum, i. 522–528.
per moram in loco conveniendi, i. 328.
per primum et regimem motus, i. 529.
per consensus aut fugas, i. 330.
per alternationem prorium sex modorum, i. 535.
naturae minister et interpres, i. 241.
planta inversa, i. 418.
hominem homini Deum esse, i. 335.
Lapsus ejus quo modo reparandus, i. 538. See Fall of Man.
historia hominis conscientia, ii. 64, 65.

microcosmus, vii. 81. See Human, Man.

Homeoemer, Anaxagoras' doctrine of, ii. 229; vii. 440.
Homeonomies to be erased from the statute book, ix. 329.

Honey, iv. 437, 434.
distilled from a tree, iv. 437; v. 85.
use of superseded by sugar, v. 88.
wine made from, iv. 337.

Honey-dew, origin of, iv. 387, 435.
Honores, antitheta de eis, ii. 468.
mutant mores, sed rarior in memoris, iii. 38.
militaresse bodice, et apud Romanos, iii. 153.

Honours among the ancient, three kinds of, ix. 310.
antitheses for and against, ix. 150.

Hooke, Dr., a disciple of Bacon, ii. 66.
Hope, a kind of "leaf joy," x. 99.

of progress in science, grounds of, vii. 121.
our deity rests in, ix. 194.

Homer, first of his verses, ii. 401; ix. 152.

See Natural History.

Homines, flow of his verses, ii. 401; ix. 152.
Horn, the young puts off the old, v. 24.
of deer, v. 35.
horns of Pan, what meant by, viii. 449.
Herodotus, experimentum sub terrâ, i. 443, 444.
Horoscopes, an idle superstition, viii. 490.
Horsmanship, proposed history of, viii. 380.
Hortulanum historia conscribenda, ii. 68.
Houses in astrology, an idle superstition, viii. 490.
Human voice, iv. 254, 256, 258.
philosophy, vi. 208, 236.
 discovery and impression, its branches, vi. 237.
division of, Æ.
nature, a study by itself, Æ.
body, stages of its growth, x. 152. See Homo, Man.
Humanity, its miseries and prerogatives, ix. 16-18.
Humid, the word an instance of faulty abstraction, viii. 88.
Humor radicals in corpore hominis, vana philosophia, iii. 332, 405.
Hunt of Pan, or learned experience, ix. 72.
Husband and Wife, duties of, vi. 328.
Hybernation, v. 31, 114.
Hydor, iv. 249.
Hyemias, tree called Occlus, diidus honey in, iv. 435.

I.

Iambe, Pan's putative daughter, viii. 457.
Ice, v. 84.
Idea captatio, vii. 51.
Idea Divine mentis ab idolis humanis mentis discrepant, i. 248, 250.
Ideas of the Divine mind differ from the idols of the human mind, viii. 72.
Plato's doctrine of, vii. 504.

Idleness, cause of in learned men, vii. 108.
Idola vel adacrititas vel humana mentis discrepant, i. 239, 236, 240.
quater genera idolorum, i. 386.
v. 190.
I. tribus, i. 295, 296-298: ii. 396-401.
II. specus, i. 251, 258-260: ii. 400.
III. fori, i. 293, 293-394: ii. 402.
IV. theatris, i. 292, 294-373: ii. 400.
hospitii, vii. 22.
vis, Æ.
omen arte subvertetur, vii. 6.
Idolatria defined, vi. 411.
witchcraft, the height of, Æ.
Idols, changes in Bacon's treatment of the doctrine, i. 188-189.
document of, in Valerius Ternus.
v. 29.
Bacon's doctrine of, i. 126, 133-134.
whether borrowed from Roger Bacon, i. 158.
double division of, i. 159, 160.
discrepancy explained, i. 179-180.
of the mind, vi. 276: vii. 163.
97-102.
of the tribe, vi. 376: vii. 72-83: ix. 98.
of the cave, vi. 378: vii. 77, 81-86: ix. 100.
of four sorts, vi. 81, 91: vii. 76.
only three species mentioned, vi. 28.
or phantoms, of two kinds, cupry the mind, vii. 63.
diver from the ideas in the divine mind, vii. 72, 156.
of the Egyptians not human brutes, why, ix. 65, 66.
Ignis, expansions et condensations per ignem, iv. 112, 116.
noto communis nihil vest. i. 392.
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Ignis — continued.


Ignis-fatnus, viii. 183. Illustration of discourse. See Rhetoric.

Image-worship, whether permissible, ix. 54. used by the Roman Church, vi. 357.

Imagination, its power over the senses, v. 57. what its forces, v. 119; vii. 408. its operations not to be discredited, because they sometimes fail, v. 119. affects weak minds most, ß. cannot hurt kings, why, v. 120. not to be credited, because they often succeed, why, ß. evidence of, to be mistrusted, ß. even the confessions of witches, v. 121. operations by transmission of, are of eight kinds, v. 122-125. by transmission of the more airy parts of bodies, as in odours and infections, v. 122, 123. by transmission of spiritual species, as visibles and sounds, v. 123. by emissions causing attraction, ß. by emissions of universal sympathy, as the loadstone, v. 123. by emissions of human spirits, ß. by influxes of the heavenly bodies, v. 124. by the sympathies of species termed natural magic, ß. by the sympathies of individuals, as in unguentum tell, ß. threefold: of things past, present, and future, v. 127. the power of it is in three kinds: upon the body of the imaginant, upon things animate, upon the spirits of living creatures, ß. Imagination — continued. advantage of working by another, v. 135. instance from the juggler's art, ß. three ways to fortify it, v. 141. by authority, ß. by corroboration, ß. by repetition, ß. whether it can work on distant objects, v. 142. experiments proposed to test the power of, v. 143-147. upon beasts, birds, &c., v. 158. upon plants, ß. upon inanimate things, ß. its effect on the body, vi. 210; ix. 23. fortifying of the, v. 257, 259. influence of reason over, vi. 258. its authority over reason in matters of faith and religion, ß. the office of rhetoric is to apply reason to, vi. 257. its power exalted by the disciplines of false natural magic, v. 259. poesy referrible to it, v. 262. what sciences are confederate with, vi. 127. used as an instrument of illumination, vi. 268. how to be strengthened, ix. 54. the office of, what, ix. 61, 62. imaginative reason, the subject of rhetoric, vii. 259. See Reason, Rhetoric.

Imitations ventorum, iii. 224, 291, 292.

Immortality — continued.
Suffering of the mind from the body, no argument against, vi. 259.
Aristote concerning, ii. 172.
Impediments of knowledge, vi. 37—46.
Impera, antitheta de eis, ii. 469.
Immutus philosophi, Grator's title, v. 194.
Impostura et credulitas, ii. 132.
Impotest and credulitas, concourses between, vi. 129.
Impotency, the degree from impotency to power greater than that from power to act, ix. 148.
Impression, a branch of human philosophy, vi. 287.
Improving, Archias' power of, ix. 76.
Impudicitia, antitheta de, ii. 473.
Incrustations of the earth directed towards the poles, why, x. 335, 336.
Indian fig, its boughs take root, making a kind of wood, iv. 439.
Tree, whereof the fruit grows on the bank, iv. 434.
Ocean, tides of the, x. 331—334.
Indication, the art of. See Logic.
Indici et directionis ares desiderata, ii. 370.
Duas habet partes.
1. Experientia literata, sive
   Venatio Panis, que tri-
   plici modo prograditur, ii. 370—385.
2. Interpretatio Naturre, sive
   Novum Organum, ii.
   372, 385.
Indici non judicis partes sustineri, vii. 76.
Indios would not have been discovered without the invention of the compass, ix. 65.
Indicius dialecticius puellis, i. 218.
Novai prophetur, s.
Novum, omnia compleruit, i. 333.
Clavis interpretationis naturae, i. 334.
Opus ejus, i. 384.
Quam proponit dialectica vitiosa
est, ii. 360, 368.
Vulgarius, puellae quidem est, vii.
61.
Interpretationis formula, vii. 92.
Induction — continued.
Platonis vaga et inutilis, vii.
116.
In usu ejus, dupliciter necareant
hominem, vii. 124, 125.
forma ejus quals inventiendi,
vi. 120.
Induction, Bacon's method essentially
induction, i. 92.
Induction, how differing from
ordinary induction, i. 63, 91.
Object of the new method, i. 117.
A new form of, Bacon's main idea, i.
180; ii. 37.
Ais confidence in, ii. 140.
Nature of, viii. 41—43.
The new, of universal application,
vi. 159.
Its place in the interpretation
of nature, viii. 179, 204.
The present form vicious and
useless, ix. 67.
A branch of judgment, ix. 93.
Inductive topics, concerning the
heavens, x. 418.
Induration of bodies, iv. 210—214.
Three means of. See
Cold, iv. 211.
Heat, iv. 212.
Assimilation, iv. 213.
Industry, sweetness of its rewards,
ix. 150.
"Ineptus," Greeks had no word to
express, ix. 112, 113.
Infantry the nerve of an army, ix.
303.
Infusions, iv. 167—170.
In liquors, experiments teach-
ing, 26.
Volatile spirits best extract-
ed by repeated short in-
fusions, iv. 167.
of violeta, 66.
of burreage, 66.
of rubarb, iv. 168.
of purging medicines, 66.
Length of infusion must de-
pend upon the quality to be
extracted, iv. 169.
In air, or odours, 26.
Ingenii humani vires, ii. 512.
Ingreditudo, antitheses for and
against, ix. 104.
of men, iv. 256.
Initiative method of discourse, ix.
122.
Injustice, three fountains of, ix. 212.
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Injustitiefans triplices, iii. 135.
Innovatio, antithetadch. i. 486.
Innovation, antitheses for and against, ix. 178.
Inquiriendivis., vis., vis utrum, et vis quatenus, vii. 220.
Inquiry or invention, the art of, ix. 64-92. See Logic.
Inquisicio, continuatio, variation, et contractio aequi, vii. 92.
Legitima de mone, vii. 149-155.
Insanity, astrological, viii. 497.
Insaxatio terre, iv. 117.
Insect, iv. 470-476.
are creatures bred of putrefaction, iv. 471.
nature of verification, ii.
instances of spontaneous generation, iv. 471-473.
structure and short life of, iv. 474, 475.
insects and senses of, iv. 475.
Instio arborum sylvestrium, i. 362.
in floribus, ii. 373. See Grafting.
Instance, meaning of the term, i. 93.
Instances, example of tables of, viii. 179-208.
agreeing, viii. 179-181.
of absence in proximity, viii. 192-193.
of degrees or comparison, viii. 193-204.
Prerogative instances, i. 98.
1. solitary, i. 94; viii. 219, 230.
2. migratory, i. 96; viii. 224-225.
3. striking or shining, viii. 224, 234.
4. clandestine, or of the twilight, viii. 224-227.
5. constitutive, viii. 227-231.
6. conformable, or of analogy, viii. 231-238.
7. singular or irregular, viii. 238, 237.
8. deviating, viii. 237, 238.
9. bordering or participles, viii. 238, 239.
10. of power, or of the faces, viii. 239.
11. of companionship and enmity, viii. 245-246.
12. of alkimity or limit, viii. 245.

Instances. Prerogative — continued.
14. of the lingerpost, viii.
15. of divorce, viii. 268-270.
16. of the door or gate, viii. 271-273.
17. summing or evoking, viii. 273-278.
18. of the road, viii. 283-285.
20. dissecting or awakening, viii. 288-291.
21. of the rod or rule, viii. 292-298.
22. of the course, or of the water, viii. 296-300.
23. of quantity, viii. 291, 302.
24. of strife or predomiance, viii. 292-298.
25. intimating, viii. 328.
26. polychrest, or of general use, viii. 299.
use of these instances, viii. 348.
collection to be made of them, viii. 349.
how meant to be used, ii. 22.
Instantio, table in instantium de formali calidii, i. 355.
convenientes, i. 355-358.
in proximo, i. 358-371.
gratia, i. 371-383.
Prerogative, i. 400-408.
1. solitarie, i. 401.
2. migrantes, i. 402.
3. delinquentes, i. 405.
4. clandestini, i. 407.
5. constitutivae, i. 409.
6. conformes, i. 413.
7. monodiectae, i. 419.
8. deviantes, i. 430.
9. imitantae, i. 421.
10. potestates, i. 422.
11. contumases, i. 430.
12. subjunctivae, i. 430.
13. Federis, fii.
14. crasisi, i. 436.
15. diversitiae, i. 438.
Instantio LANPADIS quinque, nempe.
16. jamnam, i. 483.
17. citantes, i. 488.
18. vis, i. 467.
19. complementarias, i. 470.
20. persecutantes, i. 472.
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Interpretatio Naturae—continued.
consulta, vii. 370. See Natural History.
Interpretatio Scripture duplex, me-
thodicae aut soluta, ill. 192.
philosophiam in theologiam petere,
est mortuus inter vivos quar-
eris, ill. 182.
Interpretation, fallacies of, ix. 96.
of nature, or New Organon, vi.
25-70; viii. 64, 163; ix.
72.
plan of Bacon's intended
work on, v. 174.
rules for, viii. 178.
of Scripture, ix. 303-325.
Interpret, his work, viii. 300.
Interrogatorio prudens dimidium sci-
entiae, ii. 388.
Interrogatories to be administered to
nature, viii. 371.
Interstellar spaces, what contained
in, x. 445, 446.
collective vacuum in, x. 421.
fixed Celestial Bodies, Coele-
stial History.
Interstellar space, quid continet,
v. 328.
Intercception, dilatation of bodies by,
x. 203-205.
Intercognition, dilatationes corporum
per, iv. 54.
Inventeam hominum admodum imper-
fectam, vi. 101.
Inventio de scripto et non memoriae
semper procedit, iv. 53.
a natura lice, nos a vetustatis-
tenebris petenla, vii. 80.
methodus inventionis hactenus
scriptus scriptus nullus, viii. 125-
127.
Invention or inquiry, the art of, ix.
94-92. See Logic.
always proceeds by writing, not
by memory, x. 202.
proceeds by similitudinem, vi.
29.
and memory should both be ex-
ercised, vii. 179.
of speech and argument, vi. 201,
208.
of works, causes prejudicial to,
vi. 420.
of arts, a branch of logic, ix.
showed to be deficient, vi. 261;
x. 63-72.
often to be referred to chance,
v. 262.
Inventiones quae omnium inventoriunum
Inventiones—continued.
novarum faciunt, i. 315-
318.
torrenta ignes, i. 315.
flumen bombycium, i. 316.
acqua marina, id.
imprimendi arsificium, i.
317.
tres quae totum rerum faciem
multaverunt, i. 336; vii.
150.
Inventions, the order of them, vi.
187.
why present knowledge barren
of, vi. 186.
discovery of new, the object of
Bacon's philosophy, vi.
52.
small, make great inventors, vi.
418.
of nature, not many nor deep, id.
which have changed the whole
face of the globe, viii.
162.
Inventores novarum arsium apud
antiquos conscribati, i. 385; ii.
192; vii. 446; viii.
130.
Inventors, before the flood, vi.
138.
ranked among the gods by the
ancients, vii. 145, 292. See
Aphorism, Heroic Honours.
beneit bestowed by, permanent
and universal, vi. 145.
Inventory mentioned in Valerius Ter-
misus, i. 177.
whether the aenea with that men-
tioned in the Advances of
Learning, vii. 29-22.
method of making, vi. 51.
Invidia, antitheta de, ii. 473.
carpit spiritus, illi. 425.
In comprehensis corporis carpit,
id. 425.
Irenus, or the degrees of unity in
the kingdom of God, ix.
383.
Iris, ex meteoris humilissima, iii.
salivatur in ventos, id.
artificios, ii. 377.
Irish long-lived, x. 108.
ancient with salt butter, id.
rub their linen with saffron,
ir. in linens wrapped in blankets,
x. 110.
harpr, iv. 209, 278, 279, 294.
Iron, a kind of, in Cyprus, said to
grow in size, if buried, v.
58.
combinations of, with stone,
whether possible, vii. 388.
Iron — continued.
 fusion of, with brass, whether possible, vii. 388–388.
Irresolution, Cicero an example to
deter from, vi. 108.
Italians, suspicious nature of, ix. 294.
Ivy growing on a stag’s horn, iv. 406.
why consecrated to Bacchus,
viii. 468.
Ixion, fable of, a warning to the im-
aginative, vi. 192.
meaning of the fable, viii. 814.
Ixionis fabula, ii. 110.

J.
Jacobus Primum landata, ii. 97–100,
174, 188; iii. 28, 60.
comparatus ad Hermesten Tris-
magium, ii. 99.
ad Pollicem, ii. 112.
Jail fever, v. 136.
James 1., favours shown to Bacon
by, l. 41, 42; viii. 395.
sifted by character and training
for a priest of the new philo-
sophy, ii. 75, 76.
His book on the Duties of a
King, ix. 309.
James, St., associated with astronomy,
ii. 190.
Janus of imagination, ix. 81.
Jejuniorum ministr Christianus, ii. 317.
Jesting, Lacedemonian, vi. 45.
alliteris for and against, ix.
175, 176.
Jesusite literis incursurant, ii. 151.
Jesus Christus collegia, ii. 117.
scolio, ii. 494–497.
Jesus, the, education revived by,
v. 108.
served rendered to learning by,
vi. 143.
their schools, the best models, vi.
207.
their skill in education, ix. 186, 188.
Jew’s-ear, a fungus called, iv. 409,
468; x. 224.
Jezabel painted her face, ix. 45.
Joab the Jew, his description of the
Job, ix. 6, illudere to, vii. 304.
book teems with natural philo-
sophy, vi. 146.
Jobi librum gravidum naturalis
philosophiae mysteria, ii. 168.
Jobi antithese de ets, ii. 423.
Johannes, Deus Scaccis, qui mul-
tur salutis, ii. 423.
Johannes Tristram, qui dicit
ad trombonem suam
vicinum, iii. 468.
his maxim, “Off without, busy
within,” vi. 128.
Jonson, Ben, his description of Enos’s
manner of speaking, i. 50.
Journals, a part of history, vi. 180;
antiquity of, vi. 196.
Jovias, causes of his death, v. 19.
Joy, sudden death caused by, i. 114.
Judah and Jezebel, the blessing of
ix. 305.
Judge, effect of prejudices on, ix.
92.
respect of persons by, vii. 267,
268.
condemnation of the incest,
ix. 269.
93–102.
perversion of, by false appear-
ances imposed by the sins
and customs of individuals,
vi. 278.
perversion of, by false appear-
ances imposed by woe, v.
279. See Logic.
Judgments at law, necessity of accu-
surate reports of, ix. 531.
on points that have not ar-
isen, ix. 330, 345.
danger of inconsistency of, li.
241, 242.
Juggies, discussion concerning, v.
138.
forcing a card, v. 160.
with a garter, ii.
with the board of an eat,
proposed history of, vi. 280.
Juices of fruits, either watery or dry,
v. 441.
of plants:—
milky juices, vi. 444.
few of a red colour, iv. 444.
forced from water of body:—
how preserved from
notion of, ii. 18
100.
Julianus obsequii, vii. 291, 293.
Juliani adjectum versus Christiani,
ii. 190.
Julius Caesar. Vide Caesar.
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Jupiter, his satellites, x. 439, 441.
chain of natural causes fastened to his throne, viii. 449, 470.
summa naturae catechumenum nihilus pedi solvi Jovis affixum, ii. 105.
a Luciano derius, quia hodie sterlun, ii. 137.
dux societatis apudique, i. 142.
satellites Jovis, vii. 328, 339.
Jurisconsulti de legibus scribentis, ii. 133.
Jurisdiction of courts, disputes about, ix. 341, 342.
Jurists, Roman, the two schools of, iii. 169.
Jus privatum, iuramentum ejus, iii. 136.
sub tutela publici juris latet, iii. 137.
publicum: iuris privati tutela, iii. 137.
finies ejus, 83.
antitheses for and against, ix. 196.
a treatise of universal justice, ix. 311.
Justinian, his digest of laws made in an unlearned age, ix. 338.
Justitia universali, tractatus de, iii. 135.
antitheta de, ii. 475.
Juventutis et Senectutis discrimina, iii. 479.
juventus corporis, iii. 479, 483.
mentis, iii. 481, 492.
instar arbitrio ejus, iv. 117.
antitheta de ca, ii. 469.

K.

Kalender of man's wealth, vi. 90.
method of making, vi. 51. See Calendar:
Kalendarium dedicationum, sive problematum in natura, desideratum, ii. 285.
Placitum philosophiae, ii. 287.
Kall, ashes of, used in making Venice glass, v. 42.
Kepler, his introduction to De Stello Martia, i. 266.
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Kepler — continued.
his method miscalculated, ii. 17.
Racoon ignorant of his discoveries, iv. 439; vii. 280-284.
Kermes, bears made of, v. 140.
Kernels of vines laid round the root render the vine more fruitful, ix. 181.
Kew field between two men's fingers, divination by, v. 146.
Kingdom of God, ix. 267.
Kings, learning in, almost a miracle, vi. 89.
duty of, vi. 328.
what they have done for learning, vi. 172; viii. 308.
what it is in their power to do, viii. 495.
origin of their love of frivolities, ix. 203.
duties of, King James's book on, ix. 206.
may be praised to their faces, bow far, ix. 310.
usually desire contradictions, ix. 318.
Kittens, their blood used to cure erysipelas, x. 128.
Knowledge, all to be limited by religion, and referred to use and action, vi. 28.
the prejudice infinite from combing divine with human, viii. 256.
limits and end of, vi. 27-37.
thirt of, vi. 30. 31.
a plant of God's own planting, vi. 32.
impediments of, vi. 37-46.
end and scope of, mistaken, vi. 46. 47.
true ends of, vi. 34.
the kingdom of man must enter as a little child, vi. 57.
like water, will not rise above the level of the spring, vi. 41.
which now is, is but a shrub, 5.
hitherto, the length of one man's life hath been the greatest measure of, 49.
its state over a democracy, vi. 42.
that tendeth but to satisfaction, is countreaze-like, vi. 44, 49.
the very styles of delivery of, are so many characters of imposture, vi. 70.
Knowledge — continued.

Knowledge — continued.

Knowledge is knowledge by cause, and its relation to human power, vii. 167—171. and power meet in one, vii. 67.

antitheses for and against, ix. 189.

of man is as the waters, vii. 42.

divided into inspired divinity and philosophy, vii. 47.

the one from inspiration, the other from the senses, ix. 4, 189.

of art of retaining, ix. 103—106.

of men may be gained in six ways, ix. 272. See Man.

Knowledge, Civil Knowledge, History, Learning, Philosophy, Scientia.

Knowledge, the pyramid of, vii. 507.

L.

Labyrinth of the universe, vii. 32.

Labyrinth instar, est universal structura, i. 205.

Laocoonian jesting, vi. 45.

Lactantianus historiae conscripsit, iii. 47.

Ladanae collected from goat's beard, iv. 496.

Lait, heat, Laimos, lamb, a Laidé non habemus, vii. 63.

Lamb, plant in the likeness of, iv. 432.

Lamero, Hernandez, his credos ad tales, vi. 244.

Lamp, harking on the, ix. 124.

Languages, their various properties to be improved by interchange of words, ix. 112.

derived from the Goths, vii. 103.

Lapidis longo tempore consecratum, i. 227.

aque condensatio super, iv. 101.

gomagomantia, iv. 103.

Lapis, super aquam lateritiae jactus, viii. 320.

Lydus, ex lapidibus grandibus, vii. 242.

de natura lapidum, vii. 244.
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Laws — continued.

c. Courts praetorian and
    censoriun, ix. 320—
    324.
Retrospective aspect of
laws, ix. 324—326.

2. Where the existing law
is obscure, ix. 326.
Obsecure arises from
causes, ib.

e. Excessive accumula-
tion of laws, ix.
326—331.
remedied by new di-
gests, ix. 328—331.

b. Confused drawing
up of laws, ix. 331—
333.

c. Negligent methods
of interpretation,
ix. 333—340.
reports of judgments,
ix. 334, 335.
authentic writers, ix.
335.

auxiliary books, ix.
336—339.
answers and opinions,
ix. 339, 340.

prelections, ix. 340.
d. Inconsistency
of judgments, ix. 341,
342.
antithesis concerning the rules
of interpreting, ix. 181. Vnde
Lega.

Lawyers, bad lawyers, vi. 389.
why bad promoters of their own
fortunes, vi. 389.

value of their writings on law,
ix. 311.

Lead increases with age, vi. 59.
fixes quicksilver, v. 57.
Leaping with weights, ix. 187.

Learned men, why some have been
heretics, vi. 96.

the best statesmen, vi. 100.
alone love business for itself, vi.
102, 103.

cause of idleness in, ib.
poverty of, vi. 106.
errors and imperfections of, vi.
108.

employments of, vi. 109.
mamers of, vi. 110.

patriotism of, vi. 112.
fall in application to particular
persons, vi. 118.
Learned men — continued.

often misjudged by reason of errors in small matters, vi. 114.
flattery by, the greatest discredit to learning, vi. 116.
obsequiousness of, ö.
Learned times inclined to atheism, vi. 92, 96.
Learning in a king almost a miracle, vi. 90.
discredit to, from ignorance, vi. 91.
options to, by divines, and answers to them, vi. 91-97.
options by politicians, and answers to them, vi. 97-100.
compatible with military excellence, vi. 95.
net prejudicial to policy and government, ö.
discredit to, from the errors of, learned men, vi. 106.
from the employment of learned men, vi. 109.
teaches men their accountability to God and kings, vi. 118.
teaches the force of circumstances, vi. 102.
dis-tamperers of, vi. 117.
delicate, vi. 118.
contentious, vi. 121.
fanatical, vi. 117, 125.
persuasive humours of, vi. 129-136.
commendation of, vi. 136.
scriptural exhortations to, vi. 144.
promotes order, vi. 146.
relics of, preserved by the Christian church, vi. 145.
advances civil merit, vi. 148.
it influence on government, ö.
on men's manners, vi. 162.
promotes moral and private virtues, vi. 163, 164.
militates the fear of death or adverse fortune, vi. 164.
is power, vi. 165.
advances fortune, vi. 166.
it influence on military virtue and prowess, vi. 165, 161.
immutability of, vi. 166.
plans of, vi. 172.
places of, vi. 173.
division of, vi. 169.
controversy prejudicial to, vi. 173.
the advancement of, vi. 396.
needs royal patronage, ö.

Learning — continued.
the arts thereof in general foes, Reward, Direction, Assistance, ö.
in special about three objects, Places, Books, and Person, viii. 397.
in places, four circumstances, Buildings, Revenues, Privileges, Laws of Discipline, ö.
in persons, two, Readers of Sciences Extant, Inquirers into parts Non-extant, ö.
defects in these acts of advancement, six, viii. 399-400.
want of foundations for art at large, viii. 399.
meanness of professional salaries, viii. 400.
want of allowance for experiments, viii. 401.
bad arrangement of academic studies, viii. 402.
want of communication between universities, viii. 404.
want of inquiry into the deficiencies of the art, ö.
practical wisdom and learning whether found together, ii. 237.
reminds a hawk rather than a hawk, ix. 270.
triple division into History, Poetry, and Philosophy, according to the three faculties of memory, imagination, and sense, ix. 403.
three periods of, viii. 145, 145;
ix. 344.
history of, wanting, viii. 419.
antitheses for and against, ix. 170.
See Knowledge, Scien
tia.
Leaves, comparative size of, in plants, iv. 314.
curled, from what cause, iv. 314.
Lecturers in universities should be able men, vi. 172.
their salary should be liberal, vi. 178.
in science, want of endowments for, viii. 400.
guardians of the stores and baggaxes of learning, ö.
Legal fictions, iii. 167.
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Leges, origo et finis earum, iii. 137.
leges legum, iii. 138.
legum bonarum indicia, ib.
de certitudine legum, iii. 138-171.
legibus quinque notas, i. 138.
opima lex, qua minimum reliquiri arbitrini judicis, iii. 128.
incertitudo legum duplex, ib.
de caulis omnium remedium tritex, ib.
1. Per processum ad similia, i. 140, 141.
exceptio legum penali-
um, i. 140.
de statutis, deiusque consuetudines abrogantur, ib.
de statutis, de praestitum leges fuerunt, ib.
de statutis brevioris styli, i. 141.
de extensione statutis ad exemplaria, ib.
solennitatis verborum non recipit extensionem ad similia, ib.
de caulis postnatos, ib.
2. Per usum exemplorum, i. 142-146.
exempla a bonis temporibus petenda, ii. 147.
recentiores pro tutori-
ibus hodie, sed minoria auctoritatis, i. 143.
veteriora cautae recipiendi, ib.
vavenda in exemplis recipienda, iii. 143, 144.
3. Per jurisdictiones que statuunt ex arbitrrio bo-
ni viri, iii. 146-151.
de retrospectione legum, iii. 151, 158.
leges declaratoriae, ib.
obscuresitas legum a quatuor rebus oritur, iii. 152.
1. Ab accumulatione legum
nimii, iii. 153, 154.
anti-nomie retractan-
de, ii. 154.
oboletas legum, i. 155.
de novis digestis legum, iii. 156-158.
2. A descriptione legum ob-
scuri, iii. 159-161.
Leges — continued.
de loquacitate legum, iii. 159.
preambula legum, iii.
160.
2. A legis enucleandi juris
neglectis, iii. 161-168.
c. Per perscriptiones
judiciorum, iii. 162.
b. Per scriptores au-
thenticos, iii. 163.
c. Per libros auxiliares, ii. 163-166.
æquitates legum, iii. 167.
d. Per responsa et cons-
sulta, iii. 167, 168.
E. Per praescriptiones, i.
de vacillationes judiciorum, iii. 169-171.
legum scientia ad viros civiles appropriate spectat, i. 135.
See Law.
Leibnitz, his remark that the restorers of philosophy, all hold that the properties of bodies are to be explained by magnitude, figure, and motion, i. 97.
distinction between perception and apperception, i. 109.
quotes Bacon’s saying about little knowledge, i. 105.
his atomic theory, v. 279.
Bacon’s influence on, v. 281.
Leisure time, how to be spent, vi. 104.
Lemaistre (De Maistre) charges Bacon with narrating the sterility of
matters, ii. 144; v. 276.
Lens, convex, iv. 135.
Leonis duratio vite, ii. 355.
Lepanto, battle of, iv. 309.
Lepra lex Mosia de, ii. 147.
Lepsa vix ad septem annos pervenit, iii. 358.
Letters, appendices to history, vi. 201.
images of words, vi. 283.
a collection of, vii. 435.
discourse upon, iv. 267.
Lucadani, their custom of throwing
a man suspended by birds and
feathers from a cliff, v. 109.
Lucippus, his doctrine concerning a
vacuum, x. 426, 427.
de vacuo, vii. 308, 309.
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Levanted, custom of the, not to gaze upon princes, vi. 114.
Lever, theory of, known in Bacon's time, ii. 362.
Bacon ignorant of the theory, vi. 437, 438.
Lex ceremonialis Mosae, ii. 147. Vide Leges.
Liberal arts, when they most flourish, vi. 263.
Liberi venti, iii. 217, 296, 333.
Libertas sermonis interdum modera

dura, iii. 97.
Liberty of direction, what, vi. 53.
of speech, vi. 369; ix. 276, 277.
Library of nature, vi. 418.
Libri, his remarka ou Porta's spec

ulation, iv. 14.
Libri desiderati, ix. 359-360.
Historia Prætergenerationem et Artium, ii. 193.
Historia Naturalis Mechanic, ii. 193.
Historia Induciva, ii. 194.
Oculus Polyphemii, ii. 196.
Historia ad Prophetias, ii. 217.
Philosophia secundum Parabol

as antiquas, ii. 225.
Philosophia prima, ii. 254.
Astronomica viva, ii. 273.
Astronomy ana, ii. 278.
Kalendariam. Dialectiam, ii.
Placita antiquarum Philosopho

rum, ii. 280.
Formae rerum, ii. 288, 300.
Magia naturalis, ii. 300.
Inventarium opum humanarum,
i. 302.
Catalogus Polyhrestorum, ii.
Summitates naturae humanae,
i. 312.
Physiologim corporis in motu,
i. 315.
Continuatio medicinalium nara

tionum, ii. 327.
Anatomia comparata, šę.
De morbis insanabilibus, ii.
De medicinis authenticos et posi

tivos, ii. 354.
De imitatione naturae in balneis

artificialibus, šę.
Flum medicinale, ii. 354.
Philosophia naturalis, šę.
De prolongatione vitae, šę.

Libri — continued.

Docetrae de animæ sensibili, ii.
De motu voluntario, ii. 353.
De differentiis perceptionis et sents, šę.
De formali lucis, šę.
Inventio artium et scientiarum,
i. 362.
Venatio Panis, ii. 571.
Organum Novum, ii. 585.
Topicae particularis, ii. 599.
Rhenchi magi de idolis, ii. 403.
Artes judicandae appendix, šę.
Docetrae de organo sermonis,
pars de notis rerum, ii. 343.
Grammatica philosophia, ii.

Tractatus lampadis, sive method

us ad didales, ii. 429.
Inquisitio prudentia sermonis

privatis, ii. 443.
Colores bona et mali, šę.
Antitheta rerum, ii. 444.

Formulis minores, ii. 490.
De cautelis et vitis respectiv,
i. 32.
De fructu vitae, iii. 35.

Docetrae de occasionibus sparsis,
i. 60.
Faber fortuna, ii. 90.
Consul paludatus, ii. 120.
De justitia universalis, iii. 144.
Sophoron, sive de legitimo sua

ratione humanis in divinis,iii.
De gradibus unitatis in civitate

Dei, iii. 192.
Emanationes Scripturarum, iii.

The, a prince who hearkens to, has all
his servants wicked, ix. 248.
Spanish proverb concerning, ix.

Life, long, whether a blessing, x. 11.
prolongation of, two causes con

duce to, iv. 300.

freedom and indulgence, as

in a country life, šę.
regulated control, the life of

the philosopher, šę.

women live longer than

men, because they take

less exercise, iv. 304.

one object of medicine, vi.

recepts for, vi. 430-433.

four precepts for, vii. 482.
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Life, prolongation of — continued.

light, ways and passages of, 180.

light, brilliancy of solid bodies, x. 280.

Light — continued.

affinities and oppositions of, 164.

with heat, density, and motion, 164.


opinion of Teleclus concerning, x. 365.

See Heat, Lux.

Ligna ad decotiones idemae, ii. 440.

Limbs, quaternion of, in animals, viii. 334.

Limitation of propositions, ix. 128.

Limits ventorum, iii. 329, 330—332.

Linnet, a prickly water-plant, iv. 445.

Linum aratum, ii. 149.

Liquidation of bodies, three causes of, v. 129.

liquids and solids, alike subject to gravity, x. 302, 303.

differently affected by gravity, why, 164.

desire of continuity strongest in solids, x. 304.

liquor, bottled and then again returned to the vat will fill a less space, why, v. 129.

of knowledge, v. 129.

preservation of liquors, in wells and vats, iv. 345.

mixture liquorum, vii. 244.

Litera humanum et religioni duo ministeria persolvunt, ii. 164.

actiones ad literas amplificandas, circa tria versantur, ii. 176.

musarum sedes, 54.

libros, ii. 177.

literatorum hominum personas, 55.

collegiorum jumpridem fundatam terum defectus. Vide Colligia.

antiqua de eleos, ii. 478.

literaturam teria periodus, iii. 172.

literary history, deficiency in, vi. 381, vii. 415.

spirit of an age, vii. 419.

literati, fortune et opprobria eorum, ii. 114—124.

oppeloria, quibus literas suprema:

1. Theologi, ii. 103—105.
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Living Spirit ruver than ah, x. 197.

Living Spirit, See Spirit.

Locusts, plague caused by the pre-dying bodies of, v. 127.

Logarithms, Bones ignorant of Ne- pie's, ii. 306; v. 587.

Logic treats of the understanding, reason, producing determinations, ix. 61.

why unpalatable to many, x. 42.

arts of, four in number, ix. 63.

1. Art of inquiry or invention, ix. 64-65.

1. of arts and sciences, shown defective, ix. 64-71.

a. for discovery not contributed to cause or to animals, ix. 65-67.

b. the present form of induction causes establish the principles of science, ix. 68.

c. nor can lower animals be deduced from these principles by syllogism, ix. 68.

divisions of the art of induction, ix. 71.

learned, or the Heart of Pus, treats of the method of experimenting, ix. 74-83.

interpretation of starse, or the New Organon, xii. 73-83.

2. of arguments, ix. 64-65.

a. precedent of vision of arguments, ix. 64.

b. topics, general and particular, ix. 64.

II. Art of judging or judging, ix. 64-198.

1. by induction, ix. 64-102.

2. by syllogism, or reasoning, direct or reverse, ix. 64.

a. analytic, ix. 64.
6. doctrine of elenches, or detection of fallacies, ix. 95-101.
appendix treating of the application of the nature of the proof to the nature of the subject, ix. 102.
III. Art of retaining knowledge, divided into, ix. 103.
1. that concerning helps of memory, e. g. writing, ib.
2. that concerning memory itself, ix. 104.
divided into prection and emblem, ix. 105, 106.
IV. Art of transmission, ix. 108.
1. concerning the organ of discourse, divided into, ib.
a. notes of things, ix. 109, 110.
ex congruo, as hieroglyphics and gestures, ib.
ex placito, or real characters, ib.
b. grammar, divided into to literary and philosophical, ix. 111-120.
relating to speech, ix. 108, 111.
comprising all the accidents of words, as sound measure, accent, ix. 113.
relating to writing, ix. 108, 115.
appendix on writing in cipher, ix. 116-120.
2. concerning the method of discourse, or wisdom of transmission, ix. 121-130.
diversities of methods: magistral or initiate, ix. 122.
exoteric or acrostatic, ix. 124.
in aphorism or in methods, ix. 124, 125.
Logic — continued.
by assertions with proof, or by questions with determinations, ix. 130.
suited to the subject-matter, ib.
and to the hearers' information, ib.
other methods have been well treated of by others, ix. 127.
parts of are two:
disposition of a whole work, ix. 128.
limitation of propositions, ib.
3. concerning the illustration of discourse, rhetorical or oratory. See Rhetoric.
two appendices of the art of transmission, ix. 184.
criticism, to which belongs, ib.
correction and editing of approved authors, ib.
interpretation and annotation, ix. 185.
reviews of their merits, ib. 186.
art pedagogical or education, ix. 186-189.
differs from rhetoric, how, vi. 300.
cannot advance science, why, vii. 31, 32.
uselessness of the ordinary form, viii. 41.
form proposed by Lord Bacon, viii. 62.
useless for discovery of principles, viii. 114.
aim of the Baconian, viii. 347.
study of, commenced too early, vi. 178; viii. 602. See Ratio humana, Reason.
Logica de intellectus et ratione disserit, l. 350.
studium pluribus minime gratum, l. 360.
artes quatuor continet, l. 361.
1. Ars inquisitionis seu inventionis qua duplex, l. 389-394.
una artium et scientiarum, in quas quantum desideratur appareat ex hoo quod, l. 389.
Logica — continued.
  a. dialectica de inventio
     nis arbitrator nil cogit aut.
     ii. 365—366.
  b. inductio quam proponit
     dialecta est videns, ii.
     366, 367.
  c. syllogismus ad axioma-
     ta inferiorem deducen-
     da non valet, ii. 368—
     370.
  altera argumentorum, quae
     duplex: a. promptuaria, ii. 368.
   b. topica, quam vel gene-
      ralis vel particularis,
      ii. 388—394.

II. Ars judicandi quia sit:
  per inductionem, ii. 389.
  per syllogismum, ii. 396.
  ars judicandi partitur in
  a. analytica, ii. 397.
  b. doctrinam de eloquis,
     quorum tres partes:
     a. sophismatum, ii. 387,
     398.
     b. hermenesi, ii. 398,
     399.
  c. imaginum sive illo-
     rorum, ii. 399, 400.
  de analogia demonstratio-
     num, ii. 494.

III. Ars retinendi in duas partit:
  a. de adminiculis memoria
     sive scriptis, ii. 404.
  b. de memoriam ipse, quae
     duplicit intentione mili-
     tur, ii. 407.
  praeconio. emblemat.

IV. Ars tradendi, seu traditiva, in
  tres partes divisa, ii. 410.
  1. de organo sermonis, sive
     grammaticos, quae duplex,
     ii. 413, 414.
  a. grammatica litteraria com-
     prehendit.
    1. doctrinam de notis re-
        rum, quae, vel ex con-
        gruo, scilicet hierog-
       lyphica et gestus, ii.
        412, 413.
    vel, ad placuit, scilicet
    cec. characteres rectas, ub.
    2. de locutione, ii. 410.
  b. de sericentia, quae, ii.
     411, 412.

Logica — continued.
  aut alphabeto vulgari
  perfectur, ii. 415.
  aut cipriss, ii. 427—
  ad grammaticam literati-
  rum pertinentem sensum
  mensura, accentus, ii.
  417—419.
  b. grammaticae philosophicae,
     ii. 414—417.
  2. de methodo sermonis, ii.
     427—430. Vide Methodus.
  3. de illustratione sermonis, ii.
     437—491. Vide rhetorica.
  appendices duo artis traditivi
  de libratorum lectio, ii.
  492.
  a. arti critica, ii. 492—494.
  b. arti pedagogica, ii. 484—
     497.
  vulgaris inutilis, l. 214.
  nova propositur, l. 214—216.
  Baconiana quid docet, l. 536.
  nostra differat a vulgari principi-
  tribus, vii. 42.
  finis nostrae, s.b.
  Logicae, errores necessum om.
  vii. 265.
  Longavitatem animalium, iii.
  364—369.
  plures ex arbitrio longae
  quorum ex quadrupedibus,
  iii. 365.
  animalia, quae creantur
  magis ex substantia matri
  quam patrie, longaverae,
  iii. 364.
  de gestatione in utero lon-
  gaverae, s.b.
  grammaverae brevioris avii
  quam herbivora, iii. 363.
  de integumento corporis, s.b.
  magna crania brevioris avii,
  s.b.
  volantia et nataetia longe-
  viera quae foruntur, iii.
  366.
  quae longiore tempore per-
  scendunt longaverae, s.b.
  animalia mitiora non lo-
  gava, s.b.
  quorum carnes atrores, lo-
  gisia sunt vitae, s.b.
  mole grandiora, pusillis lon-
  gaverae, s.b.

Hominem, iii. 331—473.
  an locum sit, ii. 531.
  hominem S. Scipionem mem-
  oratorum, iii. 369—372.
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...continued.

hominum qui apud ethnico

svitas — continued.

autore invenciur, ii. 373—391.
apud nos in Anglia, ii. 391.


Longanimity, vi. 383.

Longevity, whether desirable, iii. 315.

whether men justified in aspiring

for, iii. 316.

Bacon's theory of, iii. 319.

Bacon's assertions of, whences de

riecd, iii. 390.

whether a blessing, x. 11.

inquiries to be made concerning,

x. 16, 17.

of men mentioned in Scripture,

x. 48—51.

instances from heathen authors,

x. 51—56.

other historic instances, x. 57—

65.

of madmen, x. 65.

of nymphs and demons, 65.

the same from the time of Moses
to the present day, x. 66.

greater in the cold climates, x.

67.

in islands than in continents,

in high places than in low,

x. 68.

in marshes, 65.

countries remarkable for, 65.

how far hereditary, x. 68, 70.
signs of, x. 71—73.
influence of diet on, x. 73, 74.

what mode of living promotes,

x. 74—79.

the religious life, x. 74.

the literary, x. 75.

the country, x. 76.

the military, 65.

medicines to produce, x. 76—78.

health and longevity not pro-

duced by the same causes, x.

89.

three intentions respecting, 65.

1. prevention of consumption.

2. perfecting repair.

3. renovation of decay,

aided by spare and regular diet,

x. 85.

promoted by reasonable sexual

intercourse, x. 96.

how affected by the working of

the passions, x. 96—100.

in caves and on high places, x.

104, 105.

exclusion of the air, conducive
to, x. 168.

juice of the body hard and ros-

cid, x. 169.
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Machiaveli—continued.
on Fabius Maximus, iii. 108; vi. 376; ix. 397.
his doctrine not virtue itself, but
its appearance to be attained, vi. 384; ix. 293.
de paupertate monachorum, ii. 114; vi. 167.
landatus, iii. 31.
discursus super politica, ii. 354; iii. 87; vi. 210, 350; viii. 478; ix. 293, 294.
malas artes ejus politicas, iii. 113.
Machina intellectus inferior, vii. 162.
Macroephalus, iv. 174.
Macule in sole, vii. 311.
nigrantes in hemisphario ant-
areo, vii. 332.
Macenas longo tempore ante obitum
non dormivit, iii. 478.
Magi at the Nativity, viii. 518.
Magia naturalis, quid, i. 177, 178, 204; ii. 333, 300; iii. 301; vii. 82, 103, 192.
solummodo per invenitum
ferrum, ii. 360.
Persarum, ii. 285.
cælestis, ii. 281.
Magic practices explained, v. 141;
vi. 229.
natural, vii. 120, 514. See Na-
tural Magic.
why prohibited, ix. 52, 53.
substitutions, viii. 120.
the practical division of meta-
physica, viii. 178.
instances of, viii. 346.
chief business of, viii. 474, 513.
celestial, viii. 407.
produced by metaphysics and the
imposition of forms, viii. 512.
popular and degenerate, vii. 514.
Magica, quid, i. 353.
effecta sanitatis modis, i. 353.
Magician deludes himself as to the
scope of his power, vi. 417.
Magical method of discourse, ix. 122.
Magnalia of nature, ix. 82.
nature, v. 415.
Magnarumites, antitheta de eh, ii. 477.
Magnanimity, vi. 332.
antitheses for and against, ix. 169.
Magnes, i. 408, 444, 470, 476, 498,
154, 505; ii. 378, 381.
"Inquisition de Magnoe," iv.
125—125.
adamant magnetic virtutein non
impedit, iv. 124.
quenodo a calore affectus, iv.
125.
experimentum super fastigium
Templi S. Pauli, Londini, 46.
an terza sit, ut Gilbertus sit, v.
261.
magistis historia conseribenda, ii.
93.
Magnet, viii. 229, 251, 293, 299, 286,
201, 311, 315, 318.
four virtues of, viii. 313.
the discovery of, viii. 141, 142.
proposed history of, viii. 375.
immersed in a dissolution of iron,
ix. 75, 76.
"Inquiry respecting the," x.
260—272.
state of the frontier, iv. 121.
adamant does not hinder the
power of, x. 270.
effects of heat on, x. 271.
experiment with, on the top of
St. Paul's, x. 272.
whether the earth itself be a
magnet, x. 335.
Magnetism, Gilbert's theory of, i. 435.
Magnifying glasses, experiments
with, ix. 80.
Mahomet, superstition of, x. 291.
Mahomet III. murdered all heirs to
his throne, ii. 293.
Mahometii supersticio, vi. 207; vii.
117.
Maisre, M. Jos. de, changes Bacon
with asserting the eternity of mat-
ter, ii. 144; v. 276.
Mais, ix. 169.
Malacizationes corporis, iii. 497.
Mall Peeny, root of, v. 148, 149.
Malefactor, to make men impotent,
v. 110. See Witchcraft.
Malleorium incautelations, ii. 192.
Malting grain, iv. 446, 447.
Man the servant and interpreter of
nature, vi. 67.
is a God to man, vii. 128.
branches of natural history re-
lating to, viii. 376.
the image of the world, viii.
473.
human flesh, venomous quality
of, iv. 171, 172.
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Man — continued.
French disease reported to have originated in cannibalism at siege of Naples, ib. found among cannibals of the West Indies, iv. 172. See Philosophy, Human Mind, Soul, Body.
Man-of-war described, iii. 197; ix. 437, 438.
Maniciporum usus post legem Christianam receptum, iii. 129.
Mandrakes, iv. 436.
Manicheismus heresis, v. 207; vii. 117.
Maniehes, heresy of, x. 291.
Manna, iv. 434.
of Calabria best, v. 50.
gathered from mulberry leaves, ib.
Manners, effect of music on, iv. 231.
not so much corrupted by men abandoned to vice as by the half-evil, vi. 130.
a branch of divinity, vi. 409.
discipline of, contained in the law, ib. influence of books and studies upon, vi. 349.
influence of learning upon, vi. 163.
importance of good manners, ix. 233-236.
See Behaviour, Carriage, Conversation.
Manufactures, history of divers, proposed, viii. 379.
Manure, vi. 396.
Manures and composts of diverse kinds, iv. 375, 420-428.
sterilization, iv. 425.
solling, ib.
ashes, cost, super., iv. 426, 427.
vegetable composts, iv. 427.
irrigation, iv. 428.
Manus Christi for the stomach, a receipt for, viii. 415.
what became of them, v. 193.
Map-makers, how they deal with unknown countries, vi. 38.
Marcus Brutus, his death-bed, ix. 267.
Mare or incuba, cause of, v. 149.
Mare de fluxo et refluxu maris, v. 247-267.
Mars, god maris quinque, v. 247.
Mare — continued.
putum nonnulli consensuum habent cum fluxu et refluxu maris, v. 291.
consensus motuum maris et motibus lune, v. 283, 294.
maris figura, li. 57, 58.
historia ejus conscribenda, ii. 61.
dominium maris monarchiae, iii. 132.
regno Britannico in dotem confit, iii. 133.
Margaretta quomodo agrotis saepe datur, iii. 403.
Market-place, idols of the, vii. 80-83. See Idols.
Marriage, how observed in the New Atlantis, v. 391-394.
Marlsmen's beef, iv. 326.
Marvels, iv. 184.
history of, vi. 183; viii. 411.
Mary, Queen, conspicius to destroy her with a burning-glass, iv. 28.
Masse, majors, iii. 307.
Master and servant, duties of, vi. 228.
Masticatio eorum que spiritus forest.
iii. 433.
Mastications for the mouth, vii. 42.
how to make, x. 125.
Mater, iniquitatis nulla facta & quanto, nec quomodo dici.
uta, iv. 29.
nihil deperdi, aut addi sumus universi, ib.
materies quantitates relative in dolio aerea, et in dolio aerei, iv. 30.
Tabula expansionis materiae, x. 32, 33.
summa materiae in universa, ib.
dem manet, iv. 114.
ina quibus corporibus placi in aliquibus minus sub eodem specie, ib.
se complicat et replicat ne vacuum sit.
necessae est, contractionem ejus per unum ex tribus medios.
Omnia mutari, et nihil esse in terere, ac summan materiam eadem manere, vi. 213.
in experimentis et operationibus
quomodo tractanda, v. 33.
Tabula expansionis ejus, viii. 244-241.
Conservatio ejus, vii. 241.
a natura dispersita, vii. 34.
matter — continued.

Matter prima scholasticorum, v. 293.
formata et dotata secundum antiques, v. 296.
spoliat et passiva, humana menteis commentum, vb.
abstracta, principia prater rationem posita, v. 297.
urum forma ejus nativa et nuda, an superfusa et induta, v. 300.
doctrina Thaleis, v. 301.
Anaximenes, v. 309, 308.
Heracleti, v. 304—306.
Farnamides, v. 310.
Telesii, v. 310—346.
reprehensio harum doctrinarum, v. 306—309.
materia non fluit, shown a change in Isaac's atomic theory, v. 233.
See Matter, Atom, Eternitas.

mathematica aut pura aut mixta, ii.
304—308.
mathematicarum purarum historia conscribenda, ii.
69.

mathematica, a branch of metaphysics, vi.
225.
why so well inquired into, vi.
226.
division of, into pure and mixed, vi.
329; viii.
619.
pure, divided into geometry and arithmetic, vb.
what arts and sciences aided by, vi.
297.
utility of, in training the intellect, vb.

inability to fix the attention remedied by, vi.
303; ix.
187.
proposed history of, viii.
381.
anxiety to make and mechanics, vii.
517, 518.
their subject, quantity, viii.
518.

Matter, mixture between matter and form, ii.
144.
a harlot, forms her suitors, vii.
447.
apetition of combination in all, v.
61.
subtle sympathies and affinities of, v.
53, 54.
expansion and contraction of, vi.
277—280, 269.
operations of man upon, viii.
299—316.
See Operations. configurations of, enumerated, vii.
468.

Matter — continued.

the mastery of the intellect over the variety of its forms, ix.
37.
no inquiry ever made as to the quantity and distribution of, v.
179.
sum total of, always the same, x.
182, 282, 286—301.
relative quantities of, in a hogshead of air and one of water, vb.
more in some bodies than others in the same space, vb.

unfolds itself without creating a vacuum, vb.
contraction of, must take place in one of three ways, x.
280.
three rules for the better experimenting on, x.
299.
set down by the ancients as having form and qualities, x.
350.
despoiled and passive, a fiction of the human mind, x.
350.
abstract matter as a principle contrary to reason, why, x.
351.
opinion of Thales respecting its first principle, x.
280.
of Anaximenes, x.
356, 357.
of Heracletus, x.
386—386.
of Parmenides, x.
365.
of Teleus, x.
363—394.

difficulties of their systems, x.
361—365.
eternity of, x.
386.

conclusion of Democritus comes nearest to that of the primitive wisdom, vb.
proceeds from God according to Sacred Writ, vb.
discipline respecting matter, which we have by faith, vb.

into what forms would created matter left to itself have shaped itself, x.
386, 387.
distribution of, by nature, x.
463.
See Alteration, Conversion, first matter, Chaos and Eros, meaning of, v.
274.
Baron's theory of the creation of, x.
275.
ununderstanding Aristotel., v.
276.
whether its form be native and naked, or appareled and clothed, x.
354.
Matter — continued.
four opinions respecting this, 65. See Alinement, Con-
version.
Maturae fractum ab igne, I. 450. 
Maturae, iv. 310—318, 461. 
distinguished from assimilation, v. 60.
is of three natures; viz., of fruits, 
of drinks, of impostunes, iv. 310.
of drinks, excess of maturation 
produces flatness, 65. 
vinegar will not burn, why, 
iv. 311.
how to refresh drink that 
has pulled, 65. 
by burning the bottles, 65. 
See Clarification.
of fruits, iv. 312—314. 
inclosed in wax, iv. 312. 
hanged in smoke, 65. 
covered with lime and ashes, 
v. 313. 
with crabs and onions, 65. 
in hay and straw, 65. 
in close box, 65. 
bruised by rolling, iv. 314. 
wounded, 65. 
pricked with a pin, 65. 
of gold, iv. 315—318. 
rules to be observed in at-
tempting, iv. 317. 
experiment proposed, iv. 
318. 
nature of gold must be 
known, 65. 
Maydew for medicine should be gath-
ered from the hills, v. 50. 
Mead used by the ancients, in Rus-
sia, in Wallo, v. 58. 
sugar mead, v. 59. 
Measurements of motions, viii. 498. 
Measures of words have produced 
poetry, iv. 114. 
Meats and drinks, which the most 
nourishing kinds, iv. 187— 
192. 
deception in beer of the flesh 
of capons boiled and minced, iv. 
198. 
varieties of like deceptions, iv. 190. 
meatness of the brawn of capons, 65. 
culling of cocks, 65. 
Indian maize, iv. 190. 
rice, 65. 
Meats — continued. 
pistachios, 65. 
warm milk, 65. 
oil of sweet almonds, iv. 191. 
yolks of eggs, 65. 
mincing of meat, 65. 
chests, iv. 192. See Alimenta-
tion, Nourishment.
Mechanica et experimentalis hista-
ria, ii. 47. 
quoi, i. 353; ii. 298. 
mecanica artis continua pro-
gressio, i. 201.
Mechanical history, vi. 184; viii. 554. 
use of, essential to natural 
philosophy, vi. 187. 
arts continually progress, 
87. 
in arts mechanical, the first 
device comes shortest, and 
time perfectest, vi. 60. 
Mechanica, Regens in ignorance, 5, vi. 437. 
the practical division of physics, 
178. 
produced by inquisition of the 
efficient and material causes, 
192. 
three kinds of, 65. 
Mechosham, iv. 192.
Medes, her restoration of Pelus to 
youth, x. 130. 
juvenatum renovans, ili. 463. 
Media, subterranei ignes in, iv. 331. 
Median winds, which, ix. 399. 
their character, ix. 407. 
Medians venti, iii. 225, 241. 
Medicina, are nobilis, ii. 319, 320. 
praepositur ardua et difficilia, ii. 
326. 
cum musica e conjuncta, ii. 
321.
elocum cur eudit impotesta, ii. 
322. 
magis ostentatia quam elaborata, 
magis elaborata quam ampli-
ficata, ii. 325. 
tres eis partibus, 65. 
1. conservatio sanitatis, ii. 
330. 
2. curari morborum, in quas 
partes desiderantur, 
narrativa causum spe-
cialium, ii. 332. 
diligentia in anatomiis, 
ii. 327—330. 
opera de curatione mor-
borum pro insanabil-
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Medicina — continued.

ibus habitorum, ii. 330.
mitigatio dolorum et euthanasia, ii. 331.
particularis medicinæ ad curaciones morbor
on singularum, ii. 332-334.
balnea artificialia, ii. 334.
filum medicinale, ii. 335, 336.
3. prolongatio vitae, ii. 335, 336-341.
de quæ quattuor monita, ii. 336, 337.
judicia ejus, et præcep
ba, ii. 339-341.
a quattuor elementis Aristoteli
erelatae affecta, vii. 119.
fabula superstitiosae, iii. 408-
medicine quæ ad longe vivi
unt et dilatationem, iv. 76.
decinale, deficiency of, vi.
348.
decinale historia conscribenda, ii.
68.
medicinæ, definition of, vi. 245.
offices of, vi, 246, note.
deficiencies in, vi. 245-251.
use of, in mental affections, vi.
339.
apart from natural philosophy,
mere empiricism, vi. 236.
compared with music, vi. 242.
science of, why conjectural, 66.
more laboured than advanced, vi.
245.
Apollon and Euclea, gods of.
ix. 92.
our Saviour's miracles of heal-
ing, ix. 23, 24.
subtlety of the subject, ix. 24.
Paracelsus' doctrine, 69.
imposture in, ix. 25, 26.
the profession of, ix. 27.
three offices of, ix. 29, 47.
1. preservation of health, ix.
36.
2. cure of diseases, ix. 31-
30.
3. in which many deficien-
cies exist, ix. 81.

Medicina — continued.
neglect to take notes of cases, 9.
neglect of anatomical study, ix. 25-34.
quiry concerning outward euthanasia, ix.
34.
neglect of the particular curæ for particular
diseases, ix. 35-37.
preparation of medi-
cines, ix. 37.
too compeundious a method of treatment, ix.
38, 39.
3. prolongation of life, ix.
29, 30-44.
this the principal part of the art, ix. 29.
four admonitions for, ix. 40.
directions for, ix. 41-
44.
three principal precepts for, ix. 45.

Medicines, physicians should inquire
what simples nature yieldeth, iv.
467.
veins of medicinal earth, v. 7.
preparation of, careless, ix. 27.
to produce longevity, x. 78-79.
operating on the human body by
dilatation, xix. 324, 328.
of the mind, ix. 315.
branches of natural history relating
to, vii. 377, 378.

Medicus cur artis sue parum studi
sus, ii. 329, 333.
circas generalis nimium occupa
res, ii. 324.
ligandi et solvendi claves habeb
vi. 333.
empiricus, ii. 107.
Meditator, tides in, x. 334, 335.
Meeting the first move, antitheses
for and against, ix. 180.
Melanchthon, his condensation of
Arcturus, vii. 274.
Melanthium, v. 131.
Melitus catulus, ii. 129.
Melicotomia, iv. 366, 371.
Melting of bodies, what, x. 158.
melting point of substances, i.
465.
Memoria quoniam coelesta, i.
410; ii.
404-408.
are memoriam artificialia, 9.
Memoria — continued.
ministrationes ad memoriam tres, vii. 68, 49.
memoriam humane vives, ii. 313.
Memoria, a division of civil history, vi. 188.
two kinds of, s6.
or preparatory history, viii. 423.
Memory, vi. 261, 280; vii. 407.
division of learning relating to, vi. 182.
foundations of, vi. 289.
divided into, ix. 103.
1. doctrine concerning helps to the memory, where-
of writing is the chief, s6.
2. doctrine of the memory itself, ix. 104.
divided into pretention and
power of, ix. 18.
artificial aids to, vii. 228, 229.
of the just is blessed, ix. 244.
Menander, saying of, respecting vain
love, vi. 344.
of sensual love, ix. 227, 228.
Mendacii duplex vitium, ii. 131.
Mens hominis, velut manna hominis,
sine instrumentis parum valet, vii.
375.
Mensura, scat, i. 531.
Mensurae, sight of, will rust
a glass, v. 129.
kills woman, s6.
Mercernarii militales, iii. 133.
Mercenary forces, ix. 302.
Mercurius per universitatem rerum
permanet, i. 531.
natura primordialis, iii. 303.
in conjunctione solis, viii. 332.
Mercury, its properties, viii. 343.
in conjunction with the sun, x.
449.
chemistry of, ix. 472, 473. See
Quicksilver.
Meroe, iv. 341.
Meroe, his criterion on Bacon's
doctrine of idola, l. 162.
Metalla, mento eorum in libro Jobi,
ii. 148, 149.
de causa condensationis eorum,
iv. 38.
per calamem aperimurtr, iv. 66.
ae transmutationis, iv. 40.
de augmentaciones ponderis in
metallis, iv. 116.
Metalla — continued.
transmutationes metalorum, br.
117.
consensus eorum, i. 531.
geniarion, i. 392.
historia eorum ac consiliorum, 63.
solutions, iv. 79-81.
Metals, growth of, v. 68, 69.
drowning the base in the most
precious, v. 69, 60.
mode of alloying, s6.
compound proposed, vii. 89-
400.
refinement of, vii. 400, 401, 42.
separation from one another.
principulation of, viii. 400, 409, 43.
practical suggestions for re-
searches touching, viii. 49-
400.
disclosure of, iv. 335.
colours produced by dissolutions
of, iv. 392.
the base, whether they have been
sufficiently refined, v. 69.
found sometimes to resemble the
precious, i.
the precious, v. 59, 60. See Gold.
Silver.
incorporation of, vii. 386-388.
drowning of within other metals
in two ways, vii. 290.
compared with vegetables, viii.
343.
mode of their generation, i.
proposed history of, viii. 375.
conversion of, viii. 316.
condensation of, how caused, x.
198.
possibility of transmutation of,
x. 190.
opened by heat, x. 215, 216.
solvents of, x. 527-530.
how to increase their weight, x.
284.
transmutation of, s6.
Metaphysica, quid, i. 335.
exquisite causes formales et
ales, ii. 258-257.
Metaphysics, a branch of natural
science, vi. 219-225.
distinguished from philosophia
prima, vii. 217.
from physics, vi. 217, 218.
inquiry into Formal and Final
causes, a part of, vi. 217, 218.
mathematics a branch of, vi.
225.
Metaphysics — continued.

definition of, viii. 178.

meaning of the term, viii. 452—

453.
divisions of, viii. 504—511.

the point of the pyramid of

knowledge, viii. 507.

Metellus, Caesar's answer to, vi. 151.

Metempsychosis, ii. 348.

Meteorological registers, utility of, ii. 37.

Meteors, history of, i. 443; x. 412.

Meteorum Historiae, ii. 197; vii. 303.

Method, placed in Logic as a part of

judgment, vi. 288.

contains the rules of judgment, vi.

289.
magistral and probational, id.

diversities of, vi. 258—264.

error of premature reduction of

knowledge to arts and, vi. 131.

Lord Bacon's, i. 333; viii. 34.

See Bacon,

how to be received, viii. 75.

of the ancient, vii. 157.
of discourse, ix. 121—130.

the architecture of the sciences, ix.

128.

Methodical delivery, vi. 289.

Methodus antiquorum, i. 331, 392.

ad filios, i. 153.

Sermonis, ii. 427—436.

Methodi, sive Praedentiae Tradi-
tivae, genera enumeration,

ur, ii. 437—432.

1. magistralis et initiativa, ii.

428, 429.

2. aecromatica, sive enigm-

atica, ii. 439.

3. per aphorismos, ii. 430, 431.

4. per asseritiones cum pro-

bationibus, vel per quasitiones cum deter-

minationibus, ii. 432.

5. per methodum subjecta

materialia accommoda-
tam, id.

6. secundum anticipaciones

in animis discentium

prima impressa, ii. 432, 433.

partes ejus dae,—

1. de dispositionibus totius oper-

ris, ii. 434.

2. de limitationes proposito-

num, ii. 435.

Methodus water, receipt for, vii.

426.

Metics in ancient verse, ix. 114.

Metus gravioris vitam abbreviavit.

ili. 425.

dat subitam mortem, ili. 471.

Menestens, torment of, iv. 195.

Mice, whether generated by potrefac-

tion, i. 409.

Microcosm, man so called, v. 118; vi.

241.

Microcosmus corpus humanus, ii.

320.

homo, vi. 81.

Microscope, viii. 271, 272.

microscope discoveries of Schled-


Midas, judgment of, vi. 170.

Military Arts, excellence in, compat-

ible with learning, vi. 99.

virtues and power of, promoted by

learning, vi. 154—163.

when they must flourish, vi. 253.

wasteful disposition of a people

the strength of a nation, ix.

301.

injured by the sedentary arts, ix.

205.

Militia imbellis ruina civitatum, iii.

123.


Mill, his observation on the defects of

Bacon's Inductive Logic, ii. 23.

Mind, knowledge respecting the, vi.

237.

sympathy between body and

mind, vi. 237—241.

action of, on body, vi. 239.

use of medicine in affections of, vi.

399.

affections of, depend on the state of

the body, vi. 240.

effect of diet and regimen on the,

vi. 239.

nature of, vi. 254.

faculties or functions of the, id.

culture of the, in youth, importance

of, vi. 306.

percepts concerning the culture of

the, vi. 308.

diseases and infirmities of the,

vi. 336.

influence of habit upon the, vi.

338.

countenance and gesture the

gate of the, vi. 365.

imagery of, likened to reflexions

from glasses, vi. 61.
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Mind — continued.
 diseases of, how to be cured, ix. 216.
 mutual relation and conformity between the good of mind and body, ix. 229. See Knowledge, Philosophy, Science.
 Mine and the furnace, the two parts of natural philosophy, viii. 489.
 inquiry as to the situations of mines, x. 183.
 Minerve de situm eorum in genera, quaedam, iv. 33.
 porcellane: artificiae in China, iv. 103.
 Mineral baths, vi. 290.
 Ministraeones ad sensum, viii. 48.
 Mirabilites, their manner, viii. 412.
 Mirabilium historia, vii. 233.
 Miracles, use of, vi. 212.
 either not true or not natural, viii. 413.
 never wrought to convert an atheist, why, viii. 477.
 our Saviour's miracles of healing, ix. 33, 34.
 Miracula minis facile accepta, ii. 332.
 humane: nature, calendarium eorum studenteratum, ii. 314.
 Mirage caused by the shining of nitre upon the sea sands, v. 46.
 Mirror of Pallas, a parable, viii. 462.
 Mirrors of humanity, ix. 13, 14.
 Missedone, iv. 410, 411.
 said to be sworn by the miskel-throag, vi. 409, 410.
 the only perfect superplant, iv. 400, 408.
 Misilia, motus violentus eorum per pressum explanato, i. 447; v. 229-230.
 motus eorum in rotationibus, v. 229.
 Mines an imperfect condensations of the air, x. 283, 289.
 Mixturae corporum, i. 485.
 spiritualia, l. 471.
 liquorum, vi. 244.
 Mists, distilled water of, viii. 430.
 Mithridatium medicina, ii. 332.
 Mixture of bodies, viii. 280, 281.
 of spirits, viii. 296.
 Modern History, viii. 351.
 deficiency of, viii. 392. See History.
 Molendinorum motus, iii. 378-381.
 Moni fenestra, iii. 91.
 Moon, the window of, ix. 271.
 Monachorum paupertas, ii. 114.
 Monarchies incline us to profit and pleasure, vi. 76.
 the Roman, the last of earthly, ix. 310.
 Monastic life, defence of, vi. 315.
 not simply contemplative, ix. 198.
 Money, not the sinews of war, ix. 307.
 Monotony of life, ix. 203.
 Monsters, viii. 357.
 Monstra, ii. 47; viii. 253.
 Montaigne, entirely absorbed in the matter in hand, ix. 277.
 Moon, coloryfug rose of, i. 358.
 the four chief influences of, v.
 drawing forth heat, iv. 206;
 inducing putrefaction, v. 111.
 increase of moisture both in plants and in the human brain, v. 113.
 exciting the motion of the spirits, as in lunacies, &c.
 effect of, on weather, &c.
 virtues of the full of the moon, vii. 113, 114.
 no heat in her beams, viii. 374.
 corporal substance of, vii. 361; x. 448.
 not a waster, druse, or solid body, x. 467.
 her influence on terrestrial bodies, vii. 345.
 her visit to Etna, viii. 458, 459.
 swelling of sap during full moon, x. 220.
 magnetic influence of, on the tides, vii. 490; x. 310.
 certain tidal motions appear to correspond with the lunar, x. 329.
 but not the tides every six hours, x. 327, 328.
 human face in her orbs, x. 383.
 her position in the heavens, x. 431.
 Arcadian fable of her first appearance, x. 428.
 spots on, x. 445, 446.
 Moons, iv. 361.
Mora pronus nature et dispensatrix, i. 928.

antitheta de, ii. 486.

Moral knowledge, its divisions, vi. 311, 312; ix. 191.

I. The exemplar or platform of good, ix. 194.

its divisions, —

1. good simple, or the kinds of good, ix. 196.

a. individual or self good, ix. 201.

its divisions, —

b. good active, ix. 201-204.

c. good passive, ix. 204.

conservative, &c.

perfective, &c.

b. good of communion, ix. 196.

its division into duties, —

general, ix. 208.

respective, ix. 209.

2. good comparative, or the degrees of good, ix. 194, 195.

II. The culture or georgics of the mind, ix. 194.

its divisions, ix. 216.

1. of the different characters of natures and dispositions, ix. 216-218.

2. of the affections and perturbations, ix. 219-221.

3. of their cures and remedies by custom, &c., ix. 221-222.

Appendix, on the relation between the goods of mind and body, ix. 229, 230. See Knowledge.

Moral law, a part of divine revelation, vi. 295.

higher than the light of nature, ix. 348.

Moral philosophy, vi. 238, 309, 344.

the handmaid to religion, vi. 330, 342.

difference between civil knowledge and, vi. 347.

the theology of the heathens, viii. 111.

Moral philosophy — continued.

the handmaid of divinity, ix. 215, 226.

the end of, ix. 322.

untied study for young men, ix. 223, 224. See Philosophy.

Moral responsibility refers to the soul alone, i. 107.

Moral sense of Scripture often preferable to the literal, vi. 407.

Morality, vi. 297.

promoted by learning, vi. 163, 164.

Morbus Gallicum certis diastis curatur, iii. 468.

More, Sir Thomas, his serenity of mind at the point of death, ix. 17.

More literaturum, ii. 117.

Moris apotheosis, vii. 314.

Morriss Dance in Hartfordshire, danced by eight centenarians, x. 65.

More, precursores mortis duo, iii. 476-479.

a capitale convertio, iii. 478.

a corde extremus labor pulsum. &c.

signa mortis in praepinquio, &c.

signa post mortem, iii. 477.

vitalitas animalium, &c.

resuscitationes mortuorum, iii. 478, 479.

canones mobiles de formâ mortis, iii. 483-502.

formido mortis reprimenda, iii. 25.

Morus Dioboli, a root, fable of, iv. 449.

Mortalitatem dictum Alexandri cia, ii. 158.


Mortres, made with the brawn of capons, iv. 189.

Morus Anglicis Cancellarius mortuorum, ii. 313, 314.

Moses, his defect of speech, iv. 346.

God's first pen, vi. 139.

philosophy to be found in the ceremonial law, &c.

legislator et primum Dei notarius, i. 147.

lex ejus ceremonialis, &c.

Mose, a species of mound, iv. 222.

a rudiment between patriotation and a herb, vi. 31; viii. 239.

Mother, rising of it, how cured, iv. 290; vi. 192.

of distilled waters, iv. 332.
Motion after death remains in birds longer than in men, why, iv. 302.
of bodies produced by pressure, experiments touching, iv. 163—
of water in glass vessel on drawing a wet finger round the lip of the glass, iv. 163.
upon pressure of brittle bodies, iv. 164.
of bullet propelled by powder, ò.
of liberty, 1st upon pressure, 2nd upon tension, ò.
of a bell, of a vertical string, iv. 165.
Bacon's investigation without result, vi. 441.
Preface to the Inquisition legation de natura, vii. 147—149.
chosen by Bacon as his first subject, v., vii. 148.
vulgar distinctions of valueless, viii. 96, 97; x. 294—297.
the genius of which heat is a species, vii. 211.
rest and motion, viii. 220.
quick motion not yet competently measured, vii. 282.
the principal kinds of motions, or active virtues, vii. 302—
of resistance, viii. 302, 303.
of connection, viii. 303.
of liberty, ò.
of matter, viii. 306.
of continuity, viii. 307.
for gain, or of want, ò.
of the greater congregation, viii. 308.
of the lesser congregation, vii. 309.
the magnetic, viii. 313.
of flight, viii. 314.
of assimilation or self-multiplication, viii. 316.
of excitation, viii. 317.
of impression, viii. 318.
of configuration, viii. 320.
of transition, viii. 321.
the royal or political, ò.
of rotation, viii. 322.
of trepidation, viii. 324.
of reposo, or aversion to move, ò.
regulation of, viii. 341.
discourse concerning voluntary motion neglected, ix. 34, 35.
Motion—continued.
ever preceded by imagination, ix. 61.
Aristotle's doctrines, ix. 84.
the inquiry concerning the moving principles of things hitherto neglected, x. 294.
this inquiry the only way to bind the Proteus nature, x. 295.
Aristotle's division of, v. 211.
of projectiles explained, x. 306—
why rotatory, x. 309.
causes of motion in fire-arms, x. 310—
of bale, x. 311. Fide Hyle.
of liberty, x. 294.
abstraction of, has begotten an infinite number of families, x. 353.
circular, nature of, x. 308.
natural distinguished from violent, x. 308.
of ascent and descent, ò.
in a straight line, suits the parts of globes, x. 420.
circular may be without limits, x. 436.
no argument of eternity from, x. 436, 441.
the only power man has ever nature, x. 408.
of the heavenly bodies, x. 468—
cosmical or mutual, x. 469.
cosmical is the diurnal motion by spirals within the tropical, x. 473.
a natural body may have more than one proper motion, x. 473.
four kinds of greater motions in the heavens, x. 473.
of the planets, x. 478, 479.
proposed histories of, x. 377.
motions of matter are simple or compound, x. 480, 480.
simple motions, what, i. 70.
simple motions enumerated, viii. 480.
measurements of, viii. 500.
of wind compared with that of water, ix. 480.
motions of the sea, five in number, x. 319—323.
tides not a motion of rising and
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Motion — continued.
falling as of water in a cauldron, x. 322.
diurnai explains that of the tides, x. 328. See Diurnal
Motion, Moon.

Mots est instar generis ad calorem, i. 267.
quies et motus, i. 433.
sive virtutes activa corporum, i. 483—416.
antityps, i. 438.
nexus, i. 499.
libertas, s.
hyles, i. 491; iv. 63.
continuationis, i. 492.
ad lucrum, i. 483.
congregationis majoris, i. 494.
congregationis minoris, s.
magnificus, i. 496.
figoe, s.
assimilations, i. 501.
excitationis, i. 54s.
imperssio, i. 598.
configurationis, i. 598.
pertransmissionis, i. 598.
regius, s.
trepidationis, i. 510.
decubitus, i. 514.
regimen motus, i. 529.
historia motuum conscribenda, ii.
vel simplicis vel compositi, ii.
voluntarias, unde, ii. 352; iv. 58.
ventorum, iii. 222, 223, 294, 290, 293.
in velis navium, iii. 223.
in velis molendinorum, iii.
vehemontes ad centum, ii. 381.
naturalis veterum, iii. 360.
negligentia veterum in inquisitione de movendis rerum principiis, v. 209—211.
natura, velat. Proetus, hoc modo solum vincenda, v. 211.
divisa motus recepta in philosophia popularis, v. 211—213.
miscarium per presuram, v. 222—
229.
in rotationibus, cur, v. 225.
modo motus in tormentis ignibus, v. 236, 237.

Motus — continued.
maris quinque, v. 247. Vide
Luna.
fluxum et refluxum maris esse vel motum substantiae et de-
miscionis, vel motum progressus, v. 249.
diurnum, v. 255, 256.
abstracto motis infinitas phan-
tasiae peperti, v. 249.
rotationis spontanea, i. 508.
doctrine. Telesio de rotatione calorem, v. 314.
oralculi, v. 315.
gravis et levis, quid, v. 345; vii.
236.
inquisitio legitima de motu, vii.
149—153, 162—170.
libertas, iv. 86; vii. 104.
receptiones a temurari, viii. 256.
successiones, s.
non ater vacuus, s.
homini in naturam sola potestas
motus, v. 289.
rectas partibus globorum conven-
tit, viii. 291.
celseum, aliis cosmicis, aliis ad
invicem, vii. 350.
lurrta stare, calo motus diurna circumferri, s.
diurnus coeli stellarum, vii. 351.
cosmicus, est motus diurnus
per auran intra tropicos, vii.
334.
quatuor genera motum prater cosmicum, s.
Moulds, iv. 92.
differ from plants in three points, iv.
431.
on cirrus, s.
moss, mushrooms, and agaries
moulds, iv. 322, 431.
found also on poplars, iv.
165.
from the skull of a dead man
unburied will stain blood, v.
165.
may be procured in Ireland, v.
161.
Much and Little, inquiry concerning, vii.
474; iv. 476.
Mucius, his death towards Antoni
nus, iv. 274.
Mummies, Egyptian, v. 44—46.
maney stands blood, v. 153.
Murrum in aere, iii. 289.
Mucus in electus, iii. 453.
Muscovia has a late spring yet an
early harvest, why, iv. 418.
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Mushrooms. iv. 407, 408.
cause incubus or the mare, why,
iv. 407.
a venenum, de. produced by poplar bark, de. by burning a stubble, iv. 408.

from hartshorn, de.
fungues resembling, de.
on trees. iv. 444.

Music. iv. 225-232; ix. 46.
musical sounds, iv. 223-206.
medicine and music conjoined by the ancient poets in Apollo, vi. 248.

in practice well pursued, but in theory very weakly, iv. 225.
similarity of tropes in rhetoric and music, viii. 298.

proposed history of, vii. 278.
instrument to be played by the rays of the sun, x. 205. See Sounds.

Musica historia conscribenda, ii. 66.
cum medicina cur conjungitur, ii. 231.

Musk furthers venenum appetite, v. 131.
Metabilitas terrae, vii. 316-319, 208.
cereleum, vii. 319-327.

Metability of the earth, x. 434-437.
of the heavens, x. 437-445.

Myrobalane, iv. 183.
sweet before ripe, why, iv. 445.

Mysteries of faith. ix. 346, 250.

Mytho, classical, explanations of, viii. 444-469.

X.

Name-given by Adam, vi. 101; vi. 80.
etaymology of. ix. 112.

Napaeus, malleu fed on, iv. 399.

Nauspiter, Ruelius ignorant of his loga-

rithmus, vi. 437.

Narvaces, v. 26, 37; x. 55-57.

Narrations, a division of history, vi.
200, 190; vii. 424, 429, 430.

Narrative poetry an imitation of his-
tory, vi. 204.

Natura animalium, vii. 248.
in profoundo aqua facilior, 8.

Nativities in astrology without foun-
dation, viii. 291, 255.

Natura non nisi partes venenum vinetur, i.
241, 437; vi. 129.

substituta natura, i. 343, 247; v.
206; vi. 87.

Natura — continued.

anticipations, i. 247.

interpretatio, 8. corpora et actio naturalia, i. 433.
in triplici statu positur, ii. 47.
primus status ad species rerum refertur, 8.
secundus ad monstra, 8.
tortius ad artificialia, 8.
summa ejus economia ab homine non invenienda, ii. 102.
antitheta de, ii. 470.

philosophie debirix, iv. 209.
tria consilia ut hominum peritus cum natura negotiuntur, v.
214.
dissaeo ejus non abstraeactio a-
cienda, v. 299.
occulta ejus veluti a igni divina clausa manere, vii. 44.
unites naturae, vii. 89.

lumen naturae, vii. 92.

exemplum inquisitionis de natura, vii. 164.
u forteuna, a fronte capitula, de occipito calva, vii. 529.
aut libera, aut perturbata, ut restricta. Hale Philosophia Naturalis, Interpretatio Na-

ture.

Natura divina quid sihi voluit is creando, v. 335.

Natura naturalis, i. 74, 241.
Natural and artificial, inquiry con-

cerning, ix. 477.

things why preferred to artificial, ix.
151.

Natural and unnatural, inquiry con-

cerning, ix. 477.

Natural Divination, two kinds of, vi.
450.

Natural History, viii. 408-418; x.
403-418.

Brown's, when published, i. 138.
his hope of assistance from the Kings, ii. 98.
importance of in his eyes, ii. 29.
feasibility of his method, ii. 31.

division of, vi. 164.
deficiency of, vi. 184; vii. 173.
suggestion that the king should undertake to prosecute it, vi.
29.

must be founded, not on argu-

ment, but by observation of facts, vii. 46.
method of experiments proposed, viii.
48, 49.
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Natural History — continued.
by Francis Bacon's, viii. 149.
the foundation of all science,
hitherto neglected, ix. 369-371.
Bacon's own reasons for applying
it to it, ix. 372.
its relation to the Organon, ix.
373.
plan of the treatise on, ix. 375-377.
catalogue of the titles of particu-
lar histories, viii. 373-381.
of geography, viii. 374.
in its subject is threefold, treat-
ing, viii. 357, 410; x. 407.
of the liberty of nature, id.
of the errors of nature, id.
of the bonds of nature, id.
may be distributed therefore into
histories of, 1st, generations;
2nd, protogenerations; 3rd,
arts, id.
in its use twofold, viii. 358, 416;
ix. 409.
for the sake of the particu-
lar knowledge simply,
as the primary material of
philosophy.
three superfluities to be avoided,
iii. 359, 369.
percepts for its compilation, viii.
365-369.
authorities, how to be noted, viii.
367.
five supplemental suggestions, viii.
366-370.
brevity of the laws of nature
compared with the length of
man's commentaries thereon,
ix. 370.
has the same division as con-
crete physics, viii. 486.
its noblest end is to be the mat-
ter of lawful induction, x. 409.
such an one is wanting, x. 410.
example thereof, being a treatise
on celestial bodies, x. 413-
469.
Natural magic — continued.
recollect of, v. 146, 151. See
Magic.
Natural motion the ancient name for
gravity, ix. 406.
Natural Philosophy, Bacon's idea of,
vi. 110-125; vi. 19, 207.
two parts of, viz. natural science
and natural prudence, vi. 214.
advantage to, from a registry of
doubles, vi. 392.
much fabulous matter a dis-
credit to, vi. 125.
neglected for divinity and law,
vi. 425.
among the Romans and Gre-
cians, id.
magnifies the glory of God, vi.
435.
a defence against infidelity, id.
See Philosophy.
Natural prudence, the operative part
of natural philosophy, vi. 214,
215.
division of, vi. 228.
Natural theology, or divine philos-
ophy, viii. 477-480. See Divine
Philosophy.
Naturalis historia, catalogue histo-
riarum naturalium particulari-
rum, ii. 61-69.
geographies, ii. 62. Vide His-
toria naturalis.
Naturalis magia, ii. 153.
Naturalisation of strangers, ix. 304.
Nature, Bacon's view of, i. 106-115.
saying of Leibnitz, ii. 107.
doctrine of Aristotle, i. 108.
charged by Bacon with having put
Nature in the place of God, id.
Bacon's opinion of the limi-
tedness of, i. 117, 118.
interpretation of; the soul of Ba-
con's system, i. 149.
an analysis of, how far possible
according to him, ii. 296.
true mode of studying the pro-
cesses of, v. 75.
the Divine nature, vi. 27.
summary law of, reserved by
God within his own curtain,
vi. 92.
knowledge of, under the protec-
tion of religion, vi. 93.
light of, compared with the mor-
al law, ix. 348.
the mysteries of faith not to be
deduced from, viii. 477.
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Nature — continued.
be commanded must be obeyed, viii. 49, 163.
subletly of, viii. 69, 72.
no reason for confusion, x. 295.
anticipations of, viii. 73, 74.
interpretations of, viii. 73, 74, 163.
man's empire over, must be recovered, viii. 163.
exists in three states, having reference to: 1. Species of things; 2. monsters; 3. arts, viii. 357.
seen best in smallest portions, viii. 414, 472.
risks to a point like a pyramid, vii. 459.
body of, formidable, viii. 450.
either united and collected, or diffused and distributed, viii. 483.
problems of, viii. 500.
does nothing in vain, viii. 511: x. 292.
antitheses for and against, ix. 161.
indeed to philosophy, x. 179.
three sources, that men may deal with nature more successfully, x. 299.
one who philosophizes must dissect, not abstract, x. 302.
relation of, to art, x. 497, 498.
the mirror of art, ix. 77.
her mode of working compared with that of the artist, ix. 228.
three things subordinate only to, x. 499.
immobility and quiet destroyed by the system of Copernicus, x. 491.
distribution of matter by, x. 463.
Nature's specific abstract qualities, i. 65.
Thus: the principal objects of our inquiry, ib.
single memoir, study of, important, "ib."
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Nitro, scouring virtue of, iv. 335, 336.

stunts the growth of dogs, iv. 330.
in milk, bad for children, ib.

amost the bud of the vine with,

iv. 360.
dissolved in wine, scent of cools

the spirits, x. 151.

created for refrigeration of spir-

its, x. 90.

the spirit of the earth, x. 91.

produces longevity if taken, x.

92.

so the nitrous smell of fresh

earth, x. 93.

swells from the soil, x. 206.

Nitrum, est tanguam aroma frigi-

dum, iii. 417; iv. 108.
in natura vegetabilis, iii. 417.
in congelatione usitatim, ib.
in pulvere pyrite potum conducit

ad fortitudinem, iii. 418.

velut spiritus terrae, ib.

animalia pinguis reedit, ib.

impingut solum, ib.

spiritus humanos densatis, iii. 418,

419.

usus nitri in cibis, iii. 419.

plants nitrosus, ib.

causa virtutis odorum terrae re-

centia, iii. 420.

Lapidibus est instar rubiginis, iii.

339.

ex gleba terrae tumescens, iv. 37.

Nobilitas, antitheta de ea, ii. 465.

Nobility, antitheses for and against,

ix. 154.

Norma aedecardis, iii. 309-311.

North wind blows as it were from

above, ix. 394.
called also Etesian, ix. 393.

cause of the Nile inundations, ib.

chiefly in the daytime, ix. 399.
clears the sky, ix. 402.

blows higher and more steadily than the south wind, ix. 402,

403.

cold and dry like the east wind,

ix. 403.

healthiest when from the land,

ix. 404.

if it rise by night, rarely lasts

more than three days, ib.

often accompanied by other con-

trary winds, ix. 405.

storms during, ib.

bad for consumption, ix. 406.
sometimes directly follows, but

North wind — continued.

is not directly followed by, a

south wind, ix. 409.

its changes with the south wind

a sign of a hard or mild win-
ter, ix. 429, 430.

Te de Bosca,

Northern Sea, tidies of, x. 332,

333.

Not proven, verdict of, ix. 322.

Notes of cogitations, deficiency of, vi.

284.

of things by congruity, ix. 109.

Nothing and something, no propor-
tions between, ix. 146.

Notio simplex, est instar superficiis,

vii. 81.

Notiones, in notionibus nil semel, nec

in logicae, nee in physiologia, i. 244.

Notiones insensae, both moral and

physical, viii. 70.

Notitia aliorum hominum, praecepta

summaria de, iii. 91-99.

sex medis elicienda, iii. 93.

1. per vultus et aura, ib.

2. per verba, iii. 94.

3. per facta, iii. 95.

4. per ingenia sua, iii. 96,

97.

5. per fines suas, ib.

6. per relationes aliorum, iii.

97.

sui notitia considerationibus hu-

jusmodi comparanda.

1. comparando naturam su-

am cum temperibus suis, iii.

99.

2. et cum professionibus vi-

tas quas in usu sunt, ib.

3. et cum equalibus et annu-

lis suis, iii. 100.

4. de amicis ac necessariae

delegantes, ib.

5. de cavendo ab imitatores

exemplorum, iii. 101.

Nouer l'agglotitum, — a charm used

in Gascony to produce impotency,

v. 110.

Nourishment, means of conveying

and converting, iv. 192-196.

it prevent its being drawn away

and exhaled, iv. 192.

it send it forth more strongly

into the parts by strengthen-

ing the stomach, iv. 183.

it send it forth by sleep, iv. 194.

to provide that the parts them-

selves draw it to them, iv.

194-196.
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Nourishment — continued.

Olive, illustration of raising, vili.

Obelisk, illustration of raising, vii.

Obstinate, Annoeclan example to
tolerate from, vi. 109.

Occlusives, in physe, vi. 43, 44.

Odoreis juxta fictoria Florida, i. 67.

Odoriferous spiritus, i. 123.

Officinaeus et odorum historia con-
scibenda, ii. 65.

Omnis ad confortationem cordis, i.

Omnis parre executus, iv. 48.

Omnis communication substantis dif-
funduntur, v. 304.

Odours and infections, v. 128-133.

Oedemata, i. 118-119.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.

Oedema.
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Odours — continued.
yet some yield excellent perfumes, v. 77.
to comfort the heart, x. 124.
of certain flowers commended, x.
of wine poured on new earth, x.
a species of fame, x. 197.
diffused corporeally, x. 288.
Economics sub arte imperit continentur, iii. 119.
Economics included in civil government, ix. 297.
Officia politica tria, iii. 120.
1. ut republica conservetur, õ.
2. ut beatum efficiatur, ι.
3. ut amplificetur, δ.
If not easily affected by heat or cold, why, v. 84.
to turn water into one of the magnalia nature, iv. 331, 332.
instances thereof, iv. 332.
spirits detained willingly in oily bodies, x. 197.
preserved by the rapid escape of the watery humour, ι.
Ointment, witches', v. 105.
magic, to heal the wound by astonishing the weapon, v. 161.
Roman, iv. 106.
receipt for ointments, vii. 493.
dead flies cause, to stink, ix. 246.
Old Age, pensiveness of, ix. 218.
how it destroys the human body, x. 123.
See Longevity.
Ostea detinent spirits libenter, iii.
evolutions citâ humoris diutius conservata, iii. 494.
Olympus, wineless summit, viii. 178.
Omnipotentia opera, creare ex nihilò
sit redigere in nihilum, iv. 30.
attributa, v. 335.
Operationem, contractio corporum
per, iv. 111.
Unions, their mode of growth, iv. 448.
should be pulled, dried, and re-set, iv. 376.
Opening by heat, of water, x. 213.
of oil, ι.
of other liquors, x. 214.
of solids, x. 214, 215.
of metals, x. 215, 216.
of glass, ι.
Operationes hominis super corpora
Operations of man upon matter are
by excluding disturbing causes, viii. 339–342.
by compression, &c., viii. 332–
334.
by heat and cold, viii. 334–340.
by continuance in a suitable place, viii. 340.
by regulation of motion, viii. 341.
by consents or aversions, viii. 342–346.
by alternation of the former six methods, viii. 346.
Ophthochus, appearance of new star
near, in Bacon's time, v. 169; vii.
330.
Opists, i. 327; iii. 412–416, 455.
opium, iii. 412, 413.
popaver silvestris, iii. 414.
caphe, ι.
betel, ι.
tobacco, ι.
simplicia, iii. 415.
composita, ι.
quomodo utendi, ι.
medicamenta, iii. 415.
multum conferre ad prolongationem
vitae, exemplum probatun,
ι.
Opiates condense the spirits, viii.
359; x. 85.
effects of opium, x. 85, 96.
betel, x. 87.
tobacco, ι.
yearly opiate diet commended,
x. 88.
inhaled as vapours, ι.
from what medicines prepared, x.
90.
Opinions of others, profit to be
derived from, vi. 234.
the most popular, and not the best,
have ever prevailed, vi.
42, 47.
a collection of past and explod-
ished, required, viii. 367, 370.
whether that which has relation
to truth greater than that
which has relation to opinion,
ix. 148.
of judges to be taken on points
that may arise, ix. 330, 340.
Opinionum præteriurium recessione, ii.
56, 58.
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Opium, iv. 189; v. 27.

Orfeus cold, iv. 205.

Death by, iv. 444.

Optica historia conscribenda, ii. 66.

Instruments jam mellora, vii. 297.

Optics, owls and cats see in dark, how, v. 100.

Motion of the eye-balls, v. 101.

Squeezing, &c.

Shutting one eye, iv. 290; v. 101.

Double vision, v. 101.

Presbyopia, &c.

Sight in old age, v. 102.

Eye injured by excess of light, &c.

So by minute studies, v. 102. 103.

Waxes red in anger, not in blushing, why, v. 103.

Has many objects which affect it with pleasure, none with pain, why, &c.

Globes appear flat at a distance, why, iv. 292; v. 106.

Proposed history of, viii. 378.

See Visibles.


Constancy of his murderer under torture, ix. 17.

Orange flowers, infusion of, iv. 168.

Oratio ad philosophos Parisienses, v. 36-42.

Oratioe meiones est falsa quam principium, iii. 66.

Orations, appendices to history, vi. 301.

Of Demosthenes and Cicero, excellent examples of eloquence, vi. 297.

Ostaturo ventris similis, populus mari, ill. 39.

Oratorica. See Rhetoric.

Orators, why had promoters of their own fortune, vi. 382.

Difference between sophists and, vi. 278.

Neglect the arts of private discourse, ix. 134, 135.

Oratory. See Rhetoric.

Orbes elementorum, i. 254.

Orbelius long lived, why, v. 133.

Order in ruins, iii. 136.

Originals of things, a part of physic, vi. 818.

Origenes locales ventunre, iii. 218, 284-285.

Orithian, or bird winds, ix. 297.

Orithii sive aviali venti, iii. 292.

Orotchion, iv. 246.

Orpheus, &c.

Of an illustration of the influence of learning in promoting order, vi. 145, 146.

Why torn in pieces, viii. 468.

Orpin, iv. 175.

Ortice, sweet-scented root, peculiarly of, v. 99.

Heads of, make an aperient hemisole, v. 148.

Ortellius' universal map, ix. 129.

Orthography, whether guided by pronunciation, ix. 118.

Changes of, ii. 419.

Oscarius Lusitanus, ii. 129.

Ostentatio sal bona quaedam, iii. 101-105.

Ostentation, a view rather in manner than in policy, vii. 372.

A view in morals rather than in policy, ix. 291.

Ostrich ran after its head was struck off, iv. 303.

Mode of hatching her eggs, v. 95.

Others, knowledge of, vi. 363, of use to be acquired by their deeds, vi. 363.

By their words, vi. 366.

By report, vi. 367.

By their natures and ends, &c.

Otto Crammarn, his "Problems or visions," v. 238.

Our selves, knowledge of, vi. 376.

Should be impartial, &c.

Choice of profession to be determined by, &c.

Oxen decennalis etas rara, iii. 357.

Oxen vitreum, i. 479, 521; v. 341; vii. 339.

In lapidem versum, iv. 104.

Cupids ab ovo protagnum, vi. 268.

Oxen viviparis ignotus, i. 468.

Ova aequalia nostram continent, vi. 254.

See Egg, Glass.

Oysters between plants and living creatures, iv. 433.

Have no distinction of sexes, v. 104.

P.

Pediagogi, imperia bene administrantes, ii. 186.

Simile tyrannides, iii. 116.
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Pedagogica ars, ii. 494-497.

Pain, bodily, history of, proposed, viii. 378.

physicians take no trouble to mitigate, ix. 94.

those who are sick and feel no pain, are sick in their minds, ix. 215.

Painting the face should be put down by law, ix. 45.

proposed history of, viii. 378.

the skin, produces longevity, x. 105.

Paleontology, suggested by Bacon, i. 101.

Pain, nativis propitii, advenis maligni, iii. 304.

Pan, explanation of the fable of, viii. 444-457.

the hunt of, or learned experience, ix. 72.

parables, Panis interpretation, ii. 295-310.

Panis, derived from Pan, viii. 445, 454.

Panicum laid on the roots of fruit trees, iv. 307.

Panis in furno tumescit, iv. 69.

Papax ex monasteria ducti celebroria fecrunt, ii. 108.

Paper, a singular instance of art, viii. 242.

origin of paper-making, ii. 372.

Papilla lex contra senum nuptias, i. 137.

Papilio tepore ignis resuscitata, i. 182.

Papyrus, instantia singularis, i. 425.

papyrus confectio, ii. 372.

Parables, valuable observations expressed by the ancients in, vi. 369.

philosophy according to the ancient, viii. 443. See Myths.

Parabola, Salomonis illustratae, iii. 60-99.

usus parabolae, ii. 224.

parabolae, Panis interpretation, ii. 295-310.

cur aureus aurilobus frequentier, ii. 433.

Parabolical poetry, viii. 443-444.

its uses, vi. 304; viii. 443-444.

instances of, viii. 444-469.

Paracelsus, his fundamentali triad, i. 531.

sulphur, mercury, and salt, iv. 383; ix. 472.

Paracelsus—continued.

his theory of dose, i. 526.

his pygmies, iv. 523; x. 222.

his explanation of miracles, v 118.

error of, in supposing all philosophy set forth in the Scriptures, vi. 403; ix. 355.

medical theories of, ix. 24.

his exaltation of natural magic, vi. 266; ix. 53.

his theory of nutrition absurd, viii. 215.

made the winds three in number, ix. 402.

De Nutritione, i. 501.

De Corpore Humano, ii. 320.

intemperies in interpreting S. Scripture, iii. 192.

trias ejus principiorum, vii. 21.

tres tantum collocavit ventos, iii. 256.

pygmaenum ejus, iv. 74.

andacol meruit ut separatim co-

ereat, vii. 22.

corruptor scientiae, vii. 23.

homo satias vocales, vii. 81.

Paradise, man's first acts in, vi. 138.

Paradisus, occupationes hominis in

ParadoXo, i. 146.

Paraclete, the, viii. 357-371.

Preface, ii. 9-30.

d nature of the work, ii. 25.

ad historiam naturalem et ex-

perimentalern, ii. 47-59.

Parasites barbarei, ii. 122.

Paras, sisters of Pan, viii. 448.

Parent and child, ducet esse, vi. 328.

Paris, judgment of, vi. 170.

Parimonides, his tenet that the earth was "primum friguidum," iv. 204.

compared with Telesio, v. 264.

his saying that the earth is the original source of cold, ix. 418.

mainstained two principles of things, x. 394.

doctrine ejus de unitate, ii. 292.

de frigore, iii. 247.

do rerum principia dicit, v. 310.

Parmenio ab Alexandro rephrenus, ii. 100.

Parroets, their power of imitation, iv. 281.

Part, not the plurality, but the ma-

jority of parts, make the total greater, ix. 192.
Participles or confiners between plants and living creatures, iv. 433.

immemorable shall-dash, ss.

plant like a lamb, ss.

Passions are infinite, ix. 65.

Partis Instauracionis secunda de

lineatio et argumentum, i. 144-145;

vi. 51-55.

preface to, vii. 30-40.

Partitiones historiae. Vide Historia

scientiarum, ii. 87-95. Vide Sci-

entiae.

Passiones animi quae ad longevitas

tem noxii, que utilis, iii. 435, 440.

Passions, the visible signs of them,

v. 13-18.

fear, v. 13.


joy, v. 15.

anger, ss.

dissolve, v. 16.

shame, ss.

pity, ss.

wonder, v. 17.

laughter, ss.

lust, v. 18.

why called tortures, ix. 373.

Passive good, vi. 319.

sub-division of, ss.

Pastures for sheep in breeding sea-

son, ix. 405.

Patience, two parts of, vi. 259.

Patriciorum de multiplicatione, iii.

121.

Patricius, his writings, ii. 287.


comparing the tides of the sea to

to water boiling in a caldron, v.

336.

a reviver of the doctrine of ab-

tract ideas, and their digni-

ties, v. 297.

his ignorance of astronomy, vii.

278.

his usurpation, vii. 201.

sublimated the fumes of the Pla-

tonists, vii. 504.

on the form of flame, x. 453.

Venus Platonicus discipulus, ii.

257.


Patroni literaturum quales petendi,

ii. 129.

Paulinus inter Apostolos solus litera-

tus, ii. 150.
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Passiones animi quae ad longevitas

tem noxii, que utilis, iii. 435, 440.

Passions, the visible signs of them,

v. 13-18.

fear, v. 13.


joy, v. 15.

anger, ss.
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pity, ss.

wonder, v. 17.

laughter, ss.

lust, v. 18.

why called tortures, ix. 373.

Passive good, vi. 319.

sub-division of, ss.

Pastures for sheep in breeding sea-

son, ix. 405.

Patience, two parts of, vi. 259.

Patriciorum de multiplicatione, iii.

121.

Patricius, his writings, ii. 287.


comparing the tides of the sea to

to water boiling in a caldron, v.

336.

a reviver of the doctrine of ab-

tract ideas, and their digni-

ties, v. 297.

his ignorance of astronomy, vii.

278.

his usurpation, vii. 201.

sublimated the fumes of the Pla-

tonists, vii. 504.

on the form of flame, x. 453.

Venus Platonicus discipulus, ii.

257.


Patroni literaturum quales petendi,

ii. 129.

Paulinus inter Apostolos solus litera-

tus, ii. 150.

Paternus litteraturum, ii. 114.

magnasaurum, ss.

virtutis fortuna, ii. 114.

Paesis, sobolimi, corrigite corrigi, iii.

299.

Patris, medicinal use of, x. 77.

Pedagogical knowledges, vi. 283. See

Education.

Pedantii, ii. 108.

Pegasi, meaning of the apple, vii.

468.

Adam damas, ii. 94.

Pelles, his body, how restored to

youth, x. 186.

Pendulum, experiments in Alma-

Culhury, i. 644.

Perception, how different from sen-

es, ix. 56, 67.

Perception et sensus differentes, i.

333, 354.

Petruoles of gold, ii. 276.

Percolation, quick, i. 603.

Percolation, iv. 156-158; vii. 293.

salt water becomes fresh by pro-

collating into plus day on the

shore, iv. 156; v. 157.

practised by Caesar at Alexan-

dria, iv. 156.

by filtration through vessels, iv.

156.

a means of separating the san-

subtiler natures, iv. 161.

of juice of tree produces gas,

ss.

of stone, Cornish diamonds and

rock rubies, ss.

explains why the plumage of

birds is more brilliant than

the hair of beasts, iv. 161, 162.

clarification of liquors by selec-

tion of inward percolation, iv.

162.

of water through a dam of pebbles,

iv. 162, 163.

sweetness of savour produced

by, e. g. human skin, gums,

iv. 163.

Persuasion, three that create wars,

iv. 239.

Perfect history, vi. 195.

division of, vi. 195. See His-

tory.

Perfumes house in New Atlantic, v.

497.

perfumes in Florida, vii. 292.

See Odours.

Pertand, pestes eius in horti, i.

419, 418.
Philosophers bad law makers, vii. 380.
the sophistical, viii. 91.
the empirical, viii. 92.
the supernatural, viii. 93.

Philosophi antiqui, placita eorum corrigenda, i. 284-288.
Philosophia — partitiones ejus, i. 352.

I. P. divina, vel theologia naturalis, ii. 286-288.

II. P. naturalis speculativa, ii. 284-288.

L P. Physica specialis paritum in doctrinis tres, ii. 284-
288.

de principiis rerum.
de mundo sive de fabrica rerum.
de natura multiplici sive separata, quae rursum in
duas partes dividitur, ii. 269.
de concretis sive creaturis,
quae sub omni divisione quan historiam naturalis, sive,
de abstractus sive naturas,
quae in duas partes dividitur, ii. 281-283,
de schematismis materiae, ii. 281.
de appetitu et motibus,
quorum duo genera, ii. 282.

motus simplicium.

motus complexi.

Physica appendicis duo.
probematrnaturalia, ii. 284,
placita antiquorum philosophorum, ii. 285-288.

de causis formalibus, ii. 288-
294.
utilis at desiderata, ii. 291-
294.
de causis finalibus, ii. 294-
297.

P. Naturalis Opera secun-
darum divisiones speculati-

2. 297.

Mechanica, ii. 298, 299.

Magia, ii. 305-308.

P. Naturalis Operativae ap-
pendicis duo, ii. 302, 303.

inventarium opus humana-
rum.

Philosophi damati, viii. 18.
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P. Naturali appendix Mathematica, ii. 304-308.

III. P. de homine, ii. 310-317.

1. scientia generalis de natura et statu hominis primum consideratur, ii. 310-319.
   a. de natura hominis individivis, sive de personae hominis, qua duas res complexit.
     tur, ii. 311.
   b. missarum humanarum generis, praerogativa ejus, quorum exempla narratur, ii.
     313, 314.

b. de fide, sive de communis vincula animae et corporis, cjuas duas partes, ii.
   314.

1. quemodo invivimus hunc duum se detegunt.
   a. per physiognomiam, ii. 315.
   b. per somniarum naturalium interpretationem, ii. 315, 316.

2. quemodo invivimur anima et corpus in se agunt, cuius duas partes, ii.
   316.

a. de affectibus corporis in animam, ii. 317.

1. de affectibus animae in corpus, ii. 318.

P. de homine duplex, ii. 319.

1. P. humana, sive de homine segregato, ii. 319-328; iii. 7-31.
   a. scientias que circa corpus versantur, ii. 319-344.
   b. medicina, ii. 319-341.
   c. medicina, ii. 341.
   d. medicina, ii. 341.
   e. medicina, ii. 341.
   f. medicina, ii. 341.

b. scientiae que circa animam versantur. Vide "Anima Humana."

1. scientiae civilis, tres habebat partes, iii. 30-173.

2. de conversatione, iii. 35-37.

1. de negotiis, iii. 57-110.

1. de republica, iii. 119, 120.

3. sapientia, errores ejus, i. 266, 267.
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Supercitiosas, errores ejus, i. 268, 269.

philosophiarum redarguive, viii. 55.

philosophiae veteres honoresiis Consolit philosophia illa, i. 268, 245, 246.

objectum ejus triplices, Deus, Naturae, Homines, ii. 252.

ehnicis vice theologici, viii. 107.

ad rationem referat, viii. 255.

more statum adoratius nec move.

tur, viii. 136.

Moralis, ancella theologica, iii. 32.

Naturalis, a theologica repressa, viii.

168.

apud Graecos brevis sive, viii. 107.

Graecorum, pueritia, viii. 115.

Aristotelis, iii.

Platonis, viii. 116.

Pythagorae, iii.

Teleti, viii. 118.

Placasteri, iv.

Cardani, iv.

Gilberti, iv.

ante Graecorum temporis majoris virtute sed mag.

ore ita omnes silentio fociet, ii. 121. See Natural Philosophy.

Philosophia Prima, ii. 139; vi. 131.

definition of, vi. 209.

definita, ii. 209.

the common parent of sciences, vii. 211.

deficiency in, vi.

not to be confounded with metaph.

ysics, vi. 217.

quantity indefinite, belongs to, vi.

256.

Philosophical exposition of Scripture, vi.

Philosophy, Boece's divisions of, i. 97.

whether opposed to theology, i.

122.

the just division of, viii. 177.

its object threefold, — God, Na.

ture, Man, vi. 207; viii. 471.

therefore divided into three branches, vi.

the dangers of subdividing knowledge, ix. 14, 159.

Primitive or Summary, contain.

ing all such axioms as are not peculiar to any of the particu-
Philosophy — continued.

II. Metaphysics, divided into, vii. 219; viii. 482-485, 504-511.

1. Inquiry into forms, vi. 219-224; vii. 504-508.

2. Inquiry into final causes, vi. 223-225; viii. 508-511.

3. Operating, relating to the production of effects, divided according to the divisions of speculative, vii. 228; viii. 489, 512-517.

A. Mechanical produced by physics, viii. 312.

B. Magic produced by metaphysics, viii. 513-516.

two appendices of Operative, viii. 516.

Appendix of Natural Philosophy. Mathematical, vii. 525-529; viii. 517-520.

two appendices of Operative, viii. 516.

Appendix of Natural Philosophy.

Appendix of Natural History, vii. 516, 520. See Natural Philosophy.

III. Human, divided into, vi. 236, 237; ix. 15.

1. General science, relating to those matters which are common alike to body and soul, vii. 237; ix. 15.

regarding the nature of man undivided, ix. 15-18.

respecting the miseries of the human race, ix. 15.

2. With regard to the leage or bond between soul and body, and their mutual action on one another, ix. 18-22.

by knowledge or indication, whence two arts
INDEX TO THE
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of prediction are de-

philosophy, vi. 238; ix. 18.

ix. 18.

interpretation of dreams, ix.

by impression, vi. 238; ix.

20, 31.

2. A special science concern-

the nature and state of

man, divided into

philosophies, ix. 16.

A. of knowledges which re-

spect the body, vi.

241; ix. 10.

medicines, vi. 241–251; ix.

23–44. See Med-

cine.

Cosmetic, vi. 252; ix.

44.

Athletic, vi. 252; ix.

45.

Vulputary, vi. 253; ix.

46.

B. Concerning the soul,

whereof two parts, vi.

258; ix. 48–50.

a. of the rational soul or

breath of life, ix.

48–51.

b. of the sensible or pro-

duced soul, common to

 brute, ix. 50.

the one springing from

the breath of God, ix.

48, 51.

the other from the womb

of the elements, a

compound of air and

flame, ix. 48, 50.

faculties of the rational

soul, ix. 51.

Appellatives, —

divination, vi. 255; ix.

32, 33.

fascination, vi. 256; ix.

33, 34.

two doctrines relating
to the faculties of

the sensible soul, ix.

34.

of voluntary motion,

ix. 34, 35.

of sense and the sensi-

ble, ix. 33–35.

use and objects of the

faculties of the soul
divided into, ix. 60.

Physica Philosophia, i. 335; ii. 284–

388. Vide Philosophia.

Physicians judged of by their suc-

cess, vi. 283.

witches and impostors often pre-

ferred to, ix.

why given to studies out of their

profession, vi. 244.

nobleness of their art shadowed

by the poets, vi. 243.

honored by our Saviour's ex-

ample, ix.

office of, vi. 244.

why sometimes less successful

than empirics, vi. 250.
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predictions of, vi. 255.
their mode of inquiry praised, viii. 96.
have the power of the keys, ix. 36.
cure of medicine, deficient, ix. 29.
Physiogonie are, iii. 83.
ab Aristotel tractata, ii. 315.
Physiogoniea historia conscribenda, ii. 64.
Physiogoniehial history of man proposed, viii. 376.
Physiogoniey, vi. 238; ix. 18, 19.
Aristotle’s inquiry into, 60.
its profitable use, 60.
deficiency in, 60.
a great direction in business, 60.
whether to be trusted, ix. 273.
Picture historia conscribenda, ii. 66.
Pigeon’s blood, application of to the feet, iv. 218; x. 138.
Picemen in usus corporis hominum, iii. 66.
Pila et bombardo emisse palpitative, iv. 68.
Pill, stomachic, a receipt for, vii. 435.
Pimple on nose produced by malicious praise, ix. 137.
Pindar, his praise of Hiero, ix. 16.
on silence, ix. 292.
Pindarus, iii. 53.
de Hiero elegiarius, ii. 312.
Pinnarum et pedum similidio, i. 416.
Pipe of Pan, what meant by, viii. 451.
Placentia terrae; causa frigoris in hyoene, iii. 255.
Placateria historia conscribenda, ii. 68.
Plaques per branchias refrigerantur, iii. 473.
plenum longevitas incerta, iii. 361-363.
Piscina mirabilis, near Cuma, cement used in the making, v. 55.
Pius Quintus, revelation of the victory at Lepanto to him, v. 137.
dictum ejus de ’ragioni di stato,’ ii. 109.
Placea de God, ix. 351.
Placita antiquorum philosophorum colligenda, ii. 280-288.
Plague, the, attended by a smell as of a mellow apple, v. 125.
smells bad for it, 56.
who liking to take it, who not, 56.
antidotes to, 56.
Plane tree, irrigation of, with wine, iv. 437.
Planetæ in apogœis et perigœis, vii. 308.
an Venus ant Mercurius superius, viii. 315.
motus et ordines planetarium, viii. 352.
volucratæ, viii. 351, 359.
linear spirales, viii. 352.
distantia a sole, ii. 68.
syzygia planetarum, ii. 142.
Planetæ, hypothesis to explain their apparent motions, vii. 271, 272.
their alternating reigns, viii. 490.
their passages through the signs of the zodiac, viii. 492.
oppositiones and combinations of, viii. 493.
approaches of to the periplectic, 56.
accidents of their motions, 56.
diurnal motion of, x. 329.
apogœis and perigœis of, x. 424, 441, 455.
apparent motion of, explained, x. 470.
their motions and velocity, x. 470.
relative velocities of, x. 471.
spirals made by, x. 472.
Plants; concerning plants, iv. 324-340.
useful for garments, enumerated, iv. 483.
some esculent, some not, why, iv. 439.
some esculent raw, some cooked, why, iv. 440.
some not esculent are poculent, 60.
parts of, for nourishment, 60.
taste and smell are strongest in the seed, 60.
parasitical, iv. 410, 432.
an inverted, and plants, analogy between, i. 416; viii. 234.
sleep of, iv. 436.
sympathies and antipathies between certain, iv. 380-388.
See Garden.
Platform of Good, vii. 311; ix. 194.
Plato, imagination of his school as to the nature of the world, v. 117.
his opinion of knowledge, vi. 88.
POESY, part of learning, relating to the imagination, vi. 182, 202-206; viii. 407, 459.
use of, vi. 293.
knowledge of men's dispositions to be derived from, vi. 334.
taken in two senses, in respect of words or matter, viii. 439.
of three kinds, vi. 204; viii. 440.
narrative or heroic, viii. 440.
dramatic, viii. 441.
parabolical, viii. 443-444.
is as a dream of learning, vii. 470.
produced by the measure of words, ix. 114.
the wine of duxoms, ix. 223.
defined as figused history, x. 463.
referred to the imagination, ix.
Posts, license allowed to, vi. 293.
ancient, their use of fables, vi. 305.
and historians, the best doctors of the knowledge of the affections, vi. 327.

Poison, his illustration of motion by an ellipse, vii. 282.
Point, tying the, a charm, v. 146.
Poisonous beasts, some, affect peculiar plants, iv. 458.
Poisons, maid fled with nupellus poisons those who had carnal consor-

tuity with her, iv. 388, 389.
died by some, painless, why.
poison, iv. 445.
poisonous air, v. 125.
poison water, iv.
on perfumed gloves, ix.
in cliatments, v. 127.
Lake Avenue poisons birds flying over, v. 127, 128.
that wore in little bladders as antidotes to the plague, v. 151.
Polarity of magnetic needle, viii. 291, 292.
Poles, Bacon's ignorance respecting, vi. 425.
of rotation, viii. 488.
Policy and Government, learning not prejudicial to, vi. 99.
an unfit study for young men, vii. 340.

Politici superiumorum : erga literarios, ii. 100, 105.
onnis ad se referunt, ii. 119.

Politicians, objections to learning by, vi. 97.
answered, vi. 99-106.
predictions of, vi. 283.
Politics, necessity of religious knowl-

dge in, ix. 224, 225.
Polycheists, a catalogue of, required, vii. 317.
Polyphemus, statute of, without his eye, viii. 418.
Polyphenysoy s incolio, ix. 98.
Pomanders, use of, v. 131.
Pompeius Magnus, verba ejus, "nes-
cesse est ut cern, non ut vivam," iii. 13.
Pompey, an example of dissimulation, vii. 379.
putting to sea in the storm, ix. 197.
his imitation of Sylva, ix. 280.
his ambition, ix. 296.
Pondus, quid, iv. 29-117.
ponderis natura, i. 484.
pondera corporum, vii. 237-255.
pondera pulvorum, vii. 247.
Pont. Charenton, curious repeating echo at, iv. 285; v. 57.
Poor man who oppresses the poor, ix.
Pope, the most learned, the most powerful, vi. 101.

may so short-lived, iii. 324; x. 60.
POPS, distilled water from, v. 131.
Popular errors, a calendar of, desir-
able, vi. 233.
Popularitas, antiheba de a, ii. 480.
Popularity, not the object of virtus, ix. 149.
antibiotics for and against, ix.
Population great and strength little, when, ix. 303.
Porcelain, artificial mines of, in Chi-

na, x. 281, 292.
Porches of death, x. 142-166.
living spirit requires three things, x. 143-149.
suitable motion, x. 143, 144.
moderate coolness, x. 144-146.
proper aliment, x. 146-148.
See Death.
Porra, his "Natural Magic," iv. 12.
method of categorizing specific gravi-

Portraits of Bacon, i. pp. xxiii-xxx.
Possessions of man, an inventory of, to be made, viii. 516.
Possible et impossibile, iii. 308, possible, quid, ii. 183.
Possibility and Impossibility, inquiry concerning, ix. 476.
what things are possible, viii. 406.
Postbellum, Bacon acquainted with, iii. 383.
Postercy, Bacon appeals to, ix. 344.
Postures of the body, wholesome and unwholesome, v. 29.
Potato roots, iv. 159.
set in pots, iv. 377.
Potentia Humana, opus ejus et intenditio, i. 341.
intentio ejus est, super datam mysteria basin effectuum quodvis superinducere, viii. 50.
ad Scientiam Humannam quodmodo conjuncta, i. 341-344.
See Knowledge.
Potentia cold, contraction of bodies by, x. 283, 284.
heat, dilatations of bodies by, x. 284-285.
Potentia frigus, iv. 105, 106.
Potentialitas of Being, ix. 473-477.
Potos argentii fudinse, iii. 346.
Pottery, history of, proposed, viii. 379.
Potter-pigeon, x. 204.
Poverty and Want, ix. 249.
honoured by the Romans, vi. 107.
Powders for excluding the air, viii. 138.
to get the specific gravity of, x. 184.
table of proportions in bulk of the same substance whole and in powder, x. 191, 192.
modus of pulverization, x. 12.
some, incorporate best with water, some with oil, iv. 390, 394.
Power, human, the aims of, viii. 167.
its relation to human knowledge, vi. 67, 68; viii. 167-170.
See Knowledge.
Pramambula Legum, iii. 360.
Predicamenta Aristotelis, v. 308.
Predicatione dam artes, ii. 314, 315.
predications, quae per astrologiam fieri possunt, ii. 278.
Præsentia Memoriam, i. 407.
Præoccupatio animal ad nova, vii. 82, 83.
Præoccupatio—continued.
ab initiat opinionem de placitis receptis, vii. 83.
ab anticipacione erronea de re ipsa, 89.
Preparatio, antitheta de ea, ii. 487.
Preparatoria Instantiae, i. 400-437.
Vide Instantiae.
Preparatoria Instantiae, i. 93-95.
Signification of the term, i. 93.
instantia causa, i. 94.
instantia alibi et aliunde, i. 94.
instantia alibi et aliunde, i. 95.
Præsepe, vii. 383.
stellaris unius in, x. 450.
Præstigiatuorum historia conscribens, ii. 68.
Prætergenerations, vii. 289.
historia eorum, ii. 51.
Prætor's table at Rome, ix. 292, 293.
Prætorian courts, ix. 320-324, 328.
Pragmatica Sanedia, iii. 128.
Pragmatical Sanction, vii. 129; ix. 305.
Praise of men, value of, ix. 186.
of enemies, ix. 137.
antithesis for and against, ix. 160.
Prayer dedicatory of the Novum Or- ganon, viii. 34, 38.
for aid and strength to accomplish the Instauratio Magna, viii. 53, 54.
Præambulae of Statutes, ix. 392.
Preceptio, vi. 19.
Preces, vi. 15.
dedicativi Novi Organi, i. 208, 227.
Precession of the equinoxes not shown to Bacon, i. 507.
Precious stones, the secret influences of, v. 147.
Precursors of Death, x. 149-150.
Predicaments, x. 362.
Predication, vi. 297.
may be made of comets, viii. 485.
of revolutions natural and civil, 5.
Prejudice, effect of, on judgment, vii. 79.
in the mind of a judge, ix. 203.
Precision on legal subjects, ix. 349.
Promenade and Emblem the foundations of memory, vi. 322; ix. 103.
Preparation, ready use of knowledge prepared by, vi. 269, 292.
antithesis for and against, ix. 179, 190.
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Printing, the discovery of, viii. 143.

Proposed history of, viii. 380.

Prism used by Bacon in measuring
specific gravities, iv. 15, 34.

Private good, vi. 317.

right, the ground of, ix. 312.

depends on the protection of
public right, ș.

public law, its guardian, ș.

discourse, the wisdom of, ix. 135.

Problems naturals, ii. 284.

Problems of nature, viii. 500.

how differ from dogmas, viii. 501.

Procella, iii. 292.

Procclus, error of, in intermingling
philosophy and mathematics, vi.

132.

Promises of religion, vi. 186.

Promini sive anticipaciones philosophiae
secundae, v. 182-184.

Professions, universities too exclusively
dedicated to, vi. 174.

unfavourable to the speedy attai-
ment of fortune, vi. 282.

choice of a, vi. 370.

respective duties of, ix. 200-201.

respective vices of, ix. 310, 311.

Prognostica ventorum, iii. 229, 281-

291.

Prognostics of a plentiful season, iv.

458.

of a pestilential year, iv. 467; v.

28, 65-70.

south wind without rain, v. 65.

worms in the oak apple, ș.

swarm of insects, ș.

carry heats in spring, ș.

early summers, ș.

infectious diseases the year

before, v. 66.

tendency to putrefaction in

food, ș.

in May dew, v. 66, 67.

a dry spring, v. 67.

of a salubrious locality, v.

45, 46, 67.

with two sponges, v. 67.

with two weather-glasses, v.

68.

of hard winters and hot sum-

ners, ș.

of bad weather to follow soon,

v.

69.

sounds of sea and wind, ș.

clouds on the hill tops, v.

70.

trembling of flame, ș.

oracles of inquiry, vii. 353.

v. instances, i. 93-95. Vide

Example of God comprehends the

de man, ix. 316.

natives or excellences of

ix. 16, 17.

us, medical, worthless, vi.

on, things are preserved

their own identity or by

v. 41.

259.

rations, history of, viii.

417; x. 407.

shoes for and against, ix.

d, Plutarch's treatise on,

story, or the mother his-

what, viii. 335.

of second Scripture, viii.

See History.

divination, vi. 256.

et grounded, ș.

apparent, ș.

chord, ș.

mary philosophy, vii. 471.

igilium Plutarchi, v. 310.

nath, iv. 204.

obile, v. 256, 257, 310; vii.

ii. x. 229, 414, 419, 431.

Orange, his wound, how

school, iv. 292.

ency of his murderer under

are, ix. 17.

nt interpreted by their na-

private persons by their

v. 308; ix. 273.

parts inscrutable, ix. 273.

deal with, ix. 254, 255.

erful optimi, ii. 154.

ros adfutus longa pretia,

ii. 108.

nalis optimi judicantur,

ex simbus, iii. 96.

arum, utrum unus aut

ii. 310.

orum, viii. 122.

ares atque originibus de, v.

3340.

dipilis obstante, "antitheta

ii. 457.

and origines, x. 342.

xii. 109.

ngs, whether one or many,

63, 654.
Pupillares principis adultis longé praestilatius, ii. 108.

Puppies, speaking, suggestion for the making of, iv. 265.

Puppies applied to the stomach, x. 140.

Purbach's system of solid orbs, vii. 275.

Purgationes magis ad longevitatem facere quam exercitias, iii. 469.

Purging medicines, iv. 182–187, 200; x. 141, 142.

causes of purging, iv. 182–185.

surcharge of the stomach, iv. 182.

mordication of the orifices of the parts, iv. 183.

attraction, iv. 184.

flatulence, òò.

compression, iv. 185.

inflation and relaxation, òò.

abstention, òò.

diversity of operation of purging medicines, iv. 186.

treatment before and after, iv. 300.

state of weather at the time material to observe, iv. 201.

receipt for a purge for the liver, vii. 423.

Pusillanimity, vi. 332.

Putei nonnulli consensum habent cum fluxa et refluxus maris, v. 251.

Puteoli, court of Vulcan at, v. 51.

Putredo, ex operations spirituum, iv. 59.

Putrefaction, quid, iii. 485.

animalia general, i. 468.

fundament in congregationis heteromeionum, i. 497.

Putrefaction, iv. 319–326; x. 158.

reciprocal to generation, iv. 319; v. 115.

theory of, iv. 319.

when in a certain order, there followed vivification, òò.

turning wine to vinegar, a kind of, v. 114.

means of accelerating, iv. 320–329.

adding moisture, iv. 320.

contact with other decaying matter, òò.

obstruction of the humours, òò.

solution of continuity, òò.

Putrefaction — continued.

exhalation of the principal spirits, òò.

conflagration from some strong or foreign spirit, iv. 321.

a gentle heat, òò.

releasing the spirits, òò.

changeable temperature, iv. 322.

time, òò.

mould is inception of putrefaction, iv. 322, 430.

moses, a kind of mould, iv. 431.

means of preventing, iv. 322–326; v. 44–46.

cold, iv. 325.

abstraction, òò.

exclusion of the air, òò.

exposure to the air, òò.

motion and stirring, iv. 324.

emission of all adventitious moisture, òò.

strengthening the spirits of bodies, iv. 325.

separation of the crater parts, òò.

removal of incipient putrefaction, òò.

mixture of things oily and sweet, òò.

of something dry, as smoke, iv. 326.

inclosure in blown air, òò.

shining in petrified wood, iv. 326–328.

more contagious before than after maturity, viii. 473.

causes of it twofold, from within and from without, v. 78.

disgusting smell of, why, v. 76.

sweet odours made from, v. 77.

depending on the assembling of homogenous parts, viii. 311.

caused by the working of the spirit within, x. 3, 207, 208.

Pygmaea Paracelsi, iv. 74.

Pygmalcion lecmisa, ii. 126.

Pygmnies de Paracelse, x. 223.

Pyramid, Nature resembles, viii. 449.

of Knowledge, viii. 507.

Pyramus, iv. 178.

scientiarum, ii. 291.

Pyrrho placed fulness in freedom from doubt, ix. 199.

his refrainers, vii. 98.

laetus, vii. 30.

schola eum, iii. 16.
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PYRRHUS, his teeth and jaw of one bone, v. 33, 34.

PYTHAGORAS, his philosophy full of superstitions, v. 117; viii. 38. his opinions of a religious rather than philosophic nature, x. 1.

concerning numbers, 32.

his atomic theory, 32.

his mystic arithmetic, viii. 518.

on the contemplative life, ix. 198.

superstitiones ejus, i. 268.

ad Heremon de vitæ nut, iii. 14.

inventa ejus religiosa potius quam philosophica, v. 207.

omnia in numeris posti, cur, 32.

doctrina de atomis, 32.

numerum ejus huius omnium, vii. 20.


Q.

Qualitates et potestates ventorum, ill. 230—242.

Quantitas velut dosis naturae, i. 304.

inter formas essentiales nume-
randa, 32.

Quantity, the subject of mathe-
matix, vi. 229, 226; viii. 518.

the dose of nature, vi. 226; viii.

518.

the natural form most separable

from matter, 32.

attention to, required in experi-

menting, ix. 73.

Quicksilver, preservation of bodies

in, v. 87.

fixed by lead, v. 87.

attacks skull, teeth, and bones, v. 127.

how gilders prevent this, 32.

case of the most primeval na-
tures, ix. 472.

its compounds with other metals, vii. 384, 395, 398, 399.

conversion of, into silver, to be

desired for, x. 190.

three ways of fixing, to make

silver, vii. 391.

how to fix, ix. 75.

how imbibed by gold, ix. 76.

attraction for gold, viii. 313.

sulpuration of viii. 313; x. 240,

fumigation, ix. 460; x. 294, 312.

Quicksilver — continued.

mixed with gunpowder, ix. 460.

proposed history of, viii. 378.

Quies nulla vera in corporebus, i. 515.

simplic et absoluta et in parti-

bus et in toto nulla est, v. 217.

per equilibris efficietur, 32.

ton tollatur a natura, vii. 348.

Quills of roses, &c., iv. 156.

Quotation, Bacon's inaccuracy of, i.

50.

B.

Rabbini de juventutis dignitate, ii. 116.

sapientia eorum, ii 147.

Rabelais, his library catalogue, ix.

107, 168.

Rabellesi liber "Formicarium Ar-

tium," ii. 410.

Racemi, sive Charta Historiae, vii.

162.

Radiation, what, vi. 57, 58.


directus, 32.

rectus, 32.

reflexus, 32.

Ragioni di stato, ii. 100; vi. 101.

Rainbow produced in two ways, viii.

411.

artificial imitation of, ix. 76, 77.

the lowest of the meteors gen-

erated nearest the earth, ix.

412.

resolved into wind, 32.

Rains, theory of, iv. 209; x. 246.

sign of, when wind blows hol-

low, iv. 292. See Progen-
tisse.

Raleigh, Sir Walter, his opinion of

Bacon's oratory, i. 40, 47.

Ramus, vi. 294.

his dichotomising principle adopt-

ed by Bacon, i. 361.

his condemnation of Aristotle, vi.

12, 14.

Aristotelis rebus necetaricae, vi.

19.

de propositionibus, ii. 484.

his rules of propositions, ix.

128.

Barefactio aeris quanta possibilia, iv.

57.

experimentum ovir vitis, 32.
Barefactio — continued.
aque, quanta possibilis, iv. 87.
experientium solium, 58.
Barefactio, air, how far capable of, x. 266.
experiment with glass egg, ib. water, how far capable of, x. 266.
Rarity akin to perfection, when, ix. 141.
Ratio humana duplex habit usus in rebus divinis, iii. 178.
1. in explicatio mysterii, 46.
2. in illusionibus, que inde deducuntur, iii. 179, 180.
duplexum quoque excessum habet, iii. 180.
equipe eum natura unicum, fine et usu gemitum, vii. 50.
naturalis in rebus divinis, iii. 175.
doctra de meliore usu rationis, vii. 41.
cum solertia brutorum comparata, i. 436.
rationis humanae nature redargutio, i. 320. See Logie, Reason.
Rational knowledge the least delightful to most wis, vi. 260.
divisions of, vi. 308.
Rational philosophy, vi. 288-309.
the key to all other arts, vi. 260.
See Philosophy.
Rational soul, three faculties of the, — Memory, Imagination, Reason, viii. 174. See Philosophy.
Rationalis, araneorum more, telas ex se confident, vii. 92, 137.
Rawley, Dr., his connection with Ac-
con, i. pp. xiv.-xv.
biography of Bacon, i. 53-58.
Profound epitome of Tractatus de augmendis scientiarum, ii. 83.
Saymamus Lullius, work of, vi. 296.
See Lullus.
Sayes, doctrine of the comi mixture of, vii. 402.
Seal characters, ix. 109.
are merely sunds, ix. 110.
Sealgar to be used to fix quicksilver, vi. 391.
Season, authority of the, over the imagination, vi. 298; ix. 61.
office of rhetoric to apply reason to imagination, vi. 297.
Reason — continued.
influence of the imagination on, in matters of faith and religion, vi. 258.
use and limits of, in matters of religion, vi. 300, 306.
knowledge of the use and limits of, a check to vain specula-
tions and controversies, vi. 398.
prospective of God extends to, vi. 303.
analogy between words and, vi. 285.
its work and office philosophy, vii. 498.
government of, overthrown in three ways, ix. 131.
Illaestion of sophisms, pertaining to logic, 48.
juggleries of words, to rhetoric, 49.
vigilance of the passions, to ethics, 69.
relation of, to the affections, ix. 152.
the use of, in spiritual things, ix. 346.
how far allowed to Christians, ix. 349, 349.
of two sorts, ix. 349.
1. in the explanation of the mystery.
2. in the inferences derived from it.
two kinds of excesses in the use, ix. 301.
the heavenly mysteries cannot be adapted to, viii. 478.
instinct and reason, viii. 292, 293.
Rebekah, open, better than secret love, ix. 351.
Reconciliation, two ways of bringing about, ix. 296.
Recorders, iv. 234, 261, 261, 270, 294.
Recreation, games of, a part of edu-
cation, vi. 253.
Red Sea, titles in, x. 334.
Redaction per syllogismum duplex, ii. 396.
Redargutio philosophorum, vii. 55-58.
The first chapter of Part II. of the Instrution, vii. 37.
Redargutiones tres, i. 320.
reasons humanae naturae demonstrationem, 297.
thetiorum.
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Responda prudentem aequum Romanos. iii. 167.
Best, simple and absolute, both in the whole, and in the parts, does not exist, x. 302.

is the effect of an equilibrium of motions. &c.

in bodies exists only in appearance, vii. 227.
not excluded from nature, x. 468.

Restlessness of man, ix. 295.
Retreat, in every pursuit a retreat must be secured, ix. 142, 292.

Retrospective laws, ix. 226.
Revealed religion, vi. 304, et seq.

Revelation, the nature of, to be ascertained by the true interpretation of Scripture, vi. 400.

Revenge, antitheses for and against, ix. 177, 178.

Reviews of books, ix. 185, 186.
@ Revolutions, astrological doctrine of, iii. 481.

Rheus moveat ad ventum, iii. 280, 291.

Rhetoric, or Oratory, dignity of the art, vi. 296; ix. 130.

great masters have treated of, ix. 131.

subservient to the imagination, vi. 131.
duty and office of, ix. 133.
defence of, ix. 134.

neglected in private discourse, ix. 134, 135.
appendices to the Promptuary part, ix. 135.
colours of good and evil, ix. 135–134.

antitheses, ix. 156–182.

insert forms, ix. 155.

laboured by Aristotle and Cicero, vi. 297.
duty and office of, &c.

examples of, &c.

controls the affections by influencing the imagination, vi. 299.
difference between logic and, vi. 300.
deficiencies in, vi. 300, 301.
too early taught in universities, vi. 178.
music has the same figures, iv. 236; vi. 45.
danger of separating from philosophy, ix. 14.

Rhetorica sapientis inferior, ii. 438.
optimum de ea plures scripsit, ii. 439.
phantasiae subversion, &c.
officium ejus, &c.
sinut ejus, ii. 440.
a Platonico facie accusatn, &c.
diértat a dialectic quemodo, ii. 442.
pro ratione auditorum se accommodat, &c.

Appendices Rhetoricae, —
1. Colores honami ancilla apparentis, ii. 444–454.

Rhetoricians, long-lived, x. 99.

Rhubarb, to make infusion of, iv. 168, 184, 186.

Riches, antitheses for and against, ix. 158.
Right hand and left, origin of the distinction, v. 105.

Ring hung by a thread in a wine-glass, v. 146.

Rock rubies, exudations, iv. 161.

Roger Bacon. — See Bacon, Roger.

Roman Empire, the most flourishing age of, vi. 147.

best governed at the time the most flourished, vi. 105.
the last of earthly monarchies, x. 310.

Roman practice of naturalisation, iv. 356.
of colonisation, ix. 305.

Roman ointment, iv. 196.

Romana Republica novam civem continuo accept, iii. 126.

Fines Imperii perpetui, iii. 131.

Romanos nuncupant imperii falsitatem conscendisse, donec ad artium culmen simul pervenisset, ii. 113.

Imperatores Romani litteratorum patres, ii. 154, 155.

Roots, the different kinds of, iv. 436.
direction taken by, varies, why, iv. 448.
sorrel the deepest, iv. 456.
growth of the onion, iv. 448.
root and branch, convertibility of, i. 410; vii. 233. See Garden.

Bones matutini unde veniant, iv. 98.
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Exo solis. i. 325; viii. 338.

Sacerdos aquis. i. 325.

Rosa fabulae contributio longevis, x. 169.

Albus, how groweth. x. 170.

Bee, how to make grow in water, iv. 356.

to make flower late, iv. 360-362.

dama, not known in England more than 100 years, iv. 451.

quits of, iv. 193.

roe leaves, how to preserve, iv. 338; vii. 435.

Rose-water in fanning flt, xi. 336.

Rosario ab oriente in occasum, non proprius coelestis sed plane common, v. 252; vii. 350.

exempa eis, v. 256, 257.

term satiatis inveniut excogitatum, v. 256.

rotationis differentiae novem, i. 309, 510.

ventorum. iii. 262.

doctrina Telsis. v. 318.

coelestinum. i. 442; v. 254, 313.

Tide Mississ. Terra.

rotation, nine differences of the motion, viii. 323.

Telsis, doctrines of, x. 368.

from east to west, not a celestial but a cosmical motion, x. 326.

proofs of, x. 326, 330.

of the earth, ix. 19; x. 468-471.

an arbitrary supposition, viii. 329; x. 259.

of all things round the poles, x. 333.

of the heavenly bodies, viii. 258, 209; x. 468, 469.

poles of, viii. 108.

no argument of eternity arises from, x. 438, 441.

Rigas, cause eis, iv. 358.


Ruminated History. viii. 353.

Rosc, cause of, x. 308.

Rymes. iv. 209; vii. 181.

Rymes or wet frosts, x. 248.

S.

Sabbathless pursuit of fortune, ix. 296.

Salt water becomes fresh by filtration, iv. 150; v. 107, 108.

Sacrifices, smell of, inclined men to devotion, v. 311.

Saffron, colouring powers of, five minutes of subdivision, vi. 56; x. 287, 290.

to prepare, vii. 424.

an astringent, x. 106, 107.

prevents sea-sickness, x. 107.

to be worn in a bag on the back, x. 121.

Sagittae simulacrum, v. 163.

Sagrus Nicolas, on the Tides, v. 236, 239.

Sail. See Winds.

Saint James’s Fields, conduit in, iv. 244.

Saint Macario, curious plant in the desert of, v. 43.

Saint Paul, his caution against vain philosophy, vi. 94.

the only learned apostle, vi. 142.

Sal, quid sit, iii. 303, 304.

Salamanca, what his nature must be, v. 97.

his wool. v. 47.

Salgarus, floating meadows of, in the Indian Sea, iv. 446.

Salmon argenteum formar Campili, vii. 265.


dress of the fathers of the loaves, v. 395.

end of its foundation, v. 396.

preparations and instruments used therein, v. 388-390.

censure of excess of writing and reading books displayed, vi. 94.

his learning and wisdom, vii. 112.

his aphorisms and writings, their wisdom and policy, vii. 392.

examples of, vi. 352-358; iv. 238-239.

calendarium ejus temporum, ii. 102.

de aequilibus, ii. 103.

de multitudine librarium, i. 103.

de divitiis, ii. 115.

asperita ejus et historias naturales, ii. 149.

paraobe ejus explicate, iii. 30-31.

gloria regis, quid, vii. 128, 129.

by filtration, iv. 150; v. 107, 108.
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Salt water — continued.
in pits on the shore becomes brackish again, why, v. 107, 108.
useful to water some plants with, iv. 458.
will dissolve salt sooner than fresh water, v. 109.
some plants taste of, iv. 445, 446.
gathered from the water by white of eggs, or blood, v. 154.
the doctrine of the chemists absurd, viii. 343.
chemistry of, ix. 473. — See Sea.
Salvator Mundii, ii. 149.
Sanguis, operatio super saugninem, et calorem sanguificiament, iii.
438-441.
est irrigatio succorum et membrorum, iii. 438.
quemodo refrigerandus, iii.
quemodo refrigerandum, iii. 439.
missio eis frequens an salubris, iii. 408.
Sep, different natures of, iv. 450.
See Garden.
Sapience, or summary philosophy, viii. 471.
Sapiens definitio, ii. 144, 253.
Sarae-perilla, iii. 468.
Satangenta astronomorum, viii. 353.
Saturn, echo will not repeat, iv. 296.
Satellites of Jupiter, viii. 273.
planetes Jovis, i. 437; vii. 319, 313.
Saturne abyssus, quid, ii. 169.
Saturn why some meats induce, more quickly than others, iv. 305.
Saturation, contraction of bodies by, x. 260.
Saturn, the motion of, x. 470.
Saturnine quisque et contemplantis.
Franx, ii. 143.
Saturni motus, viii. 351.
Saturnus scissio, sive tractoria de interioribus rerum, considerata, iii. 31.
Satyr, meaning of, viii. 454.
Saviour, bis mode of answering questions, ix. 354, 355.
Saxon, Duke of, compose with which he received his death warrant, ix. 17.
Scholastical divinity, vi. 401.
Scholastici, vii. 77.
stylus scribendi eorum, ii. 125.
vestigium eorum quattuor, ii. 128.
v. 38
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scientia — continet.

juris invenio magistri, vill. 180.
nota his scienti, non fixa, vill. 357; vill. 380.
thecologii et philosophi, id est iDei et saecul, consagpresentationis, vill. 108-110.


decem novitiae in academias, vill. 310.
venturae antiquitatis, ill. 329; ill. 311.
pars praemia, ill. 302; vill. 310.
dererum natura vaga, vill. 712.

jaculationis magisterum, vill. 313; 314.
initium experiencias, ill. 230; ill. 314.
philosophia quo nunc est, vill. 315-323.
demonstrationes quo in eum constantiorum, ill. 123-125.
methodus inventionis scripturis suulis, ill. 125.
cor tamen nova apo scienti, rom promovendum, ill. 304-320.

Basilii predicta, ill. 304,
errones praedicti, ill. 305-314.
ex archetypas iDei experimenta et rationes facutatis, ill. 309.
ex philosophi naturali pata, ill.

in regenerationi scienti, ill. 307.
historia naturalis suulis instructa, ill. 308.

experientia minima, ill. 299.
methodus procedente experimentat, id.
experientia literata, ill. 310.
tableae inventi, id.
axiomaticum adjectum, ill. 311.
practicae contulit axiomaticum, ill. 311; 312.

infaricione vera, ill. 312.

conjecturae scientiarum, ill.

considerationes alia quae operantur, ill. 314-320.
de dignitate fius propius, vill. 327-331.

que de hae dicta esse voce scientia vellet, ill. 327-328.

Scientia — continet.
decem novitiae, vill. 138; 140.
sciences ad posse amata, vill. 10; 17.

tradi, mox legitimis, id.
lium methodum eum alterius in omnium, qui prime in inventa est, ill. 429.

antites de scientia, ill. 478.

Mess Divina.

Scientiae civilis, ill. 290-214.
difficultia, ill. 59.
supria quae differentiates levat, ill. 34.

tres eam partes, ill.

1. de conversatione, ill. 84-87.
2. de negotio, ill. 87-119.

a. de occasione, ill. 87; ill. 97.

b. de ambitu vitae, ill. 97-119.

2. de imperio aevi regendum, ill. 319-337. See Civil Knowledge.

Scorias, instruct net, in. 342; 347.

bring a city to destruction, ill. 347.

Scotii, omen, in. 308.

Scotland, partiality, and obligation of history of, ill. 102.

Scripture, study of God's works, the key to, ill. 194.

two kinds of interpretations of, ill. 408, 409.

exposition, should be different, from that of uninspired books, ill. 408, 409.

anagogical exposition of, ill. 408.

not only the liberal sense be taken, ill. 427.

exposition of, should not be, ill. 429.

authorities of interpreting, ill. 338.

manner of interpreting, of two sorts, ill. 253, 254.

want of a collection of annotations, ill. 255.

Scylla, False of, learning likened to, ill. 40; vill. 20.

scientiae symbolum, ill. 287; ill. 130; ill. 53, 119, 130.
Sea, clearness of, varies, why, iv. 462.

is black when in motion, white when at rest, why, v. 394.

narrow, more rough than the


configuration of the, viii. 369, 374.

to be master of, an abridgement of a monarchy, ix. 308.

command of, by Great Britain, ix. 309.

proposed history of, viii. 374.

Sea Salt, water, Tables.

Sea breezes differ from land winds in certain points, ix. 400, 401.

Sea-bird crochets the lamps, v. 154.

Sea-feathers, viii. 186; ix. 59.

Seals, astrological, viii. 497.

Seam, least somewhat of his wind-

iness by decocting, iv. 109.

Seaweed used as manure, iv. 370.

Second, that which all parties put

second is best, ix. 140.

second causes, vi. 39.

Secrecy induces trust, vi. 394; ix.

277.

the necessity of, ix. 285.

Secret, whether Lord Bacon contemplated keeping his secret a secret, i.

193-199.

Secrets scientiae an proferenda, viii.

15, 17.

Secondum mobile, vii. 295, 313; x.

410, 431.

Sedition, what times most subject to, vi. 104, 105.

Seduction, footsteps of, the same in divine and human truth, ix. 89.

Seed of animals, x. 69, 70.

Seetan et papaver, amnicta inter, l.

354.

Sedula en memoria, ii. 407.

Selenographia, l. 457; viii. 332.

Selenography, viii. 273.

conceived by Gilbert, x. 449.

Self-advancement, vi. 260.

self-confidence, vi. 361.

self-declaration, medium to be observed in, vi. 378.

self-interest, vi. 390.

self-knowledge necessary to the attainment of fortune, vi. 370.

self-love, triple desire proceeding from, vi. 385.

Semele, mother of Bacchus, viii. 465.

Semplice Democriti, vii. 259.

Sempervive, great, iv. 173.

Seneca, vii. 20.

on eloquence, ix. 192, 193.

on true greatness, ix. 195.

ever repeating his age perceived

by Bacon, iii. 223.

an example of learning and pa-

thosism, vi. 112.

his comparison of fallacies with

fats of jugglers, vi. 274.

Neronis passagens, ii. 108.

quidam, inquit, tam sunt um-

brellatia, ut patient in turbida

case qui quidam in luce est, ii.

111.

Senece quinquennium, ii. 119.

styles ejus scribendi, ii. 127.

de naturi humani, iii. 111.

de partibus vita quique deliber-

at, de summis nemo, vi. 48.

Sensation, universally diffusum, whether a doctrine held by Bacon, i.

110.

Sense and the sensible, doctrine concern-

ing, ix. 50-59.

two great deficiences in, ix. 55.

the difference of perception and sense, ix. 56, 57.

inquiry as to the form of light, ix.

57-59.

ministers to imagination, how, ix.

61.

the passions of bodies which have sense, and of bodies without sense, have a great correspondence, x. 309, 306.

a just distinction of the passions of matter will give the number of the senses, x. 306.

possible number of, viii. 292.

some limit of man compared to the sun, vi. 96.

sight and hearing the parent of the senses, vi. 353.

sufficiency of the senses to report truth, vi. 60, 297.

with diligent assistance, may suffice for knowledge, ix. 71.

knowledge derived from, viii.

470, 471.

doctrine in two ways, viii. 43, 82, 83.

artificial aids to, the, viii. 271-273.

of animals keenest than of men, viii. 283.

effects of odious objects on, v.

56.

the effects which minister to their pleasures, ix. 46.
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Sensus et sensible, ii. 353-357.

differentia perceptionis et sensum, iv.

ad scientiam su sufficient, ii. 369, 370.

passiones corporum quae sensu dolantur, et quae sensu carent, magnam consensum habent, v. 221.

ex passionebus materie rite distinctis sequitur numerus sensum, v. 222.

quonodo res fugient sensum, i. 458.

animalium perfectiones, quam hominum, i. 467.

sems culpa duplex, l. 217, 258.

humani solem referunt, ii. 104.

curare ait sensum, iv.

ministrationes ad. i. 458; vii. 48.

Separatio et alternatio materie, v. 208.

duplex, v. 213.

Separatio of bodies by weight, experiments touching, iv. 105, 160.

of claret from water, iv. 105.

of bodies of unequal weight, iv. 160.

of brine from fresh water, and sugared from pure water, iv.

separation and alteration of matter, inquiry concerning, x. 292.

two kinds of, x. 299.

Series ventorum, iii. 285.

Serious native, or a treatise on the inner nature of things, ix. 319.

Servants, wise, shall rule over a foolish son, ii. 249.

curse a master who listens to lies, ix. 341, 344.

hold a master’s reputation, ix. 245.

must not be brought up deliberately, ix. 254.

free attendants upon noblemen in England, ix. 304.

Severinus, a Danish physician, ii. 287; vii. 53.

Paracelsus, disciple, ii. 287.

Sexes, the distinguishing marks of the, vi. 90, 91.

organic difference of, viii. 333.

Sexum comparatio, i. 416.

Sextodorus, his theory of tiles, v. 309.

Shadows, outlines appear tremulous, why, v. 106.

experiment concerning, ix. 79.

Shakespeare, his play first published in the same year with Lord Bacon’s “De Augmentis,” ii. 223.

Shell, casting the, v. 34.

Shell-fish not to be classed with in secta, v. 104.

Ship, See Winds.

of the church, ix. 343.

Showers, at what seasons beneficial, iv. 453.

Sickness, summer and winter, why, iv. 344.

hot and moist years, whether pestilential, iv.

epidemics break forth at particular seasons of the year, why, iv. 345. See Diseases.

Sidera. Vide Stars, Stellar.

Sight and hearing, points of resemblance, iv. 258, 259; v. 211, 282.

points of disagreement, iv. 299, 294. See Visible and Audible.

Sighs, inter, nullam magis certum quum ex frutibus, vii. 83.

Silence in matters of secrecy, attitudes for and against, ix. 173.

the art of, ix. 231.

Pindar’s saying on, ix. 232.

Silent, meaning of, viii. 454.

Silva Silvarum. Vide Sylva Silvarum.

Silver, Chinese mad on making, iv. 314.

drowning of in metals, v. 56.

incorporation of with tin, vii. 389.

combination of with gold, vii. 390.

more easy to make than gold, why, iv.

three ways of making, vii. 391.

its compounds with other metals, vii. 394, 399.

silver mines near Potou, their influence on the climate, ix. 412, 413.

Similitude and diversity, viii. 475.

and parable, utility of, vii. 293.

Simple nature, study of, why important, i. 78.

process of rejection of, i. 52.

Simplicia medicina, iii. 494.

utillia stomaco, iii. 448.
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Solin — continued.

as a terræ motibus affectus, v. 337. Vide Caulis.

Salomona, king of the New Atlantis, his institutions, v. 380—382.

Solida et liquida, gravitati pariter subjecta, v. 217, 218.

applicatis continutiluis in solidis, mota gravitatis fortior, v. 218.

Solida and liquids alike subject to gravity, x. 304.

differently affected by, why, ß. desire of continuity strongest in solids, ß.

gravity resisted thereby, x. 304.

Solomon, his natural history, iv. 494.

See Solomon.

Soluto continuilituis in scientis vitandae, ii. 319.

Solvents of metals, x. 227—231.

Solymas in the plains of Sultania, ix. 499.

in campis Sultaniae, iii. 243.

Somersetshire, the soft stone quarried there, hardly exposed by exposure, v. 89, 90.

Somnium, interpretatio eorum, ii. 316, 319.

Sonas, offendat motus spirituum, Ill. 429, 434.

Epimenidis, ill. 428.

animalium hibernantum, ß.

See Hibernation.

post prandium spiritibus prodiet, ß.

moderatus ad prolongationem vitae facit, ill. 424.

quae concilium sonorum, ß.

usus ejus ad refregirandum, ill. 473.

historia ejus conscribenda, ii. 65.

gemina somni porta, il. 50.

See Sleep.

Son, a wise, makes a glad father, ix. 242.

do the vine, v. 384.

Sonituum historia conscribenda, ii. 92.

Sonus, historia soni et auditus, vii. 191—223.

diffuso et forma ejus qualis, vi. 195.

quemodo generatur, vi. 193, 251.

generatur per percussionem vel seris ad aerem, vii. 195.

vel corporis datur ad aerem, ß.

Sonus — continued.

vel corporis datur ad corpus durum, vii. 196.

per percussionem unde, ß. partes aerei aliqua in generatione soni, ß.

duratio soni, non continuo sed renovatio, vi. 198.

sit motus localis in aere, ß.

cur plures simul sonorum concussio, visibilium nulla, vii. 206.

que corpora ad somnum vehendum, quæ ad impeditudinem populia, vi. 207.

de penetratione soni, vii. 202—204.

subter aquam crepati, ß.

diffunditur in ambitu sphærii, vii. 204.

noumhibi in directione prime impulsiones, ß.

occupat universam sphæram aequam, vii. 204, 205.

totus intrabit in omnem partem, vi. 206.

per linearum directores tertium, vii. 206.


utrum ascendat aut descendat procellae, vii. 207.

an socio ut auditus distansa requiritur, ß.

genera sonorum, vii. 208.

instrumentorum species diverse, vii. 209.

quemodo sonus amplior et extensior reddatur, vi. 249, 213.

repercusio ejus, vi. 212.

quibus in rebus visibilis et audibilis congruent, vii. 212.

quibus differunt, vii. 214—216.

quæm cito sonus generatur et interit, vi. 218.

non tam dixit durat quam sit resonatio, i. 506.

visibilis ocularis celebris quam soni aures ferrantis, vii. 217.

motus sonorum minima aerae contorturæ, vii. 218—220.

Soot, what, x. 253.

the carcasse of Dano, x. 253.

Soothsayer, his advice to Antony, v. 134.

Sophismata, ii. 307, 441—454.

Sphærum, examples of, for and against, vi. 301; ix. 196—194.
Sophistae Gracorum, vil. 67.
Plato et Aristoteles, vil. 68.
sophistae errores, l. 260, 287.
Sophistry, vi. 290.
fallacies handled by Aristotle in pretense, and by Plato in example, ix. 96.
Sophists differed from the ancient rhetoricians, how, vill. 102.
from orators, how, vi. 279; ix. 96.
their errors, vill. 91.
Sophron, sive tractatus de legitimo usu rationis humanae in divinis, iii. 180.
or the legitimate use of human reason in divine subjects, ix. 391.
Sorceries not to be ignored in history, vill. 412.
Soul of man, ix. 65.
twofold, the rational or breath of life, and the sensible or produced, ix. 48-59.
its substance, whence produced, ix. 50.
how differing from that of brutes, ix. 51.
its faculties, ib.
Hume's doctrine of, i. 102-107.
derived from Teleus, i. 102.
document of Teleus, i. 102-107.
the form of the body, i. 406.
mental responsibility belongs to it alone, i. 107.
the simplest of substances, vi. 239.
nature of the, vi. 254.
immediately inspired from God, x, 3.
immortality of, ib.
inquiry into its nature, must be bounded by religion, x,
true knowledge of the, must come by inspiration, ib.
mutual action on one another of soul and body, ix. 15-22, 25.
not propagated, x. 146. See Man, Spirit.
Sounds, nature of, in general, iv. 232.
Nullity and Entity of, iv. 292-297.
great motions in nature without sound instance, iv. 232, 233.
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Sounds—continued.

so wherever the anterior body giveth way as fast as the posterior cometh on, iv. 233.
air unconfined maketh no sound unless sharply pressed, iv. 234.
solid bodies softly pressed give no sound, iv. 233.
no does the flame of a taper, ib.
nor air heated in an oven, ib.
flame pressed by air giveth a noise, ib.
white powder, to discharge a gun without noise, impossible, ib.
percussion of air by burning-glasses, without noise, iv. 236.
spaces of time required by the ear as by the eye, iv. 237.
all eruptions of air give an entity of sound, ib.
Elision of the air a false explanation of sound, iv. 237, 288.
sound not produced at first without local motion of the air, or other medium, iv. 238.
differing herein from colors, ib.
sound not identical with local motion of the air, iv. 239.
concussion of the air; some effects of, iv. 240, 269.
deafness produced by, iv. 240, 288.
sounds enclosed are heard further, iv. 241.
round inclosure preserves sound, iv. 242.
semispherical not so well, ib.
outside surfaces also carry the voice, ib.
in curved tubes, ib.
sounds originated under water, iv. 242, 254.
in midst of flame, iv. 243.
pneumatical part is in all tangible bodies, office of it, ib.
Magnitude of sound, experiments relating to, iv. 244-249.
Sounds — continued.
the trunk, iv. 244.
hunter’s horn, ib.
conduit, in St. James’s Fields, ib.
bull’s bells, iv. 245.
drums, ib.
sounds at night, ib.
reflections of sound, which are twofold, ib.
stringed instruments, iv. 246.
Irish harp, ib.
virginal, ib.
church at Gloucester, ib.
bowstring, iv. 247.
metal rod, ib.
buckets in well, iv. 248.
barrels under chamber floor, ib.
five ways of majoration in sounds, ib.
Exility of sound, experiments relating to, iv. 249, 250.
Damping and Deadening of sounds, experiments relating to, iv. 250, 251.
Loudness or Softness of sounds, experiments relating to, iv. 252, 253.
Communication of sounds, experiments touching, iv. 253.
chiming of bells, ib.
pipes of diverse material, ib.
Accidental Equality and Inequality of sounds, experiments touching, iv. 254–257.
from roughness or obliquity of passage, iv. 254.
from doubling of percipient, ib.
from trepidation of motion, ib.
rifled bell, ib.
formerly used, ib.
recurved or bentened tube, ib.
uneven lute string, iv. 255.
rattles, ib.
children’s cockles, ib.
base and treble note, distinction between, iv. 255, 256.
modulations of voice, iv. 256.
Sounds — continued.
humming of bees, ib.
metals quenched in water, iv. 256, 257.
bell within bell, iv. 257.
planks of diverse materials, ib.
hoghead within hoghead, ib.
treble sounds as distinguished from base, cause of, iv. 257–261.
in wind instruments, iv. 257.
stringed instruments, iv. 259.
human voice, ib.
musical glass, iv. 259.
propagation of the air perced the secret of all musical proportion, iv. 259–261.
in stringed instruments, iv. 260.
improvements in the harp suggested, iv. 276.
in wind instruments, iv. 276.
all sounds are either musical and equal, viz. tones, or unmusical and unequal, iv. 225.
but three percussions create tones, e. g. of metals, of air, of water, iv. 224, 225.
diapason or eighths the sweetest concord, being an unison, iv. 226.
scales of the diapason, ib.
number 8, a received thing, rather than any true computation, iv. 227.
subdivisions of it, ib.
nature requires a half note after every three whole notes, iv. 223.
sound returneth after 8, or after 12, ib.
syllables, ib.
discords, iv. 228, 229.
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de—continued.

quarter notes not used, iv, 229.

pleasure of a single tone to the ear is like that of colour to the eye, the pleasure of harmony like that of order, 5.

discordant sounds affect the body more painfully than sights, smells, tastes, or touches, iv, 427.

tones produce sleep less than some other sounds, iv, 230.

certain figures in music correspond to certain figures in rhetoric, and with the affections of the mind and senses, 56.

effect of music on manners, iv, 231.

sympathies and antipathies of sounds, iv, 294, 295.

all concords and discords of music, are, iv, 294.

some instruments sound together, and with the voice, better than others, 56.
sympathy of motion between strings in tune, 56.

double row of strings or instruments without stops, proposed, iv, 294, 295.

whether there is a sympathy between wind instruments and bells in tune, iv, 295.

the eye resembles a reflecting glass, the ear an echoing cave, 56.

motions of sounds, iv, 297-299, 291.

sounds move in every direction, iv, 297.

not necessarily in a right line, but by the shortest line, 56.

when stopped, take an oblique direction, 56.

go farthest in the fore lines, iv, 298.

move better downwards than upwards, query, 56.

illustration from sight, 56.

Sounds—continued.

experiment with trunk or tube proposed, 56.

velocity of, viii, 210.

duration of, iv, 299-271.

in a resonant, not a continuous, of the same sounds, iv, 299; viii, 210, 220.

report of ordnance carried twenty miles, seems a continuity, iv, 270.

speed at which sound travels may be measured by showing a light, 56.
sight swifter than sound, 56.
colours fade not, sounds melt, iv, 271.

passage of sounds through intercepting bodies, iv, 271-272.

experiment with a hawk's bell rung in a sealed bottle, iv, 272.

whether great sounds are weakened in passing through small canyons, iv, 273.

mediums of sounds, what, iv, 273, 274, 280.

air, soft and porous bodies, and water, iv, 273, 280.

sound carried best in moist weather, iv, 274.

same, 56.

liquids, iv, 274.

how modified by passing through pipes of diverse figures, iv, 274, 275.

produced by percussions of solid bodies of several figures, iv, 274.

mixture of, iv, 276-278.

the visible doth not mingle in the medium, the audible doth, why, iv, 274.

sweetest harmony, when the several instruments are indistinguishable, as in performance, iv, 277.

the disposition of the air (if free from other sounds) affects sound little, iv, 277, 280.

two voices of like loudness not heard twice as far as one, why, iv, 277.

mellification of, iv, 276-278.
Sounds — continued.

all reflexions concurrent
make sounds greater, iv. 278.
if the reflector be smooth,
sweeter, ib.
when the interior of the
pipe is wetted, ib.
music in frost sounds better,
why, iv. 278.
mimgling of open air with
pent air melliorates sounds,
ib.
improvements in stringed
instruments proposed, ib.
singing into drums, ib.
different materials proposed
for wind instruments, ib.
intension of the sense melli-
rates sounds, iv. 278, 290.
imitation of, iv. 280–282.
innate disposition to imitate
speech in children and in
some birds, iv. 280, 281.
beasts have no power of imi-
tating speech, iv. 281.
aptitude of birds, whence,
iv. 282.
power of actors to change
the voice, ib.
ventriloquism, ib.
exterior and interior sounds,
iv. 261–263.
articulation of, iv. 263–266.
distinct in every small part
of the air, iv. 263.
winds carry but do not con-
found, ib.
distance confounds, ib.
passage through water does
not confound, ib.
extreme small or extreme
great sound cannot be
articulate, iv. 263, 264.
vaulted roof confounds arti-
culation, iv. 264.
pronunciation of alphabetic-
cal letters, ib.
lungs do not aid articula-
tion, iv. 265.
similitude of sounds made
by inanimate bodies, to
articulate voices, ib.
reflexion of sounds, iv. 283–287.
three kinds of: 1. concen-
trate; 2. incident or echoes,
and 3. super-reflexion, the
echo of an echo, iv. 283.
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Sounds — continued.
species visible reflected by
mirrors, iv. 283–286.
no echo in a narrow room,
iv. 283, 284.
natural echoes require open,
iv. 283, 284.
echo cometh in a round ell
of air, iv. 284, 285.
angle of incidence, wheth-
er made by echoes, iv.
284.
repetition of echoes, iv. 285.
286; v. 57.
at Pont Charenton, iv. 285;
ib.
echo cannot repeat letter s,
iv. 286.
refraction of sounds, whether
it exists, iv. 287.
natural spirit of sounds, in.
287, 286.
echo an argument of, iv.
287.
articulate sounds the same,
ib.
shown by their sudden gen-
eration and propagation,
iv. 288.
theory of the dispersion of
sound, ib.
seven divisions of, iv. 299.

Bacon's inquiries unsatisfied, i.
441.
proposed history of sounds in
the upper regions of the
heavens, vili. 374. See Tones.

South side, leaves of trees fall sooner
on, ix. 405.
vine shoots burst only upwards
the south, ib.

South Wind blows as it were
below, ix. 394.
an attendant wind of the
world, ix. 398.
a rainy wind, ix. 402; why, ib.
more variable, and blows lower
than the north wind, ix. 402.

wet or pestillential with us, but
in Africa fair and healthy, ix.
403.
allied to the west wind, ib.
healthiest when from the sea, ib.
403, 404.
benevolent to plants, ix. 404.
when violent brings clouds b
South Wind — continued.

Sperma animalium, iv. 87.

Spermaturfins similis est sopori­fera medicamentis, iii. 302.
ad prolongationem vitem pluri­
mum facit, iii. 490.

Scientiae promouendae, i. 303.

See Hope.

Spinalis less like a perfect ruby than a
dubline, vi. 59.

Spirit, spirits are in all tangible bod­
ies, iv. 229–230, 420; x. 186.
differences of them, iv. 429–
323.
speculations concerning them,
iv. 219.

is a natural body rared to a propor­tion, and included in the
tangible parts of bodies,
as in an integument, id.

never at rest, id.

from the motions of the spirit
most of the effects of nature
proceed, iv. 230.

mode of investigating its action,

four processes of, x. 157.

the cause of sweet, x. 256.
of the pulsation of the heart,

of voluntary motion, id.
of putrefaction, x. 33, P27.

See Putrefaction.

of desiccation, x. 33.

of rust, x. 256.
in tangible bodies preys on the
grosser parts, x. 233.
in a body of firm texture de­
tained against their will, x.

in silv and fat things detained
willingly, x. 167.

Bacon’s theory of spirits, iii. 319.
of vegetables and animals, x.

not found at large, id.
dilatations from the expansion of
x. 216.

the power and force whereof,
is said to make things flow, x.

1.

lifeless spirits, existing in all
innaminate bodies, x. 156.
distinct from the vital pow­
er, id.

excited by it, x. 161.
of nearly the same substance
as the air, id.

have two desires, x. 189.
APPROPRIATE INDEX TO THE

Spirit — continued.

of multiplying themselves, &c.
of congregating with their connotets, &c.
if detained, soften the grosser parts, x. 163.
heat of, requisite to keep the body fresh, x. 164.
longevity produced by condensation of, by moderation of, x. 165.
by equal diffusion of, &c.
by regularity of motion of, x. 166.
2. living or vital spirits, x. 169.
two special differences of, &c.
in animate bodies, of two kinds, x. 159, 160.
the chief seat is in the head, x. 44.
their nature and functions, x. 161-169.
composed of air and flame, iv. 177.
differ from flame and from air, x. 175, 176.
akin to the substance of flame, x. 149, 161.
abhor leaving the body, x. 162.
perish when deprived either of motion, refrigeration, or aliment, x. 175.
rapid consumption of aliment by, x. 147.
retire at things offensive, v. 56.
immediately affected by vapours and passions, ix. 53.
emissions of, v. 123, 124.
mixture of, iii. 286.
by what means to be renewed, x. 83-103.
cause of all effects in human bodies, x. 83.
degrees of activity of, x. 84.
condensed in four ways, x. 85.
by putting them to flight, x. 85-89.
See Opiates.
by cold, x. 89-93.
See Refrigeration.
by soothing, x. 93-96.
by restraining them, x. 96-100.

Spirit — continued.
degree of heat the 94, 95.
preserved by moders 100.
made turbid by habit how to be manaq 101.
changed, x. 101.
requirements for their ence —
suitable motion 144.
moderate cool 144-146.
proper aliment, 148.
are not propag 146.
See Let Soul, condensed in two soporistics, viii. 39.
Spirit of wine, the flame of 340.
distillation of, ix. 73.
experiment with a bladd the expansion of the of x. 198, 199.
Spiritualia mixtures, i. 470.
Spirits, His "Scrithoder Cocium" 273.
Spirits and angels, inquiry of, not inter 213; viii. 479.
adoration of, forbidden evil, 175.
knowledge of, not d-fantastical, vi. 214.
Spiritus insunt omni 341, 483.
nature spirituum, i emisuus desicent, ii detentus, aut collii 123, 124.
trefficient, aut viv
quattuor processus
causa suberrum, i
pulsationem
moeus soluta
patrolectio
rubinignis, &c.
in tangibilibus
ecrasorres
in omnibus an
spirituum, ii
mortuas, qua
matis,
duo disc.
mortu 486, 4.
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Spiritus — continued.

refrigerando, illi. 416-
420. Vede Refrigera-
tio.

demulcendo, illi. 420.

sedando, illi. 423-427.

calor eorum quomodò ser-
vondus, illi. 421, 422.

copia eorum diesel minu-
endi, illi. 422, 423.

frammento eorum fit tribus
modis:

per somnum, illi. 423, 424.

per evitamentem nimii
laboris, illi. 424.

per cohabitationem aec-
tuum noxestorum, illi.
425, 426.

moderatione servavit, illi.
427.

et consuetud delectantur et
novis, 60.

seniorum, actus pueritiae
recordando, maxime con-
fortantur, illi. 428.

spiritibus gratissimis, ut
fiant progressus continuò
in benignius, illi. 429.

labor libenter susceput re-
creât, 60.

a spirito innato corporum origi-

trimmum, ut exent tres desociationis

actus, illi. 351-354.

a spirito innato originem ducere
putrefactionem, illi. 354.

destinatur duplci modo, illi. 351.

per compressionem.

per detentionem spontane-
am.

dilataiones per expansionem
spiritus innati, iv. 56.

in corpore compaginis solidis in
vito destinat, illi. 492.

in oleosis et pinigibus liben-
ter destinetur, illi. 493.

vegetabilium et animalium, iv.
115.

neinveniantur aed spont nos soluti,
60.

sed eorum principallis in capite,
illi. 365.

actio et motus ejus in corpori-
bus, i. 459.

spirituum mixtura, i. 470, 471.

condensation eorum duplex, i. 458.

spiritus fluiditas, error commu-
nis, v. 290.

Spiritus — continued.

Spiritus — continued.

refrigerando, illi. 416-
420. Vede Refrigera-
tio.

demulcendo, illi. 420.

sedando, illi. 423-427.

calor eorum quomodò ser-
vondus, illi. 421, 422.

copia eorum diesel minu-
endi, illi. 422, 423.

frammento eorum fit tribus
modis:

per somnum, illi. 423, 424.

per evitamentem nimii
laboris, illi. 424.

per cohabitationem aec-
tuum noxestorum, illi.
425, 426.

moderatione servavit, illi.
427.

et consuetud delectantur et
novis, 60.

seniorum, actus pueritiae
recordando, maxime con-
fortantur, illi. 428.

spiritibus gratissimis, ut
fiant progressus continuò
in benignius, illi. 429.

labor libenter susceput re-
creât, 60.

a spirito innato corporum origi-

trimmum, ut exent tres desociationis

actus, illi. 351-354.

a spirito innato originem ducere
putrefactionem, illi. 354.

destinatur duplci modo, illi. 351.

per compressionem.

per detentionem spontane-
am.

dilataiones per expansionem
spiritus innati, iv. 56.

in corpore compaginis solidis in
vito destinat, illi. 492.

in oleosis et pinigibus liben-
ter destinetur, illi. 493.

vegetabilium et animalium, iv.
115.

neinveniantur aed spont nos soluti,
60.

sed eorum principallis in capite,
illi. 365.

actio et motus ejus in corpori-
bus, i. 459.

spirituum mixtura, i. 470, 471.

condensation eorum duplex, i. 458.

spiritus fluiditas, error commu-
nis, v. 290.
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Stars — continued.

star the denser part of the sun's orbit, x. 476. Tractate on Coelestia.

States of mind ever varying, ch. 342.

State-man in armour, x. 269.

Stati venti, iii. 217, 229-232. By Venti.

Statuta-metal, how to mix, vii. 356.


Stanching of blood, iv. 201, 202.

Star chamber, i. 146, 147.

Stars, forms and order of, vii. 359, 376.

whether real fires, x. 445, 467.

the denser parts of their spheres, x. 445.

their substance, what, x. 436, 447-461.

their radiations and properties to be inquired into, vii. 404.

light of, whether primitive or derivative, x. 451.

whether true fire, x. 452.

whether furnished as fire is, x. 454.

their luminosities, x. 455, 456.

their spectra and motions among the stars, x. 457.

their geometrical appearances, x. 458.

their magnitudes, x. 459.

their white, red, and blue appearances, x. 460.

their refractions, x. 461.

their diameters, x. 462.

their reactions, x. 463.

their distances and nearnesses, x. 465.

their composition, x. 466.

their numbers and families, x. 467.

their durations, x. 468.

their birth, death, and destruction, x. 469.

their orbits, x. 470.

their elevations, x. 471.

their periods of revolution, x. 472.

their motions among the stars, x. 473.

their forms and position, x. 474.

their sizes and diameters, x. 475.

their shapes, x. 476.

their positions, x. 477.

their distances and nearnesses, x. 478.

their appearances, x. 479.

their brightness, x. 480.

their colors, x. 481.

their light, x. 482.

these, x. 483.

their nature, x. 484.

their species, x. 485.

their nature, x. 486.

their causes, x. 487.

their effects, x. 488.

their years, x. 489.

their motions, x. 490.

their number, x. 491.

their periods, x. 492.

their duration, x. 493.

their place, x. 494.

their formation, x. 495.

their substance, x. 496.

their measures, x. 497.

their numbers, x. 498.

their nature, x. 499.

their causes, x. 500.

their effects, x. 501.

their species, x. 502.

their number, x. 503.

their periods, x. 504.

their duration, x. 505.

their place, x. 506.

their formation, x. 507.

their substance, x. 508.

their causes, x. 509.

their effects, x. 510.

their species, x. 511.

their nature, x. 512.

their causes, x. 513.

their effects, x. 514.

their species, x. 515.

their nature, x. 516.

their causes, x. 517.

their effects, x. 518.

their species, x. 519.

their nature, x. 520.

their causes, x. 521.

their effects, x. 522.

their species, x. 523.

their nature, x. 524.

their causes, x. 525.

their effects, x. 526.

their species, x. 527.

their nature, x. 528.

their causes, x. 529.

their effects, x. 530.

their species, x. 531.

their nature, x. 532.

their causes, x. 533.

their effects, x. 534.

their species, x. 535.

their nature, x. 536.

their causes, x. 537.

their effects, x. 538.

their species, x. 539.

their nature, x. 540.

their causes, x. 541.

their effects, x. 542.

their species, x. 543.

their nature, x. 544.

their causes, x. 545.

their effects, x. 546.

their species, x. 547.

their nature, x. 548.

their causes, x. 549.

their effects, x. 550.

their species, x. 551.

their nature, x. 552.

their causes, x. 553.

their effects, x. 554.

their species, x. 555.

their nature, x. 556.

their causes, x. 557.

their effects, x. 558.

their species, x. 559.

their nature, x. 560.

their causes, x. 561.

their effects, x. 562.

their species, x. 563.

their nature, x. 564.

their causes, x. 565.

their effects, x. 566.

their species, x. 567.

their nature, x. 568.

their causes, x. 569.

their effects, x. 570.

their species, x. 571.

their nature, x. 572.

their causes, x. 573.

their effects, x. 574.

their species, x. 575.

their nature, x. 576.

their causes, x. 577.

their effects, x. 578.

their species, x. 579.

their nature, x. 580.

their causes, x. 581.

their effects, x. 582.

their species, x. 583.

their nature, x. 584.

their causes, x. 585.

their effects, x. 586.

their species, x. 587.

their nature, x. 588.

their causes, x. 589.

their effects, x. 590.

bitten by a dog in anger.
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Stone—continued.
powder of, a charm to pro-
voke cholera, v. 152.
observations on the generation and
hardening of, vii. 410, 411.
takes a long time to grow, viii.
339.
sweetening of, from condensed
moisture, x. 348.
Stoncutting, proposed history of,
viii. 579.
Stop, musical, iv. 258, 259.
Store, opinion of, a cause of want,
vii. 418.
Strangers, naturalization of, ix. 304:
394.
Strawberries, iv. 169, 363.
Strength of body, vi. 241.
Stultitia longevitati proest, illi.
427.
Stunus, ii. 125.
Stuttering, causes of, iv. 346.
Style of delivery, vi. 288.
material to the use and progress
of knowledge, vi. 283.
mathematical, vi. 259.
enigmatical, id.
by aphorisms, vi. 281.
by assertions and questions, vi.
292.
according to the subject, id.
in accordance with received
opinions, vi. 293.
of writing, in Luther's age, vii.
119-120.
the effectually concise, vi. 121.
Stylus scribendi, ii. 124-127.
circa Lutheri tempora, ii. 125.
Scholasticorum, id.
Sublimatoria quas vocant integrita-
tem et mutabilitatem haud dissim-
ilis celsissimis, v. 329-331.
Subterranean fires, iv. 334.
Subtilias minutissimus duplex, ii.
129-131.
in materialis ipso, ii. 129.
in modo et methodo tractandi,
nature, i. 248, 247; vi. 306; vii.
37.
Subtlety of things, vi. 63.
of nature, vi. 63; viii. 69, 72; x.
291.
Success in life, how to secure, ix.
267-267.
Succession in ventors, iii. 221, 302,
333. Vide Venti.
vol. X. 39
Succi corporis, illi. 441-445.
quo modo restituiuscell, illi. 498,
469.
roselli saciunt ad longevitatem,
illi. 496.
Sucrocinum, pedestis cius magnificiis, illi.
191.
Sador animalium, iv. 58.
Suffering, advantages of, vi. 331.
Sugar used to sweeten, iv. 444.
has put down the use of honey,
v. 88.
sugar sand, v. 89.
dissolved in wine, experiment
touching attraction, v. 108.
Suggestion, a part of invention, vi.
370.
Sulphur, proportion of, in combina-
tion with steel, ix. 74.
mercury and sulphur two of Par-
acelsus's principles, iv. 331;
viii. 342, 343.
mercury, sulphur, and salt, in-
troduction to proposed history
of, iv. 473, 475.
chemistry of, id.
in Iceland, vii. 177.
per universitatem rerum peru-
more, i. 531; iii. 300.
pater metalorum, vi. 241.
mercurius et sulphur naturae
primordiales, iii. 303.
Summary philosophy, subjects includ-
eg, vii. 97-103.
divided into two parts, i. 98. Vide
Philosophia prima, Philosop-
hy.
Sums of things, doctrine concerning
the, viii. 485.
Sun, whether the centre of the uni-
verse, x. 421, 422.
have the earth any influence in,
v. 390.
changes in, recorded, iv. 439.
effects of sunbeams, vii. 179, 180.
hot to sense, vii. 174.
hardest when perpendicular,
vii. 175.
heat by reflexion, vii. 177, 178.
collected in burning-glass,
58.
effects in nature wrought by,
vii. 179, 180. Vide
Coloeosia, Soci.
Sundew, origin of moisture on, iv.
396.
Superbia, antitheta de, ii. 472.
Tables — continued.

eference to winds, ix. 464–
466.
power to foretell fruitful
seasons, ix. 465.
power to foretell epidemics,
ib.
a method to raise and alay
them, ib.

amusing experiments, ix.
468.
improvements in the sails of
ships, ix. 464.
improvements in those of
windmills, ib.
a method of prognosticating
changes of wind, ib.
power to draw geographical
inferences from them, ix.
464, 465.
of discovery, viii. 129.
medici of second qualities, x.
324, 325.

ensienne et presentes, i. 79.
of declination, or absence in the
cart, ib.
of degrees, or comparion, ib.

Tabulis instantiarum formandae, i.
354.

instantie, de formâ calidi, i.
355.

instantie convenientes, i.
355–358.

instantie in proximo, i.
358–370.

instantie graduum, i. 371–
382.

rejectionis naturam, i. 387.
perticularium ad inductionem,
viii. 139.

invenienti, sive legimins inqui-
sitionis formulae, i. 303; vii.
141, 142, 170.

expansionis materia cum sup-
putatione rationum in cor-
peribus, iv. 32, 33; vii.
327–341.

quomodo paratur, iv. 33–36.
medicinae qualitatum secun-
darum, iv. 76, 105.

facturitas, antitheta de că, ii.
479.

factus vivus morum observationes
spirit, vii. 31.

Tudium vita among the Romans, iii.
21.

Talician operation, x. 140.

Talocitana operation, iii. 467.

Talisman, derivation of the term, ii.
281.

Taliktive people longlived, x. 100.

Tangiibilis, diviso tangibilium, iv.
44, 45.

Tangible bodies, three classes of, x.
193.

Tarrtivus materiae, v. 317.

Tascomi, an expounder of the Talisman,
vii. 377.

Taste, the sense of, viii. 230.
mouth out of, why, iv. 496.

proposed history of, viii. 378.

Taxes, men overburthened with,
ever valiant, ix. 302.

Teaching, the methods of, ix.
128–
139.

Tears of trees collected from goats’
beards, iv. 436.

Teeth, v. 31–36.

why sensitive, iv. 466.
in men, of three kinds, v. 33.

various forms of, in animals, v.
34.

no horned beast has upper teeth,
ib.
of a horse, ib.

children’s change of, ib.

things injurious to, v. 35.

points for consideration, ib.
to supply the want of, x. 133.

the crust formed on, x. 266.

analogy of teeth and beak, viii.
324.

Telescope of Galileo, viii. 372.

whether seen by Secrce, iv. 135.

Telesius revived the doctrines of
Parmenides, viii. 504; x. 365.

commentaries on the nature of
things, x. 365.
his doctrine of the nature of the
elements, ib.
of the heavens, x. 366–368, 388.
of the earth, x. 369, 368.

conflicts of matter, x. 370, 371.
of generation, x. 371, 375.

why the earth not destroyed by
the sun, x. 371, 372.

of the process of mutation, ib.
of heat and cold, i. 452; x. 366,
371–385.

his a pastoral philosophy, x.
385.

four demonstrations which de-
stroy his philosophy, x. 390, 391.
INDEX TO THE

Telesius — continued.

"de primo frigido," iv. 204.

affinitatem et conspersionem in naturam introduxit, vii. 349.

novum fabulam egit, vili. 79, 118.

Temenus removed by learning, vii. 193.

Temperance, antitheses for and against, ix. 167.

Temperantia, antitheta de, ii. 478.

Temperature of the year may possibly be predicted, vii. 492.

Tempos Partus Masculus, vii. 15-32.

title, i. 178.

prefix, vii. 9-14.

nomenclatur, vii. 9, 10.

date, vii. 11, 12.

origin of the peculiar style, vii. 12, 13.

whether identical with the Tempos Partus Maximus, i. 179.

Tempos Partus Maximus, whether the same as the "Tempos Partus Masculus," i. 178, 179.

Tempus auctor auctorum et veritatis parense, ii. 135.

filiae ejus Antiquitas et Novitas, ii. 136; veritas, vii. 131.

nostro vero antiqua tempora, ii. 136, 137.

infinivm, quod in studiis instilivis collocavit, vii. 137.

sine flavio levia devlebunt, solida subemergent, i. 302; ii. 138; vii. 112. See Time.

Tenebris, its windless summit, ix. 457.

free from snow, vii. 132.

Terestration of the trunks of fruit trees, iv. 365, 374, 390.

Terms of law, a commentary on, required, ix. 335.

Terra, figura terrae, ii. 57, 62.

in superficie utrum tumescat, iv. 409.

arbores sub terra sepultas, ii. inimica mutationes in superficie orbis, vii. 327.

interiora terrae nobis ignota, vii. 317.

an astera, ii.

effluvia terrae materiata longe infiusa colulum se stistant, vi. 357; vii. 325.

primus frigidum, ii.

an et stat aut rodet, i. 484; vii. 391, 395.

Vide Rotatio.
Terra — continued.

an centrum systematis, vii. 302, 300.
rotatio terrae satis licentior existimatum, vi. 296.
an magnae sit, ut Gilbertus sit, v. 266.
incrustationes terrae vertuntur versus polos, cur, i. 99.
doctriam Tleali, v. 316, 338.
cur non a sole jampridem destructa secundum Telesium, 
v. 318.
proxima a chaos, v. 301.
culi primo parente, unde nupti, 90.
terrae et maris historia, ii. 197.
Terra nostra, iv. 69; vii. 317.
agro Herefordiensi, iv. 69.
Terrella ex tengueta, i. 446.
Terrestrial magnetism, observations on, 
collected by the British Association, 
i. 58.
Testes contra argumenta, antitheta de eis, ii. 489.
doctrine that the celestial fires were fed on the vapours of the earth. x. 442, 454.
asserted water to be the principle of things, x. 350.
his reasons, x. 356.
aquam principium rerum positum, v. 301.
quassobren, v. 301, 302.
ignes celestes depascere terrae vapores, vii. 324.
Theatre, access of the, viii. 441; ix. 188.
discipline of, neglected, viii. 441.
idoles of the, vii. 78, 80-88.
of life, God and angels spectators, ix. 198.
Theatrum alterius satris magnum 
suns, ii. 130.
Thema cordi, vii. 344-359.
a part of the Descripelo Globi 
Intellechialis, vii. 270.
Thenistocles, his answer when asked to fiddle, ix. 296.
to the ambassador, ix. 356.
ragusus in convivio ut citharam 
pabinet, ii. 121; iii. 120.
Theologia inspirata partitur in historia, parabolae, dogmata, 
i. 188; vi. 257.
partitiones ejus legitimae quarum emissor, ii. 178.

Theologia — continued.
tres eis appendixes, 90.
de legitimo usu rationis humanae in divinis, iii. 178- 
180.
de gradibus unitatis in civilitate Dei, iii. 180, 181.
emanationes Scripturarum, iii. 182-184.
philosophia ethicae vice theologice, vii. 107.
theologiae et philosophiae, iid est 
Dei et sensus, conjugium damnatum, vii. 106.
naturam corrupt, vii. 72.
Naturalis, philosophia divina, ii. 
259.

Theology; sacred, vi. 394.
threefold division of, viii. 408; x. 405.
divisions of, why omitted, ix. 
345.
two regions of, uncultivated, ix. 
346.
three appendixes proposed, 99.
of the use of human reason in divine matters, ix. 346- 
351.
of the degrees of unity in 
the kingdom of God, ix. 352, 353.
of the emanations of the 
Scriptures, ix. 354-355.
a biondance to the progress of 
natural philosophy, vii. 111.
philosophy freed from its dogmas, 
123.
Natural, vi. 208; viii. 477-480.
Thomassia vera, quid, iii. 22.
Thomassium, the true, what, ix. 204.
Theon's commentary on Euclid, ix. 
183.
Theorium militia, vii. 43.
Theory must help observation, vii. 55.
of the heavens, vi. 463-499.
Theriacam medicina, ii. 322.
when invented, 90.
Thermometer suggested, vii. 292, 
290; x. 209, 212.
experiment with, x. 220, 245.
whether invented by Bacon, i. 
381.
Thirst should be avoided, x. 121.
Thucydides de Cleone, ii. 440, 441.
Tiberius, his dissimulation, ix. 273, 
27A.
reason of his retired habits, ix. 
273, 275.
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Topics in logic, general or particular, vi. 271; iv. 96, 97. example of, an inquiry concerning heavy and light, ix. 85, 92.


Torpedo marina, stupifying power of, v. 139.

Trade winds, the causes of, ix. 392-394.

Traditio, sive ars traditiva, ii. 410.

 Vide Logica.

Iampadis, ii. 430.


Appendices to, vi. 336.

Trajan, vi. 148.

why called "Paristaria" by Constantine the Great, vi. 150.

Plyne the Younger's character of, ix. 227.

Trajanus, ii. 155, 156.

Quaquivality of mind, ix. 206.

Epictetus' degrees of, ix. 144, 145.

Transcendentals or essences, vii. 473.

Transcendentists, sive conditionem cœtus adventitiorum, inquisicio philosophum prœnas, ii. 257.

Transformatio corporum, invention formarum possibilis, i. 348.

axiomata eis duplicibus est genus, aut rem deductum ex formas naturarum simplicis, id. aut per concretà corpora inventione latentæ processus, ii. 347, 348.


Transmutation, wisdom of, ix. 121. of knowledge. See Logic.

Transmutation metallorum suspexa, iv. 49.

arguunt vivi in arguentum sparsilib, sive.

Transmutation of bodies distinguish-

ed from assimilation, v. 80. of metals doubtful, x. 199. of quicksilver into silver may be hoped for, xii. See Metals.

Transparency, of the heavens, x. 437. absolute equality produceth, vi. 55. whiteness and blackness most incompatible with, vi. 55, 56.

Transmutation of knowledge, ix. 123, 124.

Trebonianus, his Digest of the Ro-

man Law, iii. 157; ix. 326, 335.

Tree of knowledge, vii. 471.

Trees in cold countries full of resin, vii. 177. mostly fruit once in two years, why, iv. 441. comparative ages of different kinds of, x. 23. age influenced by culture, x. 29, 30.

age of bearing, iv. 443.

found buried, explained by the swelling of the earth over them, x. 258. See Garden.

Trepidation in astronomy, what, i. 511.

Trias principiorum, vi. 192. See Paracelsus.

Tribe, idols of the, viii. 76, 83. See Idols.

Tribonianus, iii. 157. See Trebonia-

nus.

Tribus graeatum populum ad imperandum nos ideorum, iii. 124.

Triginta Tyranus, ii. 112.

Trinity College, Cambridge, chamber in, iv. 247.

Tristitia virum aliquando prolongat, iii. 425.

Triumph, the Roman, a wise institution, ix. 310.

Triumphus glorios apud Romanos, iii. 330, 333.

Tredosch of ripres heads aures eject, x. 249.

Tropicæ, venti intra, v. 257.

Tropics, cause of extreme heat, in.

winds within, iii. 330. See Bore.


Truth and utility the same, viii. 487. effect of allegories argumentæ sed.

vi. 419.
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Vacuum — continued.

Vacuum, whether nature abhors, x. 390, 436.
whether it exists in nature, vii. 296.
none in nature, x. 262.
in the interstellar spaces, x. 421.
document of Democritus and Leucippus, x. 420, 427.
an atom defined, that is without a vacuum, x. 268.
document of Hero respecting, ib.
of Democritus, x. 290.
a collective, maintained by Teleclus and Democritus, x. 383.
change in Bacon’s opinions respecting, iv. 93.

V.

Vacuum — continued.

notion rejected by Bacon, i. 96.
in natura utrum detur, i. 513.
not in natura, iv. 114.
motus, ne detur vacuum, vii. 256.
documenta de vacuo conservato, v. 341.
nulle modo a calido et frigido pendet, v. 342.
an detur, vii. 308.
Leucippi et Democriti, vii. 308, 309.
atomi definitio, corpus quod vacuo caret, v. 293.
documenta Heronis circa, vi. 304.
Democriti, v. 306.
Vain-glory, antitheses for and against, ix. 165.
Vain-love, Menander’s saying respecting, vi. 344.
Valentine Borgia, ix. 279.
Valentines, dreams of, vii. 314; x. 432.
somnia ejus, vii. 314.
Valerius Maximus, quoted, iii. 220.
Valerius Terminus, Of the Interpretation of Nature, vi. 25-76.
preface, vi. 9-24.
date of, i. 146, 147; vii. 9, 18, 23.
meaning of the name, vii. 9, 10.
the manuscript, vi. 16.
design of the book, i. 177, 182.
style, why obscure, i. 152.
makes no mention of correcting commonly received notions of simple natures, i. 87.
no mention of forma in, i. 89.
shows the practical side of Bacon’s philosophy, i. 90, 91.
Valesudo, antitheta de ea, ii. 496.
Value of things, importance of right estimate of the, vii. 390.
Vanity, the ignominy of, has abated.
all greatness of mind, vi. 487.
not an object of veneration, x.
vanities in the studies of the learned, vi. 117-129.
Vapor, experimenta de expansione vaporum, vii. 287-288.
vapores qui cor fontem, iii. 453.
Vapours, internal cooling, commend-
ed, x. 129.
INDEX TO T

Truth — continued.
the two ways of discovering.
71.
dughter of Time, not
thority, viii. 117.
Tumores in ventre, lv. 58.
Tumours in the stomach.
Turbinis, iii. 358.
aspersione scotii c
350.
Tumorum militae, iii.
causa beelli Turr
io.

Turkey, bows una
drinks of, in
brewing, o
into, o.

Turka poiter
ii. 375-374.
their i
their k
see Greek nautica
in

cur velocietas, iii. 276.

v"
Epsilonia fontes, iii.

T

T

T

T

T

T
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Venti — continued.

que plagae prae natu
tice favorilius, iii. 275.
nativum velocitas, iii. 275, 276.
tres impulsionis fontes, iii. 276.
ex quarto ventiqui
cessator, ii. 277,
ex modo percussio
tis vehil per ven
tum, iii. 277.
ex loco ubi fit per
cussion, iii. 277, 278.

motus molendinorum, iii. 278-281.
rheo moventes ad ven
tum, iii. 280.
vis et potestas ventorum, iii. 283.
contra currentes, ii. 283.
circa plantas et insecta, ii. 283.
circa purgationem et in
tionem aeris, ii. 283.
circa delationem specierum spiritalium, ii. 283.

prognostica ventorum, ii. 283,
284, 281-281.
divinatione naturalis pro
subjectum se habet, iii. 281.
ex facie solis, ii. 282, 283.
ex lunae, iii. 283, 284.
ex comae, iii. 285.
ex tonitruis et fulguris, ii. 286, 286.
ex castore et Polluce, iii. 286.
ex nubibus, iii. 287.
ex stellis, iii. 283.
ex nivem in aere, ii. 283.
ex bullis aquarum, iii. 286.
ex pulmo marino, ii. 283.
ex animalibus, ii. 283.
ex canum canorum, iii. 280.
ex plantis, ii. 283.

imitamenta ventorum, iii. 284,
284, 282.
folles et flabella, iii. 281.
status in animalibus, iii. 282.

distillationes, ii. 282.
in pulvere pyro, ii. 282.
in argentum vivo, ii. 282.

in veils nativum, iii. 223, 270-275.
velorum et apparatùs
navium descripte, iii. 270-274.
velorum dispositio, iii. 273, 274.
INDEX TO THE

Variatio inquisitionis secundum causas quam gratal inquiritur, vii. 62.
secundum subjecta, vii. 58.
Variety in nature based on a few principles, viii. 117, 118.
Vegetables, compared with metals and animals, viii. 348.
their affinities for soils and climates, 5.
comparativa longevity of x. 92, 93.
sizes has no relation to longevity of x. 93. See Garden.
Vegetarians, ix. 310, 350.
Vegetatio plantarum, i. 668.
Vegetation of plants, mode of studying, viii. 394. See Garden.
Vexa navium descripta, iii. 270-274.
velorum dispositio, iii. 274.
que plagas pyxia nastica velis favorables, iii. 375.
navism veloci, iii. 276, 278.
tres impulsionis fontes, iii. 276-278.
velorum melior dispositio desiderata, iii. 296.
moldendorum, iii. 278-280.
rhae velis motus, iii. 281.
Velleius, the Epicurean, his peremptory manner to be avoided, vi. 113.
Epicurea, ii. 141.
Veius laneam, condensatio aquae pers. iv. 99.
Velocias motuum nondum bené measurata, i. 408.
sonorum, i. 492.
Iuris, i. 483.
Venationum historia conscribenda, ii. 68.
Venice glass, the materials of, v. 43.
Venti historia ventorum conscribenda, ii. 61.
Historia Vortorum, iii. 215-298.
officis eorum, iii. 215.
creatio eorum, iii. 216.
divisiones eorum, iii. 225.
nomina eorum, iii. 217, 225.
226.
genera quattuor eorum, iii. 217.
1. generales, iii. 217, 220.
intra tropicos praecepit, iii. 226.
c.s. Prusa, iii. 226, 228.

Venti — continuand.

ex nuptis aquarum pact.
cipites, iii. 226.
an ex modo coeli, 5.
2. ait, iii. 217, 220-223.
cum locis perpetuatis, iii. 220.
casses circumstant in mari, iii. 280.
unde origines decent, iii. 221.
tertii ab orto solis horti insurgunt, 5.
principal nominantur, iii. 222.
reditus ex conjectus designatur, 5.
3. occasior, iii. 217, 229-236.
cur icta vocati, iii. 232.
mundus, 5.
himia, iii. 232.
regionum extra tropic.
cos, 5.
mane et vesperi, 5.
horarum pomeridianas.
1. noctis, iii. 234.
martia, 5.
4. liberti, iii. 217, 226, 330.
qualitates et potestas ventorum,
iii. 336-343.
principis differentiae card.
nalium, iii. 336-341.
tribus temporibus segetibus
nocent, iii. 240.
quoque medicinis, 5.
cardinalis non tam procel.
los quam mediani, iii.
341.
tonitura quando generant, 5.
quique modis naturas suas
nachecuntur, 5.
cumbant potestas devocien.
di, iii. 242.
Martius magis quam esti.

colum purgant aerem, 5.
potestas ventorum, iii. 233.
origines locales ventorum, iii.
318, 344-345.
tres sunt, iii. 344.
difficultias inquisitionis, 5.
s aut exsanguin e terris, iii.
344-347.
s ut dejiciantur ex sublimi,
iii. 348, 350.
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Venti — continued.

aut conflatur in corpore aeris, iii. 349, 350.

accidentales generationes ventorum, iii. 318, 321, 323.

compressiones, iii. 321.

post tempestas, v. 321, 322.

repercussiones, iii. 321, 322.

extraordinarii, iii. 319, 323, 353.

procellae, iii. 322, 323.

typhoons, v.

turbines, v.

preterea, v.

conficientia ad ventos, iii. 319, 323-325.

incerta veterum narrationes, iii. 325.

ccontestium motus, iii. 324.

temporibus, iii. 325.

calor et frigus, iii. 326, 327.

vapores, iii. 328.

solutio nivium, v.

moles glaciale, v.

incensa arces, iii. 329.

sedantur venti quinque modo, v.

limites ventorum, iii. 329, 340-342.

altitudo, iii. 381.

latitudo, v.

duratio, iii. 342.

successiones ventorum, iii. 321, 323, 343.

rotationes secundum motum solis, iii. 323.

impulsus pluviae, iii. 323.

as series ventorum et, v.

motus ventorum, iii. 321-323, 342-343.

an venti locum mutant, iii. 344.

prima impulso et motus exicit, v.

directio et verticita, iii. 385.

fomites ventorum, iii. 345.

longitudo et itinera, iii. 347.

undulatio ventorum, iii. 348.

motus conflictus, iii. 348.

in velis navium, iii. 323, 370-373.

velorum et apparatu navium descriptio, iii. 370-374.

velorum dispositio, iii. 374, 376.
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Veritas et utilitas ipsissimae rei, i. 341.
veritatis Inveniendae duas via, i.
Veritas essendi et cognoscendi sadem, ii. 181.
benedictus est veritatem distingui, sicum sagillum et impressum, ii. 185.
Verificatae questiones, ii. 198.
Versatilitas ingenii quomodo coele,
dea, i. 108.
Versatilitas of mind necessary for
success in life, vi. 375, 376; iv.
287.
Verticillata omnium corporum versus
Austrum at boream, v. 265.
ventorum, iii. 348.
Verticity of all things tending north
d and south, x. 335.
Vesica, experimentum vesica de ex-
pansione vaporum, iv. 48, 56;
vi. 353.
de contractione aeris nitro sub-
meris, iv. 108.
Vespasian, his love of the memories
of his youth, x. 109.
Vesica, shape and arrangement of,
viii. 341.
Vie utrum et via quassta, vii. 390.
Vibulanis ortus ad milites, ii. 404,
497.
mutily raised by him, ix. 138,
159.
Vice, men abandoned to, less dan-
gerous than the half corrupt, vi.
189.
Viminaria historia conscribenda, ii.
68.
Vinaris historia conscribenda, ii. 47.
Vindemianum prima, sua interpre-
tio inconsta, i. 83, 300.
Vindicata, anthetata de, ii. 455.
Vine, allegory of its invention by
Bacchus, viii. 466.
French mode of training better
than the Italian, iv. 456,
will grow towards the prop, iv.
374.
some anciently of vast size, iv.
437.
in some places suffered to trail
on the ground, iv. 438.
modes of grafting, used by the
ancients, iv. 450.
wild, produced by planting oak-
beach, iv. 396.
carnity to coevalt, vii. 344.
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Vineam et braesiacam inter, esse anti-
pathiam, l. 583.
Vinegar, the making of, a kind of
putrefaction, v. 114.
vapour of, used in rheums, v.
120.
in fainting fits, (cr.
poured out, said by Pliny to
stop whirlwinds, ix. 427.
Vailed first, or commencement of
interpretation, viii. 210, 317.
Vinum scientiae, l. 330.
Violatur infusion, l. 486.
Violets, to make infusion of, iv. 187,
169; viii. 300.
Virgil, his mistake in separating
policy and government from the
arts and sciences, vi. 98.
the best Roman poet, vi. 108.
Georgics of, ix. 193, 194.
Virgilis De Romano Imperio, ii.
113.
versus ejus, "Tu regere impe-
rio," So., reprehens, ii. 108.
Virginalis, iv. 246, 276.
Virtue, whether its own reward, ix.
149.
glory and honour its spars, (cr.
distinction between duty and,
vi. 325.
knowledge of evil necessary for
the defence of, vi. 287?
best means of attaining, vi. 343.
men of accomplished manners
seldom aspire to higher, vi.
349, 350.
moving in itself, vi. 335,
366.
made by Epicurus the handmaid
of Pleasure, ix. 106.
cardinal and universal virtues,
in nature, x. 413.
Virtutes cardinales et catholico in
naturae, vii. 294.
Vir et potestas ventorum, iii. 292.
Vice and fibrous bodies, distinct-
ion between, v. 85, 86.
Vissibus natura, i. 438.
Visibles and audible, iv. 260; v.
133.
consensus of, iv. 265-266.
both spread in an orb, iv.
268.
are carried a great way, 6,
lesser in proportion to dis-
tance, 6.
pervade the whole medium,
6.
Visibles and audibles — continued.
of sudden generation and
termination, 6.
carry exquisite minute dif-
fences, 6.
do not affect their mediums
with any physical change
or motion, 6.
stronger species droweth
the lesser, iv. 269.
excess destroyeth the sense,
6.
both reversione, 6.
neither hinders the other,
6.
affiect the sense with plea-
sure and dislike, 6.
work diversely according to
the medium, 6.
the best medium, 6.
intension of the sense helps
much, iv. 290.
in excess, effect of, 6.
Dissents of, iv. 295-296.
audibles seem to participate
more with local motion,
visibles to be emissions
of beams from the object
seen, iv. 290.
visibles are less manifestly
carried through the air
than audibles, 6.
move in right lines, audible
in arcuate, iv. 291.
are seen further than sounds
are carried, 6.
require a space between the
object and the eye, not
so audibles, 6.
are swifter carried to the
sense, iv. 292.
the species of audibles bang
longer in the air, 6.
in visibles are found no ob-
jects so odious to the sense
as in audibles, 6.
strong contrast of light con-
founds the sense, of sounds
alter, iv. 293.
Visis et visibilium historia conscri-
enda, ii. 69.
Vita, longevitas an lucrum sit, iii.
331.
de ea morte, que fit per atro-
phiam senilem, inquirendum,
iii. 332.
de vita falsa medicorum philoso-
phia, 6.
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Vita — continued.

W. Wagena, proposed history of, viii. 395.

Wax, smears of, vi. 381.

method and prudence in making, viii. 346.

undertaken for a just revenge, almost always successful, viii. 450.

a just war is like healthful exercise, ix. 308.

civil war like a fever, &c.

military rewards in former days, ix. 399.

what are just causes of, ix. 397.

the art of, history of, proposed, viii. 390.

Watts, how to remove, v. 190.

Waste, the principle of, v. 455.

commonly takes place, where there are the means of supply, x. 438.

of a body, caused by two depositions, ix. 41.

of the native spirit, &c. of the surrounding air, &c.

Water, transmission of air into, iv. 179, 177, 208-210, 214, 310.

congealing of into crystal, iv. 385.

experiment proposed, iv. 296.

indurated by burial, iv. 207.

experiment in condensing with a leaden globe, viii. 306, 335; ix. 306.

if slightly warm, is more easily frozen, viii. 337.

incomprehensibility of, i. 490.

a conductor of sounds, v. 86.

asserted by Thales to be the principle of things, x. 325.

importance of in the Universe, x. 326.

rise of into an inverted vessel containing a candle, explained, x. 210.

of Paradise to prolong life, x. 400.

tests of good, iv. 345-360.

taste, iv. 348.

light weight, &c.

fast evaporation in boiling, &c.

keeping long sweet, &c.

the strength of drinks made with it, &c.

Venus mortis naturalis causa, iii. 233.

duplex inquisitio. 

de consumptione corporis humani, 

de ejusdem reparatione, iii. 334.

articuli inquisitionis de vitæ et morte, ii. 333-338.

antitheta de vitæ, ii. 471.

officia vitæ esse vitæ ipse potiora, 

vitæ et mortis historia conscribenda, i. 66.

Historia Vitæ et Mortis, iii. 531-509.

non cedam semper, que ad vitam sanam, ad vitam longam conferre, iii. 409.

operaciones decem ad vitas prolongationem, iii. 410.

Vida Longevitas.

Vitalitas animalium, iii. 477.

Vitality, instances of, x. 181, 182.

Vita, de inventione ejus fabula, ii. 247.

Vitri historia conscribenda, ii. 66.

Vitræ partakes of the nature of both plants and metals, iv. 430.

sprouts like a tree, x. 207.

Vitriolum arborescens, iv. 57.

Vitrum, calendare, i. 380, 381, 395, 406; iv. 64, 97.

experimentum cum duobus vitriis, iv. 77.

Vivi sepulchi, iii. 478.

Vivificatio, sive generatio quid, iii. 498.

Vivification, what, x. 118.

Volatum avium, vii. 249.

Voluntary motion, how originated, x. 306.

Vox humana, varieties ejus, ii. 324.

Vulcan, iv. 179.

a second nature, viii. 490.

Vulpis animal brevioris vita, iii. 355.
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Water — continued.

bearing soap, iv. 349.
locality of the springs, 45,
soil of the bed of the stream, iv. 350.
Waterspouts, nature of, vili. 252.
Wax, proposed history of, ii. 68.
Wealth, necessary to the advancement of fortune, vi. 381.
Weather, cycle of, in how many years, iii. 363.
frosty, music sounds better in, iv. 270.
moist, sound carried furthest in, iv. 274.
state of, to be observed at time of administering purges, iv. 293.
how far, may be predicted, vili. 492.
Week, origin of the division, vili. 489.
Weight and gravity, vili. 231, 292, 330.
discourse of Bacon respecting, iv. 9-25; x. 178-181.
in air and in water, experiments concerning, vili. 413-415.
of iron dissolved in aqueducts, v. 54. See Specific Gravity, Ponds.
Wells which rise and sink with the tides, how to be explained, x. 323, 324.
in Dalmatia and Cyrene, into which a stone be thrown, a storm rises, ix. 413.
West wind, in Europe moist and genial, why, ix. 394; x. 590.
whether opposed to the motion of the heavens, ix. 394.
why warm in England and cold in Newfoundland, ix. 393, 399.
attendant of the afternoon, ix. 399.
the wind of the golden age, ix. 492.
a rainy wind, why, ix. 463.
allied to the south wind, 48.
friendly to plants, ix. 498.
damp, mild and genial, 49.
more violent than east, 49.
a variable wind, 50.
sounds travel farther in, 50. Vele Zephyrion.
Wet feet, iv. 218.
Wheat, advantage of steeping the seed, iv. 335.
Wheat — continued.
in water will not germinate, iv. 350.
set instead of sowed, iv. 368.
Wheels of the mind to be made concentric and movable with the wheel of Fortune, ix. 282.
Whelped applied to the stomach are astringenent, vili. 420.
Whispering, no musical tone in, why, iv. 292.
White a luminous colour, iv. 216.
white powder to discharge a piece without noise impossible, iv. 253.
Whiteness, the form of, vili. 506.
the nature of, vili. 291, 292.
taken as an example of freeing the direction, vi. 54-57.
Wickedness most punished in itself, vi. 436.
Wicks of several materials, experiments with, iv. 399, 340.
Wife and children, antitheses for and against having, iv. 158.
Wildness unspeakable, because made of bitumen, v. 51.
Will, the governed by right reason, seduced by apparent good, ix. 191.
discourse concerning, ix. 69.
Window the quarter, v. 72.
Windmills, explanation of the motion of, ix. 440, 447.
Bacon's theory of, iii. 198.
Bacon's experiments relating to, not clearer, vi. 436.
Window of Monsus, ix. 371.
Winds, history of, the, ix. 487-489.
powers, uses, and agencies of, ix. 381.
not primary creatures, 38.
articles of inquiry concerning, ix. 382-380.
names of, ix. 382, 390, 391.
four classes of, viz. general, periodical, adjacent, free, ix. 382.
free winds, ix. 383, 391, 398.
general winds, ix. 382, 390-394.
principally occur in the tropics, ix. 392.
e.g. the Breeze, ix. 392, 393.
whether influenced by the tides, ix. 393.
whether by the motion of the heavens, ix. 394.
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Winds — continued.
periodical winds, ix. 382, 395—
397.
change with the place, ix.
397.
their effects on currents, 39.
their origin, ix. 386, 396.
rise the third hour after sun-
rise, ix. 386.
the principal named, ix.
387.
all predictions of them are
but conjectures, 39.
attendant winds, ix. 382, 397—
400.
meaning of the name, ix.
387.
of the world, ix. 388.
of the winter season, 39.
of the extra-tropical re-
gions, 39.
of the morning and even-
ing, 39.
of the afternoon, ix. 399.
of the night, 40.
of the sea and its coasts, ix.
399, 400.
want of care in the observa-
tion of, ix. 399.
qualities and powers of, ix. 383,
400—402.
radical differences, ix. 402.
north and south winds more
frequent than east and
west, why, ix. 403.
winds injurious to corn at
three seasons, ix. 405.
all winds have a power of
drying, ix. 407.
different effects of, on men's
bodies, ix. 343.
March winds most drying,
ix. 408.
which favourable to plants,
ix. 402.
all winds clear the air, ix.
408.
south winds without rain
produce fever, why, v. 53,
65.
derive their power and ori-
gin from the sun, ix.
406.
south and west, the warm-
est, why, vii. 130.
strong winds are like inun-
dations of air, ix. 408.
power of, ix. 408, 409.

Winds — continued.
local origins of, are three, ix.
383.
difficulty of the inquiry, ix.
409.
of winds which spring from
the earth, ix. 410—412.
of winds from above, ix. 414,
415.
generated in two ways, ix.
410.
phenomena which pre-
cede, ix. 414, 415.
of winds generated in the
lower air, ix. 415,
416.
their origin explained,
39.
accidental generations of, ix.
384, 417, 418.
by compression, as in val-
leys and in streets, ix.
417.
in ventilation, ix. 417, 418.
after storms, ix. 418.
by repercussion from hills
and headlands, 40.
extraordinary and sudden,
ix. 384, 419, 420.
storms, typhoons, whirl-
winds, ix. 419.
the Sirocco, ix. 420.
by what things excited and ap-
peared, ix. 384, 385, 420—
427.
confused account given by
the ancients, ix. 420.
the motions of the heavenly
bodies, ix. 384, 421, 422.
heat and cold, ix. 423—425.
vapours and exhalations, ix.
424, 425.
melting of snows, ix. 425.
icy bergs, 40.
heather-burning, 40.
five causes by which winds
are calmed, ix. 426.
limits of, ix. 386, 427—429.
height of, ix. 427.
latitude of, ix. 425.
duration of, ix. 428, 429.
succession of, ix. 386, 428, 430.
when the wind shifts accord-
ing to the motion of the
sun, ix. 429.
how it influences the rain, 40.
how it influences the weather,
40.
Winds — continued.

whether there is a cycle of winds, ix. 430.
motions of, ix. 387, 388, 430-439.
first impulse of, ix. 430, 431.
direction and verticity of, ix. 431, 432.
nurseries of, ix. 432, 433.
longitudes of, ix. 434.
comparative rapidity of, in bringing up storms, ix.
undulations of, ix. 434, 435.
concurrent contrary motions, ix. 435, 436.
in the sails of a ship, ix. 436-445.
sails and rigging of a ship described, ix. 436-440.
the setting of the sails, ix. 439, 440.
from what points of the compass winds are available, ix.
speed of sailing vessels, ix. 442.
three fountains of impulse, ix. 443-445.
1. quantity of wind, ix. 443.
2. manner in which the sails catch the wind, ix. 444.
3. point of percussion, ix. 445.
in the windmill, ix. 445-447.
whether vehicles can be impelled by, ix. 447, 448.
powers of, ix. 389.
prognostics of, ix. 389, 448-449.
natural divination depends on the nature of the subject, ix. 448.
from the appearance of the sun, ix. 448-450.
from the moon, ix. 450-452.
from the stars, ix. 452, 453.
from thunder and lightning, ix. 453.
from the lights Castor and Pollux, 55.
from the clouds, ix. 454, 455.
from flame, ix. 455.
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Winds — continued.
from murmuring sounds, ix. 455, 456.
from eddies in the air and surface of the sea, ix. 456.
from glittering foam, 56.
from the conduct of animals, ix. 456, 457.
from the sound of bells, 56.
from pipes, ix. 458.
imitations of, ix. 459, 460.
bellows and fans, ix. 459.
fluctuency in bodies of animals, 56.
in distillation, 56.
explosive power of gunpowder, ix. 459, 460.
of some metals, ix. 460.
with all, ix. 464.

invention of, ix. 244.
proposed history of, viii. 373.
recapitulation of rules relating to the winds, ix. 469-474. See North, South, East, and West Winds, Venturi.

Wine, doctrines of Scripture compared to, vi. 408.

Wine, distribution of, vii. 150, 156.
it mixture with water, ix. 75.

Greek, prepared with sulphur and alum, v. 51.

for the spirits, receipt for, vii. 424.

against melancholy, a receipt for, 66.

history of, proposed, viii. 379.
Wisdom of transmission, ix. 121.
superior to eloquence, ix. 199.
two kinds of, ix. 365.

Witchcraft defined, vi. 411.
the height of idolatry, id.
not to be excluded from history, vii. 412.
may be by the operation of evil spirits, v. 143. See Maleficienting.

Witches, their confessions to be mistrusted, being the effect of imagination, v. 121.
often preferred to physicians, vi.

oaths, v. 159.
Witnesses against arguments, antiquity of, and against, ix. 181.
Wits, want of combination of, hitherto, vi. 39, 47.
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Wits — confounded.
impediments to, in every form of society, vi. 76.
the greatest, whether found in hot or cold climates, ix. 142.
Wolf, his gait a charm against colic, v. 151.
his head will scare away vermin, v. 152.
tradition respecting, v. 129.
Wonders nothing else but contemplation broken off and losing itself, vi. 29.
the child of Hartry, viii. 241.
Wood shining in the dark, iv. 236-
228, 448.
infusions of divers woods commended to give firmness to the blood, x. 118, 114.
Woodbine, iv. 185.
Woodseare, iv. 387.
Wool, condensation of moisture by, x. 247, 248.
salamander's, v. 47.
Words, their influence in misleading the understanding, vi. 279;
viii. 87, 88.
definition of, necessary, vi. 279.
images of cogitation, vi. 283; ix. 106.
how far to be trusted, vi. 364
the footstep of reason, ix. 119.
why Greeks used compounds, Romans not, ix. 118.
peculiarities of Hebrew, ib. accidents of, ib.
measure of, produced poetry, ix. 114.
Works of power and wisdom, difference between, displayed in the creation, vi. 126.
World, whether the image of God, viii. 478.
man the image of, ib.
Worship, the external body of religion, vi. 406.
Wounds healed by applying raw hide, iv. 480.
swellings reduced by applying cold metallic bodies, v. 28.
made with brass, heal more easily than those with iron, why, v. 83.
how to cure, by anointing the weapon which made them, v. 161.
Wreath, a soft answer turns awry ix. 239.
Writing, two parts of, vi. 289.
by the ordinary alphabet ix. 118.
by cipher, ix. 118–120.
characters of, vi. 289.
der order of entry, vi. 281.
the chief of the aids to memory, ix. 108.

X.
Xenophon, his eminence as a general and scholar, vi. 96.

Xenophon, his answer to Callinus, ii. 106
vi. 161, 102.
his conduct of the retreat of the Ten Thousand, vi. 162.
his observation regarding the affections, vi. 244.
commends the Persian children's nurture, iv. 330.

Y.
Yawning excited by imitation, iv 302.
danger of picking the ear, iv. 404.

Yeomen of England, ii. 205.
Young men, policy an unit study for, vi. 244.

Youth, education of, not derogatory to the mind in, vi. 306.
importance of culture of the mind in, vi. 305.

Z.
Zeno, his controversies with the Epicureans concerning the nature of good, vi. 318.
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Zephyrus in Europä humectans et alius, cur, iii. 227; v. 307.
Zodiac, pole of it and of the world the same, viii. 487.
cum motu coeli conceret, iii. Zoroaster his Persicae Magic, ii. 395.
qualitates et peculiaris, iii. 298-341. See West Wind.

Zwinger, his Theatrum Vitae Humanae quoted, iii. 321.

END OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS.
CORRIGENDA FOR THE PREVIOUS VOLUMES.

Vol. p. l.  
III. Frontispiece After "Hobbes," Insert (See p. 370.).
206 19. . installanter . . . . instillanter.
295 7. . accedente . . . . accedente.
331 9. . vident . . . . vident, (inserting comma).
358 9. . et . . . . et.
418 18. . ex . . . . et.
480 96. . . . . reducere.
IV. 35 5. . nec . . . . et. (Nec in original. But compare vol. vii. p. 240, l. 31.)
37 1. . ignes . . . . ignis.
168 23. . is the . . . . is in the (and dele note).
V. 109 11. . Lecadios . . . . }
115 7. . nec . . . . Dela note.
160 . . . . . .
230 16. . gradu, reditu; . . . . gradu; reditu,
336 last. . . . . After "principio;" . . . . Dela comma.
296 n. 2. . Dela all the English words.
VI. 301 14. . Transfer 3 to the end of the paragraph.
329 n. 2. . I cannot, etc. . . . . Which cannot chance.
But weep to have that which it fears to lose.
268 8. . affectus . . . . affectus.
229 13. . contiguous . . . . contiguous.
419 last. . . . . gem. opalesc. . . . . gem opalesc.
IX. 134 n. 3. . Dele borne.
311 21. . justice, in general justice in general, by comparison.
313 16, 17 wide it . . . . wide of it.